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Art. I.

—

Contributions to Meteorology, being results derivedfrom
an examination of the Observations of the United States Signal
Service, and from other sources ; by Elias Loomis, Professor
" Natural Philosophy in Yale College. Seventh paper.

1 Academy of Sciences, Washington, April 18, 1871]

, dimensions^ movements^ distribution, etc.

paper I examined all those cases in which the
rain-fall was uncommonly great at any one of the Signal Ser-
vice stations during a period of fifteen months (Sept. 1872, to
Nov. 1873). I propose now to consider those cases in which
the tx)tal rain-fall for all the stations was uncommonly great.
The following table exhibits all the cases in which the total

ram-fall at all the stations amounted to at least eight inches in
a period of eight houiu Column 1st contains the number of
reference

; column 2d shows the day and hour of observation
(the numeral one denotes the observation at 7^ 35™ A. M. ; two
denotes the observation at 4.35 P. M. ; and three denotes 11 P. M.)
column 3d shows in inches the total rain-fall at all the stations
during the preceding eight hours ; column 4th shows the station
at which the greatest rain-fall was recorded; column 5th shows
the amount of rain observed at the station mentioned in column
4th

; column 6th shows the state of the barometer at the same
.^taticm

;
column 7th shows the state of the barometer at the

nearest center of minimum pressure; column 8th shows the
^In-oction of the rain center mentioned in column 4th from the
ciMiter of low pressure mentioned in column 7th : column 9th
shows the distance of the rain center from the center of low
Am. Joub. Sci.—Third Semes, Vol. XIV, No. 79.-JurT, 1877.
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n-fall at all the stations amounting 5 least eight inches in eight
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pressure expressed in English miles ; column lltb shows the
direction and force of the wind at the place mentioned in col-

umn 4th and at the date given in column 2d ; and column 10th
shows the direction and force of the wind at the observation
next preceding the date mentioned in the table.

For each of the cases named in this table, the curves of equal
rain-fall have been accurately drawn upon maps of the United
States, and these curves have been carefully compared. The
following table shows the geographical extent of some of

these rain-areas. Column 1st shows the number of reference

taken from the preceding table ; column 2d shows in English
miles the greatest and least diameters of the area over which the

rain-fall was at least one inch in eight hours; and column 3rd
shows the greatest and least diameters of the area over which
the rainfall was at least half an inch, in eight hours.

Dimensions ofHa

... •3' .»i No.
Ti°'^

.iKl .0. tF^ ^f^

j!

720-230

468-162
446-216

920-398
668-430
724-350

774-332 1
37tl50
360-304
354-144

714^393
858-356

796-340

4361266 18

338-173

300-174
242-162

458-358
394-312

494-300
858-224

The form of these rain-area

generally it approximates to a

is not quite double the mine
rain-areas is more noticeable

Atlantic coast, than it is in re,

will be seen that in three cai

exceeded 500 miles in length, and in six cases the area of one
half inch rain-fall exceeded 750 miles in length. In number
ten, the area of one quarter inch rain -fall was 1,180 miles by 500
miles ; in number twenty, this area was 1,000 miles by 572 miles,

and in two or three other cases the dimensions of the rain-areas

were nearly as great Frequently the entire rain-area is an oval
figure whose length exceeds 1,000 miles, and whose breadth
exceeds 500 miles.

It was shown in my sixth paper, that south of latitude 36°

rain-areas are as frequently under the influence of an area of
high barometer as of an area of low barometer. In columns 7,

8 and 9, of the table on page 2, I have therefore left blanks for

the southern stations. The numbers in' column 8th, for the

northern stations, show that in seventeen cases the rain center

was north of the center of low pressure, and in sixteen cases it

was south of this center. In twenty cases the rain center was

axis. This elongated form of
storms which prevail near the

)ns remote from the ocean. It

> the area of one inch rain-fall
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east of the center of low pressure, and in twelve cases it was
west of this center. If, however, we consider the middle of the

rain-fall as corresponding to a date four hours preceding the

barometric observation, we shall find that in four of these cases,

viz : numbers 1, 2, 14, and 54, the principal rain-fall occurred
when the rain center was east of the center of low pressure, or

at least very near it. In several of the cases, however, the rain

center was clearly west of the center of low pressure, and in

some of the cases the rain-fall apparently had a decided influ-

ence upon the direction of the storm's progress. This was
specially true of numbers 45, 46 and 47, in which case the cen-

ter of minimum pressure moved westward instead of eastward.

As this example is a very remarkable one, I will consider it

particularly.

On the morning of October 19th 1873, along the coast of

North Carolina, Virginia and New Jersey, light winds from the

east, or southeast generally prevailed, while west of Virginia

and Pennsylvania the winds were generally from the west or

northwest This opposition of the winds was attended by a

rain-fall, which in the afternoon became general along the

Atlantic coast from Wilmington to Boston and extended inland

800 or 400 miles. The barometer fell steadily during the day,

and a center of minimum pressure which had prevailed for

twenty-four hours near the coast of Florida, advanced rapidly

northward. During the evening of the 19th the same winds
continued with increasing strength ; the rain-fall increased espe-

cially about Washington and New London ; the barometer con-

tinued to fall, and the center of minimum pressure advanced
to Norfolk. On the morning of the 20th"the same system of

winds prevailed but had advanced further northward, the south-

east winds near the coast extending from New York to Nova
Scotia, and having a velocity of twelve to twenty-five miles,

and were opposed by fresh winds from the north" and west in

the vicinity of Lakes Brie and Ontario. At Quebec the wind
blew from the east, forty-six miles per hour, and on Mt. Wash-
ington the wind blew from the southeast seventy-five miles per
hour. The total rain-fall at all the stations during the preced-

ing eight hours was greater than was recorded for any other
equal period during the fifteen months under discussion. The
center of minimum pressure had now reached Cape May, and
the center of the rain area was 250 miles further north. During
the 21st the system of east winds near the coast of New Eng-
land and Nova Scotia had pushed further into the interior, and
in the afternoon extended to Rochester, which was now the cen-

ter of greatest rain-fall, while the center of minimum pressure

moved slowly in the same direction. The wind at Quebec still

blew from the east, forty-two miles per hour, and on Mt. Wash-
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ington it blew from the southeast, seventy-eight miles per
hour. During the evening of the 20th the same system of

winds continued, but the center of the rain-area was at Buffalo,

and the center of minimum pressure advanced in the same
direction. The wind at Quebec still blew from the east forty-

five miles per hour, and on Mt. Washington from the southea'st

fifty miles per hour. On the morning of the 21st, southerly
and easterly winds extended from the coast of New England
to Lake Erie, where was now the greatest rainfall, and also the
center of minimum pressure. At GTrand Haven on Lake
Michigan, the wind blew from the north thirty-two miles per
hour, and on Mt Washington from the southeast fifty-five

miles per hour. On the afternoon of the 21st the system of

winds was nearly the same, but their intensity was sensibly

diminished. On Mt. Washington the wind blew from the

southeast thirty-eight miles per hour. The center of minimum
pressure had now advanced westward nearly to Lake Michigan,
a result which was apparently due to a second area of low
pressure which came from the northwest and coalesced with
the one which we have been considering. During the evening
of the 21st the easterly motion of the winds near the coast ot

New England was very much diminished ; the rainfall was
also diminished, and the center of minimum pressure a<lvaneed
a little to the north. On the morning of the 22d the rain-fall

had nearly ceased, the winds were generally moderate, and the

center of minimum pressure moved a little toward tlie north
east. During the 22d there were two centers of maximum
pressure in the southern part of the United States, and under
their influence southerly winds generally prevailed east of the

Mississippi, while in the northwestern States the winds were
from the northwest. Hence resulted a circulation of the
winds about Lake Superior, and the center of minimum pres-

sure moved in that direction. On the 23d the pressure in the

southern States increased ; southerly winds generally prevailed
throughout the Lake region, and the center of minimum pres-

sure was apparently pushed still further toward the northwest,
but as this center had now passed beyond the stations of ob-

servation, it is impossible to locate it with precision.

Plate I shows the curves of equal rain-fall for October 20.

7.35 A. M. The outer curve shows the extreme limits of the

rain-area during the preceding eight and one-half hours
;

the

next curve shows the limit of one half inch rain-fall ; the tlunl

curve shows the area over which the rain-fall was at least one

inch
; and the inner curve shows the area of one and a half

inch rain-fall. At Philadelphia and Burlinotoii the m.n-full

^^as 1-96 inch during the eight and one-half hours, an<l it is

probable that near the center of the rain area the rain-fall ex-
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ceeded two inches. The successive positions of the center of

minimum pressure are indicated by the figures 19-2, 198, 20-1,

etc., and the undulating line connecting these points represents

the path of the center of minimum pressure from October 19th

to October 22d. The arrows at the several stations represent

the direction of the winds for October 19th, 11 P. m., which
was the time of commencement of the rain-fall represented

upon the map.
This example presents a very unusual case of a storm center

traveling for several days toward the northwest. This result

was apparently produced by a wind of unusual violence setting

in from the Atlantic Ocean, and meeting with opposing winds
from the interior caused a very unusual rain-fall, and tbe center

of minimum pressure followed the center of the rain-area.

These facts seem to indicate that a heavy rain-fall extending

over a large area has a decided influence in determining the

In No. 26 the principal rain-fall was on the northwest side

of the center of minimum pressure but not over 150 miles from
it. In No. 53 the principal rain-fall was on the southwest side

of the center of minimum pressure, and these two cases,

together with No. 12 on page 15 of ray last paper, indicate

that in the neighborhood of Kentucky it is not uncommon for

the principal rainfall to occur after the center of low pressure

has passed eastward.

In Nos. 40 and 49 the .rain-fall at Cape May was greater than

at any other station, but there was at the same time another

rain-area of much greater extent near the center of minimum
pressure. The rain-fall at Cape May was apparently the result

of a local cyclone which did not greatly affect the height of the

barometer.

In No. 19 there was a center of low pressure in Nova Scotia,

but it seemed to have little influence upon the winds near

Philadelphia. There was a center of high pressure in Iowa,

new center of low pressure was forming near the coast of North
Carolina. The rain about Philadelphia on the morning of Jan-

uary 17th was apparently due to a local cyclonic movement,
more than to the influence of the low center in Nova Scotia.

The average distance of the center of greatest rain-fall from
tbe center of low pressure for cases north of latitude 36°, is

300 miles, but it sometimes exceeds 750 miles.

In 19 cases the distance was less than 250 miles.

11 " " between 250 and 500 miles.

5 " " " 500 and 750 miles.

3 " "^ over 750 miles.



generally prevailed along the entire iitlantic coast, and these
"being opposed by westerly winds (the result of a high barom-
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In No. 34 (page 2) there was a center of low pressure in

Minnesota, but it seemed to exert no control over the winds in

the eastern and southern parts of the United States. Here
there were five centers of local cyclonic movement, each of

which became the center of a rain-area as shown on Plate II.

Neither of these centers became a center of low pressure
although the rain-area near Washington continued for sixteen

In No. 10 there was a center of low pressure over Lake
Superior, but this was so distant that it exerted but little in-

fluence over the winds near the Atlantic coast. On the
evening of November 6th, winds from the south and east

g opposed by \^

in Tennessee), there Vas an extensive rain on the night
of November 6th, which was especially heavy along the coast
from G-eorgia to Massachusetts. This rain-fall seemed to have
a decided influence in accelerating the movement of the center
of low pressure, as was mentioned in my last paper, p. 16.

No. 15 was in many respects similar to No. 10, but it did
not produce the same effect on the movement of the low
center, perhaps owing to the influence of another rain-area

which prevailed near Montreal.
No. 19 has already been referred to ; see preceding page.
In No. 32 the center of lowest pressure was beyond Lake

Superior, but the barometer was quite low (29-56) at Port
Stanley, and here there was apparently a local cyclone resulting
in a heavy rain-fall.

No. 30 shows the influence of an
omed with an area of low pressure,
was an area of low pressure near the mouth of the Ohio Eiver,
and an area of high pressure in New England, which gave rise

to a system of southeast winds along the Atlantic coast, and
extending to the Lake region. The result was a slight rain-fall

over a large area of territory, but the rain was greatest about
-Lynchburg, near which place there was some evidence of
cyclonic motion. Perhaps the Alleghany Mountains had some
influence in determining the upward movement of the south-
east current near this place.
No. 22 appears to" have resulted from east winds along the

Atlantic coast opposed by west winds near the Mississippi
valley, on the south side of an area of low pressure.

No. 53 has already been referred to on page 6, and it is

remarkable that the center of low pressure moved towards the

northeast at the rate of 54 miles per hour, leaving the center
or principal rain-fall almost exactly in its rear. There were,

however, at the same time two other rain areas of considerable
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extent on the northeast side, one about Baltimore and the

other about Montreal.

From the preceding statement we perceive that in the United
States, south of latitude 36°, great rain-falls are accompanied
by a cyclonic movement of the air which sometimes appears to

be the result of a neighboring area of low pressure, and some-
times of an area of high pressure, and the latter case is about
as frequent as the former. North of latitude 36° rain-areas are

most frequently associated with areas of low barometer and
generally they are found on the east side of the center of low
pressure ; but occasionally they are found on the west side of

the center of low pressure, and this case occurs most frequently

in the neighborhood of the Ohio valley. Extensive rain-areas

sometimes occur in the Northern States at a great distance from
a low center, where they appear to be as much under the

influence of a center of high pressure as of a center of low
pressure, and in these cases there are generally indications of

a local cyclonic movement of the atmosphere.

Of the fifty-five cases enumerated in the table on page 2,

in thirty-eight cases the wind blew from some quarter between
northeast and southeast, either at the date given in the table or

at the time of the preceding observation. Of the seventeen

remaining cases, in five of them the air was reported as calm ;

in three of them the wind was from the south, and two of the

cases occurred on the summit of 'Mt. Washington. In one of

the remaining cases the velocity of the wind was only two
miles per hour; in another case the velocity was three miles

per hour; in a third case it was seven miles per hour, and in a

fourth case it was nine miles per hour. There remain only

three cases in which at both the observations the wind was
strong from some quarter between north and southwest. These

cases are Nos. 19, 47 and 48.

In No. 19, the winds upon the Atlantic coast near Phila-

delphia were generally from the south or southeast, while at a

distance of 300 miles from the coast, the winds were from the

west or northwest. It seems probable that this northwest

current crowded under the southeast current lifting it up from
the earth's surface and thus condensing its vapor, and that the

south wind at Philadelphia was the result of the meeting of the

southeast wind from the ocean with the northwest wind of the

In No. 47,

center of the i

of low pressure. It seems probable that in this case the violent

southeast wind from the ocean extended further west than
Buffalo, and that its vapor was condensed by its being elevated
from the earth's surface by the crowding of the northwest wind
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beneath it. This fact is distinctly indicated by the follow

observations for October 20th, 7.35 A. M., from stations wes
the limits of the rain area.

WIND.
^=i^^

Direction. Velocity.

Alpena

Louisvifle'".'

Toledo North.

9 miles.

S:

in the Northwestern States. This westerly current probably
pushed under the south wind from the ocean and lifting it

up from the earth's surface condensed its vapor, and it is

presumed that this south wind prevailed as an upper current at
many places where the northwest wind prevailed at the surface.
We thus see that during heavy rain-falls the wind generally
blows from some quarter between south and northeast, or if \t

blows from any other quarter its velocity is quite small ; but
occasionally a great rain-fall occurs with a strong wind from
some quarter between north and southwest and in such cases
It is presumed that at the same time an easterly wind prevails
at those places as an upper current. This upper current from
the east is generally concealed by the lower clouds whose
motion is nearly the same as that of the surface wind ; but
when the lower clouds are broken, the movement of this upper

,
The average velocity of the wind at the date of the observa-

tions m the table on page 2, was ten miles per hour, and at
the date of the preceding observations it was eleven miles per
hour

; an,d in only six cases did the velocity rise as high as
twenty-five miles per hour, either at the date given in the table
or at the preceding observation. Thus we see that the heaviest
rain-falls are seldom accompanied by very high wind.
One of the most noticeable facts connected with extensive

rain-falls is the tendency to the formation of several centei*s
ot precipitation. If in each of the cases mentioned in the
table on page 2 we trace the boundary of that area over
J^hich the rain-fall was at least one inch, we shall find that in
naif of these cases there were two such areas distinct from each
other, and in eleven cases there were three such areas. If we
trace the area of a rain-fall of at least one-half inch, we shall
nnd that in forty-five cases there were at least two distinct

ram-areas, and in twenty -nine cases there were three or more
such areas. If we trace the area of a rain-fjill of one-fourth
inch

(
} shall find that there are only three c
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Nos. 8, 24, and 46, in which there were not at least two distinct

rain-centers. In No. 45 there was apparently a subordinate
rain-center, near Charleston, and in No. 8 there was a fall of

14 inch at Alpena, which was beyond the principal rain-area.

Thus we see that when there is an extensive rain-fall in the

United States there is almost invariably more than one center
of precipitation, and this fact suggests the idea that those con-
ditions which are favorable to rain-fall at one locality, are

generally favorable to rain-fall over a much larger district, and
this often results in a simultaneous precipitation at several

points remote from each other.

Plate II exhibits the rain-areas for July 2Tth, 1873, at 4.35
p. M. Here we find four rain-areas showing a rain-fall of at

least one inch, and an equal number of areas showing a smaller
rain-fall. The following table shows the greatest amount of

rain observed at any station within each of these areas

:

Bain-fall July 21, 1873, 4.35 p. m.

Washington 2*12 inches. Shreveport 0-84 iach.

New York 1-54 " Breckenridge ... -45 "

Nashville 1-35 " Wilmington "18 "

Eastport 1-00 " Denver -09 "

It is possible that the Washington rain area was not entirely

distinct from the New York area, but the observations clearly

indicate two centers of greatest rain-falL During the time of

this rain- fall, the barometer was a little above 30 inches at all of

the stations here mentioned, except Breckenridge. The arrows
show the direction of the wind at 4.35 P. M. There were
decided local cyclones near Washington, New York, and Nash-
ville, and indications of opposing winds near Shreveport and
Breckenridge. It is presumed that if the stations had been
sufficiently numerous, the same fact would have been estab-

lished for each of the rain-areas. As the largest' of these

cyclonic areas had a diameter less than a 1,000 miles, and the

velocity of the winds was almost everywhere less than ten

miles per hour, no perceptible effect was produced upon the

barometer.

A considerable number of the cases mentioned in the table

on page 2, exhibit a variety of rain-areas nearly as remarkable
as that shown in Plate II. Among these may be mentioned
Nos. 1, 2, 3, 12, 14, 33, 36, and 41.

In order to deten great

selected all those cases in which any of the rain-falls mentioned
in the table on page 2, were followed by at least four inches
of rain (total amount at the eighty stations) during a succeed-
ing period of eight hours. The following table shows the
result of this comparison.
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We thus see that in a period of fifteen months there were
twenty-six cases in which a total rain-fall of eight inches in

eight hours was followed by a total rain-fall of more than four

inches in the next eight 'hours; there were sixteen eases in

which it was followed by a similar rain-fall for a third period

of eight hours ; there were eight cases of a fourth period of

eight hours; five cases of a fifth period ; three cases of a sixth

period; and one case of a seventh period of eight hours.

These rain-areas which succeeded each other in order of time,

were not, however, in all cases apparently connected with each

other; that is, they were not continuous rain-areas, or even
adjacent to each other. Those cases which were apparently

thus connected, I have indicated by the numerals 1, 2, 3, etc.,

attached to the names of the stations. It must not be inferred

that these rain-areas had in all cases a proper movement of

translation in the direction of the stations here indicated. In
some cases this apparent movement resulted from a slight

increase of precipitation in one part of an extensive rain-area,

and a decrease in some other part. This remark will probably
explain two or three of the cases in which the apparent move-
ment of the rain-area was from east to west. In one case

however, viz: October 19th, 1873, the rain-area did unques-
tionably advance westward for forty-eight hours as shown on
page 4. The average rate of motion of the rain-areas indi-

cated by numerals in the table, is 20-7 miles per hour.

This table shows that great rain- areas are seldom of long

continuance. In twenty-three cases the same rain-area con-

it continued for at least three periods ; and in only two cases

did it continue for more than three periods, that is, twenty-four
hours. We thus see that rain-areas with a total rain-fall of at

least four inches in eight hours, for eighty stations, seldom con-

tinue for more than twenty-four hours, only two or three such
cases occurring in the United States during a year. This fact

seems to indicate that the causes which produce rain, instead

of deriving increased force from the rain-fall, rapidly expend
themselves and become exhausted. This fact cannot be ex-

plained by supposing that the vapor of the air has all been

Erecipitated, because these cases chiefly occur near tiie At-
mtic coast, where the wind which su])phes the vapor comes

from the ocean, and the supply is therefore inexhaustible.
The facts seem rather to indicate 'that the forces which impart
that movement to the air which is reqi precipit

But only one-fifth of all the s
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the Atlantic coast; that is, the center of great rain-areas is

found near the Atlantic coast four times as frequently as it is

in the other portions of the United States, The center of great
rain-areas is not found in the neighborhood of the great Lakes
more frequently than it is at inland stations quite distant from
the Lakes.
The distribution of these fifty-five cases by seasons was as

Spring 8 ; Summer 9 ; Autumn iO and 16 ; Winter 12
;

showing a slight predominance of great rain-areas in autumn
and winter. In my last paper it was shown that excessive
rains at single stations were most common during the warmest
months

; but it appears that very extensive rain-falls are most
common during the cooler months.
The distribution of these cases according to the hour of the

day was as follows :

7.35 A. M. 25 cases ; 4.35 p. m. 22 cases ; 11 P. M. 8 cases.

After correcting these numbers for the inequality of the
time intervals, we still find that from 4.35 to 11 P. M. great
rain-falls are not half as frequent as during the remainder of the
day. This result is quite similar to that found in my last

paper with regard to great rain-falls at single stations south of
latitude 36°. It is essential to the accuracy of this conclusion
that the record in each case should show 'the actual rain-fall
since the preceding observation. There are a few cases in
which the last column of the record reports heavy rain, but the
ram-column makes no mention of rain. It is presumed that
generally in these cases the rain had but recently commenced,
and the observer thocmht it would be equallv satisfactory to
report the entire rain-fall at the time of the next observation.
Ihere seems no reason to question the conclusion which these
numbers indicate, viz: that the causes which produce exces-
sive ram-falls in the United States, act with less intensity in
the evening than during the remainder of the day.

Areas of loic pressure icithout rain.

In order to compare the influence of a very small rain-fall
with that of a very great rain-fall, I selected all those cases
aunng a period of fifteen months (September, 1872 to Novem-
ber, 1873) in which the rain-fall did not amount to one-tenth
01 an mch in eight hours at any of the stations. The following
table exhibits these cases. Column 1st contains the number
01 reference

; column 2nd shows the dav and hour of observa-
tion

; column 3d shows the total rain-fall for the preceding
eight hours at all the stations. In September, 1872, the num-
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Fort Sully.

Fort Siilly.

FortSuUy.

Fort Sully.

Duluth.

Keokuk.

Breckenridge.

Marquette.

Escanaba.
Pembina.
Fort SuUy.
Fort Sully.

St. Paul.

Fort Suily.

Fort Sully.

N. 49 B.

N. 73 E.

N. 69 E.
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Milwaukee.
Fort Garry.

Fort Garry.

Corinne.

Cheyenne.
Virginia City.

Fort Benton.

Fort Benton.
Virginia City.

Leavenworth.
Leavenworth.

Fort SuUy.

Breckenridge.

Fort Garry.
Marquette.

Fort Garry.

Fort Garry.

Fort Garry.
Fort Garry.

Yankton.
Fort SuUy.

Duluth.

Cape Eozier.

Farther Point.

Fort SuUy.
Virginia City.

Fort Garry.
Fort Garry.

S. 88 E.

S. 72 B.

S. 81 E.

Jtimore.

Lynchburgh.

26 San Francisco.

•29 New London.
Lynchburgh.

Philadelphi

Corinne.
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ber of stations was seventy-two, but this number was gradually

increased and in November, 1873, amounted to eighty-eight.

Column 4th shows the height of the barometer at the nearest

center of minimum pressure; column 5th shows the station at

which the pressure given in column 4th was observed ; column
6th shows the direction in which the low center had moved
during the last eight hours, and column 7th shows the velocity

with which it moved expressed in miles per hour. Column
8th shows the total amount of rain observed within the area

of low barometer; that is, at the stations where the pressure

was less than thirty inches. Frequently there was at the same
time a second center of low pressure near the borders of the

United States, but columns 4-8 refer exclusively to the first

center ; column 9th shows the height of the barometer at the

center of maximum pressure, and column 10th shows the

sure within the limits of the United States, but columns 9 and

10 refer to that whicb was regarded as the principal center.

This table shows that barometric minima frequently occur

with very little rain. Of the 101 cases here mentioned, more
than haff showed a pressure less than 29-70; more than one-

third were below 29'60, and nearly one-quarter of the cases

were below 29 "SO. The average pressure at the stations of

greatest rain-fall mentioned in the table on page 2, was 29-74,

and the average pressure at the center of the low barometer

attending these remarkable rain-falls was 2947.
It may be urged that these cases of minimum pressure gen-

erally occurred in that region where the stations of observation

were widely separated, and that rain may have occurred at

intermediate points where there was no observer. There is,

however, a considerable number of cases in which the area of

low barometer included a large number of stations. In about

half of the cases there were at least twenty stations which

showed a pressure below thirty inches ; in one-third of the cases

there were at least thirty stations which showed a pressure

below thirty inches : and in several cases there were over fifty

stations which showed a pressure below thirty inches. The
following table contains the most important examples. Column
1st shows the number of reference from the preceding table

and column 2nd shows the number of stations at which the

barometer was below thirty inches.

There seems to be no room for doubt that barometric minima
1 with little or no rain, and

3ight hours, and
Thetwenty-four hours or longer. These barometric mini'

continue stationary for eight hours, but almost
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Number of stations within the area of low barometer.

Ko. ._. Ko. Sta«on. No. Btauons .0. S-„o„ - SU«on. .0. S.«o„s

iJ? G? 11 S ' 1 S iJo 3? m 30

11
5'

58 44 i 18 4? 73 11 30
90

20 48 52 43
i

71 39 6 29 30

ivel to the eastward. 1

essure was beyond the 1

impossible to assign sat-

n several cases the center of least

imits of the United States so that it

sfactorily either the direction of their

progress or their rate of motion. The table on pages 14 and
15 shows the best results I have been able to deduce from the

observations. The average of all these directions is a little

north of east, and the average velocity is 20-7 miles per hour.
This direction is not quite as northerly as that given in my
third paper for barometric minima generally, and the velocity
is twenty per cent less.

In order to show more clearly the movement of the barometer
during these periods of small rain-fall, I have represented upon
Chart III the iso-baric curves for one of these periods, viz

:

October 19-21, 1872. The most western oval represents tlio

isobar 29-8 for October 19th ; the next curve represents the
isobar 29'6 for October 20th; and the most eastern curve
represents the isobar of 29'8 for October 21st; each of the
curves corresponds to the 4.35 P. M. observation. It will be
seen that during the first twenty-four hours, the center of least

pressure moved only about five miles per hour ; but during
the next twenty-four hours the average motion was twenty-two
miles per hour. During these forty-eight hours not a drop of
rain was recorded at any station within the area of a pressure
less than thirty inches, although on the 20th of October this

area had a diameter of 1,500 miles.
The observations on the amount of cloudiness at the different

stations confirm the observations of rain-fall. The following
table presents of these observations
shows the number of stations within the

rty ches
reported t» be entirely clear at'the date
except that the air was very generally reW; column 3d shows the number ol

sky was partly cloudy; and column 4th
stations at which the sky was entirely <>\

The following are the" stations at wliicl
to be overcast, viz: October 19.2, V'iru

20.2, Corinne, Cheyenne and Duluth : 2
Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Skries, Vol. XIV, No. 71
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Oct. 19.2 5 stations. 2 Stat o„s. 2 stations.

20:3

21:2

9
;;

..stations.

and Duluth; 21.1, St Paul, Duluth and Escanaba; 21.2, Santa

Fe, Duluth, La Crosse, Keokuk and Toronto. Six of these

cases occurred in the neighborhood of the Rocky Mountains,

so remote from the center of least pressure that if there had

been a rain-fall in that vicinity, it could not be supposed to be

the cause of the barometric minimum under discussion. The
long continuance of clouds at Duluth, and the extension of this

cloud area on the 21st indicates an upward movement of the

atmosphere attended with a shght precipitation of vapor, and

there may have been rain-fall at places further north. But
when we consider that in the Southern States a heavy rain-fall

covering an area several hundred miles in diameter exerts

scarcely any appreciable influence on the barometer, we cannot

suppose that the very limited rain-fall which may possibly

have occurred from October 19th to the 21st had any sensible

influence in the production of the barometric minimum, or in

causing its eastern progress, so that it seems safe to conclude

that rain-fall is not essential to the forvaation of areas of low barom-

eter^ and is not the principal cause of their formation or of their

The barometric minimum October 19th, appears to have

resulted from an area of high barometer (30-35) in the neigh-

borhood of the Ohio valley combined with an area of high

barometer (30-29) in Oregon. This excess of barometric pres-

sure on opposite sides caused a general movement of the inter-

mediate atmosphere towards the valley of the upper Missouri,

and each of these currents being deflected to the right by the

earth's rotation the result was a diminution of pressure ' over

the region between the Rocky Mountains and Lake Superior.

These two areas of high barometer on opposite sides of the

low area were remarkably persistent from October 19th to 21st,

but advanced eastward at about the same rate as the barometric

minimum. Plate III, shows the direction of the winds October

20th, 4.36 P. M. They indicate a decided inward movement
of the air and a circulation about the center of low pressure.

At several of the stations the winds were uncommonly strong.

The following table shows the direction and force of the wind
where the velocity was greatest.
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Direction. Velocity. Direction. velocity.

Fort Sully... N.W.
N.E.

19 " i^
S.W. 18 miles.

The distribu

be t

year,

the table on pages

lows

Spring, 14 cases. Summer, 4 eases.

Autumn, 39 and 21 cases. Winter, 23 cases.

We see that these cases occur most frequently in the autumn
and especially in the month of October. They are generally
accompanied by a hazy or smoky condition of the atmosphere,
and this is the phenomenon which is generally known under the
name of Indian Summer. It appears to be due to an uncom-
monly tranquil condition of the atmosphere extending entirely

across the continent; and similar cases frequently occur in

each month of the year from September to March, but are
most common in October.
A comparison of all the facts which have been presented in

this paper, together with my six former papers, appears to

warrant the following generalizations.
1. Areas of low barometer result from a general movement

of the atmosphere towards a central area, and this movement
is accompanied by a deflection of the wind to the right, which
causes a tendency to circulate around the center with a motion
spirally inward.

2. This deflection to the right, which results from the earth's

rotation, causes a diminished pressure within the area of this

mward movement, and the pressure is still further diminished
by the centrifugal force resulting from the circulation about a

3. The amount of the barometric depression depends upon
the force of the wind, and the geographical extent of the
revolving atmosphere. The effect of centrifugal force is not
considerable except when the velocity of the wind approaches
that of a hurricane. With a velocity of 100 miles per hour,
the depression due to centrifugal force may amount to about
two inches ; but in the winter storms of the middle latitudes
with a velocity not exceeding forty miles per hour, the depres-
sion due to centrifugal force seldom exceeds one or two-tenths
01 an inch. In these storms, three-quarters of the observed
depression of the barometer is usuallv the effect of the earth's

i-otation
; but in order that the depression at the center may

amount to as much as one inch, it is generally necessary that
this system of circulating winds should prevail over an area
nearly 2,000 miles in diameter.
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In North America, south of latitude 35°, areas of low
sure are less frequent and generally exhibit a less depres-

than near latitude 45°, because the area over which a

cyclonic movement of the winds prevails is small; and this

area is small because if a cyclonic area could be formed having
a radius of 1,000 miles with its center in latitude 30°, its cir-

cumference must extend southward to latitude 16°, where the

trade winds are steady and seldom interrupted. Such a diver-

sion of the winds toward tbe north, even if it could be produced,
could not be long maintained ; so that a large cyclonic area

with its center in latitude 30° is well nigh impossible ; and it

is impossible that there should be a great depression of the

barometer in latitude 30°, except with a wind having a hurricane

velocity. This is believed to be the reason why in North
America the centers of great storms are generally found north
of latitude 40°.

5. The causes which may produce a general movement of

the atmosphere toward a central area are (A) unequal pressure

as shown by tbe barometer
;

(B) unequal temperature ; and
(C) unequal amount of aqueous vapor. Of these three causes

the effect of the fust is generally so decided that the itifluence

of the other two causes can only be detected by careful obscr

vation; but when the pressure of the air is nearly uniform
over a large extent of country, the mfluenoe of the other two
causes is soinetimcs verv palpable, and their mfkienoe is gen-

erally MHMi in a shirht dedection of the winds fiom the diiection

they would have \\ whollv controlled by the first cause. I

have made a couMderable collection of f.icts illustrating the

influence of tempeiature upon the direction of the winds, which
r intend to publish hereafter.

6. A cyclonic mo\emcnt of a large mass of air is geneially

attended by an iipw.ud motion m certain localities, chiefly on

movement results in rain-fall. The ram-fall is then not gen-

erally the original cause of the barometric depression, but

rather an incident of tlie cycloidal movement of the atmos
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8. The heat which is liberated in the condensation of a large
amount of aqueous vapor must exert an influence upon the
movements of the air, so that while the rain is generallv to be
regarded not as the original cause but rather as one "of the
incidents of extensive cycloidal movement, if the rain-area has
great geographical extent, it may have a decided influence
upon the amount of the barometric depression and upon the
velocity with which the storm advances; sometimes accele-
rating its motion, sometimes retarding it, and sometimes hold-
ing it nearly stationary in position for two or three days. In
my former papers I have presented some facts which seem to
authorize these statements, and I am collecting additional facts
bearing upon the same question.

It may be thought that these generalizations present nothing
original or novel, but several of them are disputed by meteor-
ologists who have given no little attention to the subject.

In preparing the materials for this article I have been assisted
by Mr. Edward S. Cowles, Ph.D., a graduate of Yale College of
the class of 1873.

'

' ^

.'xhibits i

s
-I tie first species known was from Oregon; the specimen^,

'^t-mo ,u flower only, were referred in Hooker's Flora Boreali^
Americana, i, 2"2(), to ,Sicf/os (uujulatvs, but were separated in

'"'•i'^\\ aiHl (;,•;, \V Flora of North America, i, 642, under the
•'''nc of AV,,,.. Vy.ry,,,,,,,, In the course of time it was found

'^'''l

th.io u.,. a vimihir if not identical species in California,
'""' 'ipl'Jir. iit!\ more than one, that the v were perennial from
^'•^ l;u'-e and lh>shy roots, that, while the flowers much
'^:^*Jinl)lc tho>e (^f Kchinocy^tis, the seeds were turgid, mar-
ginless, and with thick and fleshy cotyledons. Dr. Torrcy,
iipon whom the examination of these plants devolved, many
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(about thirty) years ago proposed for them the generic name of

Megarrhiza ; but he refrained from publishing it, even omitted
all mention of it in his account of Dr. Bigelow's excellent col-

lection made in Whipple's Expedition (Pacif. R Eep. iv, 1857),
although good materials of that and other collections were in

his hands, because he could not make up his mind whether he
had to do with one variable species or with two or three. But
in the sixth volume of the Pacif. Eailroad Rep., which bears

the same date of 1857, in Dr. Newberry's list of plants collected

in Williamson's Expedition (p. 74), two species are enumerated,
thus

:

^^ Megarrhiza Californica, Torrey. Petaluma and Sonoma,
California ; April, in flower."

''Megarrhiza Oregana, Torrey. On the shores of Klamath
Lake and banks of Willamette Eiver, O. T. ; August and
September, in fruit."

Before this, however, viz : in March, 1855, Dr. Kellogg, of

San Francisco, communicated to the California Academy of

Natural Sciences (Proc. Calif. Acad., i, 38), an account of one
of these species, apparently the second, under the name of

Marah 'i

A few years later, some plants having been raised in France
from Californian seeds, M, Naudin (in Ann. Sci. Nat., ser. 4, xii,

154, t. 9, under date of 1859, but, as the letter-press shows,

not printed until 1860 or 1861), published the plant which Dr.

Torrey had called M. Californica under the name of Echinocystis

fahacea. This extension of Echinocystis was adopted by Ben-

tham and Hooker in their Genera Plantarum. It was, more-

over, anticipated by Dr. Kellogg, who, in a second communica-
tion to the Californian Academy, under date of June 4, 1855,

re-describes his former Marah muricatus^ states that it " legiti-

mately belongs to Echinocystis,'' and gives it the name of E.

muricatus. When, shortly after Dr. Torrey's death, I superin-

tended the printing of his account of the plants collected on

our Pacific coast in Wilkes' Expedition, I found that he had
left the article on this genus unwritten, and apparently had not

determined either upon the number of the species or upon the

distinctness of his proposed genus.

When in the recent preparation of the Botany of California

the subject came to be studied anew by Mr. Watson, with the

aid of more extensive materials, and when these materials were
found to exhibit such diversities that at least five species had to

be recognized (Bot. California, i, 240), with notable differences

in ovary, fruit, seeds, etc., but no approximation to the eastern

Echinocystis^ it could hardly be doubted that Torrey's genus
ought to be reinstated ; and this was accordingly done.

The M. Californica had been raised in the Botanic Garden of

Harvard University many years ago, but I had not seen the
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and \

I of the genus Megarrhiza.

jver able to bring the plant into
1variably died down to the ground soon after

making a moderate growth. On germinating some fresh seeds
early this spring, I was somewhat
surprised to find that they came up
in the manner of beans. Instead of

remaining hypogaeous, as from the
great thickness of the cotyledons
would have been expected, the body
of the seed in its shell was raised

well out of the soil upon what seemed
to be a well developed radicle, hke
that of Echinocysth. If the coty-

ledons had expanded, though re-

maining fleshy, in the manner of

Phaseolus^ the difference between this

and Echinocystis^ with cotyledons truly

foliaceous in germination, would be
much less than had been supposed. I

waited long to see if this would
occur ; 1 also waited in vain for the

expected development of the plumule
from between the basas of the fleshy

cotyledons. After the lapse of al)out

a fortnight, the plumule in all tlirec

of my germinating plantlets vixuxv

separately out of the soil of the pot
;

and, on exposing the whole to view,

the state of things represented in fig.

1 came to view. That is, the plumule
came forth from the base of what ap-

peared to be an elongated radicle (of

two or three inches in length) ; and
below this the thickening of the root,

which acquires enormous dimensions

in old plants, bad already commenced.
A large amount of the nourishing

matter stored in the cotyledons had

been carried down to the root and

used in its growth as well as that of

the plumule. The latter came from a

cleft at the very base of the seeming

radicle, which otherwise appeared to

cutting it across toward the base this

'ater, when more spent and begir
separable from above downward ii

part of the same figure.

bottom of fig. 2

;

ng to wither, this stalk was

) two, as shown in the upper



This, therefore, is a case in which long petioles to the cotyle
dons (of which there is no appearance in the seed), connate intc

! body, are developed and greatly length

the same as in Delphinium
nudicmile of California, and some other spe-

cies ; only in that genus the cotyledons expand
and become foliaceous. In the horse-chestnut

petioles are also developed to the cotyledons

to a moderate extent, but without union,

(see Grray's First Lessons, fig. 24), thus
pushing the radicle and plumule well out

of the firm seed-coat, in which the very
heavy and fleshy cotyledons remain ; and the

radicle itself, as in the pea, does not further

lengthen. In Ipomoea leptophylla the radicle

remains in like manner short, while petioles

to the (here foliaceous) cotyledons develope
to a great length, bringing these separately

out of the ground, and the plumule between
follows later,

the Pacific coast are earnestly requested to

least three species should \

in neighboring parts of Co'

assigned by Mr. Watson ;

fornica should be known by its obovoid seeds, of less than an

inch in length, with a small hilam at the narrow base: M.
Marah, by its more numerous seeds horizontally imposed in a

large fruit (of four inches in length), each seed roundish and
depressed, flattened, an inch in diameter and about half as

thick, with a prominent lateral hilum, 31. muricata, by a

nearly naked fruit only an inch in diameter, containing only

two globose seeds of half an inch in diameter. M. Oregana,

which is known to occur from the Columbia Kiver to the north

of California, appears to have seeds resembling those of M.
Afarah, but rather smaller ; but they are not well known. The
remaining one, .1/. Gnajlalapensis, of Guadalu})c Island, olf

Lower Calitornia, is nmcli out of ordinary reach, unless it

s1i..uld he found in the southern part of the State.

' T uic fruits and seeds of all the species are much desired.

! i.'pro^cnts a germinating plantlet of M&jarrhiza Califor-

natunil size, complete except the lower part of the root.

1 i<j)ct'sctits the cotyledons at a later period, with their

unue<i petioles separated from above, still united into a tube
below, the lower end of which is cut away.
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Art. III.— 071 the absorption of Bases by the Soil; by H. P.

Armsby.

The question of tlie nature of the absorptive power of the
soil for bases may be regarded as still to a certain extent an
open one. Although the researches of Henneberg k Stoh-
mann, Peters, Weinhold and others have shown conclusively that
the absorption is accompanied by a chemical reaction between the
salt whose base is absorbed and the soil, an equivalent quan
tity of other bases being dissolved ; and though the investiga-
tions of Way, Eichhorn, Rantenberg, Heiden, Knop and
Mulder have as conclusivel/ connected this reaction with the
presence in the soil of certain zeolitic silicates which appear to
be the agents of absorption ; it has been the opinion of many
distinguished authorities, e. g., Liebig, Brustlein, Henneberg
& Stohmann, that the prime cause of absorption is physical

The fact which more than any other has served to sustain
this view is the peculiar effect of the concentration and volume
of the solution upon the amount of absorption. As is well
known a given weight of soil absorbs a greater amount of a
base from a concentrated than from a dilute solution, and more
from a large than a small bulk of the same solution, though
the variation is in neither case proportional. This, it is con-
sidered, is proof that absorption is at least in part due to phys-
ical^ and not chemical force.
This force seems generally to have been assumed to be

:uialogous to the surface-attraction exhibited by charcoal and
yther porous bodies. Petere and others hold that the physical
I'Hre is the prime cause, and that the chemical phenomena are
only secondary, while others believe that chemical action is the
prmie cause and is modified by physical force. Knop ad-
vances the theory (Bonitirung der Ackererde, pp. 39 and 152,
i^res. Zeit, xiv, 246) that the soil has the power of dissocialir,>j

salts in the presence of some substance like calcium carbonate
which can unite with the acid, and that then the chemical
union of the base follows.

Pillitz (Fres. Zeit. xiv, 55 and 282) has indeed found that, if

a large volume of solution be filtered through a soil until no
turther absorption takes T)lace, the absorption is proportioJial
to the amount of soil, and that at a certain concentration -.f

the solution the absorption reaches a maximum alcove wliich it

cannot be raised. He concludes from this that the obi(>cti<)ns
to the chemical view based on the variability of absorj
removed ' ' '

"
, , • .'noved, since in his experiments the absorpti

But these facts, however interesting and in
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do away with the variability of absorption as ordinarily deter-

mined nor rob that variability of its force as an argument for

the physical nature of absorption, since as Pillitz himself says
even the most dilute solution is not exhausted, which must be
the case were the variations due simply to a lack of sufficient

material to saturate the soil.

In view of the interest attaching to this question it seemed to

me desirable to compare the behavior of the soil in this respect

with that of pure hydrous silicates. If it should be found that

the exchange of bases between these compounds and neutral

salts showed the same variations as soil-absorption, then, what-
ever view might be held as to the cause of these variations, all

possible objections to the theory which considers soil-absorp-

tion to be such an exchange of bases between the salt and the

hydrous silicates known to exist in the soil would seem to be

removed.
As illustrating the variations of soil-absorption the following

determinations made in the laboratory of Prof. Knop in Leipzig

may be adduced. Two soils were used : No. 1, Deposit of the

Nile. No. 2, A loamy soil from the vicinity of Leipzig.

The absorptive power of these soils for ammonia was deter-

mined by Knop's method (Bonitirung der Ackererde, 49) by
digesting the soil in the cold with a solution of NH^Cl of

known strength for forty-eight hours and determining the am-

The results denote the c. c. of nitrogen at O*" C. and 760 m.m.
pressure contained in the ammonia absorbed, and the concen-

tration of the solution employed is stated in the same way. It

was found more convenient to vary the amount of the soil than

of the solution.
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: the figure, showing the influence of
the relative volume of the solution on the absorption by soil

No. 1. The other three series give exactly similar curves, and
the influence of the concentration of the solution is seen in

curve No. 2, which represents the absorption by fifty grams
of soil No. 1 from solutions of increasing (

t; only these experiments, but all others on the subject
accessible to me show essentially the same result. With the ex-

^^^/kax ^/ ^ ^^"^^^ experiment by Laskowsky (Knop, Boni., etc.,

P- ioO) the absorption never increases proportionally to the soil,
^or IS it, as is sometimes stated, independent of its amount.

An order to study the absorption of bases by hydrous silicates
an artificial silicate was prepared in the method described by
^Vay (Jour. Roy. Agr. Soc. of Eng., xi, 313).
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Eighty grams of air dry aluminum hydrate were dissolved
in a strong solution of soda (containing about 200 grams
NaOH), the solution was diluted largely, and to it \/ere added
about 310 c. c. of commercial water-glass, containing 91 grms.
SiOg. A bulky, flocculent precipitate resulted which subsided
readily and could be washed by decantation without much dif-

ficulty. The washing was continued till the washings showed
no alkaline reaction, the precipitate collected on a filter and
dried at 100° C. till it seemed dry to the touch. It was then

pulverized, brought upon a filter, washed till the filtrate gave
no precipitate with the solution of calcium chloride used in the

experiments, and again partly dried at 100° C.

An analysis gave :

—

Loss at 100° C 39-94

Dry substance 60*06

100-00

The dry substance contains :

—

SiO„ 48-42

AI3O3 23-16

NagO. 14-20

H^O 14-13

99-91

A neutral solution of calcium chloride was also prepared by
dissolving fused CaCl^ in water, acidifying with HCl, and neu-

tralizing with CaCOg. 1 c. c. contained the equivalent of

0-01688 grams CaO.
Varying portions of the air-dry silicate were digested in

closed flasks with the above solution diluted to five, ten, or

twenty tunes its volume exactly as in the experiments with

soil. The mixtures stood three days at ordinary temperature

with frequent shaking, and then in 50 c. c. of the liquid the

lime was precipitated as oxalate in the usual way, and weighed
as oxide. The result calculated on the whole quantity of the

solution and subtracted from the amount of lime originally

present gave the absorption. Tlie results in every case are ex-

pressed as CaO, as is also the strength of the solution employed.
The following are the results.

V. 1. 0-0033GGgnns. 40 grms. 200 c. c. *[0-6'732 grms.]
2. 20 " ... U-5952""
3. 10 "

... 0-4172 "

1-25 " ... 0-0680
0-625 " ... 0-0328
0-3125 " ... 0-0164

* Only traces of lime were left in the solution.
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Nos. CaO in 1 c. c. of sol.

VI. 3. 0-001683 grms.

7. 0-625 « ... 0-0359 "

8 -. 0-3125 " ... 0-0187 "

It will be seen that the same variations occur here as in soil-

absorption. Representing the results of (V) graphically, and
expressing the absorption in centigrams for convenience, we
obtain the curve No. 3, similar in character to No. 1.

Further these results seem to correspond with those of Pil-
litz dready mentioned. The existence of a " point of satura-
tion" is simply due to the fact that there is a limit to the amount
of replaceable T)ascs in the soil. A similar limit seems to ha\e
been reached in some of these experiments. In experiment
VII, 8, about two-thirds of the soda of the silicate has been
replaced by lime, and an increase of concentration seems un-
able to carry the replacement further. The same is seen in

^ ir
, 7, and the corresponding ones of the other series, while

111 th(Ko r\]H nnuMiK where this limit is not reached the

. w II h lh(^ concentiation in the same way as
Hi J,

^ "l''i"ii ih ihv li.t loiii rxpcriments of (V)'and the^last thr
"' \ I, dtci«M^< . ptMp.>iii,.ii;illy to the soil, seemingly unable to
I'fis; this jnnit of tv\<)-tliii(ls. That the rest of the soda cannot
be displuced is mA probable, but it is evidently more difficultly

replaceable. The hi<rh absorption of (VI, 8) is perhaps an
orrorof c\],enniom.

v.

, ;
i i

''oconsideted tob
nthcraofent^uun al.sobec
tlie absorption of free base.^

been shown that the ;

jmbles in all essential \

ni to be no reason \\h\

sentially a chemical process con-istmg in a partial ex-

li.ise^. The reason whv the exchaniri' is not corn-

Id >0(>m to be the same as the reason wliy, o. -., IICI

;n heated together are not completely converted into

^1, or the reverse : or why, wlieii two salts are mixed
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in solution, a partial decomposition takes place, as has been
shown by Gladstone (Phil. Trans., 1855, p. 179) and others

;

viz : the so-called action of mass, or the tendency of the result-

ing new compounds to react on each other and re-produce the

the original bodies. This tendency is specially marked when
the total solubility of the system is nearly the same after and
before the reaction, as where all the possible products are solu-

ble or where one insoluble body gives rise to another.

The latter is exactly what occurs in soil-absorption, or the ab-

sorption of bases by pure silicates, and hence we may safely say

that the variations caused by the volume and concentration are

due to the influence of mass on a primarily chemical process.

This view has already been suggested 'by Ad. Mayer (Lehr-

buch der Agricuitur-chemie, ii, p. 93). It receives confirmation

from the researches of Gladstone already alluded to. He added
to a solution of ferric nitrate increasing portions of potassium
sulphocyanate and found that each successive addition pro-

duced less and less ferric sulpho-cyanate, but that the ferric

nitrate was never completely decomposed. His results repre-

sented graphically give a curve essentially like those for ab-

sorption already described.

According to this view it is the accumulation of sodium
chloride in the solution which prevents the further absorption

of lime by the silicate. If then sodium chloride were added to

the solution in the first place, we should expect the absorption

to be less. To test this (VII) was repeated with the addition

of 0-1700 grms. NaCl (about equivalent to the CaCla present)

to each experiment. The following results were obtained.

Silicate. Abs. without NaCl. A.ba. with NaCl.

2-5 grms. 0-1151 grms. 0-1039 grms.
1-25 " 0-0663 " 0-0595 "

0-625 " 0-0359 " 0'0303 "

0-3126 " 0-0187 " 0-0143 "

In every case the absorption has been decreased by the addi-

tion of the sodium chloride, as required by the theory.

We are then, I believe, justified in the following conclusions.

The absorption of combined bases by the soil consists in an

exchange of bases between the salt and the hydrous silicates of

the soil.

This exchange, which is primarily chemical, is only partial,

its extent varying

:

1st. With the concentration of the solution.

2d. With the ratio between the volume of the solution and
the quantity of soil used.

The cause of these variations is probably the "action of

3S," or the tendency of the resulting compounds to re-form

original bodies, the absorption actually found in any case

rking the point where the two forces are in equilibrium.
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The new double stars described below were discovered with
the 18i-inch Clark refractor of the Dearborn Observatory, on
the nights of October 1, 2, 4, 7, 10, 11, 15, 16, and 17, 1876,
and are some of the results obtained in the use of that instru-

ment during a period of three or four weeks, the only oppor-
tunity the writer has bad of using it The observations here
given are not as complete as could be desired ; some of the
new pairs being only partially measured, and others not at all.
A „......._ . .. ^^- .^ . . . , , .

the approximate readings of the circles, roughly noted at the
time of finding tbem, are not sufficient to positively identify
them in the star catalogues and thus fix their absolute places

;

and these with other suspected pairs, and new companions to
prominent pairs and binary systems, are ne<iessarily not in-

cluded in the following list The intention was to' measure,
during the course of the work, all new pairs on at least three
different nights, in order to give, as accurately as possible,
reliable micrometrical results with which future observations
might be compared for determining the question of physical
relation between members of the systems. This seemed to
be the more important from the fact that many of these pairs
are too difficult for ordinary apertures, and are practically
beyond the reach of most of the well-known double-star ob-
servers in Europe ; and a considerable time might elapse before
the objects would be re-observed elsewhere. It is necessary to
state, in explanation of its manifest incompleteness, that the
work was unexpectedly, and without notice, terminated by the
action of the officers of the Chicago Astronomical Society
which has control of the instrument, and no opportunity has
"^^.^^fforded to complete the projected series of observations
Which was but just commenced. Enough is given, however, to
Show the value and efifectiveness of the telescope in this impor-
tant branch of astronomical research ; and how much might be
accomplished for science, if it were used for any other purpose
than exhibition to visitoii.

.
The reference numbers attached to these stars are the numbers

in niy double-star catalogues, seven of which lists, with the
^rs numbered consecutively, have appeared in the Monthly
^otices of the Royal Astronomical Societv, Astronomische
^achnchten, and in this Journal.

No. 437=L 4291.

R. A.=2'' 12"^ 26^
I

Decl.=-h3° 39'
\
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Not measured, but angle and distance estimated as follows :

P=45°± D=5"±
The principal star is about 7^ magnitude, and the companion
not brighter than 11 of Struve's scale. The pair of small stars

in the field, sp is 2: 247 rej.

No. 438=::^ 2538

Decl.=z-|-36°2'7' j

A and B P=43°-5 D—6"-82 (1876-8)

A and C 245-2 53-04 (1830-8)

C and D 52-5 6-07 (1830-8)

The three large stars. A, C and D, constitute the double star

-S' 2538(=S 719), but the small companion near the principal

star is now recorded for the first time, and is probably too

minute for ordinary telescopes. The measures given above of

C and D are by Struve, These stars seem, by a comparison of

Struve's results with those obtained later by Madler, Secchi

and Otto Struve, to be relatively fixed, but some of the meas-
ures are not very accordant. By a single observation I found
these angles respectively, 237°*1 and 51°-9, but there may be
an error of 10° in reading micrometer of the first There is

still another new member of this group, in an exceedingly faint

star almost exactly midway between A and C. No oppor-

tunity occurred to measure this. Struve gives the magnitudes
of A," C and D as 8-2, 8-3 and 8-7 respectively.

No. 439=:Arg. (29°) 3845

R. A.=19" 55™ 56« )

Decl=-f 29° 30'
f

The principal star is about the eighth magnitude (Argelander,

8*1), with a small companion. The measures of one night

give:
P=249''-7 D=2'-70 (1876-8)

No. 440=L 38520

(1876-7)

(1783-7)

(1876-8)

roup have
been known, and constitute the double star y^lll. 113
SU=2 2630 rej). The small attendants, C and E, I

'arulU 113-0 10-12

The large stars (A, D, F), of this
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found with the 6-iQ. refractor in 1875. The faint star, G, was
discovered bj Mr. I. M. Ward of Belfast, widely known for his

remarkable acuteness of vision, with an aperture of only 4-2-in,

The very minute companion, B, was added with the 18i^-in.,

the whole forming one of the finest multiple systems known.
Of the measures given above, D and F are by Sir William
Herschel ; C and E by Baron Dembowski ; and"B and G my
own results on the occasion last referred to. The relative situ-

ation of the stars known to the early observers appears to be
substantially unchanged. For A and D Dembowski finds :

P=:300°-7 D=ll'-12 (1876-7)

sures of Sir John Herschel and Sir

ent observations of Baron Dembowski,
there seems to be an error in Herschel's distance of A F;—

P:=28-2 D=36-''52 (1823-6)

28-2 35-98 (1876-7)

The relation of the closer stars can be determined only after

a series of carefully repeated measures, but it is at least proba-
ble that they will be found to have some physical connection.

No. 441=L 39013

R. A.=20" 12"' 37s
)

Decl.z=:-f-28° 46'
\

This is a 7-5 m. star with very small satellite, measured on
one night as follows :

P=65-°4 D=5'-87 (1876-8)

No. 442=Wei8se xx. 456

R. A.=20" 13- 33
I

Decl=+37° 11'
i

A fine group consisting of three large stars, each about 8-5 m.
with closer minute companions. The following measures
were made on this occasion :

A and B P=104°-l D— 18''-47

4-40

Angle

A and a
A and b
A and c

B and d
B and C

157-5

157-±

104-3

-re several other small stars 1

No. 443=L 392

R. A.=20" 19- ]

Decl.=+2H° 37'

93

2^[

md distanc!e estimated only :

120°± D=IO'± Mags.
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There5 is a third star following, about 30" distant.

Very

No.445=.Cygni287
R. A.=20'> 58™ 23^ )

Decl.=+28° 37'
\

unequal pair ; the principal star 7 m. in Lalande.

This i

P=90°± D=:4'±.
is L 40821.

No. 446=Weis8e xxi. 344

R. A.=21" 15'"44M
Decl.=+32° 56'

f

A pair of small stars, the larger 9 m. near

,g a bright star.

and SOIith follow-

P=261°-7 D=2*-30

No. 447=VuIpeculae 129.

R. A.=21'' IS"- 45'' )

Decl.=+24° 48'
f

This is a bright star, about 6 m. with a difficult companion
in the direction of 340°. Distance not noted, but probably
under 5''. No opportunity was afforded to measure or examine
it a second time.

No. 448=L 41874

R. A.z=21»' 24'" 35^ )

Decl.=:+44° 24'
f

There is some uncertainty about the place of this pair. It is

assumed to be the above 7 m. star in Calande, which is nearly

in the observed place, but may be a larger star south following.

Estimated as follows

:

D=2'rc Mags. 7*0 .. . IIU
A distant companion preceding.

No. 449=Radcliffe 5335.

R. A.=21'' 34'" 42^ )

DecL=+41° 11'
\

The three larger stars. A, C and E, were discovered by Sir

William Herschel (= f III. 110), and also entered in the Pul-

kowa catalogue {—O^ 447). The new members of the system,

B and D, are very minute, and might be easily overlooked
with even a large aperture. My measures of these, and Dem-
bowski's of C and E are as follows :

AandB P^ig*"-! D=6''78 (1876-8)

AandC 170'5 13-71 (1866-6)

A and D 248-2 17-94 (1876-8)

A and E 45-7 29-13 (1866-6)

Dembowski gives the magnitudes of A, C and E as 7'0, 10-8

and 7-7 ^espectivel3^ A comparison of the measures of these
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stars with the early observations of Herschel, would seem to

indicate considerable change, but this is not confirmed by the
intermediate measures of Otto Struve.

Herschel A and C P=157°-6 D=13"'90 (USS-S)
O. Struve A and C 169-4 13-86 (1848-3)
Herschel A and E 49-4 25-97 (1783-8)
O. Struve A and E 45-3 29-00 (1848-3)

The close agreement between the measures of O. Struve and
Dembowski accords with my own results on the occasion of
observing the new companions, when the angles came out
170°

-6, and 44°
-9, respectively.

No. 450=B. A. C. 7931

R. A.=22»' 38"^ 40' )

Decl.=+38'' 50'
f

As a double, this beautiful object is found in the catalogues
of both Struves, and Herschel {=2 294:2-= 02 4:7S=H 1802).
Struve's magnitudes are 7*0 and 9-2. The colors are very strik-
ing, the larger being, according to Struve, reddish gold, and the
smaller, ash-color. A third much smaller star was discovered
with the 18^ in., and measured once as below :

AandB P=282°-4 D=2'-66 (1831-6)
A and C 232-0 10-23 (1876-8)

Measures of A and B by Struve. Dembowski gives, P=
280°-6

; D=2''-80 (1866 6), from which it is safe to infer there
IS no substantial change in the relation of these stars, and this

view is supported by the measures of Otto Struve, Madler,
Dawes, and others. The small star is not a difficult object
with the 18^ in., and can perhaps be measured with a smaller
aperture.

No. 451=15 Lacertae.

R. A.=22'' 46"> 37^ )

Decl.=+42« 40'
f

This star was seen with a minute attendant, roughly esti-

mated from memory as about 20" distant The angle was not
looted, and no opportunity occurred to re-examine and measure
subsequently.

No. 452=L 44915

R. A.=22'' 5P^ 37"
I

Decl.=+42° 22'
fA fine pair observed about the same time as the preceding,

and hke that only estimated for the purpose of certain identifi-

cation :

P=270°± D=6'±
The large star is 6^ or 7 magnitude, and the companion

^eW 12 o1 Struve's sclle.



A. Wing's Discover

k

Art. V.—Supplement to the Account of the Discoveries in Vermont
Geology of the Rev. Augustus Wing; by James D. Dana.

SiKCE the publication of the preceding number of this Jour-

nal, containing the concluding part of the account of Mr. Wing's
discoveries, I have received from

Professor H. M. Seely, of Middle-

bury, Vt., a manuscript geologi-

cal map by Mr. Wing, which had

been recently found among his

papers. Since the account is not

conij)]etc without the results of

iiis observations contained in this

map, the portion of it is here

reproduced in which his outlines

of the slate and limestone areas

(lifter from those of the Vermont
Geological Map. By comparing
with the map and remarks on

page 335 of the last volume of

this Journal, the differences will

be perceived without special ex-

planations. The outlines of the

towns arc added to aid the com-

parison with the colored map in

the Vermont Keport.

distribution of the formations

—

part of which are not

yet established. The
"West Eutland and

Trenton along the

east and west borders,

which may be true,

although only Chazy
fossils have been dis-

tinguished in the for-

mer, and Trenton in

the latter. Along
either side of the cen-

tral slate belt, which
is Hudson Biver(Cin-
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cinnati) in age, a belt of color indicating Trenton extends ; then
others, more remote, for Ohazy, Calciferous and Potsdam ; and
the Chazy east of the slate-belt extends two-thirds of the way
to the quartzyte. These points in the map rest mainly on fos-

sils, except the eastern boundary of the Chazy, and the periods
assigned to the part of the limestone still farther east.

In my memoir on the Quartzyte, Limestone, and associated
rocks of Great Barrington, Berkshire Co., Massachusetts, pub-
lished in this Journal in 1872 and 1873,* I based the conclu-
sion there presented with regard to the age of the Berkshire
rocks largely on the single discovery of Mr. A. Wing, of Chazy
fossils in the West Rutland limestone, the only one of his
that had then been made public. The wider knowledge
of his discoveries which we now have, through his notes and
letters, gives a better basis for a decision, and I propose to con-
sider the bearing of the facts as now understood.
We have first to enquire what reasons there are for making

the geology of Vermont a key to that of Berkshire. These are
afforded both by the geographical and the stratigraphical
arrangement of the rocks. The facts given beyond are in part
contained in my former memoir. Others are "added from my
more recent observations.

1. The Geogeaphical Arrangement of the Rocks.

Whatever be true of the whole Green Mountain region, the
western half of it, including the " Eolian limestone" and its

associated rocks, is eminently a natural area, both as regards
Its topography and its rocks. This north -and-south area is

divided among four States—three of Western New England,
and the State of New York. But the boundaries of Vermont,
the northern of the series, are of political authority, not geologi-
cal

; and so are those of Massachusetts, Connecticut, and New
lork.

(!) The Ltmestone formation.—The great limestone belt of
Vermont stretches southward, without interruption or dimin-
ished width, into Berkshire Co., Massachusetts; through
Berkshire, into Western Connecticut; and, continuing its south-
oy-west trend over Canaan and Salisbury, it passes out of Con-
necticut, still as wide as in any more northern part, into eastern
-Wew York, over the towns of Amenia and Dover, to Pawling.
^ hence it still stretches southward for seven or eight miles, but

* Vol. iv, 362, 450, (504) ; v, 47, 84 ; vi, 251.
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with narrowing limits, and finally ends in a narrow strip among
the flexures of hard gneiss rocks. It is one of the long Green
Mountain formations.

(2.) The Quartzyte series.—Associated with the limestone belt,

and following mainly its eastern border, there is a quartzyte

series, consisting in Vermont of quartzyte and crystalline slate

or schist (hydromica slate, sometimes chlorite slate), and rising

intervals into mountain ridges. This quartzyte formation
" '

' limit of the
"

""
''

I just abreast of the northen
limestone" in Vermont ; and it follows it southward through
Massachusetts, and into Connecticut, being, throughout, its close

attendant.

(3.) The Slate or Schist series.—Again, along and west of the

central portion of the limestone region, and on much of its

western border, there are ranges of hydromica slate often chlor-

itic, with some clay-slate. A broad slate belt is a prominent fea-

ture of the region in Vermont west of its center. It commences
within ten miles of the northern terminus of the limestone,

extends south with increasing width and height, rising at inter-

vals into mountain elevations 2,500 feet or more in height,

Herrick Mountains, in Ira, having a height of 2,661 feet, and
Equinox Mountain, in Manchester, 3,872 feet (Guyot) above

tide-level. It continues with unchanged course into Massachu-

setts, or rather along the connecting borders of Massachusetts and
New York, and this part, south of Vermont, has long borne

the name of the Taconic Mountains ; and here it rises into

peaks nearly as high as those of Vermont, Graylock being 3,600

feet in height, and Mount Everett, 2,634 feet Further, the

Taconic Mountains consist chiefly of hydromica slate more or

less chloritic, like the southern portion of the same range in

Vermont.

Thus there is a marked unity in the area from north to south

indicated not merely in the continuity of the hmestone forma-

tion, but also in the like continuity of the whole series of asso-

ciated rocks—^limestones, quartzyte and schists—of the eastern,

middle and western portions of the great north-and south area.

And this unity favors strongly the idea of oneness in age, in

origin, and in mountain-making movements.

The lithological identity is not perfect throughout; yet the

differences are introduced by very gradual transitions, evident

only as the whole area from north to south is surveyed, and

hence they are additional proof of the unity. They are difter-

ences mainly in grade of metamorphism.

The great central slate-belt of Vermont commences to the

north, according to the Vermont Eeport, in a clay-slate belt.

Thirty miles or so south, hydromica slate, a more crystalline
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rock, commences on the two borders of the clay-slate area, with
the band of the eastern border much the broader—correspond-
ing in this with the general fact of a higher degree of metamor-
phism on the east. Seventy miles farther south, in the Taconic
Mountains, and its eastern spur, Grraylock, the hydromica slate

is in part of somewhat coarser texture and more chloritic, and
this same rock constitutes Mount Washington in southwestern
Massachusetts, near the southern termination of the Taconic
range. It even becomes in part mica slate.

The distance from the north extremity of the slate belt to

Mount Washington, through which this small change occurs,
is 150 miles.

The ridges in Berkshire south of Graylock, or over the
western third of the limestone region, including the ridges
either side of West Stockbridge village, and the Tom Ball
ridge farther south, west of Williamsville, consist of the same
rocks as Graylock, with scarcely appreciable difference. Some
of the beds are garnetiferous.
The ridges along a hne a little farther east, near the center of

the limestone belt, that is, those next east of Tom Ball, and east
and west of Great Barrington, have the hydromica slate replaced
by mica schist, and then by mica schist and gneiss, part of it a
thick-bedded granitoid gneiss. South of Great Barrington, in

Sheffield, the schist of ridges in the midst of the limestone area
(which has here great width) is a coarse mica schist containing
abundantly garnets and crystals of staurolite ; and the same
staurolitic mica schist exists under similar circumstances near
^alls Tillage, in Canaan, Connecticut, the next town south of
Sheffield, and also, farther south and west, in Salisbury. Thirty
miles south-by-west of Canaan, about Pawling, and beyond to
the termination of the limestone belt, the associated rock" is mica
schist or gneiss.
The schists, according to the above facts, become more and

more crystalline on passing southward—chloritic hydromica
slates giving way to mica schist, garnetiferous and staurolitic
niica schist, and gneiss ; but only by very gradual transitions,
ft should be here kept in view that the difference in constitu-
tion between hydromica slate and mica schist consists simply in
the presence of a few per cent (three to six) of water in the

JDica of the former, and only one or two or none in that of the
latter; and that gneiss has merely the distinction of more
feldspar and less mica than mica schist.
A parallel change takes place in the associated limestone

formation. To the north, in central Vermont, and especially
a«>ng the western portion of the limestone region, occur the areas
ot grayish half-altered or semi-metamorphic limestone, affording

distinguishable fossils. Further, the limestone of this northern
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portion of the Eolian limestone is generally very fine in grain

even where of the purest white color. In Pittsford and Bran-
don are found the best of statuary marbles, looking like the

finest loaf-sugar in texture. South of Pittsford, in Eutland,
the marble is a little less fine in its grain than it is farther

north ; in Berkshire, it is mostly much coarser, none answering
to statuary marble existing anywhere ; and in southern Berk-
shire and Canaan, Ct., it is still coarser in crystallization, and
abounds also in many places in tremolite, white pyroxene, and
mica. Thus the fact of intenser metamorphism to the south-

ward is as plainly apparent in the limestones as in the schists.

After this survey of the facts we have to admit that the differ-

ences are so distributed geographically as to prove unity of

area and rocks, rather than diversity.

Similar differences, depending on degree of crystallization,

are found in going from west to east in Massachusetts, as in

Vermont. The rock of the Taconic Mountains is mainly
hydromica slate and chloritic hydromica slate ; and of ridges,

farther v)est^ in Columbia County, New York,—as in Copake at

the foot of the mountains,—a finer hydromica slate and clay-

slate, with bluish semi-crystalline limestone. But going east-

ward, in Berkshire, to Stockbridge and Great Barrington, and
farther east to Monterey and Tyringham, there are, as illus-

trated in the facts stated beyond, first a coarser hydromica
slate, partly garnetiferous ; then fine-grained mica schist and
gneiss; and then coarser and harder varieties of the latter

rocks ; and the crystalline limestone, which is almost free from
foreign crystallizations in Stockbridge and West Stockbridge,

contains large crystallizations of white pyroxene or tremolite

in some places in Lee, Monterey and Tyringham.

2. The Stratigkaphical Relations,

In Vermont we have found the following <

ble superposition or interstratification^ as described in the account

of Mr. Wing's researches, and illustrated in the figures of sec-

tions accompanying.

(1.) The limestone and schists conformal

(2.) The quartzyte and schists conformable.

(3.) The quartzyte and limestone, and also the quartzyte,

schists and limestone, conformable.

The first of these Vermont cases of conformability is illus-

trated in the sections on pages 338, 340, 344, 346, 847 of the

last volume of this Journal ; the second, in the constitution of

the quartzyte formation, as explained on page 411 ; the third,

in the sections presented on pages 840 and 412.

The following facts show that wholly similar cases of con-

formable superposition exist in Berkshire.
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(l) Interstratified limestone and schists *

Fig. 1 represents a very common case of this first kind.

Chloritic hjdromica slate, dipping eastward, lies between strata

of limestone which have the same dip. Examples occur in

the southern third of the ridge called Tom Ball, southwest of

Van Deusenville; also in Alvord, west of Tom Ball; in West
Stockbridge; along much of the Taconic range, the slates

South end of Tom Ball.

Glendale, the structure is repeated with thin
schist as in tig. 2 ; moreover, the schist, is here a coarse mica
sdii^t instead of hjdromica slate. West of the village of Great
Barrington, there is a ridge of schist between limestone, as in
fig. 1, but the schist is mica schist with some gneiss, and a thin
bed of quartzjrte. A few miles farther south, in Sheffield, in
the midst of the limestone area, and not far from its center,
the conditions in fig. 1 exist, but with the schist a mica schist
containing staurolites and garnets.
Examples also occur in which the dip is comparatively

small. At the north end of Tom Ball the position of the rocks
18 as represented in fig. 3, in which on the east the limestone

North end of Tom Ball. West of Glendale.

dips west 18° to 20° under the chloritic hjdromica slate, con-
taining in some places many garnets, and passing also into
mica slate. The schist overlies the limestone in a synclinal.

East of the north end of Tom Ball, on the road to Glendale,
the limestone dips eastward 26° under a bluff of garnetiferous
tt^ica schist (fig. 4).

ihe facts connected with Graylock, in Northwestern Massa-
chusetts, the highest of the Taconic peaks, point to a synclinal
\or a synclinal with subordinate anticlinals and synclinals).

figures the blocked a

. right

simply lim

It end 18 t
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much like that of the north end of Tom Ball, as shown i n

figure 5, by Emmons, here repeated.* The same structure

exists in Mount Washington in Southwestern Massachusetts,
the next highest summit of the range. At the eastern foot of

this mountain the limestone dips westward at a small angle,

(25° to 30°), beneath the chloritic hydromica slate, as I have
described in a former article ;f and the more eastern and
highest peak of the mountain, called Mt. Everett, partakes of

this westward dip ; while in Copake, at the western foot, where
the dip of the slate is eastward, the limestone dips eastward

conformably to the slate, (the strike N. 20°-25° E., dip
40°-50°). In my examinations in Copake I had the guidance
of Mr. William Miles, who had thoroughly explored the lime-

stone localities. Besides the many conformable outcrops over

the interior of the valley, there were others of large extent

close to the slate of the mountains, and one where the lime-

stone and slate were seen in contact.

Again, half a mile north of Housatonic, west of the river,

the section in fig. 6 is seen in an abandoned quarry. The
limestone dips 10° to 25"', and passes beneath mica slate. In

Tyringham.

Canaan Mountain, Connecticut, in the southwest front there are

150 feet of limestone at base, dipping 15° to 20° to the east-

ward underneath mica schist (fig. 7). In the same town, at

Falls Village, west of the Housatonic River, a ridge (fig. 8)

consists of limestone below dipping at an angle of 15°-20°

under a mica schist containing garnets and staurolites. The
mica schist forms the upper part of the hill and the 1*

outcrops toward its base.
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Further, in the most eastern of the limestone areas, in

Tyringham, twelve miles east of the Taconic range, a hill,

just west of the village, having a height of 450 feet above the
bridge near its base, consists of well stratified limestone to

within sixty-five feet of the top, (fig. 9) ; and above this of
mica schist (the contact distinct), and very hard whitish thick-

bedded gneiss ; the whole dipping southeast 20° to 28°, with
the strike N. 40°-45° W. Within the limestone stratum, fifty

feet below its upper limit, there is a thin layer of mica schist.

These examples are sufficient to illustrate the point in view.

Two others are given beyond.

(2.) Interstratijied quartzyte and schists.

At the east front of Monument Mountain, half way from
Stockbridge to Great Barrington, quartzyte overhes mica schist

and gneiss (fig. 10), the dip 15° to 25°, to the southeast. The

East front of Monument Mountain,

quartzyte is a hard kind without bedding, but vertically jointed.
At the western end of the same mountain, opposite the village
of Housatonic, the quartzyte, which forms the bold part of the
front and rises to its greatest height a little back from the front,
xs at last capped by mica schist and gneiss (fig. 11), a continuation
01 the stratum that underlies the quartzyte of the eastern front.

1 he quartzyte is here mostly devoid of bedding ; but in its
iipper part, the bedding is distinct and parallel with that of
the schist. This stratum of schist is locally a handsome grani-
toid gneiss half a mile to the eastward, at the top of the west-
em half of Monument Mountain, showing in hand s

no bedding whatever; but in most parts of the r

rather mica schist than gneiss.*
^ast Mountain, rising from the Great Barrington Valley halfg from tl

3 the observations of this part \

my lonner published section was inferred to exist there below the quartzyte, as I

gT^ '^/^escribing the section, from the great number of blocks over the surface

;

In^o- *, °^ *'^® underlying limestone from small exposures along a path up the

^ay possibly be transr.orto.«1 hl^L-=3 transported blocks.
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a mile east of the village, consists below of thick-bedded gneiss,
' ' part of that of Monument Mountain, but contorted

ts bedding and dipping 40° to 50° to the eastward
;

itec

egion. This quartzyte ]s gneissoid in many
places, or a sandy gneiss, making manifest thereby the close

for the upper 100 feet, it is laminated quartzyte (fig. 12), i

sembling the laminated quartzyte of many other loc

the limestone region. This quartzyte is gneissoid

sembling the laminated quartzyte of many other localiti

the limestone region. TI"
places, or a sandy gneiss

relations of the two rocks.

East Mountain, Great Barrington. Cobble Hill, i

In South Canaan, east of the village, Cobble Hill consists

elow, to the west, of a sofl-bedded quai

eastward 40° (fig. 13), twenty to twenty-1

exposed on the road side ; next above, a stratum of mica schist

and thin-bedded gneiss, containing scales of both black and white

mica ; and then a whitish, granite-like gneiss. The quartzyte

contains at intervals, in its upper part, streaks of black and

white mica, and thus exhibits its relations to and passage into

the overlying gneiss.

East of the village of Lee, a low ridge consists below of

quartzyte ; at middle of mica schist ; and at top of quartzyte—

all dipping eastward 15° to 25° (fig. 14).

(3.) Interstratifiel quartzyte, limestone, and schists.

The fact that the quartzyte keeps by the side of the limestone,

with small exceptions, from its northern limit southward to

Connecticut suggests that there is a close stratigraphical con-

nection between them. Further, seeing that the limestone occurs

interstratified with the schists, and also the quartzyte of the

same region with the same schists, there would seem to be

hardly any ground for questioning the inference that the quartz-

yte and limestone are parts of the same great series of forma-

i8t of the village of Lee. Quartzyte ridge east of s<

s. On these fgrounds and the occun
• by, it would
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fig. 14 and the limestone are conformable. But there is also

demonstrative evidence of this relation in sections. Fig. 16
represents a section of a ridge east of the southern part of Tom
Ball. Limestone, dipping eastward 70° to 80°, adjoins a hard
quartzyte ; and in the quartzyte there is a stratum of|impure
limestone {V) dipping with the other limestone.* This stratum
indicates the dip of the quartzyte, which is elsewhere without
bedding, and shows the conformability of the two rocks. East
of the ridge there is an outcrop of mica schist, thirty rods east
of the eastern outcrop of quartzyte, having nearly the same
strike though less dip ; so that we have all three rocks associated
in the same section.

Fig. 17 represents several alternations of quartzyte, schist,

and limestone, near Devany's quarry, four miles east of Great
Barrington, all with small eastward dip : and here also mica
schist and gneiss alternate with the other rocks, and, besides,
constitute the upper stratum at the quarry. At this place, the
intervals of earthy surface between the outcrops are as follows :

between 3 and 4, fifty yards; between 4 and 5 (limestone and
overlying quartzyte), hardly a yard ; between 5 and 6, a marshy
spot of forty yards; between 6 and 7, fifty yards ; 7 and 8 (lime-
stone and overlying gneiss) are in contact, and so also are 9
and 10 (quartzyte and overlying gneiss). No. 1 is the east-
ern border of the limestone of the Konkaput valley. The

Jhmner lower layers of quartzyte in this section have little

lateral extent. Devany's bluff is part of the southwestern
oot of Beartown Mountain. The schist at the top of the bluff,

UO, fig. 17), continues upward to a height of 800 or 900 feet
above the upper quartzyte, being the rock of the mountain ;

yl^^
this southern extremity of the mountain it has a small

«ip (10° to 25°) to the northeastward, so that the quartzyte and
"mestone of the Devany region is overlaid by at least 800 feet

•« schist This schist is mostly a whitish and gray gneiss, very

JJJHgh
and hard

; but with it there is granulyte, gray and black
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Fig. 16 exhibits the stratification in Three-mile Eidge,—

a

ridge on the opposite side of Konkaput valley from Devany's
bluif, and shows the same succession essentially as on the

Devany side—namely, limestone (that of the Konkaput valley)

below ; next quartzyte ; next a great thickness of gneiss—not

less than 800 feet. Three-mile Ridge extends southward
(S.S.E,), with rather an abrupt front, and shows in a distant

view nearly horizontal lines of stratification. The dip is mostly
25° to the northwest ; but at base, toward the notch passed

through by the road to Great Barrington, it is diminished to

8°, The gneiss (as may be seen three or four hundred yards

south of tlie notch) rests on a stratum of quartzyte. It is hard

quartzyte, but has the bedding distinct. It includes, besides

some interrupted micaceous lines, a layer a foot thick of

gneiss ; but this gneiss layer, after a few rods, fades out to the

northward and becomes a layer of quartzyte scarcely distin-

guishable from the rest of the quartzyte. Thus again, the

distinction between quartzyte and gneiss in Berkshire proves

to be of no more importance than that of quartzyte and hydro-

mica slate in the quartzyte formation of Vermont. The soil

conceals at this place the lower part of the quartzyte stratum,

and the underlying rock or rocks ; but, half a mile southeast-

ward, along a road which runs nearly parallel with the moun-
tain and not far from its base, and also between this road and
the mountain, the limestone of the Konkaput valley outcrops

with a small northwestward dip (15°-20°), conformable to the

schist of the mountain ; and these outcrops continue numerous
for more than a mile. In one knoll, toward the mountain, the

beds were found to dip eastward, but this was an exceptional

case. Elsewhere the dip was northwestward, and at one spot

the limestone was seen directly overlaid conformably by the

schist

I have above given the facts of my own observation. The same
general conclusion with regard to the interstratification of these

formations was long ago reached by Professor Edward Hitchcock,

and announced in his Report on the Geology of Massachusetts.

Speaking of the quartzyte, he says (Report of 1841, p. 590) : "it

alternates with and j)a88e8 imperceptibly into gneiss and mica
slate ; and in fact it might very properly be regarded as a mem-
ber of the gneiss and mica slate formations ;" in Berkshire " it is

frequently interstratified with gneiss and mica slate, especially

alon^ the eastern side of the valleys, as in Tyringham, Great
Barnngton and Sheffield."

He also states (p. 57.'i and beyond) that in Berkshire, the lime-

stone occurs interstratified with the gneiss, mica slate, talcose

slate and quartz rock of the region ; that in New Malborough and
Tyringham it is found in beds between the strata of gneiss, as at

HadselFs lime quarry ; and that its interstratification with mica
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slate may be seen in numerous places in all parts of the county.
He adds that he had not " met with a spot where the limestone is

in direct contact with quartz rock ; hut as this rock frequently
alternates with gneiss and mica slate, and the latter with the
limestone, they must all be regarded as interstratified with one

Before Professor Hitchcock's observations were made, Professor
Dewey announced in this Journal, in 1819, that the Berkshire
limestone at the Cave or Falls in Adams, east of Williamstown,
and also west of the Hoosac, rests on mica slate. Further, Pro-
fessor Silliman, in the second volume, 1821, gives an account of
the interstratifieation of the limestone and mica slate in Salisbury,
Ct., west of the Housatonic, saying that " in the course of five or
six miles there are as many alternations and successions of these
two rocks," and " their junction in some places is exactly defined,"

Abrupt transitions in dip or strike occur in some places
which suggest that there is unconformability. But the above-
explained actual sections prove them to be exceptional ; and
this is sustained by other facts. They are common over the
broad areas of crystalline limestone moderate in dip, and of rare

occurrence over the regions of schist, and also in the limestone
areas close adjoining the schist When making my first sec-
tion of Western Connecticut, I passed from the schists, which
nad given regular dips and strikes, to the wide limestone area
of Canaan

; and expected to find in it essentially the system
and regularity of position met with in the other rocks. But
the observations of dip and strike were soon found to be of lit-

tle value except as regards questions of local interest; thev
coald not be used to determine either the direction of the up-
lifting force, or that of conformability in the formations, because
of the abrupt local changes, which sometimes amounted to 50
or 60 degrees in dip and strike in a few rods. The same irregu-
larities occur over all the other limestone areas of the Green
Mountain region except where the beds dip at a high angle.
J^xamples occur in the broad valley east of Monument Mount-
am, at a quarry half a mile distant from the bold front of the
niountain, where the beds are vertical ;

'
"

Devan
5 quarry, just west of the place where the i

j;esented in fig. 14 was obtained ; in the Housatonic Valley be-

7 n? Housatonic village and the old furnace; in the vicinity
ot.Wendale and Stockbridge ; in the valley of West Stock-
pi"iage, and in other places. In sections observed close by the
Intervening ridges of schist, the irregularities are with a rare
exception absent and the conformability to the schist is placed
«>eyond doubt.

A^ unconformable limestone ledge is alluded to above as
existing in the valley near the Devany blufi". The conformable

"i^estone-outcrops extend along the side of the valley for a
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eptions. And this is made

there is a hill of schist whose beds dip 50° to the westward,
instead of the usual 25° or less. The schist in the mountains
forming the sides of the valley has little variation in dip for

The reason for these irregularities is to be found in the

inflexibility of uncrystalline limestone as compared with other

uncrystalline rocks (shales and sandstones) and its tendency,

therefore, to break and become irregularly shoved up under
uplifting or flexing action. Moreover, the limestone areas

appear generally to be regions of anticlinals, and the schist

areas those of synclinals ; and the former, whatever the rock,
" ^ '

" ...
^ ^^^

m place beneath the overlying strata ; and therefore, the irreg-

ularities in the limestone should not appear close to the schist.

In such a region of extensive upturning and mountain-mak-
ing as that of the Green Mountains there must be many lines

of great fractures and faults. Yet the only case of non-con-

formity in dip adjoining a ridge of schist which I have observed

occurs near the middle of the limestone region within half a

mile east of Great Barrington village at the foot of the section

represented in fig. 12. The limestone dips 80° to 85° to the

westward ; and the schist, at its nearest outcrop—10 yards

—

dips 50° to 60° to the eastward, the strike being N. 10° E.

The schist is mostly a thick-bedded gneiss ; and its antique

look and massiveness, with its contorted texture, led me, in

view of the non-conformity of dip, to suspect actual uncon-
formability, and also difference in age and system of uplift.

But this idea was soon set aside by the discovery that the top of

the ridge was made partly of quartzyte, like that of Monument
Mountain three miles north, and by other facts showing that

both the schist and quartzyte were part of the limestone series.

The facts here brought forward fully establish the conclusion

that the limestone, quartzyte, and schists under consideration

have the same stratigraphical relations in Berkshire that they

have in Vermont They therefore sustain the view that these

formations constitute together a conformable series ; and, also,

that the area they cover is geologically one.

[To be continued.]
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Art. VII.— On certain new and powerful means of rendering
visible the Latent Photographic Image; by M. Cabey Lea.

The development of the latent or invisible photographic
iduced by the action

remarkable and the r

image produced by the action of light is beyond all qi

exhibiting this po
has increased with singular slowness. It commenced with the
discovery, by the late Kev. Mr. J. B. Eeade, in the year 1836,
of the existence of this power in gallic acid^ and not long after

pyrogallol was found to possess the same property in a more
energetic degree. Mr. Robert Hunt discovered that ferrous
sxdphate acted somewhat more powerfully than pyrogallol,

provided that a soluble salt of silver was present. 'This was
more than twenty years ago. Since then, no useful addition
has been made to this list of so-called "developers," though
several of simply scientific interest I was enabled to add to
It hcematoxyline about ten years since. Morphia has been
found to have limited developing powers. When pyrogallol
or gallic acid was employed in the absence of a soluble salt of
silver, it was found that the activity of these bodies could be
greatly increased by the presence of an alkali (alkaline develop-
ment), for which purpose ammonium carbonate has been gener-
ally employed. It has been recently affirmed that in the
ammonia -pyrogallol process, pyrogallol could be replaced
(though with less energetic action, and therefore not advan-
tageously) by a decoction of coffee berries, probably by reason
of the quinic and caffetannic acids contained; and possibly
by one or two other substances. This I believe represents the
information acquired up to the present time.

In the following investigation I propose to show:
1. That the number of bodies endowed with the power of

developing the latent image, so far from being very limited, as
hitherto supposed, is, on the contrary, very large.

2. That contrary to what has been generally held, potash
acts more powerfully in aiding development than ammonia

;

that there exist substances which develop with more or less

energy in the presence of potash (e. g., mannite), but which
have no such power in the presence of ammonia,* or alone.

^. It has been generally thought that the most energetic
torm of development, when no soluble salt of silver is present,
IS that which depends on the use of free alkali. I propose to
snow that there exists a form of development which under

* Unless possibly after greatly prolonged exposure.
Am. Jour. Sci.-Third Series, Vol. XIV, No. 79.-JcLr, 1877.
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appropriate conditions is more powerful than any yet known,
in which, there is no free alkali present.

4. It has been held that ferrous salts act only in the presence
of a soluble salt of silver, and scarcely attack' the silver haloid
in the film, to produce an image in the absence of silver nitrate

or other soluble silver salt. This also I think can be disproved.

As the development of the latent image depends (in the class

of cases which I shall here consider,) upon a reduction of the

portions of the sensitive substance which have been acted upon
by light, it is evident that it is amongst reducing agents that

we must look for bodies possessing this power. But here we
are at once met by the fact that it is not the reducing power
alone that is involved. We find that many substances which
reduce silver salts energetically, have no power to evoke the

latent image, and also that the developing power, where it exists,

stands in no sort of relation to the energy of the reducing power.
It is an elective power that is required, a tendency to reduce, not

the whole surface, but only those parts that have been acted

upon by light, and to spare the others. For example, it is easy
to prepare alkaline solutions of ferrous salts, by having preserit

a sufficient quantity of neutral potassium tartrate. But such
solutions, applied to a sensitive surface that has received suffi-

cient exposure under a negative, or in the camera, for ordinary

development, seem to attack equally those parts that have been
acted upon by light and those that have not. So that the sen-

sitive surface darkens uniformly without showing the vestige

of an image. Other similar cases will appear farther on.

the following series of investigations a pure photographic

3 selected as the material for containing the sensitive

s. In the selection of the sensitive material itself,

the object was to obtain the most highly sensitive possible.

Silver iodide and bromide together are more sensitive to light

than either separately, but also are more subject to irregular

reduction. The best means of removing this difficulty with-

out impairing the sensitiveness, I found to be the addition of

silver chloride, which previous investigations had shown me
to possess this power in a very remarkable way. Accordingly
the present investigation was conducted upon surfaces contain-

ing these three substances together. The proportions use<l

were those resulting from a solution containing eight grains

potassium bromide, two of potassium iodide, and one and a third

I chloride, to the ounce. This proportion was that

paper ^

which gave the best results and ^

ments t"hrouehroughout. Facility of development is always increased

by the presence in the sensitive film of some suitable organic

substance. In these investigations a decoction of cocculm indi-

cus was employed : this was"applied together with the haloids,
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first; after drying, the silver solution. Finally the sheets

were very thoroughly washed oat, to remove every trace of

excess of silver nitrate and of all other soluble matter. To
this careful washing much importance attaches. If any coc-

culus were left in the paper, it might, by dissolving out in the
developing solution, confuse the result, inasmucli as cocculus
with potash exhibits some developing powers. Every trace of
it was therefore removed by the most careful washing, and as
an additional precaution, the most important results were re-

peated on paper prepared with haloids only, in order to control
the conclusions with exactness.

Eesults.—A. Sugars.

Several sugars when heated with dilute aqueous solution of

potasli exhibit power of d('velo})mcnt. Glucose and cane sugar
very slightlv. Milk sugar produces a light metallic looking
miage on a dark gr(jund. Glycocine was without ellect. Mmuut

strong as any substaiicc hitherto known.'^ The contrast between

It was thought that it miglit possibly arise from the fact of

mannitc not being a carbohydrate like the others mentioned
but containing more hydrogen than sufFicicnt to convert the
oxygen into water. Therefore another sugar of the same class,

remains ther(;r.,re with out explanation.° Thi:s substance a

milk sugar, otler a .00d illustra tion of wl ,at \mIS just been s,

ot developmg power being n::-)t necess;:irily in-oiiortional

reducing power. Milk. sugar ii I coniunct ion with potash en
getically reduces the siIver haloids, but siJOWS little develoi>,
innver. ^^'hile the convt'rso is t!ie

The iraage produced hy mannnte is of a redder ..hade tl

that resu Itmg from an_): other d.

B. aim

:veloping

:osides.

agen-

^ Daphu
iMphnet^

'in gave a m.odcratelv strong iinao-e ; its derivuti

n, a bolder and fuller. Phloridzin an.I gi!,ci,rrh>

^IT. images. So-c;died ti<iv. ) imiige when >\m\
'seated with potash, but when boiled with jk)

turnings gave a moderately stnmir one, doubtle
version ofqucrcetin m\o quercitrine Accordiuglv

«i moderately strong image, lis 'also'" did thnji,r .

('I^coction of coloeynth 'was used) gave li'ttle

"^'>'|""A/?, a fair image. In all cases the substaiu
^' 'th dilute aqueous potash before use.
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C. Adds.

Of a number of organic acids tried with excess of potash,

one only, cevadic acid, exhibited tolerable developing power.
Phenol, and glyceric, and gentianic acids powerfully reduced the
silver haloids, but with little or none of the elective power
necessary to produce an image. One, oleic, produced an image
lighter than the ground. Sanionic, sinapic, gummic, malic, and
hippuric acids produced either faint traces of an image or none
at all. Vayvxdous acid (potassium vanadite with excess of

potash) failed to exhibit any developing power.

T>. Resins.

Resinous substances for the most part dissolve easily in dilute

aqueous potash, and exhibit more or less developing power.

Foremost among them is guaiacum which gives a very vigorous
image, not far short of what may be obtained with pyrogallol.

Balsam ofiolu and ordinary resin both have moderate develop-
ing power. Resin scarcely attacks the parts that have not been
acted upon by light, whereas tolu does so. Resin of podophyl-

lin gives a strong image,

E. Essential Oils.

When oil of cloves is boiled for a few moments with dilute

aqueous potash, and the mixture is then much diluted with
water, it acts slowly on the image, but as the action is sustained

and clear, there results at the end of about an hour, a vig-

orous and very clear image. Oil of Roman chamomile acts

somewhat similarly, but more feebly. Oil ofpeppermint produces

an image of a gold color, and at the same time darkens the parts

not acted upon by light, thus producing an image on a darker

ground. Something similar has been already mentioned in the

case of oleic acid. In these cases, where the light acts, the de-

veloping agent seems to reduce metallic silver, elsewhere, a dark

basic salt, perhaps with organic matter in combination, is formed.

F. Bases.

Daturin (atropin ?) gives a weak image. Cochin, none. As
a general thing the organic bases exhibit little tendency to evoke
the latent image.

G, Pyrogallol.

In the course of this investigation, some interesting and new
observations were made in connection with this well known
agent, that deserve mention here.

Pyrogallol is well known to have, when emploved by itself,

considerable developing power, which however, is greatly in-

creased bv the presence of caustic or carbonated alkalies. It

appears that these alkalies can be replaced with sodium meta-

phosphate, with about equal results. With sodium hypo-phosphite,
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the effect is fair but inferior. But with potassium formate, a
more energetic result is obtained than by any other method of
using pjrogallol : a stronger development than by any of the
methods now in use.

H. Various.

Trials were made with a considerable number of substances
of vegetable origin whose constitution or properties seemed to
indicate that they might exhibit power of development. In all

cases they were boiled a few moments with dilute aqueous
potash, as it was found that in that way their characteristic

Aloes, uva ursi leaves,

morus tinctoria, exhib-
ited very considerable developing power. Gratiola, ipecacuanha,
pimento nuts, well marked power, but less than the foregoing.
A decoction of Iceland moss exhibited the properties already
described in the case of oleic acid and. essential oil of pepper-
mint. Many other substances were examined, and showed
either faint traces only or absence of power, e. g., litmus, cartha-
iius, rutin, bryony, stavesacre, colchicum, turmeric, nux vomica, caffe-

Acetone, in conjunction with aqueous potash, is a powerful
developer and gives a bold and vigorous image.

Aldehyde, with potash, gives no image, a result that seems
somewhat remarkable.

I. Cuprous' oxide dissolved in Ammonia.
A colorless solution of cuprous oxide in ammonia develops

a strong imnge, and is interesting as being one of the very few
entirely inorganic developers discoverable. x\s might be ex-
pected, its action is heightened by the presence of many organic
matters.

_
When to a solution of cuprous oxide in ammonia, /orw/c acid

IS added in quantity not quite sufficient to neutralize the bases,
«nd this solution is applied to the latent image, a powerful
development is obtained, resulting in a pure black image.
'^aciic acid exhibits ;. similar reaction, but less perfectly, and
no doubt a larce number of other organic acids share the same
properties.

"^ anous substances that develop in presence of potash,
^^^V^'^-^aWj yum guaiacum, gallotannic acid and manna, heighten
ilic action of the cupro-ammonia solution. Others do not, of •

wliieh picrotoxin {coccidus indicus) is an example. Of all the

J. Ferrous Salts.

The salts of ferrous oxide have proved
^tmg and remarkable of all the bodi<
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action on the image. When a salt of silver is present in solu-

tion, to suffer reduction and to furnish silver for building up
the image to be developed, as in the case of the so-called " wet
process," ferrous sulphate is the most powerful developing
agent known, and is accordingly, ahvays employed. But in

the absence of silver in actual solution it is powerless. It is

in connection with such sensitive sui-faces (i. e., those from
which silver nitrate or other soluble silver salt has been
removed by washing), that the present investigation is made,
and I have verified this fact, already established, very carefully.

A surface of sensitive paper, from which all silver compounds
have been removed, may, after receiving a latent image, be
left long in contact with, ferrous sulphate without an image
being developed.

Desirous of finding a means of applying ferrous salts to these

developments, my first efforts were directed to the formation
of alkaline solutions containing ferrous oxide in solution, but
they did not appear to possess any power of development. I

then tried ferrous oxide in combination with organic acids, and
here at once most interesting results followed. Several organic

salts furnished beautiful developments, among which may be

especially mentioned ferrous succinate, lactate and salicylate.

The succinate is best used by forming a slightly acid solution

of ammonium succinate, and adding to it a solution of ferrous

sulphate in quantity not quite sufficient to form a precipitate.

Many other ferrous salts, among whith may be mentioned
citrate, formate and tartrate, give images, but much inferior to

those already mentioned. The succinate and lactate develop

so well that they might pass into use, were they not, as well as

all other developing agents, so much exceeded" by the oxalate.

Ferrous oxalate, when applied to paper sensitized in the

manner already described, exhibits developing powers of a

Yerj remarkable kind. A piece of sensitized paper exposed
for a very brief period to diffuse light under a negative, and
then cut into two pieces and tried, the one with this develop-

ment, the other with the ordinary alkaline pyrogallic develop-

ment, exhibits the following differences :

The same exposure which with the alkaline pyrogallol gives

a weak and sunk-in image after a protracted development,

gives with ferrous oxalate a bright, bold image, and this in a

much less time. The development is particularly clear and
clean. The unexposed parts are not attacked : the developer

possesses a great deal of that elective power previously spoken
of, which causes it to react strongly on those parts which have
received the influence of light, and spare those which have not.

Ferrous oxalate is easily obtained by adding a strong warm
solution of oxalic acid to one of ferrous sulphate. A bright
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3'ellow precipitate falls, which continues to increase for some
time, and which may easily be washed by decantation. The
method of employing it is by dissolving it in an aqueous solution
of neutral potassic oxalate.' The latter substance is to be dis-

solved in about three times its weight of hot water, and the pre-
cipitated and washed ferrous oxalate is dissolved in it to satura-
tion. A deep red solution is obtained, which for use needs only
to be diluted with from five or six up to twenty or thirty times
its bulk of water, according to the energy of effect desired.

_
An active solution of ferrous oxalate may be obtained by

simply adding a solution of ferrous sulphate to one of neutral
potassic oxalate, in quantity just sufficient to avoid forming a
permanent precipitate. But the first described method gives

Akt. VIII.—On the possibility of Transit Observation without

Personal Error ; by S. P. LanGLEY.

The different modes of dealing with personal equation may
he divided into two broad classes: (1) those which attempt to

dimmish or eliminate it during the act of observation, (2) those
which aim to find its amount, and to applv a subsequent cor-
rection. Eedier, Braun, A. S. Herschel, Wheatstone and many
others, have proposed devices falling in the first categorv ; all
of which involve the use of a movable reticule, which, theoret-
ically, should travel at the same apparent rate as the star,

i he mechanical difficulties of doing this accurately (considering
that every star has a diffijrent apparent rate) are extreme, and
they almost necessarily involve the use of delicate apparatus
forming a part of the telescope. These difficulties have never
been overcome,—scarcely attacked, and were thev vanquished,
others would remain, this method then, though perhaps still

susceptible of success with skillful treatment, has not vet ju-nved
of any practical utility. A very different proposition.' originallv
^ue I think to M. Fave, and made as long since as lb58, is

that for the use of photography in transits. This evidentlv, if

practicable, does away with personal error, and if the exposure
be reduced to a very brief time—let us say to 0«-01—it is clear
that the motion of the star is immaterial, for we have its ])osi-

t'on photographed relatively to the wires, a.s it was at a given
instant. This method has been little used. oxoct)t for the sun,

^" united cases, it is perhaps not
probably be the method of the futu
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Under the second class come the ordinary procedures for the
determination of relative error, or the personal equation between
two observers; such as ttieir interchange of stations, or their

observing the same stars with adjacent instruments, or with the
same instrument jointly, etc. These comparisons are liable to

error themselves, are commonly tedious, and often compel long
journeys. When successful, they give, not the absolute error,

but the error as compared with another error, itself subject to

an unknown variation. Unsatisfactory as all this is, however,
such methods are in common use, and will remain common till

better are provided. An effort in this direction has stimulated
the invention of a great number of devices to enable the ob-

server to determine his equation by comparison with the transit

of an artificial star, itself, self-recording. This suggestion (said

to have been first made by Prazmowski in 1854), has been tiie

parent of many attempts, among which those of MM. Hirsch
and Plantamoiir, and that of M. Wolf of the Paris Observatory,
particularly deserve attention ; and of subsequent ones too

numerous for description, though the apparatus of Professor

Eastman, U. S. N., and of Professor Rogers of Harvard College
Observatory, mav be cited as favorable examples. It may be
observed that the use of such ap{)aratus, however ingenious,

can only determine the personal error then and there, and can

give no guarantee against its variability, which is, after all, the

most formidable difQculty. Were this a history of devices for

correcting or eliminating personal equation, a volume might
be easily filled with an account of proposals coming under one
or the other of these two heads, for the literature of the subject

is fuller than most are aware.

To propose to offer anything new at this day on such a sub-

ject may seem to be hardy. I venture however to ask attention

to a method for eliminating the equation on the star itself,

which has worked well on trial.

Before stating it, let us observe that we restrict the words
" personal equation" here, to the correction for the error com-
mitted by the observer in noting the time of transit of a star

owing to the motion of the latter, and that for brevity we leave

untouched the effect of certain minute irregularities familiar to

the observer, such as the actual inequality of wire intervals

wliich should be equal, or the apparent irregularity in the

motion of the star due to atmospheric tremor. A particular

interest in the subject has long led me with others, to try to

remove tlie error from the observation, in the act of observation

itself. One mode which presented itself man\' years since, and
which has been tried in numerous subsequent plans I have
made, was to view the star only for a brief time through a
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portion m the field for a moment onU, thouL^h theii^,eofa
lld.h of light ^^h^a^ foi an instant illnmmatc^ the une.s ha.
seemed better In an\ case the essential idea wrs to tieat the
e\e a^ it has been proposed to u^c the photouiaphic platt and

position of the stai independent of pei-,oinl < iioi (in one '^tn^-c ^

since the star was to lia\e sensibly no time to ino\e winle the
Mew lasted, while \et the eftect then seui uonid rctn im (ou mi t >

persistence of vision,) qnite long enoujh toi (.ogni/sancc Aftci
a gieat nnmbci of forms of tlie mov.d)le stietn were ((ai-^ideied,

thev were set aside foi the flash of licrht fiom the clectticsp^ik
To make the present plan plain, let us icciu to tlic u^c ot

I)hotomaph\ as an illustiation, and lust '^appose that the ttan^n

one second in pas^no hoin one to anothci In th^'phce of a

tnn^it lun]), Itt a wiie, attached to a npeatei ir the (hx k
CHCuit dip 111 .1 mcicmv c ui^ uul the enciiit bciiu Loken
eve.^ .econd \a the clock, Keoidiiij .imult mcon^h on the

hnlha.rt mstanta'neous flash
'

b\ who-c lidit the wul^ le

pr<^jected with the ciossintr "^tar on tlie sensitive pliteoftlie
eamera If this plate be renewed oi rno\ed downw iid at ( ich
flasl, we obtain twcnt\ four successive pictntc^s whHe tht -tat

1' cio^.m- each shcnvimr it at the cxticmitv of it- luininoub
t; I'c- m precisely the same relation t ) the -Ijuent wiic-, Miice

tlitwiiemteivarin time, and the flash mtn . il, lu identical
it then the star ib caught by the iii=,t th h, , m thii 1 ot the
'^^ i\ fioin the hrst to the second wire it wil' be cxhi' itcd bv
tlu ntvtfla-h one thud the wav from the second to th tlmcl,

beilir
''" -^^"^ ''"' *'^ ^^^'''^ piiotoLiaph.e putnus would on

crucMhe t'lmTot tTm^t bee?)f p!tM^n d'\nc\rblit thV- mluiod,
'4>pi-MbK If at Id Lt]uc-(nt,c,nlv to the bn.htu -tu- ,- 1 ci.

^;-lonh inillMiat.on Evui wue it p. u tu ibh w, .\o , .f

['lite In tue wire of <
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the same magnifying power. If we suppose, then, that the star

observed was in the equator, and that, by a happy accident, the

came just as it was crossing the
' sharply C

"
would be sharply defined on the disc of the star and bisecting

it, and the simultaneous record on the chronograph (made with-

out any intervention of the observer) would evidently give us

the same result as tliough the star had electrically recorded its

own passage. Further, we may particularly notice that it is

immaterial whether the star was at rest, when thus seen, or in

motion. Now w^hat we have just supposed as the single case

of a favorable chance among hundreds for an equatorial star;

with wire intervals of one second, it will be our task to malce

occur, wdiatever the wire interval, and for any star observed

;

and that our invention may be of practical utility, to find ap-

paratus, whose use requires no unreasonable demand on the ob-

server's time or skill, and which is simple and portable. After
numerous failures, the following apparatus, was devised a year

since, but it has only been constructed and put to trial with
promising success at this Observatory within the last month.
In the described form it is especially intended for longitude

work, where it is necessary to determine the clock error from
time stars (whose declination does not exceed 60°), and most
desirable that the results shall be independent of that personal

error in the observer, which presents itself on this class from
the star's rapid motion.
On the transit pier (or in any other convenient locality) is a

small ch)ck, with a conical pendulum, whose bob slides freely

up and down the graduated rod, retaining its position where
left. A small horizontal wheel in the clock is controlled by
the pendulum, and turns once for a certain constant number of

its revolutions. This wheel revolves once for each equatorial

interval of the transit wires, w^hen the bob is set at a mark near

the top of the rod, and by sliding the bob sufficiently down-
ward ; with the use of a readily-constructed table, we can, given

the declination of any star between the limits O'^and ± ^0°, set

the pendulum, so that this w^heel shall make exactly one revo-

lution while the star passes from wire to wire. This wheel car-

ries near its periphery a mercury drop or other contact piece,

wliich once in a revolution is carried past a point fixed near

the periphery of a stationary horizontal wheel, concentric with

the first, anci immediately above it, but insulated and entirely

detached from it. This "upper wheel, while thus related to tlie

lower, is entirely disconnected from the machinery of the clock,

and is thus far stationary, but it can be revolved by cords

passing from a groove in its circumference to the hand of the

observer at the transit. As the upper, or ordinarily fixed, and
the lower or constantly moving, wheel have, a common vertical
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axis of revolution, and as the radial distance of the point in the
upper from this axis is the same as that of the contact piece
on the lower, it will be seen while the upper wheel remains
motionless, electric contact accompanied by a simultaneous
flash, if we desire it, at the transit lantern or elsewhere, will be
made at equal and uniformly recurrent epochs, the interval
between which depends only on tbe adjustment of the pendu-
lum. If the upper wheel be rotated forward by hand, throuofh
a small distance, and then left, the next contact will still occur,
but at a later epoch, owing to the lower wheel's having to com-
plete more than one revolution to make contact, but after this the
contact and simultaneous flash will recur at the same intervals,
and with the same regularity as before. If the upper wheel be
moved backward, the flash will occur once, earlier, and there-
after with regularity. Moving the upper wdieel, then, changes
the epoch from which any series of such flashes dates arid
adjusting the pendulum bob, fixes the interval between subse-
quent flashes. In practice the lamp is removed from the transit
lantern, and the two terminals of a battery or induction coil in
its place, cause the flash to be thrown upon the wires, whenever
the mercury drop is in contact with the point, and at the same
instant a mark is made automatically on the chronograph and
interpolated in the regular record of the beats of the sidereal
clock, which go on in the usual way quite independently of
any reference to the apparatus just described. The method of
connecting the wires so as to give these results, will so readily
suggest itself to the practiced observer that we need not occupy
pur present general description with it. I here speak of the
instrument in actual use, where the contact piece makes circuit,
but a break circuit is easily substituted, and we, mav use a
Teissier tube in place of the'spark.

The mode of observation will be anticipated. Before the
transit of any star the observer adjusts the conical pendulum
beside him (this is the work of but a few seconds), and then
jeats himself at the instrument holding the cords in one hand
Jiice the " reins " of an equatorial. If a flash occur just as a
star IS crossing the first wire (wdiich is most unlikely) he has
nothing to do, except possibly to note which was the middle
.^'"•e, for each records itself on tlie cliroiio-Taph without any
intervention of his. But if the star ]>f, for instance, two-thirds
j>t^the way from the first to the second wire at the first flash,

'^•ausing tlie star to appear nearly coincident with the second
||ife when the next spark comes, and rei)eat the adjustment by
^'le light of subsequent flashes, till the bisection is perfect,
ihree or four trials are in practice found to yield a bisectiou
wbich will satisfy a fastidious eye, and when a satisfactory one
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has been once made, the effect is automatically repeated. Of
course, no increase in number of the wires, under these circum-

stances, adds real weight to that from the first satisfactory bisec-

tion, but, with the usual five tallies of five wires each, the ob-

server can easily, if he please, obtain five independent bisec-

tions,* or one for each tally, and in this case the chronographic

record corresponding to the last wire of each tally is assumed to

be the significant one, unless the contrary is recorded.

Under the general conception, then, oi

diminishing to any limit personal error,

views of the star or wire and utilizing the phenomena of per-

sistence of vision, the particularly described device assumes
to dispense with the observer's record upon the chronograph
altogether, and to substitute a purely automatic one, giving the

same virtual result as though the image of the star were a tan-

gible object, itself making electric contact with each wire. The
share of personality in any observation, is reh/gated to the prior

act of bisecting a star, virtually motionless with relation to the

bisecting wire, so that if (as seems to be the case) this act is

independent of quickness or slowness of perception, of the time

he possibility of

employing brief

Art. IX.

—

Ohservations of-Comets made at the Litchfield Observa-

tory ofHamilton College; by C. H. F. Peters.

10 23-76

2 13-71

14 18-84
I

16 36-48

32 39-34 !

12 23-07
I

50 42-20
i

38 25-44
I

23' 12-7"

22 7-2

10 11-5

KO.OJ

3 33-9

25 28-1

48 19-5

10 32-7

''

21 31-6

its rate shall be s

I be conveniently encased
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NoTKs.—This comet showed always a fine

of light, which permitted an accurate pointing, so that th
vations are good. The tail was never very bright, but t

large. Instead of forming an envelope, as there seemed
tendency on April 8, the denser portion of the coma on
ppeared to consist of small disc rete particle
ar cluster or nebula just at the point of being

2. Comet 1871, III (Swift-Borelly's)

:

'ay 3. IJh Q,n 23^ ^ - 25-80^

10 56 31 ^ -2' 22
10 3 5 5" 3'^' '25-93 + 60° 2' 25

u
^' 10 10 38

10 6 41
5 15 50-04

6 29 2559
59 30 24

54 1 31
« 30.' 9 58 1 8 13 1-60 + 35 45 34 10

The comparison star for May 3 is D'm. +60°,854, and its posi-
tion 1877-0 approximately a=4^ 5V 42*; rf=+60°31-2.

^

The observations of May 3, 4 and 5 were made by Professor J.

^. Porter with the ring micrometer of the four-inch Steinheil
refractor. All the other observations w^ere obtained by myself
with the filar micrometer of the 13^ inch refractor, using a power
of 270, and illuminated wires.
Comet III had always a more or less blurred aspect, without

distinct nucleus, rendering the pointing difficult.

Clinton, N. T., June 1, 1877.

"^w
-^•~~^'* Com2)lex Inorganic Acids. From a letter of Dr.

WoLcoTP GiBBs to one of the Editors, dated Cambridge, June
Hth, 1877.

ion wall doubtless remember that about twelv*
Jiarignac described three acids which he oV)taine
sihcic hydrate, Si(OH)„ with an acid alkaline ti

Which he called resnentivf^lv si

sihco-deci-tui

boiling

^hile the

called respectively silico-tungstic, tungsto-silicic and
* -> acid. The two first mentioned are isomeric or

and are represented by the formulas:

I2WO3. SiO,. 40H„ or W, ,0,,Si(Oir)„

lird has the formula
lOWO, . SiOj. 4011, or W,oOi«Si(OH)..

it occurred to me that these results might be generalized in
>anous ways, and I have in fact obtained' some very interesting

p
^^^jries of acids of the same or similar types. Platinic hydrate
H^H)^ boiled with an acid sodic tungstate vields two isomeric

or metameric sodium salts which have the formula:

lOWO, . PtO, . 40Nai + 25 aq.
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One of these gives magnificent olive-green crystals; the other
equally fine honey-yellow prisms with a very strong adamantine
luster. They are readily soluble in water and give flocky or sub-

crystalline precipitates with solutions of the heavy metals and of

the higher alkaloids. The corresponding potassium and ammonium
salts have respectively the formulas :

IOWO3 . PfcO^ . 40Ki +9 aq. and lOWO;, . PtO^ . 40Ami + 13 aq.

but hoth belong to the yellow series. I have not yet obtained
the 12-atom series corresponding to Marignac's silico-tungstates.

The platino-deci-tungstates dissolve tungstic hydrate, W(OH)6,
on boiling, but the hydrate separates again on cooling without
change. Acid molybdate of sodium also dissolves platinic hydrate
giving a deep olive-green solution which appears red in tliick

layers. The only salt of this series yet studied crystallizes in

amber-colored tabular plates which have the formula:
lOMoOj . PtOi . 40N'aj + 29 aq.

They are very soluble and give sub-crystalline precipitates with

many metallic solutions. I think I have also obtained the corre-

sponding metameric series, but of this more in due time. The
acids corresponding to the salts above briefly described are crys-

talline and may be obtained from the respective barium salts by

sulphuric or from the silver salts by chlorhydric acid. Nearly
all the salts of both series effloresce strongly and the alkaline

salts have a very distinct acid reaction, so ihat the limit of the

basicity is certainly higher than eight. I am endeavoring to

generalize these results still farther by replacing platinic hydrate

by other hydrates of the same type, as for instance by those of

the other metals of the platinum group and by Zr{Oll)^ Ti^OlI)^,

Sn(0H)4, t&c, but though I have in many cases indications of

the formation of new complex acids I have nothing definite at

present. Silico-molybdic acid appears however to be formed by
boiling acid sodic molybdate with Si(0H)4 when colorless or

very pale yellow crystals are formed.

Nearly "five years since Scheibler discovered two phospho-

tungstic acids which, according to his analyses contained, respect-

ively, six and twenty molecules of tungstic oxide, WO 3 to one

of P3O5. As he has published nothing whatever upon the sub-

ject since, I have thought that I could fairly enter upon the same

field and have begun the stud^ of the 20-molecule series. I have

already established some very important facts with respect to the

compounds of this series, and have further generalized my own
results to a most unusual extent.

According to ray analyses, phospho-tungstic acid has the formula

20WO,, . P.O., . 80n.j or We„0,,Pj(0H)i6

independently of water of crystallization. I have obtained salts of

this series having respectively the formulas:

20WO, . P,0, . ONa, . VOH, +] 6 aq.

20WO , . P^O, . 2BaO . 60H, + 18 aq.

2OWO3 . P,0, . 6BaO . 20Hj + 44 aq.

2OWO3 • P2O5 . lOKi . OHj + 27 aq.

2OWO3 . PjOs . 80Ki + 18 aq.
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All these salts have an acid reaction except the 8-molecule potas-
sium salt, and I consider this—provisionally at least—as deter-

mining the limit of the basicity of the acid. This is important as

showing that it is not phosphoric oxide, P2O5, which alone is

saturated. Debray considered the corresponding phospho-molybdic
acid as 6-basic, but written with the newer atomic Aveights it

aiid which is clearly the analogue of my potash salt above men-
tioned. All or nearly all the phospho-tungstates effloresce quickly
in dry air. I regard the formulas above given as well ascertained
excepting possibly that of the very acid sodium salt which heads
the list. The analyses of these salts as well as of the platinum
series are difficult, and the ready efflorescence is another obstacle
to very precise work. All but the first mentioned sodium salt are
colorless ; the 7 and 8-atom potassium salts are splendid, and there
IS at least one ammonium salt which is precipitated as a very heavy
snow-white crystalline powder. 1 have not used Sc-heibler's

method of preparing these compounds, but obtain the acid sodium
salt by mixing normal sodic tungstate and hydro-disodic ])hos-

phate, WO^Na2 + 2 ag. and P04m2H+12 ag., in the ],roi>ortion
ot 20 molecules of the former to 2 of the latter and adding NO;, II

But geiuM-alizntion is als.. possible in otlior wavs. Thus I tind
that when in my process oxytluo-tunostate of sodium, AVO^F^Na^,
IS substituted for the normal tungs'tate, si)lendid crystalfiue salts
are formed with both arsenates\ind phosphates. In place of

new acids result both with normal tuncrstate and oxyfluo-tungstate
ot sodium. The same statements are probably true with respect
to niolybdic compounds, only the resulting salts are not always
yell defined. You see that in this way the number of new acids
IS very great and that I have a heavy task before me. It is of
course too soon to speculate on the theoretical structure of the
"t^w acids. I have given the simplest possible formulas in all

cases but it may be that those of the platino-tuugstic and platino-

J^^olybdic acids must be doubled. In this case'their analogy to
' pJ'ospho-tungstates, &c.
'^c for the sodium salts for instance,

2OWO3 . Pt^O^ . 80Na,. and 20 W
'ii<antime I have as yet seen no satisfac

^
'^m disposed to think that tlie well

<
tungstates and molybdates, ,3()Xa, . T

«nouid be multiplied by 3 and written
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20WO;, . WO3 . 90Na,, and 20MoO;, . MoO;, . 901^a,.

They will then fall naturally into the 20-atom series. It seems
also possible that the curious salt of Wohler usually written

WO^Nag + WaO^ may be represented bv such a formula as

I6VVO3 . 4WO2 . 70Na2 or W20 . W .O^^iOl^'Ay^^, I shall de-

vote myself to these compounds until I have exhausted the sub-

ject as far as possible, and meantime anticipate many new results.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. Chemistry and Physics.

1. On the Ejfect of Pressure on Chemical <«^^/ow.—Beuthelot
calls attention to Quincke's statement that in some experiments
which he made in which sulphuric acid and zinc were placed in

contact, the pressure of the evolved hydrogen rose in a few days
from 1^ to 10 atmospheres (varying with the apparatus), in five

months from 27 to 54 atmospheres, and in 17 years, from 25 to

126 atmospheres, and I'emarks that these experiments, made for

an entirely different purpose, conclusively prove that the evolution

of hydrogen is not arrested by pressure, but is only diminished in

rapidity, confirming his results of twelve years ago. In this case,

chemism is not modified, but only the nature and extent of the

surface of attack, the metal becoming covered with an adherent

gaseous layer, while the acid close to it becomes saturated.

Hence, in his opinion, the evolution of hydrogen would go on

indefinitely, limited in time only by the strength of the vessels

containing the reagents.

—

Bull. 800. Gh, II, xxvii, 347, April,

2. New method of determining the Specific gravity of a readily

decomposable body.—In order to determine the specific gravity

of iodine trichloride, a body not only exceedingly volatile at low

temperatures, but also readily dissociated except in presence of

chlorine gas, Christomanos has devised a new and simple method
for this purpose. In a cylindrical glass vessel closed at the ends

by two suitable glass cocks and previously filled with dry chlorine

gas, and weighed, the trichloi-ide is placed and the weighing is

repeated. The difference in weight is the weight of the trichloride

less the weight of chlorine equal in volume to it. To determine

this latter weight and thus the volume of this chlorine (which of

course is the volume occupied by the trichloride) the experiment

is repeated at a suitable temperature using carbon dioxide in

place of chlorine. From this second difference, the known weight-

relations between the gases being given, the weight of the chlorine

is obtained by means of the formula Cl=— (c, — J, — c-^h) i»
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known. Its weight, W,=^j^j-^^^-jj^_3-^, in gram. From

these data, the density is obtained since -:sf= = D. The result with

ICI3 gave 3-1107, which the author thinks too high.—Ber. Berl
(Jhem. Ges., x, 782, May, 1877. g. f. b.

3. On the Determination of High Melting 7^oi«?s.—Caenelley
ha:^ proposed a new process for fixing the melting points of less

readily fusible salts, founded on the principle that if three metallic
salts A, B and C, which fuse at different temperatures such that
A fuses before B and B before C, be arranged on a cold block of
smooth iron and this be placed in a muffle kept at a constant
high temperature, and if x be the number of seconds which elapse
between the melting of A and B and y, the number of seconds

between the melting of A and C, then the ratio -is approximately

constant for the same three salts whatever may be the temperature of

t is considerably higher than that at which
1 experiments, using the three substances,

sulphur, silver nitrate and potassium nitrate, the experiments being
made at widely different temperatures, the ratio in each was 2-67,
2-68, 2-81, 2-80, 2-72, 2-67, 2-67, 2-67, 2-56, 2-62, 2'58, 2*87, 2*65, 2-f

"

2-71, 2-91; mean 2-72. If the 1
' ^''^ "

be reduced to the same scale, as _, . ^
phur and potassium nitrate and any other third
given number, the value for a given salt is constant, whatever the
other salts used with it in the experiment. From these ratios,

time-values are obtained for nine standard salts, S, AgNOg,
Iv^Og, KCIO3, TlCl, PbCl^, KI, KCl, and Xa^CO,. Thus if in
tour experiments, 27, 39, 45, and 65 seconds respectivelv elapse
>etween the melting of S and AgNOg, and 72, 106, 120, and 170
'between S and KNO3, then if we assume a constant value, say 10
seconds, for the former, the latter becomes constant ; i. e., 26-7,

f '
'2, 26-7, 26-7 seconds. This (or the mean of a larger series 26 4)

^t,}}^ "time-value" for KNO„. So 32 is the time value for
^<-103, 45 for TlCl, 59 for PbCl^, 115 for KI, 197 for KCl, and

258 for Xa^COg. From the equation ^=r, in which r is the ex-

Penmental ratio for any salt, the time-value of that salt may be

obtained. Thus with S, AgNO^ and KCIO3, if r=2-72, |=2-72 ;

Or, again, the value

: and Na^COg is 1-50, Since the time-values
-*

Y;*^
wo former are 59 and 197, a-=rl38, and v=:207 ; or NagCOg

melts 207 seconds after PbCI, ; and since PbCl., melts 59 seconds
yter S, the time-value of Na^COg is 266 second-s. By accurately
'determining the melting points of these nine salts, and collating
Am. j )eij. Sci.-TnTRD Series, Vol. XIV, No. 79.-Jclt, 1877.
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them with their time-vahies, a table may be obtained from these

data, either by direct or by graphic interpolation, from which,
knowing the time-value for any salt, its melting-point can be ob-

tained.

—

Jour. Chem. Soc, xxxi, 365, April, 1877. g. f. b.

4. New Vapor Bei^sity 3Jethod.—Goldschmiedt and Ciamiciax
have modified somewhat Victor Meyer's method of fixing vapor
densities, and by substituting mercury for fusible metal, have
contrived an apparatus which is simple and effective. A glass

bulb of 150 c.c. capacity has at its lower portion a tube which
turns and passes upward to about the diameter of the bulb above
it, and to which, just below its top is attached a lateral tube. A
weighed substance being placed in the bulb, this is filled with

mercury till it flows away by the lateral tube. The whole is

placed in a bath of water or paraffin as is necessary, and heated.

The production of vapor expels its volume of mercury which is

received in a tarred vessel and weighed. This volume corrected is

the volume of the vapor ; whence its vapor is the quotient of its

weight by this.

—

Ber. Berl. Chem. Ges., x, .641, April, 1877.

5. On the Condensation of Isohutyletie. — Boutlerow has

obtained a curious body, which he calls isodibutylerie, by the

action of diluted sulphuric acid upon trimethylcarbinol. It is a

colorless liquid, having a boiling point between 102° and K)4°,

and is by its chemical characters, a hydrocarbon of the ethy-

lene series, forming direct addition products with bromine, with

hydrochloric and with hydriodic acids Moist silver oxide acts

on the iodide thus obtained, giving rise to a new octyl alcohol,

isodibutol, having a characteristic smell of camphor, and boiling

at 146-5°-147-5°.' When isodibutylene or isodibutol is oxidized

with chromic acid, the principal products are acetone and trinie-

thyl-acetic ether; hence the constitution of the hydrocarbon is

rw /CH3
represented by the formula )^„='>C=rC-C—CH.. It is isobuty-

^"3 H xCh"
lene, in which an atom of hydrogen belonging apparently to

the methylene group, is replaced by tertiary butyl.

—

Bidl. Soc.

Ch., II, xxvii, 370, April, 1877. g. f. b.

6. New method of producing^ Salicylic ac«?.—Hermann, who
studied some time ago the action of sodium on succinic ether,

now finds that if the action be long continued, there is formed,

probably by the action of the metal on the succinyl-succhuc ether

at first produced, considerable (juatitities of salicylic acid. The
production of this substance in this way is doubly interesting;

first, because since succinyl-succuiic acid, whose formula is

cn„—00—cn.cooH
(Sh^-co-c^h.cooh' " " "^^"^^"^ "^ *^^^ ^""y ^^"^'' "'"''

salicylic acid, 0^11,
|
^^^^ belongs to the aromatic, it shows a

I of one into the other, the closed ring of six carbon
\ in the former suffering a further condensation and develop-
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zene ring ; and second because from this mode of

clear that in salicylic acid the hydroxyl and the
carboxyl groups occupy the para position.

—

Ber. Berl. Chem.
Ges., X, 646, April, 1877. g. F. b.

7. On the Formation of Coumari?i, and of Cinnamic and
other analogous acids. — Perkin, who synthesized coumarin

CgHg
j ^^ 3 several years ago, now finds that this substance is

Illy produced when salicyl hydride is boiled with i

aldehyde
siderable quantity of an acid

try other aldehydes
way. On boiling benzoic aldehyde Avith acetic oxide

was obtained which on examination proved to be cmnamic
phenyl-acrylic acid CeHg .CH.CH.COOH. Using propio
oxide and sodium propionate, the product of the reaction y

phenyl-crotonic acid,
\ \

. From butyric acid a

( CO(OH)
sodium butyrate, was obtained phenyl-angelic acid,

COCOlTi
*^^^°^ benzoic aldehyde, succinic acid a

sodium succinate, isophenyl-crotonic acid. From cuminic al
hyde, acetic oxide and sodium acetate, cumenyl-acrylic or isop
pylphenylacrylic acid CgHJCafl,) .C^H, .COOH, was obtaim
Substituting propionic oxide gave cumenylcrotonic acid, wli
butyric oxide gave cumenylangelic acid. Cinnamic aldehy
with acetic oxide and sodium acetate gave cinnamenylacry

^2.^*^1' Propionic oxide gave cinnamenylcrotonic acid, and buty
e cinnamenylangelic acid. Anisic aldehyde gav<

jnylacrylic, raethylparoxyphenylcrotoi
'

^-j (.^..wjlangelic acids, when thus treated. M*
nyde gave methylorthoxyphenylacrylic, methyl
tonic and methylorthoxyphenvlangelie acids,—

J

Urea reaction.—Schiff has observed that when a f^olu-

tion of urea in three r
- -irea in thre*

is treated
a splendid

res., X, 773, May
Votes fro)n the Chemical Labo

furfurol is treated with a few di
'yarmed, a splendid purple-

10 pp. ^

hero included
n. TlALL and Professor Kkmsi-.n ; on t

rom metax> n.e,^^^)>

^^^
I rulessor Ptiois

paranitrotoluene, b'y K IIakt and Professor Pv
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11. Geology and Mii^

1. Volcanic Eruptions on Hawaii ; by Rev. Titus CoAJf.

—

On the 6th and 7th of January, 18Y3, the great terminal pit of

Mauna Loa, Mokua-weo-
attention of spectators

Maui. The scene was brilliant beyond what I had ever before

witnessed in that lofty

Loa, Mokua-weo-weo, was intensely active, exciting

n of spectators around all the shores of Hawaii r

brilliant beyond ^

-f
crater. But it

favored with on!

dropped and the 1

i brigrht. We were favored with only
-.whent - -----—-'-

, ^ , nd for

llumination was grand by niglit, and the column of

smoke and gases rose in a magnificent pillar by day.
In January, 1874, another marvellous boiling commenced in

Mokua-weo-weo, and continued for fifteen months. During all

this period parties could ascend the mountain, look down into

this awful cauldron, listen to the surging and roaring, and
startling detonations of the fiery abyss, and watch the jets as

they spouted upward hundreds of feet, and the glowing waves
as they rolled and dashed against the walls of the pit.

the 11th of August, 1875, that another bril-

liant eruption occurred in Mokua-weo-weo, lighting up the firma-
* ^ ' ^

- . 'miration of h
"

nued but one week.
nd awakening the enthusiastic admiration of beholders

On the 13th of February, 1876, we were entertained by another

grand display of Pele's fire-works, keeping thousands of peoi)le

on the watch at midnight, but this also was of short duration.

All these demonstrations were confined to the great mountain
crater. There were no overflowings and no lateral outbursts.

The last eruption was on the 14th of last February, between 9

and 10 in the evening, and it was the sublimest scene we had
ever witnessed about Mokua-weo-weo. The display of light was
most glorious. It looked as if the summit of the mountain was
melted, as if the heavens were on fire. Vast columns of illumined

steam rose like flaming gases from the burning pit, rushing up-

ward with fearful speed to the height of 14,000 to 1 7,000 feet,

where it spread out into a vast fiery cloud, which shone down
upon and lighting up Hilo as if the firmament were on fire, pro-

jecting shadows of the objects around. This continued through
the night. In the morning the mountain had on a veil of thick

clouds, the rain fell, and the gorgeous scene was hid from our

eyes. After some days the clouds were dispersed, but no vestige

of the marvellous scene remained. No smoke 1 no fire! on the

mountain, but only an occasional subterranean thud, as of Vul-

can's trip hammer, and a smoky atmosphere. So sudden and
complete Avas the cessation, that all spectators were amazed
and disappointed. People in Kau and liona sent messages to

Hilo, enquiring if we were having the eruption all to ourselves

;

and we sent back the inquiry to them, " What has become of the
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ttiiiguishod, iind they returned disappointed. But l)ei'oi

Mas fiiirly out of sight, a reuiarkuble huhblino: was sec

about tliree miles south of Kealakekua—wliere Caii

boiliiiiT wa
tlie island new fissures liave been oi)ened in the pahoihoi, whicli
'

"• lid up to the liigher hands, indicating the course of a subter-
'. hiva stream, that terminated in a submarine eruption—

a

'' .iture in our modern volcanic phenomena. About the time
. !.:- <TU]>tion boneath the sea, a tidal or earthquake wave of con-

-. LiaMe force was observed along the coast of Kona.

—

Letter to
Pr.,/. r. N. Lynvn,. <tatt,imio, March llth, 18V7.

-The following Rep

Comn'''
'" ^'"^ ^"''"" '"'"^ ^'"'"^"^'^ '^^"^"1 ly been issued by the IJoard of

•/v,./.v.,. /. M. r<.>n>t;.s<>fY..

Ii:tunnn<>„. (\,>/-juhl,^ bv F. and W. (i. Pi. AIT. I'art I,

1^*77. Tliis report gives from "the elaborate hypsonu^ric
Edmund Smith vet to be publislied," the heights of the

)f the Allegheny Mountains, showing for the western crest
^ from 2,19(» to 2,S10 feet; and for the outer crest, 1,400 to

•^"iidith iiivc'i.
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C. A, White, papers on Judith River group Unionidse and Phy-
sidsB ; Uniones and a new genus of fresh-water Gasteropoda from
Tertiary of Wyoming and Utah ; Comparison of the Unionidse
and associated moUusks wath living species; paleoutological char-

acteristics of the Green River Cenozoic and Mesozoic ; Dr. E.

CouES, U. S. A., notes on American InsecUvorous Mammals;
Ornithology of source of Red River of Texas ; S. Aughey, cata-

logue of land and fresh-water shells of Nebraska; A. D. Wilsov,
on the Geographical work of the Survey. A further notice is

deferred to another number.
4. Geological JSurvey of Canada, Alfred R. C. Selvvyn,

Director, Report of Progress for 1875-76. 432 pp. 8vo, with
m:i])s and plates. 1877.—This volume opens with an Intro-

ductory Report, reviewing the work of the year, by 31 r.

Sklwyx, after which come special reports : on British

Columbia, by Mr. Selwyn ; on the same region, l>y G. M.
Dawson ; and on other western areas, by Prof Macoux, J. F.

Whiteaves, R. W. Ells, Robert Bell, and S. Bap.low ; and on
New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, by S, Baelow, L. W. Bailey,
G. F. Matthew, R. W. Ells, and H. Fletcher ; with a chemical
Report, by C. Hoffmann ; on the Insects of the Tertiary at

Quesnel, by S. H. Scudder; and List of Coleoptera collected on
the Lower Peace and Athabasca Rivers, by Prof. J. L, LeConte.

Mr. Selwyjj states that Mr. H. G. V^ennor has found a large

variety of crystalline rocks in Western Quebec and Eastern
.

Ontario, characterized by Eozoon, great beds of magnetite,

apatite, and graphite; and that in Renfrew and Pontiac the

labradorite rocks are interbedded with the lowest limestones;

that these beds rest probably unconforiuably on the "Lower
Laurentian or reddish gneiss.

Mr. Dawson describes tlie region between the Cascade Range
and Eraser River, the 52d and 54th parallels of latitude. It con-

tains extensive basaltic areas; porphyritic rocks of uncertain

age; lignitic beds generally if not always beneath the basalts,

which are " undoubtedly Tertiary ;" Cretaceous rocks ; besides

fneisses, granites, diorytes, etc. The Report on New Brunswick,

y Bailey and Matthew^, describes the Silurian crystalline rocks of

the Mascarene series, including chloritic rocks, diorytes, felsytes

and argillytes. They are shown to be Upper Silurian.

5. Shifting of the earth's axis.—Prot liaughton has a mathe-

matical paper, on the shifting of the earth's axis caused by the

elevation of the existing continents, in the Proceedings of the

Royal Society, vol. xxvi, p. 51. He finds by calculation that the

displacement would be as follows :
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The power of Europe and Asia in moving the pole is partly due
to the extension of this continent along the parallel of 45°, which
is the most effective latitude.

6. Samarskite of North Carolina.—A letter to one of the
editors, from J. Lawrence Smith, dated Louisville, June 15, states
that he " has succeeded in detecting and separating thoria from
the North Carolina Samarskite, in which it exists to the extent of
a few tenths of one per cent." And that he has discovered a new
method of separating thoria from the mixed earths, easily used,
and giving accurate results even when the amount present is very

1. Analysis of Samarskite by Miss Ellen IL Swallow.—The
analysis of Miss Swallow (now Mrs. Professor R. H. Richards),
cited on page 364 of volume xiii of this Journal, contains errors,
and is therefore here given as published in the Proceedings of the
Boston Society. of Natural History, vol. xvii, p. 424.

Metallic acids of the tantalic group 54-96

Oxide of tin 0-16

uime ot manganese 0-M

Oxide of cerium (La, Di) 5-1

Loss on ignition 0-6

The loss was determined on another sample of the i

in. Botany and Zoology.

1. On the Development and S>/,<f> nxft/c J/'raii;/i»/u/f

the genus Vladophom. Instead, however, of pro.lnciiii
pores as is tlie case with species of riadophorn, the U])per
«>i tlu' cells swells and the contents pass into the swollen

j

Jf-Jivrng the rest empty. A cell wall is then formed, cutt
the swollen portion from the rest, and the spon- is thus \

It m,^V>e noticed as an innovation that the artic-le is wri
J'O.dish. This practice is ol' hue rather cmmon in S<-:uhI

Itis to be hoped that this exa.nnU- ^^ ill br imi!.-Ur<l bv
S'nfeitnotunfrequeiitlv haiMH'Ms th.it Swr.ji.h l-.taMl^t"^

feceivefull credit Ibr ilu-ir w.-rk .nvin- fith.r t.. the Mna
oerof f,>rei<Miers wf,,. v.m I >^u-.. !iO, .,r to tlif imiuTl'. .-i

•

^^ilitv of I .i7i„ to mo b rn 'cu.nti • writiiH^ u '

'Jr<Huary protoneniata proiluced t



grow directly from the setae of mosses. The latter part of the

article in which Pringsheim discusses the alternation ofgenerations
in Thallophytes is excessively recondite and difficult to follow.

3. Algm Exsiccatm Americce Borealis ; curantibus W. G. Fae-
Low, C. L. ANDERSON, D. C. Eatokt, editse. Fasciculus I. Bos-

tonise, 1877.—Nothing helps the student of seaweeds like speci-

mens, and fortunately in no department of hotany are specimeos
so attractive. To help our own students and amateurs in this

respect, and also to make known to foreign algologists, in an
authentic way, the importance of our authors' own collections and
studies in this department, they have combined to issue sets of

specimens, with printed tickets, &q. This first fasciculus con-

tains fifty species, all of real interest, many of them new or next

to new, at least in collections. The specimens are full and beau-

tiful, and the fasciculus is in every way attractively prepared.

We have no announcement of the price, but we understand that a

limited number of copies are to be put on sale. Professor Eaton
at Yale College, Professor Farlow at Harvard, and Dr. Anderson
at Santa Cruz, California, could be applied to by those who wish

to obtain these sets. Algae from the Californian coast have until

now been unattainable ; and those from Florida almost equally so

since the late Dr. Harvey's time. The few species from our New-
England coast are all choice and rare, being such as Lomentaria
rosea^ Hormactis Farlowii of Bornet, Lmgbya WoUei, a new
fresh-water species by Farlow, L. nigrescens, Calothrix Crustacea

and (J. pulcinata. Among the Californian species of Dr. Ander-
son's collection is Agardh's Farlotcia compressa. a. g.

4. Orchis rotundifolia of Pursh, which Richardson referred to

Ilabenaria (it was confidently supposed with good \

"^

'
"" " '" * ""' ' vthera, is a genuine Orchis, havmg £

I manifest as that of 0. spectahUis.

Lindley after him to Platanthera, is a genuine Orchis, having

I fresh flowers of the living plant sent by Mr. Prin-

gle from Vermont to the Cambridge Botanic Garden. a. g.

5. Beitrage zur JEntwickelungsgeschichte der Flechten. Heft.

I, TIeber die geschlechtliche Fortpflanztmg der Collemaceen.—
E. Stahl. Leipzig, 8vo, pp. 55.—This important contribution on

the reproductive organs of lichens, forms the first portion of a work
of which the auth(»r gave a preliminary notice in the Botanische

Schwcndcnt-r theory with regard to the gonidiu and has sought in

myeropln/llu
organs consist ot spermati:., male, and carpogon

/ of the

)ut the latter organs are now described for the first time,

irpogonia consists of two portions, the ascogone and the

^yne. The ascogone is a coiled filament composed of several

id is in all respects similar to the body of the same name in
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the asoomycetous funcji. The trichogvno, .il^^o composed of sev-
enil colls, 'is a more slender filament, 'which proceeds outwards
from the ascogone until it makes its way to the surtlu-c of the
thallus. The'experience of Stahl shows that the tricho-vtu- seek

the majority of cases the spermatia and carpogonia are distinct.

In the genus Physma, however, the ascogone is in the base <>f tlie

same cavity in which the spermatia are "found, a condition which
Stahl maintains must prove conclusively that the spermatia are
really organs of the lichen itself and not p'arasitic organizations as
some have sup]>oscd. Stahl lias often seen the spermatia attached
to the exposed tip of the trichogyne, but exactly how they are
attached is a difficult point to determine owing to their small size.

He is inclined to believe that the process of 'union is similar to
that which takes place in the Floridem. In conseqiience of this
union, a change takes place in the ascogone by which the asci are
formed, as in the ascomycetes. The whole (luestion i< very can-
didly discussed and weirillustrated by four iilatcs. ^\ . o. y.

/J. Xorth Auwriran Starfshes; Vol. V, No. 1, of the M, moirs
0/ t/ie Musa/iH of Comparative Zooloyy, bv Ai.r.vwi'ij: .\(. \^^va.

Cambridge, Jum', 1877. 137 pp. 4to,' with''iO i)Iates.— 1'lie plates,
which are excellent, were drawn on stone more than twelve years
ago, to illustrate a fifth volume of the Contributions to Zoology,
by Professor Agassiz, which, unfortunately, was not completed.
-The first ])art of the volume, relatinsr to the embryolo<ry of star-
fishes, was published separately bv'Mr. A. Airassiz in' lVo4, and
IS reprinted in the present vohmu' witli vncii :ld.lition^ a- the
progress of discovery has made lurt v>,.u-y. The rcinniiKh r of the
volume is devoted to description^, ('-]n-(i';t!Iv of thr li.inl pait-, of
^irious species (belonging to A-^teria-, Krhina-ter, (, ro--a'.ter,

iyenopodia, Hrisinga, Luidia, xV^teriMa, A>teroi)>is, I'em;Heros
^master, Cribrella, Astropecten) most of which are iKaiitirully
illiistruted. An important chapter is also devoted to the lioinol-

o\iH}?. of Kcliinoderms. \. k. v.

< -Siath Animal Report on the noxious and hvh<p'i<ii <in<'l

oth'-r Insects of the State of MJss^onri , by (\ V. 1{im:v, >t:itc

J^-ntomologist. J 30 pp. 8vo, with manv fi-iin-- and a i)i;.p. .b rtVr-

'^•^". <^"ity, Mo., 1877.-Mr.Kib.^^^,,Mt lik.il. pn^b <> ^m,, .. i.

l^m.MentJy practical as well as M-i>...iiti,-. It tn.at^ ol liu- u..nn.

ed, and it may push to the
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northernmost limit of the potato-growing country—a limit which
it has already well nigh reached. It travels by means of wings.
But "it undoubtedly availed itself to no considerable extent, of

every means of transportation afforded to other travelers, and
often got a lift on eastward bound trains ; and it most probably
crossed the more barren plains bordering its native confines

through man's direct agency, that is, by being carried." " Even
the winds and waters aided its progress."

8. Bulletin of the U. S. Entomological Commission— U. S.

Geol. wed Geogr. Survey^—No. 1, 12 pp. and No. 2, 14 pp. 8vo.

—

The Entomological Commission consists of C. V, Riley, A, S.

Packard, Jr., and Cyrus Thomas. Their first bulletin treats of

the methods of destruction of the young or unfledged locusts

;

and No. 2 of their natural history and habits in the young
unfledged state, with wood-cuts, and a map of the region east of

the Rocky Mountains overrun by the insect.

IV. Astronomy.

1. Astronomical and Meteorologienl Observations made during
the year ls74 at the U. S. X. Obseroatory, Jiear-A dmiral Davis,
iSupt. Washington, 187V. —This volume contains the observa-

tions of the yeai- 1874 at the Naval Observatory, with the reduced

results. The astronomical work iias been mostly done by means
of the tliree instruments, the transit circle, the 2G-inch equatorial,

rl^ar-c ..f r.-.'.f Vi.riKdl, who is j.reparing a re%iscd edition of the

<>n lu- *I '!^s!\\V()b^ervatuVy '(sec 'p;
'^ »'^,

'^''

>' '^'^'l ('»' this Journal),

diifnviicr (,f Ioi.i,ntu<re between AV"ashin<rton 'and Ogdeii, Utah,
hs I'r.>fcsM)r Eastman. This difference is found to be 2" 19'"

2. ReJ'iti)U' ages of the Sun and certain fixed Stars.—Professor

KiiiKWDfir) closes a communication upon this subject to the Amer-
i<'aM Philosoj>hical Society with the following summary of his

(1.) The history of the solar system is comprised within twenty
or thirtv millions'of years.

(•_>.) From the fact that the larger component of Alpha Centauri

rac]i;a<'- tvvir<' a- much liu'ht as^'the sun while the mass of the

fniDicr i<; //.^•.s' iliau tli;it of the latter, we infer the probability that

our -ohir ^y>tt'iu is the moiv advanced in its physical history.

(:'..) i;i Cygni si'ctu'^ to have reached a greater degree of con-

densation than the sun, siiwe, on the hypothesis of equal density,

the surface of the larger member is one-third that of the sun,

while the intrinsic light is less than oiu>-iiinth.

(4.) The companion of Sirius ai)pears to have reached a stage

of greater maturity than the sun, while the contrary seems to bo

true in regard to the principal star. h. \\ n.
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3. Annals of the Astronomical Observatory of Harvard Col-
lege. Vols. VIII and X.—The first seven volumes of the Annals
of the Astronomical Observatory of Harvard College contained
the results of the work done under its first two Directors, W. C.
Bond and G. P. Bond.
Three catalogues gave the observed places of 16,084 stars

observed in zones between the equator and 1° N. declination.
The great comet, of 1858, the nebula of Orion, and spots on the
sun, each filled a volume, and the planet Saturn filled one part of
a volume. The second part of vol. IV has not yet appeared, but
is in course of publication, the eighth volume contains in its first,

part an historical account of the Observatory from 1855 to 1876,
and is richly illustrated by eni^ravings of the instruments and
apparatus of the Observatory. The second portion consists of the
" ^' ^ .. ^, . .^ ,

College," which
^ _, , has been hereto-

fore noticed in this Journal. They are thirty-five in number (mak-
ing more than fifty engravings in the volume), and constitute a
most valuable contribution to Descriptive Astronomy. The tenth
volume of the Annals contains the first portion of the work, with
the new Meridian Circle under Prof. Winlock. The observations
were made in 1871 and 1872 by Prof. W. A. Rogers, aided by
Mr. A. McConnel, and the reduction of them aTidlhe editing of
the volume was by Prof. Rogers. There were 564 stars ol>served,
mostly bright ones. The introduction contains an elaborate com-
parison of these observations with the places given for the same

^vhirli ;„e in tlio list of fundamental stars of the Astron.^ Gesell-
^*^**>:itt

; 2d, of the 275 stars not in tliat list ; 3d, of about 600 stars
observed in R. A. in 1807 and 1868, with the transit circle, bv
^^Ir. E. P. Austin. h. a. n.

'

J^- Meteoric Fireballs.—Professor Kirkwood gives an account
ot eight large bolides between July, 1876 and Febrvuiry, 1877, to
t'le American Philosophical Society. The more important ones

I'-^^'f ^^een noticed in; this Journal, except one of July 8tli, 1876,
'^ -^S'" p. M,, which from an altitude of 88 miles passed N. 78° W.

[Across the N. E. corner of Indiana, and exploded over Lake Mieh-
g'i'» at a height of 34 miles. The path was inclined 21'' to the
'"'•izon

; no detonation reported; train visible 40 minutes.
-^^ Oj) the part of the motion of the lunxr ptrii/ee irhich is a

.^'-^^>.. r/ themerm motions of the Sun nnd Jfnon : by ( r. W.
"";'' Cambridge, 1877. 4°, pp. 2S.^—The motion of the lun.ir
j"'i,ij:ee as observed docs not agree wltli any of those eouij.iued

^)
ttu-.n-y within the limits of "error of the observations. This

ly he due to not carrying the approximations far enough and

on tf
u^flertakes to compute its value, so far as it depends

' '^^y that shall leave nothing further to be' desired.
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6. Chicago Observatory.—Referring to the statement of Mr.
Btirnham in this number (p. 31) we beg of the friends of science

in Chicago to see if it is not possible to secuie for him in some
way the use of the telescope in the Obse-^vatory. For many
years this large instrument (for a part of the time the largest

refractor in the world) has lain idle, not at all to the credit of

Chicago, It should have been steadily doing service in astrono-

my, such service as almost no other instrument can do. Mr.

Burnham has shoM-^n that he can do good work, and the friends of

science everywhere have a right to complain that the instrument
lies idle when he is willing to use it,

7. 77ie Observatory, a Monthly Jievieio of Astronomy. Ed-
ited by W. H. M, Christie, M,A, ISTos. 1 and 2, April and
May.—This is a new monthly of thirty-two pages, published by
Taylor & Francis, London. For convenience of American sub-

scribers currency will be received at the rate of one dollar for

three months' subscription. These two numbers contain accounts

of the April and May meetings of the Royal Astr. Soc. ; and the

following besides other articles : Photographic Spectra of Stars, by
W. lluggins; Determination of the Solar Parallax, by D. Gill;

the Twinkling of the Stars, by E, Ledger; also Notes, Corre-

spondence, Memoranda, Ephemerides, &c.
8. An Elementary Treatise on Elliptic Functions: by Arthur

Cay

y. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence,

oriran Associate../, .-The American A.soci ation wil 1 hold

V-sixti in Nashville, during the ^,veek com meuc-
'the 2OtT.'^ofAu gTi.t. The_ Local Committee is mlaking

.>r the pri\ iiembers ^^here

>o for free return tickets iIS far as
]

-idrs proViding, < and in other

•tlH'].l.aMHv an. 1 profiTof tlV)s? who^rh all be pr•e^ent.

idriit < • f titr UU'rt ill- i^ SiM,>v XKWronn, .^fWn'^hii

ol C anil

iirron,

\I(M-|. iM.WAlin ( . Pi. KIKIN..,
^Icvl-^

.'<>!• tl'

„>>,!r 'y„.>,un..- A bill T, ."ai hA^ a

,ir> ,111. 1 \ nliu-Ml IfiMorv Museum at >iMi!.'_.(!.'<!.

y the Legislature of the St 1)'!""'

l.liii^.

;,hl.. <•< Da.le in connection with' th* U...1

tate. ni.mv vper-imcns of which are tl ,t~n.'\v

k-crii)>L-dii. tiie\ olumesof Reports, ^^i!l iK-re^haN



kee])ing. Professor Worthen writes, tl

up an institution of science that will be
the educational resources of the West.
At St. Louis, Missouri, the " St. Louis Museum of Arts and

Sciences" has recently been instituted. It includes among its

officers the names of prominent men of science of Missouri, and
promises to be a center of great scientific activity.

3. EarthquaJce oceanic wave of May mh and lOth, 1877.—The
Monthly Weather Review for May, published by the Signal Ser-

vice under Gen, Albert J. Mayer, contains many details respect-
ing tins earthquake wave, and a table of data for estimating ap-
proximately the velocity. About 8.50 p. m. of May 9th, heavy
earthquake shocks were felt over the region between Arica and
Mexillones (border of Peru and Bolivia). The oceanic wave
which immediately followed was of great violence along the
adjoining South American coast, and was felt also as far north as
California, the rise at Anaheim (33° 8'), being 12 feet in a few
minutes. The wave at Callao, Peru, was felt at 11 p. m. ; at San
Francisco, perceptible at 6'' 18' a. m., May 10, and 14 inches in

rise (maximum) at 8" 20'; the Sandwich Islands, on eastern
Hawaii, at Hilo, at 4 a. m., and the great wave, 36 feet high, came
m at 4'' 45' ; at Honolulu, first felt at 4^ 45', and the great wave

Pvev. T. Coan, in a letter to one of the editors dated May 11,
stntf.= fi,o+ "*i-™*y-six hours subsequent to the catastrophe at Hilo,

the tidal wave still continued, the incoming and
occupying about an hour, the latter leaving the

cliamifls nearly bare,"
4. A pi-actical Treatise on Lightning Protection; by Henry

H
. Spang. 180 pp. 12°. Philadelphia, 1877. (Claxton, Remsen

<K Ilafielfinger.)—"This treatise discusses the various questions that
arise in the construction of lightning rods, and their application
to different kinds of structures, Th^e great defect of most light-
mng rods, that of imperfect earth connections, with the remedies,
are very fully treated. The directions are such that an intelligent
mechanic can carry them into effect.

»"rr°

n ith many minor statements of the a
ifius (p. 176) he says, " a building ovei
piDperly protected unless in addition to the conductors and earth-
^tTiiiiiials upon the outside thereof, a suitable number of conductors
''1' <nii)loyed through the interior, etc," The book, however, as a
^^ '"'!«, is one to be heartily commended,

'• Vatural Philosophy for Beginners ; Pai-t I, the Properties
"J ^olid and Fluid Bodies ; by L Todhunter, M.A., F.R.S.

"l;^
pp. small 8vo. London, 1877. (MacMillan & Co.)—The

Character of this little work will be best understood by the follow-
*^g quotation from the author's preface:—"The design of the
^'ork is to furnish a simple and trustworthy manual for those who
are beginning the study of natural philosophy ; and it ventures

claim a distinct position among the numerous publications
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which have appeared with somewhat similar aims. On the one
hand great pains have been, taken to render the book intelligible

to early students ; the amount of mathematical knowledge assumed
is merely a familiarity with the elements of arithmetic. On the
other hand the subject is presented, it may be hoped, with ade-

quate fullness, so that a person who has mastered the work will

have gained considerable acquaintance with the principles of nat-

ural philosophy. Moreover, a collection of examples for exercise

(above 500 in number) is added." The many excellent text-

books of Prof. Todhunter are now so well known that it is unneces-
sary to add more than a general commendation of the manner in

which the author's plan, as above expressed, has been carried out.

The second part of the work is now in the press.

6. Third Biennial Report of the Vermont Board of Agricrd-
ture^ Manufactures and Mining, for the years 1875-76. By
Henry M. Seely, Secretary of the Board. 704 pp. 8vo. Rut-
land, 1876.—-This volume is made up of brief original reports by
various citizens of Vermont on topics of general interest con-

nected especially with agriculture, and to some extent with manu-
factures. Among the interesting chapters there is one on the rela-

tion of bees to fruit culture, by"j. E. Crane, of Bridport ; others

—on an analysis of fertiUzers, by Prof. Seely ; Pisciculture with
reference to farming, by G. B. French, of Woodstock ; Experiments
in the hybridization of cereals, by C. G. Pringle, of Charlotte;

Insects injurious to the potato and apple, by Prof G. H. Perkins.
'- Transactions of the Wisconsin Academy of Sciences, ''"

Madi's

found in Wisconsin, by J. D. Butler ; Report of Committee on

and Letters. Vol. Ill, 1875-76. 270 pp. 8vo. Madison, Wiscon-
sin.—Among the original scientific papers in this volume there

are the following : Kaolin in Wisconsin, by R. Irving ; on the

Geology of Northern Wisconsin, by E. T. Sweet; on some of the

small lakes of Wisconsin, by I. A. Lapham: on Copper tools

.yj. D. Bi -
.
"

^

Exploration of Indian Mounds in the vicinity of Madis
8. Journal of the Academy ofNatural Sciences of Philadelphia,

Vol. VIII, part 2.—This part contains papers on Batrachia and

Reptilia of Costa Rica and elsewhere, by E. D. Cope; on the

Ichthyology of Lake Titicaca, by the same ; and a descriptive

catalogue^ of the Scalidse of the West India Islands, by O. A. L.

Morch.

; People. Eighth series, 1876-77, in pam-
" r is as it is; three

1, P.R.S. ; 60 pp.—The SuccesE

hree lectures by Profess "' " - -

...ry, by Professor Roscc
New Yo

Earth ; three lectures by Professor W. C. 'WiLLfAMSOK, F.R.S. ; 62 pp.—Technical
Chemistry, by Professor RoscoE, F.R.S., 46 pp. Macmillan & Co., London and

OBITUARY.

Elkaxah Billixgs.—The decease of Mr. Billings a year since,

at Montreal, was announced in this Journal, in volume xii, at page

80. We are indebted to his successor as paleontologist in the

Canada Geological Survey, Mr. J. F. Whiteaves, for the following

facts connected with his labors in science.
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Mr. Billings was born near Ottawa City, on the 5th of May,
1820, and died on the 14th of June, 1876. In J 839 he com-
menced the study of law, and for seven years, beginning witli

1844, his pursuit was that of a barrister. For the four years
following he added the duties of editor of the "Ottowa Cit-

izen." But between 1852 and 1856 a large proportion of his time
was devoted to the collection and study of the Lower Silurian

fossils of the country about Ottawa City, and this brought him
into familiar correspondence with Sir William Logan, and led to
his appointment, in 1856, to the position of paleontologist of the
Geological Survey of Canada. He had been elected a member
of the Canadian Institute of Toronto in 1854, and published the
same year, in its Journal, his first paleontological paper—" On
some Genera and Species of Cystidea from the Trenton limestone."
In 1856, he commenced the publication of the "Canadian Naturalist
and Geologist ;" but he was relieved of the responsibility of editor
the following year by a committee of the Natural History Society
of ^lontreal, while continuing to be a large contributor to its

pages. With the exception of part of the year 1858, which was
^l)ent in Great Britain and Paris, studying and comparing such
foreign and North American British fossils as threw light on
Canadian species, the remainder of his life was passed at Mon-
treal, in the study of the Canadian collections, and in excursions
among the fossiliferous rocks of Canada and adjoining portions

the Canadian Journal of Toronto, the Canadian Naturalist of
Montreal, the Geological Magazine, and to the pages of this
Journal, he published the following more extended memoirs : An
illustrated monograph of Lower Silurian Cystidea and Asteriadae,
and on the Crinoidea of the same formation :"these two memoirs con-
stituting Decades 3 and 4 of "Canadian Organic Remains;" Palaeo-
zoic P'ossils, vol. i, 526 pp. 8vo, with numerous figures, 1865,
and vol. ii, part 1, 144 pp. 8vo, with nine plates and many
wood-cuts, 1874; and "Catalogues of the Silurian Fossils of the
Island of Anticosti."

Mr. Billings's knowledge of the invertebrates of the Silurian and
l^evonian formations was extensive and profound, and liis descrip-
tions of fossils are both lucid and scrupulously accurate. To his
critical acumen we are indebted for a very consideral)le part of
our knowledge of American paleontology; and especially for his
Hahoration of the remarkable, and still somewhat enigmatical,
fauna of the (^ticbec Group, of the south shore of the St. Lawrence,
jn husicrn Canada, and of the northern extremity of Newfound-
i.m.l. I Us paper "on the remains of the Fossil PJlephant found in
iiia<la,"* and another on the bones of a Beluga dutr np at Corn-

wall (Ontario),t show that he was well v.rsed in comparative
osteology, and many of his eariier contributions to the ''Canadian
- aturalist " bear witness to the eagerness with wliieh he prose-

* Canadian NaturaUst, First Series, voL viii, 1863.
t Read before the Natural History Society of Montreal, but never pubUahed.
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cuted his zoological studies. Entomology and mineralogy were
favorite departments of science with him, and he made at one
time a tolerably complete collection of Canadian Coleoptera,
which he presented to the Natural History Society of Montreal
a few years before his death.

For many years Mr. Billings was one of the Vice-Presidents of

the Natural History Society of Montreal. He was frequently

pressed to accept the office of President, but invariably declined.

He was elected a Fellow of the Geological Society of Lou.lon in

1858. The silver medal of the Montreal Natural History Society

was voted him by the members at the annual meeting held in

18t)7, by way of testifying to their appreciation of "his long
continued and successful labors for the pi'omotion of science in

Mr. Billings possessed great firmness and strength of character
coupled with a winning simplicity of manner and unaffected

modesty. To these traits were added inflexible love of truth and
justice, disinterested and self-sacrificing zeal for the acquisition of

knowledge, and untiring industry in his pursuits.

In 1845 Mr. Billings married a sister of Mr. Wilson, of Toronto,
now the Hon. Judge Wilson, but then the junior partner in the

legal firm of Messrs. Baldwin & Wilson, in whose office he studied

the last year prior to his being called to the bar. Since his decease

the members of the Natural History Society of Montreal have
passed resolutions expressing their high estimation of his personal

character and writings ; and a few of his more intimate friends in

subscribed for a fine life-sized portrait of their

now adorns its lecture room,
died at Santa 15arbara, Cal., May

, Rindge, N. H., Oct. 16, 1791. He
1 officer in the U. S. army in the war of 1812, and afterward

took part in the Chilian war, under Gen. Carrera. He has long

been well known to geologists and conchologists as an enthusi-

astic and indefatigable collector of fossils and shells. An exten-

sive geological collection, made by him, is now the property of

Cornell University. For several years past he has devoted him-

self entirely to conchology and had accumulated a valuable col-

'
f shells, embracing over 12,000 species. He collected ex-

n the west coast of Florida.

LIP P. Carpenter, one of the ablest modern concholo-

gists, well known especially for his several excellent works on the

'mollusca of the west coast of North America, died at Montreal,

May 24th, aged fifty-eight. A more extended notice is necessarily

deferred to another number.
Robert Dale Owen, died on the 24th of June, at his summer

residence on Lake George, at the age of seventy-six.

^Dr.Vhi



APPENDIX.

Art, XI. — Principal Characters of the Coryphodontidm ; by
Professor O. C. Marsh. With plate IV.

Near the base of the Eocene, in the Eocky Mountain region,
are numerous remains of a well marked group of mammals
which the writer has termed the Corijphodontidoi* These animals
are of peculiar interest, both on account of their structure and
affinities, and especially as they are among the oldest of Ter-
tiary Mammals, and mark a definite geological horizon in this

country and Europe. Only the single genus, Coryphodon, is

k-nowri, and this was establislied, in 1846, by Owen, who de-
scribed a characteristic fragment of a lower jaw from the Lon-
don Clay of England.f Othei- imperfect specimens were sub-
sequently found in France, and fully described by Eebert,:}: but
up to the present time very little is known of this genus from
European specimens.
The identification of the American remains with the genus

Cnryphodon of Owen, and the determination thereby of a definite

"idrst known Tertiarv Mammals, was pliblished by the writer
"I April, 1876, and subsequently it. the following number of
tlu^ Journal (vol. xi, p. 425. )§

^

The Museum of Yale College contains a large collection of

^-"njphodan remains from Utah, Wyoming, and New Mexico,
l^iid this material is amply sufficient to indicate all the more
important characters of the group. Among these specimens ai'e

portions of the same individuals described by Cope under the
names Bathmodon and Loxolophodon\ both of which are syno-
nyms of Coryphodon^ as the remains on which they were based
clearly belong to that genus. One of the species best re])re-

sented in the Yale collection is Coryphodon hamatus Marsh, and
tills has afforded many of the characters given below.

*Tlus Journal, vol. xi. p. 428, May, 1876.
t l^ritiah Fossil Mammals and Birds, p. 299.
; Annalea dea Sciences NatureUes, tome vi, p. 87, 1856.

»i,r, !," *® American Naturalist (vol. xi, p. 95), Prof. Cope has recently flnimcd
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The skull of Coryphodon, in all its more important characters,

is of the perissodactyl type. It is elongated, and the facial

portion is most produced. A line drawn from the lower mar-
gin of the foramen magnum along the palate is nearly straight.

The zygomatic arches are expanded, but the malar is compara-
tively slender, and unites with the maxillary in front of the

orbit. The general form of the skull is shown in the accom-
panying plate, figure 1. The maxillaries are massive, and
usually deeply indented on the sides behind the canines. The
lachrymal forms the anterior border of the orbit, and its fora-

men is inside the orbital margin. The nasals are slender in

front, and broad posteriorly. The premaxillaries are expanded
transversely, and the narial aperture is wide. The occipital

condyles are well separated, and there are condylar foramina.

Between the basisphenoid and the periotic, there is a large

opening. There is a paroccipital, and a post-glenoid process.

The dental formula of Coryphodon is as follows :

Incisors — ; canines —
;
premolars — ; molars — ; X 2 = 44.

The teeth in American specimens do not differ essentially

from those described by Owen and Hebert, which are well repre-

sented in the memoir of the latter author, cited above.

The brain cavity in Coryphodon is perhaps the most remark-
able feature in the genus, and indicates that the brain itself

was of a very inferior type. It was quite small, as in all

Eocene mammals, but its most striking features were the sin:ill

size of the hemispheres, and the expanded cerebellum. The
form and relative size of these are shown in the accompanying
plate, figure 1.

The olfactory lobes were large, and entirely in advance of

the hemispheres. They were bounded in front by a well ossified

cribriform plate, and partially separated by a vertical bony sep-

tum. The cerebral lobes were ovate in form, and very small, a

transverse section exceeding but little that of the medullar

opening. In shape and relative size, the hemispheres and olfac-

tory lobes of this genus are somewhat similar to those of JJino-

ceras. The cerebellum was proportionally large, and widely

expanded transversely. Its peculiar form' is shown in figure 1,

which is drawn from a cast of the brain-cavity of C. hamatus.

This portion of the brain nearly or quite equaled the hemi-

spheres in size, thus differing widely from any known mammal.
There is a well marked pituitary fossa, but no clinoid process.

The foramina for the exit of the optic nerves are small, Ixit fof

the others very large. The l)rain as a whole was very low in

, be expected in a niamitial
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These essential cliaracters of the brain of Goryphodna were
determined and published by the writer more than a year ago,
with figures of a very perfect cast of the brain-cavity. (This
Journal, vol. xi, p. 427.) Two skulls, in remarkable preserva-
tion, were examined during the investigation, and the results

have since been confirmed by other specimens in the Yale
Museum.
These facts are important, since Cope has recently published

a paper on the same subject, and given descriptions and figures
of the brain case of Coryphodon which differ materially from my
own.* He makes no reference to my article, although perfectly
familiar with it. A comparison of his figures with the speci-

mens mentioned above, shows at once that he has made most
serious mistakes in his observations. What he represents as
olfactory lobes, are unlike anything in nature, and are merely
a cast from an imperfect skull in which the mesethmoid septum,
and the cribriform plate are both evidently imperfect or want-
ing. Similar errors are apparent in other portions of the
figures, and his classification, based on these and like observa-
tions, is untenable, as the known facts are against it.

The vertebrae of Coryphodon^ in their more important charac-
ters, resemble those of 'Binoceras. The cervicals are proportion-
•ijely longer. The odontoid process of the axis is a short peg.
the articular faces of the cervicals and dorsals are nearly flat.

The caudals indicate a tail of moderate length.
The limbs of Coryphodon were comparatively short. The

scapula is acuminate above, as in Dinoceras 'and the Ele-
pliant. The humerus is much less massive than in Dinoceras,
but otherwise resembles it. The deltoid ridge extends beyond
the middle of the shaft. The distal end of the humerus is com-
pressed antero-posteriorly, and the ulnar side of the articulation
IS much more prominent than the radial, thus approaching the
Khinoceros where it departs from Dinoceras. The radius is

pi'oximally smaller, compared with the ulna, than in Rhinoceros.

^*%f^stal end is larger than that of the ulna.
ihe femur of Coryphodon is of the perissodactyl type, and

has a distinct third trochanter. The tibia, when in positit)rK

;y^^^ not in the same line with the femur, as in Dinoceras and
the Elephant, but was inclined at a moderate angle. The fibula
was entire, and its distal end articulated with both the astrag-
alvis and calcaneum.
The feet of Coryphodon, hitherto essentially unknown, rescm-
e most nearly those of Dinoceras, and can perhaps be best

Illustrated by a direct comparision with them. In the follow-
ing figures (see plate i v), the feet of these two genera are placed
^'^'" by side, and in the same position. The main points
of dimerence between them are stated below.

* Proceedings American Philosophical Society, p. 616, 1877.
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The manus and pes of Coryj)hodon bad each Ave short digits.

The carpal bones are shorter, measured in the line of the foot,

than in Dinoceras^ and the distal row present more curved
articular faces to the metacarpal bones, indicating greater free-

dom of motion. The pyramidal is destitute of the tubercle
projecting outward and forward for the support of the fifth

digit, seen in Dinoceras. The metapodial bones and phalanges
are throughout less roughened and tubercular than in Dinoceras^

and all their articular faces indicate greater flexibility in the

feet. The ungual phalanges expand laterally for the support
of the hoofs, instead of being rounded, as in Dinoceras.

In the hind foot, the astragalus, and in a less degree the

cuboid and navicular bones are shorter, along the line of the

foot, than the corresponding bones of Dinoceras. The astragalus

has the tibial articulation less convex, and the fibular articula-

tion more extensive, covering the whole exterior or fibular side

of the bone. The navicular and cuboid faces are more dis-

tinctly separated, and make a greater angle with each other

than in Dinoceras. The calcaneum approaches the ordinary
perissodactyl type, the shaft being much longer than in Dijio-

ceras, and the tubercular surface below for the support of a

plantar pad, seen in the Elephant and Dinoceras, is undevelo}>ed.

The cuboid is of peculiar shape, being sub-triangular. The
calcaneal face is long and oblique, reaching nearly to the face

for the fifth metatarsal. Both the metatarsal articulations are

essentially in one plane, and are separated only by a very slight

ridge. The navicular articulates very slightly, if at all, with the

cuboid, but covers the face of the astragalus, and fully supj^orts

the ectocuneiform. The latter bone is not at all supported by
the astragalus, as asserted by Cope (Catalogue of Vertebrata of

the Eocene of New Mexico, p. 27). He has also published a

remarkable figure of the hind foot of Coryphodon (Bathmodon),

showing the hallux with three phalanges, and the fifth digit

reduced to a rudiment (loc. cit, p. 28).

The average size of the animals of this genus was about that

of the existing Tapir. Some were smaller, and others nearly

twice as large. Their mode of life was probably similar.

A careful consideration of the characters of r.,,//'/-"/-,, ^..

far as now known, indicates that the grnns reprcM-iit^ .! di^iiiM !

family of pcrissodnctyl riigulatcs, the ('nr>/i>l>nn'n„hu,,, 'V\\v

skiilfis clearly of tliis type, aii.l the skeleton and f.H't prc-.'iU

that natural order. Only a slight modification of the limits of

the PeinsHodnctijUu would bring this five-toed genus into it, and

simplify classification.

The geological horizon of Corypliod,on in this country is near

the base of the Eocene, in the strata named by the Survey of
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the Fortieth Parallel, under Clarence King, the Vermillion

Creek series, and by Hayden the Wasatch group. The knovvii

localities are in Utah, Wyoming and New Mexico. Among
the associate mammals are the equine Eohippus, and the suilline

Ilelohyus, showing clearly that we must look to Cretaceous
strata at least for the parent form of the Ungulates.

Yale College, June 12th, 1877.
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The vomers are separate, as in lizards and a few modern birds.

In the pelvic arch, the ilium, ischium and pubis are free at their

distal ends, as in the Emu, and the acetabulum is perforated

only by a moderate foramen.

The scapular arch of Hesperornis is represented in plate V,

figure 1. Its position in the skeleton is shown in the restora-

tion, figure 2.

The scapula is long and slender, and has no acromial process.

The clavicles are separate, but meet on the median line, as in

some very young existing birds. The coracoids are short, and

much expanded where they join the sternum. The latter has

no distinct manubrium, and is entirely without a keel. The

wings were represented by the humerus only, which is long

and slender, and without any trace of articulation at its distal

end. Its position was close to the ribs, and it was probably

nearly or quite concealed beneath the integuments, as_ m
A2)ter//x. This rendered the rudimentary wings of no possible

service in flight or swimming.

Baptornis advenus^ gen. et sp. nov.

The existence of a small swimming bird cotemporary with

flesperornis is indicated by a nearly perfect tarso-metatarsal

bone from the same geological horizon. This specimen,

although pertaining to a bird not fully adult, is in excellent

preservation, and is so characteristic that it may be readily

distinguished from any forms already described.

In general shape and proportions, this bone most nearly

resembles the corresponding part in Hes2'>erornis, but differs from

it decidedly in the outer metatarsal, which at its lower end

scarcely equals the adjoining one in size and length. In Ilesper-

mmis, on the contrary, the outer metatarsal is more than double

the size of the third. In the present specimen, the three trochlear

articulations of the distal ends are nearly equal. The existence

of a hallux is indicated by a small elongated depression on the

inner metatarsal, a short distance above the articulation. As

in Hesperornis^ there are no canals or grooves for tendons on

the posterior face of the proximal end.
The principal dimensions of this tarso-mctatarsal are as

follows:—

Entire length 76
"""

Transverse diameter of proxijaal end 17'

Antero-posterior diameter
.

8'

Length of second metatarsal 64*5

Length of third metatarsal 72*

Length of fourth metatarsal 72'

Antero-posterior diameter of distal articulation of second
metatai-sal _ _ 8*5
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Transverse diameter - . -
5- """'

Antero-posterior diameter of distal articulation of tliird

Transverse diameter . -

Antero-posterior diameter of distal articulation of fourth

metatarsal

This specimen indicates a bird about as large as a loon, and
)l)arently of similar habits. The locality of the only remains

present known is in Western Kansas, in the same Cretaceous

3(ls that contain the Odontornithes and Pierayiodontia.

Art. XIII.

—

Notice of a new and Gigantic Dinosaur ; by
Professor 0. C. Marsh.

The Museum of Yale College has recently received from the

Cretaceous deposits of Colorado a collection of reptilian remains
of much interest. Among these specimens are portions of an

enormous Dinosaur, which surpassed in magnitude any land

animal hitherto discovered. The most characteristic bones
preserved are portions of the sacrum, and posterior limbs. The
former is represented by the last two vertebrae with their

transverse ])roccsses, nearly complete, and by other fragments.
The last racial vertebra has its centrum moderately concave
bolow on (-ich side of the median line, but only near its ante-

lii)!- cMul can indications of a keel be observed. The next vsacral

vertebra lias its inferior lateral surface so deeply concave as to

materially lessen its bulk. This is also true of the next ante-

rior centrum, and may be considered a distinctive character of
these vertebrae. A more important character of the same
centra is a very large cavity in each side, connected with the

outer surface by an elongated foramen, below the base of the
neural arch. The inner surface of this cavity indicates that it

was not filled by cartilage, and it probably was a pneumatic
opening, designed to lessen the weight of the enormous sacral

mass. The transverse processes of these vertebra? are very stout,

and of moderate length. Their distal ends are firmly coossi-

fied, forming a powerful support for the ilium. Between these

processes are large oval openings.
The following measurements give the more important dimcn-

Tvan
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Length (approximate) of next sacral vertebra

.

Transverse diameter of posterior end - . -

i diameter of centrum
Distance between extremities of transverse processes --- 680"

Antero-posterior diameter of opening between transverse

processes of above vertebrae 150-

Tranverse diameter 115*

Antero-posterior diameter (approximate) of shaft of femur 2.30-

Transverse diameter 350*

These dimensions would indicate for the entire animal a

length of probably fifty to sixty feet. It was apparently an

herbivorous reptile, and as it is quite distinct from any hitherto

descriljed, the species may be called Titanosaurus montanus.

It was perhaps a distant ally of the comparatively small

Ifodrosaurus agihs Marsh, the only Dinosaur hitherto found
in the Cretaceous of Kansas.
With the remains here described were found portions of a

much smaller carnivorous reptile of the same order, whicli

apparently belongs to the genus named by Cope Lcelaps."^

These remains, with those already noticed, will soon be more fully

described by the writer. Their locality is in the Dakota group

of Colorado, on the eastern flanks of the Rocky Mountains,
where they were discovered by Professor Arthur Lakes and

Captain 11. C. Beckwith, U. S. K
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I PROPOSE in this preliminary paper to indicate the means
by which I have discovered oxygen and probably nitrogen in

the sun, and also to present a new view of the constitution of

the solar spectrum.
Oxygen discloses itself hy bright lines or hands in the solar spec-

trum^ and does not give dark absorption lines like the metals.

We mast therefore change our theory of the solar spectrum
and no longer regard it merely as a continuous spectrum with
certain rays absorbed by a layer of ignited metallic vapors, but
as having also bright lines and bands superposed on the back-

ground of continuous spectrum. Such a conception not only
opens the way to the discovery of others of the non-metals,

sulphur, phosphorus, selenium, chlorine, bromine, iodine,

fluorine, carbon, etc., but also may account for some of the

so-called dark lines by regarding them as intervals between
bright lines.

It must be distinctly understood that in speaking of the
solar spectrum here, I do not mean the spectrum of any limited

area upon the disc or margin of the sun, but the spectrum of

light from the whole disc. I have not used an image of the
sun upon the slit of the spectrocope, but have employed the

beam reflected from the flat mirror of the heliostat without any
condenser.
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In support of the above assertions the accompanying photo-

graph of the solar spectrum with a comparison spectrum of air,

and also with some of the lines of iron and aluminium, is intro-

duced. The photograph itself is absolutely free from hand-

work or retouching. It is difficult to bring out in a single

photograph the best points of these various substances, and I

have therefore selected from the collection of original negatives

that one which shows the oxygen coincidences most plainly.

There are so many variables among the conditions which con-

spire for the production of a spectrum, that many photographs

must be taken to exhaust the best combinations. The pressure

of the gas, the strength of the original current, the number of

Leyden jars, the separation and nature of the terminals, the

number of sparks per minute and the duration of the interrup-

tion in each spark, are examples of these variables.

In the photograph the upper spectrum is that of the sun and

above it are the wave-lengths of some of the lines to serve as

reference numbers. The wave-lengths used in this paper have

been taken partly from Angstrom and partly from my photo-

graph of the diffraction spectrum published in 1872. The lower

spectrum is that of the open air Leyden spark, the terminals

being one of iron and the other of aluminium. I have photo-

graphed oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen and carbonic acid as well

as other gases in Pliicker's tubes, and also in an apparatus in

which the pressure could be varied, but for the present illustra-

tion the open air spark was, all things considered, best. By
other arrangements the nitrogen lines can readily be made as

sharp as the oxygen are here, and the iron lines may be in-

creased in number and distinctness. For the metals the electric

arc gives the best photographic results as Lockyer has so well

shown, but as my object was only to prove by the iron lines

that the spectra had not shifted laterally past one another, those

that are here shown at 4325, 4307, 4271, 4063, 4045, suffice.

In the original collodion negative many more can be seen.

Below the lower spectrum are the symbols for oxygen, nitrogen,

No close observation is needed to demonstrate to even the

most casual observer, that the oxygen lines are found in the

sun as bright lines, while the iron lines have dark representa-

tives. The bright iron line at G (4307), on account of the

intentional overiapping of the two spectra can be seen passing up
into the dark absorption line in the sun. At the same time the

quadruple oxygen line between 4345 and 4350 coincides exactly

with the bright group in the solar spectrum above. This

oxygen group alone is almost sufficient to prove the presence

of oxygen in the sun, for not only does each of the four com-

ponents have a representative in the solar spectrum, but the rela-
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of the lines in each case is

parisons of the spectra of

ss has been laid on then, enough stress

general appearance of lines apart from their mere position ;
in

photographic representations this point is very prominent. The
fine double line at 4319, 4317, is j)lainlj represented in the sun.

Again there is a remarkable coincidence in the double line at

4190, 4184. The line at 4133 is very distinctly marked. The

strongest oxygen line is the triple one at 4076, 4072, 4069, and

here again a line coincidence is seen though the air spectrum

seems proportionately stronger than the solar. But it must be

remembered that the solar spectrum has suffered from the

transmission through our atmosphere, and this effect is plainest

in the absorptioD at the ultra-violet and violet regions of the

spectrum. From some experiments I made in the summer of

1873, it appeared that this local absorption is so great when a

maximum thickness of air intervenes, that the exposure neces-

sary to obtain the ultra-violet spectrum at sunset was two

hundred times as long as at mid-day. I was at that time seek-

ing for atmospheric lines above H, like those at the red end of

the spectrum, but it turned out that the absorptive action at

the more refrangible end is a progressive enfeebling as if a

wedge of neutral tinted glass were being drawn lengthwise along

the spectrum toward the less refrangible end.

I shall not attempt at this time to give a complete list of tlie

oxygen lines with their wave-lengths accurately determined,

and it will be noticed that some lines in the air spectrum which

have bright analogues in the sun are not marked with the

symbol of oxygen. This is because there has not yet been an

opportunity to make the necessary detailed comparisons. In

order to be certain that a line belongs to oxygen, I have com-

pared, under various pressures, the spectra of air, oxygen,

nitrogen, carbonic acid, carburetted hydrogen, hydrogen, and

cyanogen. When these gases were in Pliicker's tubes a double

series of photographs has been needed, one set taken with and

the other without Leyden jars.

As to the spectrum of nitrogen an
element in the sun there is not yet c

even by comparing the diffused nitrogen lines of this particuJar

photograph, in which nitrogen has been sacrificed to get the

[?est effect for oxygen, the character of the evidence api)ear?.

^he triple band between 4240, 4227, if traced upward into the

sun has approximate representatives. Again at 4041, the saine

thing is seen, the solar bright line being especially marked, in

another photograph the heavy line at 3995, which in this mc-

^nre is opposite an insufficiently exposed part of the soiar

^'Pectrum shows a comparison band in the sun.
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The reason I did not use air in an exhausted Pliicker's tube

for the production of a photograph to illustrate this paper, and

thus get both oxygen and nitrogen lines well defined at the

same time, was partly because a brighter light can be obtained

with the open air spark on account of the stronger current that

can be used. This permits the slit to be more closed and of

course gives a sharper picture. Besides the open air spark

enabled me to employ an iron terminal and thus avoid any

error arising from accidental displacement of the reference

spectrum. In Pliicker's tubes with a Leyden spark the nitro-

gen lines are as plain as those of oxygen here. As far as I have

seen oxygen does not exhibit the change in the character of its

lines that is so remarkable in hydrogen under the influence of

pressure as shown by Franklancl and Lockyer.
The bright lines of oxygen in the spectrum of the solar disc

have not been hitherto perceived probably from the fact that

in eye-observations bright lines on a less bright background do

not make the impression on the mind that dark lines do.

"When attention is called to their presence they are readily

enough seen even without the aid of a reference spectrum.

The photograph, however, brings them into greater prominence.

From purely theoretical considerations derived from terrestrial

chemistry and the nebular hypothesis, the presence of oxygen
in the sun might have been strongly suspected, for this element

is currently stated to form eight-ninths of the water of the

globe, one-third of the crust of the earth and one-fifth of the

air and should therefore probably be a large constituent of

every member of solar system. On the other hand the dis-

covery of oxygen and probably other non-metals in the sun

gives increased strength to the nebular hypothesis, because to

many persons the absence of this important group has presented

a considerable difficulty.

At first sight it seems rather difficult to believe that an ig-

nited gas in the solar envelope should not be indicated by

dark lines in the solar spectrum, and should appear not to act

under the law, "a gas when ignited absorbs rays of the same
refrangibility as those it emits." But in fact the substances

hitherto investigated in the sun are really metallic vapors, hy-

drogen probably coming under that rule. The non-metals

obviously may behave differently. It is easy to s})eculate on

the causes of such behavior, and"" it may be suggested tliat the

reason of the nonappearance of a dark line i^ay be, that the

intensity of the light from a great thickness of ignited oxygen
overpowers the effect of the photosphere, just as if a person

were to look at a candle flame through a yard thickness of

ignited sodium vapor, he would only see bright sodium lines

and no dark absorption lines. Of course such an explanation
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would necessitate the hypothesis that ignited gases, such as

oxygen, give forth a relatively large proportion of the solar

light. In the outburst of T Coronce, Huggins showed that

hydrogen could give bright lines on a background of spectrum

analogous to that of the sun.

However all that may be, I have no doubt of the existence

of substances, other than oxygen, in the sun, which are only

indicated bv bright lines. Attention naay be called to the

bright bands near G, from wave-length 4307 to 4337, which

are^only partly accounted for by oxygen. Further investiga-

tion in the direction I have thus far pursued will lead to the

discovery of other elements in the sun, but it is not proper to

conceal the principle on which such researches are to be con-

ducted for the sake of personal advantage. It is also probable

that this research may furnish the key to the enigma of the D^
or helium line and the 147-4 K or corona line. The case of the

D3 line strengthens the argument in favor of the apparent ex-

emption of certain substances from the common law of the

relation of emission and absorption, for while there can be no

doubt of the existence of an ignited gas in the chromosphere

giving this line, there is no corresponding dark line in the

spectrum of the solar disc.

In thus extending the number of elements found in the sun

we also increase the field of inquiry as to the phenomena of

dissociation and recomposition. Oxygen especially, from its

relation to the metals, may readily form compounds m the

upper regions of the solar atmosphere which can give banded

or channelled spectra. This subject requires careful investiga-

tion. The diffused and reflected light of the outer corona

could be caused by such bodies cooled below the self-luminous

point.

This research has proved to be more tedious and difficult

than would be supposed, because so many conditions must con-

spire to produce a good photograph. There must be a uniform

prime moving engine of two horse power, a dynamo-electnc

machine thoroughly adjusted, a large Ruhmkorff coil with its

J^oucault break in the best order, a battery of Leyden jars

carefully proportioned to the Pliicker's tube in use, a heliostat

^vhich of course involves clear sunshine, an optical train ot

s^it, prisms, lenses and camera well focussed, and in addition

to all this a photof^raphic laboratory in such complete condition

tbat wet sensitiv? plates can be prepared, which will bear an

exposure of Bfteen minutes and a prolonged development. It

|;as been difficult to keep the Pluckers tubes in order ;
otten

'before the first exposure of a tube was over the tube wa.

^-uiued by the strong Leyden sparks. Moreover to procure

tubes of known contents is troublesome. For example, my
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b3^drogeii tubes gave a spectrum photograph of fifteen lines, of

^hich only three belonged to hydrogen. In order to be sure
"

'

3re new hydrogen lines it was necessary to

makers, to prepare pare hydrogen and

line the spectrum of water, and finally to

L with the sun.

The object in view, in 1873, at the commencement of this re-

search, was to secure the means of interpreting the photographs

of the spectra of stars and other heavenly bodies, obtained

with my 28-inch reflector. It soon appeared that the spectra

of nitrogen and other gases in PlUcker's tubes could be photo-

graphed, and at first some pictures of hydrogen, carbonic acid

and nitrogen were made, because these gases seemed to be of

greatest astronomical importance on account of their relation to

stars, nebulsB and comets. Before the subject of comparison

spectra of the sun was carefully examined, there was some con-

fusion in the results, but by using hydrogen the source of these

errors was found out.

But in attempting to make a prolonged research in this

direction it soon appeared that it was essential to be able to

control the electrical current with precision, both as to quan-

tity and intensity, and, moreover, to have currents which when
once adjusted would remain constant for hours together.

These conditions are almost impossible to attain with any

form of battery, but on the contrary are readily satisfied by

dynamo-electric machines. Accordingly I sought for a suita-

ble dynamo-electric machine and motor to drive it, and after

many delays procured a combination which is entirely satis-

factory, i must here acknowledge my obligations for the suc-

cessful issue of this search to Professor G-eo. F. Barker, who
was the first person in America to procure a Gramme machine.

He was also the first to use a Brayton engine to drive a

The dynamo-electric machine selected is one of Gramme's
patent made in Paris and is a double light machine, that is, it

lias tw^o sets of brushes, and is wound with wire of such a size

as to give a current of sufficient intensity for my purposes.

It is nominally a 350 candle-light machine, but the current

varies in proportion to the rate of rotation, and I have also

modified it by changing the interior connections. The machine
can produce as a maximum a light equal to oOO standard can-

dles, or by slowing the rotation of the bobbin the current

may be made as feeble as that of the weakest battery. Ifi

practical use it is sometimes doing the work of more than fifty

large Grove nitric acid cells and sometimes the work of a single

The Gramme machine could not be used to work an indue-
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tion coil when it first reached me, because when the whole
current was sent through the Foucault interruptor of the
Ruhnikorff coil, making 1,000 breaks per minute, the electro-

magnets of the Gramme did not become sufficiently magnet-
ized to give an appreciable current. But by dividing the
current so that one pair of the metallic brushes, -which c'ollect

from the revolving bobbin, supplied the electro-magnets, the
other pair could be used for exterior work, no matter whether
interrupted or constant. The current obtained in this way from
one pair of brushes when the Gramme bobbin is making 1,200
revolutions per minute, is equal to one hundred candles, and
IS greater in quantitv and intensity than one would like b,

send through a valuable induction coil. I usually run th<'

bobbin at 622 revolutions per minute, and this rate will readiU-
give 1,000 ten-inch sparks per minute with the eighteen-indi
coil. Of course a PlUcker's tube lights up verv vividly, and
generally, in order to get the maximum effect,! arrange the
current so that the aluminium terminals are on the point of
melting. The glass, particularly in the capillary part, often
gets so hot as to char paper. The general appearance of the
machine is shown in %. 1.
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of prime importance for these purposes. A difference of one

per cent in the speed of the engine sometimes cannot be toler-

ated, and yet at another time one must have the power of

increasing and diminishing through wide limits. The only

motor, among many I have examined and tried, that is per-

fectly satisfactory, is Brayton's Petroleum Eeady Motor. This

remarkable and admirable engine acts like

precision. It can be started with a match, and comes to its

regular speed in less than a minute ; it preserves its rate en-

tirely unchanged for hours together. Moreover, it is econom-

ical, cleanly and not more noisy than a steam engine. The

one of two horse power I h.-ive ran for six months, day and

night, supplying water and air to the aquaria in the Centennial

Exhibition at Philadelphia. At any time on going into the

laboratory it can be started in a few seconds, even though it

has not been running for days.

Henry Draper's Observatory, Hastings-on-Hudson, New Tork.

Art. XV.— On the T)m

In the early days of photo-chemistry, it was observ
all the silver haloids gained in sensitiveness bv being in

with a soluble silver salt; that when the soluiile silver s

removed by careful washing, a considerable diminution
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sitiveness followed. After a time it was noticed that certain
organic substances placed in contact with the washed haloid,
appeared to take, to some extent, the place of the silver salt

removed, and that the silver haloid was distinctly more sensitive
when in contact, for example, with tannin, than when isolated.

In explanation of the fact, a theory was published by M.
Poitevin that these organic substances''acted in virtue of their
affinity for the halogen. That in the case, for example, of tan-
nm and silver iodide, the iodide w^as more readily attacked by
light in the presence of tannin, because the affinity of tannin for
lodme came into play in aid of the action of light. Shortly
after, Dr. H. Vogel published the same theory.

It IS a little remarkable that neither of the authors of this
theory, or rather hypothesis, has at any time thought it necessary
to support it by experiment or proof of any kind, but both
iiave continued up to the present time to treat the theory as
self-evident. In endeavoring to show that this explanation of
the reaction cannot be received, I shall have no argument on
the other side to combat, or experiments to discuss, as lean
hnd none. I shall, therefore, state what I conceive to be the
true explanation, and endeavor to support it adequately by

When we examine all the substances known to be capable
of increasing the sensitiveness of the silver haloids, we notice
t^t the one property which they possess in common is, not an
affinity for the halogen, as the Poitevin-Vogel theory would
lead us to expect, but that thev are all reducing agents. The
natural view, therefore, of their action on a silver haloid is, not
that they abstract the halogen from it, but that their affinity
tor oxygen comes into aid of the affinity of the halogen for
hydrogen, and that under the influence of light, an atom of
water is decomposed. That in the case of silver iodide and
tannin, for example, the tannin is oxidized, the iodine is con-
verted into hydriodic acid, and the silver salt is more or less
completely reduced, probably to subiodide. According to this
^lew, when silver iodide is exposed to light in presence of an
^/S^l'icj^ody capable of accelerating the action of light, there
-Douldbe traces of free acid formed, whereas, accordin.i? to the
J-oitevin-Vogel theory the result of the action should be the
lormation of an iodo-substitution compound.

1. bilver iodide was precipitated in the presence of a slight
excess of potassium iodide, and thoroughly washed. A small
quantity of pyrogallol was added and th^e mixture was exposed

sunlight for fifteen minutes in contact with water. The

Zt- ^} ^'"^^ neutral, at the end of fifteen minutes, showed a
distinctly acid reaction, increasing with continued exposure,

i^vrogallol was used in preference to tannin (gallotannic
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acid) because the former is perfectly neutral to test paper, au-l

cannot confuse the reaction as would be the case with tannin,

which of itself reddens blue litmus paper].

Again : if the Poitevin-Yogel theory were correct, it would

afford a criterion as to what substances should, and what should

not, exalt the sensitiveness of the silver haloids. Substances

having an affinity for iodine should increase the sensitiveness,

and substance not possessing such affinity, should have no such

action. This is not the fact. There are substances which ex-

alt an affinity for iodine, that do not exalt the sensitiveness of

silver iodide and conversely, for example

:

2. Silver iodide was exposed to light for a month under a

solution of potassium carbonate, in a test tube, with another

test tube, for comparison, containing silver iodide under water

only. The alkali did not in the least increase the tendency of

the iodide to darken..

3. Starch, which has a well-know^n affinity for iodine, does

not appear to increase the sensitiveness of silver iodide by con-

These experimental results appear to be incompatible with

the Poitevin-Yogel theory.

The view which I have here offered is, moreover, very

strongly supported by the phenomena of alkaline development.

When a sensitive surface has been exposed to light, the image

may be developed by pyrogallol, a neutral organic substance.

This development is greatly stimulated by the presence of an

alkali, a fact which the Poitevin-Yogel theory leaves unex-

plained. But according to the view here proposed, viz :
that

the result of the action of the organic body is not a substitution

product, but a halogen acid, (e. g. Ill, etc.), it is natural that

the presence of an alkali should increase the tendency to form

an acid for which it has a strong affinity,

Also, this new explanation is in harmony with received

views of the action of the halogens in analogous cases, and par-

ticularly with that of the action of chlorine in bleaching organic

substances. The modern view of the action is, not that the

chlorine attracts the organic body with formation of a substi-

tution compound, but that, by the cooperating affinity of the

organic substance for oxygen, and that of the chlorine for

hydrogen, an atom of water is decomposed, with formation of

hydrochloric acid and peroxide of hydrogen, which latter sub-

stance attacks the oxidizable organic body. It will be observed

that the reaction is exactly the same in both cases, the bleach-

and the photo chemical. In fact, the parallelism is in all

respects as complete as it can possibly be, and the analogy lends

a strong support to the view that I ha^ '

I conclude,
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tlie sensitiveness of the silver haloids to light, do so, not by
forming substitution compounds with the halogen, but by pro-
moting, in virtue of their affinity for oxygen, the decomposition
of water by the halogen.

There is, probably, another affinity which plays some part in
the tendency to form the halogen acid, and that 'is the tendency
shown by the silver haloid to form combinations with the cor-
responding halogen acids, e. g. hydroargentic iodide AglHI,
etc.. in the absence of an alkali.

Art. XVI.— On Critical Periods in the History of the Earth and
their Belaiion to Evolution: and on the Quaternary as such a
Period;^ by Joseph LeConte.

In the series of rocks representing the history of the earth
there occur at diflferent horizons, uncojiformities. "in most cases
these do not occur at the same horizon in diflferent places ; but
there are a few which seem to be very general. Associated
"With these unconformities, as is well known, there is nearly
always a marked change in the fossil species. The greatness
of this change is always in direct proportion to the generality
of the unconformity. These general unconformities" attended
with very great changes in organic forms are the natural
boundaries of the great divisions of time, and the less general
unconformities attended with less sweeping change of organic
torms, of the subdivisions.

The earlier geologists, under the influence of the then
Qommant idea of frequent supernatural interference with the
course of nature, imagined that these unconformities marked
Qe times of instantaneous cataclysm which disturbed the rocks

aocl destroyed all living things, sometimes locally, sometimes
generally; and that these exterminations were followed by
e-creations of other and whollv difterent species at the begin-
^'°g of the subsequent period" of tranquility. Xoiv, however,
^^e believe that no such instantaneous general exterminations
la re-creations ever occurred. Now we know that uncon-
rnnty simply indicates eroded land-surface, and therefore

hZ ^. 1^®"^^ o^ time during which the observed place was

form M ''^^e^ved no sediment—that two series of rocks uncon-
nnable to each other indicate two periods of comparative quiet,

3'"g which the observed place was sea-bottom receiving sedi-
"ent steadily, separated by a period of oscillation producing
"crease and decrease of land, during which the observed place

* Read before the National Academy of Sciences, AprU 1 8 , 1 8 < 7

.
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was raised into land-surface with or without crumpling of the

strata, deeply eroded and then sunk again below sea level to

receive the second series of strata. The length of the two

periods of repose is roughly measured by the thickness of the

two conformable series. The length of the period of commotion
is roughly measured by the amount of erosion at the line of

unconformity.
Evidently, therefore, every case of unconformity marks a

period of time, often a long period, during which there was no

record made in strata and fossils at the observed place ;
certain

leaves, often very many, are there missing from the Book of

Time. Is it any wonder then, that skipping over these pages

when we commence reading again we find the matter entirely

new ? Evidently, then, the suddenness of the change in organic

forms is only apparent. If we could recover the record, which

w^as doubtless carried on elsewhere, the break would dis-

appear; if we could recover the missing leaves the reading

would be continuous. In every such case therefore there is a

lost interval of history. In cases of local unconformity we

recover the lost record in other places, and thus fill up the

blank in the history. But in some cases of very general uncon-

formity, such as those which mark the great divisions of time,

the loss is not yet recovered, perhaps is irrecoverable ; though

doubtless the more complete knowledge of the geology of the

whole earth-surface will go far toward filling blanks and mak-

ing the record continuous.
The view above presented is now held by all geologists, hut

there seems to be danger, under the influence of the now

dominant views of evolution, of erring on the other extreme.

x\ssuming a uniform rate of evolution, many, it seems to me,

commit the mistake of measuring the amount of lost interval

hj the amount of change of organic forms, and thus discredit

the real value of the geological record by exaggerating greatly

its fragmentary character. On the contrary there seems good

reason to believe that the evolution of the organic kingdom,

like the evolution of society and even of the individual, has its

periods of rapid movement, and its periods of comparative repose

and re-adjustment of equilibrium. Geological history, like all

other history, has its periods of comparative quiet, during which

the forces of change are gathering strength; and periods of

revolution during which the accumulated forces manifest them-

selves in conspicuous changes in physical geography and climate,

and therefore in rapid movement in the march of evolution of

organic forms—periods when the forces of change are potential,

and periods when they become active. Conformable rocks

represent the periods of comparative quiet, during which

organic forms are either permanent or change slowly ; uncon-
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formity represents a time of oscillation with increase and decrease
of land, and therefore of rapid changes of phj-sical conditions
and correspondingly rapid movement in evolution. The general
unconformities, of course, mark times of very general commo-
tion—of wide-spread changes of physical geography and cli-

mate, and therefore of exceptionally rapid and profound
changes in organic forms.
These periods of revolution in all history are critical; and there-

fore are of especial interest to the philosophic historian and to
the evolutionist ; but they are also in all history periods of lost

record. And as in human, so also in geological history, the
farther back we go, the longer are the lost mtervals and the
more irrecoverable the lost records. We will now give exam-
ples of such lost intervals and show their significance in evolu-

The first and by far the greatest of these lost intervals is that
which occurs between the Archaean and the Paleozoic. In
every part of the earth where the contact has been yet observed
the Primordial lies unconformably on the upturned and eroded
edges of the Archaean strata. This relation was observed first

in Canada, then in various parts of the eastern United States,
then m Scotland, Hebrides, Bavaria, Bohemia, Scandinavia.
Unconformity in such widely separated localities, indicates
Wide-spread changes in physical geography, and therefore pre-
sumably of all those pbvsical conditions included in the word
chmate. These changes of physical geography are best illus-

trated m the United States. The break between the Arch^an
and the Primordial has been observed in very many places all
over the wide area of the United States east and west ; not only
in Unada, in New York, in the Appalachian region, in Wis-
consin, Missouri, Arkansas and Texas, but also Ivll over the
fCocky Mountain region, in Nebraska, Montana, Idaho, Wyom-
ing, Colorado, Utah, Nevada, New Mexico and Arizona. As
upturned eroded outcropping strata mean land-surface, it is

evident that there was at that time a very large area, or else

•^^veral large areas of land, in the place now occupied by the
^merican Continent In comparison with the subsequent
Silurian u was a continental Period. This land is often spoken of
as Arch(Man land. It was indeed land of Archcean rocks, but for
tnat very reason not of Arch^an times : for these rocks were of
course formed at the bottom of the sea in Archaean times, and

tw!-
'^ these localities were all sea-bed receiving sediment at

pat time. We know absolutelv nothing of the lancl of Archaean
"mes, and never can know an>thing until we find still older
^Ksfrom the debris of which Archaean sediment, were formed,
^ne land spoken of above, was land of the Lost Interval That

'^terval was immensely long is evident from the prodigious
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erosion. That it was a period of wide-spread oscillation is also

evident ; for all the places mentioned were sea-bed in Archasau,

land during the interval, and again sea-bed during the Silurian.

But of this long interval not a leaf of record remains.

Evidently then at the end of the Archaean an enormous area

of Archaean sea-bottom was raised up and crumpled and became
land. After remaining land for a time sufficiently long to

allow enormous erosion of the crumpled strata it again went

down to the old Primordial shore-line and the Silurian age com-

menced. This time of elevation is the lost interval.

Now, when the record closed in the Archjean, as far as we

know, only the lowest forms of Protozoan life yet existed.

The beginnings of life had not yet differentiated into what

might be called a fauna and flora. When the record again

opened with the Primordial we have already a varied and

highly organized fauna, consisting of representatives of many
classes and of all the great types of animal structure, except

vertebrates. Nor are these representative the lowest in three

several departments ; for Trilobites and Orthoceratites can

hardly be regarded as lower than the middle of the animal scak

as it" now exists. It is certain therefore that all the great

departments except vertebrates, and most of the classes of these

departments including animals as least half way up the animal

scale, were differentiated during the lost interval. The amount

of evolution during this interval cannot be estimated as less

than all that has taken place since. Measured by the amount

of evolution therefore, this lost interval is equal to all the his-

tory of the earth which has elapsed since. We escape this very

improbable conclusion, only by admitting a more rapid rate of

evol.utiort during critical periods.

It is one of the chief glories of American Geology, to have

first established the Archaean as one of the primary divisions of

time. It is even yet reluctantly admitted as such by many
European geologists. And yet, it is seen, that from every point

of view, whether of tbe rock system or of the life system, it is

by far the most widely and trenchantly separated of all the

The next greatest lost interval (though far less than the pre-

ceding) is that between the Paleozoic and the Mesozoic. Here

we have the next most general unconformity, indicating the

next most wide-spread changes of physical geography and cli-

mate, accompanied by the most sweeping changes in organic

forms, not only in species and genera, but also in families and

orders. This change is the more striking as it occurs in the

midst of an abundant life. It is the greatest and most sweeping

change in the forms of organisms which has ever occurred ni

the history of the earth. It took place., again., during a lost in-
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terval A portion of the loss is recovered in the Permian ; but
the most critical time, the time of most rapid change, viz : that

between the Permian and the Trias, is still missing. How we
long to find the steps of this great change! What a flood of

light would it shed on the process of evolution ! But although
the change in the organic kingdom was, just here, so enormously-
great, yet the lost interval does not seem very long ; for in

England the Trias and PeiTtiian seem to be conformable, though
probably with change from marine to fresh water conditions.

It is impossible therefore to resist the conclusion that the steps

were just here fewer and longer, and the progress more rapid than
usual. As in human history revolutions are the times of the
birth of new social ideas, upon which during the subsequent
period of tranquillity, society is re-adjusted in prosperity and
happiness on a higher plane ; so also in geological history,

critical periods are times of origin of new and higher organic
forms and the subsequent periods of tranquillity are times of

re-adjustment of equilibrium and prosperous development of
these forms.

Like the previous lost interval, this was also a period of
oscillation—a period of great increase of land, which was again
partly submerged to inaugurate the Trias. It was therefore,
again, a continental period. The land-making commenced at
the end of the Coal period, in this country with the formation
of the Appalachian Mountains, continued through the Permian
and culminated in the lost interval, which is in fact for that
very reason lost.

Far less in length of time and perhaps in the sweeping char-
acter of the change of organisms, but far more important and
interesting on account of the high position of the animals in-

volved is the lost interval between the Mesozoic and Cenozoic.
f he length of time lost here is comparatively small. In Amer-
ica m many parts of the west the uppermost Cretaceous seems
to pass into the lowermost Tertiary without the slightest break
of continuity. There may be some break, some unconformity,
some lost record, but certainly it cannot be large. Yet the
change especially in the higher animals is immense. In Amer-
ica the break and the lost interval is much greater between the
Jurassic and Cretaceous than between the Cretaceous and Ter-

E^^O', yet the organic change is far greater in the latter case.
J- he reason is that the changes of physical geography and cli-

JQate in the latter were more general. Although in America
the break and the lost interval is grea-tcr at the end of the
Jurassic, yet taking the strata all over the earth, the break is

lar more general at the end of the Cretaceous ; and it is these
General changes in physical geography which affect climate the
niost and which therefore produce the profoundest changes in

^''ganic forms.
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Now it is almost impossible to imagine a clearer proof of the

fact of rapid evolution-movement during critical periods, than

we find in the shortness of the lost interval and yet the great-

ness of the change in higher organisms just at this horizon in

the rocky series. Nothing can be more astonishing than the

abundance, variety and prodigious size of Reptiles in America
up to the very close of the Cretaceous, and the complete ab-

sence of all the grander and more characteristic forms in the

lowest Tertiary; unless, indeed, it be the correlative fact of

the complete absence of mammals in the Cretaceous and their

appearance in great numbers and variety in the lowest Ter-

tiary. If Cretaceous mammals existed in America^ surely their

remains would have been found in the wonderfully rich

Cretaceous strata. It seems certain that in America,' or at

least in that portion which has been examined, mammals ap-

peared somewhat suddenly and in great numbers on the scene

and were a principal agent in the extermination of the great

reptiles. The wave of reptilian evolution had just risen to its

crest and perhaps was ready to break, when it was met and

overwhelmed by the rising wave of mammalian evolution.

We have dwelt only on the great change in the higher

classes, but the change really extended to all classes. This was

therefore a time of exceptionally general and rapid changes in

all departments alike. In other words it was a critical period

in organic evolution.

That it was also a time of very great changes in Physical

geography, here in America as well as elsewhere, is well known.

The Cretaceous sea which extended from the Gulf of Mexico
to the Arctic Ocean, covering the whole western plains and

plateau region, and thus divided the American continent into

two, an eastern Appalachian continent and a western or Basin

region continent, was abolished at the end of the Cretaceous,

and replaced by great fresh water lakes in the same region,

and the continent became one. Moreover it is probable that it

was a period of wide-spread oscillation, i. e., of upheaval and

again subsidence to the condition of things found at the begin-

ning of the Tertiary. It is probable that the upheaval which

abolished the Cretaceous sea went much beyond the condition

of things afterwards—that just at the interval the land was

higher and larger than in the Tertiary—that, in short, this was

again a continental period and probably a period of greater cold

than the subsequent Tertiary.

The change in physical geography, then, was immense, but

in most places by bodily upheaval, not by crumpling of the

strata, and therefore the usual signs of such change, viz : un-

conformity is often wanting. The change of climate all over

the American continent was no doubt very great and the
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change in organic forms correspondingly great everywhere and
in all departments; but this was especially true of all water-
inhabiting species, in the region of the old Cretaceous interior
sea ; for here there was a change not only in climate but from
salt to fresh water through the intermediate condition of brack-
ish water. The Cretaceous marine species rapidly disappeared,
partly by extermination and partly by transmutation into fresh

water species, as has been observed, recently, to take place in

some criistaceans under this change of conditions.* The Ter-
tiary fresh-water species rapidly appeared partly by transmuta-
tion from the previous marine and partly by transportation in
various ways from other fresh lakes. But all this occurred in
some places without the slightest break in the continuity of the
strata.

The great change of climate and other physical conditions
perhaps sufficiently explain the change in invertebrate species,
but it is impossible to account for the somewhat sudden appear-
ance of mammals in the lowest Tertiary except by migration
from other regions where they had existed in late Cretaceous
times, having originated there by derivation in the usual way.
That marsupials existed somewhere in Cretaceous times
(though possibly not in America or Europe) there can be no
doubt; for they existed we know in the preceding Jurassic
and the following Tertiary, and thev exist now. It is from
these rather than from Cretaceous reptiles, that Tertiary mam-
mals were doubtless derived; and this derivation took place
probably at rapid rate in the latest Cretaceous or during the lost

interval in some unknown localitv whence they migrated into
the Tertiary lake region of the United States during'' the inter-
yal._ This migration came most probably from northern Asia ;

for it must be remembered that the interval was a continental
period and therefore probably a period of broad land connec-
tions between Nearctic and Palearctic regions. The complete
examination of the uppermost Cretaceous of different portions
of Asia will probablv reveal the immediate progenitors of the
early Tertiary mammals of Europe and America. This intro-
tliices us to a most important element of rapid local faunal
change especially in higher animals, viz: vwjrations. If we
do not dwell longer now on this, it is only because we shall have
to recur to it again.

I have preferred, thus far, to speak of general evolution-
changes of organisms, whether slow or rapid, as ]>roduced by
varying pressure of external conditions; and the most striking
local changes bv migrati.)ns from other regions where the appar-
ently suddenly-appearinir species had previously existed, hav-
ing originated there bv evolution in the usual wav. I Imve

* Arch, des Sciences, Nov., 1875, p. 28-t.

' JoDR. Set.—Third Series, Vol. XIV, No. 80.—August, 1S77.
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preferred, thus far, to represent the organic kingdom as lying,

as it were, passive and plastic under the moulding hands of the

environment. I have done so because it is in accordance with

true method to exhaust the more obvious causes of evolution

before appealing to the more obscure and doubtful.

It is possible that general movements affecting alike all

classes may be accounted for in this way alone. But there are

many facts in the evolution of the organic kingdom, especially

the sudden appearance of new forms in the quietest times,

which can hardly be thus explained. There seem to be in-

ternal as well as external factors of evolution. Again the in-

nal factors may be either in the form of tendencies to change

Of these, however, the latter seems

3 may be in the organic kingdom an

''inherent tendency' to change in special directions, similar to

that which directs the course of embryonic evolution—a tend-

ency, in the case of the organic kingdom, inherited from phys-

ical nature from which it sprung, as in the case of the embryo
it is inherited from the organic kingdo
ancestry. This cause

' ^
pass it by.

But whether or not there be any such inherent tendency to

change, there certainly is an inherent tendency to stability—to

persistence of organic form. If there be no fnherent force of

progress, there certainly is an inherent force of conservation

greater in some species than others. It seems probable tliat in

many of the more rigid types this stability is so great, and

therefore variation of offspring is so slight, that pi-ogressive

change of form is too slow to keep pace with change of ex-

ternal conditions especially in critical periods. If this l)e so,

then an organism may be regarded as under the influence of

two opposing forces, the one conservative, the other progressive;

the one tending to equilibrium, the other to motion ; the one to

permanence, the other to change of form ; the one static, liie

other dynamic ; the one internal, the Jaiv of heredity, the other

external, the ^jresswre of a changing environment. Under the

influence of two such forces, the one urging, the other resistin>^.

it is evident that even with steady changes of external condi-

tions, the change of organic forms would be more or less par-

oxysmal. Other kinds of evolution, physical and S(K*ial, evi-

dently advance paroxysmally from this cause. As therefore

in the gradual evolution of earth-features there are periods oi

comparative quiet, during which the forces of change are gather-

ing strength, but produce little visible effect, being resisted hy

crust-rigidity, and periods when the accumulating forces finally

overcome resistance and determine comparatively rapid changes

;

as also in social evolution there are peiiods in" which forces ot
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ial change are gathei'ing strength, but make no visible sign,

ng resisted bj social conservatism—rigidity of the social
' ' ' periods in which resistance gives way and rapid

cbanges occur ; so also in the evolution of the organic kingdom
the forces of change, i. e. pressure of changing environment,
may accumulate but make little impression, being resisted bj
the law of heredity—of like producing like—or type-rigidity, un-
till finally the resistance giving way, the organic form breaks
into fantastic sports which are at once seized by natural selec-

tion and rapid change is the result.

Some persons seem to think that paroxysmal evolution is

inconsistent with the uniformity of Nature's laws. On the
contrary, it is in perfect accord. Laws and forces are indeed
uniform, but phenomena are nearly always paroxysmal. The
forces of volcanos and earthquakes, of lightning and tempests
are uniform, but the phenomena are paroxysmal. Winds at
the earth's surface, where the resistance is great, blow in puffs.
A thin sheet of water over a smooth sloping surface runs in

waves. The law may be illustrated in a thousand ways. In
all cases where an accumulating force is opposed by a constant
resistance, we have phenomena in paroxysms.
But whatever be the cause, the fact of paroxysmal move-

ment of organic evolution is undoubted. All along the course
of geological history, from beginning to end, even when the
times were quietest, where the record is fullest and apparently
without any missing leaf, species come and go and others take
their place, and yet only rarely do we find any transition-steps.
If this were only once or twice or thrice, or to any extent
exceptional, it might be explained by loss of record here and
there, but it occurs thousands and tens of thousands of times.
iSovv if evolution moves only at uniform rate—if it takes
100,000 years to transmute one species into another (as it cer-
tainly does when evolution is moving at its usual rate)—if

there are at least 100,000 steps (represented each of course by a
whole generation of many individuals), between every two con-
secutive species, it is simply incredible that all the individuals
representing the intermediate steps, so infinitely more numer-
ous than the species they connect, should be so generally, almost
universally lost. But the phenomena as we find them, are
easdy understood, if a few generations represent the transition

P' ^."<i many generations the permanent form.
A similar rapid, almost sudden appearance and extinction of

^^nera, families and higher groups at certain horizons, are also

common. In these cases the intermediate steps of transition
are often found, and constitute in fact the chief demonstrative
evidence of the truth of evolution. But the difficulty on the

assumption of a uniform rate of evolution is none the less here,
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for the time required to evolve a new genus or a new family is

of course immensely greater than in the case of a new species.

We will illustrate the difficulties of the ordinary view by
one striking example. In the Upper Silurian in the midst of

a conformable series, where if there be any break— any lost

record—surely it must be very small, appear suddenly, with-

out premonition, Fishes : not a connecting link between fishes

and any form of invertebrates, but perfect, unmistakable fishes.

Here we have, therefore, the appearance not only of a new class,

but of a new sub-kingdom or type of structure, Vertehraia.

Now to change from any previously existing form of inverte-

brate, whether worm, crustacean or mollusk, into a vertebrate,

by a series of imperceptible steps represented by successive

generations—steps so imperceptible that it would take 100,000

of them to advance from one intermediate species to another—
would require an amount of time which is inconceivable to the

human mind, and a number of steps, each be it remembered,
represented by thousands of individuals, which can scarcely be

expressed by figures. And yet we must believe that these

innumerable transitional forms, each represented by innumera-

ble individuals, are all lost, and that this prodigious time shows

no evidence in the rocky record. If this case were exceptional

we might possibly admit that fishes appeared in Great Britain

by migration (as they probably did), but only after having pre-

viously existed untold millions of ages, somewhere else ;
but

similar cases are too common to be explained in this way.
Now the whole difficulty disappears—we avoid the incredi-

ble imperfection of the geological record (imperfect at best)

—

we avoid also the necessity of extending geological time to a

degree which cannot be accepted by the physicist—if we admit

that the derivation of one species from another is not necessa-

rily by innumerable imperceptible steps, but may sometimes

be by afiw decided steps ; and that the same is true for the ori-

gin of new genera, families, orders, etc. ; in a word, that there
'

1 the history of evolution of species, genera, families, orders,

etc., and of the organic kingdom, periods of rapid
When the whole organic kingdom is involved in the m

it, then we call the period critical., and the record of

often lost.

Thus, on the supposition of such rigidity or resistance to

change, in organic forms, varying in degree in different species

and in different genera, families, ordere, etc., a rigidity, also,

increasing by accumulated heredity so long as conditions remain

unchanged, it is evident that, in times of perfect tranquility all

species grow more and more rigid. In times of very gradual

change, the more plastic species change gradually pari passu,

while the more rigid species change paroxysmally, now one,
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now another, as their resistance is overcome. Finally, in times
of revolution nearly all forms yield to the pressure of external
conditions and change rapidly ; onbj the very exceptioiially rigid
being able to pass over the interval to the next period of re-adjusted

sical geography which
erous, appropriately called in this country, the Apimlachian
revobition, was the death-sentence of the long-continuing ami
therefore rigid Paleozoic types. But the sentence was not
immediately executed. The Permian represents the time
between the sentence and the execution—the time during
which the more rigid Paleozoic forms continued to linger out a
painful existence in spite of changed and still changing condi-
tions. But the most critical time—the time of most rapid
change—the time of actual execution—was the lost interval
Only a very few most rigid forms pass over this interval into

The Quaternary, a Critical Period.

We have given examples of several general unconformities,
the signs of wide-spread oscillations of the earth-crust, attended
with increase and decrease of land, and therefore with great
and wide-spread changes of climate and other physical condi-
tions, and therefore also with great and rapid changes of
organic species. These times of general oscillation are there-
fore the natural boundaries of the Eras or primary divisions of
lime. We have called them critical periods, transition-})eri-
ods, periods of revolution, because they are times of rapid
change, both in the physical and the organic world—a change
overthrowing an old and establishing a new order of things.
-Lney are also times of lost record. We have seen, also, that
these critical periods, in

'

succeed ntinental periods, and it i

ttieir record is usually lost.
-I^ow, the Quaternary is also such a critical or transition

penod, marking the boundary between two great Eras. The
Quaternary is also a period of great and wide-spread oscillations,
witli increase and decrease of land—a period of upheaval, ero-
".'011, down-sinking, to rise again slowly to the present condi-
tion. The early Quaternary was, also,' therefore, to a marked
J'e,gree, a continental period. Here also we have newer rocks
.>i»g unconformablv on the eroded edges of an older series

—

nver sediments in old river valleys, marine sediments in iionl.-^

other words, we have unconformity on a graml seal*-.

ion with these
Also

-flanges in physical geography, and corresponding and very
"'Jcie-spread changes in climate, and therefore correspoudiiig
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rapid changes in organic forms. Here then we have all the

characteristics of one of the boundaries between the primary
divisions of time. Here then we have a transition or critical

period—a period corresponding to one of the lost intervals

;

only in this instance being so recent, and being also less vio-

lent than the preceding ones, it is not lost. The study of the

Quaternary, therefore, ought to furnish the key which will

unlock many of the naysteries which now trouble us. Some of

the problems which have been or will be explained by study

of the Quaternary, we will now briefly mention.
I. Changes of species not sudden.—If the Quaternary were lost

and we compared the Tertiary rocks with the unconformably
overlying recent rocks, and tlie Tertiary mammals with those

now living, how great and apparentlv sudden seems the change!

How likelo a violent extermination and re-creation ! But the

Quaternary is fortunately not lost, and we see that there has

been no such wholesale extermination and re-creation, but only

gradual though comparatively rapid change.
IT. Migration one chief cause of change.—But what is still

more important, we are able to trace with something like cer-

tainty, the cause of these rapid changes, and we find that in

the higher animals, chief among these have been migrations—
migrations enforced by changes of climate, and migrations per-

mitted by changes of physical geography opening gateways

between regions previously separated by impassable barriers.

This point is so important that we must dwell upon it. Only

an outline, however, of some of these migrations and their

effects on evolution can be given in the present condition of

knowledge.
During Miocene times, as is well known, evergreens, allied

to those now inhabiting Southern Europe, covered the whole

of Europe as far north as Lapland and Spitzbergen. In

America, Magnolias, Taxodiums, Libocedrus and Sequoias very

similar to, if not identical with those now Hving on the Southern

Atlantic and Gulfcoast and in California,were abundant in Grreen-

land. Evidently there could have been no Polar ice-cap at that

time and therefore no Arctic species unless on mountain tops.

During the latter part of the Pliocene the temperatu
differ much from the present; the polar ice-cap had therefore

commenced to form, with its accompaniment of Arctic species.

With the coming on of the Glacial epoch, the polar ice and A re-

nditions crept slowly sou
to middle Europe and Middle United 'States^ and sub-Arctic

species to the shores of the Mediterranean and the Gulf.

With the return of more genial climate, Arctic conditions went

slowly northward again, and with them went Arctic species

slowly migrating generation after generation to their present

Arctic home.
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Similarly molluscous shells migrated slowly southward and
again northward to their present position. But jylants and
some terrestrial invertebrates, such as insects, had an alternative
which shells had not, viz : that of seeking Arctic conditions also

upward on the tops of mountains. Many did so and were
left stranded there until now. It is in this way that we now
account for the otherwise inexplicable fact that Alpine species
in Middle Europe are similar or even largely identical with
those in the United States, and both with those now living in
A rctic regions. These species were widespread all over Europe
and United States in Glacial times ; and while some of them
afterward went northward to their present home, some in each
country sought Arctic conditions in Alpine isolation. This ex-
planation, which has been long recognized for plants, has been
recently applied by Mr. Grote, also to Arctic insects found on
the top of Mt. Washington and the mountains of Colorado.*
Undoubtedly changes of climate during this time enforced

similar migrations among mammals also. But it is evident
that while plants and invertebrates might endure such changes
of climate and such enforced migrations with little change of
form, the more highly organized and sensitive mammalian
species must be either destroyed or else must undergo more
profound changes. Moreover, the opening of land-connections
between regions previously isolated by barriers would be far

more quickly taken advantage of by mammals than by inver-
tebraies and plants. The migrations of plants are of necessity
very slow, i. e., from generation to generation. The migrations
of mammals too, so far as they are enforced by changing climate,
are of a similar kind ; but the" voluntary migrations of mammals
permitted by removal of barriers may take place much more
rapidly—even in a few generations. This introduces another
element of very rapid local change, viz : the invasion of one fauna
hy another equally well adapted to the environment, and the
struggle for life between the invaders and the autochthones.

Eor example: in America during the Glacial CDOch, coinci-
aently with the rigorous climate, there was an elevation of the
continent, greatest in high latitude regions, but also probablv
greatest along the line of the Mississippi Eiver ; for in this
region it extended southward even to aijd bevond the shores
<j; the Gulf. Professor Hilgard has shown that the eleva-
^'on at the mouth of the Mississippi River was at least 450 to
^W feet above the present condition. Until the Glacial times
t lie two Americas were certainly separated by sea in the region
«t the Isthmus, as shown by the Tertiary deposits there. This
barrier was removed by upheaval duri"^ng the Glacial epocii,

Jr,

*7^''^ application, with reference to Mount Washington and other Arctic insects

the B
'^'^' ^^^ previously made by Prof. A. S. Packard, Jr., in the Memoirs of
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and a far broader connection existed (heji than now. Through
this open gateway came the fauna of South America, especially

the great Edentates, into North America. Similarly a broad
connection then existed between America and Asia in the

regions of the shallow sea between the Aleutian Isles and
Behring Straits. Through this gateway came an invasion from

Asia, including probably the Mammoth. With this invasion

probably came also Man. It seems probable, therefore, that

the earliest remains of man in America will be found on the

Also the great Pliocene Lake, which stretched from near the

shores of the Gulf far into British America, and possibly into

Arctic regions, and formed a more or less complete barrier to

the mammalian fauna east and west, was abolished by upheaval,

and free communication was established. It is impossible that

all these changes of climate and all these migrations, partly

enforced by changes of climate and partly permitted by
removal of 'barriers, and in this latter case especially attended

with the fiercest struggle for life, should not produce rapid and
profound changes in tbe mammalian fauna.

In Europe the process has been more accurately studied and
is better known. In Quaternary times at least four different

mammalian faunae struggled for mastery on European soil.

1. The Pliocene Autochthones. 2. Invasions from Africa by
opening of gateways through the Mediterranean—one by way
of Italy, Sicily and Malta, and one by Gibraltar, both of

which have been again closed. 3. Invasions from Asia, by
removal of a great sea-barrier connecting the Black and Cas-

pian with the Arctic Ocean. This gateway has remained open

ever since. 4. Invasions from Arctic regions enforced by
changes of climate. Probably more than one such invasion

took place : certainly ome occurred during the second Glacial

epoch. The final result of all these climatic changes and these

struggles for mastery was that the Pliocene Autocthones,

adapted to a more genial climate, were mostly destroyed or

else driven southward with some change into Africa; the

African invaders were driven back also into Africa, and with

some Pliocene Autocthones isolated there by subsidence in

Mediterranean region closing tlie southern gateways, and still

exist there under slightly modified forms; tlie Arctic invaders

were again driven northward by return of more genial climate.

and there remain to this day ; while the Asiatics remained
masters of the field, though greatly modilied by the conflict.

Or perhaps more accurately we rnight say that the existing

European mammalian fauna is a resultant of all these factors,

but the controling factor is the Asiatic. With the Asiatic

invasion came man, and was a prime agent in determining the

final result.
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Thus, regarding the Tertiary and the Present as consecutive
Eras and the Quaternary as the transition or critical period
between ; then, if the record of this period had been lost, cor-

responding with the unconformity here found, we should have
had here an enormous and apparently sudden change of

mammalian species. Yet this change of fauna, as great as it

is, is not to be compared with that which occurred between
the Aj'chaean and Paleozoic, or between the Paleozoic and
Mesozoic, or even that between the Mesozoic and Cenozoic

;

for the change during the Quaternary is mostly confined to
species of the higher mammals, while the change during pre-
vious critical periods extended to species of all grades; and
not only to species, but to genera, families, and even orders.

We conclude, therefore, that the previous critical periods or lost

iiHei^vals were far longer than the whole Quaternary ; or else that
Hie rate of evolution was far more rapid in these earlier times.

To sum up then in a few words the general formal laws of

evolution-change throughout the whole history of the earth :

1. Gradual, very slow changes of form everywhere under the
influence of all the factors of change, known "and unknown—
e. g., pressure of changing physical conditions whether modi-
fying the indiviaual, certainly one factor, or selecting the fittest

offspring^ certainly another factor; improvement of organs by
use and the improvement inherited, certainly a third factor,

and perhaps still other factors vet unknown. This -eneral
evolution by itself considered would produce similar changes
everywhere, and therefore would produce geoh^uical fauna?,

but not geographical diversity. Determination ot a geolo.iiical

honzon would in this case be easy, because fossil spucie.s would
be identical everywhere.

2. Changes in different places and under different physical
conditions taking different directions and advancing at different

fates, give rise to geographicalfaunce. This, if there were noth-
ing more, would produce far greater geographical diversity and
more complete localization of fauna and floras than now exists ;

so great that the determination of a geolo-ical iiorizon would
be im^possible.

3. The forces of change resisted by heredity, in some sf>ecies
and genera more than others, determines paroxysms of more
J"apid movement of general evolution affecting sometimes spe-
cies, sometimes genera or families. The sudden appearance of

species, genera, families, etc., in quiet times is thus accounted

4. During critical periods, oscillations of the crust, with rapid

changes of physical geography and climate, determine a more
I'apid rate of 'change in ail forms, ist, hy greater pressure of
physical conditions, and, 2d, bv m^^ra^^bns" partly enforced by
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the changes of climate and partly permitted by removal of

barriers, and the consequent invasion of one fauna and flora

by another and severe struggle for mastery. This would tend to

equalize again the extreme diversity caused by the second law
;

but the effect would be more marked in the case of animals
than plants because voluntary migrations are possible only in

this kingdom. Hence it follows that a geological horizon is far
letter determined hy thefauna than by the flora.

III. Historic value of the Present time.—Most geologists regard

the Present as one of the minor subdivisions of the Oenozoic
Era, or even of the Quaternary period. More commonly the

Quaternary and Present are united as one age—the age of

man—of the Oenozoic Era. The Cenozoic is thus divided into

two ages ; the age of mammals commencing with the Tertiary,

and the age of man commencing with the Qu
Quaternary subdivided into several epochs, the last of

which is the Present or Recent. But if the views above ex-

pressed in regard to critical periods, be correct, then the Pres-

ent ought not to be connected with the Quaternary as one

age, nor even with the Cenozoic as one era, but is itself justly

entitled to rank as one of the primary divisions of time, as one

of the great eras separated like all the other eras by a critical

period : less distinct it may be, at least as yet, in species than

the others, the inaugurating change less profound, the interval

less long, but dignified by the appearance of man as the

dominant agent of change, and therefore well entitled to the

name Psychozoic sometimes given it. The geological import-

ance of the appearance of man is not due only or chiefly to

his transcendent dignity, but to his importance as an agent

which has already very greatly, and must hereafter still more
profoundly, modify the" whole fauna and flora of the earth. It

is true that man first appeared in the Quaternary; but he

had not yet established his supremacy; he was still fighting

for mastery. With the establishment of his supremacy the

reign of man commenced. An age is properly characterized

by the culmination^ not the first appearance, of a dominant
class. As fishes existed before the age of fishes, reptiles be-

fore the age of reptiles, and mammals before the age of mam-
mals, so man also appeared before the age of man.
We, therefore, regard the Cenozoic and Psychozoic as two

consecutive eras, and the Quaternary as the critical, revolu-

tionary or transitional period between. But since the record

of this last critical period is not lost and we must place it

somewhere, it seems best to place it with the Cenozoic Era
and the mammalian age, and to commence the Psychozoic
Era and age of man with the completed supremacy' of man,
i. e. with the Present epoch.

Berkeley, California, March 15, 1877.
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The structure of fossil Crinoids has occupied the ;

of many able writers, and numerous ingenious and plausible

theories have been advanced to demonstrate the physiological
functions of the various parts of their complicated organization.
The results of investigations heretofore made have been by no
means harmonious, and newly discovered evidence renders
many of these theories wholly unsatisfactory. I have been
favored with unusual facilities for obtaining accurate knowledge
upon many of the questions involved in these researches, and
therefore hope that I may contribute useful information on the
subject. The collections of eighteen years at Burlington, Iowa,
have brought to light material, unrivaled elsewhere, for this

study. I have obtained upwards of four hundred species of

Cnnoids at that locality, many of the specimens in such a
condition, that not only the whole calcareous skeleton of the
animal, but even the most delicate internal organs are preserved
almost as perfectly as in those dredged from our present seas.

Careful observations, extending through many years, and study
of this material in connection wnth extensive collections from
other formations, have enabled me to add to the present know-
ledge of these forms many interesting and important facts, and
have led me to conclusions which I present in the following
pages.

1. The mouth and the tubular skeleton below the vault.

The apparent absence of a mouth has proved to be one of
the most perplexing points in the investigation of the structure
pt Paleozoic Crinoids. In all Eadiates (even of the most
inferior groups), this organ is located invariably at one end of
the vertical axis, although that axis or center is not always the
center of fig-ure. It occupies in the recent Crinoids the upper
end of this axis, but in many at least of the Paleozoic Crinoids,
the portion of the summit, where from analogy, we should
expect to find the oral aperture, is perfectly covered by solid
and immovable plates. The onlv aperture in connection with
the visceral cavity is lateral or subcentral, placed outside of the
radiation and within the interradial area, where, from analogy,
we must expect to find the anus. If, as Mr. Billings,* Dr.

Whitef and the older writers on Crinoids sui)posed, this aper-

>ugh
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Opbiurans, for instance, have no separate anal opening, and the

same aperture performs both oral and anal functions, but it is

placed within the radial center and therefore cannot be homolo-
gized with the interradial orifice of Paleozoic Crinoids. In

Antedon rosaceus, although the nascent Criuoid develops

already within the pseudembryo a separate mouth and vent,

a single orifice serves for some time both as oral and anal aper-

ture, yet it is the permanent mouth occupying the center of the

ambulacral system.* While we thus find the mouth perform-

ing permanently or temporarily anal functions, we have on the

other hand no evidence either from recent nature or from em-

bryology that an anus ever becomes developed into, or per-

forms the of&ce of, a mouth.
The Crinoids of our present seas live exclusively on micro-

scopic food, and we must expect to find that the Paleozoic Cri-

noids subsisted upon very similar food and had a very similar

mode of alimentation. Whenever in Antedon alimentary par-

ticles fall upon the furrows of the arms or pinnulae, they are

transmitted downward along these furrows to the mouth
wherein the furrows terminate. Dr. Carpenter remarks on this

subject :f
" The transmission of alimentary particles along the ambula-

cral furrows is the result of the action of cilia with which their

surface is clothed. Although I have not myself succeeded in

distinguishing cilia on the surface which forms the floor of

these farrows, yet I have distinctly seen such a rapid passage

of minute particles along their groove as I could not account

for in any other mode, and I am therefore disposed to believe

in their existence. Such a powerful indraught, moreover,

must be produced, about the regions of the mouth, by the ac-

tion of the large cilia which fringe various parts of the internal

wall of the alimentary canal, as would materially aid in the

transmission of minute particles along those portions of the

ambulacral furrows which immediately lead toward it ; and it

is, I feel satisfied, by the conjoint agency of these two mov-
ing powers, that the alimentation of Antedon is ordinarily

effected."

It appears from these observations, that the mouth of Ante-
don has no special functions as such, but is merely a receiv-

ing center or general passage, into which the food which acci-

dentally falls in contact with the furrows of the arms or pin-

nuhe, enters; a passage which might as well be external, hid-

den beneath a vault, as open to the surrounding element, pro-

* Sir Wyville Thomson, Phil. Trana. of the Royal Society.

f Eesearches on the Structure, Physiology and Development of Antedon rosa-

ceus. Part I, by W. B. Carpenter, M.D., F.R.S., PhU. Twns. Roy. Soc. vol. elvi,
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vided the food could be brought in contact with it The large
cilia on the inner wall of the alimentary canal, which Dr. Car-
penter describes as being capable of producing such a power-
ful indraught to the region of the mouth, afford, it seems to
me, also a very satisfactory explanation of the mode by which
the transmission of food was effected in Paleozoic Crinoids.
How much more powerful must have been the effects of these
cilia in individuals, in which mouth and farrow were arched
over and in which the current was unobstructed from without.
Considering, further, that probably the covered parts of the
food channels themselves were fringed with cilia of similar
functions, it could have been of but little moment how remote
from the mouth the food entered. We find another most strik-

ing example in confirmation of this supposition in Hypomejie
Sarsi'Lovhn, a recent Cystidian, indicating in analogy with re-

cent nature that Crinoids had the mouth sometimes internal.

Prof. Lov6n found in the covered parts of its channels micro-
scopic Crustacea, larval bivalves, and other remains of the food
of the animal, apparently taken through the open parts of the
channels. Applying this observation to Paleozoic Crinoids it

seems very probable that their food was taken up along the
open parts of the arms or pinnulas, and conveyed through the
closed parts to the concealed mouth.

Dr. Ludvig Schultze, in his excellent "Monograph on the

Echinoderms of the Eifel, Vienna, 1867," was, so far as I

tnow, the first author, who suggested the idea, that all Cri-

noids which are covered on their ventral side by solid plates,

and have but one orifice, were provided with an internal month.
He further suggested, that the food w^as conveyed by the open
food groove to' the inner cavity through the arm-openings at
the base of the arms, by means of subtegminal channels along
the inner surface of the vault.

Dr. Liitken, fully confirming Dr. Schultze's observations,
gives a full description of the ducts and subtegminal galleries,

and compares these with the covered food grooves in Hypo-
mene Sarsi, expressing the opinion, that the galleries under-
neath the summit, which he considered to be closed at the bot-
tom and thus transformed into ducts, were food passages.

.
Meek & Worthen describe and figure in the Illinois Geolog-

ical Eeport, vol. v, from my former collection, now in the Mu-
seum of Comparative Zoology at Cambridge, several specimens
of well-preserved digestive organs, and also an Aclinocrinus pro-

boscidmlis, in which a skeleton of tubular canals proceeds fron-

a point below the central axis of the vault, to the arms. Tli-r.

are m that specimen five main tube? which i)iiurcatc midu:
toward the arm bases, each division bifurcating ag^iin. sen.];;

a branch to each one of the twenty arms of that species. T!:
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main tubes and branches are constructed on their lower side of

alternating plates, upon which on either side, a second row of

minute quadrangular interlocking plates is attached, longitudi-

nally arranged, thus covering the tubes. The upper rows of

plates are not preserved in this specimen, but I have found
them in two specimens of Sirotocrinus, which I obtained re-

cently, in which they are well preserved and in place. The
condition of the specimen, as Meek & Worthen remark, leaves

but little doubt, but that the tubes form through the arm-open-

ings of the calyx a continuation of the arm furrows. In re-

moving parts of the vault, I unfortunately broke the upper
• part of the fragile skeleton, but enough is preserved to prove

that the five main tubes did not connect directly with each

other, but communicated at their upper end separately, as it

seems, with an annular vessel of which traces are yet preserved.

Such a vessel was found in wonderful preservation in a speci-

men of Actinocrinus Verneuilianus Shum. The radiating ca-

nals were here not preserved, but the little openings, through

which they communicated, are plainly visible in the circular

organ. There are, at the lower side of the ring, which is com-

posed of minute interlocking plates, five other small openings,

which, alternating with the former ones, were apparently in con-

nection with organs of the interradial system (communicating
perhaps with a circulatory system). The whole upper part of

the stomach is here placed within the ring,—differing in this

particular from Actinocrinus proboscidialis, in which only a spiral

alimentary tube passes out from the interior of the convoluted

digestive organ. The several tubes of the skeleton, though

closely following the direction of the vault, but without touch-

ing it, are placed here within some obscure furrows along its

inner surface.

Such furrows in the vault can be observed in many Paleo-

zoic Crinoids. They are either elevations of the vault itself or

are formed by ridges or partitions on the inner surface, which

are always deepest toward the anal side. The grooves are

sometimes closed underneath, particularly in very old speci-

mens, thus forming regular ducts or tunnels. Their arrange-

whether the species has a subcentral proboscis or merely a

lateral opening, they always diverge from a plane on the inner

wall of the vault, in front of the anus, and branch to the arm

openings.

For further information on this subject, I will now call atten-

tion to some most excellent natural casts, mostly of Actino-

crinidae, which I obtained from cherty layera of the Upper
Burlington limestone. The outer shell or limestone test was

generally attached when I found them, but so much decayed,
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that it was removed by the least touch. The substance of

which the casts are formed appears to have been a fine silicious

mud which could penetrate the smallest pores. The internal
organs are of course not preserved, but their impressions at the
surface of the casts throw much light on the structure beneath
the vault. The center of radiation appears here a small pen-
tagonal, rounded, or in species with strong subcentral proboscis,

subtriangular or even heart-shaped space or plane, enclosed by
a deep groove, from which, in some of these specimens, ele-

vated ridges, alternating with depressions, pass out toward the
arms

; but before quite reaching them, there proceeds, from be-
low the ridges of the casts to every arm, a smaller ridge which
clearly indicates the tubular canal, as described in Aclinocrinus
proboscidians. The casts are so perfect that I can even detect
at some places the impressions of the alternating minute plates
of the tubes.

The casts are easily understood, if we remember that the
broader ridges are impressions of the grooves in the vault, and
that the depressions correspond to the partitions which formed
the grooves. The radiating tubes, where they do not appear in
the casts, were evidently placed at some distance from the
vault, and therefore enveloped and obliterated by the material
forming the casts; but on approaching the arm-bases, they
closely underlie the test, and their counterparts are preserved.

I have already mentioned in the casts a pentagonal space,
surrounded by a furrow, as being the center of radiation. It
IS located anterior to the proboscis, occupying a central or
nearly central position. The middle of the space is occupied
frequently either by a small opening or by a little cone indi-
cating an aperture leading toward the inner cavity, but in these
casts the aperture is isolated, and there appears on the surface no
connection with the annular groove surrounding it. To under-
stand this structure it becomes necessary to examine first some
other casts from the same locality, mostly of Strotocrinus and
-^ctinocrinus, but also several oi Batocrinus, though of different
species from those which I have just described. These casts
have no annular groove, and the radiation which is marked
by elevated rounded ridges, almost like strings overlying the
surface, proceeds from, a point in the center where I noticed the

"ttk aperture in the former casts. The strings diverge toward
the arm-bases in the same manner as the tubular canals; they
are stronger toward the center, decreasing in size with each bifur-

cation. That these ridges are remains of muscular cords is not
probable from the perishable nature of such organs, and they
are not their casts, or they should have left depressions in place
c>f elevations. They can only be casts of passages which com-
"lunicated with the central aperture, and which were evidently
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vet preserved when the siliceous mud, forming the casts, pene-

trated the body, but, their calcareous parts becoming in the

course of time decomposed, a cast was left only of their inner

channel, and this explains their string-like appearance. The
little central aperture, located at the upper end of the vertical

axis, occupied on the casts, and hence below the vault of

these Crinoids, exactly the same position that the internal

7nouth of Anledon occupies at the peristome^ while the position of

the string-like ridges (in case they represent passages as I can

hardly doubt), is analogous with that of the open food grooves

of recent Crinoids.

The annular groove on the casts is probably an impression of

the annular vessel of which the calcareous parts have decom-

posed. This organ, in the fossil state, heretofore only observed

in the case of Actinocrinus Vemeuilianus^ existed undoubtedly
in all Crinoids. That we find no trace of it in some of the

casts is no proof to the contrary' ; it may have been sometimes
composed of more perishable material and was not preserved,

or situated at a greater distance from the vault and covered by

the substance of which the casts were formed.

2. The ventralfurrow of the arms.

The arms of Palaeozoic Crinoids manifest great diversity

in outer form and structure, but are invariably provided with

a ventral furrow, which continues from the arm bases up to

the tips of the arms and along the pinnulte. The pinnuloe

spring out alternately right and left from the arm-plates, their

furrows connecting with that of the arm and forming in fact a

continuation of the same.
The furrow appears, in specimens in ordinary preservation,

as a simple groove, which communicates through the arm
openings with the inner cavity of the body. Only in rare in-

stances, has the furrow been found covered by minute plates,

whose construction however has heretofore not been ascer-

tained. The best specimen of this kind, that I have seen, is a

Cyathocrinus malvaceus^ in which the little plates above the fur-

row can be studied in all their details, with the greatest pre-

cision. The specimen is the property of Frank Springer, Esq.,

who had the kindness to leave it with me for investigation and

description. The arms of Cyathocrinus are composed of long

slender joints with a wide ventral furrow. They bifurcate fre-

quently, each branch bifurcating at intervals again. There

appears on the arms of Cyathocrinus no scar for the attachment

of pinnulsB, and as these appendages have never been observed

in the genus, it is probable that the many little branches per-

formed their functions. In Mr. Springer's specimen the plates

above the furrow consist of two rows of minute pieces, on
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either side, the inner rows of which join in the middle, inter-

lock with each other, and form an apparently solid covering.
The outer plates which are attached to the arm-joints are

toward the upper end of the arms placed partly upon the edges
of the joint, but nearer the calyx rest wholly against the edges
of the upper part of the ventral furrow. They are longitudi-

nally arranged, partly hidden from view by the inner plates.

The visible part is quadrangular, with a narrow tooth-like pro-

jection toward^ the lower end of each plate, which is directed
inward and slightly downward as a sharp, elongated process,

and forms a support for the inner plates. The inner plates
are elongated triangular, resting with their shorter sides against
the inner faces of the outer series, and, between the tooth-like

extensions, overlapping them with their beveled lateral edges,
m such a manner that each plate exteriorly fits in and fills

the space between each pair of similar triangular plates on the
other side. The two longer sides interlock with corresponding
sides of similar plates of the opposite row, their sharp angles
or apices meeting the sutures between the opposite quadrangu-
liir plates. At each of these points of juncture, just beyond
the apex of each triangular piece, on either side of the furrow,
there is a little pore, which evidently communicates with the
inner channel. There are six sets of plates to each arm-joint,
all the plates being imbricated from the lower side upward,

—

that is, the lower ones lap slightly the edgcj of the upper ones
—thus facilitating the movements of the r.rms.

In describing the skeleton below the vault, I suggested that
the tubes were a continuation of the prm furrows. A trans-

verse section of the arm, examined with the aid of a good
magnifier, shows that the tubes themselves were, at least in

this species, continued along the arms to their tips, and rested
'^ithm the arm-furrow, with their sides closely attached to the

^Pper edges of the arm-joint The tubes do not touch the
fioor of the arm-grooves, but leave a good siged subtriangular
channel underneath. The small plates, above described, form
the upper or outer wall of the tube, and two sets of small
plates enclose it below. The position of the two upper sets of

quadrangular pieces is nearly erect, leaning inward, the triang-
ular cross-pieces lying horizontally, thus forming a regular
tube or tunnel with a nearly round" channel.

1 was at first of the opinion, after examining Mr. Springer's
specimen, that the arm-furrows of Paleozoic Crinoids vfere

permanently covered by solid plates, like the ventral side of

tueir cup, ^^xxt upon comparing these arms with those of a speci-

men of Cyathocrirms viminalis in mv own collection, I became
luily convinced, that the inner plates could be opened or shut
fit will by the animal. The arms of my specimen are spread
Am. J )C8. Sci.-Third Sebies, Vol. XIV, No. 80.-Auoust, 1877.
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out, their ventral furrows are open, the quadrangular pieces in

place, their tooth-like extensions stand out like the teeth of a

saw, and are so arranged that the indentations face the salient

angles of the opposite side, thus giving to the furrow a strongly

zigzag appearance.

The tooth-like processes in this species are so prominent

that froni their similar form, and before I had recognized this

peculiar structure in Mr. Springer's specimen also, I at first

took them for the triangular cross-pieces, but on closer inspec-

tion I found no sutures between the projections and the quad-

rangular portions of the plates ; and as the place of attachment

for the triangular pieces is plainly visible, there can be no

doubt but that these plates were not preserved in the specimen.

Furthermore, as the quadrangular pieces are with slight inter-

ruptions found on all the arms of the specimens most beauti-

fully preserved, it seems almost impossible to understand how
the triangular pieces could have fallen out, if they had been

fastened solidly to the adjoining plates. Supported by the

tooth-like projections, and resting against the edges of the

quadrangular plates, they were evidently better protected than

the outer pieces, and it seems to me their destruction would

have involved that of the entire covering. I therefore believe

these plates were not firmly attached in the living animal, but

merely leaned against each other as well as upon the tooth-like

projections, being only attached to the inner edge of the quad-

rangular plates by muscular or interarticular substance, and

that they were, in analogy with similar plates in recent Crinoids,

movable. This seems further confirmed by the construction of

the plates themselves, and especially by the manner of their

attachment. The inner edges of the quadmngular plates (be-

tween the projections), being slightly convex, they rested in

regular sockets which facilitated their opening in an outward

direction. In case these plates, as I can no longer doubt,

could be opened or closed, it seems reasonable, that they were

open in my specimen when the animal died, or they otherwise

would have been preserved.

The position and construction of the inner channel proves

most satisfactorily and in analogy with recent Crinoids, that it

contained the food-groove which conveyed the food through the

arm-openings beneath the vault to the oral aperture. The
small movable plates are evidently homologous with the
'' saumplatien''' of Antedon, and the imbrications of these

plates, as well as of the entire covering, seems to hint at the

conclusion, that the furrow was always closed when the arms

were folded up as in Mr. Springer's specimen ; but that on the

contrary, as in my specimen, the furrow was open when the

arms were spread, and that in this position the animal took in

its food.
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In describing the covering of the furrow, I have already
mentioned the presence of two rows of small pores located at
the angles of the triangular pieces. There is nothing to indicate
that these pores were sockets of pinnulse, and if they were, the
'saumplatten " could not have opened. From their position
I infer they were passages for tentacles connecting with parts
of the inner tube. If this is correct, it seems to me, there
must have been located within the tube a passage in connection
with the ambulacral system, since the tentacles form a part of
It. This is evidently the case. In a transverse section of
the arm, with the help of a magnifier, I think I have detected
withm the tube, traces of two passages: a deep groove ocaxx^j-
mg only the median region, and on each side of it a small canal,
underlying the pores. The condition of the specimen does not
enable me to say whether the two side passages connect at the
bottom or not, but in either case, they undoubtedly represent
the ambulacral canal, the food-groove occupying onlv the me-
dian and upper part of the channel.

it IS to be regretted that in no instance the apper part of the
tubular skeleton has been found in perfect preservation. There
has been observed beneath the vault an annular vessel, con-
structed of plates similar to those of the radiating tubes, with
small openings directed toward the radial sides of the specimen,
With the alimentary canal passing through the inner space of
the rmg, but its connection with the surrounding parts was
not preserved. The position of the annular organ in the center
01 radiation leaves but little doubt that it is the oesophageal ring
or center of the ambulacral system. The great similarity in the
construction of its plates, the presence of openings correspond-

!?o *^ the direction of the tubes, indicates most strongly that
tbe tubes and the circular organ were connected, and that the
ambulacral canal, which I recognized in the lower passage of
Jne arms, communicated with the pores. But. as seen from
the casts, there proceeded below the vault from the arm-bases
to the center, another series of passages, which passing the
Region of the annular vessel, unite in the center. I hold these
to be a continuation of the food-grooves in the arms, which
evidently passing over the top of the circular organ terminated
Within the central orifice.

i he position of the sesophageal ring seems at first sight to
!^e not quite in harmony with recent nature ; this organ, which
^^ ftll Echinoderms with an external mouth, is attached to the
JJ^ner side of the test, is located in Paleozoic Crinoids at a
^"Stance from the vault. However, considering that the aboral
y^ault cannot be homologized with the oral skin of recent

J^nnoids, and that only the tubular skeleton corresponds to the
J^aaiating passages connecting with the peristome, the vault
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thus forming a mere covering, we shall find the position of the
circular organ perfectly harmonious with that of all other
Echinoderms.

I have mentioned already that there exists in the arm-groove
of Gyathocrinus, beneath the tube and at the bottom of the fur-
row, another canal, as large or larger than the channel of the
tube whose functions are unknown. It was, apparently, through
the bottom of the arm-openings, connected with the perivisceral
cavity of the calyx and may have served for several offices,

\
perhaps also the c'oeliac canal,

ultze, inhis"!Dr. Schultze, in his " Monograph on the Echinoderms of the
Eifel," p. 17, gives a most excellent description of the arm-fur-
row in Cupressocrinus. He found two sets of plates covering
the furrow like a roof, and asserts, that the inner pieces could
be turned back in the living animal. I had overlooked this

m making out my descriptions, but it was pleasinjr and highly
satisfactory to me to find that we both had arriv^ed independ-
ently at the same conclusion. The construction of the arm-
furrow of CuiDressocrinus is very similar to Cyathocrinus. In a

section of the arm of this genus, I readily distinguished, by
transmitted ligbt, the food-groove, which has a narrow and deep
outhne, a canal on both sides of it, and I have but little doubt
but that the arm-furrows were similarly constructed in all

ralseozoic Crinoids.

3. The alimentary canal.

Meek and Worthen publish in the Geological Eeport of
Illinois, vol V, most excellent descriptions and figures of an
organ which occupies the greater part of the visceral cavity of

Paleozoic Cnnoids
; they call it from its position in analogy

with other Echinoderms ''the digestive organ " It is a larse
convoluted body, resembling in outer form and outline the
shell of a Bulla, with a longer vertical axis, and open at both
ends. The upper end is placed below the center of the ventral
disc, the lower one directed toward the column, dilated above,
contracted below, coinciding with the inner space of the vis-

ceral cavity to the walls of which it stands nearly parallel. In
some cases it is subcylindrical and slightly truncate at both

The organ is constructed of a great number of very minute
pieces or bars with intervening meshes, but its delicate texture
is but seldom observed, owing to the presence of incrustations
oi calcareous or sihceou? matter which fill up the meshes, and

. rather dense appearance*

J evidently deposits from the water, we owe

during the life of the Crinoids, and may have caused in
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The convolutions are directed outward from left to right,

varying in number from two to four in different species.
Judging from external appearance onlj, the convoluted walls
of the organ appear as mere partitions leading to the inner
chamber of a bulk-shaped body. This however is not the
fact Examining the so-called walls in some transverse sec-
tions, I find them to be coiled, without touching each other at
any point, and composed ot two distinct partitions, placed side
by side and closed at the edges, thus proving that the apparent
walls are the coiled organ itself. According to this, the
digestive organ consisted of a long flattened canal, rounded at
the outer side, widest in the middle, tapering rapidly at both
ends to a rather heavy flattened tube, the outer end ascending
spirally toward the top of the visceral cavity, making two or
niore turns, while the inner one, winding in a spiral way around
Its own axis, passed upward to near the center of the dome.

lu a specimen of Actinocriaus in which the digestive organ is

apparently perfect, though showing the usual rough appearance,
I succeeded in removing at one side the two upper convolutions,
in such a manner that the detached parts can be replaced or
hlted^ up for investigation. I had here an opportunity to

examine the inner or more properly upper eud of tiie ali-

mentary canal (as distinguished from 'the outer end or terminal
part). The top is unfortunately hidden below some inorganic
matter, but enough can be seen' to prove that it proceeded evi-
dently from a place below the center of the dome. The organ,
where it comes into view, is an elongated tube, which passing
downward, widens first gradually to near the middle of the
visceral cavity, then rapidly until it acquires the width of at
least two-thirds of the entire length of the cavity. The upper
end in descending spirally turns from right to left, but on
oecoming wider curves sharply in the opposite direction and
the convolutions are now directed from left to right The outer
eod also tapering rapidlv and forming a flattened tube, ascends
tbe outside spirally from below all the way up to the top, and

fim inclined to suppose, proceeded to the proboscis, being
probably analogous with the terminal intestine of the Echini,
^hile tiie upper end communicated with the food-groove.

ouch, with slight modifications, was probablv the'construction

J>i
the alimentary canal of all Actlnocrinidce, Pkiycrmidm, etc.,

"lit not that of the genus Ollacrinus* I found the alimentary

T^* J'^»red by Cumberland without generic or specific diagnosis or specific name,
^^don, 1826, in the Appendix to Reliquiae Conservat*.

Hall, I860,

—Gilhertsocriyius Phillips, 1836, Geol. Yorkshire, PI. II, p.

rinus Lyon & Cassedav. SuddL Geol. Rent.. Iowa, p. 70. Tri

Suppl. Iowa Geol. Kept., p
Cumberland's figure is perfectly correct and easily identified

° the laws of nomenclature.
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canal partly preserved in Ollacriniis tuherculostis Hall, in which

it seems to have been composed of the same delicate network,

but the organ consists here of a round canal which descends

spirally, and contracting gradually, takes at the lower portion

of the visceral cavity an upward direction. The upper part of

the organ is unfortunately not preserved in this specimen.

4, The anal aperture and tJie 2Jroboscis.

The anus of Paleozoic Crinoids is placed always within one

of the interradial series, which is generally wider than—and
often constructed differently from—the others. The aperture

is situated either iu some part of the calyx itself, or at the top

of a long proboscis. It is a most remarkable fact that genera

which evidently belong to the same group, even species,

apparently of the same genus, for instance Strotocrinus, differ

so widely in the construction of this organ. Some having a

long massive tube, reaching to several inches above the tips of

their arms, while others are provided only wdth a plain lateral

opening without any superstructure whatever.

I do not speak at present of the inflated or balloon-shaped

proboscis of Zeacrinus, Coeliacrinus, Poferiocrmus, Heierocrtnus

and similar genera, in which this part is more properly called
""'

' ' " ' vidently formed a large portion '^^

_-_ great size compared with the lo"

--J-, -^- ^ __ large numbers of small pores, and the

position of the anal aperture near the bottom instead of at the

summit, seems to imply that the anal apparatus occupied i" the

internal economy of this sac only a limited space. "he

inflated sac can accordingly not be homologized with the

slender, heavy plated tube of Actmocrinm. We can only

compare its lateral opening, which is generally placed low

down near the arm-bases, with the anal aperture of species m
which the anus is located in the ventral disc.

In addition to its regular functions, the proboscis of Palaeo-

zoic Crinoids may have had the office of expelling the water

from the system. This suggestion looks not unreasonable, if

we consider that the solid body of the majority of these

Crinoids had apparently no other outlet. I found in one

instance the proboscis split open longitudinally, and within its

inner cavity a well defined narrow tube, filling scarcely one-

fourth of the inner space. This tube may have connected

with the terminal intestine which I have described above, and

the office of the surrounding canal may have been to eject the

deoxygenated water from the body. The fact that some

Crinoids were provided with a proboscis reaching beyond the

region of the arms, and others with no proboscis whatever but

simply a lateral opening, is easily explained, for if the rejected
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matter were emptied between the arms, it must have come
constantly again in contact with the arm currents, which is

obviated by either plan. This accounts also for the fact that the
proboscis of some species of Eretmocrinus is constantly turned
to one side. The proboscis formed a natural support for the
slender arms, for they are found in most specimens leaning
closely against it, while in Dorycrinus which has no proboscis,
the arms appear -always clinging to its long, heavy spines,

which are evidently not weapons of defence, as some authors
have supposed, but merelv a support and protection for the
arms.

Dr. C. A. White describes in the Boston Journ. of Nat. Hist.,

vol. vii. No. 4, p. 489, several specimens in which the proboscis
diverges at some distance above the ventral disc into two dis-

tinct branches. This may be in some instances the result of

accidental development, but is more frequently due to an ob-
struction of the anal canal. I found a specimen of Batocrinus
tongirosiris in which close to the vault the proboscis branches
into two equally heavy tubes, and there appears immediately
above their junction a strong inflation or kind of abscess.
In another specimen, a stoppage or disconnection must have
occurred within the body, for a second proboscis was formed
at the ventral disc, developed here, as in every other instance,

within the anal series or posterior side of the Crinoid. In one
remarkable specimen a second proboscis breaks forth even at
the lower end of the calvx, just above the basal plates. The
pressure against these parts must have been enormous, for it

caused the destruction of an entire ray, the plates of which are

bulging out, forming together with the anal plates, and inter-

Qimgled with smaller plates, such as ordinarily compose the

proboscis of this species, a large elongated cavity with a rather

Jarge aperture. All these instances give evidence of a pressure
trom within, and indicate that the outside opening of Paleozoic
•^nnoids was solelv an ejective organ, and could not have had
oral functions. I "have already mentioned that the anus is sep-

arated from the radial series by deep partitions at the inner
surface of the vault, thus excluding any connection with the

^PPer end of the digestive organ. Moreover, the casts of

-Actinocrmus show that the course of the proboscis is directed
toward the posterior side, and the development of the abnormal
proboscis occurs invariably in the anal series. It is therefore
hardly necessary to argue on Dr. White's supposition that the

abnormal second proboscis, wherever it occurs, might have
served as buccal orifice, as such a theory is unsupported by
analogy.

(To be continued.)
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Art. XVIII.

—

Chemical constitutimi ofHatchettoUte and Samarsh'te

from Mitchell County, North Carolina ; by Oscar D. Allen,
Professor of Analytical Chemistry, Sheffield Scientific School.

Contributions front the Sheffield Laboratory. No. XLYIII.

I. HatchettoUte.

In an article on the Samarskite of MitcTiell County, North

Carolina, (this Journal, March, 1876), E. S. Dana described a

mineral associated with it as possessing the following proper-

ties : Specific gravity, 4-794, crystalline form, regular octahe-

drons with cubical faces, also the planes 3-8, color yellowish

brown, luster resinous, blowpipe characters agreeing closely

yrochlore. At that time I was able to make only a

i of this mineral with -25 gram placed
^

' ithe

nagnesia, tantalic i

"ith pyrochl
artial qualit

, my disposal by E. S. Dana. The result showed the presence
'"

, , .

"
,,

'

.
^' and c

'

bic acid, and probably titanic acid.

In an elaborate paper on American columbic acid minerals,

published in this Journal (May, 1877), Professor J. Lawrence
Smith has also given a description, accompanied by analyses, of

this mineral, for which he has proposed the name Hatchettolite.

Having recently obtained from Mr. L. Stadtmiiller a specimen

of this new mineral, whicb he received in a lot of Samarskite

sent to him from the locality above mentioned, 1 have analyzed

it, hoping to gain some additional facts bearing on its chemical

constitution. The specimen was a large, but imperfect crystal.

It was broken into small pieces, and afforded twelve grams of

material judged sufficiently pure for analysis. Pieces from dif-

ferent parts of the mass gave the specific gravities, 4'77, 4"84,

4-82, 4-90, 4-76 The results obtained are here presented, Nos.

I and II, together with one of the analyses of Dr. Smith, No. ill.

Tantalic acid 29*83 29'GO
Columbic acid 34*24 j .35-94 67"86
Titanic acid i-61

\

Tungstic and stannic acids. .

.

-30 '60

Uranium oxide 15*50 ]5*63

Lime. 8*87 8*89 7*09
Yttria and cerium oxides -86

Iron protoxide 2-19 2*33 2*51
Magnesia -15

Potash... trace* 1*21

Water lost by heat .

* Not separated fi
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A comparison of these numbers leaves no room to doubt
that the same mineral was analyzed by Smith and myself.
The sum of metallic acids in No. i being '65-68, in No. 2, 65 '54,

m No. 3 (of Smith) 67-86.* For the separation of tantalic and
columbic acids the method of Marignac was used, which may
be briefly described as follows. The mixed acids, after weigli-
mg, are fused with HKSO,, washed with hot water to remove
most of the H,SO,, dissolved in hot HFl. One-fourth their
weight of HKF!, is then added. If crystals do not separate
on cooling, concentrate to 7 c. c. per gram (of mixed acids) and
let cool; K.TaFl, then separates if tantalum is present in the
solution. This salt is collected on a weighed filter, washed with
cold water till the washings give no longer an orange-colored
precipitate with solution of galls. Dry at 100° and weigh ; con-
tmue the same process with the filtrate'^and washings, adding new
portions of HKFI^. One readily sees when the acicular crys-
tels of K3TaFl, mix themselves with the lamellar crystals of
K^CbOFl,. Then redissolve the latter and collect the former
on a filter. If the weight of both acids is known, Cb^O, may be
calculated by difference. On account of the suspected presence
of titanic acid in the substance here examined the second crop
of crystals of K^TaFl, was redissolved in hot water and recrys-
tallized. No more acicular crystals could be obtained in suffi-

cient quantity to collect. For' the same reason the bisnlphate
fusion of the mixed acids was treated with cold water. The fil-

trate and washing on boiling deposited a light precipitate, which
Drought into solution and tested with tin gave an unmistakable
reaction for titanium. Moreover, after separation of tantalum
the columbic and titanic acids remaining in solution were ob-
tained by evaporating with H.SO^ and boiling with water and
fused with K.CO,. Treatme'nt of the fused mass with water
left but very little residue, which further examination proved
to be mostly potassium titanate.

In analysis No. 1, the two products containing titanic acid,

obtained in this way, were fused with HKSO, which rendered
the greater part soluble in cold water. This solution on boil-

ing deposited what was assumed to be titanic acid, after weigh-
ing and subjecting to the further tests. It can hardly be
expected that a very accurate separation was effected. By
bjulmg -5 gram of the mineral with H,SO, mixed with a little

^^] m a platinum crucible so rapidly as to exclude air decom-
position was effected in a few moments. The diluted solution

^eoxydized an amount of permanganate of potash correspond-
ing ID one experiment to 1-90 per cent FeO, in another to 2*20

,,.!
^"^fessor Smith remarks. " I refer to the metallic acids in the analjaea in this
~ "

that the tantalic acid which accompanies^ it
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per cent. Iron was therefore assumed to exist as protoxide

and uranium as UO3O. A calculation of the relative number
of atoms from No. 1 gives the following

:

Atomic weights.

Mg -004 ^-268

Ca -158

Na^j -022 J

H2O -255

Sn ? -002

Disregarding the small amount of tin or tungsten and deduct-

ing Ti with R sufficient to form with it normal titanate, there

remain S -248 R '386 H,0 -255, whence R : R: H20~2 :3-l :
2,

a ratio closely approximating to that required by R2R32H2O or

R2R^O,+2RR20e+4H20, in which R represents one atom

of a bivalent basic radical or two of sodium and R, Ta, or Cb.

The investigations of Rammelsberg* lead to the conclusions that

three columbates (in which Cb may be replaced by Ta) occur

in minerals, viz: RCb^O,, R,Cb,0„ andR3Cb303, correspond-

ing to phosphates and arsenates; which, singly or combined

with each other, with or without titanates., zirconates, thorates,

etc., constitute mineral species. Hatchettolite appears to be

composed of the first two with a small quantity of normal titan-

ate-t It it perhaps questionable whether there is any signifi-

cance in the fact that the amount of water present beai^s a

simple ratio to the other constituents.

Some pieces from one side of the specimen from which

material for analysis was selected had the specific gravity from
4-60 to 4-70 per cent and were rejected. They lost by ignition

4-97 per cent. Hatchettolite may have resulted from alteration

of a mineral having essentially the same chemical constitution,

as well as crystalline form, as pyrochlore, an alteration consist-

ing of hydration and removal of alkaline fluorides.

II. Samarskite.

Samarskite from Mitchell Co., according to the analysis of

the writer,:}: has the following composition :

* Jour. Chem. Soc., vol. xiv, p. 189.

f Rammeisberg (Jour. Chem. Soc., vol. xiv, p. 203) supposes that these three

mds may be isomorphous, and that they exist in the isometric crystalline

I lu pyrochlore.

Dana's Text Book of Mineralogy, p. 340, March, 1877.
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Columbic acid -_ „„ U7-81 _.„„J37'20 -2754 ) .,^„„
Tantalic acid. ^^^^] 17-79 ^^^^\ 18-60 -0838 [

'"^^^^

Stannic acid O'OS •0005')
Yttria. 14-52 14-45 '1896

1

Cerium oxides* 4-10 4-24 '0382 I ,,_
Uranitim oxide (VOgO) 12-63 12-46 -0433

(Manganese protoxide 0*80 0*75 -0106
|

Iron protoxide 10-6() 10*90 -1513
}^e 0-55 -OlOoJ
Water.... .... MS

100-35

These results do not differ materially from the first published
analysis of samarskite from the same locality by Miss Ellen H.
Swallow, who found 54-961 per cent of metallic acids of the
tantalic group, and expressed a wish that some one might
undertake their separation:}: In my analyses, tantalum and
columbium were separated by Marignac's method. Water
expelled by ignition was collected by a calcium chloride
tube. 0-5 gram of the very finely pulverized mineral was com-
pletely decomposed by heating with sulphuric acid in a sealed
glass tube. The solution, properly diluted, decolorized an
amount of potassium permanganate corresponding to 11 per
cent of protoxide of iron. A repetition of this experiment
confirmed the first result. It may therefore be concluded that
no material amount of uranium is present in the lower state of
oxidation (UO3). The relative number of atoms of each ele-

ment present is calculated from No. 2, uranium being assumed
to exist as UO3 or an oxide (U0,0) of the bivalent radical
UO which it is reasonable to suppose acts as a basic radical
with tantalic and columbic acids, as it does with phosphoric

and arsenic acids in several natural compounds. R : R is then
4430: 3592= 1-236: 1=4-94: 4 closely approximating 5:4 re-

quired by the formula R3R,0,-t-R,R,03.
In chemical constitution this samarskite appears to approach

J^ergusonite being next to this mineral the most basic of the
natural columbates and tantalates. The formula of Fergusonite,
deduced by Raramelsberg from a large number of analyses, is

I^3(Cb,Ta)303.

* The atomic weight of didymium was uaed in calculating the atomic ratio. This
element is readily shown by spectroscopic examiaatiou of a solution. Only a
minute quantity of cerium is present, the presence or absence of other elements of
"le cerium group was not ascertained.

bjj^[- Smith's analysis, contained in the paper already cited, gave 5513 colum-

sJ Proceedings of the Boston Society of Natural History, vol., rrii, 424, 1875.
°«« also tbis volume, p. 71.



Geology of Vermont inul Berhsliv,

In the preceding part of this paper, the unity of the system

of rocks occupying the limestone region of the Green Moun-
tains has been demonstrated by reference to facts connected

with the geographical arrangement and stratigraphical relations

of the formations. One other well-known -feature character-

izes the belt from north to south, and requires consideration :

3. Thk Abundant Occubkence of Iron.

The existence of iron in the rocks is known mainly from the

beds of limonite along the region. This limonite, as isnow well

known, was made from the rocks in place, and hence it is testi-

mony as to what the original rocks contained and still contain

where unaltered. Its beds exist in Vermont at so many places

that the geologists of the Vermont Survey represented it on

their geological mao of the State as a continuous band of

limonite. And south of Vermont it occurs more or less in each

of the towns over the limestone area, and in some of them m
deposits of great depth, the most noted being in Richmond
and West Stockbridge, Massachusetts; Salisbury and Sharon,

in Connecticut; Hillsdale, Copake, Ancram, North East (near

Millertim), Araenia, Dover, and Pawling, in New York. In

order that this feature of the region may be appreciated, I men-

tion here the more prominent facts connected with the ore-beds.

In a general way, and for special localities, the subject has been

often treated. The descriptions given in this place have par-

ticular reference to the regional characteristics of the beds in

the limestone belt, as illustrated by their mineral nature, dis-

tribution, and stratigraphical relations ; and they have been

drawn mainly from my own observations.

(1.) The mineral nature of the beds.

Throughout the great limestone area, from north to south,

the ore-beds are alike in the nature of the ore, its mode of

aggregation, and its association with yellow ochre and clays.

Moreover, in most of the beds to the north as well as south

more or less manganese is present with the iron. Manganese
ore (chiefly pyrolusite and psilomelane) has been observed in

connection with ore-beds of the Vermont limestone area in Ben-
nington, Chittenden, Pittsford, Brandon, Middlebury, Bristol;

and the Vermont Report adds, " in the vicinity of rnost of the

beds of limestone in the State." It has been observed also

in various ore-beds of Berkshire and New York, though less
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abundantly than in Yerraont An analysis of ore from the
Leet ore-bed, West Stockbridge, by Dr. A. A. Hayes, made in

1845, obtained red oxide of iron 76-18, oxide of manganese
5-04, phosphoric acid 2-36, water 10-80, quartz and gangue
3-40 = 98-78.* At the same time, phosphoric a<Md is very
sparingly present ; and there is only a trace of sulphur or none
at all. The clay, while generally impure from the presence of
iron ochre and other mineral material, is sometimes a white
kaolin.f

(2.) The geological distribution of the beds.

(1.) The limonite deposits are alike throughout the lime-
stone area in their interrupted occurrence and varyingdepths

—

even many miles often intervening between those of workable
value, and all depths existing from zero to one hundred and
fifty feet or more.

(2.) The ore-beds occur in the vicinity of all the rocks of the
hmestone area,—the limestone, clay -slate, hydromica slate, mica
schist, gneiss and quartzyte. But, from north to south along
the limestone area, they most abound where the schist is the
hydromica slate, and hardly at all where it is common argillyte.
The hydromica slate in Vermont prevails over the eastern half
of the area, and, in Berkshire and farther south, over the west-
ern half

; and accordingly the line of maximum ore-beds does
not follow the generaf course of the limestone area, but is a
little oblique to it, having more westing to the south. In Ver-
mont it is with few exceptions not far from the western border
of the eastern quartzyte range, as we learn from the Vermont
geological map ; the few exceptions occur near the center of
the area, adjoining small central slate ridges, as in Dorset and
on the borders of Wallingford and Tinrnouth; and at the
south end of the State in Bennington. These last are near the
Taconic (or Great Central) slate-belt.

In Berkshire, beds exist sparingly io the eastern portion of
^e limestone area (as in the gneiss and mica schist region of

Tynngham); the chief beds are in its rces^m half in Rich-
mond and West Stockbridge, a few miles east of the Taconic
fange. In Connecticut, they closelv adjoin the Taconic range
Jn Sah'sbury and Sharon; while in New York, they occur on
* I am indebted for a copy of this analysis t.

'"""° »r_
Hoygra<jt states that no lat

»le gothite
(

» either tu«
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the west of the Taconic range, in the towns of Hillsdale,

Copake, and North East, besides along its eastern border iu

Dover, Amenia and Pawling. The axis of the band of maxi-

mum ore-beds appears hence to cross the axis of the limestone

area in Bennington, Vermont; and to strike the Taconic range

south of West Stockbridge, from which point, beds occur on

both sides of the range.

(3.) The stratigraphical relations of the beds.

The ore-beds, to the north as well as south, occur near the

junction of a stratum of limestone with one of hydromica or

mica schist, the beds of both having usually a high dip (gene-

rally between 40° and 55°) ; or they have schist on both sides
;

and sometimes they are cut through by one or two beds of lime-

stone or schist Quartzyte often lies along the east side iu

Vermont ; but a stratum of schist usually, if not always, inter-

venes between the quartzyte and limestone.

This geological relation of the beds was recognized, at local-

ities in Vermont, Berkshire, and Connecticut, more than fifty

years since, bv the late Prof. Chester Dewev, then Professor of

Geology and Mineralogy in Williams College, Williamstown.

In the fifth volume of "this Journal, 1822, in an article on the

ore-bed of Bennington, he says (p. 251)—" It has been re-

marked that the great bed of ore is not immediately connected

with any rocks. It seems, however, to be associated with lime-

stone rocks, and the whole to lie between two strata of mica

slate. It lies in the same [mountain] range with the ore of

Salisbury, Connecticut, and has the same range of mica slate

lying on both sides of it." The in situ position of the ore-

beds is here brought out by Dr. Dewey, and a relation to the

limestone is suggested. Two 3'^ears later, in vol. viii, speaking

of the ore-beds of Berkshire, he says (p. 30), that the beds " are

near limestone, but on beds of clay." And " as mica-slate is

found on both sides of them, they must doubtless be con-

sidered as lying in this rock, though the clay indicates that

they are a later deposit than the rock itself:" in which the

limonite beds are made a part of the mica slate, but not an

original part.

The facts at many of the ore-pits of Berkshire and New
York, as well as Connecticut, sustain the statements of Pro-

fessor Dewey. The schist often forms part of the walls of the

ore-pits, or stands in ledges near by ; and when no rock is to

be seen, the clays often show that they are the decomposed
schist in place by their having its schistose structure, its dip

and strike, and also its flexures, all corresponding precisely

with the stratification of the rock of the region. The schist—

1

*;—„ *u ^ n _ .1 .• ^ ^T^^ westero;

Among the
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New York ore-beds the relation of the schist is well exhibited
in the Weed ore-pit in the town of Copake, and in the ore-pit,
a mile and a half to the west of the village of Pawling.
Limestone strata outcrop near or within many of the pits. In

Richmond, Mass., at the Cone ore-pit, a steeply dipping lime-
stone stratum forms part of the northwest side ; and at the
Cheever ore-pit there is an outcropping bed a few yards to the
west, conformable with the slate ; at the Leet ore-pit, in West
Stockbridge, limestone forms a ledge close by the pit. At the
Miles ore-pit, in Copake, a bed of limestone was met with cut-
ting through it, having the strike and dip of the region. The
Vermont G-eological Eeport states (p. 820) that a limonite bed
in Western Bennington reposes on an impure ferruginous lime-
stone, and it alludes to the similar position of the ore in other
beds of the State.

(4.) The source of the ore^ and clays.

Carbonate of iron (spathic iron, or siderite of mineralogy)
occurs in masses, in connection with some of the ore-beds;
and part of the limestone is ferriferous, that is, either a car-
bonate of calcium-and-iron, or else, a limestone containing
more or less of carbonate of calcium-and-iron. And in conse-
quence of the extremely easy oxidation of the iron of these
carbonates, such beds, when air and moisture have access
to them, are in all cases undergoing alteration to limonite.
In some of the ferriferous limestone manganese replaces part

The pure carbonate of iron has been found thus far only in
western Berkshire. At the Leet ore-bed, one and a half
miles west of the village of West Stockbridge, there projects
irom the east side of the pit, what is called the "white horse,"
which is a large ledge of compact light gray spathic iron, of a
grayish white color, distinguished as " white ore." It has for
many years been quarried and used in the furnace along with
the limonite. This " white ore" is so close-grained as to be
almost flint-like in aspect, and it evidently owes its preserva-
"on from change to this quality, which renders it impervious to
water. Wherever there are cracks water and air have entered,
and the cracks are widely bordered with limonite. Some
pieces have a thin crust of limonite-a quarter to half an
inch thick—showing some progress of the alteration even over
tne harder portions. There are botryoidal prominences of the
iron-carbonate in cavities, which seem to be protected from the
change by their smooth surface as well as firm texture. This
mass of '' white ore" is conformable in stratification with the
limestone of a hill close by the north edge of the ore-pit ; and
nence it was probably part of a stratum that has disappeared,
over the interval between them, bv alteration. I have been
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the pit. There is also an outcrop of limestone in the ore-pit in

which some of the layers are changed to limonite, while others

above or below are unyielding—the presence of iron in any

layers of the limestone (as an iron-calcium carbonate) determin-

ing their destruction.

At the Cone ore-pit, one and a half miles north of West
Stockbridge, mining is done mostly throagh shafts ; only at

the north end is open mining going on so that the structure of

the walls can be studied. At this end of the pit, limestone is

in view having an eastward dip of 40° to 60°
; and while some

of the layers are not much altered, others are wholly changed
to limonite. At my last visit (in 1875) the work was going on

in this stratified material, the limonite portion being selected

out for further separation by washing. Several layers had be-

wholly replaced by pure limonite,

le of those so changed was a yard

thick. Some surfaces of the limestone

were intersected by cracks, making areas

three to six inches across, as represented

I fig, 18 ; each crack having a borderm of limonite either side, an inch

The schist near by—hydromica slate—was in part firm, and

in other places turiied to soft grayish or yellow clay—an im-

pure kaolin—which was silvery in surface from traces of the

original mica of the slate. The quartz veins in the hydro-

mica slate remain of course unchanged, in the ores.

Trie Cheever ore-bed, in Eichmond, has also afforded some

massive carbonate of iron, but less abundantly than the Leet

ore-bed ; and here, as already stated (p. 185), there is a limestone

ledge near the pit.

Professor E. Hitchcock mentions the occurrence of massive

carbonate of iron in Richmond, in his Report on the Geology
of Massachusetts (1841), page 190, and gives an analysis show-

ing that it contains 8719 per cent of carbonate of iron, 5-21

carbonate of magnesium, 2*46 carbonate of manganese, l'4l

carbonate of calcium, and 2*81 of silica, alumina, etc. =99-08.

The particular ore-bed in Richmond affording it is not stated,

but it was probably the Leet ore bed. In the Vermont Geo-

logical Report (1868), p, 236, Prof. E. Hitchcock gives an analy-

sis of a dolomite from the vicinity of the Brandon ore-bed

which afforded 3*61 per cent of carbonate of iron ; and states

that east of the bed another limestone was quarried for a flux

which contained " 10 per cent of iron" [carbonate?].
The limestone has occasionally a little pyrite disseminated
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through it ; and at one place east of the village of Great Bar-
rington, the amount is large. But no one has reported its

occurrence in the limestone about the ore-beds, and I have not
myself observed it there. There is certainly not much of it.

The hydromica slate of the region contains several iron-

bearirig minerals : among them, pyrite (FeS 3) sparingly
; pyr-

rhotite (Fe^Sg) more sparingly; chlorite, often abundant, both
to the north and south

;
garnet, often abundant in Berkshire

and farther south ; black mica, to the south ; staurolite, rather
common in Connecticut in Salisbury and Sharon. In the de-
composition of the schist all the minerals present must have
contributed to the iron, for the clays contain none of them. It
IS probable that the schist where in near contact with the lime-
stone also contained the iron-carbonate ; but no positive evi-

dence on this point has been obtained.
The beds all show that their formation was not dependent

on erosion or transportation ; and that the change to limonite
required only the free access of air and moisture (with the
traces of carbonic acid they ordinarily contain) to the iron-

beariug materials. From some of the mines it appears that the
best positions for the making of deep beds was off the mouths
of valleys, or near slopes that carried down the rains for under-
ground use. An iron-bearing carbonate would suffer rapid
destruction under these conditions.

The facts which have been brought forward show that the
ore-beds of Berkshire are essentially the same in nature, dis-

tribution and position with those of Vermont. The quality
of the ore, the occurrence of the beds at intervals, greater or
less, along the course of the limestone area, their stratigraphi-
cal relations to the limestone and schist, their origin in the
oxidation of iron -bearing minerals present in the rock forma-
tions, and the concurrent decomposition of the enclosing rock
or rocks—these conditions are alike for the whole area, from its

northern end in Monkton, where is the most northern of the
associated ore-beds, to the south extremity, near Pawling, N. Y.,
wnich place also has its large ore-bed. The facts sustain our
proposition as to th^ geological unity of the formations. The
fact that the belt of maximum ore-beds crosses obliquely the
hmestone area,—being near its eastern border to the north in

y^ermont, and near its western, west of the Taconic range, to
the south,—affords additional demonstration of that unity, and
suggests a close stratigraphical relation between the eastern

^"^ western sides and their formations
I he iron-bearing minerals include an iron-bearing limestone

(carbonate of calcium in which iron replaces part of the cal-

cium) both in Vermont and in Berkshire. The simple iron-

Am. Jour. 8ci.—Third Series, VcfL. XIV, No. 80.—Augcst, 1877.
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carbonate has as yet been found only in Berkshire ; but its

ready oxidation is a sufficient reason for its not being exposed

to view even where it is or has been a prominent source of the

Most of the points in the preceding view with regard to the

origin of the limonite have been recognized by different geolo-

gists ; and yet the view as a whole is not so well understood that

the preceding explanations are superfluous. Professor Dewey
seems to have nearly reached it, as shown on page 134, and per-

haps he did quite. Professor C. II. Shepard, in his Connecticut

Geological Report, published in 1837, page 146, refers the limo-

nite to the oxidation in situ of the pyrite and other iron-bearing

minerals in the mica or hydromica slate ; and he remarks that

garnet and staurolites are often present in such proportions in the

slates of Salisbury and Sharon as to impart to them a highly fer-

ruginous character. Dr. Percival, his associate in the Connecticut

survey, held independently the same view.

In the year 1838, Dr. R. M. S. Jackson, of Pennsylvania, as

stated, with commendatory remarlis, by Prof. J. P. Lesley,* an-

nounced the conclusion, after a study of the iron ores of Nittaiiy

valley and other valleys in that State, that " the brown-hematite

beds, and had been set free by chemical and mechanical decompo-
-making the iron to have existed oriuinally

(limonite) ore of the valleys belonged to the stratified limestone

nd had been set free by chemical
ng

^ hydrated oxide.

Professor Hitchcock, in 1861, in the Vermont Geological Re-

port, after stating that the limestone contained sometimes ten

per cent of carbonate of iron, and referring to the occurrence of

iron carbonate in the West Stockbridge ore-bed, mentioned in his

Massachusetts Report, says "it is obvious that the limestones

may have furnished the whole, or a part, of the iron ;" but he

further adds that it is probable that " the ore was derived from
both the rocks [mica slate and limestone], and possibly also in

some cases from the quartz rock." But to this right conclusion is

added the old error, that the iron had been taken "from the sub-

jacent rocks and re-deposited in connection with clay, sand and
gravel."

The different views of other authors might be here presented
if this were the place for a full discussion of. the subject.

The change of the bard scbists to soft clay is one of the

most striking facts observed in the ore-beds. But if the iron

was derived mostly from iron-bearing carbonates, a powerful
agent of change was present in abundance in the carbonic acid

set free by the oxidation. This acid is the most prominent
source of the destruction of granite and of the reduction of

its feldspar to kaolin ; and in the schist it would act similarly,

robbing the feldspar and mica of their alkalies, the removal

1 sketch of Gr&

Harrisburg, 1
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of wliicl] with the additioD of water, makes kaolin or a more
or less pure clay. Silicates, like garnet, black mica and chlo-
rite, would yield to the same agent, and so give up their
iron for oxidation. Sulphuric acid also would have been con-
cerned in the process wherever any pyrite existed, and have
aided in the destruction. But the nearly total absence from
the ore of sulphur (seldom over one-tenth of a per cent*) appears
to be evidence that pyrite played a very subordinate part in
the production of the limonite.

It is a question of interest—Whether the iron was in the
state of carbonate when the deposits were originallv made by
sedimentary action, or, whether in some different state, from
which it was converted into carbonate as one of the results
of metamorphism. The facts on page 133 under section (2)
may bear on this question. Where the truth lies it is not im-
portant now to enquire. The schists were originally marine
mud beds, while the limestones were clear-sea formations, an
era of one condition in that region having been followed by an
era of the other. Between any two such eras there appears
to have been an epoch of long-continued marshes, and, while
U existed, drainage-depositions of iron, in some state of com-
position, took place over the marshes. And this feature char-
acterized the area from north to south, though with great local
differences depending on differences in depth of water and
position. If the iron was deposited in those marshes as car-

honate, this result was no doubt favored bv the excess of car-
bonic acid in the Lower Silurian atmosphere and waters. .

One corollary of importance seems to flow from the facts
here considered It is this : that, in some localities, beneath
the richest part of a limonite bed in the direction of the dip,
there may be iron carbonate of inexhaustible extent, and if so
the regions will be good for iron ore long after the limonite
beds are exhausted.

(To be continued.)

'^^ OTE.-—/Vo/essor Dewey's determination^ hy chemical means,,
that the Taconic ''talcose slate''' {'' magnesian slate''' of Emmons) is

fnica slate.—In a note to page 334 of the last volume of this

Journal, the Vermont Geological Report is credited with the
nrst announcement that the " talcose slate" of Western New
^^ngland is mainly a mica slate in w^hich the mica is a hydrous
^pecies; and on page 366 of vol. iv (1872) the analyses publishe.l
in the Vermont Report are cited. It is due to the late Professor
-L>ewey,_ who in early life worked in chemistry as well as in geol-

ogy,
mineralogy and botany, to state that in the Jirst volume of

tnis Journal, published in 1819, in an article on the geology of

* Analyses of the same ores, from similar positions, in Pennsylvania in Frazer's

geological Report, Harrisburg, 1876.
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r of Williamstown, Mass. (Northwestern Berkshire),

c range is i

had been calfine-grained mica slate—a rock which had been called

slate,' and appeared to be talcose /" " but," he adds :
" I have

been able to detect but a very minute quantity of magnesia in

any specimens I have tried, though I obtained a considerable pro-

portion of alumina."
In a later article (vol. viii, p. 8, 1824) he says: " The Taconic

Mountain is a huge mass of mica slate." He also uses in the

same article the term " talco-micaceous slate" for some portions of

the rock, but still holds to the result of his chemical trial that the

amount of talc was very small, and that it was strictly mica slate.

Art. XX.—^ proposed new method in Solar Spectrum Analy-

sis ;* by S. P. Langley.

No observation of modem Physical Astronomy is more strik-

ing in its conception, than that which attempts to determine the

motion of a celestial body, by the altered wave-length of its

light, and none has attracted more general attention. It is

popularly understood, I think, that the proper motion of certain

stars in the line of sight, has been thus completely demonstra-

ted, but those particularly engaged in such studies know how
far astronomers have till very lately been from the certainty

attributed to them. Only last April, Father Secchi presented

) the Comptes Rendusf in which he

lity of ai

the denial on theoretical grounds, by Van der WilUgen, of the
" " ' such observation, pointed out the extreme

lental error in such spectroscopic work, and

gave experiments of his own, to show that its causes were so

numerous and so subtle that it was difficult to be certain of any

Without discussing the replies, which aim to show that lately

precautions have been taken which it may be hoped are etfect-

ive, it may be observed that there is another mode of investi-

gating the reality of the phenomena, not liable to as many
difficulties as in the case of the stars, though presenting a

formidable one of its own. I mean, of course, the observation

of the different wave-lengths of li^ht coming from the east and
west limbs of the sun, which, owing to that body's rotation, on

its axis, have equatorial velocities that together make up nearly

two and one-half English miles a second. This speed, enormous
in itself, is most insignificant compared with the velocity of

light, and this relative smallness constitutes the difficulty in

* Communicated to the meeting of the National Academy, held in Washington,
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attempting the solution of the problem by means of the sun,
for the whole displacement due to it, is (as Professor Young-
has remarked in illustration), but one-seventy-seventh of the
distance between the D lines, or between one-twelfth and one-
thirteenth of one division of Angstrom's scale. Zollner, Secchi
and Hastings have believed that they, nevertheless, detected a
change in the refrangibility of the light, and Vogel* using Zoll-
ner s reversion spectroscope obtained a displacement of from
08 to 015 of one of Angstrom's units. In August last. Profes-
sor Young gave the results of his own measurements with one
of Mr, Rutherfurd's gratings, showing an equatorial velocity of
1""42. Professor Young was unable to find anv displace-
ment of the atmospheric lines. This last researchf being much
more systematic than its predecessors, and given in satisfactory
detail, has turned the weight of scientific opinion in favor of

.
the view, that the change due to motion of the luminous body
IS fairly proven. It can hardly, however, be deemed superflu-
ous to still offer upon so important a question, the results of an
independent method of measurement, and one which renders
errors from instrumental displacement, on the danger of which
so much stress has been deservedly laid, in the sense in which
the word is here used, not only unlikely but impossible.

In the course of a research upon the selective absorption of
the solar atmosphere, I arranged in 1875, means for com-
paring homogeneous lights from different parts of the disc,

.^lie apparatus was too complex for description here, but
It consisted essentially, in the provision of two pair of right-

angled prisms of total reflection, so disposed in connection with
a spectroscope, that the spectra could be formed side by side,
of hght from different parts of the sun, and of a photometric
apparatus by which the relative intensity of the lights at differ-

ent parts of these spectra could be compared. The results of
tins research, with an improved form of the instrument, will I
"ope be soon ready for publication. It was not intended, pri-

marily, for the comparison of individual spectral lines, for

^^'hieh purpose oi)tical arrangements, not very essentially differ-

ent, had alreadv been used bv Lockyer, Hastings and perhaps
others, but the investigation of Professor Young suggested to
nje another and cogn'ate method of testing the principle of

"Yoppler, to which this apparatus is especially applicable. The
theory of the proposed method is verv simple. Let two spectra
f^e formed side by side, the one of light from one edge of the
sun, the other of light from a point 180° distant. The iiistru-

jnent being in adjustment, if these points be in the neighbor-
hood of the solar poles which are relatively at rest, all the lines

vol. xSrNor., 1876.
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will be continuous in both spectra. But if the

rotated till the light comes from points on the eastern ana west-

ern sides of the sun, which are in relative motion, not only will

the solar lines be discontinuous, in the two spectra ; as though

the one receiving light from the advancing or eastern side had

been slid past its neighbor toward the violet; but any mal-

adjustments of the instrument, which simulate this effect, can be

with certainty detected by a means to be shortly described.

The actual quantity by which we may anticipate from theory

that the spectra are displaced, is, as has been observed, extremely

small, and to produce the desired result we need noi only very

great dispersion in the spectroscope, but very delicate work-

manship in the cutting and mounting of the prisms which are

to bring the light to the slit, and in general it will be evident

that more than common skill is to be desired of the
'

I wish to acknowledge the obligations I am under in these

respects to Mr. F. Walther, of Philadelphia, the optician, and

to Mr. William Grunow, the maker, of New York. Not to

dwell on those difficulties of detail which always come between

the conception and its embodiment in practice, I may say that

more than six months have passed in experiment and modifi<3a-

tion till the instrument has attained its present form, in which

I have been finally able within the past few days to see my
anticipations justitied. That it lias been possible to me to

undertake this research at all at present, is due to Mr. Kuther-

furd, who has given me choice specimens of his gratings, which

are so generally known and valued, .that it is x.

I should describe them.
: should be

expect, lor tiiougn it is wen tnat ne sbould be ignorant, ii possi-

ble, of the anticipated direction, this knowledge of the amount
will prevent him at the outset from confusing apparent displace-

ments due to mal-adjustraent of the instrument with those to

which his attention should be directed.* I have taken advan-

tage of a table prepared by Professor Pickering, showing the

* The foUowing method of statement appears t^

mental picture. In the 3d spectrum of the 17280 li

under the magnifying power most favorable iu i

appear like two sharply-defined parallel lines \
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results of different instruments on the fin.e lines of the E group,
to compare mine with them, and I observe that I can discrim-
inate more, and more delicate lines, with either the 8,000 or
17,000 line grating than observers have been able to do with
the most powerful spectroscopes of the common constri
Where Angstrom, using a grating of Nobert's, has delir

twelve lines, the grating supplied me by Mr. Rutherfnrd shows
thirty-one, and one of these pairs, though separated by but dis-

tances of one-sixth of a unit of Angstrom's scale, is yet clearly
divided. The displacement to be expected from the solar rota-
tion, under favorable circumstances, is about one-half of this,

and hence if it exist, it is clearly within the power of the instru-
ment to exhibit, since the two spectra are formed in juxtaposi-

under which, as every one knows, the eye judges of the contin-
uitv of lines with the most accuracy.
The instrument itself consists of the grating, with a collimat-

mg- and observing telescope, each of one and one-quarter inch
aperture and fourteen and one-half inches focus, with positive

pye-pieces magnifying from ten to thirty times. The slit is

constructed so that its jaws are bevelled to knife-edges, where
they meet, at the outer surface, and these owing to the excel-
lent workmanship, still close so as to admit no light when held
up against the sun. Over this slit, with their bases almost in
contact with it, and their united edges crossing it at right angles,
are the first pair of reflecting prisms. They are cut from the
same piece of glass, and so fitted that their junction-line shows
no more in the spectrum than a particle of dust, and in fact,
the division between the two spectra is with difiiculty distin-

^"ui.shable from the ordinary dust lines. The other two pnsras
shde independently on ways, with verniers reading to thous-
andths of an inch, permitting them to be put in any part of a
^olar image of from one and one-half inch,^o five inches in
diameter. Over them is a hood, carrying a screen, which
receives the image projected by the equatorial telescope. This
local image is nearly one and three-quarters inches in diameter,
and any two selected portions of it pass through. adjustable
apertures in the screen. By the construction of the instrument
they are equallv distant from the optical axis, and in everv other
optical condition, as far as possible, similar, except as thov may
ci]ffer at their origin in the sun itself. It shows the •liffieulties
ot the method of research successfully employed l>v Mr. Huggins,
and at Greenwich, that when the instrument is turned directly
f^n the sun (i. e. so that each spectrum receives light from all

parts of tlie sun's disc), the two sets of spectral lines will not
'^minariJv be continuous. Theoretically they should be, prac-
tically, we find they are not, owing to numerous latent causes
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of disturbance. A touch on the prisms, a movemeutof the sHt,

an adjustment of the eye-piece, will ordinarily disturb one

spectrum relatively to the other, by a minute amount. But the

whole change we are seeking is of a minuter order still; how

then, can we discriminate it with certainty ? In our ability to do

this lies the advantage of the method I describe, which, grant-

ing sufficient dispersive power, makes impossible the instru-

mental error that has been dwelt on by Secchi and others with

justice, as shaking confidence in the result. To see how we

are authorized to use this word " impossible," let us bear in

mind that the solar spectrum consists of two distinct kinds of

lines, one caused by absorption in the solar, the other by ab-

sorption in the terrestrial atmosphere. These latter being

formed by light from all parts of the sun are independent of its

The prisms are adjusted, till, on looking on the sun directly,

the hues are all continuous in both spectra, then the instrument

is put in the telescope and the slit placed at such a position-

angle that the light in spectrum A comes from the vicinity of

the north solar pole, that in spectrum B from the south. On
looking in, we see a very long and narrow spectrum, filled with

dark lines and exhibiting the chromospheric lines on both sides.

It is divided by what appears to be a fine dust line, in two

exactly corresponding parts, and is in reality two distinct

the dark lines are still continuous. But now (without dis-

turbing any adjustment), revolve the whole 90° about the

optical axis passing through the center of the solar image, so

that spectrum A is formed by light from the eastern or advan-

cing edge of the sun ; spectrum B by light from the western or

retreating one. A curious change has taken place. By a very

minute but perceptible quantity, spectrum A appears to have

been slid past its neighbor, toward the violet end, so that every

solar line in the first is "notched" at its junction with the

second, while at the same time, the telluric lines are as unaltered

as the fixed lines of a micrometer web would be, by moving a

scale about in the field. The effect is the same as though tiie

spectra were tangible things, like two engine-divided scakv,

whose numerous delicate divisions (represented by the solar

lines), were all in exact juxtaposition a moment before, and are

all now just perceptibly displaced, as when a vernier plate '\&

moved till a coincidence is made at a new stroke on the limb.

Moving the instrument 90° more, we come again into the

axial line of the sun, and the coincidence should return ;
with

still 90° more we are again in the equator, but now spectrum

A is formed by light from the western edge, and this time it is
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moved the other way, as if it were a scale which had been slid

bj a very slight but distinctly perceptible amount toward the
red end ; while still the telluric lines retain their continuity,
assuring us that no mal-adjustment has occurred.

It will be admitted that this change is, if real, excellent ex-
perimental evidence that the wave le'ngth is virtually different
in light from the eastern and western limbs, as theory predicts.
For, granting that the instrument is mal-adjusted in any un-
known way or degree, any instrumental cause will alFect solar
and telluric lines alike, and we may in fact defy ingenuity to
suggest an error of adjustment, which will modify one and not
the other.

For the sake of clearness, I have assumed that we start with
all the lines continuous in both spectra; in practice this condi-
tion is not easily assured : commonly some lurking error, will,

without especial pains, cause them to appear broken uj^on a
fixed source of light ; but we disregard this, and consider, as
we bring the instrument into new positions, only the difference
of displacement of the solar and telluric lines. The simul-
taneous observations of this difference, in each of two spectra,
IS the essential condition relied on, not onlv in theory but in

actual work.
It will be remembered that many lines in the spectrum are

only seen when the sun is low. These are clearly due to ab-
sorption in our atmosphere. Many thousands, as we know, are
due to absorption in the sun's atmosphere. There remains a
iafge number of lines not coincident with any we produce at
the electrodes of our battery, and always present in the spec-
trum.

. Of these we do know that they are eitlier caused by
the sun's atmosphere or ours, without alwavs knowing which,
lor these can only be inferred to be telluric from their growing
stronger as the sun sets,* and this, though easily determined in
the case of a single line, becomes a task of great labor where
we deal with thousands. It is evident, however, that after
liaving used known telluric lines to determine the fact that the
J-efrangibility of solar lines only is altered, we can reverse the
process, and classify unhesitatingly hereafter, all lines as tel-

luric which are unaffected by the changes that compel others
to betray their solar origin. To merely see these two spectra
With clearness, then, is to be enabled to pick out the telluric

^•jes from the others, as though thev were mapped before us.

^iiey are mapped in fact, and it becomes, under the proper
conditions, a matter of simple inspection to determine tliem.

i nope then, it will not seem too assuming a title, if I speak
of this as a new method in solar spectral analysis.

I have only to add, that in all my trials of this method, I have

* Or by experiment on artificial lights viewed through intervening atmospheres.
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constantly so arranged each experiment, that I remained in in-

tentional ignorance as to which spectrum came from the eastern,

and which from the western limb, until I had determined the

point by the diiferent behavior of these solar and terrestrial lines,

which I have been able to do thus far correctly in every instance.

I believe, in fact, that the effect under proper conditions is so

marked that the observer hereafter need not take pains to

guard against the unconscious bias of his measurement toward

a desired result. I have, in these preliminary experiments,

however, thought it necessary to take precautions that no such

prepossession, if it existed, might influence me unawares.

I ought to add that the proposed method is considerably

limited, not only by the need of very powerful instruments

(for these can be supplied), but by the" need of very good ob-

serving weather, which unfortunately we have not at command

Useful tests of the desired condition are the duplication of

such lines as 1529 of KirchofFs scale, and the more celebrated

"1474," known as a close double since Professor Young's

duplication of it last year.

I have not yet made any measurements of the displacement

by this method, which appears to me as thus far described to

be less adapted to quantitative results than that already em-

ployed by Professor Young, but capable by the use of the

micrometer of giving exact numerical data. I ought to add,

however, that Professor Kood, of Columbia College, has offered

the valuable suggestion, that by the use of a double refracting

prism, we can cause the spectra to overlap, thus not only over-

coming some mechanical difficulties which I have not enlarged

on, but obtaining at little trouble all the advantage of micro-

metric measurement. I regret that the instrument reached me
so late that I have not yet been able to give a trial to this,

from which I hope excellent results. Nor have I been able to

introduce photography with other contemplated improvements,
such as the simultaneous use of both right and left spectra of

the same order, thus doubling the displacement; and the use

of three reflections instead of two, on each ray before it reaches

the sHt, thus inverting the portion of each limb under examina-
tion, and bringing the very edges of the sun into juxtaposition,

instead of a portion somewhat within the edge, as at present.

I have only to add in conclusion, that while the instruments

used have been principally those of the Allegheny Observatory,
to which institution my services belong, I should have been

unable to carry out this research without certain indispensable

adjuncts, the expense of which has been defrayed from an ap-

propriation placed at my disposal by the trustees of the Bache

Allegheny Observatory, April 14, 1877.
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Art. XXl.—JVote on the Exactitude of the French No

) the Ed
Fork; a Reply to the paper of Mr. A. J. Ellis; by Rudol]
KoBNiG,Ph.D.-[In a letter tot' ^^

^

An attack, as strange as it was unexpected, has just been t

1 England upon the exactitude of the official French fork
''

^ J. El" ------Jllis, having found that the notes of .« .... ..v^.,

posed of sixty-five harmonium reeds, constructed by Mr.
^Ppunn, do not agree with this fork, has considered himself enti-
tled to assert, in a paper published in the Journal of the Society
of Arts (May 25, \Q11) and in Nature (May 31, 1877) that the
normal French fork La3 gives, not 870 single vibrations, as has
^een hitherto supposed, but 878 single vibrations. Mr. Ellis,

having established the further fact that the forks constructed by
me are in perfect accord with the French Lag, does not hesitate
to affirm that all these forks, including those even of my large
tonometer, which he has probably never seen, and in anv event
has never examined, are necessarily inexact. Not having at my
disposal the instrument used by Mr. Ellis, 1 confess that I find
myself under some embarrassment in stating at once by what
error of construction this instrument, in the haiids of Mr. Ellis, has
given results so extraordinary. Fortunately, I can refer to a letter
irom M.. Helmholtz addressed to Mr. Appunn and published by
the latter himself in a paper on the acoustic theories of M, Helm-
holtz. This letter speaks of an instrument of exactly the same
character, and made by the same maker, and sufficiently explains
the surprising discoveries of Mr. Ellis. " I have exam'ined your
tonometer several times," writes M. Helmholtz to Mr. Appunn,
and I am astonished at the constancy of its indications. I

would not have believed that reeds could give sounds so constant
as those given by your apparatus, thanks to your method of reg-
ulatmg the current of air. The instrument, it is true, varies a
httle with the temperature, as do also forks ; and hence it can be
used for detennining the absolute number of vibrations, only when
one can work in a room heated, by a stove. By the aid of an
astronomical chronometer, I have counted the beats, and believe
that your seconds pendulum must have been slightly inexact,
necause, though the number of beats agree very well among
themselves, the absolute number obtained is not 240 but 237 to
the minute. The temperature, which was rather low during my
experiments, may count for something; but even this influence
^ay be eliminated by counting the bents to the end of a major
JQird, which took me a quarter of an hour. In this way I have
lound for my Paris fork 435-01 vibrations, wliich agrees to the

TiT^^ nearly with the official number, 435 vi!)rati<)ns."

ihis letter proves that the entire number of i)i'at^^ in the octave
of the tonometer tested bv M. Helmholtz was W- X «4 ^ i^^^^'S,

and that its fundamental note was 505-6 single vibration.^ instead
o^ 512. On comparing this note of 505-G single vibrations with a
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fork giving actually 512 single vibrations, Mr. Ellis would find

the latter to be 6-4 single vibrations more acute and, without

doubt, would consider it as giving 518-4 single vibrations. Now
for my forks giving 512 single vibrations he has found 516-7 only,

with the tonometer which he used. Whence it would seem that

the fundamental note of this latter instrument had become more

nearly exact than that of the tonometer examined by M. Helm-

holtz, since the number of its vibrations is 507-3. This note,

however, still remains quite distant from its true value.

The fact that M. Helmholtz succeeded, with an instrument of

this sort (and one too, even less perfect than that used by Mr.

Ellis) in finding the number of vibrations of the official French

fork to be exact, by first determining the correction needed for

" • • evidence that Mr. Ellis has neglected to deter-

i required for his t

hastily declared that these sr

reeds are the most perfect and the most exact in existence.
_

It

would certainly have been much better if he had first given him-

self a little practice in the manipulation of acoustic instraments,

before having treated so slightingly the results obtained by Lis-

sajous, by Despretz, by Helmholtz, by Mayer, etc., etc., and

before seeking to throw discredit upon the labors of a constructeuf

who had no reason to expect so unjustifiable an attack.

26 Rue de Pontoise, Paris, June 5th, 18TY.

[Note.—In response to our request, Professor A. M. Mayer has

furnished us with the following statement concerning the absolute

number of vibrations of Koenig's forks. " During the months of

March, April and May of 1876, 1 made many determinations of

the number of vibrations of Koenig's UT3 fork and found that it

gave 255-96 complete vibrations in one second at a temperature

of 60° Fahr. The following are the separate determinations of

that series of which the above number is the mean : (1) 255-95,

(2) 255-97, (3) 255-90, (4) 255-92, (o) 256-02, (6) 256-02. The
fork's vibratory period is accelerated or diminished ^-s-giro P^^^
by a difference of temperature of ± 1° Fahr."

—

Eds,]

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I Chemistky and Physics.

1. On the Heat of Combustion of Oxygen and Hydrogen in

closed msseU.—Tn\^ has modified the ice calorimeter of Bunsen
so as to render it available for determining the heat of chemical

action. As a first result with the new instrument—the exploding
tube of which he calls a heat-eudiometer—he has obtained accu-

rate determinations of the heat of combustion, in closed vessels,

of electrolytic ^as. Since, hitherto, accordins; to him, this terni

has not been defined with suflicient exactness, Than uses " heat of
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combustion," or more generally " total difference of energy"
mixture of oxygen and hydrogen, as expressing that quanti
actual energy which is evolved when the gas at 0° and

npletely converted, in a closed vessel into liquid water at 0°.

As a mean of five experiments, the heat of combustion found
was 2-0'293O gram-calories, with a probable error of 0-0018. That
is, one cubic centimeter of electrolytic gas at 0° and 760 mm. on
burning to liquid water in a closed vessel, evolves 2-0293 heat
units. Or, taking the atom of hydrogen as unity, a gram of hy-
drogen at 0" and 160 mm. uniting with the necessary quantity of
oxygen in a closed vessel, and forming liquid water at 0°, pro-
duces 33 "982 units of heat (gram-calories) ; a close agreement
with the number obtained by Andrews, SS'910.—£er. Berl. Chem.
Oes., x, 947, May, 1877. g. f. b.

2. On Vapor volumes and Avogadro's Law.—The law of
Avogadro asserts that equal volumes of all substances in the gas-
eous state, contain the same number of molecules ; from which it

follows that the molecules of all bodies in the gaseous state are of
the same size. Hence calling the volume of the hydrogen mole-
cule 2, the volume of all other molecules will also be 2. While
the great majority of volatile bodies conform to this law, there
are some whose molecular volumes are apparently represented by
4, 6, or 8. Such bodies are phosphoric chloride, ammonium chlo-
nde, ammonium sulphydrate, chloral hydrate, etc. While those
chemists who deny the universality of Avogadro's law, maintain
that these bodies have actually the molecular volumes given
above, those who assert this universality claim that the true mo-
lecular volume of these substances is two, as it should be, but
that dissociation takes place at the temperature of the experi-
ments, yielding two or more bodies, the molecule of each of
which has a volume of two. Tboost has submitted this point, in
the case of chloral hydrate, to the test of experiment, in a very in-

genious way, by introducing into the vapor of this body, a salt

J>le, equal to that of the aqueous vapor of the chloral hydrate.
11 the vapor of the chloral hydrate suffers dissociation and con-
sists of equal volumes of chloral vapor and of aqueous vapor,
then the salt introduced will give up no water; i. e., the vapor-
volume will remain constant. But if chloral hydrate is volatile
as such, its vapor is free from water and on introducing the salt it

Will give up water and the volume will increase till the dispocia-

tion-tension is reached. The salt chosen was potassium oxalate,

^i^2^i,-\-ll20, whose dissociation-tension at 78° is 53 mm. and
at 100° 182 mm. The experiments were conducted in Hofraann's
vapor density apparatus, in both alcohol vapc»r and steam. In
both cases the result was the same ; the volume increased on in-

troduction of the oxalate. Hence Troost asserts that chloral

b^drate is volatile without decomposition.—^er. Berl. Chem.
^^•, X, 899, May, 1877. g. f. b.

?• On Plato-diiodo-dinitrosyl and Triplato-octonitrosylic acid.

-~^J the action of an alcoholic solution of iodine upon potassium



or barium platonitrite, Nir.sosf has obtained a new class of bodie

which he calls platoiodnitrites. The mixture, which is at firs

dark reddish brown, becomes, on heating to 30° to 40°, clea

i in crystals. The potassium salt forms

imber-yellow prisms, having the formula

^IgPt . (HgOjg. Nilson assigns to it the rational formula

'>Pt, the relation of this body to the pla-

-._0—NO==:=I--'K—O—NO=:=NO—O^
:iitrite '>Pt being very simple.

K-—O—NO=:=NO—O'-''

le reaction he repreaents thus :

—

K2{N02)4Pt+l2+(C2H60)3=K2N20j2Pt+C2H^0+L+(C2H60)3=K2N20.l2:
(C2H50NO)2-f(H^O)2.

Bs plato^-diiodo-dinitrosvl.The radical he names plato^-diiodo-dinitrosyl,

Nilson has described also a new platonitrosylic acid, obtained

while endeavoring to produce platotetranitrosylic acid by the

method of Lang. For this purpose barium platonitrite

composed by sulphuric acid in the cold, and the solution was

evaporated in a vacuum over sulphuric acid. At first red needles

i deposited, corresponding to the acid of Lang ; but on carry-

ing the solution to dryness, a brownish-green brilliant residue

remained, which was easily soluble in water, was strongly acid,

was permanent at 100°, and which after drying over sulphuric

acid, had the composition H4(N02)8Pt30. (HgO)^. Hence the

unstable tetra acid, evolving one-third its nitrogen as nitrous a

forms a remarkably permanent oeto acid, the potassium salt of

which is well crystallized. The author calls it triplato-octoni-

trosylic acid and assigns to it the rational formula :—
H—O—NO--NO—O-—Pt ^

H---0—NO—^N0--0\ ^.

>Pt > 0+(H20),.
II_._0_._NO—NO—O--- /

H—O—-NO--NO--0—Pt ^
— Ber. Berl. Chem. Ges., x, 930, 934, May, 1877. G. F. b.

4. On the Action of Bromine upon Pyrotartaric ^c?"d—-Boi:
Goix has studied the action of bromine upon pyrotartaric aci

prepared as usual by the distillation of tartaric acid. For ti

purpose 6-5 grams were heated with 10 c.c. of bromine and 50 c,

I sealed tube to 130° or 132° for thirty-six hours,

upon which rested an aqueous solution of hydrobromic acid. The
heavy liquid, after washing with dilute potassium hydrate solution,

was colorless and transparent, having an ethereal camphor-like odor,
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irritating to the eyes, a sh^rp very sweet taste, a density^ of 2-93,

and boiling about 200°, undergoing partial decomposition. On
analysis it gave the formula CgHgBr^. As it readily soIidi6es at
-17°, it is thereby distinguished from acetylene tetrabromide,
which remains liquid at —20°. From its reactions, the author
regards it as tribrom-ethylene hydrobromate (or its equivalent
dibrom-ethylene dibromide,) which solidifies in a freezing mixture
and resembles it closely in other particulars. The third body
known which has the formula CsHgBr^, is tetrabrom-ethylene hy-
dride, a crystalline body melting at 54-5°. The use of bromine in

distinguishing the isomeric forms of pyrotartaric acid, is evident,
—Bull. Soe. Ch., II, xxvii, 395, May, 1 811. G. r. b.

5. On the Polybasic acids obtained by the action of Carbon
dioxide on Phenol.—The interesting synthesis of orthoxybenzoic
(salicylic) and paraoxybenzoic acids by the action of carbon
dioxide upon sodium-phenol and potassium-phenol, discovered by
Kolbe, and the further discovery by Ost, that a second and a
third carboxyl group could be in this way introduced into phenol,
forming respectively a phenol-dicarbonic and a phenol-tricarbonic
acid, has led the latter chemist to study carefully the conditions
of the reactions. For the tricarbonic acid, the process is conducted
as for salicylic acid, the mixture being finally more strongly heated
—to about 360°--until phenol ceases to come over. The purifica-

tion is accomplished by converting the acid into barium salt, and
then decomposing this by a large excess of hot hydrochloric acid

;

the acid separates in crystals on cooling. From 650 grams phenol,
converted into sodium-phenol and heated to 270° for thirty-two
hours (when 330 grams of phenol came over) and then for fourteen
hours more with a gradually increasing temperature (during which
no grams more of phenol distilled over), 20 grams phenol-tricar-
bonic acid were obtained. The dicarbonic acid is best obtained

of three molecules of sodium-phenol and c

potassium-phenol, and heating to 320°. B^ reason of its insolu-

i is easily purified, tro
[' pure phenol-dicarbonic

grams of phenol were recovered. Its formation from salicylic

1 water, the acid is easily purified. I* rom 50 grams phei

' 12 grams of pure phenol-dicarbonic acid were obtained, i

_ :ams of phenol were recovered. Its formation from salic3

(orthoxybenzoic) acid and its conversion into paraoxybenzoic acid
on heating, prove that the two carboxyls occupy the ortho and
the para positions. As to the tricarbonic acid, Ost converted it

into the chlor-acid by the action of phosphoric chloride, and then
reduced this by sodium amalgam ; thus obtaining trimesinic acid

^ (COOH
^6^3 \ COOH identical with that obtained from mesityiene by

(COOH
Fittig. The phenol-tricarbonic acid is therefore oxytrimesinic
^pid. No further introduction of carboxyl into phenol was pos-

sible, the meta derivatives not being obtainable in this way ; a
tact true also of the nitro-derivatives.— ,/: jyr. Ch., II, xv, 301,

April, 1877. (^r. F. a
6. On the Relation of Gystin to SidphMes in the Urine.—^m-

^'ANN has examined a case of cystinurea and has sought to
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determine the quantitative relatioi between cystin and other con-

stituents of the urine, in this disease. Tlie most noteworthy fact

observed was that the per cent of cystin stood to that of the sul-

phuric acid as 1 : 3-89, and that the two varied together. The

quantity of uric acid was diminished, but that of the urea was not

sensibly affected. The patient excreted from 0-4234 to 0-595

gram cystin per day.

—

Liebig's Ann., clxxxvii, 101, May, ISTY.

7. On Gauss's Theory of Capillarity.—The virtual work of the

molecular forces engaged in the phenomenon of Capillarity is

divided, according to Gauss, into : 1, that which arises from the

force of gravity ; 2, that which arises from t

particles of the fluid j
and 3, that which arises from the forces

between the fluid particles and the surrounding solid bodies. The

contact line between different bodies is made apparent when the

complicated integrals are reduced to simpler forms. Lippman
separates a quantity from the general expression. This quantity

is connected with the variation in the contact line, Lippman
believes that he has made this included connection " for the first

time" noticeable. He discusses the changed equations of Gauss

which he has thus divided into two parts. By a consideration of

the facts that the volume variation of solids and in compressible

fluid bodies = 0, and that by the shifting of absolute movable

particles of a homogeneous fluid without volume variation, no

work is done—the original equations can be simplified. Lippman
finally shows why we cannot assume that the rise of a liquid in a

capillary column depends upon the attraction between the fluid

and the unmoistened parts of the walls of the containing vessel.—

Beihldtter, Pogg. Ann., vol, i, No. 5, p, 275, J. t.

8. Influence of Light upon the Electrical resistance of Metah.

—Dr. R. B6enstki>^, Assistant in the Physical Institute of Heidel-

berg University, claims that :
" The property of experiencing a

diminished electrical resistance under the influence of luminous

rays is not confined to the metalloids selenium and tellurium, but

belongs also to platinum, gold and silver, and in all probability to

metals in general. The electrical current diminishes both the

presentation
lytical Contents, by Dr. R, Angus Smith," Edinburgh, 1 876.—
What Horace wrote of his own works

is equally true of the product of all literary and scientific l^Jbor of

the highest class, and no more worthy tribute can be paid ' '"

tellectual greatness than by carefully cherishing t' '

which the noble intellect during this earthly life i
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Such a recognition, though long delayed, the French Government
bestowed both on La Place and on Lavoisier, by publishing mag-
nificent editions of their works. A similar debt of gratitude the
American Academy of Arts and Sciences has paid to Rumford

;

but we do not hesitate to say that the elegant volume before us,

in which his two friends,—James Young and R. Angus Smith,

—

have embodied the " Chemical and Physical Researches of Thomas
Graham,*' is the noblest tribute of all. To the scientific contem-
poraries of Graham, among whom it has been widely distributed,
this volume is the most worthy memorial possible of the successful
student of nature whom all honored, and of the man whom all

who approached him loved. His modesty of character was in

striking contrast with the self-assertion of the Roman poet Avho
could write the famous verse we have quoted above ; but no friend
of Graham can doubt that this literary tribute would be far more
gratefiil to him than the bronze statue which adorns his native
city. Bronze can add no luster to intellectual greatness, and
however much it may swell the false glory of the living, to the
eyes of posterity it only renders the transient splendor "the more
vain. Such monuments have their value in so far as by keeping
constantly before the people examples of true greatness they serve
to educate a nation. But who does not know that the chief mo-
tive which erects statues of great men is national vanity, and
when will nations learn that they can serve even this selfish aim
far more eflfectually by promoting with pecuniary means the
labors of their great scholars while living, and carefully cherishing
their works when dead. Every student of science would have
preferred that the memorial before us, worthy as it is of one of
the noblest scientific scholars which England has produced, should
have 1>cen a tribute of the nation rather than an offering of two
dtivoted friends, aiid all must regret that a similar tribute lias lu-t

been paid to Graham's great conteniporarv, Michael Faraday.
The great value of memorial volumes like the one which

Graham's two friends have presented uratuHnnshj to the scientific

world is to I,e found in this,—that they a<ld finish to the com-

arr:;t
'appears; an< 1 no fn-eater service can be
«;holarthan to brrncr'too-PtlK.f his /cattere
;lent to the world the irreat thouL'hts whic
to the wliolo

; a.id not onlv is the^^()rk

mo^'
"'•"'*' worthy, but, what is more \\

fo science.

.
The trait .-ve have pointed out is mo^t <

ligations of Graham, and the service v.

'>f'on most X-ibly rendered to his decea^
-'^M. JOUH. Be
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Smith, in the admirable "Preface and Analytical Contents" of the

volume we are noticing. It is this feature which in our estimate

renders this volume a more worthy memorial than either of the

works to which we have referred above. In a biographical notice

prepared for the Proceedings of the American Academy of Arts

and Sciences, and reprinted in this Journal, III, vol. i, p. Ho, we

have already expressed our appreciation of the remarkably unique

character of Graham's work, and shown that it forms a large part

of the experimental basis of tlie recent science of molecular

mechanics; and we are glad to find that our estimate of these in-

vestigations has been so fully confirmed. There is but one obser-

vation which we desire to add.

Faraday and Graham were two of the most successful dis-

coverers who in any age have illustrated the annals of physical

science, and their success was wholly due to the power with which

they wielded the inductive method of experimental research. Ex-

periment guided by analogy ever has been, and ever must be, the

fundamental condition of all progress in physics, and we regret

to see a tendency to undervalue this mode of investigation as

compared with the more rigid methods of mathematical deduction.

The ability to devise crucial experiments, and to overcome the

difficulties which the material conditions of every new physical

problem present, is a talent of fully as high an order as that which

can marshal diiferential equations and draw forth the truths which

they involve ; and this mathematical skill, all important as it i^,

an(T essential to the later developments of the science, would be

powerless without the data, which experiment has supplied. We
would therefore most earnestly commend to the attention of the

stu<leiits of physics, these experimental researches of Graham, ^^
' " •

"be attained by purely and

rery simple experimental means.
Newport, July 9th.

II. Geology and Mineralogy.

1. Bullethi, Vol. Hi, No. 3, of Hayden's Expedition.—The pub-

lication of this Bulletin was announced in the preceding number
of this Journal. The following are notes from the volume.

Professor Cope refers the Lignitic beds of the Judith Kiver re-

region to the Cretaceous, making the Eocene Tertiary commence
with the Wahsatch group. These Judith River beds overlie the

Ff.x Hills group, which is the Upper Cretaceous No. 5, of Haydeii

ct Meek, a rusty sandstone separating the former (which he makes

i'ntaceous No. 6), from the black shales of the latter. These Jn-

(litli beds have a thickness of 300 to 500 feet, and afford, above a>

w.-ll as below, various Dinosaurian remains. From the upper t\V'>-

thirds of a section of 332 feet, Dr. Cope enumerates the following :

L"J<ips, 6 species; Troodon,!-, Aublysodon, 2 ; 12 others of the

genera Zapsalis, Paronychodon, Fakmscincus, Dysganus, I)i<'>"-

nix.^, Trachodon, Monoclonius ; also species of Crocodilus ; of the

Testudinate genera Trionyx, Plastomenus, Polythorax, Coinp-
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semys, Emys ; of Rhynchocephalia., 4 species; Batrachia Uro-
dela, 5 ; others of Lepidosteus, and Ceratodus.
Mr, Cope makes the Lignitic formation include the Judith

River and Fort Union epochs, as defined by Meek, and regards
the Laramie or Bitter Creek beds as representing other epochs.

Prof. White discusses the age of the Lignitic group in connec-
tion with his review of the species of fi-esh-water and land shells.

He refers the Judith River and Laramie groups to the Post Cre-
taceous^ and recognizes the same fiv6 Cretaceous groups laid down
by Hayden and "Meek; but he makes the Cenozoic or Tertiary
commence near the base of the Fort Union group, in the U])2)er

Missouri region, and also near that of the Wahsatch in the Green
River region ; so that the Tertiary of the Green River region in-

cludes (beginning below) the Wahsatch {except it^ earliest part),
Green River, Bridger and Brown's Park groups, all of fresh water
origin ; and that of the Upper Missouri River region, the Fort Un-

.^^'l
The Lan

feet) is the portio..

Cretaceous or Tertiary, is in dispute. The final change from
brackish to fresh-water formations takes place at the close of this
early part of the Wahsatch.

_
Dr, Peale describes mountains consisting partly of mixed erup-

tive and sedimentary rocks, occurring in Colorado. Among the
examples of them there are the Spanish Peaks, two isolated moun-
tains east of the Sangre de Cristo Range; two areas of low hills

m Middle Park ; Moiint Guyot and Silverheels, northeast of f^outh
Park; four Elk Mountain areas, the Italian, White Rock, Snow
Mass and Sopris; the Sierra la Sal, 120 miles west of the Elk
Mountains, and others. The areas are isolated, and in regions of
sedimentary rocks. The mountains consist partly oi trachyte and
I'liyolyte, or of granite, into which the trachyte graduates,' or less

commonly of dioryte. The sedimentary rocks are intersected by
tlikes, and the beds have sometimes been carried up, broken off,

overturned, and forced apart by intrusive sheets ; <

rock has forced its way through the strata and spr.

3r the

ead on
scarcely any displacements ; or, on reaching the sInilcs,

pushed its way between the layers, liftincr those a^.o^ e. Tl
iments adjoining are sometimes alterc^tand even ,

other cases thev\are unaltered l>v the heat. The rod
and overlaid are in part the Cretaceous ; an.! in oiu- of 1^iR.Wc
Mountain areas, Upper Cretaceous ; the eruptions w.

post-Cretaceous. In Park View Mountain and Sp
•^ignitic strata are intersected by tracliytic dikes. D

;ini^li"]

T. Peal

occurred after Sie'^deViTioii of the m.nintaiii ranges- -Mid t!i

trachyte and other rocks have resulted fr<.ni tlie fus'mu nf

morphic rocks lying beneath—the fusion being due t.> thl

occasioned by the movements and plication.
A FoHrth edition of the " Lists of Elevations" by H. G-:

has been issued. It contains the Hypsometric ma]p uotici

page 38V of the last volume of this Journal.
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2. T/ie Coal Mines of the Western Coast of the United States;

Lv W. A. GooDYEAE, Mining Engineer. 154 pp. 12mo. San
FVancisco. 1877. (A. L. Bancroft & Co.)—The author of this

vohime has had a ten years' intimate pi-actical acquaintance witli

the coal mines of California, Oregon and Washington Territory.

His work gives a clear and full description of the coal fields (none

of which are older than Cretaceous), and of the mines themselves

as they exist to-day, together with statistics of production, infor-

mation concerning the relative value foi- steam purposes of the

various coals which come to the - ^ •
,

.

i

cognate matters interesting no
engineers, but also to all who are connected with the coal iracie.

The relative value of the different coal fields is considered, and

the following conclusion reached: that the mines of California

cannot be relied on for much more coal ; that those of Coos Bay,

Oregon, the only ones yet worked in that State, will not probably

be worked with a profit many years longer; that "it is unques-

tionably to the mines of Washington Territory and of British

Columbia that the Pacific coast must look hereafter, both for its

chief domestic, and its nearest and most reliable foreign, supplies

of a good article of coal."
^ •' ' "'

es or Mkers in Mio Hinnpshire ; hy

.
N. H. (Proc. Amer. Assoc, Buffalo

/inqfJu^
,ofXashi

Meeting, 1876).—Mr. Upham describes "1<

the lower part of the valleys of almost every river in the »tate oi

New Hampshire; and as being ridges several miles in length, or

remnants of them, made up of sand and fine or coarse gravel, and

in some places containing occasional angular bowlders. A single

continuous "karae," If.O to 250 feet high, is said to extend in the

Connecticut valley from Lyme, N. H., to Windsor, Vt, a distance

of twenty-four mi'les. Mr. TJpham describes the terraces as con-

sisting of sand, clay and fine gravel, and as covering in places

the kames, and therefore newer than the kames. Their origin is

referred to depositions by sub-glacial streams of the material

dropped by the melting glacier before its retreat.

4. The American Palceozoic Fossils. A Catalogue oi' the Gen-

era and Species, with names of authors, dates, places of publica-

tion, Groups of Rocks in which found, and the Etymology hikI

Signification of the words, and an Introduction devoted to tlu'

Stratigraphical Geology of the PaUvozoic rocks; by S. A. Millki;.

254 pp. 8vo. Cincinnati, 1877. Published bv the Author.—H'l^

title gives the contents of Mr. Miller's work. "Fhe Catalogue is t!u'

result of a large amount of labor, and will l)e of great service to

students in Paleontology. The Introductory chapter is judiciously

drawn up; and so also a preceding chapter on the construction of

scientific names in Paleontology, by Prof. E. W, Claypole, of An-

tioch College. The Catalogue commences with the names of fossil

Plants; and continues with those of Animals, beginning with the

lowest. Among Vertebrates it includes only the fossil Fishes and

Reptiles. A valuable addition to such a catalogue would be a

table containing the titles of the works referred to.
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o. IIe;<,hts of ^fountains in Western CoirHectlcut.— niQ fol-

lowiu- is a list of some of the luountain elevations of Western
Connec'tifut, as obtained bv a survey made two or three years asxo

by Messrs. Fyler and CiVil Enojineer Georo-e 31. Bradford/of
Winsted, and the Hon. liobbins Battell and "ll. P. Lawrence, of

Xorfolk. It will be seen that Salisbury, the northwest corner
to\v!)shi|), has elevations much liigher than that of JNIt. Ivy in

<Joslion, which used to be called the highest land in Connecticut.

Chamberlain Mountain, Winchester ..1,4:80 ''

RiW" Mountain! Xorfolk

'

'. " .' ..""!"'."
."

' .
!.'.".'

1 ,'565
"

Kjiapp Mountain, Xorfolk l.'UT "

Mones Mountain. Xorfolk .1 .(J45
"

Dutton Mountain. Xorfolk l,(iT2 "

Mt. Bradford. Canaan 1,9G<J "

Bald Peak, Salisbury. '^..[".''.[""/.".".'."""'I'.rjge "

Buck Mountain, Kalifbury .--'.IJO "

vey says: .Alount Brace and Bear are 150 to 200 feet higher than
the gr6uT.d they stood on, [Bald Peak, Salisbury], and unque>-

as to wliether the l)iirhcst point of Mount I^race, which is con-
si(leral>ly above the other two, is in this State, or just over the
line in Xew York. The monument to mark the State line is on
tliis mountain near the toj), and it is exceedingly probable that

the highest land in the State is txactly in the corner wdiere Xew
Vork ;ind Massachusetts join Comiec'ticut. Only this seems now

fiom2,'i00 feet ab'ivj the sea \i^\e\.—Hartford Tinns, June 14*

1H7 7. This hiuh land is in the Taconic range anil just south of

Mount Washington.
0. ()„ Huvie of the cofx/itions inrfKencintj the ]>r<rje('tlon of dls-

• 'i-ifi- .-'nl'iil ,,i<tfir'Kils from Volcanoes, <ni'J oh th- innj, in which
l'<»„}.,r, ?/v/.s' <u'enrh\lmi'.d.~\\ii\ntvt Mallott, Y.\\.>.. Iims .-m im-

l')-ir;ii N,(.irt\ ..f rreland', vol. xiv, part :J, wlii.-h \v;i- n-id before

7. 7'//e \re<)lofjical Stirr<y of Fort n;/a l. -—Thv rvcvut puMica-

Casareda containing humnii remains, by J, I. X\ Deigado ; on rht-

existence of Silurian rocks in the vicinity of Aleuitejo, l)y the snm.,-,

on the Quaternary of the hv^lroijraphic basins of Tejo and Sad.\
by C. Bibiri-o; on the supply of Lisbon with spring and river
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C. Ribeivo has also published a memoir on flint and quartz im-

])leineiits from the Tertiary and Quaternary of Tejo and Sado, in

the Memoirs of the Lisbon Academy of Sciences.

8. Earthquake of Jalisco, Mexico, and eruption of the Vol-^

cdnn CeboruGO.—A detailed account of the Jalisco earthquake, of

the nth of F'ebruary, 1877, shaking heavily the city of Guadala-

jara, and of Ceboruco, a volcano in the region, by a Government
C'oiuniission, consisting of M. Iglesias, M. Barcena, and J. I.

Matute, is contained in the first volume of the Anales del Minis-

terio de Fomento de la Republica Mexicana, Tomo i, Febrero de

9. West RocJc at New Haven, Connecticut, not the termination-

of the Green Mountain range.—The ridiculous statement,* that

the Green Mountains terminate in West Rock, is still afloat in the

School Geographies studied in and out of New England. The
following correction of it appeared nearly sixty years since, in

Amos Eaton's " Index to the Geology of the United States," (p.

10.3) a small volume published at Troy, New York, in 1820.
" It is very strange that several publications have located the

southern extremity of this primitive range (the Green Mountains)

in West Rock, New Haven, which is greenstone resting on red

sandstone. Such random guesses given as facts are very injurious

III. Botany and Zoology.

1. Some points of Botanical Nomenclature.—The series of

laws of nomenclature, revised and expounded by Alph. DeCan-
dolle, and adopted at a Botanical Congress in France a few-

years ago,f naturally left certain practicial points unsettled, or

apparently so. A Belgian botanist, A. Cogniaux, asks some
questions, all rising out of the way in which genera, their syno-

nyms, and some species are succinctly dealt witli or referred to in

the Genera Plantarum now in course of publication ; and he very

natiirally addresses these questions to M. DeCandolle. The latter

replies, laying down the law : and the correspondence is printed

in the Bulletin de la Societe Royale de Botaniqtie de Belgique,

1876, pp. 477-485.
The difficulty upon which M. Cogniaux fell was not very for-

rniilable, but it is one which a botanical writer has to settle, and

ssible, to be settled with unanimity, and upon

'zn pies. DeCandolle seizes the principle
- '^'^- —'-- - ' '^ be 1

-''
settlement should

> really accept the principle. It may well satisfy i
,

tfic pnncii)le is one which for many years we have strenuously
luaiutained in this Journal. The fact is, that the name of an

abridgment, appended to the name of a genus, or to

'

y, stands in the place of a

e purposes the whole

uffices. "When Dr.

ography,

f Reprinted, with comments, in this Journal, July, :
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Hooker, in the Genera Plantarum, characterizes a new genus,
Cerasiocurpum, and states that it is founded upon the ^ch-
mandra Zeylanica of Thwaites, but does not write Verasiocai'pu'm

Zeylanicurii,^ how is a succeeding writer to refer to this record ?

Shall he write Gerasiocarpum Zeylanicum., Hook. f. ?" If this

were the only kind of case coming under the rule, we should say
it vii^YQ. best to do so,—that, although Dr. Hooker has not im-

posed the specific name in question in fact, he has done it by
such direct construction, that, in the absence of all reason to the
contrary, the name might be cited in that manner. But construc-

tions grow ; and this one may form the foundation of a super-

stjucture which would stand yf^rj much in the way. Suppose,
asks M. Cogniaux, the new genus consisted of two or more
species, already published under other generic names, aud these

were in like manner enumerated, some with certainty, some with
doubt ; suppose that several species are referred to a newly pro-

posed genus by their old names, without saying whether they are

severally regarded as distinct species or not ; suppose, to take an
actual case, a genus is said to contain only " two or three " known
species, while four or five species of authors under other genera
are said to belong to it ; suppose, to take a common case, the

species of a newly-formed or newly-limited genus could not be

transferred bodily from their former associations to the new with-

out re-adjustment and alteration of some names; and finally, take

Pevcaddnum^ into which Bentham thrusts twenty or thirty re-

homage or sentiment, or justice, but a matter of fact. i. e., of his-

torical record. The guiding principle as to this record is, that we
are not to make an author say that which he has not said. The
fact is that Hooker has established the genus Cerasiocarpum, and
has not said that the species referred to it should be called C.

Zeylanimm. Probably that is the name which the plant should
bear : possibly not. When some writer describes or enumerates
it under that name, this will also be matter of record. This rule,

which rigid consistency requires to be followed in such a case, is

obviously tlie onlv sate one in all the following cases. It is the

rule which we ourselves have endeavored to follow. It is at-

tende.l l.v a certain amount of inconvenience in certain cases, but
anv serious <lenaiture troni it is sure to introduce confusion and

species at the time, whenever and so far as he can, instead of

leaving it to others.

DeCandolle closes with a reminder that the same considera-

tions apply to the raising or lowering of the grade of a name ;
for

instance, that Endlicher^should not have written Ordo ^u-artzie(v,

DC, when, in the Prodromus, the rank assigned is Snbordo

;
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also that, when a genus is reduced to a section of some other, we

should not write after it the name of an author who established

It as a genus, etc. Consistency and exact correctness require tnat

the rule suum cuiqne should be followed even in these matters.

But we do not agree in the requisition tbat the name of the author

who first used a former generic name as that of a section, should

always be appended. Sometimes it is not easy to ascertain this,

or to know whether or not it has been yet so employed. And
when known, we may in many cases, in print as well as in writing,

innocently and safely omit the authority of a sub-genus or section,

as we may that of a genus or species. a. g.

2. Athamantha Vhinensis L.—This is a puzzle, of which a

probable solution by Muhlenberg has recently turned up. The

following is the character, etc., in the Species Plantarum, cd. 1,

Vir<

xntha Chinetisis, seminibus membranj
npositis Isevibus niultifidis.

: . . . Chinensem dixit Barthram qui

s
_.. ... „.... ._.._.. added

" Stat-

in reading the botanical correspondence of ZaccheusCoUins,

which (as is already noted in this Journal) is preserved in the

library of the Academy of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, I lomid

the following in a letter from Muhlenberg, dated Oct. 12, 1H13.

"Among the specimens from Genessee, sent by Mr. Whitlow,

there is an umbellate agreeing with Athamantha Chinensis L.,

which Linnaus had froni"Mr. Bartram, who had visited the Lakes.

Can we find out whether in Bartram's time the name of Genessee

was known, and hov,- Bartram spelled it: perhaps Chinesee, and

whether such a word might have been misunderstood? I have

never seen Bartram's journal."

The journal referred to must be John Bartram's "Observations

made in his Travels from Pennsylvania to Canada." 8vo. London,

1751. The name of Genessee 'is certainly older than Bartram s

r to publications of the years 1873 and ls74 respectively,

it appears was brought out by Van Bemmelen, who sic
J^
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3 way, the titles of all

L-h are found in the
periodicals and serials of the years in question. The contents are
arranged under the heads of General Morphology, Special Morph-
ology of the several classes and orders, Physiology, Plant-descrip-
tions, Floras, Geography of Plants, Paleontology, etc., etc. A
list of the periodicals used is given, an alphabetical index of au-
thors, and another of Families and Genera. The work appears to
he under the patronage of the Teylerian Society of Harlem. It

makes a valuable supplement or continuation, so far as concerns
botany, of the Royal Society's Catalogue, and has also the advan-
tage of systematic arrangement. A. g.

4. Sir Joseph Dalton HooJcer and party on a Botanical excur-
sion to the Rocky Mountains and California.—Sir Joseph Dalton
Hooker, President of the Royal Society, and Director oi the Royal
Gardens, Kew, arrived at Boston in the Parthia, on the 9th ult.

He is accompanied by Major General Strachey, of the Royal Engi-
neers, and of the India Board, the explorer and surveyor of Ka-
moun, etc. They proceeded at once to the Rocky Mountains of
Colorado and Wyoming, in company with Professor Giay of Cam-
bridge, and Professor Leidy of Philadelphia, escoited by Dr. Hay-
den, to whoso Survey the party are temporarily annoved, while
they make a botanical reeonnoissance of the Rocky Mountain
region, which may probably be extended to California.

5. The Influence of Physical Conditions in the Genesis of
Species; by Joel A. Allen. 32 pp. 8vo. (From the Radical
Review, vol. i. No. 1, May, 1877.)—Prof Allen has brought to-

gether in this paper a large number of facts—partly of his own
observation—on the differences among the individuals of species

connected with their geographi( ^ -•" " •
-^

^

i from birds and mammals. The differences are differ-

ences m size of body, size and form of peripheral parts, kind and
intensity of color, and, to some extent, in qualities still more
fundamental :—differences that had led to the establishment of
many distinct species which now are known to shade into one an-
other by hardly perceptible gradations. The author after point-
ing out many examples, argues that the direct influence of climate
or geographical conditions—and not natural selection—is the

«. Sir WyriUe 77iomson, and tho vorkinq up of the " Chal-

^^l^aru-inir'sir WyvHlo 'Yhom^^m ivith V>urtia!itv a.i.l hu-V of patriot-

ism m the distribution of the " (luiUenger" collections for descrip-
tion. Mr. Duncan refers especially to the Echini, Sponger, an<l

Protozoa, a portion of which have been sent for description to

America and Germany, which, according to him, belong of right

to liritish naturalists.'
If Sir Wyville Thomson has neglected any one's interests in the

matter, he may be said to have disregarded his own, by sending



may svhole. Mr. Duncan
Dr.

horaas Wright, and that of the Radiolaria as a slight upon Mr.

""ithout discussing the merits of any English naturalist

slight to any

vestigator of the Protozoa, that the Radiola'ria should have been

ng the merits of any English

npared with those selected, it certainly i

intrusted to Haeckel. And i

, ._ ._ ^;r^
influenced by the fact that a larger

I of Coir

parative Zoology than in any other institution ; which circumstance,

added to Mr. Agassiz's familiarity with the subject, gives him

unusual facility for the work.
More important, however, than any personal interest is the prin-

ciple involved in tliis distribution. The same cosmopolitan spirit

has guided Sir Wyville on previous occasions. A reference to

past transactions shows not only that he has been consistent with

himself, but that he could scarcely have acted otherwise if the best

and fullest scientific results were to be obtained from the materi-

als in question. On the return of the Porcupine in 1869, it was

agreed between Sir Wyville Thomson and Mr. Agassiz, then act-

iiuj; for the Coast Survey under whose auspices similar deep sea

dredgings had been made, that they should send their respective

materials, as far as possible, to the same persons, and secure the

best coui)eration by choosing specialists of known ability regardless

of nationality. We may add, that a few years later, when the col-

lections of the Ilassler expedition were ready for distribution, the

same policy was continued with even (greater disregard of national

predilections than in the case of the " Challenger," the material

being divided among sixteen specialists, twelve of whom were

either Swedes, Frenchmen, Englishmen, or Germans.
We cannot regret that Sir Wyville Thomson in distributing the

invaluable collections of the Challenger has persisted in the same

course. In so doing he has selected, as far as possible, those in-

vestigators whose familiarity with the results of his own eiirUer

deep-sea dredgings, and with those of the United States Coast

Survey, gives them an unquestionable advantage in working up

these later collections. In short, it seems to us,^ that in this nnai

division, Sir Wyville has manifested the discriminating judgment

which has made the Challenger expedition an exceptional one

throughout ; exceptional, not as Mr. Duncan thinks it should have

been in its exclusively national character, but exceptional in well

laid and admirably executed plans, conceived in a liberality oi

spirit which lays the whole sciei

7. American Address
by Thomas H. Huxley
Ian & Co.)—These addresses include those delivered by I'^o:

Huxley in New York, in 1876, noticed on page 399 of voUui

of this Journal (1876), and also bis address on the occasion i



opening of the Johns Hopkins University, delivered at Baltimore
on the 12th of September, 1870, and a lecture on the study of
Biology, in connection with the Loan Collection of Scientific "Ap-
paratus, South Kensington Museum, delivered December 16, 1876.

IV. Astronomy.

1. Notice of the Meteor of June 12, 1877; by Professor Daniel
KiKKWooD. (Communicated.)—On the evening.of June 1 2, 1^77,

about fifteen minutes before 9 o'clock, a large meteor was seen in

Indiana, throughout almost the entire extent of the State. The
Ph/tjtoidh DuHocrat'' of Thursday, June 14th, contains the foi-

" A remarkably brilliant meteor, of a bluish color, passed

about iifteen minutes past 9 o'clock. The movement of the

meteor was rnucli slower than is usual with such bodies, being
visible for several seconds. It left no trace of its course, as some
former meteors have done. Its elevation was about thirty de-

grees, and the space traversed was about twenty degrees, accord-

To the opinion of a city paper.'^

he time here yiven. fifteen min ) o'clock, is

erroneous, as the^meteor was seen before 9 both in 3Iu

Bloo.nington. 'V\w altitude is prob'ablv that at which
disappeared. According to the M,mcie Times of J.uk

of about'4()°!' Mr. F.'m! i'arkJr, a gniduate of Indiana Ui

observed it carefully at Bloomington, 3Ionroe County
first seen it was about 15° east of north at an altitude
18°

; its apparent magnitude was one-fouith that of the n

motion eastward; the lenath of its visible track, about :

it disappeared at an elevation of 12"^ or \:f. With the c

of the Bloomington observations tht . data aie V<

Thev justify the conclusion, however, that the

was'..lirect, and that its height above rs i:

morntMit of its disappearance was more than tli Irty

forty.

Bloo tiiinj^rtou. Indiana, Julv 2.

Mln-uuutric measHrcwent of J)o ubh- St<n•.s'.—

thi^' S

in til.

We are glad to learn that Mr.
the use ofthe large telescoi.e ill

Handbook of iJescriptirt A,L

i'lllinhMin

the (•!,;<•..~s
^t. roKotnt/ ;

"
^')

ClTA>iHEHS. 3d edition. Clarendon!^
Co. London : 1877. 8vo, 960 pp.— 'JHie" first <jditi

It work was published about ten years ag( '
fii'

known to most amateur astronomers, 'in tha

* Published at Plymouth, Marshall County, :
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several very serious deficiencies. The present edition is much
enlarged, and these deficiencies have been supplied. Some of the

chapters are, from the increase of our knowledge, almost entirely

new. The net increase in the volume is not less than 200 pages.

The work is, as its title implies, strictly descriptive. The author

has in general avoided all theoretical discussions. The law of

universal gravitation and the nebular hypothe
The same is true of spherical astronomy ai

The
IV, stated with

fitted

be a textbook, but it is not unsuited to genei'al reading, and the

amount of information crowded into its pages makes it extremely

convenient for reference by the teacher and almost indispensable

to the amateur observer.

V. Miscellaneous Scientific Intellige:nce.

Abstract of a pamphlet entitled Reflections sur les Chron-
tres, par J. A. Rouyaux, Enseigne de Vaisseau. Translated

'^ '^ '^ -
, U. S. N.*

vantages to be derived frotn an application of the formulte

to Tiie aifferences of redes observed daily at sea.

Fai't 11—Contains a demonstration of some propeities of lines

of equal rates and temperatures (lignes isotherraea et lignes

isoraarches).

As a necessary corollary follow^s an examination of the results

furnished, during a cruise of thirty months, by the chronometers
of the iJecrh-i. This examination, which in general confirms the

views of Yvon Villarceau, reveals a nearly new fact : the influence

wdiich the action of the screw propellor may have on chronometer
rates. A final note contains the analytical demonstrations involved

Flirt I.—The object of all researches on chronometer rates is a

double one. 1. By a comparison of dates and temperatures, with
corresponding rates, to find a law which governs these variables.

2. This law found, to apply it in such a way as to determine the

rate for a given date and temperature. The common method of

which his own investigations have led t
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is to record the rates observed, with corresponding temperatures,
in the graphic form of curves.

The inconveniences of these two methods as applied to chro-

(1.) The length of time necessarily involved in the preliminary
investigation : for in order to have a sufficient number of equations
of condition there must be great differences in the observed tempera-
tures, and these differences will only appear with change of seasons,

(2.) There must frequently occur, on board a cruising ship, inter-

ruptions of the I'egular observations.

(3.) In consequence of these interruptions the observations may
be badly distributed on the scale of temperatures,

(4.) Skill is necessary in the observer,

(5.) The observations so laboriously collected and studied repre-

sent only the Harbor rates, whereas the practical navigator is

directly concerned with the iSea rates, and it is well known that
these two sometimes differ widely.
The navigator on considering these many and important incon-

veniences will be led justly to conclude that so much labor is

practically useless, and will trust as implicitly to the regularity
of his chronometers, as to the demonstrations of a formula based
on such uncertain conditions.

It is proposed, therefore, to apply the formula, not to the rates

themselves, but to their differences, or what is the same thing to

the second differences of daily comparisons. These differences,

when three chronometers are used, may be obtained daily, without
regard to the actual value of the rates, both at sea and in port.

The length of time may be diminished, as observations are fur-

nished every day ; the interruptions in the observations will not
occur ; the obseVvations will be better distributed on the scale of

temperatures; talent of observation will not be necessary; two
chronometers will be followed at once ; and finally the perturba-
tions of sea rates appear directly.

There is one decided inconvenience in this method, the impor-
tance of which it is impossible to denv, viz: that the result

practically useful to the navigator is the variation of the rate

'itself, which must still be sought by the ordinary methods, because
this method only furnishes the variation in difference of rate.

The ordinary methods may however be facilitated by a study of
the difference of rates, and are of themselves insufficient to control
the regularity of sea rates or the validity of the proposed formulae.

Since the rate of a chronometer may be regarded as a function
of the two variables, time and temperature, it may be expressed
by the development of a series (Taylor's theorem), and Mr. Yvon
Villarceau was the first to apply this solution to the problem.
His foi-mula is the general one for all chronometers. It is shown
that the formula may be applied to express the difference of rate
'^ " '

exposed to the same temperature, at the
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these properties is that they are necessary and sufficient c(

qnences of the formuLa, and are consequently verified or

verified at the same time as the formula, and are capabl
proof of an admitted law, or as a control c

Their practical

— AY grapnic co""*—"*""
'

the formula.

Without entering into their mathematical demonstration these

properties may be briefly stated as follows

:

(1.) All the rates corresponding to the same temperature are dis-

tributed on a parabola having its axis parallel to the axis of rates.

(2.) The points corresponding to the same value of rate are all

situated on a conic, and all the conies obtained for different

values of rate have the same center and are similar.

[It must be borne in mind that the points corresponding to

iperatures are j^oints on the curve of rates, and the points

ding to eqi ^ '

-Translator.]

By giving to the curves of temperatures and rates the
axis of time these properties will appear in a graphi

A study of the chronometers of the Becrhs is given to show the

influence of vibrations caused by the screw of a steam vessel on

the rates of chronometers on board.
A practical way of correcting rates at sea, by the application of

the formula to their difierences, is as follows:
Suppose that the normal values of the rates a, />, c, . . . and

their differences J -a, c—a^ . . . have been determined, for a given

time and temperature [by any adopted formula].
If time and temperature alone affected the rates these deter-

minations might be adopted as the correct sea rate. Compare
the differences thus deduced with the second differences in the

daily comparisons actually observed for the corresponding date.

To deduce variations in the rates themselves we may reason as

(1.) If none of the differences J-a, c-a, . . . have varied it may
be admitted that the rate itself has not varied. Because, if the

rate has varied it is almost impossible that the perturbations da,

dh, dc, . . . should all be equal and of the same value.

(2.) If one or several of the differences have not varied it may
be admitted that the rates on which they depend have not varied.

For in order that a diff«retjce h^a should remain constant,

while h and a both change, it is necessary that daz^db, which is

improbable.

(3.) If all the differences have varied there is no longer any prob-

able rule to govern the corrections. In this case the change is

probably due to the action of the screw, and if the effect of this

action is once determined, it may be the same in a second case.
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(according to a report from the Pacific Steamer, Australia) on the
morning of the 11th of May {Australian time). At 5^' 20' a. m.

the tide guage at Fort Denison recorded the first of the series of

waves. The oscillations continued through the day and reached

inches. Telegrams from New J

were felt on the east coast, from the Bay^of Islands to the biufl,

o'clock A. M. The maximum height was six feet.

Tides^of the Arctic Seas.—lhe^e tides are mathematically
discussed hy Prof. S. Haughton in papers published in the Pro-
ceedings of the Royal Society, the last of which (Part vii) was
read on the ] 7th of February last.

4. MassacMisetts Institute of Technology, Boston.—In connec-
tion with this excellent institution, laboratories for the instruction

exclusively of women were open for occupancy on the 23d of

October last, and have been in successful operation through the
winter and spring. The design is to afibrd facilities for the ad-
vanced study of Chemical Analysis, Mineralogy and Chemistry as

related to Vegetable and Animal Physiology and to the Industrial
Arts. The laboratories are excellent in arrangement and are
furnished with all needed apparatus. The laboratory is under the
charge and instruction of Professor John M. Ordway and Mrs.
Robert H. Richards. The terms are $200 a year for a full term
of eight months, six days per week. Students are also taken for

one or two days per week.
5. Transfer of the Shepard Collections to Amherst College.—

The scientific resources of Amherst College have recently been
greatly increased by the acquisition of the large collections of

minerals, meteorites, fossils, plants, etc., of Prof. C. U. Shepard.
These collections have been for more than twenty-five years de-

posited in the Amherst College Museum ; and while there they
have been ever increasing in extent through the zeal and liberal

outlay of Professor Shepard, until finally they had reached a value,
according to his estimate, of full seventy thousand dollars, exclud-
ing the collections in zoology, botany and archaeology. From
good will to the Institution, wnth which Professor Shepard has
long been connected, the whole are now transfen-ed to the college
for little more than half this sum. The collection of meteorites
ranks fourth in the world, and no institution in this country pos-
sesses a superior collection of minerals.

6. Imperial Academy of Sciences of St. Petersburg.— This
Academy has published Part I. of a detailed index volume to its

pubhcations, covering 490 8vo pages and including the articles
in foreign languages.

1. National Academy of Sciences.—ThQ Academy has recently
published vol. I, of Biographical Memoirs, 344 pp. 8vo, contain-
ing memoirs of J. S. Hubbard, J. G. Totten, B. Silliman, E.

Hitchcock, J. M. Gilliss, A. D. Bache, J. H. Alexander, W. Chau-
venet, J. F. Frazer, J. H. Coffin, J. Torrey, W. S. Sullivant, J.

Saxton, H. J. Clark and J. Winlock. Also volume I, of Proceed-
ings of the Academy. 120 pp. 8vo.
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8. BulUtln of the Bussey Institiitlo», Vol. ii, Part 2. 80 pp.

8vo. Boston, 1877.—This number contains the following papers

by F. H. Storer: (1) on the composition of certain Pumpkins and

Squashes; (2) record of results obtained on analyzing seeds of

Broom Corn
; (3) record of analyses of several weeds that are

occasionally used as food ; Chemical composition of Blue Joint

grass
(
(Jalarnagrostis Canadensis) as contrasted with that of Reed

Canary grass {Phalaris arundinacea)
; (4) remarks on American

Fodder rations with hints for the improvement of some of them

;

(5) results obtained on growing Buck-wheat in equal weiglits of

Pit-sand and of Coal-ashes ; and the following by W. G. Farlow :

Notes on some Common diseases caused by Fungi.

9. Dynamics, or Theoretical Mechanics; bv J. T. Bottomlet,
M.A., F.R.S.E., F.C.S. 142 pp., small Svo.' New York, 18Y7.

(G. P. Putnam & Sons.—This little work forms one of the vol-

umes in " Putnam's Elementary Series." The fundamental prin-

ciples of mechanics are presented with clearness and precision,

without the introduction of difficult mathematics, and it is thus

an excellent book for the class of students for whom it was pre-

Eighth Annual Report of the State Board of Health of Massachusetts, January,
1877. 498 pp. Svo, with several maps. A Report of high scientific value. The
chief topics are : Pollution of streams ; sewerage ; sanitary condition of Lynn

;

deaths and diseases; growth of children; disease of the mind (by

. F. Folsom); health c
'

I Kensington. The Steam Engine, ,

(MaemUlan &
3 Lectures at South Kensington. The Steam Engine, by F. J. Brc

Sanborn Tenney.—Sanborn Tenney, Professor of Geology :

Natural History in Williams College, Williarastown, Mass., d
suddenly, on the eleventh of July, at Buchanan, Michigan, wl

on his way to Chicago, the point of rendezvous of a Willit
^ "

' party to the Rocky Mountains, of which
projector and leader. Professor Tenney was the author
lie text-books on zoology and geology.
:epiien Reed.—Dr. Ree<l died on the twelfth of July at

Pittstield, Mass., aged seventy-six years. His name has been long

connected with geological discovery in Western New England,
and mainly through liis account of a' long train of bowlders across

part of central Ikn-ksiiire, which nttracted Lyell and other geolo-

gists to the spot and has obtained a prominent announcement in

all writings on North .\merican dritt.

a F. "WiNsr.ow, M.l). — Dr. Winslow, formerly of Boston,
ently in Utah, age<l sixty-six years. He is the author oi

rk entitled "Cosmography, or Philosophical
crse," published at Boston in 1853, also later of one on ^--•

and Force ;" and, besides, of short papers on some Earth-
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of Metals^ and for constructing Metal-covered Glass Specu
by Professor Arthur W. Weight, Yale College.

In a paper by the writer, published in this Journal, Janu-
ary, 1877, an account was given of a method of producing me-
tallic films upon the inner surface of exhausted glass tubes, by
the action of a succession of energetic electrical discharges.

The thickness of these fihns could be varied, from a tenuity
such that the coating barely gave indications of a metallic lus-

ter, and scarcely dimmed the intensity of transmitted light, to

the point where perfect opacity was attained, by simply con-
tinuing the action of the current for a shorter or longer time.

They were produced by forming the negative electrode of the
metal to be deposited, exhausting the tube, and passing
through it the current from an induction coil. The metallic

coatings thus obtained, as seen from the exterior, were very
brilliant, but the condition of the inner surface was not readily

observed, and the nature of the process made it seem proba-
ble that they possessed a dull or even a frosted surfaca With
a view to obtain the films in a f(|dflifttter suited for examina-
tion, a modification of the appt^Upvas contrived, by which
they could be deposited upon pieces of plane glase. At fii-st

this object was attained by inserting narrow slips of glass into

the tube by the side of the electrode, in the manner suggested
m my former paper, and very good re^sjiltp^ were gained. But,

as the nearer portion of the plategjeceived a larger share of

the metal, the thickness of the de^^ '

•. -- i -•.

t) Sbribs, Vol. XI
12

HP
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was found necessary to construct a special apparatus, in which

the relative positions of the plate and the electrode could be

varied, so as to give the latter an equal action upon all ])arts

of the surface to be covered. The plan emploj^ed was as

described in the following paragraphs.

A rather thick-walled glass globe about seven centimeters in

diameter, blown upon the end of a tube twenty-iive centime-

ters long and fifteen millimeters in diameter, was used to form

the receiver. The top of the globe opposite the tube was cut

off, so as to form an opening forty millimeters in diameter, and

the edge ground flat, in a plane perpendicular to the axis of the

tube. The end of the latter was drawn somewhat smaller in a

gas-flame, and a glass stop-cock attached to it with cement. A
little way above this, a platinum wdre was fused into the glass

to serve 'as the positive electrode. The cover of the vessel was

made by cutting from a similar globe a portion corresponding
in size to the part removed, but with the neck attached, the

two pieces being carefully ground so as to fit closely. When
they were placed together, a little cement applied to the out-

'

side along the line of juncture rendered the joint perfectly air-

tight. The tube or neck of the cover was five centimeters

long, and was also somewhat reduced at the extremity by
drawing it smaller. Into this was cemented a small and thick-

walled tube extending to a point near tfie center of the globe.

A platinum wire was 'placed in this tube, and was fused in at

the top, enough being left projecting to form a small loop for

the attachment of the wire from the coil. The inner end of

the wnre terminated at about one centimeter from the lower end

of the glass tube. Into the latter was shpped a wire of the

metal to be deposited, which, in all cases, was the negative

electrode,— the part within the tube being long enough to

make good contact with the platinum wire, and being bent

some of the experiments a ditFerent cover was used, made
from a glass funnel, the neck of which was left somewhat
longer to afford more room for the swinging electrode, as

described below, and the tube carrying the latter was fitted

into the top by grinding so as to make an air-tight joint.

For the support of ^j^late, a small watch-glass, about

three centimeters in di^^fp was employed, to one edge of

which a thread of glas<^PiPlused by a blow-pipe flame, and

then bent so as to form a loop by which it could be suspended

like the pan of a balance. A" small hook of glass w^as alsd

attached to the side of the thick tube carrying the electrode,

and upon this the pan wa^hung, the loop being so formed as

to allow it to swing fred^ all directions. The pan, when in

place, was about fiftee^Braeters below the end of the tube
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,
the latter being adjusted to

I its support as

on required. By slightly inclining the globe the extremity
of the wire could thus be readily brought over any point of

the plate. In some of the experiments the plate was station-

ary, being held in a little tripod of glass threads, or simply laid

upon the bottom of tlie globe. In these cases the tube hold-

ing the electrode was jointed near the top, the two portions

being connected by a hook and loop of platinum or magne-
sium wire. It couid thus be made to traverse all parts of the

plate by giving suitable movements to the globe.

When adjusted and closed the receiver was attached to the

Sprengel pump. By means of a small air-pump of the ordi-

nary construction, connected with this by a stop-cock and flex-

ible tube, the whole apparatus was exhausted as lar as possible

and then dry hydrogen admitted, this being repeated two or

three times in order to remove the air and moisture. The pro-

cess of exhaustion was then completed with the mercury pump.
The degree of rarefaction required varied somewhat with the

metal to be deposited, but was rarely above 2-5 millimeters.

For platinum the best results were obtained, when it was from
1-5 to 1-75 millimeters. The use of hydrogen is not in all cases

necessary, as some of the metals can be deposited perfectly

well with only air in the receiver. This is especially the case

with gold, bin platinum, although ordinarily not easily com-
bined with oxygen, becomes tarnished with a film of what
apparently is the blue oxide, unless the air is removed. The
electrode itself was formed of a small wire, usually not more
than one-fourth of a millimeter in thickness, bent' at the end
into a circle three or four millimeters in diameter, the plane

of which was perpendicular to the straight portion of the wire

entering the glass tube, and parallel with the surface of the

glass plate situated beneath it. Its distance from the latter

was generally about three millimeters, though considerable

variations were possible. When it is farther away the process

of deposition goes on much more slowly, though tlie results are

in most cases quite as good as when it is nearer. After the

process of exhaustion was completed, the stopcock was closed,

e electrical apparatus employed consisted of an induction

;apable of giving sparks four or live centimeters in lengtl

L battery, the power of which could be varied accordirr

cumsta'nces. It consisted usually of pint Gn

d a plunge bat^^^f five cells, of which one,

used, as occasflHIquired, the whole being
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joined in a continuous circuit. Bj immersing the plates of the

plunge battery more or less, as well as by varying the number
in the circuit, the strength of the current could readily be

changed within the limits desired. The various metals required

currents of different strength, and the power best suited to

each had to be determined by trial. It was found advisable in

most cases to regulate it so that the temperature of the electrode

was below that of a red heat, or such as barely to redden it.

Of course with the more fusible metals it was necessarily much
lower than this. The metal is actually volatilized by the dis-

charge, as is shown by the fact that the characteristic lines of

its spectrum may be seen with a spectroscope, and the film is

formed by the condensation of its vapor upon the cooler glass

surface. For the production of films with brilliant surfaces,

the strength of the current must not be great enough to give

the discharge a disruptive character, as this separates some of

the metal in the form of powder.
The primary object of the experiments was to obtain films

of the different metals upon thin pieces of flat glass for the

purpose of investigating some of their optical characters. The
apparatus proved to be perfectly successful in its operation,

and beautiful films of gold, silver, platinum, and bismuth, were

obtained with ease and certainty. As has been mentioned, it

seemed probable that the surface of deposit would be dull, but

the first trial showed that this anticipation was incorrect, and

the films when removed from the receiver exhibited surfaces of

exquisite perfection and the most brilliant polish. They can

only be compared to the surface of clean liquid mercury, far

surpassing in luster anything that can be obtained by the ordi-

nary methods of polishing.

This circumstance suggested at once a valuable application

of the process in the production of specula for optical purposes,

and the subsequent investigations were directed to this end.

The mirrors first made had been formed upon disks of thin

glass, such as are commonly used as covers for microscopical

objects, those being selected which were most free from de-

fects, and had the best surfaces. By means of a very delicate

assay balance, the weight of the glass disks, both before and

after receiving the depo^^^ild be obtained to the one hun-

dredth part of a milligflHWd hence it was easy to calculate

the thickness of the metafro layer in any instance. By this

means the relative transparency of the different metals can be

determined, and the relation between the amount of light trans-

mitted and the thickness of metal traversed by it. The more

particular consideration of these and some other matters of

interest as bearing upon^M|Dntical characteristics of the met-

als is deferred to anothe^Hi; and it is only necessary to men-
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tion here the results of some measurements which were made
in order to determine the limiting thickness of a film in regard
to the transmission of light, that is, the thickness of a film

which would allow only an inconsiderable proportion of the
incident rays to pass through. As the metallic luster is devel-

oped gradually with the increasing amount of metal, showing
conclusively that light actually penetrates these substances to

a certain depth, it was important to ascertain whether the
thickness of the layer, sufficient for a virtually complete reflec-

tion of light, would be great enough to afifect perceptibly the
figure of a mirror of glass upon which it was laid down.
Experiments for this purpose were made with gold and

platinum, and the process of deposition was continued until

the films appeared to have just reached the condition of com-
plete opacity. On removing them from the receiver, however,
it was found in both cases that a very small amount of light

was still transmitted, as, on holding them close to the eye. a
brilliant object, like the sun or a bright flame, could be 'seen

through them. The thickness of the gold layer was found to

be 0000183 mm., that of the platinum 0-000174 mm., or

:imately one-fourth the length of a wave of light at the
I end of the spectrum. The gold, although thicker than the

platinum, transmits perceptibly more light, showing that it is

the more transparent of the two metals. As the films employed
for mirrors may be much thinner than the amount mentioned
without an appreciable diminution of the intensity of reflected

light, it is evident that the figure of a perfectly wrought glass

mirror will not be changed, when the metal is uniformly de-

posited, to such an extent as to affect its performance unfavor-
ably. A platinum film of one-fifth the thickness of the one
described forms a brilliant mirror, transmitting but a very
small percentage of light. The perfect control of the process
obtained by the use of the movable electrode will even make it

possible to apply the method of local correction for the im-
provement of a defective figure, or to parabolize a spherical
mirror by depositing the metal in a layer increasing in thick-

ness toward the center, though, of course, it would be better to

avoid a somewhat tedious operation by securing the perfect

form of the glass beforehand.
Of the metals that are suitable for the formation of specula,

platinum appears to be the most valuable. For while, when
well polished, it is but little inferior to silver in reflecting

power and freedom from color, it does not become tarnished by
oxidation or the action of sulphurous gases, and when dulled

by atmospheric deposits the surface can be cleaned by washing
with water or with acids, which is an important advantage.
By the method here described it can be deposited upon glass
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surfaces very easily, and a mirror of the most perfect surface

produced at once, without the necessity of a single touch to

complete it. Several such mirrors have been made in the

course of these experiments, by the use of concave glass lenses,

with the most satisfactory results. The metal film adheres

strongly to the glass, and when of sufficient thickness appears

to be very firm and hard. In mirrors silvered by the ordinary

method, trouble is often experienced from the insinuation of

moisture between the glass and the metal, resulting finally in the

separation of the latter. In those prepared by the new process

the adherence of the film is so close as to render such an efi'ect

impossible. As a test of this, a small silvered speculum was

placed in a beaker of water where it remained for two weeks,

and besides this was wetted and dried repeatedly, without

showing the slightest tendency to suffer the penetration of the

moisture. Similar results were also obtained with platinum

and gold films.

With silver the process likewise succeeds well, but it is more

difficult to obtain good surfaces than with gold or platinum.

The metal is volatilized with extreme ease by the action of the

current, and the energy of the discharges must not be too

great. Of several trials made with this metal the most success-

ful was one in which not oidy the degree of exhaustion of the

receiver was less than had been employed in other cases, being

only to three millimeters, but the electrode was more distant

from the plate, and the battery weaker. The action proceeded

slowly in this instance, but with the result of producing an

excellent film. With a stronger current the deposit is rapidly

made, and has a fine luster. biU the surface has a yellowish

color. This is perhaps partinlly due to a slight degree of oxi-

dation, but also appears to be owing in part to the deposition

of a portion of the metal in the fonn of fine powder, the vapor

of the silver as it streams from the electrode toward the more
distant portions of the plate becoming partially condensed, and

falling on it in minute particles. That such a result would

follow from this cause was shown by some of the experiments

in which a rather strong battery was employed. The whole

interior surface of the globe was in a short time covered with

the powdered metal, appearing an intense purple where thin-

nest, and shading gradually to deep blue where thickest, the

color being the same by both transmitted and reflected light.

The metallic luster was wanting, though it was readily devel-

oped when a portion of the powdery coating, which was easily

removed, was rubbed against the surface of the glass with some
'

pressure. The defect was, to a considerable extent, remedjed

by surrounding the electrode with a small glass tube projecting

some three millimeters beyond it, so as to clear the surface of
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the plate bv an inter'.al of only one or two millimeters. This
had the effect to cu t off the lateral portion of the discharge,

and to confine its a(3tion to a limited area immediately below
the extremity of the wire.

The yellow tarnish is removed with the greatest ease by
gently rubbing the su rface with soft chamois leather and iI little

rouge, and the metal is so hard, that, when this operation is

pei-formed with care, the polish

slightly, affected. Eyen then, howeyer, the metal is not per-

fectly white, haying still a very faint yellow tinge. It is well

known that silyer is not a perfectly white metal, for light which
has undergone repeated reflections from polished surfaces of

this metal appears yellow or reddish-yellow, though this color

is not perceptible when the light has undergone but a single

reflection. But the real cause of the yellowish tint may possi-
'

bly be found in the very tenuity of the films, which when pre-

pared in this way have a beautiful and intense blue color by
transmitted light. When not too thick, the amount of blue
rays which they suffer to pass, may be sufficient to cause, by
their abstraction, a perceptible tinge of yellow, the complimen-
tary color, in the reflected rays. If this were really the case,

the coloration should grow weaker with an increase of thick-

ness, and disappear when opacity is reached. Some of the

results obtained seem to favor this view, and the probability of

its correctness is strengthened by the facts related in the next
paragra])h, but further experiments are needed to decide the

question satisfactorily.

One result of the investigation has been to show that the

color of the light which has passed through a layer of metal
varies somewhat with the thickness of the film. This was
known to be the case with gold, and experiment has shown it

to be true of platinum and bismuth also. Thus the latter in a

very thin film appears a clear bluish-gray, while a much thicker

film appears brownish. Platinum in a thin layer has a grayish
tint, which varies, as the film is made thicker, to a peculiar

brownish shade, somewhat like that of sepia, passing into

brownish yellow, and finally becoming a deep yellow, even
inclininc/ somewhat to oran-ie. in the thickest films obtained.

a mirror which should be [.erfcctlv whit
depositing first a thin stratum of silver ;

platin am, the relative thickness of the
ulated by observing the color of the
experiment made with a circular disk of flat glass was perfectly

successful, the platinum being readily deposited upon the sil

ver, the yellowish tint of which it entirely removed, producm^
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a white and brilliant reflecting surface. By transmitted light

the film, as it was anticipated would be the case, has a pure

neutral tint, with no perceptible color of any kind.

The value of such a combination for specula is evident, for

though until careful measurements are made, it cannot be as-

serted that the absolute reflecting power is increased, the white-

ness of the layer, and the protection afforded by having the

surface covered with an unalterable metal, are very substantial

advantages. In constructing large mirrors it will probably

also be found to result in a material saving of time, the silver

being so much more rapidly and easily deposited than the pla-

tinum. The process can also be used with great advantage for

the construction of solar eye-pieces for telescopes, since the

compound film can be deposited directly upon the surface of

the lens, and made thick enough to reduce the intensity of the

light as much as may be desired. An image, nearly or quite

colorless could thus be obtained, and the disturbance of the

rays should be less than that produced by the interposition of

a dark glass of the ordinary kind.

As has been mentioned, some experiments were made with
bismuth, and a mirror of excellent surface was obtained, but
the metal is inferior to platinum in brilliancy, and has a decided
color. The great facility with which films are obtained with

it might recommend its use for mirrors in some cases, but for

most purposes other metals are to be preferred. Attempts to

produce mirrors of iron and nickel were but partiallv success-

ful, as it was difficult to prevent tarnishing by oxidation.

Some good iron films were obtained, however, which were very
brilliant. They were exceedingly hard, and adhered to the

glass with such tenacity that at first it seemed as if they had
been fused into it. But when the film was dissolved off by an
acid the glass was found not to have been acted upon at all.

A singular characteristic of the iron in this condition is its

chemical inertness. Films prepared more than six months ago
and freely exposed to the air, which for a part of the time too,

was excessively charged with moisture, have not shown the

least alteration. Nitric acid placed upon one of them for a

short time produced scarcely any effect, and nitro-hydrochloric
acid acted upon it with about the same readiness "as it does
upon platinum. This may be due to the extreme thinness of

the film, in consequence of which, even the exterior atoms of the

iron, being within the range of the molecular action of the glass,

are held by a force tending to oppose and neutralize the attrac-

tion of reagents that ordinarily attack the metal energetically.

It is not at all necessary that the object upon which the

metal is deposited should be of non-conducting material. This

is shown by the fact that the process continues to go on after
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the glass has become covered with a perfectly continuous layer
of metal of considerable thickness. The success of the experi-

ment of covering a silvered glass with platinum is additional

evidence of the same fact. In order more fully to test the

question whether a deposit could be made upon a solid piece of
metal, a small silver coin was placed in the pan under an elec-

trode of gold. It was covered in a few minutes with a beau-
tiful coating of the latter metal, which was found to be very
hard and to adhere perfectly, having also, in every respect, its

proper color and luster. At the beginning of the process,

while still thin enough to allow light reflected from the silver

to pass, it had a greenish color, producing a curious effect.

As an example of the applicability of the process to practi-

cal purposes, it may be of interest to mention the results of
some experiments in the construction of a small Gregorian tel-

escope, the specula of which were covered with platinum by
the method described, and with entire success. The larger

mirror has a diameter of a little less than four centimeters, and
both this and the smaller one, so far as the nature of the sur-

face is concerned, appear absolutely faultless. As onlj^ com-
mon lenses were employed in its construction the performance
of the instrument is not remarkable, but it is sufficiently good
to warrant the assurance that the method will be serviceable

for the production of specula of exquisite quality for optical

purposes. The size of the apparatus, which, for convenience
in experimenting, was necessarily small, did not permit the

introduction of larger mirrors than this, but there seems to be
no reason for doubting that much larger specula can be suc-

cessfully made in this way. The amount of time required for

obtaining the platinum covering of this mirror was about three

hours, during which the coil was kept in continuous action,

with a battery power equivalent to four or five small Grove cells.

Mirrors of larger size would of course require a longer time, but
with suitable apparatus a much stronger battery and larger coil

could be used, which would materially accelerate the opera-
tion. A plate two centimeters in diameter can be covered with
platinum in twenty or thirty minutes sufficientlv thick to form
a good speculum. For gold or silver the time would not be
more than from ten to fifteen minutes.
Many useful applications of this process may be found, and

ite use is not limited to those metals which have been men-
tioned here. Moreover for many of them no other available

process is known by which they can be deposited in a uniform
layer and with a brilliant reflecting surface upon glass. A very
thin layer of platinum, or still better of silver and platinum
together, could be used with great advantage in the camera
lucida and similar instruments. Very perfect mirrors for gal-
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vanoraeter needles, and for delicate torsion apparatus, can be

expeditiously formed in this way, and by the use of very thin

glass, or the most delicate films of mica, they may be made of

almost inappreciable weight. For the mirrors 'of heliostats,

and other reflecting instruments in which a metallic surface is

necessary, the specula produced by this method will be espe-

cially valuable. For telescopes, the beautiful process of Lie-

big and Foucault, for forming silvered glass specula, is recom-

mended by the ease with which it is applied, and the rapidity

of its operation. But the perishable nature of the delicate sil-

ver film, and the difficulty of securing a firm and permanent

adherence, are serious disadvantages. These are entirely

avoided by the use of an unalterable metal like platinum ; and

though for instruments of the largest size the process here

described may be found impracticable, for those of more mod-

erate dimensions there is every reason for believing it may be

employed with complete success. The labor and time required

for its application are indeed drawbacks; but there is compen-
sation for this in the important circumstance that the mirror

comes out of the receiver with a surface of inimitable perfec-

tion, which woaid in fact only be injured by any of the ordin-

ary methods of polishing.

Yale College, August 8, 1877.

Art. XXriL—yl new and ready method for the Estimation of

Nickel in Pyrrhotites and Mattes; by MARGARET S. Cheney,
and Ellen Swallow Eichards.

We had occasion several months since, to make a number of

determinations of nickel in mattes where, for commercial rea-

sons, the element of time was of considerable importance. Our
attention was thus called to the various processes which have

been recommended for the separation of nickel from iron, and

we have submitted these processes to comparative tests, but no

one of them seemed perfectly satisfactory for our purpose.

The method most commoiilv used, perhaps, depends upon the

so,,:iration of iron as a basic acetate. (Fresenius, page 363.)

;i"ii- lu.'tho'l re.piircs considerable analytical skill and ^praetice

i;; \\> ii.~('. The lariic tliliUion and subsequent evaporation nec-

peated re-precipitations which are indispensable to a complete

The method based upon the behavior of neutralized solutions

at the boiling point (Fresenius, page 362), which we personally

prefer to use, is open to the same objections. The process of
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separating the iron by ammonium hj^drate, even with all the

precautions recommended by various authors, has given very
unsatisfactory results in our hands. By far the best success

was obtained in the use of the method given by Frederick
Field, in the Chemical News, vol. i, page 5 (1859). "The method
is as follows :

"In the case of nickel and iron, the nitrates are evaporated
nearly to dryness, and, after the addition of water, oxide of lead

(litharge) is added, and the whole boiled for ten minutes or a

quarter of an hour. The iron is entirely precipitated, the ni-

trates of nickel and lead remaining in solution. After filtration,

which can be effected with great readiness, dilute sulphuric

acid is added, and on standing for sixteen hours the sulphate
of lead is filtered off, and the nickel precipitated and estimated
in the usual manner."

This process uniformly gave good results as to the separation

of iron and nickel, all the nickel being left in solution. The
presence of lead in the solution was somewhat undesirable, the

results being too high if the nickel was weighed as oxide, and
much more caution was required in the battery precipitation.

All these methods require two or three days, and the quantity
of the ore or matte to be operated upon is limited, usually two
to four grams.
Among the numerous tests made for a more ready way were

those depending upon the solubility of the sulphates in alcohol

and upon the behavior of the oxalates, but no satisfactory re-

sults were reached. Finally a systematic series of tests was
made with the phosphates, in the'course of which it was found
that phosphate of nickel is completely soluble, while phosphate
of iron is almost insoluble in acetic acid, in the presence of an
excess of phosphate of soda. Upon this fact, which we had not
found mentioned in any work that we had consulted, we based
the following process.

The ore or matte is dissolved in hydrochloric acid with
the addition of a little nitric acid. All the metals of the arsenic

and copper groups, if present, are separated by means of hydro-
gen sulphide with the usual precautions. The filtrate is boiled
to drive off the excess of hydrogen sulphide, the iron is oxid-
ized by nitric acid, and ammonium hydrate is added until a

permanent precipitate begins to form, but not until complete
precipitation is effected. Acetic acid is then added until the

precipitated ferric hydrate is redissolved and the liquid is of a
deep red color, though not transparent. To this boiling hot

solution ordinary phosphate of soda is added in excess, and the

nearly white precfpitate is filtered and washed with hot water

containing acetic acid. The filtrate is heated nearly to boiling

and caustic potash added until the odor of ammonia is distinctly
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perceptible. The apple-green precipitate of phosphate of nickel

is partially washed, dissolved in a little dilute sulphuric acid,

the solution rendered strongly alkaline by ammonium hydrate

and the nickel precipitated by the battery.

If the ore contains more than three per cent of nickel, it is

necessary to dissolve the precipitate of phosphate of iron in

hydrochloric acid, dilute this solution somewhat, render it nearly

neutral by ammonium hydrate, add twenty-five or thirty cubic

centimeters of acetic acid, and re-precipitate by phosphate of

soda. The filtrate is added to the first filtrate. If the solution

has been rendered alkaline before the addition of acetic acid, or

if an insufficient quantity of phosphate of soda has been used

a small amount of iron will remain in the solution, not enough,

however, to interfere with the battery precipitation of the nickel.

The solution of phosphate of soda should be a saturated one,

and, if it is heated separately, the troublesome boiling of the

bulky precipitate is avoided. By the aid of the filter pump
this precipitate is readily filtered in spite of its unpromising
appearance.

The advantages of this method are: 1st, the concentration of

the solution. It may contain ten to fifteen grams of ferric oxide

in a half liter, instead of one gram as in the basic acetate method,

and thus larger quantities of a poor ore may be operated on.

2d, A great saving of time. The nickel may be weighed in

eight or ten hours from the time the ore is pulverized and

ready for solution. This saving of time is mainly due to two

causes. First, less care is required in case of precipitating as

phosphate than as basic acetate. Second, in precipitating phos-

phate of nickel by caustic potash it is not necessary to concen-

trate the solution "nor to expel all the ammonia as is the case in

precipitating as hydrated oxide. An unexpected advantage is

the more ready battery precipitation of the nickel from the so-

lution of the phosphate.
Two of the so-called quart carbon cells, each half filled with

the solutions (bichromate of potassium and sulphuric acid) were

found quite sufficient to precipitate the nickel completely in

two hours. If a strong current was used, the nickel was pre-

cipitated in a black, spongy form,
A solution containing -375 grams Ni as chloride, and 1'183

grams Fe as chloride was made up to 250 c. c.

] 00 c. c. of which -1486 -150 99*06
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Matte No. 1 gave (phosphate method) 6-77 Cheney,

« u g,4g [ Richards.

Matte No. 2 " (neutralized solution) 2-08 [„. , ,

2-15 Cheney
Matte No. 3 " (phosphate method) 7-22* Richards.

7-4lt Hardman.
(basic acetate) 7-79 Hardman.

Pyrrhotite No. 1 (basi^c acetate) -32 )
Hardman.

(phosphate r
[• Cheney.

Pyrrhotite No. 2 (phosphate method) -725 )

^jgij^rds

} Technology, "Woman's Laboratory, June,

Art. XK.W.—Notes on the internal and external structure of
Paleozoic Orinoids ; by Charles Wachsmuth.

(Continued from page 127.)

5. The construction of the mmmit and its value in classification.

The construction of the ventral disc or actinal side of the
calyx has heretofore received less attention than almost any
other part of the Crinoids, and thereby an important aid to

classification has been overlooked. I think it affords a clear

and most important distinction between recent and ancient Cri-

noids, and shows that they fall naturally into two great divis-

ions or groups. This view, although it does not agree with the

opinion of other authors, who, in their classifications, have
placed a number of Paleozoic genera in the same group with
the recent Crinoids, is, as I hope to show, well founded.

Br. F. Roemer, in the Lethsea Oeognostica, 1855, p. 227,
divides ''the true Orinoids, which are supported by an articulated
or jointed column" into two divisions:

a, Crinoids in which the ventral side consists of a soft sTcin.

&, Those in which the ventral side is covered hy solid immovable
plates.

Roemer includes with the former group, Pentacrinidoe, Apio-
crinidce, Eugeniacrinidce, Encrinidoe, Cupressocrinidce and Cy-

athocrinidce. This division seems to have been based on mere con-

jecture, since a membranous ventral surface has been observed
only in the Pentacrinid^e and the recent Crinoids generally,

* Mrs. Richards lost a portion of the washings by the breaking of a beaker.
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though it is probable that Eugeniacrinus and several allied gen-

era had that summit structure. In the Apioerinidse and
Encrinidse however, the general construction of the dorsal or

abactinal parts, the massive plates, both of calyx and arms, indi-

cate rather a closer relationship with the ancient Crinoids and

suggest the existence of a solid dome. The latter becomes more
probable since a solid vault has been discovered in Helemnocri-

711(8. This genus is in its generic formula and general form

almost identical with the recent Ehizocrinvs, which on the

contrary is covered by a soft peristome. Both are closely

related to Apiocrinus ; Belermwcrinm particularly has the same
heavy body plates and the small visceral cavity, and it appears

to me that Apiocrinus is more nearly allied' to the Paleozoic

type than to the recent Rhizocrinus.

The Cupressocrinidce and Cyathocrinidoi are the only groups

from Paleozoic formations which Ecemer places in his division

a. Dr. Schultze, who adopted Koemers classification, included

in the Cupressocrinidce the genera " Synhathocrinus Phill. and
Phimocrinus L. Schl.," in which he is undoubtedly correct, for

stronger reasons even than he himself perceived. These two
genera agree with Cupressocrinus not only in the simplicity of

their arms, but also in the so-called ''consolidating apparatus,"

which he describes and figures in the latter. The apparatus is

j)laced horizontally in Cupressocrmius, upright and turbinate in

the two other genera. When the consolidating plates in SynhatJt-

ocriims are preserved, the ventral side appears to have two sepa-

rate apertures, a lateral proboscis and a central mouth. And so

the genus was originally described. This is, however, a mis-

conception. By removing carefully all the arm joints from a

specimen of iSynhaihocrinus, I discovered the central aperture

perfectly covered with a number of small plates, and to this

summit, as it might be called, were attached narrow lateral ex-

tensions, composed of alternating pieces, which passing down-
ward, covered the little grooves that lead to the arm furrows.

The consolidating apparatus here forms in fact a part of the

solid vauit. It is reasonable to conclude, that in the allied

genera Cupressocrinus and Phir)wcrinus, so closely related to

tSynhathocrinus otherwise, the central opening was closed, and

tluit the consolidating plates were further overlaid with plates

forminu' the floor of a passage in connection with the arm fur-

rows :uul visceral cavity. The small plates which extend out to

tlie arms are in the specimen but partly preserved and the con-

nection with the arm-furrow is interrupted, but there can be no

doubt that the channel underneath contained the food groove and

ambulncral canal which I have described in CyaHiocrin us. The
covering of the central opening of SynhaOwcrinus resembles

in a remarkable degree that of the central aperture of the Bias-
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toids, and it seems to me highly probable that the consolidating
plates are homologous with the partly hidden deltoid pieces of
the latter.

Among the Cyathocrinidse, Eoemer included genera of
widely different types. Besides the typical one, he enumerates
nine genera, only two of which, Heterocrinus and Graphiocriims,
haye the characteristics of the Cyathocrinid'B, and both of them
evidently possess a solid dome, as is proved by their heavy
proposcis. All the remaining genera belong to other groups.
Macrostylocrinus resembles Ctenocrinus Bronn, and Cytocrinus
Roemer so closely, that they may yet prove to be identical.

Koemer, however, places Ccenocrinus with Glyptocrinus among
the Crinoids with a solid dome, and Macrostylocrinus among
the Cyathocriaidoi. Macrostylocrinus is allied to Melocrinus, and
has undoubtedly a similar summit structure. The same may
be said of Schizocrinus and Dimerocrinus which are not at all

related to Cyathocrinus.
The genus Gyathocrinus was originally described by Professor

Phillips and Mr. Austin as having a separate mouth and vent,
which was considered by these authors and others to be its

chief distinction from Poteriocrinus. Accordingly, all species
with a proboscis or solid dome, though otherwise agreeing
with CyaihocrinvAi, were referred to Poteriocrinns or some allied

genus. Meek and Worthen, however, proved in the Geological
Report of Illinois, vol. v, p. 325, that in perfect specimens,
the central opening is closed. The covering of Gyathocrinus is

exceedingly interesting, and throws light upon the summit

Meek k Worthen's excellent figures, vol. v, Plate IX, figs. 13
and 14.

Looking only at fig. 14, one would at first naturally suppose
there must have been, during the life of the animal', two dis-

tinct openings in the vault. But on examining it more criti-

cally and comparing it with fig. 13, it will be found that fig.

14 represents simply the consolidating apparatus as figured b}-

Roemer and Sell ultze in Gupressocrinus. placed here exactly as
in that genus, and consisting of five large pieces, alternating
with the ui3per edges of the first radial plates. The plate of
the anal side is larger than the others and forms the base of the
inner side of the 'proboscis. The five pieces which connect
with each other laterallv, extend inward for some distance, but
not so far as to meet in "the center where there is a semicircular
or heart-shaped opening. Along the sutures, between the five

plates, a comparatively large furrow from each arm base ex-

tends inward and leads to the central opening. Examining
now fig. 13 we find the general aspect of the ventral disc en-

tirely changed The lateral opening has been transformed into
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the base of a proboscis, and the consolidating plates are partly

covered, leaving but a small uncovered space in the form of a

delta in the interradial areas. The central opening is vaulted

over by a number of various sized pieces, the largest one occu-

pying the side toward the proboscis. The shallow groove be-

tween the sutures of the consolidating plates is arched by a

double series of alternating plates, forming underneath a pas-

sage for the arabulacral canal and food groove. The vault, thus

closely resembling that of Synhathocrinus, was in all probability

arranged on a similar principle in Cupressocrinus. The same
plan, with slight modifications, prevailed in Poteriocrinus,

Scaphiocrinus and all genera with an inflated or halhon-shaped

ventral sac. Among the latter, the center of radiation is fre-

quently found to be pushed toward the anterior side, so that

owing 'to the great size of the sac at its junction with the dorsal

cup, it does not occupy the center of figure.

Among all groups of Crinoids, the Cyathocrinidce undergo

the least amount of change in the course of time. They are

represented in the lower Silurian by several genera, and Cya-

thocrinns is the only genus recognized in the Permian. In all

intermediate formations, we find Crinoids with five basals, five

subradials and five radials, and it is worthy of note that the

Cyathocrinidm^ in the structure of their vault, bear closer resem-

blance to the recent Crinoids than almost any other group, and

seem to hold an intermediate position between modern and

Paleozoic types. If the alternating plates, covering the fur-

rows, could be turned back at the vault by the animal, as the

Saumplatten of the arms, then the food groove of these Cri-

noids was open throughout, as in recent forms. This might

possibly have been the case in Cyathocrinus loivensvi, but I

even doubt it here, as the corresponding plates in other closely

related species, though arranged upon the same fundamental
plan, present rather an aspect of true vault pieces. The (h-

pressocrinidce and Cyathocrimdce thus fall naturally into a

group by themselves, having the vault supported by consoli-

dating plates, and covered'by an immovable arch of small

The next group is one in which of all Paleozoic Crinoids the

vault is least known, including Taxocrinus, Forbeszocrintis, Ony-

chocrinus, Ichthyocrinus, Lecanocrinus, and probably other gen-

era. The Taxocrinidije, for such I will call them, have hitherto

been described as being covered with some soft material instead

of solid plates, even by Dr. Schultze, thoiigh he describes and

figures a Taxocrinus with a long heavy plated proboscis, which

could not have been supported upon a soft skin. * In this

* I believe Dr. Schultze is mistaken in referring his T. briareus to ToMcrinus

aa it lades all the characteristic features of the genua. Its rather large subra-
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group, the plates of the radial series are indented on their upper
margins more or less deeply for the reception of a protuberance
from the lower side of the succeeding plate. The indentation
of the upper margin does not extend throughout the thickness
of the plate, and in Forhesiocrinus, it is filled by a superficial

patelloid plate, which is separately articulated and sometimes
anchylosed with the outer margin of the plate above. This
peculiarity exists not only in the arm plates, but is conspicu-
ous in the radials, thus producing apparently an articulate

structure of the whole skeleton and indicating some degree of

flexibility in the body as well as the arms. The interradial

portions appear sometimes depressed, and in other cases swollen
or bulged out, showing that they probably yielded to a moder-
ate expansion or contraction of the body walls, due to the mo-
'
"''

' of the radial parts which likewise involves a flexibility
" ' ave not been so fortunate to find the suni-

niit of any of these genera perfectly preserved, but I feel con-
vinced from what I have observed, that it did not consist of a
soft skin. In Onychocrinus, the genus which possessed evidently
the greatest expansive power, the radial plates are frequently
found spread out horizontally, and I. have found toward the inner
or ventral side of the radials, rather large imbricating plates, to

which smaller ones are attached which connect witlftlie plates

of the interradial series, and which decrease in thickness

inwardly. In several specimens I found the inner part or cen-

ter of tiie disc covered by a number of thin, very small [)lates,

whose arrangement could not be made out, but it is highly
probable from their size and shape, that they formed a kind
of scaly integument which was pliant and flexible,_thus facili-

tating a contraction or expansion of the dorsal portions.

The close relationship existing between Onychocrinus, Forbes-

locrinus and Taxocrimts, renders it almost certain that their

summit was similarly constructed. In Ichthyocriuus the pecu-
liarities in the radial portions are less strongly marked, and
^he genus has no interradial plate, but as it agrees otherwise so

nearly witli Taxocrinus that it is sometimes difiicTilt to separate
them, we may feel sure that this Sibirian genus forms no ex-
ception to the general rule, but that its mouth was covered as

m other Paleozoic Crinoids.
That the summit in several genera has not been discovered

IS no proof that it consisted of soft material. During the

eighteen years that 1 collected at Burlington, I obtained sev-

eral hundred of the most perfect specimens of Cyaihocrinus,

'itiai plate upon which the heavy proboscis res1
tfwcrinns or some allied genus. His T. gracili
or Scaphiocrimis (?).

Am. Jour. 8ci—Third Sbries, Vol. XIV, ]

; belongs to Cya-
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some of them as perfect in most of their parts as if c

from the ocean, but only two specin

ivhich the summit was preserved, and only a single Scaphw-
happen at a locality where even the5 could

finest tissues of the most delicate internal organs are preserved

is somewhat astonishing, but yet it can be accounted for by the

fact that the pieces which cover the central opening, as also the

small alternating plates forming the ambulacral canal, are very

d that they rest but partly upon the consolidating

plates, being thereby rendered

by any accident, even with vevery small force. Moreover the

arras of the Cyathocrimdce are generally attached, and the ven-

tral disc thus hidden from view. In specimens in which the

arms are destroyed, their destruction almost invariably involved

that of the entire ventral side, and so delicate are these parts,

that even when the arms are well preserved and so situated as

to expose the dome, the plates are nearly always gone, or are

found in a confused mass inside the calyx.

I come now to another group in which on the basis of the

summit structure, such apparently diverse forms are included

that I am under the necessity, very unwillingly, of making a

name for it. It includes the families Actinocrmidoe, Platycrin-

nd Macrostylocrii

among the CyathocrinidcB^ and I call it provisionally the Spher-

oidce, from the form of the calyx which is generally somewhat
spherical. This large group, embracing over one hundred gen-

era and ranging from the base of the Silurian to the top of the

Subcarboniferous, is capable of accurate definition, is easily

distinguished, and fortunately the summit is very commonly
found well preserved in most of the genera.
The summit is composed of heavy, frequently nodose plates,

closely cemented together, so as to form a free arch (not sup-

ported by consolidating plates), which rests like a hemisphere
upon the dorsal cup. The plates of the summit, which at first

sight exhibit great apparent diversity, are arranged throughout
upon one and the same fundamental plan. Beginning with genera

that have but few vault pieces, we find in them the median
portion occupied by one large center plate, surrounded by six

others, four large ones of equal size, and two smaller ones. The
four large plates join laterally and are often placed directly to

the centerpiece. In very large species and sometimes in verv

old specimens, the plates are separated by small polygonal

pieces, but easily recognized by their size. Two of the four

plates lie above the interradial series adjoining the anterior ray,

the two others, one at each side, are placed between the two

lateral rays. The two smaller plates are separated from each
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other by anal plates or by the proboscis. These seven pieces

which I will call the ^'apical plates^'' are easily recognized by
their greater prominence and size in species with comparatively
few summit plates and a lateral anal aperture; but their identi-

fication is more difficult in species in which a subcentral pro-

boscis is placed between the two small plates, and the whole
vault looks like an immense proboscis. In these forms, the
four large plates, together with the two smaller ones, are pushed
toward the anterior side of the specimen, while the center

plate rests with one side against the proboscis.

There are other summit plates following a radial direction,

which are either attached to the apical pieces or separated from
them by a belt of small polygonal plates. Their number,
which varies greatly in different species, depends upon the

number of primary arms that spring out directly from the

body, no matter how often the arms branch afterward. In
species with only two arms to the ray, each ray has two rows
of corresponding plates in the dome, one large bifurcating

plate forms the upper row, three plates the second row ; two of

the latter are brachial plates, the third one is an inter-brachial

plate separating the two arms. In rays with three arms, there

are eight plates in three series. The upper series consist of one
large bifurcating plate which evidently corresponds with the

third radial of the dorsal side. The second series, correspond-
ing to the secondary radials, is composed of two plates, the
plate toward the division with two arms being as large as the

plate of the upper series, and the one toward the single arm
much smaller. The third series is formed by three brachial

and two interbrachial plates. In species with four arms to the
ray, both radial pieces of the second series are large, and from
each of them there originate two brachial pieces. As a gen-
eral rule, the summit plates increase in proportion to the num-
ber of primary arms of a species in the same manner and on
the same principle as the plates of the dorsal side. Every ra-

dial from the third radial upward has a corresponding plate on
the ventral side, and additional interbrachial plates between
corresponding brachial plates above the arms. Therefore in

adult specimens, with some little practice, the number of arms
can be ascertained nearly as well from the dome as from the

dorsal side. The number of vault pieces is enormous in some
genera, especially if the radials branch off alternately, as for

instance in ISUo'tocrimis^ where some species have 120 to 180
arms. In looking at a full grown specimen, with its many
hundred apparently irregularly arranged vault pieces, one
would scarcely expect to be able to discover that this con-

struction, in nearly all the Paleozoic Crinoids, is based upon a

definite plan, and that plan the same as prevails below the arms.
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That this is the case may be successfully demonstrated in the

young Strotocrinus which has comparatively fewer summit plates.

The young specimen, in genera with numerous arms, has

fewer arm openings than the adult, though both have the same
number of arms. This is best observed in the young Strotocri-

nus. Here, the basals, piimary radials, first anal and first

interradial pieces are comparatively large, while the higher

series of interradials are yet absent or but slightly developed.

The radials of the higher orders, which in adult specimens

form a part of the body, are in young specimens free arm
plates, unsupported by any interradial or interaxillary pieces.

The arms, therefore, which spring directly from the body in

adult specimens, in the young branch alternately right and left

after emerging from the body, the spaces between the bases of

the branches being subsequently filled by the upward growth

of the body, so that the branching, instead of occurring in tbe

free arms, seems to be completed in the body walls. So, for

instance, the young Strotocrinus umhrosus has at first but four

arm openings to the ray, at a later period it is found to have

eight, and in the adult state twelve, being a separate opening

The rule, that the number of summit plates increases in pro-

portion to the number of primary arms, holds good with refer-

ence to the vonng specimen. The young Strotocrinus has fewer

"1 -t,--. than die adult individual (>the ditference being in pro-

o to the state of growth), and these are arranged in the

rd-T, and ui'c ;!s easily recognized as those of tlie sira-

-cies of this grouj). The apical and principal radial

.lie larger than the intervening interradial plates which,

ex.-.'iitionally in this genus, attain by age the same size as the

a[)ieal and radial pieces. The interradial plates of the vault oc-

cupy the intermediate spaces between the radial areas. As
t!f-ir number depends greatly upon the age of the individual,

th' \- varv cA'tcu in the same 'species. In species with but few

iv few interradials, and those are gen-

•r phues. The latter is especially

-/^-tnrrini iwd'^ R/iodocriuidcc, the

gn,\'iter })ari <-i the summit is covered by large numbers of

small polygiMial piaLes which form regular belts around the

apical and radial plates. The species of these genera, though

^ .„„„ .s the typical species oi

i Crinoidg, and is evidently the forefather

IS to be further confirmed by the geological suc-

3 only in the Lower, and Strotocrinus only m the
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being comparatively of large size, have generally but two pri-

mary arms, and consequently for each ray but one radial dome
plate which is here placed at some distance from the arm bases.

In the adult Megistocrinus the radial as well as apical plates are

extremely large and stand forth conspicuously, and each one
separately, among the surrounding minute polygonal pieces. In
the young Megistocrinus, however, and in the Rhodocrinidce gener-
ally, the apical pieces and the radial plate are placed side by side,

being surrounded by the polygonal plates. The form and size

of the principal summit plates, the distribution and number of

the interradial pieces, afford most excellent characters for dis-

tinguishing many genera. In Agaricocrinus, all apical and
radial pieces are large and tuberculous, the few interradials are

small. In Boi-ycrinm, the center plate and first radials are spin-

iferous or nodose. In Amphoracrinus, the four large apical

pieces are spiniferous or tuberculous, the radials nodose. In
Platycrinus and Hexacrinus^ the apical plates are \Qr^ promi-
nent, often tuberculous, the radial portions are somewhat con-

structed like the rows of small alternating plates of the Cyatho-

crinidce. In Batocrinus, all summit plates are nodose and
almost of equal size.

The apical plates can be distinguished in other groups as well
as in this. They surmount the vault of Synhathocrinus and
Cyalhocrinus^ cover the central opening of the Blastoids, and
can be traced in many of the Cystideans. This, with the fur-

ther fact that they are so largely developed in young specimens,
that they cover and protect some of the most'important organs
of the inner cavity, shows their great importance, and leads us
to infer that they were the first solid parts developed on the
ventral side in young Crinoids. The center piece corresponds
evidently with the basals of the dorsal side, the surrounding
plates to the subradials (the two smaller plates, separated by
the anus forming together one large one), which on the other
hand were undoubtedly the first developed parts of the dorsal
side, and the parts which are the most highly developed in the

Cystideans.

The above groups, representing the three principal plans
upon which the vault is constructed, embrace, according to my
views, not only all those Paleozoic genera which were supposed
to be covered by a membranous surftice, but nearly all Paleo-
zoic Crinoids that are known. There are some few genera, as

for instance Eucalypiocrinus, with a very peculiar superstructure
at the ventral side, whose affinities I have not been able to de-

i the gem

try and unique structure, thatua unique structure, ttiat it torms eviaentiy a ver_y u

group by itself. There may be still others, differing
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their summit structure from the general plan ; but I have yet to

discover a single Paleozoic genus in which a special oral aper-

ture has been identified, or in which the existence of a solid

vault has been disproved, or cannot be traced by analogy. Thus
it may be possible that the solid vault was essential under the

conditions which prevailed in the earlier geological ages.

Closely related as the recent Crinoids are to their Paleozoic

)me points, the solid vault of the latter cannot in

a continuation of the radial aad interradial series of the dorsal

side and serves merely as a covering and protection for the or-

gans underneath. It is in every sense of the word aboral and
forms a part of the abaetinai system, which being already re-

duced in the Pentacrinidve and Comaiididm to a narrow tentacle

furrow, recedes in Paleozoic Crinoids one step further and dis-

appears within the solid walls of the body. The actinal sys-

tem here consists externally only of the arm furrows, whence it

continues underneath the vault. These Crinoids therefore are

evidently of lower development and belong to an inferior type.

The ventral peristome of the recent Crinoids serves as a mad-
reporic apparatus, introducing the necessary water for respira-

tion. It is capable of expansion, and does expand when water

or food is introduced into the inner cavity, and contracts when
refuse matter is expelled. These are functions which the solid

vault could not have performed, and there must have been con-

sequently important modifications in the internal economy of

these animals. Comparing the large size of the calyx of the

earlier Crinoids with the small cup and large long arms of the

recent types, we find in the former an approach to the Oystideans,

as also a striking resemblance to the nascent Pentacri'ius before

Its arms are fully developed. In the older forms, the radial

plan is almost overshadowed by the bilateral arrangement of

the vault, which reminds of the bilateral symmetry in the ear-

lier stages of other Echinoderms. All these facts tend to prove,

that the Paleozoic Crinoids, embracing therein all true Crinoids

ill lahick the actinal side is closed, represent the young stage of

growth of the living types. They bear evidently the same re-

lation to the Pentacrinidoe and Comatulidce as the Perischoechinidoi

hear to the Echini, as the Gystidece. and. Blastoidece bear to the Pa-

leozoic Crinoids. They unquestionably form a distinct group oi

Crinoids, and I therefore propose for it, from the fact that its

representatives lived almost exclusively in Paleozoic times, the

name : '' Paleocrinoidea" as a suborder of the Crin&ids.

Whether Encrinus, Apiocrinus and allied genera of the Juras-

sic time are to be brought within this suborder, depends upon

of their vault, which cannot at present be de-
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ned. Should they prove to have a solid dome thej would'''""
" " Qight detract slightly from the '

; of the name Paleocrinoidea. Still as its charac-

be included here, and this might detract slightly from the tecb-

tenstic types were so prevalent and constituted so important a
part of the life of Paleozoic ages and the Mesozoic forms are
comparatively so insignificant in variety and abundance, the
term would nevertheless be significant and appropriate.

I shall not attempt to separate the Paleocrinoideoe into fami-
lies, as I think our present knowledge is hardly sufficient for

such a work, but I feel convinced that it must be based mainly
upon the diversities in the structure of the vault, not upon the
construction of the dorsal cup, nor upon the structure of the
arms or column, upon which former authors have founded such
divisions.

The discoveries which have been made within the last few
years, both in recent and extinct Crinoids, are really wonderful,
and lead us to expect large additions to our knowledge in the
future. I observe in the February number of this Journal,
that Professor Thomson has discovered at great depth two new
genera of Apiocnnidce, one of them resembling in superficial

structure the genus Poteriocriaris. This may throw new light

upon the physiology of the extinct types and solve some of the
questions herein suggested. Other discoveries will follow.

The labors of the Zoologist will supplement the researches of
the Paleontologist and through their properly united efforts, we
may hope in time to comprehend the structure of the Pakocri-
nir'l&E almost as perfectly as if they were yet living in our

X. The structure of the crystalline lens and its relation to

Periscopism*

The following thoughts were suggested by the recent memoir
of Dr. Ludimar^Hermann "On the passage of luminous pencils

obliquely through lenses, and on a related property of the crys-

talline lens of the (human) eye,"t in connection with my own
recent publication " On the comparative physiology of Binocu-
lar Vision.":}:

It is well known that the crystalline lens of the mammalian
eje increases in density and refractive power, from the surface

to the center; so that it may be regarded as composed of ideal

* Read before the National Academy of Sciences, April, 1877.
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layers, one within another increasing in density and
n curvature until the central nucleus becomes a very dense

md highly refractive spherule.

Evidently this structure must have some important use in

'ision or it would never have been formed ; but the question

f its design has never been satisfactorily settled. It is usually

egarded as intended to correct spherical aberration. It cer-

ainly is useful in this way, when the pupil is greatly expanded.

3ut in strong light, when the pupil is greatly contracted and

herefore only central rays reach the retina, correction is not

leededy because, even in a homogeneous lens, aberration^ under

;hese circumstances, is inappreciable. It is natural, therefore,

,o cast about for some other purpose subserved by this very

cit.) has discovered another

property which he regards as of great importance in perfect

vision, and which, therefore, he thinks, entirely explains the

design of the structure. It is the property of forming images

of objects lying on the margins of the field of view, far more per-

fect than could he jormed by a homogeneous lens of the same
focal distance. And since, as he supposes, perfect images of

marginal objects necessitates distinct vision of these objects,

he calls a lens having this structure periscopic.

By mathematical discussion he shows that, in a homogeneous
lens, while the central rays from radiants near the middle of

the field of view—i. e., of pencils nearly parallel with the axis

of the lens—are brouglit to a perfect focal point, the central

rays, from marginal radiants—i. e., of very oblique pencils

—

form crossing caustic lines. The refraction in the former case

is stigmatic, in the latter astigmatic. Therefore the picture

formed by such a lens is distinct in the central parts and very

indistinct on the margins. Now this well known defect of a

homogeneous lens Dr. Hermann shows is certainly in a great

measure, probably entirely, removed by the structure peculiar to

the crystalline kns. For in the case of a lens composed of con-

centric laminae increasing in density and curvature to the

center, the astigmatism of oblique pencils is greatly diminished,

and if the laminae be infinitely thin, probably entirely removed.

The picture formed by such a lens would therefore be perfect

in all parts, even to the extreme margins. The crystalline lens,

therefore, hy its structure is endowed with the property of forrn-

ing distinct imager of objects lying even on the extreme margins

of the field of view—of forming perfect images on all parts oj

the retinal screeyi even to the extreme anterior margins. It is

this structure, according to Dr. Hermann, which gives the eye

field of view, compared with that of optical
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uments. This then is the purpose of this 5

gives]

Such is a brief statement of Dr. Hermann's discovery, and
his deductions therefrom. This discovery I regard as very
important, but his deductions in regard to periscopism of the
human eye cannot be received without important modifications.
For it can be shown that so far as periscopism is concerned,
the peculiar structure of the lens is of little, if any, value in

man, /or want of a coj'responding suitable retinal structure.

In order to show this, it is necessary carefully to distinguish
two kinds of indistinctness of vision, viz: that which results

from indistinctness of the retinal image, and that which results

from imperfect perception of the image. The former has its

! properties of the lens, the latter in the organiza-
i of the retina. We may have a very perfect perception ot

imperfect image, and on the other hand we may have so

)erfect a perception of an image that we cannot tell whether
It IS perfect or not. If, for example, I hold the poiu
pen very close to one eye (shutting the other), and look at the
sky, the pen point is very indistinct, because, the retiual image
is indistinct ; but my perception is perfect. I can observe wiHi

great accuracy the exact degree of indistinctness. This is an exam-
ple of one kind of indistinctness of vision. But if I hold my
pen far to one side, on the extreme verge of the field of view,
say 90" from the direction of the optic axis, the pen is again

indistinct, far more so than before, but from an entirely differ-

ent cause, viz : imperfect perception of the retinal image. My
perception, in fact, is so imperfect that I cannot tell whether
the image is distinct or not. This is an example of the other
kind of indistinctness of vision.

Now of these two kinds of indistinctness, the latter is by far

the greater. Objects on the margin of the field of view are

perceived as objects, and nothing more ; their ionn cannot be
distinguished—they attract attention, but we must turn the
optic axis on them or near them in order to tell what they are.

For example, held at arm's length and 90° from the usual line

^y pen is seen only as an elongated object ; at 60° the shape
Js still indistinguishable—neither the point, nor the hole through
the back, can be seen at all, though projected against a bright
sky. Only at 30°-40= these begin to be distinguished. Even
Within a few degrees of the optic axis the perception of form is

still very imperfect In this case, however, the indistinctness
IS wholly the result of imperfect perception, not of imperfect
image. I cannot perceive whether the image is perfect or

inaperfect—whether the outlines are blurred or sharply defined.

It is evident, therefore, that the retina of the human eye is so

organized (and as I have shown in my previous article,* it is

*Loc. cit
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important that it should be so organized), that the perception

of its images, good or bad, is most perfect in the central spot,

and thence becomes less and less perfect toward the ante-

rior margin, where it finally becomes extremely imperfect.

Evidently, therefore, with this extremely imperfect marginal

perception, extremely perfect marginal images would be entirely

useless. Periscopic structure of the lens is useless because periscopic

perception of the retina is wanting.

True periscopism, i. e. the power of distinct vision over a wide

field without changing the direction of the optic axis, is there-

fore a product of two factors, viz : 1st, a periscopic property of

the lens^ i, e. of making distinct marginal as well as central

images ; 2d, a periscopic property of the retina^ i. e. of distinctly

perceiving marginal as well as central images. Now, Dr. Her-

mann has left out the second factor, and thus identified peri-

scopism of the lens with periscopism of the eye.

I think it quite certain, therefore, that the property of making
distinct marginal images, and therefore the characteristic lens

structure, in so far as it subserves t/i is purpose, is useless in man.
Yet it seems equally certain that this property is a very impor-

tant one. Where tben shall we seek its use, and what is its

.significance in man ? I believe we must seek its use in the

lower animals, where it originated. In man it must be regarded

as an example of a structure which has outlived its usefulness.

We have already shown in our last paper (p. 170), that true

periscopism, or distinct vision over a wide field, is a necessary

condition of safety in many of the lower animals. In accord-

ance with the law of evolution, therefore, an ocular structure,

suitable for this purpose, must be gradually formed and per-

fected. This ocular structure, as we have just seen, consists of
"

'
' ' produce perfect marginal images

!maf structure to pro('
'

* " " '

entral ;

highest degree in many of the lower animals,
the rutninants. But in the highest animals, and especially m
man, as we have shown in the paper referred to, this equal dis-

tribution of perception is inconsistent with fixed attention and

thoughtful observation, and therefore with the development of

the higher faculties of the mind. The uses of distinct marginal

perception, viz : breadth of distinct view, are sacrificed to the

higher uses of distinct central perception alone, viz: fixed

thoughtful attention to the object regarded alone. Thus with

the development of the central spot ol the retina, distinct mar-

ginal perception is lost ; because the uses of the latter are incon-

sistent with the higher uses of the former. But the other factor

of periscopism, viz: the property of forming distinct marginal

images, is retained by inheritance ; because though no longer
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useful in this way, it is in nowise hurtful and may even be use-

ful in other ways!
But I have also (loc. cit.) shown the close relation between

the development of the central spot and the consequent loss of

periscopism, and the development of true binocular vision.

Hence it is evident that, in going up the vertebrate scale, just
in proportion as the central spot is developed, and the position

of the eyes is adapted for binocular vision, the characteristic

structure of the lens, in so far as it is desitrned to produce per-

fect marginal images, becomes useless. There may be, how-
ever, and probably are, other uses, (e. g. correction of aberra-

tion), which this structure subserves and which would tend by
natural selection to keep up the structure. It would be ex-
tremely interesting in this connection to compare the lens of
the human eye with that of the eye of the ruminants. In so

subserves the purpose of periscopism the characteristic

I ought to be less marked in the human eye, since its

retention is due to inheritance alone, and not to natural selec-

tion. If it is not less marked there would be strong reason to

suspect that periscopism is not the most important pur})ose of

this s

Berkeley, (

Abt. XXVI.—On Ethylidenargentomine - ethyUdenammonium
Nitrate; by W. G. MiXTEE. Contributions from the Sheffield

Laboratory of Yah College. No. XLIX.

LlEBiG, in his researches on aldehyde,* examined the precipi-

tate obtained by mixing concentrated solutions of aldehyde-
ammonia and silver nitrate. His analysis of it shows an atomic
relation of silver 1, carbon 4, and hydrogen 11. He failed to

estimate nitrogen and hence did not obtain a formula, but con-
cluded from the deportment of the compound with acids and
alkalies that it contained aldehyde, ammonia and nitric acid.

I have not succeeded in getting a good product for analysis
by mixing simple aqueous solutions of aldehyde-ammonia and
sdver nitrate. Decomposition began before the substance could
be washed with alcohol. This decomposition is, however, pre-

vented, by using ammoniacal solutions. Tbe substance is solu-

ble in one and one-half parts, or less, of concentrated ammonia
water, and is still less soluble in pure water. In the first experi-

ment with ammoniacal solutions, the ammonia was rapidly re-

moved by a blast of air, and from equal weights of aldehyde-

ammonia and silver nitrate, two crops of very small white crys-

* Liebig's Ann., xiv, 147.
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tals were obtained, which were washed with alcohol, and dried

over oil of vitriol. The carbon and hydrogen were determined

by burning with lead chromate, the nitrogen by Schiffs method
with copper oxide and displacement of air by a slow stream of

carbonic acid, and the silver by simple ignition. The following

results were obtained from the tvro cropl above mentioned

:

1st crop. 2d crop. Mean. ratio. CHxoN^OsAg.
Carbon 18-32 18-33 3-9 18-75

H;rdrogen 4-23

Nitrogen 16-63 16-65 16-64 3- 16-41

Silver 42-06 1- 42-18

Oxygen 18-77

100-00

3- 18-75

100 00

These resuits give1 a formula different from NO,Ag "iiG^B.^

ONHJ, w].ich is given in Watts;' Dictionary, vol. i, p. 108, as

probably representing the substance. Taken together with

Liebig's analysis, they also indicate that the same body is

formed in both aqueous and ammoniacal solutions.

C.H.^NgOjAg differs from two equivalents of aldehyde-

ammonia and one equivalent of silver nitrate bv two molecules

of water, thus: 2(C2H,0NH3)-fAgNO,- 2H20--=C,H, <,N3

OjAg. This view of the chemical process is supported by the

reactions of aldehyde with benzamide and aniline, in which
water separates, and also by the following experiment: 29'2

grams of a mixture of silver nitrate and good crystals of alde-

hyde-ammonia, in the proportion of one equivalent or 17' grams
of the former, to two equivalents, or 12-2 grams of the latter,

were dissolved in 40 c. c. of concentrated ammonia-water. The
solution was evaporated in a weighed dish, first by a blast from
a laboratory bellows and finally over oil of vitriol until the

weight was constant The residue weighed 25445 grams. The
weight, according to the above formula, should have been 25*600

grams. The difference of 0-155 grams between the experimental
result and theory may be ascribed to the slight decomposition
the substance had undergone in drying, which was shown by
the small black residue it left when treated with ammonia-

When an ammoniacal solution of aldehyde-ammonia and
silver is evaporated at 20° to 30°, hydrous monoclinic transpar-

ent crystals separate, which do not change rapidly on damp
days, but become opaque with loss of water in dry weather.

Together with the hydrous crystals, small poorly defined tricli-

nic crystals form which do not become opaque in dry air. The
latter are transparent and colorless, or more frequently have a

resinous tinge. Dr. E. S. Dana has studied the crystalfine form

of both the hydrous and anhydrous crystals, and gives his re-
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suits in the following paper. Art. XXVII. The hydrous crystals

can be picked out before losing their luster if the atmosphere is

damp, and the anhydrous crystals are easily distinguished after

the former have become opaque. The following results were
obtained on good monoclinic crystals which had been dried

over oil of vitriol, and on transparent anhydrous crystals

:

Monoclinic Triclinia Calculated for

dried crystals. crystals. CiHioNsOsAg.
Carbon 18-55 18-62 18-75

Hydrogen 4-08 4-12 3-91

Nitrogen 16-58 16-64 16-41

To determine whether the monoclinic substance lost any
ammonia on drying, nearly two grams of crystals, not entirely

free from the triclinic body, were heated to 100°, in air which
traversed a caustic potash drying tube before reaching the sub-

stance and then passed a weighed tube filled with fragments of

caustic potash. The substance lost in weight exactly what the

latter tube gained, and the water thus estimated corresponded
to 4-20 per cent. The following results were obtained by dry-

ing well selected monoclinic crystals in a desiccator at 20° to 30° :

0-383 gram lost 4-28 per cent.

0-343 " " 4-2G "

0-437 " " 4-23 "

1-0504 " " 4-24 "

After the 0-383 gram had obtained a constant weight in the

desiccator it was exposed for half an hour to 60° without further

loss; in three quarters of an hour at 100" the loss increased

0-0025 gram and the crystals had become brow-n. These water

determinations lead to the troublesome formula for the mono-
clinic hydrous crystals, of 8(0,11, ^N.OaAgO+oH^O, which

Both kinds of crystals are soluble in water, very soluble in

ammonia water, almost insoluble in alcohol, sparingly soluble

in ammoniacal absolute alcohol, and both give a silver mirror

when their aqueous solutions are heated, and but a trace of

potash solutions both forms give the same odor that is perceived

when aldehyde-ammonia is treated with potash. Dilute acids

set aldehyde free, and warm oil of vitriol evolves nitrogen per-

oxide fumes. Both turn brown at 100°, the monoclinic crystals

remain brittle, but the triclinic substance becomes gummy at
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100° after some time. The triclinic crystals decompose rapidly

a few degrees lower than the monoclinic. Both kinds appear

to be permanent in dry ajr. On recrystallizing the monoclinic

variety some triclinic'^ crystals appear, and the triclinic form

yields on recrystallization some monoclinic crystals.

As to the constitution of the bodies their reactions make evi-

dent that they contain the ethylidene and nitro groups. They
are plainly analogous to the amraouio-silver nitrate, which

ammonia water as all contain (exclusive of crystal water) 3

atoms of nitrogen and 8 atoms of oxygen to 1 of silver. We
may therefore, regard them as amines, and may show their rela-

tion to ammonia-silver nitrate as follows

:

jj3^T
^
AgN03 CHg-CH^NH f

"^^^^^^

In accordance with the requirements of the now received

theories, these bodies may be formulated as substituted ammo-
nium nitrates, viz :

H,=N-0-N02, ammonium nitrate.

TT —isj^N—O—NOg argentamine-ammonium nitrate.

CH3CH=N'—O—XO2 ethylidenargentamii

Art. XXYIL— 0« the crystalline for
drous varieties of Eihylidenargent
Nitrate; by Edward S. Dana.

A IlydroKS Ethylidenargentamineethylidenammonium Nitrate.

The hydrous variety of ethylidenargentamine-ethylidenam-
monium nitrate, described by Professor Mixter in the preceding

article, crystallizes in the monoclinic system. The observed

planes (see figs. 1, 2) are as follows

:

c(OOl), d{\U\ g(\\\\ e(Oll), and rarely 5 (010).

From the measurement of a considerable number of crystals

the following were obtained as the fundamental angles

:
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c (001) /s e (Oil) = 69° 2'

c (001) /s <? (Ill) = 78° 35'

d{\U) ^ d'{\\\) = 60° 60'

these angles the elements of the crystals were calculated,

c:b:d = 4-32645 : 1-65788 : 1-00000

c (001) ^ g (111) = 79° 2'

^(111) ^ g'ini)= 60° 56'

c?(lll) ^ gr (111) =114° 17'

f? (Ill) /v e (Oil) = 66° 18'

g (III) /v e(ori) = 65° 5'

d (111) x\ e'(oll) = 122° 56'

g (ill) /^ e'(OlT) = 122° 48'

c?(lll) /^ 6 (010) = 59° 35'

g (111) ^ ft(OlO) = 59° 32'

The measured angles agreed quite closely with the calculated

angles when the character of the planes was such as to admit
of satisfactory observations. This will be seen from the follow-

ing examples, being the angles measured on diflferent crj^stals

ior d^d' and c^c:

d^d'=:GO°bO', 60°47', 60°46', 60°47', 60°51', 60°52', 60°50', etc.

C/s(7=78°35', 78°39', 78°40', 78°33', 78°34' 78°40', 78°38', 78°36',

In many cases, however, the planes were by no means satis-

factory, being generally polished and yet far from smooth, and
hence the reflections given by them were more or less uncer-
tain. The planes g, g' were quite uniformly striated, and hence
the measurements made upon them were always unreliable.

The following angles were all obtained from a single crystal;

the wide variations from the calculated angles observed in some
cases are due to the cause named

:

Ne?=78°27' j </^^=114°12' dy^dJ-
\d'^g'=UNtZ'=78°38' 1 (/'^fl''=:114° 7' flr/s^'= 60°46'

! /ve =69° 3'



The crystals e^camined were quite small, averaging from one

ers in length. The are generally rhombic

/ 'T q \ f~^^^v^^ c i^^~~"^>7

\,' H ) \ir\ s
]
44

t I

'

l) I4t\ ^' ^
(fig.l)atoneext]
occasionally, hov

remity, and hexagonal in outline on the other;

revcr, from the extension of the olinodomes

they take the form of hexagonal tables (fig. 2). The hemihedral

character of the crystals, shown in the figures, is a marked

feature which they all possess. No trace of" either of the miss-

ing pyramids or clinodomes was in any case discovered ;
a few

isolated crystals of apparently holohedral development were

without exception found by optical means to be twins, though

showing no reentrant angles. Other twins had the form of

fig. 2. The twinning-axis is here a normal to the basal plane.

The cleavage is highly perfect parallel to the base (c), and the

crystals have a pearly luster on this face.

The examination of the optical properties of the crystals

proves that, though the angle of obliquity is small (SO"" 4-i ),

they unquestionably belong to the monoclinic system, and, on

the other hand, that they are not triclinic.

A natural crystal, or still better a cleavage section, viewed

in the polariscope in a direction normal to the basal plane (c),

shows the biaxial interference figures most satisfactorily. The
axes, however, do not lie in the center of the field, but slightly

on one side in the direction of the pyramids rf, d' ; thus showing

that the plane of the optic-axes is not quite normal to the

base. The horizontal dispersion is also very strongly marked.

A section cut parallel to the clinopinacoid and examined in

the polariscope of Groth, shows that the acute bisectrix for blue

rays makes an angle of 8° with a normal to the base (c), being

inclined forward (see fig. 1) toward d, while the same angle for

red rays is 6^°.

The apparent optic-axial angle in air was obtained with con-

siderable exactness:

2E= 68° 23' for red rays, =67° 30' for blue rays. The ordi-

nary dispersion is consequently />>i;; the dispersion of the

bisectrices, on the other hand, t;>p. The character of the

double refraction is negative.

The twins (see fig. 2) gave interference figures of great beauty,

both sets of axes being visible, situated symmetrically on either
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side of the medial line. The
axial planes, measured in the

for blue and 25° for red. The true angles corresponding to

these, obtained with the stauroscope, are 16° and 11° respec-

tively. The first-mentioned angles, however, are not sufficiently

accurate to serve for the calculation of one of the indices of

B. Anhydroits Ethylidenargentamine-ethylidenammoniimi
nitrate.

The crystals of the second, or anhydrous, variety of this

compound belong to the tridinic system. Unfortunately the

material which Prof. Mixter has thus far 3.

been able to put into my hands has been
much too imperfect to allow of exact deter-

mination. The crystals are small and the

planes uniformly rough and uneven, so that

the measured angles with an occasional

exception cannot be relied upon within less

than 30'.

The crystals are quite uniform in habit,

and figure 3 represents as closely as possible

the common form. The crystal is placed in the position given
in order to exhibit the close approximation to the monoclinic
form, e, g, h are planes of the lower side, and a' is opposite a.

The angles measured on one crystal are as follows

:

a (lOO)/s^(iri) = 51° 20' a (100)^^(111) = 65° 10'

a'(l0O)^A(ill) = 58° 2' a'(r00)^e(iri)=:64° 4'

<7 (111)^6(111) = 65°44'

These angles point to a form having an obliquity in a vertical

direction of about 5°, but very slightly inclined in a horizontal

direction. The measurements for a (100)^6 (010) gave in the
best case 90° 10', and again 90° 20'. The variation from 90° is

here within the possible error of observation, owing to the
imperfect character of the planes ; the questifm was not decided,
consequently, until a stauroscope examination showed that the
plane of vibration for the light was not normal to h (010), but
made an angle of about 18°, thus proving the tridinic nature of
the crystals.

The measured angles, as has been stated, are not sufficiently

reliable to give the axial ratio calculated from them any especial

value
; the approximate values of the axes are, c=l-45, 5= 1-93,

^'^1. The hemihedral character of the crystal figured is true
of all the crystals, and the examination in the stauroscope
failed to show any evidence of twinning. The crystals were
not suited for any further optical examinations.
Am. JotTR. Sci.-Third Sbbtes, Vol. XIV, No. 81.-Sept., 1877.
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The conclusions, which flow from the fact, illustrated in the

two preceding numbers of this Journal, that the limestone

areas of Vermont and Berkshire are geologically one, may be

presented under the following heads :

1. Chronological conclusions : or the equivalence and age of

the formations.

2. Lithological conclusions.

3. Orographic conclusions.

And, as a sequel to this discussion, I propose, next, to pre-

sent stratigraphical facts bearing on the geological relations-

between the area which has been under consideration ami the

country lying to the southward and eastward of it, in Connecti-

cut and New York.

Age of the Formations.

1. Age of the Limestone series as a whole.—From the facts

brought forward it is manifest that the limestone, schists and

quartzyte, making up the limestone series of Vermont and

Berkshire, are continuous formations, and that they are con-

formable throughout. Hence we have proof that the conclusions

deduced for Vermont, from Mr. Wing's discoveries, are true

also for Berkshire: namely, that

—

(1.) The limestone series is made up wholly of Lower Sihirian

formations; that is, of formations not older than the Primordial

or Cambrian, nor newer than the Cincinnati or Hudson River

group.

(2.) All these formations were upturned and metamorphosed
together at one mountain-making epoch, no epoch of disturb-

ance having intervened ; and that upturning occurred after the

laying down of the most recent of the formations in the series.

2. Age of the Taconic slates, and of the limestone immediately

adjoining.—The Taconic mountains of western Berkshire are a

direct continuation of the "Great central slate-belt" of Vermont.

The two make one range and one rock -formation, and c(msi>t

of the same kinds of rocks similary upturned. They are abk'-

also in dividing off a western band of limestone from the ninii

limestone area—that extending through West Cornwall in ^ er-

mont, and that of Hillsdale, Copake and Millerton, in New
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York. In Yermont the Taconic slates (those of the central
slate-belt) overlie the adjoining limestone in one or more syn-
clinals, as plainly shown in Mount Dorset, Danby Mountain,
Equinox Mountain, Spruce Peak in Arlington, and Mount
Anthony in Bennington ; and in Berkshire they have the same
position, as observed in Graylock and Mount Washington.
Hence in both States the Taconic slates overlie^ or are younger
than^ the adjoining limestone.

In Yermont, as Mr. Wing has shown, the limestone nearest
the slate contains, in several places, Trenton fossils {Trinuclens^

etc.), and at West Rutland, Chazy fossils {Maclurea, etc.) if not
also Trenton; and the slates are," therefore, as has beenalready
stated, younger than the Trenton limestone of that region and
belong probably to the Hudson Eiver or Cincinnati group. If

this be true in Yermont, the Taconic range in Berkshire, since
it is part of the same slate-belt, consists of rocks younger than
the Trenton, and is therefore either of the Upper Trenton or of
the Hudson River or Cincinnati group.

It may be questioned whether the Graylock Spur should be
included with the Taconic range, since it stands to the east of
it. But the resemblance in its rocks to those of the Taconic
range, coupled with its position stratigraphically above the

adjoining limestone, just as in Mount Anthony, Equinox Moun-
tain, Mount Eolusand other peaks in the slate-belt of Yermont,
make it almost certain that the age of one is the age of the
other, as first observed by Emmons.
The Berkshire limestone of the band adjoining the Taconic

range is mostly, if not wholly, non-magnesian, like that of
Yermont. Hence its constitution, as well as its position, makes
it altogether probable, that it is Trenton or Chazy, as in Yer-
mont. The limestone v:est of the Taconic range in Hillsdale,

Copake and farther south, must also be Trenton or Chazy since
this is true for that similarly situated in Yermont; and, more-
over, it is the west side of one and the same synclinal flexure,

the limestone on the east side of the Taconic range passing
beneath and coming up again on the west side.

3. The Limestones arid ^Schists of the Eastern halfof the limestone

«re«.—Like the Taconic slates to the westward, these more
eastern rocks in Berkshire are a continuation of those north of
them in Yermont. Tiie quartzyte is not all in one range in

either State; but, whether in one or several ranges, it is alike

from north to south in belonging especially to the more eastern

part of the limestone area. Hence whatever is true of the age of

the quartzyte in one State is almost certainly true in the other.

Further, whatever the range of age in the more eastern of tlje

limestones of Yermont, the same is the probable range of that

in Berkshire and farther south. Like the Vermont limestone
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then, the Berkshire limestone of the middle and eastern half of

the area may include the Calciferous, Quebec, Chazj and Tren-

ton formations, and perhaps also the Primordial; but, since there

are no fossils to fix the precise age, the areas of these difl'erent

formations in Berkshire cannot be separately distinguished.

xplained, strata of quartzyte and schis

one, and sometimes the other, predominating. The special age

of the formation is in doubt, equally with that of the eastern lime-

stones. There may be quartzytes of different periods of the

Lower Silurian ; and so with the schists. The question of age

can be positively answered only by the discovery of decisive

fossils in the quartzytes of Vermont; and so many imperfect

forms have already been brought to light (besides the unsatis-

factory worm-burrows, and Fucoids or worm-tracks) that we
may feel sure the future will clear away the doubts. A word is

added beyond (p. 207) on two of the forms thus far discovered.

One important point—the position of the quartzyte with

reference to the associated limestone—is well illustrated in

Berkshire. Mr. Wing, in his explanations of the Vermont
sections (pp. 410, 411 of the last volume of this Journal), makes
this limestone to overlie the quartzyte, and to be the equivalent

of the ''.subcrystalline limestone" which overlies the Red Sand-

rock on the west side of the limestone area— the quartzyte

being in his view the same rock with the Red Sand-rock. It is

to be noted, however, that the sections themselves do not indi-

cate whether the limestone is overlying or underlying, and

may be explained as well on one supposition as the other.

in Berkshire, beyond all reasonable doubt, the eastern quartzyte

tormaiion overlies the adjoining limestone.

The most distinct and positive proof of the superposition of

the quartzyte over limestone that I have observed is that

of Konkaput V aUey. Devany's Quarry, east side of Konkaput Valley,

afforded by sections either side of Konkaput Vallev—a locality

brought to mv attention, as I state in mv memoir of 1872-3,
bv Dr. R. P. Stevens. The figures of the' sections of Devany's



Blnif and Three-mile Eidge, which face one another on oppo-
site sides of the valley, are here repeated from page 45 of this

volume. In each of the sections, quartzyte strata and over-
lying schists of great thickness rest on the limestone which
outcrops in the valley. The dip is small (8°-2o°, p. 46).

The limestone is plainly at the bottom; and it is stratigraphi-

cally so, unless there has been a flexing of the strata and an
overturned fold at the place. Nothing in the region suggests
that there has been such an overthrow : the facts, on the con-
tniry, prove the flexure which the strata have undergone to be
a gentle one. As has been stated, the two ridges stand oppo-
site one another, not quite a mile apart. In the eastern, the
dip is 20°-25° to the northeastward ; in the western, about the
same to the northwestward. The series of rocks from below
upward, limestone, quartzyte, schist, of one side, is repeated in

the other, and the schist of the west side has a thickness of

several hundred feet like that of the east. All the conditions
are those of a low anticlinal spanning the valley; and one
whose axis dips gently northward, and whose sides flare south-
ward or southward and eastward. The valley south of Devany's
Bluff" widens much to the eastward and has its lakes with lime-

stone about them.
Besides this, the rocks of the gentle anticlinal are continued in

the high land either side in a broad shallow synclinal—the high

breadth from east tr) west of ten miles, {a) In tlie svnclinal to'tiie

n-'ist (bct\v(>en the Konkaput vallcv and Great Harrington), the
?chist has lirst a dip northwestward of 8° to 25^ but, after three-

fourths of a mile, the dip is eastward 20° to 25^ ami liuallv 40°
to 50°, just east (^f Great Barrington. {h) In that to the msi,
the dip is 5° to 25° to tlie northeastward, over the high land and
mountainous region all the wav east from Devany's blufl'to the
village of Montcrcv : but on the northeastern side of this hitjh

land, at tin- v iliaLi." <.f Tvringham, and at South Lee, it is to the
south westward. A scciion i)ctwcen Monterey and Tvringham,
east of north in conivr. .h..ws the change of dip. The* limestone
about Montrrev <lip^ 2.V t<. tho uorthwest ; nlono- the hiLdiest

part (.f the nxul, tin- o-,,,.;.. ,„/. M)ira >r\v<\ of th,- hills out<-rop

or gneiss and mica schist, witli a dip of lo"^ to 25'".

Thus, both east and west of the Konkaput anticlinal tli^

as gentle a synclinal ; and lience the idea of an overturn c;

the western, that the valleys are eroded antidinab, and the
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or areas of high land are syncUnab^ a rule exemplified exten-

sively in the continuation of the Appalachians from Pennsyl-

vania to Alabama, where the facts are little obscured by meta-

rnorphism. The position of the limestone beneath the quartzyte

and schists along the Konkaput is then the original position.

This underlying of the thick quartzyte and schists by lime-

stone appears to be a fact in many other parts of the Berkshire

region, as in Monument Mountain, in quartzyte ridges east of

Tom Ball, and elsewhere, though these examples are not as

free as the above mentioned from other siipposable explana-

tions. The evidence is complete with or without them, that

the quartzyte and the associated schists in some j^rominent cases

in BerJcshire, if not all, overlies limestone. In such cases, ac-

cordingly, the limestone is the older formation of the two; and

this is as true for Vermont as for Berkshire. And where so in

either State the quartzyte and the associated schists constitute

synclinals or monocHncils—not artticlinals.

There is another argument favoring the view that the

quartzyte is in synclinals. It may be questioned whether lofty

anticlinals of quartzyte are a possibility. The quartzyte was

originally a deposit of sand, or a sandstone, of great thickness.

Now such a sand-bed or sandstone, raised into a close and lofty

anticlinal flexure so as to have, as in Vermont, and in some

parts of Berkshire, a dip of 40° or 50°, would be sure to have

been very profoundly broken by the strain; and thus broken,

it would have been exposed to erosion and destruction, and

even to removal so as to leave a valley in its place, as has been

the usual fact in the Appalachians; while, if bent up into a

synclinal, whether shallow or deep, the pressure would tend to

promote compactness, consolidation, and preservation. Hence
the existence of the quartzyte formation in lofty ridges is

strongly against its being in anticlinals.

If then the quartzyte ridges are not anticlinals, the limestone

is the inferior stratum.

Again : if the quartzyte is Primordial, the underlying lime-

stone is inferior Primordial. Consequently, the quartzyte

formation should be elsewhere found separating this inferior

Primordial limestone from the limestones of the Calciferous,

Quebec, Ohazy and Trenton periods. But the fact is that this

limestone which underlies the quartzyte is in many places in

Vermont continuous with the rest of 'the limestone"' formation,

one area of limestone stretching from the quartzvte quite to tlio

Taconic slate-belt where are Trenton and Chazy fossils in it. We
naturally inquire—how under these circumstances can it be that

the quartzyte formation belongs any where between the Trenton

and that inferior limestone? Is it' not necessarily superior to

all the continuous Lower Silurian limestone formation ? But

if thus superior, the quartzyte is not Primordial ; it is not the
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equivalent of the Eed Sandrock ; it is even related in age to

the Taconic slates ; these overlying a western portion of the

limestone and the quartzyte formation an eastern. If so, the east-

ern quartzyte forynation is of the age of the later Trenton^ or the Cin-

cinnati group ^ both in Vermont^ Berhshire and Connecticut.

It will be remembered that the axis of the iron -ore belt is

situated in the vicinity of the quartzyte in Vermont, but in the

vicinity of the Taconic range in Berkshire; and even west of
the Taconic range for the region south of the latitude of mid-
dle Berkshire (this vol., p. 138). Thus the quartzyte and the

Taconic slates have the same geological relation to the iron ore

belt; and this again suggests the idea that the two are of the same
age—both of the Cincinnati or Hudson River group if one is.

These remarks make apparent the difficulties and doubts sur-

rounding the question as to the age of the quartzyte, doubts
which only new discoveries of fossils can wholly set aside.

The collections of Yale College contain specimens of the
" Modiolopsis" and " Orthoceras " reported by the Vermont
Report as occurring in the Quartzyte, which were received by
me from the late Professor Adams, many years since, when he
had charge of the earlier uncompleted survey of that State.

There is but one specimen of each—not enough for a decided

opinion about them. Quite recently I have seen other specimens
in the Amherst College Museum. One is a piece of quartzyte

with many casts of one valv© of the so-called " Modiolopsis;"
and another contains several of the "Orthoceras;" and I have
found tliat both are uikiuc stionable fossils. The former is the

-shell of a small lamelli branch about six and a half lines long

and live broad. The so-called Orthoceras is a slender conical

tube filled with quartzyte; and it was apparently without septa

—no remains of them being present within ; the specimen in

the Yale collections has a length of 0-6 in. : a diameter, at the

larger (broken) end, of 0-24 in., and, within a twentieth of an
inch of the smaller rounded end, of just half this. It appears
to be a Theca-Mkii species. The Iamcllil)raneh seems to indicate,

as Profes.sor James Hall concluded, that the quartzvte is not

Primordial, and that it must be later in age.

The facts that have been reviewed have established : (1) The
Lower Silurian age of the limestone series as a whole

; (2) the

unity of position, and of epoch of uplift, of the series; (3) the

very j)robable Trenton and Chazy age of the limestone a<l-

joining the whole of the Taconic slate-belt or range; (4) the

equally probable Upper Trenton -or Cincinnati age of the Ta-

conic rocka But the age of the more eastern portion of the

limestone and of the quartzyte and schists remains undeter-

mined. My opinion is that the quartzyte will be found to be

newer than the Red Sandrock, and of the same age essentially

as the Taconic slates.
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Art. XXIX.— Cn the 'preparation of Cylinders of Zirconia for the

CJxy-hydrogen Light; bv JoHN CHRISTOPHER Draper, M.D.,

LL.D., Professor of Natural History in the College of the

City of New York.

Success in the use of the microscope for the purpose of pro-

jecting magnified representations of microscopic objects on a

screen depends primarily upon the light employed, especially

when high powers are used, as for example, a quarter inch

objective. To answer the purpose in question the light must

possess: 1st, intnnsic brilliancy; 2d, the brilliancy must be as

nearly as possible invariable ; 3d, it must retain its fixity of

position in the optical axis of the apparatus.

If the experimenter has a good heliostat, the light from the

sun fulfills these conditions better than any artificial light; but.

experience teaches the unwelcome lesson that though sunlight

is preferable to any other, it scarcely ever happens that it is

available at the time it is wanted. The weather is almost cer-

tain to be either cloudy or hazy just at the hour when it is

desired to make an important demonstration, and the lecturer

is obliged to postpone it, thereby lessening its value, and often

entirely losing its effect. The "selection of the best artificial

light therefore becomes a matter of importance to those who
desire to secure the advantages to be derived from the success-

ful demonstration of such microscopic objects as preparations

of animal and vegetable tissues, animalcules, the circulation of

the blood, etc.

The artificial lights possessed of sufficient intrinsic brilliancy

are: 1st, the electric arc or light; 2d. the magnesium ribbon

light; 3d, the oxy-calcium light; 4th, the oxy-magnesium
light; and 5th, the oxy-zirconium light. The first has greater

brilliancy than any other in the list, but in addition to fifty or

one hundred cups" of a nitric acid or bichromate battery a good
regulator is also n eces.su ry ; this involves a very considerable

change in the part of the carbon electrodes between which the

arc of light passes renders its use unsatisfactory.
The magnesium ribbon light has the great disadvantage of

the emission of fumes of oxide, which coat the surface of the

condensing lenses in spite of all attempts to dispose of it other-

wise. The light also is not concentrated on a small fixed

surface ; but, is emitted from a varying length of ribbon.

The oxy-calcium light produced by projecting tlie flame of

mixed oxygen and hydrogen gases upon a cylinder or pencil

of calcium oxide is the one generally employed. It is fixed in
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its position ia the optical axis of the apparatus, it is thrown
into operation with comparative facility when cylinders con-

taining the compressed gases are available, and it has sufficient

intrinsic brilliancy for the majority of experiments. The diflBi-

culties in the way of its use are however serious, and it is very
desirable that they should be lessened. They arise chiefly

from the volatility of the calcium oxide at the intensely high
temperature employed. The volatilized material depositing

on the condensing lenses prevents the passage of the luminous
rays, and the cavity formed in the cylinder of lime at the spot

where the flame impinges soon interferes with the brilliancy of

this necessitates a change in the position of the lime

present a new surface to the action of the flame,

and this in its turn imphes a distraction of the attention of the

experimenter, which interferes seriously with the satisfactory

management of his subject. Though the attempt is made to

avoid this difficulty by clock work, or other mechanical con-

trivances, they are still unsatisfactory in their action. Another
serious objection is the necessity of placing the cylinders in a

closed vessel when not in use to protect them from the action of

the air.

The oxy-magnesium light is similar to the preceding, differ-

ing only in the substitution of a cylinder or pencil of magne-
sium oxide for calcium oxide, and the light emitted is of equal

brilliancy. Following the instructions given for the prepara-

tion of these cylinders, I have taken the greatest pains to pro-

cure samples of magnesium oxide of the utmost purity. I have
also tried various methods for its preparation, among which the

combustion of the metal in oxygen may be mentioned, but
failure has thus far attended all efforts to make pencils or

cylinders which could withstand the intense heat of the flame
of the mixed oxygen and hydrogen gases without undergoing
volatilization. The pencils" obtained were fully equal in this

respect to those of calcium oxide; but, I did not dnd any
superiority that repaid the trouble of their preparation.

The oxy-zirconium light produced by the action of the flame
of mixed oxygen and hydrogen gases on a cylinder of zirconium
oxide meets all the requirements of the case in question. It

has the intrinsic briUiancy, the iiivariul.le hrillianrv, the fixity

of position in the optical axis of the ;ipp;ii;!lus. an(i it does not

volatilize under the heat eTn})lovLMl. The condensing lenses

remain free from deposit, and after the light is once adjusted

the experimenter can carry on his demonstrations without the

distraction of his attention that attends the use of the other

lights. All that is ne.-essary is according to the size of the

reservoirs of compressed aas t(.) open the cocks a little as the

pressure diminishes. There is also no necessity to remove
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the zirconium oxide pencil from its position, as is the case

with the calcium oxide, it may on the contrary remain in situ

for any length of time, and the apparatus is always ready for

use whenever it is wanted.
Though the standard works on chemistry generally mention

the light-emitting power of zirconium oxide under a high tem-

perature, the only successful attempt that has been made to

apply it practically that I am aware of was that of Tessie du

Motay. Unsatisfactory references to his process for pre[)ariDg

zircoiiia cylinders are to be found in various chemical works

and journals, the best that I have seen being that given on

page 47 of ^'Crooke's Select Methods in Chemical Analysis."

The careful reader of this and other articles on zirconia will be

prepared to expect difficulties in the way of its preparation,

and it is to the removal or lessening of these difficulties that I

now propose to address myself by the minute relation of the

process I have finally adopted after manv weeks of experiment
The subject naturally divides itself: 1st, into the preparation

of zirconium oxide; and, 2d, the preparation of the cylinders

The compound (

f North Carolina. It is essentially zirconium silicate, and the

omposition of this and other specimens of zircon will be found

1 Dana's Mineralogy. The difficulty in the operation consists

1 the complete removal of the silica and of the sodium com-

onnds used in the disintegration of the mineral.

1st. Select the zircon crystals or fragments thereof of as light

color as possible, and carefully retnove all attached foreign

latter
;
provide about ten grams in weight.

2d. Eeduce five or six grams to powder in a steel mortar;

r, by first heating to bright redness and chilling in water

,'hile very hot the same may be done in a porcelain mortar.

e any mica or ottier roreign matter tliat ir 'ay ^^l^'P^'^;;^^j.„.

Complete the pulverization in an agate
dnciii-- small quantities at a time, and reduce tc> Ti^ipalmbk
powdei •. The final yield of zirconia depends or, the thorougb-

ith which this is done.
4th. Weigh out two grams of the fine zirc(,n powder and

mix it intimately in a mortar with ten grams of dry sodium

carbon;ate, place the mixture in a covered platinlum crucible of

twenty cubic centimetere capacity.

Sth". Place the crucible over a strong Bun.?en flame; the

burner should be at least fifteen millimeters in diameter; in

about twentv minutes the mass in the crucible will have

shrunk en to one-third of its original volume if the heat is

sufficient. To secure uniformity in temperature of tlu
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I have empk)yed the following devi ce. The platinum crucible

being placed
ring of a reto

in a t.riangle of platinum wire supported on the
irt staind, a graphite cr.icible ha^

'fifl:

a dialmeter of
five centime! as taken and an opening twenty
millimeters in diameter made in its botto•m. It was then
placed mouth dovmward over the platinum. cru<eible, with its

mouth at the level of the bottom if the latt A resting on
the same support. A brass or iron tube twc) and a ha.If centi-

I eight decimeters in length

placed vertically over the bottom of the graphite crucible,

resting on it and enclosing the opening previously made
therein. A furnace was thus constructed, the long tube being
the chimney, giving a good draught, and the graphite crucible

the body which confined the flame to the surface of the enclosed
platinum crucible and heated it equally.

0th. The shrinkage of the mass having been satisfactorily

accomplished it is to be fused ; for this purpose a powerful gas

blo\v]iipe flame urged by a foot l)cilo\vs answ(;rs very well. In
place of the ordinary blowpijic Ihunc 1 luivo used a modification

contrived by my assistant, Mr. Ivin Sick.^l^. It (Mnisists of a large

Bunsen burner" two centimeter^ in diiinni.-i', thc^ u])})er oi)ening
is closed by a cap through wliich seven mh.iII tubes pass, each

openings of tlie burners are also cl<>se<l exeept one thrnngh

The mass in the 'pl'itinum crucibJe'having been ilised and
the fusion continued until it begins to assume a pasty state, it

is again liquified according to the plan of Berzelius by the

addition of caustic soda about equal in weight to that of zircon.

The heat being again applied tlie disinte^i-ation of the silicate

continues, and if 'neces.sary a second addition of caustic soda
may be made.

7tii. The contents of the platinum crucible having e«.olrd,

separate them therefrom, and pliee in ;i bealscr, mid two hun-
dred cubic centimeters of distilled W;>tei': :ii,\ portions of the

fused material that adhere to the -.Msli,-. .>i- cover of tlie erueible

are also to be removed bv a jet .,f (li^tilh-i ^^^hy and ndde-l to

the con tents of the beaker. Afi ..r.-;,-io.,,| birring will pro-
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The contents of the beaker are thoroughly stirred and set

aside for twenty-four hours to settle. The clear supernatant

fluid is decanted, another two hundred cubic centimeters of

distilled water added, the mixture stirred and set aside for

twenty-four hours or longer, and when the precipitate has set-

tled the liquid is decanted and the beaker with its contents

set on the water bath to dry.

8th. Pulverize the dried material in the beaker with a glass

rod, add twenty cubic centimeters of pure hydrochloric acid

(Merck's), cover the beaker with a large watch glass and set on

the water bath ; when the acid has dissolved as much as it will

take up, it is to be decanted while hot into a shallow evap-

orating dish of about live hundred cubic centimeters capacity.

A second dose of twenty cubic centimeters of hydrochloric

acid is added to the contents of the beaker, and when all lumps
are broken down the mixture is transferred to the evaporating

dish, a little hydrochloric acid being used to complete the

transference.

9th. For the final separation of the silica the contents of the

dish are evaporated to dryness on the water bath, and the heat

continued until they cease to emit acid fames, a little distilled

water is then added and thoroughly incorporated with the

residue by stirring. The mixture is again evaporated to dry-

ness at 212° F. The second drying being completed, aboat

two Inmdred cubic centimeters of distilled water are added,

and when all the soluble material ia taken up the mixture is

transferred to a filter. On the filter there remains silica and

undecomposed zircon. In the filtrate there are zirconium

chloride, sodium chloride and iron chloride.

10th. The next step is the separation of the zirconium chloride

from the iron chloride, and as completely as possible from the

sodium chloride. This I have accomplished as follows. The
filtrate being made up to five hundred cubic centimeters with

distilled water, washed sulphurous acid gas is passed through

the tliiid lis long as a precipitate forms, or untU the contents of

tli<! fhisk smell strongly of sulphurous acid. The mixture is

then h.»ile.l as long as it emits any odor of sulphurous acid, the

loss {)[ liijuid being made up from time to time by the ad(lition

(if distil l;-«l water. The precipitate of zirconium sulphite is

allowiMl to settle for a day or two and is then collected on a

filter, where it must drain for a day, the funnel being covered

with a sheet of paper. As it is impossible to wash the precipi-

tate properly on the filter, it must be carefully transferred

therefrom to a beaker while it is still moist by means of a glass

rod and jet of distilled water from a washing bottle. The

lumps being completely broken up the contents of the beaker

are asjain nnule ui) to five hundred cubic centimeters with dis-
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tilled water well i

is collected on a 1

as it will yield any fluid.

11th. The precipitate obtained above is dissolved in as little

pure hydrochloric acid as possible, the solution diluted with
distilled water to five hundred cubic centimeters and heated to
boiling for some time. Ammonia is added to the hot solution,

when the zirconium oxide is thrown down and is to be col-

lected on a filter, washed with hot water and allowed to dry at

the temperature of the air, the yellowish or whitish lumps
resulting are pulverized in an agate mortar, when a white
powder is obtained. The quantities I have given in the '

various operations detailed above apply to two grams of the

powdered zircon. For the preparation of a zirconia cylinder of

sufiicient size the product obtained from four grams of zircon
is required, the quantities may be doubled throughout ; but, it

is better to make two fusions of two grams each and double
the quantities given in the latter part of the description.

I have also tried the separation of zirconium chloride from
iron chloride by hydrochloric acid ; but, though I worked at a

temperature of 32° R, the yield was very small and therefore

unsatisfactory. In the process by hyposulphite of soda I

found it very difficult to get rid of the soda. The process of

disintegrating the zircon by chlorine at a high temperature
also failed to give satisfactory results in my hands, and I find
that Dr. Melliss records the same experience.

Preparation of the Cylinders.

The zirconium oxide powder obtained in the manner described
above is to be heated in a platinum crucible and kept at a
bright red for five or six hours; it will under these circum-
stances shrink considerably in volume. I have sometimes in

addition submitted the powder to the heat of the oxy-hydrogen
flame with advantage, spreading it out for this purpose on a
piece of platinum foil supported on a slab of iron, and directing
the flame on the powder. The operator should wear smoked
spectacles. The powdered oxide thus condensed by heat

'"-

then moistened with just enough wate ' ' *'
'

^

form small lumps. In tliis condirion i

mould and submitted to severe pressure by a piston fitting

closely to the cavity of the cylinder, both of which should be
properly oiled. The size of the pencils I liave prepared is

about six millimeters in diameter and one centimeter in length.

When in use they are mounted so as to present one end to the

action of the oxv-hydrogen flame, when a brilliant circular

spot of light is formed admirably adapted for all kinds of

optical experiments.
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length ; the cavity running centrally through it is six milli-

meters in diameter, the piston rod" fits closely, and both it

and the cylinder are of hardened steel ; the source of com-
pression is a small hydraulic press, and the pressure employed
is about two tons. The pencil is forced from the cylinder

after compression by the press itself, and is very hard. It

is allowed to dry slowly and is then ready for use. When
first heated the temperature is gradually increased until at last

the full force of the oxy-hydrogen jet is employed. In case

the pencil chips or loses any part of its substance the portions

are to be preserved and ground up with old pencils in an agate

mortar mingled with a little fresh zirconia powder and com-

pressed in the cylinder. The pencils thus obtained from

portions of older ones are generally superior to those made
entirely from fresh oxide.

In tiie process of Tessie du Motay certain agglutinant materials

are employed in preparing the pencils ; but these reduce the bril-

liancy of the light considerabh\ With care in the management
of the pencils the use of agglutinants may be avoided, and though

they may be necessary in the case of pencils to be handled by

an ordinary peripatetic calcium light manipulator they are n()t

only unnecessary in the hands of a lecturer; but, are also detri-

mental exactly 'in the proportion in which they reduce the

brilliancy of the light

If the zirconium oxide is free from silica there is no evidence

of fusion on the extremity of the pencil, though it may have

been submitted to the action of the flame for a full hour. If

on the contrary silica is present the spot on which the flame

impinges becomes glazed, giving evidence of fusion, and the

brilliancy of the light decreases greatly. The pencils made
from the zirconia prepared in the manner related above have

been tested alongside of those made from zirconia prepared by

Merck, which is stated to be pure, and is sold at the rate of

one dollar per gram. Whatever the process may be that is

used in its preparation it does not give a product as free from

iron and silica as the one which I have described, nor does it

possess the same illuminating power.

June 22d, 1877.
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Art. XXX.— MVifirafo^/caZ Notes. No. V. On the

of Garnets with the Trap of New Baven, Connecticut; by
by Edward S. Dana.

Gae^^ets have been recently discovered in connection with
the New Haven trap rocks, at two distinct localities ; and their

method of occurrence presents some points of considerable

These ''trap rocks," as they are commonly called, belong
to the system of dikes of igneous rocks which characterize the

Mesozoic sandstone areas of the Atlantic border. Mr. G. W.
Hawes has given these rocks a thorough chemical examina-
tion,* and has shown that they have all essentially the same
composition, being for the most part true dolerites, but includ-

ing also the hydrous, chloritic variety called diabase. I take
the liberty of quoting here Mr. Hawes's analysis of the trap

from West Rock, which, as he states, is "the 'typical rock of

this region." Specific gravity 3-03.

Silica ^. ..."...-' 51-78

Iron protoxide
Manganese protoxide .

.

Magnesia
Soda
Potash
Phosphorus pentoxide.
Ignition. __

The writer has made a microscopic examination,f by means
of thin sections, of this series of rocks, including, among many
others, specimens from West Rock (see the analysis above) and
also from the two localities where the garnets have been found,
viz

: East Rock and Mill Rock. These three points, it should
be stated, are within four miles of each other, all lying just

outside of the limits of the city of New Haven. It was found
that the specimens from the localities named were identical
m mineralogical character, and that they were all quite free

from any alteration. The mineralogical constituents are as

follows: A triclinic feldspar which Mr. Hawes has shown
chemically to be labradorite, pyroxene, and magnetite, also

more or less chrysolite, and a little apatite in minute acicular

crystals.

This Journal, III, ii, 185, March, 1875.

f This Journal, III, viii, 390.
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Garnets from East Bock.

At the East Eock locality the trap is very distinctly colum-

nar, and the garnets occur on the vertical surfaces of the

columns where they have been exposed in the process of

quarrying. The spot at which thev are found is in the body
of the dike, far away from the line of contact with the sand-

stone ; they are scattered here quite freely over a considerable

surface ; a careful search for them, however, along the extended

front of the Eock, failed to reveal any other locality.

The associated minerals are: Magnetite, apatite, pyroxene

now altered to chlorite, calcite, and also in traces chalcopyrite

and sphalerite.

The garnets themselves are uniformly crystallized in rhombic

odecahedrons, with the edges truncated by the planes 2-2.

Isolated crystals, however, are rare; more commonly the

together in nearly parallel positions in very pretty

little rosettes. These groups are scattered over the exposed

surface of the rock, and are quite characteristic of the locality.

Still, again, the crystals are crowded together, without any

regularity of position, into crusts of some little thickness.

The color of the garnets is generally dark-brown to jet-black,

though occasionally they are yellowish-brown. Their luster is

yery brilliant, and in general they are entirely free from altera-

tion. An analysis of the garnets proved, 'what indeed was

suggested by their appearance, that they belonged to the van-

etv mehnite, or a calcium-iron garnet having the formula

Cagt^eSigO.^. The material analyzed was taken from the

crystalline crusts which have been nientioned. It was selected

with care to ensure freedom from the rock, and still more from

the apatite crystals, which, as remarked below, were intimately

associated with the garnet. The specific gravity was iJ"740.

The mean of two analyses gave :

Silica 35-09

Iron scsquioxide (with A10„ trace) 29*15

Iron protoxide - 2-49

Manganese protoxide 0'36

Lirne .... 32-80

Magnesia 0-24

Ignition 0-35

100-48

It has been recently shown by Knop* that the melanite crys-

tals from several localities in the Kaiserstuhlgebirge and also

from Frascati contain from three to seven per cent of titanic

acid. In view of this fact special tests were made for titanic

acid in the progress of the analysis; they sensed, however, only

* A. Knop, Zeitschrift fiir KrystallogTaphie, i, 58, 1877.
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to prove its absence. The magnetite was also tested qualita-

tively for titanic acid, but none was discovered.

The associated minerals deserve also a few words of descrip-

tion. The magnetite stands first in order of abundance. It

appears in the form of brilliant octahedrons, scattered some-
times thickly, sometimes sparsely, over the surface of the rock ;

it uniformly .underlies the garnet where they occur together.

The octahedrons of magnetite are sometimes unmodified, but
generally the solid angles are replaced with the planes of the

form 3-3, and the edges beveled with those of the form 2-2 ; an
m-n form is also common, but with planes so rounded as not

; of determination. The development of the last form
'The

dull
Thejjyroccene occurs in minute dark-green crystals, destitute

of luster; they are crowded together on the surface of the

rock. These crystals are strictly pseudomorphs after pyroxene,
for though having unquestionably its form, they are so soft as

to be easily cut with a knife, and in the powder have all the

appearance of chlorite.

The apatite occurs in very minute prismatic crystals of a

yellowish-green color. They are most common on and among
the crystals of pyroxene. They are more numerous, however,
than would appear at first glance, since a careful examination
shows that they interpenetrate the garnet crystals in great

numbers. The crusts of garnet particularly, which are appar-

ently perfectly homogeneous, are found when broken up to be
penetrated in every direction with these minute apatite needles.

In this respect the garnets resemble those of the Kaiserstuhl

described by Knop.
Finally, the calcite is found in crusts, and in rhombohedral

crystals, covering the other minerals and also the surface of

the rock itself. This calcite is very common not only at the

point to which the garnets and their associates are confined,

but also at many other places, so that it may not have any
essential paragenetic relation to them.

All the above minerals are here true secondary products

deposited on the columnar surface of the trap, and probably in

the following order: magnetite, pyroxene, apatite, garnet,

calcite. It will be noticed too, that, of the species which have
been mentioned, the magnetite, pyroxene and apatite, are all

original constituents of the rock itself, so that it can hardly be
questioned that it has furnished immediately the material out
of which these later minerals have been formed. The other

essential ingredient of the rock, the triclinic feldspar, must
have furnished the lime to the garnet and probably to the cal-

cite; the excess of silica above "that needed by the garnet, and
also the alkalies have disappeared entirely.

Am. Jot- b. Sci—Thikd Series, Vol. XIV, No. 81.-Sbpt., 18T7.
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Garnetsfrom Mill Hock.

The other garnet locality is at the west end of Mill Rock.

In appearance and in method of occurrence the garnets here

found are a decided contrast to those that have been just de-

scribed. They occur on the line of contact between the trap

and the adjoining sandstone, and probably owe their origin to

the metamorphic action of the heat of the erupted rock. They
are found best in seams and little cavities in the trap, where

they are implanted as isolated crystals upon an earlier deposit

of quartz crystals. , Occasional garnets of indistinct crystalline

form but presumably of similar origin occur on the surfaces of

the sandstone adjoining ; scales of hematite produced by meta-

morphic action are common on the same surfaces.

The garnets in the trap only are distinctly crystallized : the

crystals are highly complex and in-

teresting. They appear at first sight

to be dodecahedrons, but further ex-

amination shows that each dodeca-

hedral plane is replaced by the four

planes of a very obtuse hexoctahe-

dron, having the symbol 64 |f ; the

other forms occurring with this are :

2-2, l-i, and K The adjoining

figure shows the habit of the crystal?.

ForH^H (over //) =136° 15', required 135° 59' 48".

" " " adjacent (edge B)=149°16', required 149° 16' 38'.

For 64-g^ edge B =178° 15', required 178° 6'.

" " " C =178° 56', " 179° 6'.

Of the above enumerated forms, the basal plane {H) is quite

rare with this species, the tetragonal tris-octahedron |-^ is new.

though it has been observed on fluorite, and also by Klein (as

a hemihedral form) on sphalerite ; and the hexoctahedron

61:-|| has been observed only on the iopazolUe from Piedmont
(Quenstedt), though the related form i-|i was found by Welt-

sky on the transparent garnets of Jordansmiihl, Silesia.

The Mill Eock garnets have a wine-yellow color, and a bril-

liant luster. The material available was much too scanty to

admit of any chemical examination, but in view of their simi-

larity of form and color, they may sa(ely l)e referred to the

variety topazolite.

In addition to the crystallized quartz upon which the garnet?

are implanted, the only other associated mineral is one occur-

ring very sparingly in silky hair-like fibres. It was impossible

to obtain enough for even a blowpipe examination, so that its

character remains undetermined.
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-Aet. XXXI.—^ description of the Rochester, Warrenton, and
Gynihiana Meteoric Stones^ which fell respectively December 21sty

1876, January 3d, 1877, and January 2Bd, 1877, ivtth some
remarks on the previousfaUs of Meteorites in the same regions ;

by J. Lawrence Smith, Louisville, Kentucky.

; of the three meteorites which forn

ortly i

ill ha^

been deferred until I could make i

tion. This I am now able to do, as there" have been
sent to me the entire stone that fell near Cynthiana, and a
large portion of the fragments which have been saved of the
other two.

The points of interest in connection with these three meteor-
ites are as follows : First, they fell within a period of thirty-two
days, and within a circumscribed territory of about two degrees
of latitude and six degrees of longitude. Secondty, they differ

from each other in their structural characteristics, and each has
sotne peculiarity distinguishing it from the ordinary type of

meteoric stones. Thirdly, they fell within a belt of territory,

which I shall show has been the lodging ground of all the
meteoric masses that have been observed to fall and have been
collected in the United States during the past eighteen years,
with the exception of about one kilogram.

1. Rochester {Indiana) Meteorite.

The passage of this meteorite through the earth's atmosphere
has left but a small souvenir of its visit. It was well observed
at Bloomington, Indiana, lat. 39° 12', long. 36' 32', by the dis-

tmguished astronomer Professor Kirkwood, who communica-
ted to me at the time his observations; and he has subse-
quently given them more in detail to the American Philosoph-
ical Society, with the observations he had collected from others.
I will therefore simplv give a summary of the phenomena
attendant upon its flight before describing the chemical and
mineralogical characteristics of the stone which fell.

The bolide made its appearance about nine o'clock P. M.,

December 21, 1876, and was of extraordinary magnificence. It

passed eastward over the States of Kansas,"" Missouri, Illinois,

^ Ohio, and parts of Pennsylvania and New York.
-h no observations were made in the two last mentioned
nil Professor Kirkwood is doubtless correct in defining

- it^ course. At Bloomington its elevation was fifteen

• f^' cc.-. According to the calculation, the length of its observedLmg to the

1,000 to 1,from 1,000 to 1,100 miles,
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ord. Its height is supposed to have been thirty-eight miles

above the place where the small fragment fell from it.

In various parts of its track, it threw off fragments, accom-

panied with the usual rumbling noise and commotion in the

atmosphere common to the flight of these bodies. When cross-

ing Indiana, the main body was followed by a train of smaller

bolides, many of them of the apparent size of Venus or Jupi-

ter. Its velocity in reference to the earth's surface appeared to

be from eight to twelve miles per second. The pyrotechnic

display is said to have been transcendently beautiful, hardly

equalled or surpassed by any previous occurrence of the kind.

The cause of this brilliancylay in the physical structure of the

body, which will be detailed farther on.

The fragment which fell—^The only fragment of this bolide

known to have fallen was one found on the farm of Mr. Mor-

ris, three miles northwest of Rochester, Indiana, lat. 41°, long.

86°. This farmer heard the explosion, and shortly afterward

noticed a body strike the ground not far from him. There

were six inches of snow upon the ground, and, on the follow-

ing morning he found the stone, which had rebounded to a

from the place where it first fell, it not having

The entire stone did not weigh fourpenetrated the ground.
hundred grams, and as we have not heard of the fall of any

other mass, it is reasonable to suppose that it was dissipated into

very minute fragments and dust, as in the case of the Hessle

stones and other similar falls.

The manner in which the molten matter of the exterior of

many of these meteorites is swept over their surfaces, in shining

streaks,,covering freshly broken surfaces, show clearly that this

disintegration is constantly and rapidly going on in these bodies

during their passage through the air. I have in my collection

many fine examples illustrating this fact.

Professor Kirkwood is of the opinion that this bolide never

passed out of our atmosphere, which is in accord with ray gen-

eral view on this subject, viz : that a bolide rarely, if ever, gets

entangled in our atmosphere without being entirely reduced to

fragments or powder.
The stone has been broken up into many small fragments, of

which I have fortunately secured a good portion. Others li:iv<^

been lost and a few have found their way into collecti<;';i>-

With the exception of the largest specimen in my collection,

weighing ninety-five grams, hardly any other fragment we-ghs

over thirty grams. It is important to treasure these specimens,

small as they are, for it is a remarkable stone of its type. It is of

the pisolitic variety, very friable, of a gray color, easily crushed

under the fingers into light powder (some of it to fine dust), and

to small globules, some of them perfectly spherical, of which 1
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bave speciraens two millimeters in diameter. It resembles more
closely the Aussim stone than any other I know of, although
much more friable. This peculiar structure, so often seen in

many parts of meteoric stones, has recently attracted much
attention. Professor Tschermak, of Vienna, having recently

published an interesting paper on the subject.*

The specific gravity of the stone, taken with several average
specimens, is 3-55. There is nothing peculiar about the coat-

ing on the specimens I have examined ; it is of a dull black
and quite rough.

Chemical examination.—The stony part of the meteorite

separated almost perfectly from the metallic part still contained
a notable portion of troilite that could not be separated me-
chanically. The amount of sulphur found in that part of the

meteorite indicated the amount of troilite present, viz : SSI.
The stony material, when treated with chlorhydricacid over a

water bath, affords soluble part 47-80 per cent, insoluble 52-20

per cent, and is constituted as follows :

Soluble part, per cent. Insoluble part, per cent.

Silica-... 34-55 57-81

Iron protoxide 27-75 11*04

Alumina trace '23

Lime trace 5-31

Magnesia 36-38 24*97

Chromium oxide -]0

Soda -46 -84

99-14 100-30

I separated some of the globules perfectly free from the inter-

vening matrix, which is easily done by rubbing a piece of the

stone between the fingers. Very minute specks of iron could
be distinguished on them, and when pulverized and treated with

chlorhydric acid, they gave about the same result as the ma-
trix, viz : soluble, 46-80 per cent ; insoluble, 53-20 per cent ; and
the magnesia in the soluble part was 34-48 per cent, showing
cleariy that they were merely concretions of the matrix of the

The nickeliferous iron, which was separated mechanically,
is composed of :

NickeK"'.'^^"^^']^^"!!^"].""^-'' 4-12

Cobalt -51

The quantity of iron was too small for an examination of the

other constituents, as phosphorus and copper, but they were no
doubt both present.
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Mineral constituents of the Stone.—Careful examination uDcler

the microscope of the broken surface, as well as of a section

rubbed down very thin, show the stone to be composed of the

unisilicates and bisilicates usually found in these bodies, mixed
with nickeliferous iron and troilite ; nothing like anorthite is

distinguishable. The first two minerals constitute the bulk
of the stone, and there is possibly more than one variety of

each of these minerals present. The nickeliferous iron is

quite abundant, although Professor Shepard states that from a

casual observation he estimates it at one per cent ; by the care-

ful method adopted for separating it, I find in two average

specimens over ten per cent. The particles of iron are very
bright and lustrous, looking as if they were covered with

plumbago, although there is no evidence of the presence of the

latter mineral. The troilite is not detected so readily by the

eye as it is by chlorhydric acid. One of the spherules was rub-

bed down to a thin section and examined by polarized light

;

and in this way it was found to contain both classes of silicates

referred to, a fact, as already stated, sustained by chemical exam-
ination. I consider the mineral constituents of the Eochester
stone to be about as follows :

Bronzite and pyroxene minerals 46 00
Olivine minerals 4 1 -GO

Nickeliferous iron 1 0-00

Troilite 3-00

2. Warrenton (Missottri) Meteorite.

About sunrise, on the 8d of January, 1877, five miles from
Warrenton in the State of Missouri, lat. 38° 50', long. 91° 10', a

sound was heard by certain observers similar to the whistle of a

distant locomotive ; or, as stated by others, like the passage of a

cannon ball through the air. The sound came from the north-

west, and became louder and louder to four observers near

Warrenton. On looking up they saw an object falling, which
struck a tree, breaking off the limbs, and then coming to the

ground with a crash. The observers were fifty or sixty meters

distant from the spot where it fell. On approaching the place

they saw a mass of stone broken into a number of pieces.

From the fragments they suppose it to have been originally of

a conical form, and aboiit eighteen inches in length. The snow
was melted, and the frozen ground thawed near where it fell,

but the pieces, although warm, were easily handled. The
weight was estimated to have been about one hundred pounds ;

but, whether this estimate be correct or not, only about ten or

fifteen pounds of fragments have been preserved, a good por-

tion of which is in my possession, mostly in small fragments ;
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fell.

As regards its temperature at the time of falling I would say
that I have a specimen, which, gives as it were a satisfactory

record that it was not very hot when it struck the tree, for a
portion of the fibers of one of the branches is adhering to the

urface entangled in the rough crust of the g

'ightest signj

'act to be noted in connection with the fall of this

s fibers show not the slightest signs of having been heated.

xplosion was heard,

produced, by its passage through the air after it was first no-

ticed
; this may be in part due to the fact that the fall hap-

pened at sunrise; but it was no doubt a meteorite well spent in

its rapid motion through the atmosphere, and dropped quietly

like an exhausted bird in its flight. Its direction, so far as

made out, was from northwest to southeast.

Aspect ofthe Stone.—^t\xd\ed by the various fragments that are

under my observation, it differs in a marked degree, although

pisolitic, from the one just described, and which fell only
a few days previously. It has its own points of peculiar inter-

est, and is not like "any meteorite that I am familiar with, ex-

cept the Ornans meteorite, which fell July 11th, 1868 ; and this

it resembles closely in every particular, as may be seen by com-
paring my results with those of Pisaui (Comptes Rendus"Acad.
Sci., 1868, vol. ii, p. 663), although his method of recording the

analytical results is difierent from mine, and the specific gravity,

as made out by him, is higher than mine, which is not singular

in different specimens of these porous bodies. Its crust is dull

black, and quite thick; in many places, of several centimeters

square, from two and one half to three and one half millimeters

thick (the thickest I have ever seen), where the crust is a

rough scoria that sometimes terminates abruptly on a smooth
portion of the crust, and is doubtless produced by the melted
matter on the surface being forced backward and opposite to

the direction of the flight of the stone, being swept off' one por-

tion of the surface, and leaving this part smooth, and piled up
behind it, in the form of a surface of scoria.

The interior of the stone has a very dark uniform ash color,

and is soft and easily crushed; the latter fact accounts for its

having broken into fragments as it struck the ground. Its spe-

cific gravity is ^47, and the amount of metallic matter con-

tained in it is small.

Chemical composition.—The stone x^ulverized and freed from

metallic particles gave on analysis an amount of sulphur equal

to 3'51 per cent of troilite ; the amount of nickeliferous iron

was small, being equal to 2-01 per cent. The stony minerals

treated with chlorhydric acid gave

—
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nposed as follows

:

Soluble in acid. 80-40 per c

Insoluble in acid 19-60 per c

Soluble. Insoluble.

Silica. 33-02 56-90

Iron protoxide 37-57 10-20

Alumina 0-12 -20

Magnesia 28-41 22-41

Soda... -07 1-00

Nickel oxide 1-54

Cobalt oxide -31

Chromium oxide -33

101-04 97-66

I obtained chrome oxide thirty-tbree per cent, indicating

050 of chrome iron, if the chrome be present in that form.

There is no way, however, by which I can decide this question,

although it is probable, since the chrome is in the insoluble part;

the exce
n position of the solu

Mineral constituents of the Warrenton Meteorite.—A microsco-
-j give me any clear indications, for it is

prepare a good section for observation. Its

ination, however, shows the usual uni- and bi-

silicates, of the olivine and bronzite and pyroxenic types. The
most marked feature is the preponderance of the olivine min-

erals, constituting four-fifths of the mass. The proportion of
"'

' '
'

' 5 about as follows

:

Bronzite and pyroxenic minerals.
Nickeliferous iron

Troilite

3. Cynthiana {Kentucky) Meteorite.

I have called this the Cynthiana stone, although it fell t

miles from that place, in Harriso

nearest important point to the pis

* I wiU take occasion just here to correc. »^ „..^. ...„. ^ »

catalogues, among them those of Vienna, the British Museum, and the Garden of

Plants. These catalogues designate the meteoric fall described by me in 1858, a°

that of Harrison county, Kentucky : it should read Harrison county, Indiana.
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At four o'clock p. M., on the 23d of January, 1877, a brilliant

bolide was seen traversing Monroe county, Indiana, in a south-
easterly direction, about thirty-five degrees above the horizon.

The same bolide was observed by a number of persons in Deca-
tur county, of the same State, lat. 39° 27', long. 85° 28', and
it disappeared just as it seemed to touch the earth, apparently
not more than a quarter of a mile distant. As will be seen, it

fell about sixty miles distant from these places. It seemed to

fall almost perpendicularly toward tlie earth's surface. I can-
not learn that it was seen 'by any one in the State of Ohio, but
suppose that it was. In the State of Kentucky it was seen
over a considerable territory. The phenomena culminated in

the usual noises heard in the heavens accompanying the

approach of these bodies, and much consternation was produced
among the inhabitants of the surrounding country. Fortu-
nately one of the observers, an intelligent farmer (Mr. Crag-
mylej, heard a solid body strike the ground ; he walked imme-
diately to the spot, and dug the stone from a depth of thirteen

inches, to which extent it had penetrated the ground. A few
days after its fall and before it had become generally known,
Professor Kirkwood wrote me a letter, stating what observa-
tions had been made in Indiana, and telling me to look out for

a meteoric fall somewhere about the region where the stone did
fall. I had, however, made the observations and secured the

meteorite, before his letter arrived, but the stone had not yet
been forwarded to me.

Character of the Stone.—It is wedge-shaped, with one portion
of it very extensively and regularly pitted, while the rest is

comparatively smooth. The crust is dull black, and, as it

reached me, it was as perfect as when it fell. There was a fresh

broken spot of two or three square centimeters, which, to a cas-

ual observer, would appear to have been made after the fall

;

but upon close examination, I saw that it had been made prior

to the fall, and before the melted matter of the surface had
entirely cooled, for a few small specks of this matter have been
sprinkled on this broken surface, to which it firmly adheres,
and the molten matter is running over one border of it This
could not have arisen from any fusion of that surface, which is

too fresh and unaltered to have been heated to any high degree.
The fracture was produced by the same cause that produced
the pitting.*

The weight of the stone is six kilograms. It is of the harder

brecciated varietv, and when broken presents a mottled surface,

identical with that of the Parnallee stone, which it resembles
also in every other particular, the very pale yellow round spots,

* This is clearly and fully set forth by Professor Maskelyne, in the Phil. Mag.,
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sometimes five or six millimeters in diameter, are disseminated

through the two alike ; and so with the triolite, the globular

structure in some parts, and a few specks of a black siliceous

mineral; and, by a singular coincidence, the specific gravity of

the part I tested' is identical with that as made out b}^ Maske-
lyne, viz: 341. Under the microscope it presents the appear-

ance described bj the same author.

Chemical examination.—The stony material freed from metal-

lic iron, consisted of— *

Matter soluble in chlorhydric acid 56-50

Matter insoluble in chlorhydric acid 43-50

Some of the soluble part was composed of troilite, which I

could not separate mechanically, but is deducted in the follow-

ing analysis:
Soluble part. Insoluble part.

Silica -.33-65 57-60

Iron protoxide- 30-83 11-42

Alumina -11 -43

Lime trace 5-70

Magnesia .34-61 23-97

Soda 1-24

99-20 100-74

The portions examined contained nickeliferous iron 5-98 per

Mineral constituents of the Cynthiana Stone.— ^he minerals in

this stone are quite easily distinguished by the eye, but are

very much more conspicuous under a moderate magnifying

power, especially the round and distinct concretions of a light

yellow bronzite. The troilite and metallic specks and fila-

No attempt was made to separate the stony minerals in suffi-

cient quantity for analysis; quantitative tests were made to

distinguish theii- character. From the chemical examination

previously made I deduce the following as about the propor-

tion of the mineral constituents:

Olivine minerals 5000
Bronzite and pyroxenic minerals — 30-00

N^ickeliferous ir'on 6-00

Troilite -. 5-50

Chrome iron '52
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^ere no distinct crj^stals of minerals visible either to

4. llemarJcs on the region where these meteorites fell

In the study of the three aerolites just described it is

esting to note the relation of the region where thej fell t

of previous falls of recent date.

lited States, of which
specimens have been collected. All of these, with one or two
exceptions, I have described in detail, and furnished specimens
to various cabinets in this country and in Europe.

In grouping together these twelve falls and estimating the
amount of meteoric matter accompanying them, I have been
struck with the singular fact that eight of them, with over one
thousand kilograms of matter, have occurred over the prairie

regions of the West, not far from my home; and the extreme
limits of these falls is within a region not exceeding one-eighth
of the surface of the United States, east of the Eocky Moun-
tains. It mav be supposed tiiat one reason for this may be
that this region is more thickly populated than others, and con-
sequently that there are more observers. This however is not
the case, for the population is not much above the average of

details in relation to eachTL
Ko Ti.eo.P...

1 naceof^a«. Lon.. .i^^A.

6

28th March, 1859 Harrison Co., Ind.

25th March, 1865 Claywater (yeraon

Not known, ISUWaconda, Kansas,
12th Feb., ]875 Iowa Co., Iowa,
21«jDec.,

J^76
Roches^te^^

23d .Jan., 1877 ; C^ttdana? Ky""^""'

38° 20'

41 40
11

1- kilo.

500-

Total, 1060-40 kilos.

There have been four other falls in the United States during
the same period; but the aggregate weight of them is less than
two kilograms. They occurred respectively. Nov. 28th, 18H8,
lat 34° 30', long. 87= ; Bee. 9th, 1868, lat. 34° 30', long. 87° 50'

;

Oct. 6th, 1869, lat. 32° 10', long. 85° : May 21st, 1871, lat. 44° 30',

long. 69° 10'.
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as seen by him ana otners, eign

1877, the stones from three of them are those described in this

paper, the others left no evidence of their passage. By per-

sonal observation I have noted, in the last two or three years,

three splendid bolides, that were seen to burst in the sky, but

of which no fragments were found ; these I have described, and

still others have been described to me by several observers. It

is a still more striking circumstance, that, in the past sixty
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years, there have been twenty well noted falls of meteoi
stones; and of these just one half have fallen within t

region mapped by me as including the eight falls of t

past eighteen years; and the weight representing them
nearly twelve hundred kilograms—an amount twenty tin:

greater than that of the other ten falls scattered over vario

reg.0

ntioned this singular fact not that it has any
significance, but sim

my observat

Iply as a part of the record I keep of

idy of these curious links betweenny observations and study ot these curious iinks

leaven and earth. Before very long I hope to put tog-

nore recent speculative studies in regard to these bodi

Art. XXXII.

—

Notice of a new genus of Annelids from the Lower
Silurian ; by Geo. Bird Grinnell,

of unusual interest. The remains are shining black in color,

and present a striking contrast to the associated fossils, Trilo-

bites, Brachiopods, Crinoids, etc., which have assumed the
color and constitution of the matrix. An examination of these

black remains shows that they are the hard chitinous parts of

Annelids.

While the presence of animals of this group in the Lower
Silurian has been inferred from their " trails" and impressions
in the rocks, no portions of theirbodies have as yet been found
preserved in the deposits of this age. The remains which first

suggest themselves for comparison with these specimens are the
Conodonts of Pander. Through the kindness of Professor
Marsh, the writer has been enabled to examine a number of
the original specimens of these fossils, collected by Pander him-
self near St. Petersburg; and a comparison makes it clear that
they are quite uulike the remains referred to. They are widely
different in color and form from the material under observation,
while chemical tests show that their composition is by no
means similar.

These Cincinnati fossils include a large number of specimens,
and, as might he expected, there is a wide variation in their form.
So little is at present known in regard to the jaws of Anne-
lids, that any general conclusions drawn from the material at

the command of the writer would be premature ; and for the
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\ >
Rereidavus varians, gen, et sp, jiov.

The jaw selected as a type for the genus (fig. 1), is one of the

largest and most perfectly preserved of those at hand. It is

dark brown, with a coppery luster in some places, this coloring

ithered condif
hollow at the base and throughout the greater part of its length,

and so strikingly resembles the jaw of the common Nereis pela-

gica Linn, of the Atlantic coast, as to render their near affinity

The denticulations, <

ber, but were probably more numerous originally, since the pos-

terior portion of the specimen is wanting. The anterior tooth,

which is the largest, is somewhat twisted outward, not Iving in

the same plane with its fellows. The length of the specimen is

6-6 mm., the depth beneath the fourth tooth I'-i mm.
A second very perfect specimen, which may possibly belong

with the jaw above referred to, is represented in fig. 2. It con-

tains eighteen teeth, the anterior one quite long and stout, the

next five mere slight protuberances, and only to be seen under

the microscope, while the remaining teeth are sharp and strong.

The length of the exposed portion of this individual is 2-8

mm.; depth under the first of the strong teeth, the seventh in

the series, '22 mm. Since the base of this specimen is buried

in the rock and cannot be seen, it is not altogether certain

what it is. It bears some resemblance to one of the set® of

Nereis DumeriUi, Aud. and M. Ed., figured by Ehlers in his

work entitled Die Borstenwurmer, pi. XX, fig. 31.

The specimens under consideration were collected by Profes-

sor A. G. Wetherby, near Cincinnati, Ohio. Through the en-

ergy and courtesy of this naturalist, a large suite of specimens

has been secured and forwarded to New Haven, and to him

the writer would express his grateful acknowledgments.
YaJe CoUege Museum, New Haven, Conn, July 28th, 1877.
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SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. Physics.

1. The liadiometer.—K large number of papers on this subject
have appeared during the past few months. Several of these
have been published in Poggendorff's Annalen, and of the rest,

excellent abstracts are given in the "Beiblatter" to that journal.
They give evidence of a very great amount of ingenuity expended
in devising experiments to test the theory of this very remarkable
instrument, and they show how easily experimental evidence may
be misinterpreted in support of an assumed theory when the phe-
nomena in question are liable to be modified by many adventitious
circumstances. Five theories of the radiometer have found promi-
nent and w^eighty advocates. The first regards the motion of the
instrument as a direct eftect of radiation. The second refers it to

electrical action. The third to convection currents. The fourth
to the emission of material particles from the vanes or the walls
of the instrument. The last finds in the apparatus simply a new
heat engine, and sees in the motion a simpl
ence of temperature of th

modern mechanical theory
temperature of the parts, wholly in accordan

When this

mechanical effect of radiation, and there were not wanting ingenious
speculations to show how the force exerted by the waves of the
luminiferous ether might be resolved so as to produce such an
effect. It is to be remarked, however, that Mr. Crookes, to whom
we owe the discovery, did not indulge in such speculations, and,
as he says, aimed to keep himself unbiased by any theory while
he accumulated the facts upon which a satisf;ictory explanation
might be based. But the very name radiometer implied, and the
whole tenor of his published' papers have certainly justified, the
common opinion that, until very recently, he regarded the phe-
nomena—he had so admirably developed—as a direct fffect of
radiation, and not, as he now thinks, a secondary result depending

or by other means. Hence, Severn] experinu liters have labored
to show that in the motion of the little wIkhI of the railiometer

ot a beam from an oxyhydrogen lam]), the glasrt Inilb also turne
slightly in the opposite direction. Soon after M. Saletf coi

structed a very ingenious apparatus in which this reaction wf
made to turn a mica disk ; and very recently, M.M. Bertin <
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ulbf
unts for the motion of the wheel ; and their investigatic

be regarded as finally disposing of the radiation theory, I

that the motion of the wheel of the radiometer is wholl

The electrical theory has never had many supporters.

ovmg th

used by forces which act within the glass bulb.

The electrical theory has never had many suppo
however, defended in two recent articles by J. Delsaulxf and W,

urged that no distribut

statical electricity could maintain a constant raotion,| and further,

Mr. Crookes§ cites an experiment of Mr, Cromwell F, Varley, with

an apparatus so arranged that the electrical condition could be

tested with a delicate electroscope ; when not the slightest trace

of electrical excitement could be detected, although the motion of

the wheel was regularly maintained.

The convection theory has been recently advocated hy F.

Neesen,! who describes a number of experiments which he thinks

indicate that the wheel of the radiometer is moved by the gas

currents occasioned by the rising or falling of the residual air

particles as they are warmed or cooled, at the surfaces of the

vanes or of the enclosing glass walls. But the effects he obtains

by placing similar wheels unsymmetrically under the receiver of

a mercury pump, do not, as it seems to us, necessitate his expla-

nation, and moreover the distinction between the effect of con-

vection currents and the peculiar motion of the radiometer is

strikingly marked in many experiments which have been elsewhere

described, the one passing into the other at a certain degree of

exhaustion.i^

The emission or evaporation theory appears to have originated

with Mr. Osborne Reynolds. It was later maintained by Govi,**

and recently it has formed the subject ol an extended article—in

three parts—by F. Zollner.ft This theory refers the motion to an

alternate emission and absorption of material particles—deter-

mined by variations of temperature—at the several surfaces,

between which the moving forces in the radiometer are exerted.

The particles thus emitted may be either those of aeriform

stances adhering to or occluded by the solid materials of wl

the instrument is made—as Reynolds supposed—or it may be,

: these solids themselves evaporate slowly

mto the vaccuous space. Leaving, however, such questions in

abeyance—as these physicists prefer,—there is no doxibt that the

general order of the phenomena might be explained if the assum^)-

tions which the emission theory requires could be accepted; but

on the other hand, the phenomena which Zollner adduces in sup-

port of his view, may be,—for the most part at least— fully as well

explained by the more general mechanical theory of heat. Zoll-

* Annales de Chim. et de Phya., [V] xi, 45, Mai, 1877.

f Beiblatter, i. 170. ^ Beiblatter, i, 329. § Pogg. Ann., cli, U3.
1 Compare Zollner, Pogg. Ann., dx, 459. t Proc. Royal Soc, 1874, June 18.

** Pogg. Ann., clx, 154, 296 and 459. ff Comptes Rendus, Ixuiii, 1.



ner endeavors to show* that the mean path of the molecules of the
residual gas in the bulb of the radiometer, when it is in the condi-
tion of maximum sensitiveness, is not large enough to fulfill the
conditions which the mechanical theory requires. On the other
side, Crookesf has obtained motion or the reverse, under condi-

tions which certainly appear incompatible with the emission the-

ory. Moreover, the very fact which appears to have been well
established by several observers, that, with a certain degree of
exhaustion, different for different gases, a point of maximum sen-

sitiveness is reached, and that on further exhaustion the sensitive-

ness rapidly diminishes, seems to us,—especially when viewed in

connection with the experiments just referred to—fatal to the

emission theory.

The last theory we have to consider is, as we have said, but a

l)hase of the mechanical theory of heat. The application of the
now well known principles of molecular dynamics to the explana-
^" f the new phenomena is said to have I

" '

i i- -

Mr. Johnstone Stoney.f Similar views were also very early ex-

pressed by Professors Tait and Dewar. J More recently they have
adopted by Mr. Crookes,§ and are now very generally ac-

the molecules
ny gas which rebound from a surface with a temperature—

that is, with a velocity—different from that with which they
struck, must cause a recoil, and this must be the general case

whenever the temperature of the surface is different from that of

the mass of the gas. Unless, however, the density of the gas is

exceedingly small, the rebounding molecules almost at once collide

with their neighbors, and are immediately driven back against
the same surface. Thus the change of temperature merely affects

:i very thin layer of molecules near the surface, and these are only
slowly displaced by convection. In such an atmosphere, the
vanes of a radiorae"ter, for example, with the adjacent molecules,
are parts of one system, and, by a well known mechanical law, no
motion of the system as a whole can be produced by any action

' * ' -
^ that

on of the wheel is t

a great number of modifi.c-ati"ons . Moreover, it is obvious th

< also Mr. Stoney's papers. Phi
"clxk'p

17 and 330. f Nature. July 15th, 18

V^^^pp.^lT-Ts?! 30?-3lM187'6).

/, No. 81.-SEPT, 1877.
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when, as in most cases, the difference of temperature is the result

of radiation, very irregular effects may be produced by the dif-

ferent absorbing or radiating power of the surfaces for the various

rays of the spectrum, and also by similar diflFerences in the dia-

thermancy of the glass envelope. It is not surprising then that

some of the phenomena which have been met in the course of the

numerous investigations already made on this subject, should have
been so difKcult to trace. There can be no question, however,

that the general order of the phenomena is fully explained by this

theory. In the postscript just referred to, Mr. Crookes writes,

"Twelve months' research, however, has thrown much light upon
these actions, and the explanation afforded by the dynamical
theory of gases makes, what was a year ago obscure and contra-

dictory, now reasonable and intelligible."

It does, however, still remain to show that the dynamical theory

of heat is quantitatively as well as qualitatively confirraed by the

new phenomena. The necessary measurements unfortunately pre-

lerimental difficulties, and the data thus far .

and for this

the' criticisms of

s bearing on this

iitly obtained, the most interesting are the following.

,
according to the theory in question, there would be

tvhatever in an absolute vacuum, and hence, as we
ted, the molecular pressure on the vanes of a radiom-

to reach a maximum effect with a certain limited

! length of the mean path

tion under the same conditions,—it also follows that the limit jnst

mentioned should be sooner reached in the residue of a light than

in that of a heavier gas. In accordance with these anticipations,

Mr. Crookes has found that while with hydrogen the maximum
effect is reached at a tension of about 0-0532 "millimeters, it is

not obtained with oxygen until the tension is reduced to 0-0228

millimeters, or less than one half of the previous value. In an

tension of the residual air is about 0-19 millimeters, l)Ut he li.'i^

veh)(;ity of the motion was only one-tenth of the maxinuun.
Still later he states that by healing the bulb to 300° during

the exhaustion, he has been able to reduce the tension to one or

two millionths of an atmosphere, and that he can most readily

secure the condition of greatest sensitiveness by first pushing

the exhaustion to the utmost limit of the power of his appa-

ratus,* and then with the aid of a peculiarly constructed cock

allowing gas to enter until the proper tension is reached. By

* Crookes has obtained these later results with a new form of the Sprengel

ingenious appHcation of the mer-

> by McLeod.

, wiU be found in 1
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ising vanes of mica previously rendered anhydrous by ignition
.nd working with hydrogen, he has thus succeeded in constructing
. radiometer of such sensibility that it moved under the sole influ-

nce of the moon's rays. The results of Finkener on the point of
nsibility in different gases confirm those of Crookes,

measurements agreeing as nearly as could 1

these results—with yet others—haveexpected, and all these results—with yet othei

lected in a very interesting paper recently published by 31.

Bertin.* No one has yet succeeded in pushing the exhaustion so
far beyond the point of maximum effect that the radiometer be-
came again insensible to radiation, nor was that to be expected.

It is another consequence of the dynamical theory of gases that
a radiometer with a small bulb ought to be more sensitive-^-under
otherwise like conditions—than one with a large bulb, and this
also has been fully realized by Mr. Crookes. f Quite recently,
Stoney and MossJ have published some preliminary results of an
investigation, in which they propose to compare the molecular
pressure between the "cooler" and "heater" in this new form of
heat engine at different distances and with various gas residues,
and under varying conditions of tension, temperature, etc. The
investigation M'as begun soon after the publication of Stonev's
original comnuinieatifm to the Pliil. Mag., .March, 1876, and is not

We must refer to their paper for details which appear to authorize
the conclusion that in a residue of hydrogen having a tension of
live millimeters, the molecular pressure, or " Crookes' Force," is

sensible at a distance of at least ten millimeters.
Again, although the molecular pressure we are considering must

111 general conform to the well known laws of hydrostatics, like

tlie tension of the atmosphere, yet the mechanical theory of gases
would lead us to anticipate certain striking differences of effect

resulting from the great amplitude of the molecular motion in an
extremely raritied medium. Thus the tension of the atmosphere

'
t a wind does,

the wheel of a radiometer
le resultant of the recoils

mding molecules will be
cave surface of the cups,

e, the temperature of the

same. Such effects liave

iblished theory, which, by thus readily marshalling

ena, becomes more firmly established. Indeed, to
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those who accept this theory the radiometer becomes an instru-

ment of the very highest interest, aiFording as it does, another

and very striking manifestation of molecular motion. Moreover,

when we shall be able to overcome the experimental difficulties

so as to estimate with certainty the force exerted under determin-

ate conditions, we may hope to obtain by its aid a direct measure

of absolute molecular magnitudes.

We may be permitted to add to this notice a biief account of a

few experiments made with the radiometer at Cambridge in the

spring of 1876, soon after the instrument had been received from
Europe. We became at once greatly interested in the new phe-

nomena, and with the aid of a skillful glass blower made more
than a hundred instruments of diiferent patterns. Our experience

led us at once and independently to the theory of its action now
generally received ; but although we sustained this view in our

and in a popular article in the Boston Daily Advertiser, we did

not otherwise publish our results, because we felt that the field had
been in a measure preempted by the discoverer of the phenomena,
who was then investigating the subject, and who, we felt sure,

must come at last to the same conclusions which we had reached.

Our results can now add nothing to the strength of the theory,

which has been since so well worked out by Mr. Crookes, but
" ^ '' - experiments have i

' " '

described before, and being so simple that
any physical cabi

i late day, may have an interest for teachers of physi

repeated in any physical cabinet, a description <

We first experimented with a common radiometer having mica
vanes blackened on one side, which we placed in a beam of

parallel rays from an oxyhydrogen lantern ; and having satisfied

ourselves—by using an alum cell—that the rays acted chiefly at

least through their heating and not their luminous power, we
made at once this experiment. We placed an opaque screen near

the radiometer bo that only the blackened faces should be exposed
as the wheel turne<l the vanes into the beam of light. We then

(ounte<l Willi a stop watcli )he numlu'r of secondsSvhich passed

llir uiK-.-atcl inccs ; wlici, I hf wheel continued to turn in the .sWe

lica faces alone'exposed.
."^

..V.'.'.'.'ZQ' 88 ^

oticed that 88 -f 232 equals very nearly 319. Now
rce whatever, acting from without and at once on

)f a lever like these vanes, must act differentially

\ ntly, as here. Hence the reaction which causes
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the motion must take plaoo Ix-tween the parts of tlio instrument
itself; or else we are <lriven to the most improbable alternative
that ]ain]>b]aek and mica should have such a remarkable seieciive
]»<)W('r that the im])ulses, then supposed in some mysterious way
to be imparl e<l bv the beam of light, could exert a repulsive force
at one suiface and an attractive force at the other. Were there,

however, such an improbable effect, it must be independent of the
thickness of the mica vane ; while on the other hand, if, as seemed
to us most probable, the whole eifect depended on the difterence

of temperature between the lampblack and the mica, and if the
lijrht produced an effect on the mica surface onlv because the
mica ))late beino; diathermous to a verv considerable extent, the
lami)black became heated throuo-h the'i)late more than the plate

itself, then it uonld follow that if we used a thicker mica plate,

which \\ould of course absorb more of the heat, we ought to ob-
tain a marked dilferenee of i^fiK^i-\. Aocnnlinulv we rei)eated the

(;t>.i!v ctfertcd li.tli ]>v warrniiiuf the ^!ass over a lamp

l)ut which was to us a new discovery. We therefore felt

^justified in <!peakiTig of (he radiometer, as we did in the

• the gla- bulb rlu

onlv skiljiul n-la
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Soon after these experiments, Mr. B. O. Peirce, now assistant

in the Physical Laboratory of Harvard College, made the fol-

lowing striking comparison of the relative effects produced by a

large variation in the same radiant source on a radiometer and

a thermopile. He used a large Bunsen burner provided with

an air valve, so that the non-luminous could be at once changed

to a luminous flame. He placed the burner midway between
the radiometer and the pile which were about one meter apart.

The radiometer was protected from the radiation of surrounding

objects by a tin case, blackened on tlie inside, except where a

circular aperture admitted the rays of the lamp and where the

reflecting surface of the cover set obliquely enabled the observer

to count the revolutions of the radiometer wheel. In front of the

thermopile was placed an opaque screen, having an aperture of

the same size as that of the radiometer case, and also a thin plate

of glass to correspond to the glass of the radiometer bulb. Be-

ginning with the non-luminous flame, Mr. Peirce counted the

number of turns of the wheel of the radiometer in a minute, and

also took the readings of the galvanometer; then, after rendering

While, therefore, there was quite a large variation between the

several observations, as might be expected wnth such a variable

source as a Bunsen flame, yet the close agreement of the averages

showed conclusively that with the radiometer, as wnth the thermo-
pile, the effect caused by the rays of light must arise solely from
the change oftemperature thus produced. It will be noticed that—
as measured by either instrument—the radiation of the luminous
flame produced only about three times the effect obtained from

the non-luminous flame ; while a photometric comparison made at

the same time showed that the illuminating power of the first was

at least a thousand times greater than that of the second. Two
separate experiments gave 1080 and 1079 times greater respec-

In this notice we have been able to refer to only a few of the

salient points presented in recent articles on tlie radiometer, and

it will of course be understood that our limits prevent us from

even alluding to a large number of other very interesting obser-

vations bearing on the subject. j. p. c, JI'-
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II. Geology and Mineralogy.

1. Gravel deposits referred to the Drift., in Boone Coiinty,

Kentucky.—Mr. George Suttojst states (Proc. Amer. Assoc,
1876, p. 225), that on the highest part of the table-land in Boone
County, Kentucky, 450 to 500 feet above high-water mark in the
Ohio, there are extensive deposits of gravel, some of which is

cemented into a firm conglomerate. Similar accumulations occur
at a height of about 100 feet above the same level near the mouth
of Wolper Creek, and a bluff of it at this place lias a height of 72
feet. It here blends with a stratified terrace formation which ex-

tends for six or seven miles along the river and is in some places
over a mile in width. The material is unstratified, small pebl)les

and large angular bowlders being mingled in confusion. Near
this part of Kentucky, the Great Miami and the White Water
rivers, coming from the north, empty into the Ohio, where the
river makes a sudden bend to the southeast, forming an acute
western angle of the great North Bend. A line drawn from the
valleys of these rivers across this acute angle intersects the drift

conglomerate at Wolper Creek. Along this line, behind hills east

of Petersburgh, Kentucky, there is an ancient valley of the Ohio,
three to four miles long and half a mile broad, cut out of the
rocks, which is now above the liighest floods of the river. The
drift accumulations are attributed to glacier ice coming down the
Miami and White Water valleys, and crossing the Oliio valley,

carrying drift material for deposition bevond. The author sup-
poses that there may have been ice obstructions in the Oliio l>elow,

to have favored the transfer across ; but if the glacier was the
wide-spread northern glacier, extending across into Kentucky,
the obstructions would hardly have been necessary. North of
the Ohio the drift occurs nearly opposite Loughcry Island, and at
the mouth of Hogan Creek, at about the same height as the river-

terrace formation in Kentucky. That of Hogan Creek consists of

I clay and loam with very little gravel,

of the

They are often onlv wide onougl, at
courses of the ridges are more" or 1

frequently broken into hills amon<T v

tyi'
^'or a ioct path. The
rtuous, and they are

rhk'irare often depressions

occupied by water. They consist of j

stones, and stones fi-om a few incht

^and, ptravel and water-worn

wo feet through, and
they are not in all parts stratified. The coarse material is as
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likely to abound near the top as at the bottom. The material

overlies the "bowlder clay" or "till" of the region. These

ridges are part of what are referred to as " Karnes " by Mr. W.
Upham in a paper noticed on page 156 of this volume. They are

regarded by Mr. Wright as depositions directly from the glacier

during its dissolution, modified afterward by the water which,

especially in the summer mouths, would have flowed freely, over,

beneath and f
.^ - . ^ -i

.
•

3. On the

-The Potsdam
sandstone of Beuharnois and Vaudreuil, Canada, near the junc-

tion of the St. Lawrence and Ottawa rivers, and the same forma-

tion m the Mcmity of Peith, Canada, dftbrded the Protichnites,

foui fcpecKS of which were mide out by Proiesboi Owen Profes

SOI Chapman, of Toronto, concludes, from his examination of them
that they are impressionb of large lucoids This Mew he leaaid-^

as strenirthened by the occunence of the Fiotiphniteb 'it Peith

along with the impressions known as Clirnatichmte'^ Tl e littti

have the fomi of a Imnd five to six inches wide and •'evei il lett

m length, with tiansvei^se seues of narrow paiallel ndgc^, an

inch and thuc (juaittib xpiit, which he believe'* cannot be ev-

plaincd =!itisfact()iily, t \ccpt on the supposition of thdi having
been the unpussions ot i uu^e iucouU Piofes-^or Chapman there-

foie feuirtrt^ts i (hang*, in the name-* to Protichmdes and Cti-

,natHhH,iks—r<,n.,diaH Jonn,nl, July, 1877.
4 Glivieis of the ^'is^ Alps in'thi- Glucial cm —Mr. A

FvvRi hispiepmd a chut contiimno the leMilts ot his studv

ot the oMtr gl ici il phenomena of the Alps Tt is on a s( aU of

T „' 5,1 iit stit(<» thit tlu (oiitouib ot hve principal irlicior-

]ii()cte(ling fccviiiliv liom tlie ^wi^s vallev

Aar,thL Ktu^s, the Lmth and tht IJhine, ha\ \ been di^^tinguishcd

and their hunts, a>, nc irU as obtuinabk , hive been laid dou n

along the upp( i limit v\ is trom 1,200 to 1,600 meter's > roin

JJd'id, 1875-76, p. 130

5 The Geoloqy of Neii^ JLu
Geolotrist, J. H I1lminui..n,

deferred to another inimber,

.o,.</r,cXr».—Professor A. K. Lkeds has

Chemist for March, rocks from the

ru in Essex County an<l mostly m the
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valley and township of Keene. He adopts for the rocks,

Hunt showed to consist of feldspar identical with or near
dorite along with hypersthene or a related augitic or hornl

mineral (and more or less of magnetite or menaccanitc), t\v

norite, and uses the terms hypersthenic norite, hornblendic
pyroxenic norite, for varieties. He gives the specific

forty-four A^arieties of norites, whicli vary from " "^

proportion of the feldspar to the amphibolic sped
determining it. The labradorite, from the norit(

of Mount Mi

from 2-67 to 3-459, the

species and menacanite
bradorite, from the norite forming the mass

giving the quantivalent ratio for the protoxides, sesquioxides and
silica, ri3 : 3 : 6-83. Another analysis was made of a waxy felsitic

variety, from the same place, which afforded very nearly the same

Professor Leeds gives also an analysis of a doleryte from the
region, and others of Lhe pyroxenic portion of the Mount Marcy
norite. He also gives the characters afiorded by thin slices of
some of the roc-ks.

T. On a neio method of determining the species of Feldspars
rontiihted in rocks, hj Dr. J. Szabo, Professor of Mineralogy and
(Teology in the University of Budapest, Hungary. 88 pp. 8vo

;

witli eleven wood-cuts and five colored plates. Budapest, 1876.—
Professor Szal)6 states, in the opening of his memoir, that his new
method of determining the feldspar species is based upon the

well-known papers of Bunsen entitled " Lothrohrversuche " and
" This method, to the elaboration of which

he has devoted four years of study and experiment, is based, firs

upon the accurate determination of the degree of fusibility, anci,

secondly, upon the degree of coloration of the flame, observed
under certain conditions, from which the
potassium present are estimated. For the detailed des(

the methods employed in the different experiments
must be made to the paper itself TFio main points are j

The only articles of apparatus ^xvK>\v<\ aiv : an ordinal
lamp; a fine platiniim wire fa.stei.cd i'l .i -\\<^v\ piece of
and haying a small loop on the Iit.- <t..I ; :,nd ;i ^uppo

nt of fusion of the Bunsen flame. the lamp I

on, Mtid the same points noted a

.f feldspar i .tilled wat

•cd gypsum, and thus covered it is introduc



hottest part of the flame and allowed to remain two min
alkalies, now converted into sulphates, color the flame ;

tinctly than before, and this effect is duly noted.

Professor Szabo gives a general scale of fusibility &

intensity of color, yellow and violet, corres-

ponding, as found by experiment, to certain percentage amounts
of sodium and potassium respectively. By means of these he is

able to determine, within certain limits, the amount of the alkalies

present in a given feldspar, and thus to determine the species.

This method doubtless requires considerable skill in manipula-

tion, and also extended experience in the application of the deli-

i described. The end aimed at, however, is so important

ecially in view of the tendency now prevalent to con-

B triclinic feldspars under the general term '•' jylagioclase'''

lat it IS worthy of much time and labor, and Professor Szabo
rves the thanks of lithologists for the care and minuteness

1 wiiich he has worked out his results. e. s. d.

Brief notices of some newly described minerals.— Venerite

irs as a greenish earthy-looking "clay-ore" in irregular layers

le schisrs connected with the i

ndalUhetr

careful washing, gave :—SiOa 28-98, AIO3 13-81, FeOg 5-04,

0-27, CuO 16-55, MgO 17-47, HgO 12-08, insoluble sand 6-22 =
100-37. After deducting the insoluble matter the composition
becomes :—Si02 30-73, AIO3 14-67, FeOg 5-35, FeO 0-29, CuO
17-5S, MgO 18-55, H2O 12-83 = 100. The quantivalent ratio for

R : ft : Si : H = 3 : 4 : 6 : 4, " which puts the mineral, if it be a

homogeneous substance (as its microscopic character would indi-

cate) among the chlorites." (Dr. T. Sterry Hunt, in a pamphlet
entitled "Description of a Double Muffle Furnace by Professor

P.. Silllnm.1, and A new ore of Copper and its metallurgy, by Dr.

T. Storrv Ihitit; Pliiladelphia, Doc. 30tli, 1870.)
rrunnrirrite .H-curs in .piartzv veins in the granite of Falken-

stcin, Saxon V..igtland; it has lonir -one by the name of autunite

Optically biaxial; apparent angle of axes about 15 -

malysis by Winkler gav* " "
'"^

PgOg 15-06, H2O 13-99= 99-88, whiclrgUg J0-U6, ligU 13-99= 99-88, which corresponds
BaU,P30,,+8H20 or 2(U02)3P20s+Ba3P203+24nq.
A. Weisbaoh, Jahrbuchfur das Berq- und IlUttenwesen im JahrbuchfUr
reiche Sachsen, 1877.
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Sphcerocohaltite occurs in spheroidal fomis with roselite, at
Schneeberg, Saxony. Structure coarsely radiated ; the spherical

surface under the microscope is found to be made up of minute
rombohedral crystals ; color peach-red ; hardness =i 4 ; specific

gravity = 4-02-4-13. B.B. becomes black on ignition in closed
tube. Dissolves with effervescence in warm hydrochloric acid,

analysis gave Winkler CoO 58-86, CaO I'SO, Fe(

HaO 1-22 = 99-94, or, deducting the hydrated
3 gave Winkler CoO 58;86, CaO 1-80, FeOg 3-41, CO^ 34-65,

JO2 35-75= 100. This corresponds to the formula C0CO3
requires : CoO 03-06, COg 36-94= 100. (Weisbach, 1. c.;

of Vogtsburg in the Ivaiseistuhl; these c

by the name of " ])er(>lV.kite."' Specific

rave Knop : CI )
' '? 2-7.}, 1IO2 4()-'

57, FeO 5-70
, MnO

5-58, CaC• 19- 3^6,%rO ir., Xa,0 ^Vr,<\K,i . F tr.,

SiO, This i closolv :h the

iJTiO-3+KFb.,0 , when ]{

,^grm
Ce, Ca; Na

al is 1 1 <hj:.\uHilyti ceofthe difficulties

11 its ;i natylA^. (Knop, 'zl;tsrhriftfa/ Krystallofp.iphie.

III. B..TAXY AN

:,/ (;r.„rfh.—\. W. Bkn-
v///\.- Thf llrst ilouer-bn

thiv ye.u on.fuly 1st, the

touched the surface of tl

clu's long. At I r. m. on

rastlien'stilU-losed, and
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instance, the fruit from those terminal clusters was as unlike the

normal " Smoke-house" as it was possible to be. The fruit stems

were very long and slender, and the fruit flattened—what pomol-

ogists term oblate. It might further be noted that this change
was not a change by gradual modification through seminal agency

;

but a leap, and from a tree that had always produced flowers in

the normal way. There was apparently no more reason why the

law, whatever it may be, that operated on this one tree might not

under some circumstances operate on all the trees in the orchard,

or on other wild trees in native places of growth, or on the indi-

viduals of a whole district, as well as on a single tree. It was
such illustrations as these which made the doctrine of evolution in

some form an absolute certainty.

—

I*roc. Acad. Nat. ySci. Philad.,

1877, p. 132.

3. Remarks on the Yellow Ant.—Professor Leidy remarked
-that recently while seeking certnin animals beneath stones in the

woods near 'Philadelphia, he had f.;.d the opportimity of observing

the Yellow Mx\,FnrrniraJlara. in possession of large numbers of

In one instance a comparatively small colony of the Yellow Ants
had three diflerent insects in their possession, consisting of a spe-

cies of Aphis, a Coccus., and the larva of an insect, probably Cole-

opterous. The Aphides were kept in two separate herds, and
tliese were separated from a herd of Cocci. The larva was in tlie

midst of one of the former herds. In a larger colony of the Vel-

low Ants, there was a herd of Aphides which occupied the under
]>ait of one margin of the stone and was almost ten inches long by
tliiL-e-fourths of an inch in breadth. The same colony also pos-

»e^^e<l a separate herd of Cocci, closely crowded and occupying
almost a square inch of space. In both colonies the J/)/*is'and

the Cocr,,.-^ were the same. The Aphis is pale yellow with white

tuberch'< on the dorsal surface of the abdominal segments. The
Coccus is of a dark-red hue. Both Aphides and Cocci, with few
exception^^, adhered to the under surface of the btones, and were
not ntt:i<'hed to root^. They appeared to be carefully attended
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the male that, shows divergences from the type in structural char-
acters. These structural divergences in Butterflies appear in the
wings and the legs, and sometimes in the antennae. Mr. Scudder
knows of uo example in which the male alone diverges from the
genera] plan of coloration belonging to the group.

—

J^roe. Amer.

IV. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. Narrative of the North Polar Expedition, JJ. S. Ship
Polaris, Captain Charles Fiancis Hall commanding. Edited
nder the direction of the Hon. G. M. Kobesox, Secretary of the

Davis, U,

Washington. 1876-77.—The melancholy interest which

Navy, by Rear Admiral C. H. Davis, U. S. N., United States
al Observatory. 696 pp. large 8vo. Government Printing

attaches to the death of the enthusiastic explorer, Hall, just
as he was seemingly about to realize his life-long hopes, is

increased by the reflection that the distinguished officer, to whom
was entrusted the preparation of this narrative, was himself called

away by death while his task was almost complete. The final

chapters were consigned by him to the editorial care of Professor
Nourse of the National Observatory. This volume is what its

title declares—a narrative of the Polar Expedition from its incep-
tion in 1870 until the "Frolic" brings the survivors of the party to

Washington, on the 5th of June, 187a, after experiences which
must ever be considered memorable, even among the almost
incredible trials and heroisms of Arctic exploration. The closing
chapters of the narrative recite the cruises of the Juniata and
Tigress for the rescue of the Polaris and her crew, the examin-
ation of the icefloe, and the Buddington Parties, with the Report
of the Board of Enquiry. The volume also contains a translation
of the report made to the Royal Geographical Society of Paris,

April 21, 1875, by M. V. A. Malte Brun, awarding the Roquette
gold medal to the memory of Hall in consideration of eminent ser-

vices in Arctic exploration, which medal was sent to the family of
tJ)e unfortunate explorer; the instructions of the National Academy
of Sciences; the correspondence between the British Admiralty
and the U. S. Navy Department in relation to the stoi-es left by
the Polaris Expedition on the west coast of Greenland; the
Journals of Mr. H. C. Chester and Captain Geo. E. Tyson while
oil boiit journeys, June and July, 1872; and lastly a list of the
Joiirnnls used in the preparation of the Narrative of the Polaris

ioiitific results of the expedition have been worked up by
lis, under the supervision of the Smithsonian Institution,

.olumes, the publication of which may be shortly expected,

narrative is illustrated by thirty-eight full page wood
gs from original sketches by Mr. Emii Schumann and
i Besseis, painted in oil by Mr. J. H. Morgan and photo-

on wood by Mr. Smilie, There are also eighteen tail

om original sketches, two photolithographs, a steel por-
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trait of Captain Hall, and a steel engraved frontispiece of the

It is a pleasure to know also that Professor Nourse is now
engaged in preparing for publication Captain Hall's Journals

during his second expedition, 1864-69, in obedience to a resolu-

tion introduced into the IT. 8. Senate, February 6, 18 77, by Mr.

2. The American Meteorologist, John- H. Tice, Editor. In

monthly numbers of 32 pages, 'svo. Saint Louis, JMissouri.—The
second volume of this Journal, consisting of six monthly numbers,

commenced with January of the current year. The author holds

peculiar views with regard to meteorological and other phenom-

ena, and their causes, and presents them in his Monthly. Facts

are, in his opinion, in " irrepressible conflict," as he expresses it,

with ordinary physical theories.

3. The American Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics.

—Under this title, a much needed addition to the scientific jour-

nals of the country, will soon be made, under the auspices of the

Johns Hopkins University. The editors announced are : J. J. Syl-

vester, Benjamin Peiece, Simon Newcomb, H. A. Rowland,
and Wm. E. Story, the first, " Professor of Mathematics in the

University, bearing the title of Editor-in-Chief," and tlie last being

the present be issued annually, making a volume each year of 384

pages. The price is five dollars a volume. The first number will

appear in January, 1878. Subscriptions and contributions should

be addressed to William E. Story, Johns Hopkins University,

Baltimore, Maryland.
4. Publications of the Cincinnati Observatory.—Two numbers
—2 and 3 — have recently been issued in octavo. No. 2, eighteen

pages, contains Microinetrical Measurements of 176 double and

triple stars, observed with the 11 -inch reflector of the Observatory

by O. M. Mitchell; Cincinnati, 1876; and No. 3, thirty-four pages,

bears the title, Micrometrical Measurements of 166 double and

triple stars, during the vears 1875-76, under the superintendence

of Ormond Stone, A.M., Director, Cineinnnti, 1877.

5. Tico New Meteoric Irons. (Letter to the Editors.)—I have

County, Kentucky, and the other from Daltoii, Whitfield Conntv,

Georgia. Descriptions and analyses of these will be published

6. Table of Logarithms. — M. GArxniER VtixAus has pub-

lished in Paris a volume of logaritlnns, contaiuinii' tiibles for all

numbers from to 434,000,000,000 with twelve decimals, by -M.

Namur, Secretary of the Ecole INloyenne of Thuin (on the Sand-re,

Belgium). This wonderful volume, selling at three francs, has

been printed by order of the Royal Academy of Sciences of

Boigmm.—Nature, July 5. .

7. Tenth Annual Report of the Trustees of the Peabody

Musetcm of American Archceology and Ethnology. Presented
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to the President and Fellows of Harvard College, Jui
Vol. 11, No. 1, 168 pp. 8vo. Cambridge, 1877.—A pape
C. C. Abhott, desciibes the occurrence of what appear

River valley, near Trenton, New Jersey,
stone is a hard or indurated argillite, somewhat fusible before the
blowpipe ; but in one case, flint. Bowlders eight or ten feet in

diameter occur over the surface. Mr. Abbott regards the mate-
rial as of Glacial origin, and the relics, as those of man of the
Glacial ei-a. This paper is followed by another, by Professor N.
S. Shaler, on the same relics and deposits, which states that he
accompanied Dr. Abbott over the region, and obtained from the
beds two of the supposed relics, and concludes with the remark
that " if these remains are really those of men, they prove the

existence of interglacial man on this part of our shore."

This Report contains also papers on the exploration of Ash
Cave in I'enton, Hocking County, Ohio, and on explorations of

mounds in Southeastern "Ohio, by Professor E. B. Andrews; on
th^' exi)loration of a mound in Lee County, Va., by Lucikx Care,
AsHstnnt Curator in the Museum; and on the Art of War and
.Mode of Warfare of the Ancient Mexicans, by Ad. F. Bandelier.

Professor Andrews describes instruments, beads, and other or-

naments of copper, from the mounds examined by ' *
^

ds (W. - ' '
^

spoken of as " of great scientific value, because by it w
that the mound-builders

'
" ' * "

Athens County, Ohio) i

bee '

practised

... Virginia
; among the relics obtained from it, Mr, J. A. Allen identified

the bones of the iJariboti, and remarked that "this is farther

south than bones of the Caribou have hitherto been found."

8. Kinetic Theories of Gravitation; by William B. Taylor.
From the Smithsonian Report for 1876. Washington. Govern-
ment Printing Oifice. 1877. pp. 78, 8vo.—This is a valuable
historical rkum'e of the various attempts that have been made, by
the most eminent philosophers, to account for the phenomena of

gravitative attraction, from the time of Newton to the present
day. The sketch is concluded by a vigorous criticism of the
leading theories, in which the author, passing over "the consid-

eration of the Ataf/crt/ method of explaining gravitation by pres-

TiMOTHY Abbott Conrad.—Dr. Coxrad died on the ninth of

August, at the residence of his brother-in-law, Mr. T. Abbott,
Trenton, New Jersey. He was son of the late Solomon Conrad,
of the University of Pennsylvania, and was born in 1803.
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and description of recent shells and the fossil shells of the Tertiary

and Cretaceous formations of the United States ; and in the Tertiary

species they exceed in importance those of any other American
Paleontologist excepting Mr. Meek. As early as 1832 he published

the first number of an illustrated work on the "Fossil shells of the

Tertiary formation," which, however, was never completed ; and
in 1831 began his "American Marine Conchology," which he car-

ried to 72 pages and 17 plates. Later his papers were published

from time to time in this Journal, and in the Publications of the

Academy of Sciences of Philadelphia ; the first communication to

this Journal appearing in 1833, and the last in February, 1877.

Memoirs by him are also to be found in the i-eports of various sur-

veying expeditions. Between 1835 and 1841 he issued thirteen

numbers of a "Monography of the Family Unionidse," with many
colored plates. In part of his publications he was his own lithog-

rapher. During the years 1838 to 1841, Professor Conrad had

charge of the Paleontological department of the Geological Survey
of New York, and his Annual Reports for those years and the Jour-

nal of the Philadelphia Academy for 1842, contain descriptions of

many of the species discovered—the larger part of all that were

known previous to the labors of Professor James Hall, into whose
hands this department fell in 1843. Some of his general geological

conclusions are presented in his *' Notes on American Geology,"
l-ublished in this Journal for 1839 (vol. xxxv, 237), in which he

advocates the doctrine (which Agassiz first suggested) that the

_ar;iiid(T divisions of geological time, or abrupt transitions in life,

were .letermined by cokrintervals in the course of the earth's

progress, and he points out the great fact that the Mississippi

depn-ssion, as it is often called, was a consequence of the elevation

of the Appalachians on the east, and of the Rocky Mountain area,

late in geological time, on the west. On the first of these points

he remarks that "the theorv of periodical refrigeration alone can

explain the^ >^udden extinction of whole races of animals and

I'r.ifi'^M.r Conrad took a inovt Important part in laying the

pa!rontolo-i<';il t..und,itiuns ..f American Geology—a work shared

lai-elv al-<> bv !.-a and I. veil ii^ regards the Tertiary, by Morton
f<.r the C.vtaeeous, and, vtij] morelarcrelv, by Hall for the Paleozoic

sp.ei. ., and carried forward Liter by other able paleontologists.

Hnm.:.?T Werk Fox, F.R.S., died on the 25th of July,_inthe

eighry-eighth year of his age, " having spent his long life in aet^

ot ii-.'t(ilncss and deeds of the purest Christian benevolence." Hi^

experiments on the temperatures of deep mines proving an in-

crease of dej>th downward, on the electro-magnetic properties ot

mineral veins, and his construction of the first'dipping needle, are

amono: the important scientific works that have given his name a

world-wide reputation. "To his latest days, in the retirement of

his beautiful liome, ho delighted to surround himself with intel-

lectual fi-ionds," and watched with unfailing interest the progress

of scientific discovery.
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The specimens described ;

the Eocky Mountain region,

Eeptiles, and Fishes. Among the Mammals are two Miocene
Edentates, the first detected in this country, and a third spe-

cies of this group from the lower Pliocene. Another Mammal
of much interest is a Rhinoceros from the Eocene, the oldest

known member of the family. A number of new genera are

introduced, some of which have an important bearing on the

genealogy of Tertiary Mammals. Among the other vertebrates

is a new genus of Crocodilians from the horizon of the Weal-
den, and a species of Crocodilus from the Pliocene.

Moropus distans, gen. et sp. nov.

This genus of Edentates is based mainly upon the bones of

the feet, which have been found in several individuals. These
remains are quite different from the feet bones of any of the

American Edentates, recent or fossil ; but indicate affinities

with the extinct Ancylotherium, from the Tertiary of Europe,
which is supposed to be related to the African Ant-bear
{Orycteropus). The specimens here described belong to a dis-

tinct family, the Moropodidoe.
In the type specimen of the present species, only the hind

feet appear to be represented. One of the most characteristic

bones is a coossified first and second phalanx. The articula-

tion for the metatarsal is nearly in a horizontal plane, and
situated on the proximal end of the upper surface of the base.

It is somewhat heart-shaped in outline with the apex rounded
and about equally concave in both directions, or slightly less

so transversely. This articulation occupies nearly half the

length of the first phalanx which is thoroughly coossified with

the second. The line of junction between the bones can, how-
ever, be traced easily, and is strongly marked on the uncUi-

surface by a pit or foramen entering obliquely upwards and
forwards. Except near this line of junction, the surface of the

Am. JoaB. 8ci.—Third Skbies, Vol. XIV, No. 81.-Sept., 1877.

17
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bone is rather smooth. The under surface, below the articula-

tion, is flattened. The second phalanx is less than half the

length of the first, and its surface is roughened, as if by abnor-

mal growth of bone over the surface. The length of the first

phalanx is 43"™ ; the longitudinal diameter of the metacar-

pal articulation 18™™; its transverse diameter 23""^. The
least transverse diameter of the bone is 21™™: its vertical

diameter at the middle is 20™™. The second phalanx is

broken in this specimen, its distal articular face being absent.

Associated with the above specimen, is a short bone evi-

dently a median phalanx, with both articular surfaces well

preserved and in form corresponding to each other. Proxi-

mally there are two grooves separated by an intermediate ridge,

and distally two pulley-shaped ridges with a deep groove be-

tween. The length of the shaft of this bone is 23™™ ; its trans-

verse diameter is 21™™ proximally, and 17™™ distally. Near
the center of the terminal pulleys is a deep pit on each side.

The greatest vertical diameter of the bone is 32™™. This

bone resembles the penultimate phalanx of the middle finger of

Priodorites, but is somewhat shorter and thinner.

These and other less characteristic remains indicate an ani-

mal somewhat larger than a tapir. They were found in the

Miocene of Oregon by the Yale Expedition of 1873.

Moropus senex, sp. nov.

A second larger species of the same genus is indicated by a

few remains, among which is the characteristic bone formed of

the united phalanges. The proximal phalanx is considerably

larger than the one above described. Its length is 52™™.

The proximal articulation is oblique, and does not occupy
more than one-third the upper surface of the bone. The me-

dian phalanx is well preserved, and measures 25™™ in length.

It is not united with the first phalanx in a line with the axis

of that bone, but is inclined about 15° toward the sole of tlie

foot. Its distal articulation is composed of two not very prom-

inent pulley-shaped surfaces with a groove between.

Moropus elatvs, sp. nov.

The largest species of this genus, now known, is represented

:it iHt'sent by a number of bones of the posterior extremities,

mainly from the feet. The peculiar duplex bone already men-

tioned is among them, and affords means for comparing the

different species.

The proximal phalanx here measures about 90'"'" in length,

and the medial one 40""". The articulation for the metatarsal

is more nearly vertical than in either of the Miocene species.

Its median vertical diameter is 30'""' ; and transverse diameter
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The least vertical diameter of the phalanx is 28"""
;

neter Sl^n.. The second phalanx has a trans-

verse diameter of 82«'°», and a vertical diameter of 49'°'°,

measured across the curve of the terminal pulley. The least

vertical diameter is 38™™.

Associated with this bone is a well preserved first metatarsal,

measuring 135™™ in length. Its minimum transverse diameter
is 25™*". The proximal surface is subtriangular, with the
external side of the triangle curved outward, and the other
shorter sides somewhat curved inward. The external three-

fourths of the surface is transverse, and occupied by a nearly
flat articular surface, which rises along a vertical ridge near the
inner margin of the face. Beyond this ridge, the upper part
of the surface shows marks of articulation with another bone.
The inner face of the bone is somewhat concave proximally

;

it then presents a low broad elevation, and is flattened distal ly.

The shaft of the bone is rounded throughout. The distal

articulation is hemispherical above, but presents two shallow
grooves below, which are carried around so far as to become
nearly horizontal. The greatest proximal diameter is 50™™,

and the greatest distal diameter 44™™.

The proximal face of the fifth metatarsal is oblique, trian-

gular in outline, convex vertically, and through the greater

part of its tranverse extent. Its 'greatest vertical extent is

65™™, and greatest horizontal diameter the same. The vertical

diameter of the shaft of this bone is 40™™. and its transverse

diameter 38™™. The calcaneum measures 108™™ from its pos-

terior end to the vertical face for articulation with the astraga-
lus. The vertical diameter of the shaft is 53™™, and the trans-

verse diameter 41™™.

These remains are from the Lower Pliocene of Nebraska, and
indicate an animal about as large as a Rhinoceros.

The present genus is based upon a nearly perfect skull, and
various other remains which belonged to the oldest representa-
tive of the Rhinoceros family yet discovered. These speci-

mens are from the Uinta or" Diplacodo7i beds, of the Upper
Eocene, and about the horizon of the Paris basin. The skull
IS intermediate in form between that of a Tapir and a Rhino-
ceros, but the molar teeth are entirely of the latter type. The
premolars are all unlike the molars, and the canines above
and below are very large. The incisors are small, and the

inner one in each jaw is lost in the present adult animal. The
lower canines are" placed nearly horizontal, and taken in con-

nection with the rest of the anterior dentition, they prove con-

clusively that the large lower teeth, usually regarded as incisors
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in Acerotherium and many other members of the Rhinoceros

family, are really canines.

The nasals in this genus are smooth, and evidently were

without horns. There w^ere four toes in front and three be-

hind. The type species is Amt/nodon advenus Marsh, which was

provisionally referred to the genus Diceratherium when first

described.

The paucity of Tapiroid remains in the Miocene and Plio-

cene lake basins of Western America is a singular fact, proba-

bly due in part to temperature, and in part to the nature of the

surrounding country. The few specimens found have been

referred to Lophiodon^ a Lower Eocene genus. Various re-

from these formations on the Atlantic <

West show, however, that they are quite distinct from Lophio-
^ ' . • ^ .

^

intermediate

type species is T.

validus Marsh, {Lophiodon validus) from the Miocene of New

nd the existing Tapir, and represent

genus, which may be called Tapiravus. The ty

Jersey, This genus may readily be distinguished from Lophu

don or Hyrachyus^ by the last upper premolar, which is simihn

to the adjoining molars,

A second species of this genus occurs in the Lower Pliocene

east of the Eocky Mountains, and remains were collected there

by the writer in 1873, The most characteristic specimen ob-

tained was an upper molar tooth which indicated an animal

considerably smaller than the living Tapir. The crown of this

molar was IS""™ in antero-posterior diameter, and 17™™ in trans-

verse diameter. It is peculiar in having the antero-exterior

angle very obtuse, and less prominent than the outer cusps.

Bison ferox^ sp. nov.

This genus has not hitherto been found in the Tertiary of
• ' - - -

• Thentry, although not uncommon in later deposit

Museum of Yale College contains two well preserved horn-

cores from the later Tertiary, one of which was found by the

writer in the lower Pliocene of Nebraska. This is quite as

low as the genus has been found in the Old World, Thi^^

specimen indicates an animal much larger than the existing

Bison, and having very powerful horns. The specimen pre-

served was over 5U0"'" in length, when complete. The radius

of the inner curve measures about ^OQT^. The largest end

has a diameter of 125"™, and the smaller, at a distance of

300'"'", measures 77"^-.

A second larger species, with more curved horns, is indicated

bv a nearly perfect horn-core from the lower Pliocene of

;^ansas. This species, which mav be called Bison AlUni, m
honor of Dr. J. A. Allen, of Canabridge, also had very large
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horns. The type specimen has its greatest and least diameters
near the base, 140°»" and llO""™. At a distance of 300'"'«

further toward the end, the diameters are lOO"'" and 90="".

The radius of the inner curvature, except for the last 150°""

of the length, was 350""".

The discovery of these two lower Pliocene species of Bison,

suggests the probability that this form is a New World type,

although it has generally been credited to the other hemisphere.

Allomys nitens, gen. et sp. nov.

Among the Upper Miocene mammals, a peculiar genus is

found, which is probably related to the flying squirrels, but
the teeth are somewhat like those of Ungulates. Its affinities

are evidently with the Eodents, however, and it represents a

distinct family, the Alhmyidm. The general characters of

the upper molar teeth are shown in the accompanying figure.

three molar teeth is 8°"". The transverse distance between the
two series is, in front, 3-8°''", and posteriorly, 44"''".

The known remains of this species are all from the Upper
Miocene of Oregon.

GracuUivus lentus^ sp. nov.

The Cretaceous deposits of the Atlantic coast and of Kansas
have hitherto alone yielded remains of Birds, but these have
recently been found in beds of the same age in Texas. The
most characteristic specimen obtained is the distal end of a

metatarsal, which differs from the corresponding bone of the

toothed birds from Kansas, and may be referred provisionally
to the genus Oracjilavus, the type of which is from the Upper
Cretaceous of New Jersey. This specimen shows that there

were three toes of nearly equal size, and also a hallux raised

above the main digits.

Transverse diameter of shaft of tarsometatarsal bone. 4 •2'""'

Vertical diameter of same 3*6

Transverse diameter across distal articular faces 10-

Vertical diameter of median distal articular face 48

The known remains of this species indicate a bird about as

large as a small duck.
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Diplosaurus felix, gen. et sp. nov.

An interesting discovery recently made in the lower Creta-

ceous, or Wealden beds, of Colorado, is a new genus of Croco-

dilians, intermediate between the old Teleosaurian type and the

modern Crocodilus. The new genus has a head and teeth very

similar to the latter, but with this the ancient biconcave ver-

tebrae. The present type species is based upon a nearly perfect

skull, and a number of vertebrse belonging with it. These
pertained to an animal smaller than most existing Crocodilians,

Some of the principal measurements of this species are as

Length of skull on median line 255™"'

Length of skull from quadrate to end of snout 275.

Transverse diameter of premaxillaries +6-

Transverse diameter of skull, at front of orbits 90-

Transverse diameter at ends of c

Transverse diameter of quadrate

A second species of this genus is apparently the Hyposaurus
Vehhii Cope, which may be called Diplomurus Vebbii

Crocodilus Solaris, sp. nov.-

No Miocene Crocodilians are known from the Western lake-

basins, and none have been described from the Pliocene of the

same regions. One species, however, lived in the Pliocene lake

east of the Mountains, and, as an indication of climate, at least,

is well worthy of record. The remains preserved indicate an

animal of moderate size, well protected with deeply pitted bony
plates, and probably belonging to the genus Crocodilus.

Measurements of some of the more important remains are

the following

:

Length of centrum of lumbar vertebrae 42- m'"

Vertical diameter of anterior articulation 25-

Transverse diameter ... 30-

Vertical diameter of neural canal 11'

Vertical diameter of posterior articulation 25*

Transverse diameter ,... 30"

Transverse diameter of dermal scute 34-

These specimens were found by the writer, in 1873, on the

Niobrara River in Nebraska.

JVanosmtrus agilis, gen. et sp. nov.

The most diminutive Dinosaur yet discovered is represented

by various portions of a skeleton recently received from the

Mesozoic deposits of the Rocky Mountains. These remains

indicate an animal not larger than a cat, and yet apparently

fully adult. Most of the bones are hollow, and the walls thin.
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in distinct sockets. The femur has the characteristic third t

chanter, and is shorter than the tibia.

The principal dimensions of this pigmy Dinosaur are

Space occupied by five teeth in lower jaw 13- mm

Depth ofjaw below last tooth -. 10*

Length of femur 63-

Distance from head to middle of third trochanter 25-

Length of tibia - - 15-

Least diameter of shaft 6*

The geological horizon of this unique fossil is probably
Jurassic, but possibly in the lower part of the Dakota group,

which I regard as the equivalent of the Wealden of Europe.

Nanosaurus motor, sp. nov.

Another small Dinosaur, which may be provisionally referred

to the same genus, is indicated by portions of a skeleton

found in the same region, and probably at or near the same
horizon. These remains belonged to a reptile about twice as

large as the one just described. The bones are equally hollow,

and the walls very thin. The tibia is much more elongated,

and slender. No teeth were found with this specimen. The
length of the tibia was about 100™", and the diameter of its

shaft at the middle 6™™. A metatarsal bone measures 41™°' in

length. The remains at present known indicate an animal
about as large as a fox.

Apatodon mirus, gen. et sp. nov.

One of the most interesting specimens hitherto found in the

Rocky Mountain region, is a portion of a lower jaw with the
last molar in place. This fossil is widely different from anything
yet described, and its exact affinities are doubtful. The frag-

ment pertained to an animal about as large as a Tapir, and the

general appearance of the specimen at once suggests the mam-
malian type. The tooth most resembles, in form and superior
surface of crown, that of a typical Suilline. The structure of
the tooth, however, is different, and the fangs are, in part at

least, coossified with the jaw.
This specimen was found near a locality where Dinosaur

bones were abundant, and it is possible it may belong with
that group. The jaw, however, is very unlike any correspond-
ing jaw of a Dinosaur, so far as now known.' This tooth

measures about 41"»" in length of crown ;
20™™ in transverse

diameter, and 8™™ in height. The geological horizon is Lower
Cretaceous or Jurassic
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Heliobatis radians, gen. et sp. nov.

The most interesting fossil Fish hitherto found in the Ter-

tiary of the west is a land-locked Bay, recently discovered in

the Green River beds of Wyoming. The specimen is in ex-

cellent preservation, and shows the characters of the group

most perfectly. It differs much from recent Rays, and resem-

bles most nearly the genus Gyclohatis of Egerton, from the Mt.

Lebanon deposits of Syria, which are probably in nearly the

same horizon as the locality of the present specimen. The
latter differs from Cyclohatis in having a much greater number
of radiating digits, which entirely encircle the body, and sug-

gested the generic name. There are also numerous dermal

defensive tubercles, which are wanting in Gyclohatis.

The principal dimensions of this rare specimen are as fol-

lows:

Antero-posterior extent of rays 235-"""

Transverse diameter across scapular arch to bases of rays 75-

Total transverse diameter 220-

Transverse diameter of head - 82-

Distance between scapular and pelvic arches — 55*

Length of vertebrae at pelvic arch - - - 2*6

Length of vertebrae in caudal region 2-

Yale College, August, 187*7.
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Art. XXXIY.— On the relations of the Geology of Vermont to that

of Berkshire ; by James D. Dana.

[Continued from page 201.]

It is sometimes laid down as a canon in geology that the
age of a crystalline terrane or formation can be told from the
kind of rock constituting it. Thorough knowledge as to the
kinds that may exist in formations of the same age is the
proper basis for such a canon—if it has a basis—and a test of
Its value. The limestone series affords important facts on this

subject.

The Taconic slate-belt in the western half of the limestone
area and the quartzyte group of the eastern half may be sep-

arately considered, and, afterward, the relations of the two.

1. Taconic slate-belt or range.

The diversity of rocks in the Taconic slate-belt is small

compared with 'that in the Eastern or Quartzyte group.
A. In Vermont—The rocks, as has been explained, are (1)

argillyte to the north ; then argillyte along the center with

borders of (2) hydromica slate varying from a pure slaty hydrous
mica to a mixture of hydrous mica with more or less quartz

;

(3) chloritic hydromica slate, in which quartz seams and veins

(often chloritic) are common. Besides these, there is (4) a

hydromicaceous conglomerate, consisting of quartz pebbles in a
AM. .;oDR. Sci.-Third Series, Vol. XIV, No. 82.-OCT., 1877.
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bydromica paste, "abundant in Ira, Middletown, Wells, Poult-

nej and Pawlet," and the main constituent of Bird Mountain,
in Ira—as stated in the Verroont Geological Report (p. 426).

B. In Berkshire andfarther som^A.—There are here the same
slates, but in part coarser. Also (5), a rock of gneissoid aspect,

in which the mica is a pearly hydrous mica (found in the

Graylock range, near Williamstown)
; (6) a garnetiferovs chloritic

hydromica slaie^ common ; (7) mica schist ; (8) graphitic mica

schist; (9) garnetiferous mica schist; and (10) staurolitic mica

schist {in Salisbury and Sharon.)*

2. Schists of the Quartzyte group.

A. In Vermont—(1) Hydromica slate, which is often very

fine in grain and is then called novaculite slate; (2) chloritic

hydromica slate; (S) chlorite slate or schist, sometimes contain-

ing octahedrons of magnetite; (4) hydromica conglomerate, like

No. 4 above; (5) hydromica quartzyte, all shades occurring

between hydromica slate and true quartzyte; (9) greenish-gray

hydromica gneiss, containing disseminated chlorite—a kind of

protogine—the mica pearl-white, the feldspar white, seen by the

writer on the western slope of the quartzyte and hydromica
ridge northeast of Rutland—the rock much like the kind from
near Williamstown (No. 5 above).

B. In Berkshire and farther south.—(1) Hydromica slate, more
or less chloritic, and often garnetiferous; (2) viica slate, that

is, fine-grained mica schist; (3) mica schist, varying in color

from a dark-gray to black, the latter a fissile rock consisting

largely of black mica
; (4) garnetiferous mica schist; (5) quartzytic

Varieties of gneiss.—(6) Fine-grained gneiss, thin bedded, the

mica in very small scales and in general mostly black, the

feldspar in small white grains
; (7) the same, but thick-bedded

and very hard, color mostly light gray, the rock sometimes a

contorted gneiss; (8) the same, but wUh little mica, the color

wliitish, graduating into (9) granulyte, a granular compound of

quartz and feldspar, with only traces of mica; (10) a whitish

or grayish striped gneiss having the mica in lines of spots or in

interrupted lines, looking interruptedly striped, the mica mostly

biotite; (11) granitoid gneiss, and (12) fine-grained granite, the

gneiss graduating into these rocks, by a loss of its schistose

structure; (13) quartzytic gneiss, fine-grained, whitish (often

yellowish from alteration of pyrite or black mica), a rock that

graduates by insensible shades into laminated quartzyte; (14)

epidotic gneiss, Qoni?i.m\wg much mica, half of which is rausco-

* The occurrence of staurolite as well as garnet in the mica slate of Salisbury

is mentioned by Prof. Dewey, in this Journal, vol. viii, p. 7, 1824. Earlier, lU

vol. V, 1822, he had announced the existence of staurolite in ShefiBeld.
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;e, and also small green grains of epido
"ng mainly of hornblende and

common; (16) hornUende slate^ occasional beds; (17) pyroxenyte,

consisting of wliite pyroxene (at Canaan, Conn.).

(18) Garnet rocJc^ a firm tough rock of a blackish-gray color,

consisting of quartz, pale-red garnet, some feldspar, magnetite
and pyrite, and also minute disseminated prisms showing one
lustrous cleavage which may be zoisite (from Beartown Moun-
tain)—rare.

(19) Feldspathic quartzyte, the feldspar (orthoclase) sometimes
in largish cleavable pieces, the decomposition and removal of

which leaves the quartzyte cellular, looking like a buhrstone

;

(20) micaceous quartzyte". gVLeiss-Yxke in aspect, but containing
little or no feldspar. Besides these quartzytic rocks, and the

common hard quartzyte, there is a laminated calcareous quartzyte,

which is very porous when weathered, owing to the removal of

the calcareous portion, and which has often on its surfaces

minute crystals of brown tourmaline. Abrupt transitions

occur between the laminated and hard massive quartzyte;
the latter sometimes corresponding for a short distance to sev-

eral successive beds of the former, or taking wholly its place in

the formation.

3. Schists along an East-and-West section oftJie limestone region.

In Vermont.—The schists of a section across the limestone

region from west to east in the line of Eutland, are the same
nearly as occur in the Quartzyte group from north to south,

argillyte being the only rock to the west not found to the east.

Li Berkshire.—The remark just made for Vermont applies

equally to Berkshire. Along an east-and-west section in

southern Berkshire, there are, commencing to the west: argil-

lyte, various kinds of hydromica slate, from a black glossy

slate differing little from argillyte, to pale pearly slates, chlo-

ritic and garnetiferous hydro-mica slates; farther east, fine-

grained mica schist and gneiss, coarser garnetiferous mica
schist and staurolitic mica schist ; and all the gneisses and
other rocks mentioned above.
Thus the same kinds of rocks are met with on going from

east to west across Berkshire as in going from north to south
along the Quartzyte ranges of Vermont and Berkshire.

The above lists afford an idea of the great diversity in the

crystalline rocks of the limestone series. We are now pre-

pared for a conclusion.

Since then these rocks of the limestone series are conform-

able, and of Lower Silurian age; and since they were all

crystallized into their present state after the Lower Silurian
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era had nearly or quite passed, we learn—that all the various

mica and chloritic schists mentioned, and the varieties of

gneiss, and also, the other rocks designated, as protogijie, gran-

ulyte, hornblendic, pyroxenic, epidotic and garnet rocks, were
in this case a product of a single raetaraorphic process, acting

on deposits of Lower Silurian age ; and, since this wide diver-

sity of rocks occurs in the eastern or Quartzyte portion alone

of the limestone area, they have also come from that portion of

the Lower Silurian to which the Quartzyte group belongs.

Consequently, if the lithological canon is a good one, neither

of the rocks in the above list can be good for distinguish-

ing formations of any other geological era than the one here

But they are useless for this unless the kinds belong exclu-

sively to it. Now no one will claim that hydromica, mica and
chlorite schists, protogine, gneisses, granite, garnet and stauro-

litic schists, granulyte, and the rest have been derived exclu-

sively from Lower Silurian sediments crystallized at the close

of the Lower Silurian, Hence it is clear that they are not

satisfactory for identifying rocks of this or any other single

age. And if so, the lithological canon, as far as the varie-

ties of these rocks described above are concerned, is not

available.

The prominent point in which the gneisses and mica schists

of the limestone series in Berkshire are at all peculiar is in

their fineness of grain or texture. In Connecticut and farther

south, the mica schists and gneisses are coarser in crystalliza-

tion than those in Berkshire ; so that this feature is apparently

one dependent on degree of metamorphism. Temperature and
rate of cooling determine the degree of coarseness (or fineness)

of granular-crystalline structure in other cases, and so should

it be in the metamorphic process.

One variety of the gneiss is characteristic of the eastern

portion of the region-—namely, the whitish kind interruptedly

banded with mica spots or lines (passing into granulyte as the

mica disappears). I have not observed it in New England
except near the limestone region of Western Massachusetts,

Connecticut and New York. The chloritic schist and chloritic

hydromica schists of the series are not distinguishable from
those of many other geological regions.

The lithology of the region has still some peculiarities.

These are : the absence of hornblendic granite, and syenyte

;

the sparing occurrence of hornblende schist and hornblendic

gneiss, these rocks occurring only in beds subordinate to the

mica schist or true gneiss ; the absence, so far as observed, of

labradorite rocks ; and the certain absence of granitoid labra-

dorite rocks (those having cleavable labradorite as a prominent
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; the absence of chrysolite rocks, corundum-bear-

ing rocks, and zircon-bearing rocks. Moreover, coarse flesh-

colored granites and coarsely porpbyritic gneiss or granite are
not among the rocks mentioned.

The frequent abrupt transitions between quartzyte and
gneiss is of so much interest that I may refer to it here again,

and repeat that it means abrupt transitions trom sand deposits
to mud deposits in the old seas, just as are now common along
the borders of the modern.

I may also observe, again, that the great diversity found in

the crystalline rocks had nothing notable to correspond to it

in the external characters of the original sediments. The
hydromica and mica schists are essentially one in composition,
quartz being equally a variable constituent in both ; so the

hydromica gneiss or protogine is nearly identical with true

gneiss. A gneiss or mica schist in which the mica is black
(as is commonly the case here), and a hornblendic gneiss or

schist, have almost the same ultimate constitution.

In the condition of sedimentary rocks, the differences which,
under metamorphism, have led to so long a list of rocks would
hardly be apparent to the eye, and generally be overlooked in

a description—a little difference in color, or in texture, or in

proportion of sand, or in compactness, or thickness of bedding,
being the chief points visible in an unaltered rock made of clay,

mud or sand.

CONCLUSIONS.

Among the orographic relations between the limestone

region in Vermont "and Berkshire I mention here only two.

(1.) The first relates to the positions of the rocks, and the

connection between position and height.

a. Along the Central slate-belt of Vermont and its continua-
tion in Berkshire, called the Taconic range, the slates, for the

most part, have a high eastward dip; and the facts show that

where this is the case they are pushed over in synclinal folds

(sometimes with subordinate or local anticliuals and synclinals),

the axial plane of which dips eastward.
b. At intervals the slate-belt rises into peaks over 2,500 feet

m height. Such peaks occur wherever the synclinal is a broad and
comparatively shallow one.

In Vermont, this is the case in Danby Mountain, Mount
Dorset or Eolus, Spruce Peak, Equinox Mountain and Mount
Anthony, as illustrated on pages 346, 347, of the last volume
of this Journal. The explanation is simply—that a very broad

synclinal or trough holds a very large mass of mountain mate-

nal; and that, on account of its magnitude, and often also its
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greater compactness or hardness due to the heat and pressure,

it has had its height less reduced by denudation.

Berkshire, as I have already shown * owes its highest sum-

mits, similarly, to the occurrence of broad synclinals. Gray-

lock, the highest, is one of them ; and the Berkshire Mount
Washington is another.

This feature is so remarkable and so instructive in Mount
Washington, that I here reproduce the outline map of the

used in a former article,* on which the position.

di]. and strike of tlie limestone is given, the shaded area repre-

senting this rock, and the T-shaped symbols indicating the

strike and dip of the rocks.* The northern portion, lettered

T T, represents part of the ordinary Taconic range as it extends

from Mount Washington about N. 16° E. (true), along the

boundary between Massachusetts and New York, the width oi

which seldom exceeds a mile; while the rest of the unlined part

of the map represents the area of Mount Washington, over hve

miles in breadth. The Taconic range, as above stated, corre-

sponds in its narrower part to a close synclinal, with the axial

plane dipping eastward. But in Mount Washington the Imie-

* This Journal, IT, vi, 266. The outline of the mountain is taken from the large

vrall-map of Berkshire, bearing the date 1858.
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stone and schists at its eastern foot dip luestward at a small
angle—usually 20° to 25° (5° to 10° in the spur E) ; and also

tvestivard, bat at a higher angle, in its highest summit, Mount
Everett (E, on the map, 2,634 feet above the sea-level); while
on the western slope the dip is throughout eastward at an
average angle of 60°, the strike K 10°-15° E. (true). Thus
the broad synclinal and its contrast with the ordinary syn-

clinal of the Taconic range is well exhibited in the position of

the rocks.

c. The great breadth of this synclinal and the size of the

mountain is connected also with a compound character in the

synclinal, another common feature in orography. As remarked
in a former article, the limestone of the"'Egremont plain

extends south in two belts between the northern spurs R and
S, and S and T, and each indicates a separate anticlinal fold

bringing up the limestone between synclinals of the schist. It

has not been possible to follow these subordinate anticlinals

southward, because the limestone is not continued far in that

direction, and the summit of the mountain is under soil and
cultivated farms. But yet the fact of flexure at the north end
is strong reason for believing that similar flexures, if not the

same continued, characterize the whole length from north to

south of the mountain-mass, such a slate easily flexing under
uplifting lateral pressure. This is further sustained by obser-

vations proving that other subordinate anticlinals exist on the

western slope of the mountain, in the vicinity of Copake
Furnace. Close to the western foot there are two nearly par-

allel limestone areas, parallel to the axis of the range. The
inner (or more eastern) one is about a mile long, and the other

about half a mile. They are separated from one another by a

thin belt of hydromica slate, and the same slate exists on the

other sides. The dip of the beds of limestone and slate is to

the eastward 50°, the strike averaging N. 15° E. (true). They
are evidently registers of local folds—anticlinal and synclinal,

the former bringing up the limestone. Such flexures are not

distinguishable "in the schists unless sufficiently profound to

hring up the limestone; for the dip is throughout to the east-

ward
; and hence there may be many of these subordinate

anticlinals and synclinals in the broad mass where there is

nothing to prove "it. In the memoir referred to I have men-
tioned some evidence that the Graylock mountain-mass, while
a broad synclinal, comprises one ormore subordinate anticlinals

and synclinals. It is a point to be considered in the study of
all mountain-masses consisting of steeply flexed rocks.

In another place in this volume, I speak of the Mt. Washington
range in New Hampshire, east of the principal valley, as probably

corresponding to a synclinal, I would here add that it may be a
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compound syncUncd^ and to this owe the apparently great thick-

ness of its andalusitic mica schists. Flexures of less span than

five miles, and. much less, are far more common among steeply

dipping rocks than those of greater extent, and simply because,

under the pressure producing such bold upturnings shaly strata

cannot help flexing at narrow intervals, so as to have frequent

local flexures subordinate to the larger folds.

ranges of quartzyte and schist,

and parallelism, also, with the axis of the Green Mountain
elevation, show that the uplifting force corresponded entirely in

direction of action with that in which the Green Mountains
were made, and, further, that it was sufficient in power to pro-

duce vast flexures of strata over an area of great extent. One
of the summits in the Taconic range is but 600 feet lower than

the highest in the more easterly Green Mountain series; and

others, both in Vermont and Berkshire, are little inferior in

elevation. Moreover, those of Berkshire and of the adjoining

part of Connecticut far overtop all ridges to the eastward, and

really constitute '\n those latitudes the most elevated portion

of the Green Mountain system. Yet the width of the area

which has been under consideration hardly anywhere exceeds

twenty miles.

The magnitude of the results are strong evidence that the

so-called limestone-area is really but a small part of a larger

region of cotemporaneous disturbance and uplift. The true

breadth of the area, as well as length—whether it reached to

the Connecticut Valley on the east and to the Hudson River

Valley on the west, and so had the breadth of the Appalachian
disturbance of a later epoch, or whether it had narrower limits

—may be ascertained by studying the stratification. Some of

the results of such a study as regards Connecticut and a

portion of New York I propose to give in another paper.

Note.—Of the two fossils from the quartzyte of Vermont, re-

ferred to on page 207 of this volume, the theca-like species—or

so-called Orthoceras—has a rather close resemblance to the species

of Hyolithes from the Primordial near Troy, New York, described

and figured in this Journal, volume iii, for 1872, by Mr. S. W.
Ford ; and, were that the only species, there would seem to be

ground for a strong suspicion that the quartzyte is Primordial.

But the Lamellibranch shells (the other species) are even stronger

evidence, in the present state of paleontological discovery, that

the rock is later than Primordial As before stated, more fossils

are needed for a conclusion.
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XXXV.

—

Address before the Departmenl of AntJiropology
the British Association, at Plymouth ; by Fkancis Galton,

Permit me to say a few words of personal explanation to

account for the form of the address I am about to offer. It has
been the custom of my predecessors to give an account of re-

cent proceedings in anthropology, and to touch on many
branches of that wide subject. But I am at this moment un-

prepared to follow their example with the completeness I should
desire and you have a right to expect, owing to the suddenness
with which T have been called upon to occupy this chair. I
had indeed the honor of being nominated to the post last spring,

but circumstances arising which made it highly probable that

I should be prevented from attending this meeting, I was com-
pelled to ask to be superseded. New arrangements were then
made by the Council, and I thought no more about the matter.

However, at the last moment, the accomplished ethnologist

who otherwise would have presided over you, was himself de-

barred by illness from attending, and the original plan had to

be reverted to.

Under these circamstances I thought it best to depart some-
what from the usual form of addresses, and to confine myself to

certain topics with which I happen to have been recently en-

gaged, even at the risk of incurring the cliarge of submitting to

you a memoir rather than an address.

I propose to speak of the study of those groups of men who
are sufficiently similar in their mental chjvracters or in tlieir

physiognomy, or in both, to admit of classification ; and I espe-

cially desire to show that many methods exist of pursuing the
inquiry in a strictly scientific manner, although it has hitherto
been too often conducted with extreme laxity.

The types of character of wiiich I speak are such as those
described by Theophrastus, La Bruyere, and others, or such as
may be read of in ordinary literature and are universally recog-
nized as being exceedingly true to nature. There are no wor-
thier professors of this branch of anthropology than the writers

of the higher works of fiction, who are ever on the watch to

discriminate varieties of character, and who have the art of de-
scribing them. It would, I think, )>< a valiia5»Ie service to an-

thropology if some person well vt'rscd in liteniture were to com-
pile a volume of extracts from novels and plays that should

the prevalent tvpes of human character and tempe
"

• er,"l e:
'

'What, however,"l especiall

)f late years become possib
certain fundamental qualities of the mind by the

It has of late years become possible to pursue an inquiry in
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measurements. Most of you are aware of the recent progress

of what has been termed psycho-physics, or the science of sub-

jecting mental processes to physical measurements and to phys-

ical laws. I do not now propose to speak of the laws that have

been deduced, such as that which is known by the name of

Fechner, and its numerous offshoots, including the law of

fatigue, but I will briefly allude to a few instances of measure-

ment of mental processes, merely to recall them t

ory. They will show what I desire to lay stress upon, that the

very foundations of the differences between the mental quali-

ties'^ of man and man admit of being gauged by a scale of inches

and a clock.

Take, for example, the rate at which a sensation or a voli-

tion travels along the nerves, which has been the subject of

numerous beautiful experiments. We now know that it is far

from instantaneous, having indeed no higher velocity than that

of a railway express train. This slowness of pace, speaking

relatively to" the requirements that the nerves have to fulfill, is

quite sufficient to account for the feet that very small animals

are quicker than very large ones in evading rapid blows, and

for the other fact that the eye and the ear are situated in almost

all animals in the head, in order that as little time as possible

should be lost on the road, in transmitting their impressions to

the brain. Now the velocity of the complete process of to and

fro nerve transmission in persons of diff'erent temperaments has

not been yet ascertained with the desired precision. Such dif-

ference as there may be is obviously a fundamental character-

istic and one that well deserves careful examination. I may
take this opportunity of suggesting a simple inquiry that \yould

throw much light oii the degree in which its velocity varies m
different persons, and how far it is correlated with temperament
and external physical characteristics. Before I describe the in-

quiry I suggest, and toward which I have already collected a

few data, it is necessary that I should explain the meaning of

a term in common use among astronomers, namely, "personal

equation." It is a well-known fact that different observers

make different estimates of the exact moment of the occurrence

of any event There is a common astronomical observation, in

which the moment has to be recorded at which a star that is

traveling athwart the field of view of a fixed telescope, crosses

the fine vertical wire by which that field of view is intersected.

In making this observation it is found that some observers are

over sanguine and anticipate the event, while others are slug-

gish and allow the event to pass by before they succeed in not-

ing it. This is by no means the effect of inexperience or mal-

adroitness, but it is a persistent characteristic of each individ-

ual, however practiced in the art of making observations or
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however attentive he may be. The difference between the
time of a man's noting the event and that of its actual occur-
rence is called his personal equation. It remains curiously con-
stant in every case for successive years, it is carefully ascer-

tained for every assistant in every observatory, it is published
along with his observations, and is applied to them just as a
correction would be applied to measurements made by a foot-

rule, that was known to be too long or too short by some defi-

nite amount. Therefore the magnitude of a man's personal
equation indicates a very fundamental peculiarity of constitu-

tion; and the inquiry I 'would suggest, is to make a compari-
son of the age, height, weight, color of hair and eyes, and tem-
perament (so far as it may admit of definition) in each observer
in the various observatories at home and abroad, with the

amount of his personal equation. We should thus learn how
far the more obvious physical characteristics may be correlated

with certain mental ones, and we should perhaps obtain a more
precise scale of temperaments than we have at present.

Another subject of exact measurement is the time occupied
in forming an elementary judgment. If a simple signal be
suddenly shown, and if the observer presses a stop as quickly
as he can when he sees it, some little time will certainly be lost,

owing to delay in nerve transmission and to the sluggishness of

the mechanical apparatus. In making experiments on the rate

of judgment, the amount of this interval is first ascertained.

Then the observer prepares himself for the exhibition of a sig-

nal that may be either black or white, but he is left ignorant

which of the two it will be. He is to press a stop with his

right hand in the first event, and another stop with his left

hand in the second one. The trial is then made, and a much
longer interval is found to have elapsed between the exhibition
of the alternative signal, and the record of it, than had elapsed

when a simple signal was used. There has been hesitation and
delay: in short, the simplest act of judgment is found to con-
sume a definite time. It is obvious that here, again, we have
means of ascertaining differences in the rapidity of forming ele-

nents, and of classifying individuals accordingl3\

; easy to pursue the subject of the moasiircinent
of mental qualities to considerable length, by describing other

kinds of experiment, for they are numerous and varied.

Among these is the plan of Professor Jevons, of suddenly ex-

hibiting an unknown number of beans in a box, and requiring
an estimate of their number to be immediately called out. A
comparison of the estimate with the fact, in a large number of

trials, brought out a verv interesting scale of the accuracv of

such estimates, which would of course vary in different indi-

viduals, and might be used as a means of clasvsification. I can

^judgrae
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imagine few greater services to anthropology than the collec-

tion of the various experiments that have been imagined to re-

duce the faculties of the mind to exact measurement. They
have engaged the attention of the highest philosophers, but

have never, so far as I am aware, been brought .compendiously

together, and have certainly not been introduced, as they de-

serve, to general notice.

Wherever we are able to perceive differences by inter-com-

parison, we may reasonably hope that we may at some future

time succeed in submitting those difterences to measurement.

The history of science is the history of such triumphs. I will

ask your attention to a very notable instance of this, namely,

that of the establishment of the scale of the thermometer. You
are aware that the possibility of making a standard thermomet-

ric scale wholly depends upon that of determining two fixed

points of temperature, the interval between them being gradu-

ated into a scale of equal parts. These points are, I need

hardly say, the temperatures of freezing and of boiling water

respectively. On this basis we are able to record temperature

with minute accuracy, and the power of doing so has been one

of the most important aids to physics and chemistry as well as

to other branches of investigation. We have been so accus-

tomed, from our childhood, to hear of degrees of temperature,

and our scientific knowledge is so largely based upon exact

thermometric measurement, that we cannot easily realize the

state of science when the thermometer, as we now use it, was

unknown. Yet such was the condition of affairs so recently as

two hundred years ago, or thereabouts. The invention of the

thermometer, in its present complete form, was largely due to

Boyle, and I find in his "Memoirs" (London, 1772, vol. vi, p.

403), a letter that cannot fail to interest us, since it well ex-

presses the need of exact measurement that was then felt in a

particular case, where it was soon eminently well supplied, and

therefore encourasres hope that our present needs as anthropol-

ogists may hereafter, in some way or other, be equally well sat-

isliol. The letter is from Dr. John Beale, a great friend and

correspondent of Boyle, and is dated February, 1663. He

'' I see by several of my own thermometers that the glass-

men are by you so well instructed to make the stems in equai

proportions, that if we could name some degrees, • • • .•
^®

might by the proportions of the glass make our discourses intel-

ligible in mentioning what degrees of cold our greatest frosts

do produce If we can discourse of heat and cold m
their several degrees, so as we mav signify the same intelligi-

bly it is more than our forefathers"'have taught us to do

hitherto."
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The principal experiments bj which the mental faculties may
be measured require, unfortunately for us, rather costly and del-

icate apparatus, and until physiological laboratories are more
numerous than at present, we can hardly expect that they will

be pursued by many persons.
Let us now suppose that, by one or more of the methods I

have described or alluded to, we have succeeded in obtaining a
group of persons resembling one another in some mental qual-
ity, and that we desire to determine the external physical char-

acteristics and features most commonly associated' with it. I
have nothing new to say as regards the usual anthropometric
measurements, but I wish to speak of the great convenience of

photographs in conveying those subtle but clearly visible pecu-
liarities of outline which almost elude measurement. It is

strange that no use is made of photography to obtain careful

studies of the head and features. No single view can possibly
exhibit the whole of a solid, but we require for that purpose
views to be taken from three points at right angles to one an-
other. Just as the architect requires to know the elevation,

side view, and plan of a house, so the anthropologist ought to
have the full face, profile, and view of the head from above of
the individual whose features he is studying.

It might be a great convenience, when numerous portraits

have to be rapidly and inexpensively taken for the purpose of

anthropological studies, to arrange a solid framework support-
ing three mirrors, that shall afford the views of which I have
been speaking, by reflection, at the same moment that the di-

rect picture of the sitter is taken. He would present a three-

quarter face to the camera for the direct picture, one adjacent
niirror would reflect his profile towards it, another

fleeted images would lie at the same optical distance from the
camera, and would, therefore, be on the same scale, but they
would be on a somewhat smaller scale than the picture taken
directly. The result would be an ordinary photographic pic-

ture of the sitter surrounded by three different views of his

head. Scales of inches attached" to the framework would ap-
pear in the picture and give the means of exact measurement.
Having obtained drawings or photographs oi' several persons

alike in most respects, but differing in'minor details, what sure
method is there of extracting the typical characteristics from
them ? I may mention a plan which had occurred both to Mr.
Herbert Spencer and myself, the principle of which is to super-

impose optically the various drawings and to accept the aggre-

gate result Mr. Spencer suggested to me in conversation that

the drawings reduced to the same scale might be traced on sep-
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arate pieces of transparent paper and secured one upon another,

and then held between the eye and the light. I have attempted
this with some success. My own idea was to throw faint

images of the several portraits, in succession, upon the same
sensitized photograpliic plate. I may add that it is perfectly

easy to superimpose optically two portraits by means of a stere-

oscope, and that a person who is used to handle instruments

will find a common double eye-glass fitted with stereoscopic

lenses to be almost as effectual and far handier than the boxes

sold in shops.

In illustration of what I have said about photographic por-

traits, I will allude to some recent experiences of my own in a

subject that I have still under consideration. In previous pub-

lications I have treated of men who have been the glory of

mankind, I would now call your attention to those who are its

disgrace. The particular group of men I have in view are the

criminals of England, who have been condemned to long terms

of penal servitude for various heinous offences.

It is needless to enlarge on the obvious fact that many per-

sons have become convicts who, if they had been afforded the

average chances of doing well, would liave lived up to a fair

standard of virtue. Neither need I enlarge on the other equally

obvious fact, that a very large number of men escape criminal

punishment, who in reality deserve it quite as much as an aver-

age convict. Making every allowance for these two elements

of uncertainty, no reasonable man can entertain a doubt that

the convict class includes a large proportion of consummate
scoundrels, and that we are entitled to expect to find in any
large body of convicts a prevalence of the truly criminal char-

acteristics, whatever these may be.

Criminality, though not very various in its development, is

extremely complex in its origin : nevertheless, certain general

conclusions are arrived at by the best writers on the subject,

among whom I would certainly rank Prosper Despine. The
ideal criminal has three peculiarities of character ; his conscience

is almost deficient, his instincts are vicious, and his power of

self-control is very weak. As a consequence of all this, he

usually detests continuous labor. This statement applies to

the criminal classes generally, the special conditions that deter-

mine the description of crime being the character of the in-

stincts; and the fact of the absence of self-control being due to

ungovernable temper, or to passion, or to mere imbecility.

The deficiency of conscience in criminals, as shown by the

absence of genuine remorse for their guilt, appears to astonish

all who first become familiar with the details of prison life.

Scenes of heartrending despair are hardly ever witnessed among
prisoners ; their sleep is broken by no uneasy dreams—on the
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contrary, it is easy and sound ; they have also excellent appe-
tites. But hypocrisy is a very common vice; and all my in-

formation agrees in one particular, as to the utter untruthful-

ness of criminals, however plausible their statements may ap-

pear to be.

The subject of vicious instincts is a Yevj large one; we must
guard ourselves against looking upon them as perversions, inas-

much as they may be strictly in accordance with the healthy
nature of the man, and, being transmissible by inheritance, may
become the normal characteristics of a healthy race, just as the

sheep-dog, the retriever, the pointer, and the bull-dog have
their several instincts. There can be no greater popular error

than the supposition that natural instinct is a perfectly trust-

worthy guide, for there are striking contradictions to such an
opinion in individuals of every description of animal. All that

we are entitled to say is, that the prevalent instincts of each-

race are trustworthy, not those of every individual. A man
who is counted as an atrocious criminal by society, and is pun-
ished as such by the law, may nevertheless have acted in strict

accordance with his instincts. The ideal criminal is deficient

in qualities that oppose his vicious instincts ; he has neither the

natural regard for others which lies at the base of conscience,

nor has he sufficient self-control to enable him to consider his

own selfish interests in the long run. He cannot be preserved
from criminal misadventure, either by altruistic or by intelU-

gently egoistic sentiments.
It becomes an interesting question to know how far these

pecuharities may be correlated with physical characteristics and
features. Through the cordial and ready assistance of Sir Ed-
mund Du Cane, the Surveyor-General of Prisons, who has him-
self contributed a valuable memoir to the Social Science Con-
gress on the subject, I was enabled to examine the many thou-
sand photographs of criminals that are preserved for purposes
of identification at the Home Office, to visit prisons and confer
with the authorities, and lastly to procure for my own private

statistical inquiries a large number of copies of photographs of
heinous criminals. I may as well say, that I begged that the

photographs should be furnished me without any names at-

tached to them, but simply classified in three groups according
to the nature of the crime. The first group included murder,
manslaughter, and burglary ; the second group included felony
and forgery; and the third group referred to sexual crimes.

The photographs were of criminals who had been sentenced to

long terms of penal servitude.
By familiarizing myself with the collection, and continually

sorting the photographs in tentative ways, certain natural

classes began to appear, some of which are exceedingly well
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marked. It was also very evident that the three groups of
criminals contributed in very different proportions to the dif-

ferent physiognomic classes.

This is not the place to go further into details : indeed my
inquiry is far from complete. I merely quote my experiences
in order to show the way in which questions of character, phys-

iognomy, and temperament admit of being scientifically ap-

proached, and to give an instance of the helpfulness of photog-
raphy. If I had had the profiles and the shape of the head as

seen from above, my results would have been much more in-

structive. Thus, to take a single instance, I have seen many
pencil studies in outline of selected criminal faces drawn by Dr.

Clarke, the accomplished and zealous medical officer of Penton-
ville Prison ; and in these sketches a certain very characteristic

profile seemed to me conspicuously prevalent. I should have
been very glad of photographs to corroborate this. So, again,

if I had had photographic views of the head taken from above,

I could have tested, among other matters, the truth of Profes-

sor Benedict's assertion about the abnormally small size of the

back of the head in criminals.

I have thus far spoken of the characters and physiognomy of

well-marked varieties of men: the anthropologist has next to

consider the life history of those varieties, and especially their

tendency to perpetuate themselves, whether to displace other

varieties and to spread, or else to die out. In illustration of

this, I will proceed with what appears to be the history of the

criminal class. Its perpetuation by heredity is a question that

deserves more careful investigation than it has received, but it

is on many accounts more difficult to grapple with than it may
at first sight appear to be. The vagrant habits of the criminal
classes, their illegitimate unions and extreme untruthfulness,
are among the difficulties. It is, however, easy to show that

the criminal nature tends to be inherited while," on the other
hand, it is impossible that women who spend a large portion of

the best years of their lives in prison can contribute many chil-

dren to the popuhation. The true state of the case appears to

be that the criminal population receives steady accessions from
classes who, without having strongly marked criminal natures,

do nevertheless belong to a type of humanity that is exceed-

ingly ill-suited to play a respectable part in our modern civili-

zation, though they are well-suited to flourish under half-sav-

age conditions, being naturally both healthy and prolific.

These persons are apt to go to the bad ; their daughters consort

with criminals and become the parents of criminals. An ex-

traordinary example of this is given by the history of the infa-

mous Jukes family in America, whose pedigree has been made
out with extraordinary care, during no less than seven genera-

tions, and is the subiect of an elaborate memoir printed in the
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thirty-first annual report of the Prison Association ofNew York,
1876. It includes no less than 540 individuals of Jukes blood,
among whom the number of persons who degraded into crim-

iiperism, or disease, is frightful to contemplate,
iifficult to summarize the results in a few plain figures,

but I will state those respecting the fifth generation, through
the eldest of the five prolific daughters of the man who is the

common ancestor of the race. The total number of these was
103, of whom thirty-eight came through an illegitimate grand-
daughter, and eighty-five through legitimate grand-children.
Out of the thirty-eight, sixteen have been in jail, six of them
for heinous offences, one of these having been committed no
less than nine times ; eleven others were paupers or led openly
disreputable lives ; four were notoriously intemperate ; the his-

tory of three had not been traced, and only four were known
to have done well. The great majority of the women consorted
with criminals. As to the eighty-five legitimate descendants,
they were less flagrantly bad, for only five of them had been
in jail and only thirteen others had been paupers. Now the
ancestor of all this mischief, who was born about the year 1730,
is described as having been a hunter and a fisher, a jolly, com-
panionable man, averse to steady labor, working hard and
idling by turns, and who had numerous illegitimate children,

whose issue has not been traced. He was, in fact, a somewhat
good specimen of a half-savage, without any seriously criminal

instincts. The girls were apparently attractive, marrying early

and sometimes not badly ; but the gipsy-like character of the

race was unsuited to success in a civilized country. So the

descendants went to the bad, and the hereditary moral weak-
nesses they may have had rose to the surface and worked their

mischief without a check. Cohabiting with criminals and
being extremely prolific, the result was the production of a

stock exceeding 600 in number, of a prevalent criminal type.

Through disease and intemperance the breed is now rapidly

diminishing; the infant mortality has of late been horrible

among them, but fortunately the women of the present genera-
tion bear usually but few children, and many of them are alto-

gether childless.

This is not the place to go further into details. I have
alluded to the Jukes family in order to show what extremely
miportant topics lie open to inquiry in a single branch of an-

thropological research, and to stimulate others to follow it out.

There can be no more interesting subject to us than the quality
of the stock of our countrymen and of the human race gener-
ally, and there can be no more worthy inquiry than that which
leads to an explanation of the conditions under which it dete-

riorates or improves.
Am. Jour. Sci.-Thibd Series, Vol. XIV, No. 83.-Oct., 1877.
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Art. XXXVl.—Anahjses of Cast Nickel, and Experiments on

the combining of Carbon and Silicon with Nickel; by William
E. Gakd. Contributions from the Sheffield Laboratory of

Yale College. No. L.

copper, sulphur, arsenic, alumina, alkaline

earths and silica, in very varying quantities. In a few cases

carbon is reported.

In text-books of metallurgy it is usually stated that the

final step in the process of preparing commercial nickel is to

reduce the oxide in the form of lumps or cubes without fusion

by means of charcoal. According to Kerl,* the already

reduced outside portion of the cube takes up carbon by con-

tact and transfers it to the interior. If the reduced metal be
allowed to remain in contact with the coal at a high tempera-
ture, it takes up more and more carbon. It is also stated in

Grmelin's Handbook of Chemistry,f on the authority of Dober-
einer, that nickel takes up carbon.

The nickel plates now largely used as anodes for nickel

plating are prepared by fusing commercial nickel, generally

with addition of charcoal, and casting in suitable form. The
process of fusion could hardly be expected to effect much
change in composition beyond the removal of intermixed
oxides, as alumina, alkaline earths and silica. The subjoined

analyses show, however, that silica may be reduced and retained

as silicon, and that a considerable amount of carbon may be

Carbon, •530 •549

Silicon, •303 •294

Iron,

Cobalt, •446 •438

Sulphur, •049

QS-90S
•057

98-1 OQ

No. II. No. III.

•104 1-080 1-900 1-830

98-392 98-345

treatment with solution of perfectly neutral normal cupnc

chloride, or of cupric ammonium chloride, and combustion of

the residue after washing on an asbestos filter. The action of
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cupric chloride on nickel is extremely slow, two or three weeks
being required for the solution of five grams, although crushed
fine in a steel mortar. The cupric ammonium chloride is a
better solvent, two or three days sufficing for the solution.

Of the subjects of analysis, No. I was American nickel, manu-
factured and cast by Jos. Wharton at Camden, N. J. A
careful examination by means of Marsh's apparatus showed
not the least trace of arsenic or antimony. No. II was a
sample taken from a cast nickel anode used by a nickel plating

establishment in New Haven. No. Ill, a sample taken from
the same anode after it had been used in the plating bath until

upward of half its weight had been removed. Solvent action

had extended quite through the plate, leaving as usual a
porous flexible mass retaining its original form. A compari-
son of Nos. II and III shows that under galvanic action the

carbon, silicon and iron of the anode dissolve relatively slower
than nickel, while the reverse happens with sulphur.

Experiments.

It is well known that when oxide of iron is reduced by car-

bon at a high temperature in presence of silica, a portion of
the latter is simultaneously reduced and combined with the
iron. To ascertain the deportment of silicon to nickel under
similar conditions, the following experiment was made. A
quantity of pure nickel oxide was intimately mixed with about
half its weight of finely pulverized quartz, and enough charcoal

powder to effect reduction of both. The mass was made into

pellets with starch paste, dried, ignited and finally, with addi-

tion of more charcoal, exposed to an intense heat for three

hours. A perfectly fused metallic button was obtained, white,

homogeneous in structure, soft enough to be easily drilled,

having a specific gravity of 7-73. The smallest particles were
not attracted by an ordinar\^ magnet. It was found to contain

Carbon 8-90 9-50

Silicon... 6-039 6-190

In order to obtain further knowledge in regard to the amount
of carboti which iiickel may take up under conditions to which
it is ni(>rt> oi' less exposed in the processes of manufacture and
(istin^-, half a j'ouiid e)f granular commercial nickel was
piicked in hiycr.s with charcoal in a Hessian crucible and
ex{)i)se(l to a iull rcil heat twelve hours. Examination of the

contents of the crucible showed that no fusion had taken place.

The temperature was then raised until complete fusion ensued.

The resulting metal was strongly magnetic, quite soft and to a

considerable extent malleable. It possessed a specific gravity
of 8-04, and a fracture resembling that of fine-grained grey pig-
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,
scales of graphite being plainly visible. It w

To ascertain the deportment of nickel and cobalt toward
hydrocarbon at high temperature, the following substances
were placed in a platinum trough within a porcelain tube and
treated with a slow current of pure dry marsh gas at a full

red heat.

No. 1, thin plates of electroplate nickel—which a careful

examination proved to be free from impurities. No. 2, nickel

prepared by reducing pure oxide by hydrogen. No. 3, fine

soft iron wire. No. 4, cobalt prepared from pure oxalate by
ignition and reduction with hydrogen. These metals were
first ignited in the porcelain tube with hydrogen and weighed.
Three exposures to a red heat with a current of marsh gas
were then made, the metals being weighed each time after

cooling in the current of gas. A portion of the electro-plate

nickel was used for examination after the second exposure, so

that an amount equal to -6638 grams was present at the last

heat.

A condensed statement of the result is exhibited in the fol-

lowing tables, in which the first column contains the original

weights of the metals ; the second, third and fourth, the total

treatments: and the fifth

shows the percentage of carbon in the final resulting
pounds, assuming that the gain was due exclusively to

2. Ni, 1-9008 -0046 -0071 -0114 5 96

3. Fe, 1-2837 '0078 -0096 -0103 "795

4. Co, 1-2697 -0758 '1680 '1857 12-758

No deposit of carbon could be detected on any part of the

apparatus or on the metals at the close of the operation. The
iron and nickel No. 2 were unchanged in appearance. The
cobalt was somewhat blackened. It was as first prepared very

porous and spongy ; a part of its increase in weight may have

been due to deposited carbon. Nickel No. 2 was in the form

of coarse compact grains presenting comparatively little sur-

face. The electro-plate nickel at the end of the operations had

become brittle, and resembled gas carbon in color and luster

;

treatment with nitric acid readily dissolved the nickel, leaving

a spongy mass of easily combustible carbon. A broken sur-
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face appeared under the microscope homogeneous, granular,

with dull metallic luster. When ground to fine powder with
water all settled rapidly and every particle was strongly

attracted by the magnet. These properties seem to render
it probable that the carbon was all in a combined state.

for Natural History jpuhlications. Condensed from a letter to

the Christiania paper "Morgenbladet," 1875, by G. O. Sars,

Professor of Zoology at the University of Christiania, Nor-
way, and translated by J. Lindahl.

Autography is a long-known process by which mai
or drawings, made on common paper by means of a peculi

kind of ink, may be transferred to a lithographic stone and
then printed. This simple and cheap method has, however,
had hitherto a very limited practical use, and almost exclu-

' for the reproduction of original manuscripts, hieroglyphs.sively tor th

or other sin

Norway it ^

trated his Egyptological work
mscriptions reproduced in autography. This suggested to r

the idea that the same process might answer also for represei

ing simple zoological objects, and thus afford the means
removing one of the great impediments that too often have
interfered with a free development of zoology, viz : the heavy
expense connected with a production in the usual way—by
lithography or copper plate engraving—of illustrations so

necessary for all works on descriptive zoology. * * * There
are a number of objections to the autographic process hitherto

used, and these led me to experiment on the subject. I have
been fortunate enough by my experiments to devise an easy

method and to prove its extensive practical use, and it gives

me pleasure to communicate it to the scientific world, believing
that I am doing science an important service. I must add
that the success of my experiments is greatly due to Mr. Fehr's

The following is a detailed explanation of this improved
autographic process. The drawing is done on common paper,

not too thick (for instance common letter paper), which, on
one side (where the drawing is to be made), has been coated,

by means of a sponge, with a thin film of starch. As it is not

well for the shading to use quite glossy paper, it is a good way
to give it a granulated surface by pressing it against a litho-

graphic stone. By using for this purpose stones with more or
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less smooth surface, the paper will assume any degree of

smoothness required, according to the character of the drawing.

The next process is to fasten the paper to a sketching board or

a piece of pasteboard; the drawing is then made by means of

the lithographic crayon. I use a kind of crayon containing

copal {''crayons copal") and therefore less brittle than tlie

common kind: and as this kind is also in other respects

preferable, it had better always be used for this purpose. It

can be obtained in small boxes from Monsieur Lemercier, Rue
de Seine, St. Gn., 57, Paris.

The paper must be cut to the size intended for a full plate,

and the drawings arranged in the same order as they will

have to appear in the printed plate. The execution is exceed-

ingly simple, and any draughtsman will easily acquire the

necessary skill in the work. The method is the same as in

common drawing with lead pencil, or rather crayon. The
figures should, however, first be sketched in outline on com-

mon paper and then transferred to the prepared paper in the

usual manner, by means of transparent paper and plumbago
paper, blue paper, or, still better, red paper, the transferring

being done with a lead pencil that is not too soft. The details

of the figures, the shading and finer structural conditions may
be drawn off-hand with the crayon on the prepared paper,

after the outline has been transferred. Any correction or

change in the drawing can easily be done by erasing with a

fine scalpel, taking care only that the starch film be not

injured. I have in this way made numerous corrections i

smooth hthographic stone, in the following simple way. The
back of the paper is moistened with water containing a small

portion of nitric acid ; and, after having been put for some time

between moistened soft printing paper, the plate is laid, face

downward, on the stone, which then for a moment is put in

the press. To make more sure of it the outside of the pa}>er

may be slightly rubbed with the finger ; if then the paper be

stripped off, the drawing and the entire fikn of starch will

remain on the stone, the figures being reversed. Now the

stone is to be treated in the common way with gum arable and a

weak etching, and will then be ready for printing. The whole

process of transferring the drawing from the paper to the stone

is simple, but requires practice and great care. This should

therefore be left to the charge of a professional lithographer.

It may be thought that the zoologist, by taking on himself

the execution of his plates, would have his labor excessively

increased. This, however, is not really so. The drawing must

at all events be made by the zoologist in one way or another
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he lithographe

rial difference

with lead pencil or in the above described manner. The only
difference is that he mast himself arrange his figures on the
plates, and not, as otherwise is the practice, leave this to the
lithographer; and besides, he must draw all the figures that
are to go on one plate in as far as possible a continuous
sequence. But this increase of labor is of small account com-
pared with the great and essential advantages offered bj this

method, viz:

1. Cheapness.—The expenses of such a plate are reduced
simply to the cost of paper and printing, and will be even less

than for a page of common printed matter. Thus any zoolo-

gist who publishes his researches can illustrate his papers with
any number of plates, without meeting the insurmountable
obstacle of enormous expense, which too often has rendered
illustration of such papers impossible.

2. Correctness.—It avoids the errors that come from the copy-
ing of drawings by the engraver.

3. Quick execution.—The author and publisher are independ-
ent of the greater or smaller expedition of the engraver. I

know of many instances of the delay of important researches

from this cause for years, with great detriment to the author
and his works. Nothing can be more unpleasant to a working
zoologist than to be forestalled in this way in his researches.

All this may be avoided by using this autographic method.
The plates once drawn, the whole edition can be pushed
through the press within the course of a few days.

Against these great and obvious advantages it may be said

that only those zoologists can avail themselves of the process
who know how to draw. To this it may be answered that the
knowledge of drawing is indispensable' to a zoologist now-a-
days. In many instances even the best draughtsman is of no
use as assistant to a zoologist. In many cases, especially in

pnicroscopical researches, only a momentary flash, so to say,

illuminates certain questions of importance Such a flash must
be perceived by the zoologist and so fully understood that he
immediately can give a representation on paj)er of wliut he
has seen, and consequently it is generally ueecssary tliat the

draughtsman should be a zoologist.

Some modern zoologists have, to save expense, tried to make
their drawings directly on the stone. Such a plate will of

couree have the value of an autographic drawing. But it

requires unusual practice and a special study of the litho-

graphic art, which can be expected of only a very small

number of zoologists. It is obvious that the same result is ob-

tained by the above described method, and in a far easier way.
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Art. XXXVIII.— On the lodates of Cobalt and NicM ;

IV. On the lodates of Cobalt and Nichel.

About forty years ago Rammelsberg described the iodates

of cobalt and nickel.* He dissolved the freshly precipitated

carbonates of the naetals in an aqueous solution of iodic acid,

and, upon concentrating, obtained the salts in the form of crys-

talline crusts. To the cobalt salt he assigned a quantity of

water of crystallization represented by 1^ molecules, while the

nickel iodate was found to be monohydrated.
During the winter of 1876-1877 I put one of my laboratory

students, Mr. H. B, FuUerton, at work upon the iodates, requir-

ing him, among otber salts, to prepare the two in question.

Rammelsberg's mode of preparation was followed, and results

somewhat different from his obtained.

When cobalt carbonate is dissolved in aqueous iodic acid

and the filtered solution evaporated rapidly over a flame, Ram-
melsberg's iodate readily separates out, nearly the whole of the

salt being deposited in a very few moments. But when, on

the other hand, the solution is allowed to evaporate spontane-

ously, small red crystals are formed, having the composition

CoIaOe . 6H2O. This is evidently the normal iodate, since it con-

tains the same number of molecules of water as are found in

the chlorate, bromate, nitrate, chloride, bromide, iodide, hypo-
phosphite, hyposulphite, dithionate, selenate, and numerous
other salts. Indeed, a large majority of the known salts not

only of cobalt and nickel, but also of zinc and magnesiuna,

crystallize with six molecules of water. So general does this

rule appear to be that all exceptions to it ought to receive the

most careful scrutiny. Even the sulphates of these metals,

crystallized at temperatures above 60° C, are well known to be

hexhydrated.
The new cobalt iodate differs strongly in color from the one

discovered by Rammelsberg, being not a true purple, but dis-

tinctly red like the nitrate. The percentage of cobalt found

was 11 -10, the theoretical quantity being 11-24. Heated to

135°, the salt loses 13-73 per cent of water. Four molecules

correspond to 13-95 per cent. The remaining two moleculei

water could not be expelled without partially C

iodate. The specific gravity is 3-6426, at
^"""

lalen, vol. xliv, 1
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21°. Rammelsberg's salt gave 5-0275 at 17°, and 4-9885 at 19°.

These determinations were made by weighing in benzol with
an ordinary specific gravity flask.

The iodate of nickel was prepared in a manner precisely cor-

responding to that which yielded the cobalt compound, and
separated out in small green crystals resembling in color the
nitrate. These also proved to be hexhydrated, and contained,
according to Mr. Pullerton's analysis, 11-15 per cent of nickel.

Theory, 1141. Specific gravity, 3-6954 at 22°. Want of time
prevented a more complete examination of this salt. An
attempt was made to prepare the monohydrated iodate of
Rammelsberg, but without success. I hope "that at some time
in the near future I may be able to get farther results concern-
ing these and one or two other iodates, as there are various
points about them which need to be cleared up. The work of
Mr. Fullerton, however, shows conclusively that the true nor-

mal iodates of cobalt and nickel contain really six molecules of
water of crystallization, and that they are essentially different

from the salts obtained by Rammelsberg.

V. Some Specific Gravity Determinations.

During the past academic year the laboratory students in the

University of Cincinnati have determined the densities of a

considerable number of salts. Many of these salts had not
been determined before ; some of the determinations confirm
the work of other investigators, and there are also some impor-
tant corrections of older, published figures. The work has
been done in connection with the regular laboratory routine,

and upon the following plan. Every student, in addition to the
usual exercises in qualitative analysis, has been required to do
a certain amount of preparative work, and to determine the
specific gravity of each substance prepared. It is understood
by the student, in advance, that the substances to be chosen
are as a rule those of which the density is unknown, and thus
he realizes that his work is actually adding something to the data
of science. In short, every student is absolutely required to

determine some new fact for himself, and to determine it accu-
rately. The work is done under my own personal supervision,
and a sufficient number of checks are put upon it to render it

rclialUe. The weighings, with a few exceptions, have been
made in benzol, as in the case of the iodates already described.
In three instances only were the weighings made in water.
The figures, however, all refer to water as unity, taken at its

temperature of maximum density.

To Mr. H. B. Fullerton, as I have already stated, was
assigned the iodates. In addition to the figures for the cobalt

and nickel salts, he obtained the following data.
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Barium iodate, Bal^O,, precipitated and carefully dehydrated,

5-2179, 5-1853, 5-2855, at 18".

Silver iodate, AglO^, precipitated, 5-4023, 16-5°. The same salt

recrystallized from ammonia gave 5-6475, 14-5°.

Lead iodate, Pbl^O,, precipitated, 6-1783, at 19°, and 6-1322, 21°.

For this salt Schroder found 6-209. These three iodates

were weighed in water.

Ammonium iodate, NH^.IO,, small crystals, 3-3085, 21°; aud

3-3372, 12-5°.

Mr. Fullerton also determined the specific gravities of two

iodides which had previously been examined by Bodeker.

Cdlj, in very beautiful pearly scales, gave 5-9857 at 12°, and

5-9738 at 13-5^ Bodeker's figure is 4-576 at 10°, making the

salt lighter than either of the elements contained in it. This

fact of itself would tend to throw suspicion upon Bodeker's

results.

Bismuth iodide, Bil3, gave Mr. Fullerton 5-9225 at 16°, and

5-8813 at 17-5°. Bodeker found 5-652 at 10°. Here again I

regard Mr. Fullerton's figures as the more trustworthy.

The following double and compound cyanides were deter-

mined by Mr. W. L. Dudley.

Nickel potassium cyanide, K^NiCy^, H,0; 1-875, 11°; and 1-871,

Potassium platinocya
13°, and 2-4548,

undoubtedly due
be removed.

iocvanide. NH Cj^, . ^„„ „„„ .„.„„..-..
:,CrCy,,S,,, SH^O, 1-7051, 17-5°;

1-7107, 16°.

Potassio-platinic sulphocyanide, K^PtCy.S,, 2-370, 19°, and 2-342,

18°.

Sodium nitroprusside, 1*6869, 25°. Schroder found 1-710 and
1-716 for this salt.

Four nitrates were determined by Mr. H. Laws.

NiN,0„ 6H,0, gave 2-066, 14°, and 2-037, 22°.

ZnN.O., 6H^O, gave 2-063, 13°, and 2-067, 15°.

CdN,0„ 4H^O, gave 2-450, 14°, and 2-460, 20°.

BilSTjO,, 5H,0, well crystallized, gave 2*823 at 13°.

This salt has also been determined by Playfair and Joule,

who found 2-736. Their method of working, however, was

less reliable than that with the specific gravity bottle.

The bromates were taken up by Miss E. D. Storer, with the

following results.

KBrO^, 3-323 at 19°. Kremers found 3-271, and Topsoe 3-218.

The agreement is tolerable.

AgBr03, 5-1983, 16°, and 5-2153, 18°.

BaBr,0,, carefully dehydrated, 4-0395, 17", 3-9918, 18°.

lide, KPtCy,, 3H,0, slightly
16°. The discrepancy betwe
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Hyposulphites, measured by Mr. L. T. Bichardson.

CaSp^, 6Hp, in fine crystals, I'87l5, 13-5°, and 1-8728, 16°.

SrSp^, 6H^0, in good crystals, 2-1566, 2-1991, both at 17°.

BaS^O^, H^O, precipitated, 3-4461, 16° and 3-4486, 18°.

Mr. Eichardson also made a determination for potassium sul-

phate, getting 2-653, IQ"". This agrees closely with Petters-

son's figure, 2-66.

Tungstates. examined by Mr. J. L. Davis. The sodium salt

was a commercial product, and was therefore first analyzed to

be certain of its character. The nickel and barium salts were
prepared by the well-known method of fusion.

Na^WO,, 4-1743, 20-5°, and 4-1833, 18-5°.

NaW0^,2H^0, 3-2588, 17-6°, and 3-2314, 19°.

BaWO^, 5-0035, 13-5°, and 5-0422, 15°.

NiWO^, 6-8846, 20-5°, and 6-8522, 22°.

Molybdates, prepared and determined by Mr. F. O. Marsh.

BaMoO^, 4-6589, 17-5°, and 4-6483, 19-5°.

SrMo^, 4-1554,20-5°, and 4-1348, 2J°.

Mr. C. A. Mohr worked upon phosphates and hypophos-
phites, as follows.

Barium hypophosphite, BaP.,Hp^, ir.p, 2 8718, 10°, and 2-8971,

17°.

-Mairnesium hypophosphite, MgPJI^O,, 6H.p, 1-5886, 12-5°, and
1-5(;81, 14-5°.

Sodium motapliosplnite, XaPC).^, prepared by igniting microcos-

potassium ortho-salt, 2-2639, and 2-2513

No other hypophosphites or metaphosphates have as yet had
their densities determined.

Trisodium orthophosphate, anhydrous, Na3PO^,2-511], 12°; 2-6362,

17-5.

Sodium pyrophosphate, Na^P^O,, lOH^, 1-7726, 21°. Playfair

and Joule found 1-836.

The same salt, dehydrated by ignition, 2-3851 and 2-3613,

17°. Schroder's determination makes the salt 2-584, a widely

different figure.

The following series of chromates was prepared and exam-
ined by Miss E. O. Abbot.

Magnesium chromate, McjCrO,, 7H,0, finely cry.stallized, 1-7613 at

16°. For this salt I'lodeker found 1*75, and Kopp 1-66. The
higher result is more probable. In her work on this com-

pound Miss Abbot also determined another important fact,

namely that, like the corresponding sulphate, magnesium
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chromate loses six molecules of water readily, holding the

seventh with much greater firmness. Heated to 130° the salt

loses 40-21 per cent of water, the theoretical quantity being

for six molecules 40-52. Heated still hotter, say to 230°,

more water, but not the whole, is expelled, the compound at

the same time undergoing partial decomposition. The den-

sity of MgCrO^, HO, was found to be 2*2886 and 2-2301, at

\r.
Ammonium chromate, (NHJ^CrO^, crystallized, 1-9138 and 1-9203,

12°. Schroder makes it 1-860 to 1-871.

Ammonium dichromate, (NHj^Cr.O,, 2-1223, 16°, and 2-1805, 17°.

Schroder found 2-153
; a close agreement.

Sodium chromate, Na.CrO^, 2-7358, 12°, and 2-7104, 16-5°. The
decahydrated salt, Na,CrO„ lOH^O, was also attempted, but

with poor results. A single determination came out 1*4828

at 20% a figure probably much too low. The difficulty in

dealing with this body arises from the extreme instability of

its water of crystallization.

Ammonium-magnesium chromate, (NHJ Mg(CrOJ„ 6H,0, well

crystallized, 1*8278 and 1*8595 at 16. Also 1-8293 at 17°.

In preparing this compound, cold saturated solutions of the

separate chromates were mixed. Instantly a heavy crystal-

line precipitate was formed, which dissolved up again upon
heating. As the solution cooled, crystals were abundantly
deposited. Evidently, then, the double salt is much less solu-

ble than either of its components.
Potassium-magnesium chromate, KjMg(CrOJ j, H,0, 2-5804, 19°;

and 2*5966, 19*5°. Schroder gives 2*592 to 2*608, a close

agreement.

These chromate determinations fill up some important gaps

in this series of salts, and help us to arrive at some interesting

conclusions. Pettersson has lately shown that selenates have
molecular volumes exceeding those of the corresponding sul-

phates by 6 for each molecule of the acid radicle. Thus, the

molecular volume of sodium selenate is that of the sulphate

plus 6 ; that of a selenic alum exceeds that of the correspond-
' ' " ' ' * 5 6, and so on. Upon compar-

ith Pettersson's selenates we
now find that the two series of salts have approximately equal

molecular volumes ; the difference, if any exists, being very

slightly plus for the selenates. If regularities of this kind can

be thoroughly established, it will be easy, having the density

of a chromate, to calculate that of the corresponding sulphate

or selenate, and vice-versa. This connection between chromates

and selenates has already been suggested by Schroder, and Miss

Abbot's figures do much towards confirming it Miss Abbot

has also redetermined the density of chromic chloride, CrgCle,

on a beautifully characterized specimen. She finds 2-3572,

17*6°, and 2*3766, 16-5°. Schafarik's figure for the substance
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being 3 '03, I redetermined it again in person, and got 2*349 at

20°. My result thus confirms those of Miss Abbot, and the

question is raised whether this compound may not exist in

more than one modification as regards density.

The following series of pyrophosphates was worked up by
Mr. G. W. Lewis. They were prepared by igniting the double
ammoniacal orthophosphates,

Mn,P^O„ 3-5847, 20°, and 3*5742, 26°.

Mg^P^O,, 2-598, 22% and 2-559, 18*. Schroder found 2-22.

Zn,P^O„ 3-7538 and 3-7574, 23°.

Co,P,0„ 3-746, 23°, and 3-710, 25°.

Ni^P^O,, 3-9303, 25°, and 3-9064, 27°.

Some of the corresponding pyroarsenates were prepared by
Miss Helena Stallo, as follows.

Mn^As.O,, 3-6832 and 3-6927, 23°. Also 3-6625, 25°.

Zn,As,0„ 4-7034 and 4-6989, 21°.

Mg^As.O,, 3-7305, 15°, and 3-7649, 18°.

Miss Stallo also determined the anhydrous trisodium ortho-

arsenate, getting ,2 -8128 and 2-8577, 21°.

The following compounds, representing various series, may
be regarded as scattering.

jinum sulphate, GISO,, 4H,0, 1-6743, 22°, Miss Stallo. Top-
soe found for this salt, 1725. The sample Miss Stallo

worked with was slightly damp, which will account for the

difference.

Potassio-chromic oxalate, CrK30,O,„ 3H,0 ; 2-1039, 23°, and
2-1464, 24° ; E. P. Bishop.

Stannous chloride, SnCl,, 2H^O, 2-634, 24% E. P. Bishop. The
published figure obtained by Penny was 2*71, 15-5°.

Cnpro-mercuric iodide, Hgl, . Cul, 61602, 15°, and 6*1412, 13°,

A. E. Heighway.
Mercuric chloride with ammonium dichromate, HgCl, . Am,Cr^O,.

up, in large crystals, 3-2336, 21°, and 3-1850, 18°, A. E.

Heighway.
Mercuric acetate, Hg(C,H30,),, 3-2644, 22°, and 3-2861, 23°, John

Hagemann.

This completes the list of determinations thus far made by
ray students. Sixty-three compounds are here given, forty-six

among them not haVing been measured before. In concluding,

T will give a few determinations of my own.

Potassium iodate, KIO,. There are two published values for this

salt, namely, 3-979, Kremers, and 2-601, Ditte. These vary

from each other so widely that I thought it worth while to

redetermine the salt, and I obtained the figure 3-802, 18°.

This confirms Kremers.
Tellurium dioxide, TeO„ 5-7559, 12-5°, and 5-7841, 14°. Schafa-

rik found 5-93.
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Tellurium trioxide, TeO^, 5-0704, 14-5°; 5-0Y94, 10-5°. Another
sample gave 5-1118, 11°.

Barium tellurate, BaTeO^, feebly ignited, 4-5486, 105°; 4-5305,

10°. Another sample gave 4-4811, 16°. This salt, like the

sulphate, becomes much denser by ignition. Unignited, but

dried at 200°, its specific gravity is in the neighborhood

VI. An Analysis of Sylvanite from Colorado.

Having had occasion lately to analyze a sylvanite from the

Grand View Mine, Colorado, I publish the result here, not

because it contains anything novel, but because it seems to be

desirable that such material should be preserved for future

reference and discussion. The ore from this mine has, I believe,

not been carefully analyzed before. The specimen was imbed-

ded in quartz, associated with a little iron pyrites, and had all

the usual characteristics of sylvanite.

The analysis came out as follows, after eliminating a little

gangue.
Tellurium 52-96

Gold 26-39

Silver 10-55

Sulphur.. .-.! '... 5-62

The sulphur was not estimated directly, but was calculated

as pyrites to correspond with the amount of iron found. Elim-

inating the pyrites the analysis will stand thus.

kindly given me by Professor E. S.

The determination of ash in coal appears a very sinipl

matter; yet I have on several occasions foumi mni?li dithciilt

in reaching accurate results. I traced the error finally t

insufficient pulverization of the coal.

A sample of coal was reduced to powder and j)assed t})roug

a fine wire sieve, number sixty, or eighty, mesh. I made
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number of determinations of ash, using different weights c

the coal, and got the following widely discordant results

:

a. From 3 grams, 6-66 p. c; h. 12 grams, 372 p. c; c. 1 gran
4-6'7 p. c. ; d. 2 grams, 4-40 p. c ; e. 12 grams, 2*63 p. c.

I then took all that was left of the pulverized coal, spread •

out upon a piece of glazed cloth, and divided it into two part:

each of about the same weight. I did this with the usual pr(

cautions adopted in sampling, so that the coal in each hal

aid be exactly the same. One of these parts

and incinerated. Its weight was 23-9665 grams. The ash

weighed -9920 grams, or determination / 24 grams nearly,

414: per cent. The other portion was powdered in a porcelain

mortar until of a full brown color. The ash was deter-

mined in one gram of it, giving 3-90 per cent, e. 1 gram, 3-90

I have since this investigation subjected any coal I was
about to analyze to a fine powdering in a porcelain mortar. I

am of opinion that it would be well to prolong the operation in

an agate mortar, but the process is too tedious. Though the

coal be reduced to a brown powder, it is still quite difficult to

obtain good duplicate results. I give below some instances

:

Coal A 4-50 p. c. 4-00 p. c.

C 13-86 14-10

D 5-82 5-75

The ash I generally determine in one gram of the coal. If

the crucible, in which the incineration is taking place be
supported on the triangle in an inclined position, and if the lid

be so placed as to direct the exterior zone of the flame into it,

the operation will be greatly abridged. By looking into the

crucible while over the burner it can be seen when the

right position has been reached. The cake of coke will appear
bright, or ignited, on the surface. From time to time it may
be rubbed, or broken up if possible, with a platinum wire.

Before incineration the sample should be ignited in the same
crucible with the cover on.

The sulphur may be conveniently determined by fusion

with the salt flux (Fresenius, Vacher's Ed., p. 127). One gram
of the coal is fused with a mixture of NaCl 24 grams, NaNO,

, Na^COg, 4 grams. Frequently a mixture of equal parts

te, and carbonate of soda is employed, sixteen parts of

loe mixture to one part of coal. With the salt flux the reac-

tion is less violent, all can be at once introduced into the

crucible, and immediately fused. The coal mixed with the

deflagrating flux, the second described, has, on the contrary,

to be thrown into the hot crucible a little at a time, so that

of^nU
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it exacts more attention and trouble. The salt fusio"

comparative determinations that I made, gave higher i

The specific gravity cannot be satisfactorily determined with-

out the specific gravity bottle. By weighing lumps in air

and in water all sorts of results will be obtained. I break up
a sample in an iron mortar and pass it through a No. 4 or

6 sieve. I then shake it up in a finer, No. 15 or 20, sieve, so

as to free it from the dust and fine particles. This seems a

bad practice yet cannot well be avoided. The finely divided

coal, if left in with the rest, will float on the surface of the

water used in determining its specific gravity, and no amount
of boiling will make it sink.

The coal thus prepared I place in a small beaker with some
distilled water, and boil it. I then put the coal and water

into the specific gravity flask, fill up with recently boiled

distilled water, and cool it to about the temperature of

the room. The last cooling is done in a beaker of water

which is stirred once or twice, during the cooling, to make the

water of unifonn temperature. When the bottle and contents

have attained this temperature, the bottle is carefully filled,

the stopper put in, and the whole dried and weighed. The
coal is then thrown out, the bottle filled with recently boiled

distilled water, brought to the same temperature as before, and

weighed. This careful ]-eduction to one temperature is very

important; by paying attention to it very close duplicates can

be obtained.

The specific gravity of coal varies with the percentage of

ash
;
yet the correspondence is not so perfect as to make the

determination of the specific gravity a substitute for that of

the latter constituent As the degree of correspondence is a

matter of some interest, I give below a number of parallel

determinations of ash and specific gravity.

Specific gravity. Ash: Specific gravity. Ash.
•327 7-23 p. c.1-282...

1-300...
...4-02 p.

1-295

...4-68

1-294... ...5-78

Tracing Cloth instead of Glazed Paper.

For the purposes of sampling and pulverizing minerals,

coals, fertilizers, &c., for analysis, glazed paper is generally
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emplo.yed. This soon wears out. I have adopted ordinary
draughtsman's tracing cloth in its plac^. This lasts indefi-

nitely, is just as smooth, and is much to be recommended for
these purposes. In the assay laboratory, paper, used for mix-
ing the weighed ores with the fluxes, soon wears out Here,
also, I would suggest the use of tracing cloth.

Laboratory N. Y. Gas Light Co., New York, August, 1877.

Art. XL.—^ Preliminary Catalogue of the Reptiles, Fishes and
Leptocardians of the Bermudas, with descriptions offour species

of Fishes believed to he new ; by G. Brown Goode.

In a previous paper* I enumerated seventy-four species of
fishes collected in the Bermudas in 1872. Another visit to

these islands during the past winter has enabled me, with the
cooperation of Mr. J. Matthew Jones, who kindly allowed me
the use of his collections and note books, to increase the num-
ber to one hundred and sixty-three. Of these one hundred
and forty-eight have been sufficiently studied to enable me to

give their names in this preliminary "list. I hope at an earlv
day to discuss the fishes of the Bermudas in a more extended
paper. Since there is a peculiar interest in the chorological

relations of the members of an insular fauna, I have in a gen-
eral way designated the distribution of each species by the use
of lettei-s. W. indicates the West Indian province, U. the east-

ern coast of the United States north of Georgia, E. the Eastern
Atlantic, including Madeira, the Canary Islands and the Med-
iterranean, and P. the Indo-Pacific waters. These however do
not show faunal relations accurately, since in this way it is

impossible to distinguish those species which are resident in

any particular district from mere stragglers. Those species

which are peculiar to Bermuda are marked "B." and are eight
in number; two of these, with Cnrassins anro.tKs, intnMluced,
occupy the land-lockt^d in-aekish marshes. Two species, F>'r'i'

nostomus Lefroiji and Uah'ptnn pjiah^, occur only in Bermuda
and Cuba. The Bermudiau Ihuna shares with the West Indies
one hundred and sixteen species (or seventy-nine per cent), of

which fifty-eight (or forty per cent) are peculiar to the West
Indies, never having been recorded elsewhere, while a large

number of otiiers have their centers of distribution in that
region, individuals having made their way in summer to the

* Catalogue of the Fishes of the Bermudas, based chiefly upon the collections
of the United States National Museum. By &. Brown Goode, Assistant Curator
XJ. S. National Museum. (Bulletin U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 5.) Washington: Gov-
emment Printing Office. 82 pp. 8vo. 1876.

Am. Jouk. 8ci.-Thikd Series, Vol. XIV, No. 82.-Oot., 1877.
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coasts of the United States or Europe. With the eastern United

States, Bermuda shares forty-seven species, five of which are

otherwise recorded only from our waters, all of these, viz

:

Ceratacanihus auraniiacios, Zonkhthys fasciatus, Lagodon rhom-

hoides, Synodus foetens, and Eulamia obscura, will doubtless prove

to be members of the West Indian fauna, and be found to

occur in the islands adjoining the coast of Florida. With the

waters of the Pacific and Indian Oceans, it has in common
thirty-two species. Should Olyphidodon coelestinus Solander,

prove identical with (t. saxatilis, another species will be added

to this list.

umbers of species common to two or
' nifications as explained

B. W. P., 25; B. P. E,

22 : B. U. E., 21 ; B. W. U. P., 3
;'
B. W. U. E., 6 ; B. W. E. P.,

7 ; B. W. U. P. E., 12.

The reptiles, it will be observed, are all pelagic except the

lizard, which is peculiar to Bermuda and most closely related

to the West African species of the genus.

CATALOGUE.
Class, REPTILIA.

Order, LacertiUa.

Eumeces longirostris (7op«. Lizard. B.

Order, Testudinata.

Sphargis coriacea Rond. Leather Back Turtle.

Thalassochelyg caouana L. Loggerhead Turtle.

Eretmochelys imbricata L. Hawksbill Turtle.

Chelonia mydas Schw. Green Turtle.

Pterophrynepicta (Fffi.
'I (Joocte. Devil Fish. T

Pterophryne principis
( Val) Gwde. W.

Order, Pkctognathi.

Orthagoriscus mola (Z.) Schn. Sun Fish. P. E
Paradiodon hystrii (L.) Blkr. Sea Hedgehog.

f'hiloraycterus reticulatus (£.) Bibro
Tetrodon rostratus Block. E.

Chilichthys Spengleri {Bbch) Goode.

s capriscua Gmel. Turbot. P. E. W. U.
Balistes vetula L. Blue Turbot. W. U.
Canthidermis maeulatus

{
Gmel) Blkr. Ocean Turbot.

lentalis(«;ir.) Goode.
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JUS antiquorum Leach. Sea Horse. P. E. W.
Hippocampus guttulatus Cm. Sea Horse.

Order, Hemibranchii.

Rhomboidichtliys lunatus (i.) Gthr. Pla

Rhomboidichthya ocellatua {Agass.) Gthr.

Hemirhombus aramaca {Cuv.) Gthr. W.
Hemirhombus soleaiformis (Agass.) Gthr.

Lefrojia bermudensis Jones. B.

Brotulabarbata{iVte.) (7mi;. W.

Gobius soporator C. dc V. Molly MiUer. E. W.
Dactylopterus volitans (L.) Cuv. Flying Gurnard.
Seorpaena Plumieri Schn. Prickly Hind. W. 17.

Scarus radians Vol. Spanish Porgy. "W.

Blu

V.) Guich.

us cceruleus {Block) Gthr. Gillinglx

(Block) Goode. W.
(L.) Gthr. Parrot Fish.

lly. W.
Fish. W.

Choerojulis bivittatus (Bloch) Poey. Slippery I

Lachnolaemus falcatus (I,,) Vol. Hog Fish. W.
Harpe rufus (L.) GiU. Spanish Hog Fish ; Spanish Lady Fish
Julia bifasciatus (Block) Gthr. W.
Julis nitidiasima Goode, (new species) 1. B.

Pomacentrus leucostictus M. dk T. W.
Glyphidodon saxatilis L. Cow PUot; Sergeant Major. E. W.
Eucinostomus gula ((7. & V.) Goode Shad. W.
Eucinostornua Lefroyi Goode. Long Bone Shad. W.
Acanthurus nigricans (L.) Gill. Doctor Fish. W. U.
Sarothrodus bimaculatus (Block) Poey. Four-eyed Fish. W.
Sarothrodus capistratua (L.) Poey. W.

Holacanthus tricolor (Block) iMcep. Black Angel Fish. W.
Xiphias gladiua L. Sword Fish. E. W. U.
Thyraites prometheus (G. & V.) Gthr. Cat Fish. E.

Orcynua alliteratua (Raf.) GilL Mackerel. E. P. W. U.
Orcynus thynnus (L.) E. U.
Auxia Rochei (Riaso) Gthr. Frigate mackerel. E. P. W.

Trachuropa ^rumenophthalmus (Block) QUI. Goggle-Eye.
"

P.

Paratractus pisquetos (C. & V.) GiU. Jack. W. U.
Carangus (near C. falcatus). Qwelly.
Carangua carangus (Block) C. <fc V. P. E. W.
Carangus dentex (Block) C. & V. E. W.
Trachynotua ovatus (L.) Gtkr. Alewife. P. E. W. U.
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Trachynotus goreensis C. & V. E. W.
Naucrates ductor L. Pilot Fish. E. P. W. U.

Zoniehthys fasciatus {Block) Sw. Bonito. U.
Seriola Dumerilii Kisso. Bonito. E. P.

Coryphaena pelagica {L.) Eisso. Dolphin. E.

Nomeus Gronovii (Gmd.) Gthr. P. E
Centrolophus (species undetermined). E.

Brama Rayi Schn. E.

Malacanthus Plumieri {Bloch) G. &. V. Whiting. W.

Hypeneus maculatus {Block) Guv. Goat Fish W. U.
Holocentnim sogo Block. Squirrel. W. U.
Pareques acuminatus {Schn.) Gill. Cluck ; Black G

Calamus megacephalus {Sw.) Poey. Goat's Head F

Calamus orbitarius Poey. Sheep's Head Porgy. "V

Sargus variegatus {Lac.) Goode. Bream. E.

Lagodon rhomboides, (i.) Holirook. Spanish Porg
Pimelepterua Boscii Lac. Chub. E. U.
Pristipoma (species undetermined). Sailor's Choic<

Hsemylum capeuna {Licht.) Goode. White Grunt.

Haemylum xanthopterum C. & V. TeUow Grunt.

Lutjanus caxis {Scftn.) Poey. Gray Snapper.

Lutjanus (i

:kn.) Gill. Red Rock Pish. W.
Trisotropis (species undetermined). Salmon Rock Fish."

s {Block) Gill. Hamlet ; Grouper. ^

Black-Fin Red Snapper.

Haliperca phoebe Poey. Phebe. AV.

Hypoplectrus puella ( Cuv.) Gill. Cataphebe. W.
Rhypticus saponaceus {Schn.) Cuv. Soap Fish. E. W. U.
Undetermined percoid fish.

Elacate canadus (i.) Gill. Cubby-yew. P. E. W. U.
-

Gthr.

V. E. W. U.
sh. P. E. W. U.

I^ptecheneis naucrates {L.) Gill. Suck Fish. P. E. W XJ.

Sphyraena spet (Hauy) Goode. Barracuda. E.
Sphyraena picuda Schn. Sennet. E. W.
Regalecus gladius (Waft.) C. & V. Sea Serpent. E. P.

Mugil liza Val. Mullet. W.
Atherina harringtonensis (?oode, (new species) 3. Ruas Fry.

Belone Jonesii Goode, (new species) 2. Hound Fish.
~ r FislLong Gar Fish.

Val. Gar Fish. W.
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Fimdulus Berraudse Gthr. Pond MuUet. B.

Fundulus rhizophorse Goode, (new species) 4. B.

Synodus lacerta C. & V. Snake Fish. B.

Synodus foetens (L.) Gill. Snake Pish. U.
Trachinocephalus myops (Schn.) Gill. Snake Fish. ]

Albula conorhynchiis Schn. Bone Fish. P. E. W. U
Megalops thrissoidea (Schn.) Gthr. Tarpum. W. U.
Sardinella anchovia Val. Anchovy. W.
Harengula maerophthalma {Ranz.) Goode. Pilchard.

Opisthonema thrissa (Z.) Gill. PTerring. W. U.

atus (i.) Blkr.

Sub-class, Elasmobbanchii.

Order, Rake.

.Etohatid narinari (Euphr.) M. & H. Whip Ray. P.

r-Head Shark. P. E.
^

. ob:?ciira (L^s.) Gill Shark. U.
s oanis (Mitch.) DeKay. Nurse Shark. U.
lostoma cirratura (Gmel.) M. & H. W. U.

E J. M. Jones, genus and species undetermined.

Class, LEPTOCARDII.

DESCUIPTIONS OF NEW SPECIES.

bvDr. rjuilliu (Mul. I flu' iitiK" .A///S /.^W/ fioin J.i

siHumci. 1,1 \Ur Bnti^h Mumuui ^ Th- u .ue. In

vaii.>n-,,lKiL.nu>.iu clKii.itlti^ 'aIucIi it seems .U-.Kible

the Berm 11(1.1 i\>\\ by a distinct specific name whieli

similarity to that ot the =pecies which it bO much rcb

* Catalogue of Fishes in the British Museum, vol. iv, p. 190, 18C
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The fish is quite small, rarely exceeding three inches in

length, and is very abundant among the outer reefs, swimming
among the Gorgonias and Plexauras, six or eight fathoms

below the surface, a yeiy conspicuous object by reason of its

brilliant yellow colors. It is extremely shy and it was only

after repeated trials that I succeeded in capturing a single

specimen, which took a small hook baited for chubs.

The diagnostic characters which separate Julis niiida from

Julis nitidissima appear to consist in (1) the relative proportions

of head and body, (2) the relative proportions of pectorals and

ventral fins, (3) the number of rows of scales below lateral line,

and (4) in the coloration. The latter character is, however, of

minor importance, it being quite possible that a faded museum
specimen of the fish before me might have assumed the colors

described by Dr. Giinther.

The specimen described is small, though apparently adult, its

total length being about three and one-half inches (ra. OlOS).

The body is much compressed, its greatest width (m. 0-009)

being about three-eighths of its greatest height (m. 0'023), which
is contained in the total length about four and one half times.

Length of head (m. 0025) contained in total length four and

fresh specimen three ana three- quarters, n
" by preservation in soirits). No poste-

teeth. Length of snout (ra. O-OOS) equal to length
having been contracted by preservation in spirits).

of operculum (m. O'OOS) and to four-fifths of greatest

of head (m. O'Ol). Width of interorbital area (m. 0-007) some-

what less. Orbit circular, its diameter (m. 0-005) equal to

greatest height of dorsal.

Dorsal inserted slightly in advance of origin of ventral at a

distance (m. 0O3) equal to three times the greatest width of

the head, length of base (m. 0*027) slightly greater than length

of head. Length of first dorsal spine (m. 0-004) half the length

of snout; greatest height of spinous dorsal (m. 0'005) equal to

diameter of orbit. Greatest height of soft dorsal (m. 0-008)

double that of first dorsal spine.

Distance of anal from snout (m. 0*052) twice the length of

head, which is about equal to length of anal base (m. 0-024).

First anal spine (m. O'OOS) half the length of second anal spine

(m. 0-007) and one-third the length of longest ray (m. 0-01).

Caudal lobes slightly produced, their length (m. 0-016) two-

thirds that of the head and twice that of the snout. Least

height of tail (m. 0-012) equal to length of ventrals.

Pectoral inserted at a distance from the snout (m. 0-028)

equal to the length of the base of the dorsal, its length

(m. 0-021) slightly less than the greatest height of the body.
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Veut.rak inserted at a distance from the snout (m. O'OSl) a
trifle greater than the dorsal. Length (m. 0-012) three-sevenths
of that of the pectorals, not two-thirds as in Julis nitida—the
most important of the diagnostic characters.

Radial formula, D. viii, 13. A. ii, 11.

Number of scales in lateral line, 26; in transverse line, 2 ; 9.

Coloration :—Top of head and back brilliant sulphur-yellow
;

this color, above the pectorals, extending to middle of row of

scales beneath lateral line, also present upon cheeks, opercles,

and Hps. and to ventral fins. A semicircular spot of the same
occupying the major part of the caudal fin, extending poste-

riorly' quite to the margin. Throat, belly and sides of tail

white with a rich, deep i-oseate tinge. A band of maroon, as

wide as the eye, crossing the snout passes back through the
eye nearly to the tip of the opercular flap. A series of six

broad irregular blotches of bottle green, somewhat quadrate
in outline, each covering about the width of four transvere
rows of scales, extends from the opercle, above the pectorals

and across the downward curve of the lateral line to the base
of the caudal. The posterior blotch is prolonged upon the

outer rays of the caudal to the tips forming a crescent shaped
figure. Dorsal fin at margin transparent, white, at the base

yellow, the intermediate space brownish green, deeper in shade
anteriorly, and between the second and fifth ray, forming a

blotch, similar to that indicated in the description of Julis

nitida. Pectorals transparent. Anal rose color with yellow
transparent margin. Yentrals yellow. Caudal, as hitherto

described, yellow with exterior lobes brownish green.

2. Belone Jonesii, sp. nov.
The total length of the specimen selected as a type of the

species is eighteen inches (m. 0'60).

The body is slightly compressed, its greatest height, above
the ventrals (m. 0'03) one-twentieth of total length, its greatest

width (m. 0-022) about one twenty-eighth of the same. Free
portion of tail somewhat depressed, quadrate, its height (m.

0-01) one-third of greatest height of body. Caudal carinse

moderate.

Length of head (m. 0-196) contained about three and two-

fifths times in total length, and about three and one-fourth of

length without caudal. Upper surface of head somewhat
depressed, striated, with a broad shallow median groove, which
expands posteriorly into a wide, somewhat depressed triangular

area. Superciliary region sharply striated.

Length of snout (m. 0-12) equal to length of maxillary (m.

0-12), contained five times in total length, and containing post-

orbital length of head (m. 0-04) thrice. Length of mandible
(m. 0-14) slightly less than distance from snout to nape (m.
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0-157) and ten times the vertical diameter of the eyes (ra.

• projects four millimeters beyond the tip of

zontal diameter of eye (m. 0-019) equal to

Qterorbital area (m. 0-019) and to length of opercu-

lum (m. 0-019) and about one-eighth of length of head.

Teeth large, sharp, not very close. Maxillary teeth about

sixty, the largest three millimeters in length ; mandibular
teeth about sixty, the largest two millimeters in length. Vo-
merine teeth none.

Distances from insertion of dorsal to snout (m. 0-438) slightly

greater than that of anal (m. 0-431). Length of dorsal (m.

0-097) equal to distance from insertion of dorsal to insertion of

ventral. Greatest height of dorsal (m. 0-026) equal to greatest

width of head (m. 0-025).

Anterior rays longest, their length (m. 0-03) one-tenth of

distance from ventral to snout. Length of last ray (m. 0-013)

about one-third of that of anterior rays.

Length of anal (m. 0-085) less than that of dorsal. Posterior

rays half the length (m. 0-007) of posterior dorsal ray. Anal
fin terminating anteriorly to dorsal at a distance equal to

length of first dorsal ray.

Ventrals inserted at distance from snout (m. 0-34) greater

than half the length of body, and midway between anterior

margin of orbit and base of median caudal rays. Length (m.

0-028) slightly exceeding greatest width of head.

Pectoral inserted at distance from snout (m. 0-191) equal to

ten times width of interorbital space ; its length (m. 0-045)

slightly exceeding postorbital length of head.
Caudal forked, the length of inferior rays (m. 0-053) exceed-

ing that of superior rays (m. 0-04) by about the length of

median rays (m. 012).
'

Radial formula—D, 9 + 14 : A, 14 + 7 : C, 5 + 10-9 + 6 : P,

13:V, 5.

Branchiostegals, 12.

Number of scales in lateral line (estimated), 880.
Coloration :—Above deep green, below silvery white, oper-

cles and cheeks silvery white. Anterior rays of dorsal and
pectoral fins, with caudal carinas blackish.

I take great pleasure in giving to this species the name of

my friend Mr. J. Matthew Jones, F.L.S., President of the

Nova Scotian Institute of Natural Sciences, who has for two
winters been associated with me in the study of the Bermudian

The " Hound Fish," as it is called in Bermuda, is a graceful,

active species, attains the length of three feet or more. It

frequents swift tide courses where it preys upon small fishes,

particularly the schools of Atherina and Engraulis. It takes

the hook well.
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3. Aiherina Harringlonensis^ sp. nov.
The length of the specimen selected as type of the species is

one and one-half inches (in. 0-055), the measurement being that
of a specimen which has been in strong alcohol for four months.
From the discrepancy between this measurement and a partial

set of measurements taken from a fresh specimen of the same
species I infer that the shrinkage in the length of the body has
been quite considerable, probably from six to eight millimeters.

The proportions given below are taken from the alcoholic spe-

cimen. In the study of fresh specimens allowance should be
made for discrepancies caused by this shrinkage. The propor-
tions of the head do not appear to have been changed by the

alcohol.

The height of body (m. 0-07) is contained in length about
eight times (8^ in fresh specimen), its width about twice in its

Length of head (m. O'Oll) about equal to length of caudal
peduncle (m. 0-01) and contained five times in total length (5f
iu fresh specimen).

Diameter of eye (m. 0*004) about one-third the length of

head, the length of snout somewhat less than that of post-

orbital portion of head, also equal to length of maxillary, and
slightly greater than width of inter-orbital area (m. 0-0037).

Greatest width of head (m. 0-006) about double the length of

snout. Length of mandible (m. O'OOo) about equal to that of

post-orbital portion of head. Cleft of mouth quite oblique,

maxillary extending to the vertical from anterior margin of

orbit. Lower jaw slightly the longer; mouth very protractile;

teeth small, inconspicuous.

Spinous dorsal inserted behind extremity of ventral, at a

distance from snout (m. 0-03) greater here than half the length

of bodv. Anal directly beneath dorsal, their lengths of base

(m. 0-007) being equal. Greatest height of anal (ra. O'OOo)

greater than that of dorsal (m. Q-QO^).

Length of ventral (m. 0-006) two-thirds that of pectoral (m.

0'009) which exceeds three-fourths that of head.

Radial formula:—D. VII, I, 10: A. I, 11.

Number of scales in lateral line about forty-five ; in trans-

Coloration:—Greenish white, a narrow silvery band extend-
ing from gill -opening to tail, covering the third row (from

above) of scales and the edges of the contiguous rows above
and below.

The "Russ Fry " occurs in immense quantities in all the

lagoons and protected bays of the Bermudas. The schools

swim near the surface of the water and are preyed upon by all

the carnivorous species. They are particularly abundant in

the beautiful little lagoon called Harrington Sound.
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4. Fu7idulm rhizophorcB, sp. nov.

The length of the specimen selected as type is six centi-

meters. Height of body at insertion of pectorals (m. 0-015)

seventh, at base of caudal (m. 0-0075) one-eighth.

Head much depressed, its length (m. 0-017) contained three

and one-eighth in total. Snout broad, obtuse, depressed, its

length (m. 0-006) slightly longer than orbital diameter and
contained in length of head about three times. Inter-orbital

area broad and flat, its width (ra. 0-007) less than length of

post-orbital portion of head (m. 0-009) and greater than length

ofoperculum(m. 0006). Diameter of orbit (m. 0-0045) half

the length of post-orbital tract.

Origin of dorsal tin equidistant from tip of caudal and ante-

rior margin of snout, and over the eighteenth scale of lateral

line. Distance from snout (m. O'OIS) three-tenths of total

length ; extreme height (m. 0-006) one-tenth, and length of

base (m. 0-008) two-fifteenths.

First anal ray below third dorsal ray ; length of base (m.

0-005) one-twelfth of total length. Extreme height (m. 0-011)

double length of base, and nearly double the extreme height

of dorsal.

Ventral inserted slightly in advance of middle of body (dis-

tance from snout m. 0-029), its length (m. 0-007) equal to

width of inter-orbital area.

Pectoral inserted at distance from snout (m. 0-02) equal to

one third of total length ; length (m. 0*009) equal to post-orbital

length of head.

Length of caudal (m. 0-01) equal to height of anal and about

one-sixth of total.

Radial formula :—D. 12 : A. 11.

Number of scales in lateral line thirty-five; rows in trans-

vei-se line twelve or thirteen.

Coloration :—Ground color light tawny yellow with about

fifteen regular transverse bands of greenish brown, each about

two scales in width, obscure anteriorly but distinct upon pos-

terior half of body.

This little minnow occurs abundantly in Basden Pond, a

brackish marshy body of water at the eastern end of the main

island, among the arching roots of the mangrove {Rhizophora

mangle). It is known as the " Pond Mullet," but may more

appropriately be called the Mangrove Minnow. The speci-

mens described are young males, not in breeding colors.
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Art. XLL—History of Cavern Exploration in Devonshire^ Eng-
land ; by W. Pengelly, F.R.S., F.G.S., President of the
Geological Section of the British Association at Plymouth.

British Association] i
^

visit to Plymouth,] none appear to have attracted" so much
attention as those on Lithodomous Perforations, Eaised Beaches,
Submerged Forests, and Caverns (see Athenaeum for 7th to 28th
of August, 1841); and, as an effort to connect the present with
the past, I have decided on taking up one of these threads, and
devoting the remarks I have now to offer to the History of
Cavern-Exploration in Devonsire. I am not unmindful that
there were giants in those days; and no one can deplore more
than I do our loss of Buckland and De la Beche, among many
others

; nor can I forget the enormous strides opinion has made
since 1841, when, in this Section, Dr. Buckland " contended
that human remains had never been found under such circum-
stances as to prove their contemporaneous existence with the
hyenas and bears of the caverns," and added that "in Kent's
Hole the Celtic knives * * * * were found in holes dug by art,

and which had disturbed the floor of the cave and the bones
below it " (Athenseam, 14th Aug., 1841, p. 626). This scep-

ticism, however, did the good service of inducing cavern ex-

plorers to conduct their researches with an accuracy which
should place their results, whatever they might prove to be,

amongst the undoubted additions to human knowledge.
The principal caverns in South Devon occur in the limestone

districts of Plymouth, Yealmpton, Brixham, Torquay, Buck-
fastleigh, and Chudleigh ; but as those in the last two localities

have yielded nothing of importance to theanthropologist or the

paleontologist, they will not be further noticed on this occa-
sion. In dealing with the others it seems most simple to follow
mainly the order of chronology ; that is to say, to commence
with the cavern which first caught scientific attention, and,
having finished all that the time at my disposal will allow me
to say about it. but not before, to proceed to the next, in the
order thus defined

; and so on through the series.

Oreaton Caverns.—WhQXi Mr. Whidbey engaged to superin-
tend the construction of the Plymouth Breakwater, Sir Joseph
Banks, President of the Eoval Society, requested him to

examine narrowly any caverns'he might meet with in the lime-

stone-rock to be qarried a Oreston, near the mouth of the river

Plym, not more than two miles from the room in which we are

assembled, and have the bones or anv other fossil remains that

were met with carefully preserved (see Phil. Trans., 1817, pp.
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176-182). This request was cheerfally complied with, and
Mr. Whidbej had the pleasure of discovering bone-caves in

November, 1816, November, 1820, August and November,
1822, and of sending the remains found in them to the Royal

It is, perhaps, worthy of remark that, though cavern-researches

received a great impulse from the discoveries in Kirkdale,

Yorkshire, and especially from Dr. Buckland's well-known and

graphic descriptions of them, such researches had originated

many years before. The request by Sir Joseph Banks was
made at least as early as 1812 (see Trans. Devon. Assoc, v,

pp. 252, 253), and a paper on the Oreston discoveries was read

to the Eoyal Society in February, 1817, whereas the Kirkdale

Cavern was not discovered until 1821. British cave-hunting

appears to have been a science of Devonshire birth.

The Oreston Caverns soon attracted a considerable number
of able observers ; they were visited in 1822 by Dr. Buckland
and Mr. Warburton ; and in a comparatively short time became
the theme of a somewhat voluminous literature. Nothing of

importance, however, seems to have been met with from 1822

until 1858, when another cavern, containing a large number of

bones, was broken into. Unfortunately, there was no one at

hand to superintend the exhumation of the specimens; the

work was left entirely to the common workmen, and was badly

done ; many of the remains were dispersed bevond recovery ;

the matrix in which they were buried was never adequately
examined

; and we are utterly ignorant, and must for ever

remain so, as to whether they did or did not contain indications

of human existence. I visited the spot from time to time, and
bought up everything to be met with ; but other scientific work
in another part of the county occupied me too closely to allow-

more than an occasional visit. The greater part of the speci-

mens I secured were lodged in the British Museum, where they
seem to have been forgotten, while a few remain in my private
collection.

Some difference of opinion has existed respecting the charac-
ter of the successive caverns, and much mystery has been
imported into the question of the introduction of their contents.
Mr. Wliidbey, it is said, "saw no possibility of the cavern of

1816 having had any external communication through the

rock in which it was inclosed" (Phil. Trans., 1817, pp. 176-182);
but Dr. Buckland was of opinion that they were all at first

fissures open at the top, and " that the openings had been long
filled up with rubbish, mud, stalactite, or fragments of rock
cemented, as sometimes happens, into a breccia as solid as the

original rock, and overgrown with grass" (Phil. Trans., 1822,

pp. 171-240).
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The conclusion I arrived at, after studying so much of the
roof of the cavern of 1858 as remained intact, was that Dr.
Buckland's opinion was fully borne out by the facts ; that, in

short, the Oreston Caverns were Fissure Caverns, not Tunnel
Caverns.

The cavern of 1858 was an almost vertical fissure, extending a
length of about ninty feet from N.KB. to S.S.W. It com-
menced at about eight feet below the surface of the plateau,
continued thence to the base of the cliff, but how much farther
" s not known, and its ascertained height was about fifty-two

t. It was two feet wide at top, whence it gradually widened
ten feet at bottom. The roof, judging from that part which
i not been destroyed, was a mass of limestone-breccia, made up

of large angular fragments cemented with carbonate of lime,

and requiring to be blasted as much as ordinary limestone.
The cavern was completely filled with deposits of various

The uppermost eight feet consisted of loose angular pieces of

rnestone, none of which exceeded ten pounds in weight, mixed
with a comparatively small amount of such sand as is common
'* " 'omitic limestone districts, but without a trace of stalag-

mite or fossil of any kind. The thirty-two feet next below
were occupied with similar materials, with the addition of a
considerable quantity of tough, dark, unctuous clay. Between
*^"~ "^ ass and the outer wall of the cavern was a nearly vertical

)f stalagmite, usually about two feet thick, and contain-

by no means wide intervals, firmly cemented masses of

breccia identical in composition with the adjacent bed just

mentioned. The bones the cavern yielded were all found
these thirty-two feet; and were met with equally in the

and the coherent breccia, as well as in the stalagmite.

A somewhat considerable number of ellipsoidal balls of clay,

from 1-5 to 2"5 inches in greatest diameter, occurred in the clay
of this bone-bed, but not elsewhere. Still lower was a mass of
dark, tough, unctuous clay, containing a very few, small, angu-
lar stones, but otherwise perfectly homogeneous, and known to

be twelve feet deep, but how much more was undetermined.
The osseous remains found at Oreston prior to 1858 have

been described by Sir E. Home, Mr. Clift, Dr. Buckland, Pro-
%sor Owen, Mr. Busk, and others. The animals represented
'ere Ursus jpriscus, U. spelceus, weasel (?), wolf, fox, cave
yaena, cave lion, Rhinoceros lepiorhintis, Equus fossilis, E.

plicidens, Asinus fosnlis, Bison minor, Bos longifrons, and,

according to the late Mr. Bellamy, mammoth and hippopota-

«nus (see Nat. Hist of S. Devon, 1839, p. 82). With regard to

hippopotamus, I can only say that I have never met with satis-

factory evidence of its occurrence in Devonshire; but the
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mammoth was certainly found at Oreston in 1858; and, unless

I am greatly in error, remains of Ehinoceros tichorhinus were

also met with there, and lodged by me in the British Museum.
It may be added that the skull and other relics of a hog were

exhumed on that occasion, and now belong to my collection.

There was nothing to suggest that the cavern had been the

home of the hyaena ; and whilst I fully accept Dr. Buckland's

opinion that animals had fallen into the open fissures and there

perished, and that the remains had subsequently been washed
thence into the lower vaultings (" Reliq. Dil.," 2d ed., 1834, p.

78), I venture to add that some of Ae animals may have

retired thither to die; a few may have been dragged or pursued

there by beasts of prey ; whilst rains, such as are not quite

unknown in Devonshire in the present day, probably washed

in some of the bones of such as died near at hand on the adja-

cent plateau. Nothing appears to have been met with sugges-

Kent's Hole.—About a mile due east from Torquay harbor

and half a mile north from Torbay there is a small wooded
limestone hill, the eastern side of which is, for the uppermost

thirty feet, a vertical cliff, having at its base, and fifty-four feet

apart, two apertures leading into one and the same vast cavity

in the interior of the hill, known as Kent's Hole or Cavern.

These openings are about 200 feet above mean sea-level, and

from them the hill slopes rapidly to the valley at its foot, at a

level of from sixty to seventy feet below.

Tliere seems to be neither record nor tradition of the dis-

covery of the cavern. Eichardson, in the 8th edition of " A
Tour through the Island of Great Britain," published in 1778,

speaks of it as " perhaps the greatest natural curiosity" in the

couniy. Its name occurs on a map dated 1769 ; it is mentioned

in a lease 1659 ; visitors cut their names and dates on the

stalagmite from 1571 down to the present century ;
judging

from numerous objects found on the floor, it was visited by

man through mediaeval back to pre-Eoman times ; and, unless

the facts exhumed by explorers have been misinterpreted, it

was a human home during the era of the mammoth and bis

contemporaries.

In 1824 Mr. Northmore, of Cleve, near Exeter, was led to

make a few diggings in the cavern, and was the first to find

fossil bones there. He was soon followed by Mr. (now Sir) W.
C. Trevelyan, who not only found bones, but had a plate of

them engraved. In 1825, the Eev. J. MacEnery, an Irish

Eoman Catholic priest residing in the family of Mr. Gary, of

Tor Abby, Torquay, first visited the cavern, when he, too,

found teeth and bones, of which he published a plate. Soon

after, be made another visit, accompanied by Br. Buckland,
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when he had the good fortune to discover a flint imple
the first instance, he tells us, of such a relic being noticed i

Devon. Assoc, iii, p. 441). Before the
Jo, he commenced a series of more or less systematic
nd continued them until, and perhaps after, the

(ibid., p. 295). Preparations appear to have
been made to publish the results of his labors ; a prospectus
was issued, numerous plates were lithographed, it was generally
believed that the MS. w^as almost ready, and the only thing
needed was a list of subscribers sufficient to justify publication,

when, alas! on February 18, 1841, before the' printer had
received any "copy," before even the world of science had
accepted his anthropological discoveries, before the value of
his labors was known to more than a very few, Mr. MacBnery
died at Torquay.

After his decease his MS. could not be discovered, and its

loss was duly deplored. Nevertheless, it was found after

several years, and, having undergone varieties of fortune,

became the property of Mr. Vivian, of Torquay, who, having
published portions of it in 1859, presented it in 1867 to the
Torquay Natural History Society, whose property it still

remains. In 1869 I had the pleasure of printing the whole, in

the Transactions of the Devonshire Association.
Whilst Mr. MacEnery was conducting his researches, a few

independent diggings, on a less extensive scale, were taken by
other gentlemen. The principal of these was Mr. Godwin-
Austen, the well-known geologist, whose papers fully bore out
all that MacEnery had stated. (See Trans. Geol. Soc. Lond.,
2d series, vi, 446). In 1846, a sub-committee of the Torquay
Natural History Society undertook the careful exploration of

very small parts of the cavern, and their report was entirely

confirmatory of the statements of their predecessor—that un-

doubted flint implements did occur, mixed with the remains of

extinct mammals, in the cave-earth, beneath a thick floor of

stalagmite. The sceptical position of the authorities in geologi-

cal science remained unaffected, however, until 1858, when the
discovery and systematic exploration of a comparatively small
virmn cavern on Windmill Hill, at Brixham, led to a sudden
and complete revolution ; for it was seen that whatever were
the facts elsewhere, there had undoubtedly been found at Brix-
ham flint implements commingled with remains of the mam-
fnoth and his companions, and in such a way as to render it

impossible to doubt that man occupied Devonshire before the

extinction of the cave mammals.
Under the feeling that the statements made by MacEnery and

his followers respecting Kent's Hole were perhaps, after all, to

be accepted as verities, the British Association, in 1864, ap-
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pointed a committee to make a complete, systematic, and
accurate exploration of the cavern, in which it was known that

very extensive portions remained entirely intact. This com-
mittee commenced its labors on March 28, 1865 ; it has been
re-appointed, year after year, with sufficient grants of money, up
to the present time ; the work has gone on continuously

throughout the entire thirteen years ; and the result has been,

not only a complete confirmation of Mr. MacEnery's statements,

but the discovery of far older deposits than he suspected

—

deposits implying great changes of, at least, local geographical

conditions; changes in the fauna of the district; and yielding

evidence of men more ancient and far ruder than even those

who made the oldest flint tools found in Kent's Hole prior to

the appointment of the committee.

The cavern consists of a series of chambers and passages,

which resolve themselves into two main divisions^ extending

from nearly north to south in parallel lines, but passing into

each other near their extremities, and throwing off branches,

occasionally of considerable size.

The successive deposits, in descending order, were:

—

1st, or uppermost. Fragments and blocks of limestone from

an ounce to upwards of 100 tons weight each, which had fallen

from the roof from time to time, and were, in some instances,

cemented with carbonate of lime.

2d. Beneath and between these blocks lay a dark-colored

mud or mould, consisting largely of decayed leaves and other

vegetable matter. It was from three to twelve inches thick,

and known as the hlack mould. This occupied the entire eastern

division, with the exception of a small chamber in its south-

western end only, but was not found in the other, the remoter,

parts of the cavern.

3d. Under this was a stalagmitic floor, commonly of granular

texture, and frequently laminated, from less than an inch to

fully five feet in thickness, and termed the gramdar stalagmite.

4th. An almost black layer, about four inches thick, com-

posed mainly of small fragments of charred wood, and distin-

guished as the black band, occupied an area of about 100 square

feet, immediately under the granular stalagmite, and, at the

nearest point, not more than twenty-two feet from one of the

entrances to the cavern. Nothing of the kind has occurred

elsewhere.

5th. Immediately under the granular stalagmite and the

black band lay a light red clay, containing usually about fifty

per cent of small angular fragnients of limestone, and somewhat

numerous blocks of the same rock as large as those lying on

the black mould. In this deposit, known as the cave-earth,

many of the stones and bones were, at all depths, invested with
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thin stalagmitic films. The cave-earth was of unknown depth
near the entrances, where its base had never been reached ; but
in the remoter parts of the cavern it did not usually exceed a
foot, and in a few localities it "thinned out" entirely.

6th. Beneath the cave-earth there was usually found a floor

of stalagmite having a crystalline texture, and termed on that

account the crystalline stalagmite. It was commonly thicker
than the granular floor, and in one instance but little short of
twelve feet.

7th. Below the whole occurred, so far as is at present known,
the oldest of the cavern deposits. It was composed of sub-
angular and rounded pieces of dark-red grit, embedded in a
sandy paste of the same color. Small angular fragments of

limestone, and investing Alms of stalagmite, both prevalent in

the cave-earth, were extremely rare. Large blocks of lime-

stone were occasionally met with ; and the deposit, to which
the name of breccia was given, was of a depth exceeding that to

which the exploration has yet been carried.

a very few small branches, the bottom of the

where been reached. In the cases in which there

was no cave-earth, the granular stalagmite rested immediately
on the crystalline ; and where the crystalline stalagmite was not
present the cave-earth and breccia were in direct ccmtact.

Large isolated masses of the crystalline stalagmite, as well as

concreted lumps of the breccia, were occasionally met with in

the cave-earth, thus showing that the older deposits had, in por-

tions of the cavern, been partially broken up, dislodged, and
re-deposited. No instance was met with of the incorporation
in a lower bed of fragments derived from an upper one. In
short, wherever all the deposits were found in one and the same
vertical section, the order of superposition was clear and invari-

able; and elsewhere the succession, though defective, was never
transgressed.

Excepting the overlying blocks of limestone, of course, all

the deposits contained remains of animals, which, however,
were not abundant in the stalagmites.

The black mould, the uppermost bed, yielded teeth and
bones of man, dog, fox, badger, brown bear. Bos loitgifrons^ roe-

deer, sheep, goat, pig, hare, rabbit and seal—species still exist-

ing, and almost all of them in Devonshire. This has been
called the Ovine bed, the remains of sheep being restricted to it.

In it were also found numerous flint flakes and " strike-lights,"

stone spindle-whorls, fragments of curvilineal pieces of slate,

amber beads, bone tools, including awls, chisels and combs

;

bronze articles, such as rings, a fibula, a spoon, a spear-head, a

socketed celt, and a pin
;
pieces of smelted copper, and a great

Am. Jour. Sci Third Sbbie8, Vol. XIV, No. 83.-OCT., 1877.
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number and variety of potsherds, including fragments of

Samian ware.

The granular stalagmite, black band, and cave-earth, taken

together as belonging to one and the same biological period,

may be termed the Hyainine beds, the cave hysena being their

most prevalent species, and found in them alone. So far as

they have been identified, the remains belong to the cave

hyaena, Equus caballus, Rhinoceros tichorhinus, gigantic Irish

deer, Bosprim igeriius^ Bison priscus, red deer, mammoth, badger,

cave bear, grizzly bear, brown bear, cave lion, wolf, fox, rein-

deer, beaver, glutton, Afachairodus iatidens, and man—the last

being a part of a jaw with teeth, in the granular stalagmite.

In the same beds were found unpolished ovate and lanceolate

implements made irom flakes, notnodi/ks, of flint and chert; flint

flakes, chips, and "cores;" "whetstones," a "hammer-stone,"
" dead" shells of Pecten, bits of charcoal, and bone tools, includ-

ing a needle or bodkin having a well-formed eye, a pin, an awl,

three harpoons, and a perforated tooth of badger. The artificial

objects, of both bone and stone, were found at all depths in

each of the hy^nine beds, but were much more numerous
below the stalagmite than in it.

The relics found in the crystalline stalagmite and the breccia,

in some places extremely abundant, were almost exclusively

those of bear, the only exceptions being a very few remains of

cave line and fox. Hence these have been termed the Ursine

beds. It will be remembered that teeth and bones of bear were

also met with in both the hyaenine and the ovine beds ; and it

should be understood that this biological classification is in-

tended to apply to Kent's Cavern only. The ursine deposits,

or rather the breccia, the lowest of them, also yielded evidences

of human existence ; but they were exclusively tools made
from nodules, not flahes, of flint and chert.

Ansiy's-Oove Cavern.—About three furlongs from Kent's Hole

toward N.N.E., near the top of the lofty clifiF forming the

northern boundary of the beautiful Ansty's Cove, Torquay,
there is a cavern where, simultaneously with those in Kent's

Cavern, Mr. MacEnery conducted some researches, of which be

has left a brief account (see Trans. Devon. Assoc, vi, pp.

61-69). I have visited it several times, but it seems to be

frequently kept under lock and key, as a tool and powder-
^—- by the workmen in a neighboring quarry. It is a simple

nd, according to Mr. MacEnery, sixty-three feet long,

e to nine feet high, and from three to six feet broad.

Beneath some angular stones he found a stalagmitic floor four-

teen inches thick, and in the deposit below remains of deer,

horse, bear, fox, hyaena (?), coprolites, a few marine and land

shells, one white flint tool with fragments of others, a Roman
coin, and potsherds.

f*i
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In a letter to Sir W. C. Trevelyan, dated December 16tb,

1825, Dr. Buckland states that Mr. MacEnery had found in
this cave " bones of all sorts of beasts, and also flint knives and
Eoman coins; in short, an open-mouthed cave, which has been
inhabited by animals of all kinds, quadruped and biped,

"

• .• 11.
; all depositee

'
3 genei-ations, and who have all deposited their e

one upon another" (ibid., p. 69).

Yealm-Brldge Cavern.—Ahont the year 1882 the workmen
broke into a bone cavern in Yealm-Bridge Quarry, about one
mile from the village of Yealmpton, and eight miles E.S.E.
from Plymouth ; and through their operations it was so nearly
destroyed that but a small arrn of it remained in 1835, when it

was visited by Mr. J. C. Bellamy, whoat once wrote an account
of it, from which it appears that, so far as he could learn, the
cavern was about thirty feet below the original limestone sur-

face, and was filled to from one foot to six leet of the roof (see
" Nat Hist. S. Devon.," 1889, pp. 86-105). In the same year,

but subsequently, it was examined by Capt. (afterwards Col.)

Mudge, who states that there were original!}^ three openings into

the cave, each about twelve feet above the river Yealm ; that

the deposits were, in descending order:

—

1. Loam with bones and stones 3-5 feet.

2. Stiff whitish clay 2*5 «

3. Sand - - 6-0 "

4. Redelay... - 3-6 "

6. Argillaceous sand 6 to 1 8*0 "

and that, where they did not reach the roof, the deposits were
covered with stalagmite.

On the authoiity of Mr. Clift and Prof. Owen, Capt. Mudge
mentions relics of elephant, rhinoceros, horse, ox, sheep, hyaena,

dog, wolf, fox, bear, hare and water-vole. The bones, and
especially the teeth, of the hyaena exceeded in number those of

all the other animals, though remains of horse and ox were
very abundant. Mr. Bellamy, whilst also mentioning all the

foregoing forms, with the exception of dog only, adds deer, pig,

glutton, weasel and mouse. He also speaks of the abundance
of bones and teeth of hysena, but seems to regard the fox as

being almost as fully represented; and next in order he places

horse, deer, sheep, and rabbit or hare ;
whilst the relics of ele-

phant, wolf, bear, pig and glutton are spoken of as very rare.

The bones, he says, were found in the uppermost bed only.

They were frequently mere fragments and splinters, some being

undoubtedly gnawed, and all had become very adherent through
loss of their animal matter. Those of cylindrical form were
without their extremities ; there was no approach to anatomical

juxtaposition; and the remains belonged to individuals of all
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ages. Reliquiae of carnivorous animals greatly exceeded those

of the herbivora, and teeth were very abundant. Coprolites

occurred at some depth below the stalagmite, in the upper bed,

which also contained granitic and trappean pebbles, and lumps
of breccia made up of fragments of rock, bones, pebbles, and
stalagmite. The bones found prior to 1835 had been removed
as rubbish, and some good specimens were recovered from
materials employed in making a pathway. Nothing indicating

the presence of man appears to have been found.
The Ash-Hole.—On the southern shore of Torbaj, midway

between the town of Brixham and Berry Head, and about half

a mile from each, there is a cavern known as the Ash- Hole. It

was partially explored, probably about, or soon after, the time

Mr. MacEnery was engaged in Kent's Hole, bj the late Rev.
H. F. Lyte, who, unfortunately, does not appear to have left

any account of the results. The earliest mention of this cavern

I have been able to find is a very brief one in Bellamy's
" Natural History of South Devon," published in 1839 (p. 14).

During the Plymouth Meeting in 1841, Mr. George Bartlett, a

native of Brixham, who assisted Mr. Lyte, descnbed to this

Section the objects of interest the A.sh-Ho]e had yielded (see

Report Brit. Assoc. 1851, Trans. Sections, p. 61). So far as

was then known the cave was thirty yards long and six yards

broad. Below a recent accumulation, four feet deep, of loam
and earth, with land and marine shells, bones of the domestic

fowl and of man, pottery, and various implements, lay a true

cave-earth, abounding in the remains of elephant. Prof. Owen,
who identified, from this lower bed, relics of badger, polecat,

stoat, water-vole, rabbit and reindeer, remarks, that for the

first good evidence of the reindeer in this island he had been

indebted to Mr. Bartlett, who stated that the remains were

found in this cavern (see "Brit. Foss. Mam." 1846, pp. 109-110,

113-114, 116, 204, 212, 479^80). I have made numerous
visits to the spot, which, when Mr. Lyte began his diggings,

must have been a shaft-like fissure, accessible from the top only.

A lateral opening, however, has been quarried into it: there is

a narrow tunnel extending westward, in which the deposit is

covered with a thick sheet of stalagmite, and where one is

tempted to believe that a few weeks' labor might be well

(To be continued.)
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Habf
by Dumas for estimating vapor-densities, which consists in apply-
ing to this method the improvement in Gay Lussac's method sug-
gested by Hofmann, of making the experiment under reduced
pressure. For this purpose the neck of the balloon, which is made
thick at the end, is connected, first with a double-bulb tube which
serves as a receiver, and then through this with a Bunsen pump
furnished witli a manometer to indicate the residual tension.

After the substance—about one gram—is introduced into the bal-

loon, and this is lowered into the bath and connected to the pump,
an exhaustion of 500 or 600 millimeters is eifected, the cock to

the pump is closed and the heating is proceeded with, a tempera-
ture higher than that at which the substance boils, never being
required. After this point has been for a short time reached, the

exhaustion is returned to its former point, the neck of the balloon
is sealed by the blowpipe, and the thermometer, barometer and
manometer read. The calculation is made as usual, only using
instead of the barometric height at the time of sealing, the differ-

ence between this and that of the manometer, in the calculation

for the reduction of \o\wmi^.—Liebig's Ann., clxxxvii, 341, June,
1877. G. V. B.

2, On the action of Phosphoric chloride on Tungstic oxide.—
Teclu has proved that the sole products of the action of tungstic

oxide upon phosphoric chloride are phosphoryl chloride and tung-
stic chloride (tungsten hexachloridej. Equivalent weights—three

molecules PCl^ and one of WO3—of the pure substances were
sealed in glass tubes, well shaken, and heated in a paraffin bath to
200° C, for six or eight hours. On cooling, brilliant metallic

steel-blue crystals appeared in the tubes, which swelled up in the

air by attracting moisture and were rapidly decomposed. They
were slightly soluhle in absolute alcohol, more so in ether, and

submitted to (liHtillatioii, and the distillate proved to be phos-

phoryl chloride. The residue was heated to 120° and a cur-

rent of dry carbon dioxide gas was passed over it. The last

traces of FO CI 3 were thus Vemoved and the crystals obtained
pure. For quantitative analysis, a weighed quantity was heated
to 100° in a sealed tube with water and nitric acid, and the chlo-

rine determined as usual. The result showed the crystals to be

tungsten hexachloride. By slow cooling of the i)h()sj»horyl chlo-

ride solution, in the tubes where thev are formed, the crystals may
be obtained of considerable size. The crvstal:^ are isometric, and
fuse at 189°. The reaction is given by 'the equation:—WO3+
(PCIj3=WCl«-f(POCl3)3.—i2e%'s Ann., clxxxvii, 255, June,
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3. On the production of Tartronic from Pyruvic acid.—Gm-
MAUx, in attempting to replace the two atoms of bromine in

dibrora-pyruvic acid, by one of oxygen, by acting upon the acid

by barium hydrate, has produced not CgHgO^, the acid wished,

but C3H4O5, tartronic acid. The dibrom-pyruvic acid was dis-

solved in two or three times its weight of water, and barium
hydrate gradually added, the temperature being kept at 30° to

40°, A white precipitate soon formed, which, decomposed by sul-

phuric acid, yielded a crystallized acid, very soluble in water and

alcohol, fusing about 142°, and yielding the above f

tt
author thinks that the mesoxalic aldehycl

bei-CO-COOH is first formed, but that this body being at

the same time an aldehyde and an acetone, is oxidized on its alde-

hydic side and reduced on its acetonic. Hence it is hydrated and

gives COOH-CHOH-COOH, which is tartronic acid. The reac-

CHBr^ COOH
tionis CO +(II.30)2=CHOH+(HBr)2,

(3oOH COOH
analogous to the transformation of dichloracetone into lactic acid.

—Bull. Soc. Ch., H, xxvii, 440, May, 1877. g. f. b.

4. On a Hexyl Chloral—Vi^ner has subjected to a more care-

ful examination an oily body of high boiling point, first observed

by him nearly two years ago in the distillation of crude butyl

chloral. From a kilogram of this oil from the factory of Schering,

he has prepared half a poimd of the oil boiling between 212° and
220°, the rest being butyl chloral. Further fractioning gave him
a portion boiling at 212 —214°, which gave on analysis the form-

ula CgHgClgO. It does not unite with water to form a hydrate

and is decomposed by strong bases into a formate and chloride of

the base and into C^HgCU. It is oxidized by nitric acid and

yields trichlorcapronic acid', CgHgClgOg. Reducing agents, such

as zinc powder, reduce this acid to hexylenic acid CgHjoOa,
which crystallizes from ether in brilliant white needles, fuses at

39°, is almost insoluble in water, and does not appear to be ideij-

tical with any of the three known acids having the same empiri-

cal formula.

—

Ber. Berl. Ghem. Ges., x, 10o2, June, 1877,

5. On the Conversion of Aurin into Rosaniline.—DAX.T^ and

SoHORLEMMER have discovered that red aurin or peonin, heated

for several days to 150° with alcoholic, or to 200° with aqueous

ammonia, loses its red color and giv( s a yellow solution, which

contains a colorless crystalline base possessing all the properties

of rosaniline, giving the well-known magnificent red color with

acetic acid and a dark yellow solution "with hydrochloric acid,

which becomes red on dilution and gives a spectrum identical

with that of rosaniline hydrochlorate. Conversion into Hof-

mann's violet, aniline green and aniline blue still farther confirmed
' is given as follow^s:—C^oHl403+

3+(H30)3, The authors regard aurin and
tity. The r

=C2,H,,N3
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rosolic acid as identical.

—

Ber. Berl Chem. Ges.,

stand twenty-four 1

this clot exhausted by the ether (

oxalic acid. The etherial solution, colored a brownish-red by the
hematin, was exactly saturated by ether charged with ammonia
gas, and the precipitated hematin was collected, washed with
water, alcohol and ether and then dried. The product is pure
hematin. In presence of alcohol and ether, it combines readily

'>romic, and hydriodic a
'

'

analysis, it afforded

carbon, 5-67 hydrogen, 9-03 nitrogen, 8-74 iron and 12-38 of oxy-
gen, corresponding to the formula CggH7oNgFe2 0j ^. Though it

combines with alkalies, it yields no crystalline products. Its

ammonia compound is stable at 100°. With lead, zinc, and alu-

minum hydrates, it gives greenish lakes. It does not disengage
ammonia, when boiled with a concentrated solution of potash in

alcohol for hours. Heated to 150° for two hours in a sealed tube
with concentrated hydrochloric acid, the solution becomes remark-
ably dichroic; and the hematin splits into two substances (A)
and (B). The first is obtained pure by the dialysis of the solu-

tion till it is no longer acid. It exists as suspended flocks, the

li(iuid being precipitated completely by a single drop of ammonia,
yielding a gelatinous mass containing 37"62 per cent of iron. Its

spectrum is peculiar; in acid solutions, it consists of two strong

:vl)s<)rj,tion l»ands in the yellow and yellow-green, in alkaline solu-

tions, it gives four bands, one in the red, one in the yellow-green,

one in the blue and one in the violet. The other substance (B) is

the part insoluble in hydrocliloric acid. On washing it, dissolv-

ing it in soda and precipitating by acetic acid, it is purified. It

contains only 2-08 per cent of iron, and its solution in acid alcohol

gives a one-banded spectrum, in alkalies, a four-banded one.

—

7. On the Nature of what is commonly termed a " Vacuum /"
by G. Johnstone Stoney, Queen's University, Dublin, August
19, 1S77.—The readers of Mr. Preston's paper in the August
number of the Philosophical Magazine, "On the Nature of what
is commonly termed a 'Vacuum,'' " might perhaps sujipose with
him that the subject is one which had not been jireviouslv noticed,

and conclude that we are as yi't without an e.\plan:ition of
" Crookes's force," in which tlie vast nuiltitnde of the gaseous

molecules that are present has been taken into ac<-ount.

The subject is one which cannot, I should think, have been over-

looked by any real student of the molecular theory

1 pi

[IV

particular your readers will find it thus treated in a pa

the Royal Society (see Phil. Mag.
therefore probable that there are
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not fewer than something like a unit-eighteen of molecules" [i. e.

1,000000,000000,000000] "in each cubic millimeter of a gas at

ordinary temperatures and pressures. Hence we may see how
entirely remote from a state of emptiness that which usually

passes under the name of a vacuum-chamber really is. If there be

a unit-eighteen of molecules in every cubic millimeter of the air

about us, there will remain a unit-fifteen" [i. e. a thousand millions

of millions] " in every cubic millimeter of the best vacuums of our

ordinary air-pumps. The molecules are still closely packed, within

about an eighth-meter of one another; i. e. there are about sixty

of them in a wave-length oi orange light." And in two papers

published in last year's Philosophical Magazine [Y], vol. i, pp.

177 and 305, I oifered an explanation of the mechanical stresses

within Crookes's radiometers based upon this very consideration :

see in particular page 178, where the following words occur:—"I
cannot refrain from observing here how entirely remote such a

chamber" [viz. a Sprengel vacuum indicated by one-tenth of a

millimeter of mercury] " is from being empty. It follows from

what we know of the number of molecules in gases at ordinary

pressures, that the number remaining in this so-called vacuum will

be somewhere about a unit-fourteen, i. e. one hundred millions of

millions, in every cubic millimeter." After which I quote, in

proof of this assertion, the determinations of the mean interval at

which the molecules of gases are spaced, by Professor Loschmidt

in 1865, by myself in 1867, and by Sir William Thomson in 1870.

It is plain, however, that Mr. Preston has done good service by
recalling attention to the immense number of the molecules, and

the consequent shortness of the excursions of each molecule

between its successive encounters with other molecules; since the

subject was new to himself, and had been overlooked by some of

the writers upon Crookes's radiometer.

—

Phil. Mag., Sept. 1877,

p. 222.

8. ^ote on the Telephone ; by Paget Higgs.—In the present

agitation concerning speaking or telephonic telegraphs, the follow-

ing extract from M. Le Comte du Moncel's " Expose des Applica-

tions de I'Electricite," edition of the year 1857, vol. iii, p. 110, may
be interesting as pointing out how nearly the idea has been fore-

stalled.
" Thf. Electric Ihmsmission. of .Speech.—I did not wish to bring

forward in the chapter of the electric telegraph a fantastic concep-

tion of :i certain ]\I. Ch. B , who believes that it will be possible

to tiufisiiiit s])c('ch electrically, because it might have been asked

why I !i:i<l chissed among so many remarkable inventions an idea

that, |)r('si'nte(l by the author as it is, is not more than a dream.

However, to be faithful to the r^le that I have imposed upon my-
self of speaking of all the applications of electricity that have

become known to me, I wish to quote here the information which

the author has published on this subject.
' After the marvelous telegraphs which are able to reproduce at

a distance writing of this or that individual, and designs more or
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) advance
region of the marvellous. Nevertheless, essaying

to do something more, I asked, for example, if speech itself would
not be capable of transmission by electricity; in a word, if one
would not be able to speak at Vienna and be heard at Paris. The
thing is practicable. This is how : Sounds, it is known, are formed
by vibrations and carried to the ear by these same vibrations,
which are reproduced by the intermediate media.

' But the intensity of these vibrations diminishes very rapidly
with the distance, from which it follows, even in the employment
of speaking trumpets, tubes, and of acoustical horns, the limits

which cannot be surpassed are very restricted. Imagine that one
speaks near a mobile plate, flexible enoitgh not to lose any of the

vibrations produced by the voice, that this plate establishes and
interrupts successively the communication with a battery. You
would be able to hove at a distance another plate lohich would exe-

cute at the same tim.e the same vibration.
' It is true that the intensity of the sounds produced would be

variable at the point ofdeparture where the plate is vibrated by the

voice., and constant at the point of arrival where it is vibrated by
electricity. But it is demonstrable that this would not alter the
sounds.

' It is evident from the first that the sounds would reproduce
themselves with the same pitch in the scale. The actual condition
of acoustical science does not permit of saying, djyriori, whether
the same conditions would hold good for all syllables articulated

by the human voice. The manner in which these syllables are

produced is not yet sufficiently well known.

'In any case it is impossible to demonstrate, in the pjesent

state of science, that the electric transmission of sounds is impossi-
ble. Every probability, on the contrary, is for the possibility.

An electric battery, two vibrating plates, and a metallic wire will

suffice.

' It is certain that, at a time more or less distant, speech will be
transmitted to a distance by electricity. I have commenced some
experiments to that effect, they are delicate and require time and
patience. But the approximations obtained point toward a favor-

able result.' "

—

Nature, of Aug. 30.

II. Geology and Mineralogy.

1. Archman of Canada. (Letter from Mr. Henky G. Vennor,
of the Geological Survey of Canada, to J. D. Dana, dated Buck-
ingham, July 10th, 1877.)—I take the liberty of addressing thia

letter to you, on a subject in which I have for some years been

particularly interested, viz: the stratigraphical posit

economic minerals in what we have
Laurent!an system of rocks.
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I may briefly give you the results arrived at, after now some
ten years' work in Eastern Ontario and the adjoining portion of

the Province of Quebec, namely, Pontiac and Ottawa counties.

We find that there still exists a great Azoic formation, consisting

of syenite and gneiss (?) without crystalline limestones. In this

there are but little indications of stratification. Occasionally a

limited surface presents an approach to an obscure stratification,

but this does not appear to be due to the deposition of sediment.

This rock forms the back-bone of Canada. On it there has been

deposited a great series of gneisses, schists, slates, crystalline

limestones and dolomites, which, although heretofore grouped with

the former, is clearly distinct and unconformable. "This second

system contains all of the economics of any importance; none
having been found in the old fundamental red gneiss system. All

of these economics are in close proximity and have close relation-

ship to each of the four or five great bands of crystalline lime-

Enzoon Canadense belongs undoubtedly in

I been sparingly found in some of the lowe
highest band of crystalline limestone yet found, although this fos-

sil may, and indeed has been sparingly f

limestones. The celebrated Petite Nation locality for Eozoon,
h;is iiDW been proved to be on this highest band of limestone, and
in fact in the most recent jyortion of my second system; the zone of

litnefstone in which this fossil occurs is especially characterized by
an abundance of serpentine and chrysotile. It is further trav-

ersed by veins filled with baryta and galena, and these also

extend up through the Potsdam and Calciferous formations, but

do not enter far into the crystalline rocks, both minerals rapidly

giving out as we descend into these older rocks; while the fis-

sures themselves narrow to threads and bifurcate. This foct has

been proved by a close and careful investigation in Rossie, N. Y.,

and Lansdowne, Loughbon, Bedford, Madoc, and Tudor, in Can-

ada.

Immediately beneath the Eozoon limestone the apatite-bearing

belt of rocks come in with horizons of both heraatitic and mag-
netic iron ores-chiefiy the former; and immediately below these

again a great belt of ]>luinb:igo-bearing rock (extensively wrought
for this miiural in Ihirkiiigham and Lochaber, Ottawa county),

an important volume of crystalline limestone filled with rust-

i the second in

descending order. A short distance beneath this last (some

twenty or thirty chains), is an important and well-marked horizon

of magnetic iron ore—occasionally with layers of liematite, in

which occur a number of promising mines (e. g. the Baldwyn and
Forsythe mines, Hull, P 4 ; the Christies' Lake and Silver Lake
mines in South Sherbrooke, Lanark county, Ontario, etc.)

( )n a still lower horizon and close to the third belt of limestone,

there is another iron ore horizon of coarsely crystalline magnetite

with apatite intimately associated, which has now been identified

and followed continuously for upwards of one hundred miles.
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nportant volume of
latite iron ore (e g.

thefie in so far as investifjated, are supei-iicial deposits, only pene-
trating some fifty or eighty feet into the limestone ; but the par-
ticular layer in which "they occur may be followed by its deep
hematite red color throughout a great extent of country.
The ordei- then thus given to the economic minerals, just men-

tioned, is, in ascending order, as follows :—1st, hematitic iron ore

;

2d, magnetite and apatite (unimportant) ; 3d, magnetite and hema-
tite (important) ; 4th, plumbago (very extensive); 5th, phosphate
of lime, Avith iron ores (an important and extensively worked belt;
and then 6th, Eozoon Canadense in abundance with serpentine,
chrysotile and veins of baryta and galena.
You will thus observe that iron ore runs through the series,

though most impoitant in one horizon ; that plumbago (with
a great deal of pyi-ites cobaltiferous) is toward the upper por-
tion

; while the great body of apatite-bearing rock is at the very

Having established this important sequence my thoughts at
once flew back to the discoveries of phosphatic nodules and shells

in the Lower Silurian rocks at the Allumettes Kapids (Geology of
Canada, page 125), and in several places in the eastern townships
and elsewhere. Is it not prol)able that the source of our mineral
apatite is in the Lower Silurian rocks, whence it has penetrated
into the upper portion of the second division of the Laurentian
system? Or, may the Eozoo7i not have furnished a considerable

portion of the supply? Possibly Lingidce may have abounded
along with the Eozoon, but if so their remains have been entirely

other raetamorphism. I think

Silurian and uppermost crystal-

line rocks of the Laurentian is considerably lessened by the results

of our explorations, particularly as we can show that the same
veins which cut the former, affect the latter, but do jiot reach the
fundamental Azoic system, to which I must now (in my section)

k'hich tlx" term lluronian might as well be applied as any other.

I have fdund Labradorite i-ocks clearly interstratified with sey-

The Huronian and Hastings series of rocks I believe to be sim-

'ly an altered condition, on their westward extension, of the

portion of my second system ; and this alteration com-

hes Hastini^s county, where you willmences as this portion reaches
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remember Hunt, Macfarlane and others likened them to the Huro-
nian, while Sir William thought they more resembled some por-

tions of the Devonian.
2. The Geology of New Hampshire. C, H. Hitchcock, State

Geologist, J. H. Huntington, Warrkn Upham, and G. W.
Hawes, Assistants. Part II, Stratigraphical Geology. 684 pp.

Royal 8vo, with many maps, plates, and sections. Concord, 1877.

—This large volume consists mainly of chapters by Professor

Hitchcock. The geology of the Coos and Essex Topographical

district and of the west part of the Merrimac district, and some
other brief sections are by Mr. J. H. Huntington.
The difficulties of the survey have been great on account of the

extent of the surface covered by unbroken forests, and the dis-

turbed crystalline condition of the rocks. But, through great

labor, the distribution of the several kinds of metamorphic rocks

has been to a large extent made out, and is carefully described in

the Report. Professor Hitchcock has carried forward the work
with energy and fidelity, and has presented not only his own
views, but also, 'with fairness, as far as he has understood them,

the views of others. As to the conclusions from the facts pre-

sented in the volume. Professor Hitchcock is aware that the writer

diifers from him in many points ; and if in the remarks beyond

some of these differences are mentioned it will be without the

assumption on the writer's part that he is always right.

Professor Hitchcock refers the crystalline rocks of New Hamp-
shire—taking his latest conclusions from the closing pages of the

volume—to the following groups in ascending order:—Lauren-

tian; Montalban (inferior to Huronian, and so named from the

Latin for White Mountains) ; Lower and Upper Huronian ; above

these, Paleozoic with a query ; Cambrian ; the Coos group ;
the

Calciferous mica schist ; and above these, the Lower Helderberg.

Besides, there are various areas of eruptive granite recognized,

including those of the "Conway granite," "Albany granite,"

" C'hocorua series," and others.

The Zaurentian includes a porphyritic gneiss, Bethlehem
gneiss, Lake Winnipiseogee gneiss ; the Montalban, Concord gran-

ite, feldspathic mica schists, the associated gneisses, fibrolite

schists ; the Upper Huronian, hornblende schist, chlorite schist,

greenstones, and other rocks ; the Co68, staurolite slate, staurolitic

mica schist, quartzyte ; overlying the Coos, Calciferous mica

schist, in which obscure crinoidal fragments have been found.

The age of these rocks, the Helderberg excluded, has been

i led by his observations among New England rocks to

elude that, so far as lithological distinctions go, all the raeta-

rphic rocks of the White Mountains, with perhaps one or two
eptions, might belong to one of the ages in geology : (and that

n one stratum may, after metamorphism, be, in its different

ts, andalusite slate, mica schist, andalusitic mica schist, gneiss,
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porphyrilic gneiss, granite). As to what age, or whether to one,
or to more than one, the facts thus far collected afford no satis-

factory basis, as the writer believes, for a decisive opinion.
Further: observations in different parts of New England have
convinced him that the granites, supposed by Professor Hitch-
cock to be eruptive, may be for the most part, if not in all cases,

metamorphic; and this appears to be sustained by the facts, as to

position and relation to the other rocks, connected with the gran-
ite of Mt. Willard (one of the areas made eruptive), as is pointed
out beyond.
The account of the White Mountain region occupies lYO pages

of the Report, and will attract especial attention. Following this

comes a chapter on the geology of the Connecticut Valley, which
also is of prominent importance in connection with New England
geological investigations.

The chief facts of intere

^ ower Helderberg
fossils—corals, crinoids, or brachiopods, associated with various

metamorphic rocks. These places are in Littleton and North Lis-

bon, New Hampshire, and in Bernardston, Massachusetts. The
limits of the Helderberg areas are laid down with some acknowl-
edged doubts as to whether the group does not embrace also the
" Cods group ;" and there is room left for a query whether they
should not include also what is called the " Lisbon group" (chlo-

rite schist, chlorite rocks or greenstones, with some hydromica
slate, etc.), and the "Lyman group." Tlie section given on page
326 of the Littleton rocks represents a synclinal of slate (the

uppermost bed), limestone, and quartzyte, with beds of the "Lis-
bon group" and " Lyman group" essentially conformable to the

limestone. Plate xv (facing p. 385), contains another section of
this region, showing the same conformability of the Lyman, Lis-

bon, and Helderberg groups. On pages 329 and 331, this con-

formability is again exhibited in sections, and also on plate xiii.

Professor Hitchcock, however, calls the Lisbon and Lyman groups
Huronian, a conclusion that is not suggested by the above-raen-

The relations of the Helderberg limestone of Bernardston to

the associated micaceous, homblendic and other rocks the writer
has interpreted very differently from Professor Hitchcock, and he
will give the results of new observations in another number of

this Journal.

Some of the most interesting facts in the White Mountain
region are those observed along the valley west of the Mount
Washington range of peaks. This valley, at the Notch and
south of it (here trending about north-and-south), has Mount Wil-
lard and Mount Willey on the west (the latter two miles south
of the former), and Mount Webster on the east, opposite Mount Wil-
ley. The rocks of the west side in this part are, going southward,
a light-colored well characterized granite (" Conway Granite"),

the chief constituent of Mount Willard, in view above the Notch;
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) true granite, forra-

_ ,
east of the JVioiint

Willard granite, in the Notch ; then, continuing southward, but
at first a little westward, andahisite slate, meeting the Mount
Willard granite parallel with its bedding, as if conformable to it,

and extending southward to the top of 31ount Willey; then, on
the southeast side and foot of Mount Willey, the Mount Willard
granite again, which becomes, five miles south of the Xotch, at

the Frankenstein cliff, a dark gray granite for some distance, and
then changes abruptly to syenyte.* The andalusite slate where
it adjoins the Mount Willard granite is, for a varying width

—

twenty feet below and two hundred feet above—an argyllyte-

porphyry, it containing orthoclase and quartz, both of which
minerals are in distinct crystals within a few yards of the granite.

The rocks of the east side of the valley are, just north of the

Notch, well characterized gneiss ; then, at the Notch and below
it, the same hard granitoid gneiss that occurs on the west side,

seldom distinct in dip and strike ; then farther south, Conway or

Mount Willard granite, at the base and up the slope of Mount
Webster; and above this, far up the sides of this mountain, the

"Montalban schists" (fcldspathic mica schist chiefly), the charac-

tei-izing rock of the Mount Washington range. The rocks of the

region and of Mount Washington dip, with some local exceptions,

to the westward.
The above facts respecting the rocks are here cited from the

Report, as an introduction to a point of very prominent interest

—

the existence in the valley of a long series of great veins of coarse

granite, and of a remarkable range of " breccia-granite." These
veins are numerous and large at the Notch ; and they occur also

to the south, on nearly the same line, far up the western slope of

Mount Webster, where some of them are twenty to thirty feet

wide. The breccia-granite has the same general range with the

veins. Just below the Notch, on its western side, there is a large

exposure of it, and it here extends. Professor Hitchcock obser'
" 1,200 feet along the rail - - • - , . .,

or valley, this breccia-gr£

and then, south of this, in a cliff on the west side of Mount ^

f the top of Mount Willard, where
' ' hundred feet. Its

from the Notch, "is not in a right line, on

shiftings of the rock, not fully understood."

_ Le is made up of large and small masses of

chiefly a dark micaceous gneiss, m a paste of granite, some of the

masses a yard in length.

* According to the writer's observations at the place, the granite becomes sye-

nyte by a substitution of hornblende for black uuca (biotite). The other ingredi-

ents are precisely the same—^gray feldspar and gray quartz, so that the two rooks

are siratigraphically one. It is an interesting example of the abrupt transition

between these two rocks, and is well worthy of a visit from those who are inter-

ested in lithological questions. The idea that the two rocks were perhaps upper
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Again : a similar breccia-granite occurs one to two miles north
of the Notch, (pp. 163, 165). Two miles southwest of Crawford's,
on Cascade Brook, the Mount Willard gran-
ite "contains many fragments of the hard Ijj^w v '^V,

'

^^J'.\

Montalban schists, sometimes from twelve '^lm\ '^ \
' ^^,\ '

to fourteen feet long; and several of them '^^Kj^^ - '
"

'• -

'

seem to carry andalusite quite abundantly."* .
' * ' '^^Mi\ ' *

J
'

'

Half a mile farther west up this same brook, - «

; >^Jp^
' ' '^

andalusite slate succeeds to the granite (but 1 • ^^^^^- I 'm',

rock, like that observed in Mount Willard), -' '"-^^^^^ - -
"

-

The writer had the pleasure, in 187o, of ^^}, ^^§m^
examining this part of the Wliite Mountain .' \ '-m<^'^}6j>^^
region with Professor Hitchcock, and adds ; : '^>^-^^^^R'
here a cut representing a portion, six feet ' .;;_^^^fci" ^^P-
wide, of the surface of breccia-granite, just 'J^^^^^'^^\ '.

below the Notch.
The great number and large size of the granite veins extending

along the gorge in a north-and-south direction, and the extensive
rang'e of breccia-granite following the same course, seem to sus-

tain the opinion, which Professor Hitchcock quotes in his Report
from the writer, that the gorge, like most valleys of the Appa-
lachians, was probably the course of a lofty anticlinal, the frac-

tures in which led to degradation and so determined the forma-
tion of the valley. And if this conclusion be right, the Blount

Washington range may correspond to a nearly parallel synclinal.

seems probable that the hard siliceous granitoid gneiss of the

Mount W'illard (or Conway) granite is the next metamorphic
stratum on both the east and west sides, it lying conformably
against the slate in Mount Willard and elsewhere; and that the

andalusite slate on the west and the Montalban schists (often anda-
lusitic, and part an andalusitic slate) together on the east, consti-

tute the succeeding stratum. The dissimilarity in the eastern

and western portions of this last stratum may be a consequence of
a small variation from east to west in the constitution of the sedi-

ments and of ditterences in the degree of metamorphism. The
dissimilarity is cliemically small; for the analysis of the andalu-

sitic slate from this region by Mr. G. W. Hawcs (Report, p. 233)
found it to consist (No! 1, below) of—

SiO, AIO3 FeOa FeO MnO MgO K,0 Na^O TiO, H,0

which corresponds very nearly to the constitution of commo
mica (muscovite), or rather the hydrous variety margarodite, 011

* A similar breccia-granite occurs in the Franconia Notch, near the Basi;

where (p. 137 of Professor Hitchcock's Report) masses " of porphyritic granifc

dark gneiss, homblendic and other siliceous rocks, are cemented together by
^'-"^^

athic paste." Other localities also are mentioned.
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analysis of which is cited in No. 2 ; and also, for half of it, as Mr.
Hawes suggests, to that of common feldspar (orthoclase). The
slate is peculiar in affording so large a percentage of alkali (7 '78),

and so small of silica ; but it varies in its silica, being in some
places an "argillaceous quartzyte;" in others a "felsitic slate,"

weathering white.

This view that the andalusite-slates and Montalban schists

(which also are often andalusitie) correspond to a stratum higher
in the series than the Mount Willard granite is sustained by the

occurrence of masses of them in the bed of granite on Cascade
Brook (see above) ; for in the fracturing and crushing of the rocks,

the detached masses would naturally fall to the level of the lower
strata from those above. The breccia-granite the writer attributes

to a crushing of the walls of great fractures during the period of

uptumiiig and metamorphism,—the metamorphism of the frag-

ments and of the rock fractured, and the making of the granite,

having gone on in the same epoch, like the making of the granitic

veins ; and not, as held by Professor Hitchcock, to the breaking
5 long before made by metamorphism, and the including

ng the

ods it ]

; strike of the andalusite slate from its southern point at the

summit of Mount Willey, northward, is, according to Professor

Hitchcock, N. 10° E., and it varies little from this except adjoin-

! Mount Willard granite, where for one or two hundred
b bend to the westward. The northern limit of the

narrow slate area is in the high region northwest of Mount Wil-

lard, the whole length being about ten miles. A finely porphy-

rytic or " spotted" granite named the " Albany granite," is stated

to bound it on the west and to occur where it disappears to the

north. Whether the slate disappears by dipping beneath the

granite, or by passage into it, is not stated. This Albany granite

is in the larger part a granite without quartz (p. 143), and hence

may have nearly the constitution of the slate.

Professor Hitchcock states that the porphyritic granitoid rock,

ten to two hundred feet wide, which marks the junction in Mount
Willard of the andalusite slate and Mount Willard granite, resem-

bles the "Albany granite." This peculiar junction-rock indicates,

in the writer's view, that the stratum of granitic mud or sand

from which the Mount Willard granite was made, and that from
which the andalusitie slate proceeded, had some beds of passage

;

there was a transition in the raetamorphic products because of a

transition in the material and in other conditions.

The structure of the White Mountains is so exceedingly com-
plex, that it may reasonably give rise to widely diverse explana-

tions. The view the writer has here presented seems at least to

be worth considering in the future study of the region.
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JNew Hampshire.
The Geological Map, illustrating this volume, is in the hands of

the engraver. It is on a scale of two and a half inches to the

The third and last volume of the Survey will contain a report
by Mr. Warren Uphara on the Quaternary of New Hampshire

;

and one by Mr. George W. Hawes, on the Lithology oi the State,
both chemically and microscopically considered. j. d. d.

3. Preliminary Report on the Paleontology of the Black Hills^
by R. P. Whitfield. TJ. S. Geogr. and Geol. Survey of the
T>--i—

Mountain region, J. W. I*owkm. in Charge, 50 pages,
vashington.—This valuable report contains

ucHcnpnons oi new species of fossils from Primordial, Juras-
sic and Cretaceous formations ; and in the final report on the
paleontology of the Black Hills, it will be accompanied with six-

Rocky Moi]
8vo, July,

the genus Orepicephalus {Loganellus), C. centralis, and C. pla-
nus ' the new Jurassic, species of Pecten^ Pseudomonotis, My-
tilus^ Trapezium, Pleuroinya, Tancredia, Dosinia, Psammobia,
Neoera, Saxicava / and besides there are eighteen new species
of Cretaceous fossils. In all, the number of Jurassic species re-

pecies, seventy. The sixteen lithographic

piaies are mil oi well-drawn and finely engraved figures.

4. The Age of the Tejon group, California.—The following is

from a paper by Dr. J. G. Cooper in the Proceedings of the Cali-

lornia Academy of Sciences, for Nov. 16, 1874—The evidence of
the age of the Tejon group is so far derived from only a few marine
fossils which have been referred by different authors to the Creta-

, the Eocene, and the Miocene. Conrad, the Nestor of Ameri-

/ planicosta,

the Tejon g

gS
jongroi
hat fing

, this shell differed from Cardita

, and referred the Tejon group to

the Cretaceous, finding in it a very few species which he considered
identical with the lower beds, proved to be Cretaceous by the
presence of numerous Ammonites. He also stated, in an article in

our Proceedings, published November, 1866, that "a solitary

ammonite, represented by half a dozen specimens, has been found
by myself in place, even to the very top of the formation." This
slender evidence (which might be rejected after finding a Carbonif-

erous fossil in a Pliocene deposit) is all the proof we have of the

Tejon beds being Cretaceous ; and that it is quite arbitrary is shown
by the other fossils found with it being nearly all different from
the lower ones, less than one-tenth of the Cretaceous shells being

Am. Joub. Sci,—Third Sebibs, Vol. XIV, No. 83.—Oct., 1877.
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common to both according to Gabb, of which several may he dis-

tinct. On the other hand, many of the Tejon group are scarcely

distinguishable from Tertiary and living forms. One, Aturia
Mathewsoni% is so near the Eocene A. zigzag, as to have been

me in a stratum just beneath the Mt. Diablo coal, and apparently
on the same level as those from Clayton and " Curry's," found by
Gabb, so that its existence above the Coal, or in the Tejon group
itself, is perhaps accidental. But, to pass by this doubtful fact, we
have still later strata, referred to the Eocene by Conrad, near the

mouth of the Columbia, where we would expect the first Tertiary

rface, and this time the Eocene Aturia zigzag

Mr. Gabb,
mitting that this time it is the true zigzag, is so opposed

)n Miocene.

Is, of which there an
shows, ho

again appears, though with a different group of shells. Mr. Gabb,
while admitting that this time it is the true zigzi '

""

to recognizing any Eocene here, that he calls the foi

The general character of these fossils, of which there are several in

the Academy's Museum, shows, however, that they are of a more
tropical growth than any of our Miocene species, the Atui^ia itself

being very similar to the JVautili now living in the tropics.

Though perhaps mixed with Miocene species among the broken

rocks so numerous on the lower Columbia shores, it is most proba-

ble that true Eocene strata exist there, and, as shown by the

Academy's specimens, extend south nearly to California, where
later strata cover them. From all we yet know, we may assume
that the gap between the Cretaceous and Tertiary, so marked on

the Atlantic shores, was bridged over in part by the existence

here of the "Tejon Group," continuing Cretaceous forms of mol-

lusca down so as to be contemporaneous with the Eocene epoch

there, or the earlier part of it, just as we find the flora and fauna

of Australia resembling forms fossil in the Eocene formation of

Europe, but continued to the present epoch. After, perhaps, a

short geological period of convulsion and death, we find the

Eocene raollusca appearing in Oregon, just preceding the Miocene,
nearly like those of the Atlantic basin.

5. J^hssil Tertiary Insects of Quesnel, British Columbia.—^Ir.
S. H. ScuuDER has described, in the Canada Geological Report
for 1875-76, the following Columbian Tertiary species of insects.

HYAfxopTEKS ; Formica arcaria, Pimpla saxea, P. senecta, Ca-

lyptites (n. gen.) antediluvianum. Diptkks : BoUtina se/ndta,

Brachypeza abita, B. procera, Trichonta Dawsoni, Anthomyia in-

unimata, A. Burgessi, Ileteromyza senilis, Sciomyzn revelnta, Li-

thortalis {n. gen.) picta, Lonchma senescens, Palloptera morticina.

Coleopteka: Prometopia depilis. Hemiptera: the Aphid,
Lachtitts petro«)tm, with mention of an imperfect specimen of a

Neuropter.

6. On the first discovered traces of Fossil Insects in American
Tertiaries, and on new Corabidcefrom the interglacial deposits of
Scarborough Heights, near Toronto, Canada, by Samuel H. Scud-

DER. From the Bulletin of the U. S, Geol. and Geogr. Survey, F.



Si/nphidm, Muscldm :

ress by the Secretary of Mines, loith Reports on the Geology^
Mineralogy and Physical Structure of various parts of the Col-
ony, by R. A. F. Murray, F. M. Krause, N. Taylor, A. W.
HowiTT, W. XiciioEAs, J. Cosmo Newbeky, and Professor V. IMc-

Report of
out in Decade IV of tl

tovia by Professor McCc,

,

plates are devoted to the Diprotodon which, "like the Megathe-
rium of South America, was obviously a feeder on the twigs and
foliage of trees, like their diminutive representatives of modern
times." On Plate Y are represented Favosites Goldfussi, " agree-
ing in every respect with tlie European Devonian coral," Spirlf-
era Imvicosta, a species also of England and abounding in the
Middle Devonian limestones of the Eifel, Chonetes Australis,
" closely allied to the C. sarcinulata of the Rhenish Devonian
beds," 'Asterolepis ornata, "almost identical with specimens found
in the Russian Old Red Sandstone ;" on Plate VI are figures of

Howitti, Sphenopteris IgioMiensis, and Cordaites

I the Upper Devonian of Gippsla '

Gippsl;

tailed c

Mr. Howitt describes the basalts, and other rocks of North
and, and gives figures of thin slices of the rocks, with de-

•iptions. The volume contains also facts on other for-

ns in Victoria, and much on auriferous veins.

Tantalite.—I have lately had sent to me a mass of tanta-

?ighing about 500 grams, coming from Professor Eugene A.
Smith, State Geologist of Alabama; its exact localit

is not given. It is the first time that tantalite has been found i

the United States; its specific gravity is over 7-2. It is a surfac

specimen, and has undergone partial decomposition in the crei

ices. It is an important discovery at the present time, Avliile thi

Minn,

111. Botany and Zoology.

1. Morphology of the Dentary System in the Jlwnan Race.—
Dr. E. Lambert, of Brussels, has given the characteristics of the

teeth in the different races of Man a. careful study, and has

arrived at the following important conclusions, here derived from
the Bulletin of the Royal Academy of Belgium, 46th year, No. 5,
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In the white race, the triturating surface of the canines does

not project beyond that of the other teeth, the two premolars are

equal in volume, the first true molar is the largest, and the last or

wisdom tooth is the smallest. In the black race, the contrary is

true in all these points, the canines projecting beyond the teeth

adjoining, the posterior premolar being the largest, and the true

molars increasing in size posteriorly.

In the white race, the molars have ordinarily only four cusps;

in the black, five. If in the white race there are five, it is the

first molar which has them ; while in the black it is the last.

In the yellow race, there is usually a slight increase in the size of

the molars from the interior to the posterior, as in the black race

;

and, as in the black race, there is a fifth cusp on the wisdom tooth.

In the black race, the diameters of the incisors are larger than

in the white race, and the triturating surface of the canines is

larger than that of the teeth adjoining.

In the black race, there is a slight diastema, which does not

exist in the white race, and the inner tubercle of the premolar is

less developed than the outer—as in the man-apes. In the inferior

premolars, the first has often an inner tubercle feebly developed,

which again manifests a slight approximation toward the man-

In the black race, the superior molars have the antero-posterior

diameter equal to the bi-lateral ; in the white race, it is always

smaller, and, in the yellow, the form is intermediate.

There is more difierence in the teeth between the black race

and the yellow than between the yellow and the white. How-
ever, the Malay branch, the type of the brown race of D'Omalius,

seems to be transitional between the black and the yellow as

regards the general volume of the teeth, the number of cusps of

the large inferior molars, and the tendency to an increase of size

of molars posteriorly.

The American race—the red race of D' Omalius usually united

with the yellow—presents so nearly the dentary characters of the

black race that Dr. Lambert unites the two. The Australians,

Tasraanians, and New Caledonians present, in some respects, an

exaggeration of the dentary characters of the African negro, and

also stronger prognathism.
The crania from the caves of Furfooz (Belgium), have the

inferior molars decreasing in size backward, as in the white race

;

and it is the same with the seventy neolithic crania exhimied at

Hasti5res. But the Paleolithic lower jaw from Naulette (Bel-

gium), as has been remarked by MM. Prtlner Bey, Broca and
Carter Blake, approximates most that of the Australian and New
Caledonian races, showing a resemblance in the age of the mam-
moth between man in Belgium and the existing races of their

antipodes. Dr. Lambert's paper is published at length in the

Bulletin of the Academy.
2. Arheiten cms dem zoologische-zootomischen Institut im

WUrtzburg. 8vo. Herausgegeben von Prof. Dr. Carl Semper.—



) pages, ^

! Plathelr

Uranogenital system of the Amphibia, by Dr. J. VV. Sprexgel,
and Segmentation
to the homologies

between Vertebrates, Annelids, and Anthropods, by C. Semper,
""

ith 12 folded plates; Studies on the Turbellaria (on
jlrainthids) by Charles Sedowick Mihot, of Boston, 62

pages, with 5 plates ; on the saliva and cement glands of the Deca-
pods, by Dr. M. Buaux, 8 pages, with 1 plate ; Remarks on the
" Nephrofneusten" of v. Ihering, by C. Semper.

3. On the Brain of Chimmra monstrosa, by B. G. Wilder,
Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philad., May 29, 1877. 34 pp. 8vo, with a
plate.

IV. Astronomy.

1. N'ew Planets.—In a letter to the editoi-s Prof. Watson says:
" The following are the places, from the observations provisionally

reduced, of the two planets recently discovered by me.
Planet (174) discovered August 8th, magnitude 10-3.

Arm Arbor. Mean Time. {lU)a. (lU)^?.
^^

No. Comp.

1877, Augusts, 10 50 2122 39-10 -\Q 4 7-0 2

Observatory, Ann Arbor, September 10, 1877.

2. Time of Rotation of Saturn.—Froiessor Hall discovered on
the night of December 7th, a bright spot on the ball of Saturn.

Notice was sent to various astronomers and the spot was observed
at Pou^hkeepsie, Albany, Hartford, eta The spot was followed,

and its position measured at Washington untilJan. 2d, or through
more than sixty revolutions. Assuming that the spot had no
proper motion on the surface of Saturn, Professor Hall obtains for

the time of one revolution on its axis

10^ 14'" 23'-8± 2^-30.

Iielieved could not be in error as much as two minu
rious mistake his time for the rotation of the ring,

'•8, has been hitherto given in almost all treatises on

the time of rotation of the planet itself.
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3. Hie newly discovered satellites of Mars.—The
of this remarkable discovery made by Prof. Hall was too late

to appear in the body of the September number of the Journal,

but was given upon the third page of the cover. It is of such

exceptional importance that we give in full Admiral Rodgers' Re-
port to the Secretary of the Navy, dated August 21st.

"Sir: the outer satellite of Mars was first observed by Profes-

sor Asaph Hall, U. S. N., on the night of the 11th of August,
iCTT Cloudy weather prevented the certain recognition of its

3 planet moved
\ first observed

through s

over thirt

fessor Hall. On Saturday,

• hands. This dis-

port. On August 1 9th the discovery was communicated 1

Smithsonian Institution, by which it was announced to the A
can and European observatories in the following dispatch :

Two satellites of Mars discovered by Hall, at Washington.
JF'irst, elongation west, Aiigtist ] 8, eleven hours, Washington time.

Distance eighty seconds. Period, thirty hours. Distance of
second, fifty seconds.

It will be seen hereafter that the statement of fifty seconds as

the distance of the inner one was erroneous. The observations

hitherto made are as follows :

The First Satellite.

13 7;y='7i"9'(2):';.'-'.:";..=8o-83 (^ •• Hall'

13 36 «=80-4 (1) " Hall.

1(5 2,j>= 85-5(2); 16 19,' .=63-24 (3) "

ii\10 28, ^=25T7{3); 10 18, s=82-93 (8) " Newcomb.
10 57, ^,=244-5(1); 11 6, .=81-6 (1) " Harkness.
11 60, j)=246-6 (4); 11 57, s=81-77 (4) "

14 32, ^=232-1 (4); 14 39, «=61-04 (4) " HalL
LI 42, p=283-2 (2); 11 49, «=46-20 (4) "

15 43, },=255-4 4 15 52 *=81-37 6) "

20,110 28,^= 61 -1 (3); 10 33. «=7607 (2) "

L157, j,= 52-1 (4); 12 7, .=59-93 (4) "

The Second Satellite.

HalL

7, Aug. 17, :16 \ p= 730 (2); 16 21, .=30-81 (4) Obs., Hall.

ll3],jD=248-8(2); 11 37, .= 34-65 (4)
- HalL

19,']

\l 15,' pZ^lll {?),- Is 26,' *~31-95 (3) |'
Hall."

Hall.
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From these observations Professor Newcomb has derived '

)llowing approximate circular elements of the orbits. The pre

ble errors assigned are only very rough estimates.

The Outer Satellite.

e [9-5930]-;

Position angles of apsides of apparent orbit .70°, 2

Passage through the west apsis (jp=250°), Aug. 19, 16-6h, W. m. t.

Period of revolution .30h 14

Hourly motion in Areocentric longitude -ll-°90

Longitude of ascending node 82-°8d
Position of pole of orbit in celestial sphere Long. 352-°8

E.A. 316-1

Decl. +53-8

These elements gave for the mass of Mars ——

-

The Inner Satellite.

Major semi-axis of apparent orbit at distance [9-5930]. ...33-"0±l'

Hourly motion in Areocentric longitude -..4:7-°ll

Passage through the eastern apsis (p=TO°), Aug. 20, 13-Oh, W. m. t.

-i. 7'Ae American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac for the

year 1880, has been issued, under t'
' ' -- ~

Coffin, by the Bureau of Navigatic
•5. Doe» the Motion of the imie;

Nebular Hypothesis.^ by Professor Daniel Kir
ter to the Editors.)—From eight measurements of the position and
distance of the inner satellite of Mars as taken by Professor Hall
within three days from the date of his first observation. Professor

Newcomb found the period to be seven hours and thirty-eight

niinutes. On the theory, therefore, of a circuhir orbit the satellite

is within 3400 miles of the planet's surface. Professor Hall re-

marks that the diameters of the Martial satellites are extremely
small, probably not more than 50 or 100 miles. It is interesting

to observe that even with the larger limit the bodies are smaller
in comparison with their primary than any other secondaries in

the solar system. According to Proctor, Mars revolves on its

axis in 241^ 37"' 22-735^ The inner satellite, therefore, com])lete8

e superintendence of Professc

^ 1 at Washington.
Does the Motion of the inner satellite of Mars disprov

of the primary.' Those

jible edge of the dusky



I about eight hours. " These rings of
mical, must be gradually deca
r motion round the planet there

be continual impacts amongst the separate portions of the i

and of two which impinge, one may be accelerated, but it will be
accelerated at the expense of the other. The other falls out of

the race, as it were, and is gradually drawn in towards the planet.

The consequence is that, possibly not so much on account of the

improvement of telescopes of late years, but perhaps simply in

consequence of this gradual closing in of the whole system, a new
ring of Saturn has been observed inside the two old ones,—what
is called from its appearance the crape ring, which was narrow
when first observed, but is gradually becoming broader. That is

formed of the laggards, as it were, which liave been thrown out

of the race, and which are gradually falling in towards the plan-

et's surface."*

The process by which, in the case of Saturn's rings, the period

of revolution has become less than that of the planet's rotation is

here clearly indicated. It is not impossible that a similar process

may have been in operation during the forming period of the

Martial system. Unless some such explanation as this can be

given, the short period of the inner satellite will doubtless be
regarded as a conclusive argument against the nebular hypothesis,

t 2Tth, 187T.

Scientific Intelligence.

1. American Association for the Advancement of Science.—
The twenty-sixth meeting of the American Association opened at

Nashville, on Wednesdav, August 29th. Professor Newcomb, of

Washington, was the President of the meeting. The local com-
mittee, consisting of Messrs. Lindsley, Lupton, Safford and others,

citizens of Nashville, contributed greatly to the success of the

meeting by the aiTangements they had made for the reception

and entertainment of the members, an<l for the convenience of the

several sessions. The hospitality of the people was unbounded,
and the provisions for excursions were of the most generous kind.

The attendance was large, though not equal to that of some meet-
ings, owing to the season of the year for a place so far south, and
the distance (over a thousand miles) from the Atlantic sea-board.

Through the generosity of Mr. Samuel Watkinis, of Nashville,

and others of the local committee, there were sent to the associa-

tion, for distribution among its members, 400 copies of a volume
containing as follows : Second Annual report of the Hoard of

Health, gotten out with special reference to this Association; re-

port on the Topography of Nashville, by Major Wilbur F. P^oster,

illustrated with a map embracing an area of three miles ; report

on the Geology of Nashville, by Professor Safford, State Geologist

;

report on the Water-supply, with a careful analysis, by Professor

* Tate's Recent Advances in Phys. Sei., p. 259.
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Lupton ; report upon the Climate of ^J'ashville, by Dr. A. C. Ford,
of the Signal Service ; interesting facts in Nashville's history,
taken from the newspapers and other sovirces, by Anson Nelson,
Secretary of the Tennessee Historical Society; report by the
Health officer upon the Sanitary condition of Nashville ; a com-
plete index, by Dr. George Blackie. Dr. Lindsley, through whom
the gift was made, said that it was intended as a memorial vol-
ume. The gift was received with a hearty vote of thanks.
The place appointed for the meeting in 1878 was St. Louis, and

the time, the third Wednesday in August. Professor O. C.
Marsh was elected President for the ensuing year ; R. B.
Thuuston, of Hoboken, New Jersey, Vice-President of Section A;
A. R. Grote, of Buffalo, Vice-President of Section B ; and H. C.
Bolton, General Secretary.
The retiring President, Professor W. B, Rogers, was unable to

be present at the meeting, and hence the occasion failed of a
Presidential Address, which in this case was looked for with high
expectations.

The evening session of Wednesday was occupied with a lecture,
by Professor Newcomb, on the recent astronomical discoveries

—

that of the Satellites of Mars by Professor Asaph Hall, and that
of oxygen in the atmosphere of the sun by Professor Henry
Draper; remarks, by Professor James Hall, on the histoiy of the
Association, and the work it had done ; a lecture, by Professor
J. Lawrence Smith, on meteonc stones ; and a paper, by Professor
A. R. Grote, on an International Scientific Service.

Professor Marsh, the Vice-President of Section B, occupied
Thursday evening with a discourse on the "Introduction and Suc-
cession of Vertebrate Life in America," which was rich in facts

from his own hard work among the vertebrate fossils of the
Rocky Mountain region and other parts of the continent, also

from the extended observations of Leidy, Cope, and other investi-

gators in the same field, and which set forth the succession of ver-

tebrate life, and the bearing of the whole on its introduction, with
a fulness, as regards mammals, before unequalled. Professor
Marsh's paper will appear in the following number of this Journal.
On Monday a very valuable discourse was delivered by Professor
Daniel Wilson "on the races of America."
The nimiber of important papers read in the several sections

was small. The following is a list of those read or accepted for

L Section of 3Tathematics, Astronomy and Physics.

On a New Type of Steam Engine, theoretically capable of utilizing the full Me-
hanical Equivalent of Heat Energy; and on some points of Theory indicating its

racticability, R. H. Thuhston.—On a new method of planning researcheis, and
f representing to the Eye the Resu"

the Trifid Nebula, M. 20,
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The l^hysics ot tfie Mississippi river t)%iow the Red river, C. &. Fobshet.—The
Physics of the Gulf of Mexico, id.

On a Measurement of the wave-length of the Blue line of the Spectrum of

Indium, T. G. Mendexhall.—On the proposed modification in the Metric System

Improvement in use of the Reflecting Goniometer, H. W. Wilet.
A novel Radiometer, Mr. Jeffrey.
The Monetary Question, E. B. Elliott.—On Standard Time, id.

On the Relation of Organ to Function ; or of Form in general to Mode of

Energy Received and Exerted, R. L. Kirkpateick.

11. Subsection of Chemistry and Mineralogy.

A Steam blast for general use in laboratories, with illu

1 boiling liquids with a

8 adopted in the analyses c

The various methods of separating and determining Barium, Strontium

Calcium. Part I. Determination of Strontium, P. Schwkitzer.—On some ii

eating deductions from the solubility of difficultly soluble substances, id.

Note on the Separation of Iron from Cobalt and Nickel, A. H. Elliott.

) Vegetation, id.

On Sex in Flowers, T. Meehan.
The Law of Repetition, Miss Vikginia K. Bow:
On the Respiration of Amia, B. G. Wilder.
Agamous reproduction among the Cynipida?, H. F. Bassett.

D. Cope.—On the Classification of tl

ssee, J. M. Safpobd.—Notice of a specimen of Cyrtodonta ventricosi

the Geographical and Geological Distribution of the genus Beatricea, i

1 other Fossil Corals in the Rocks of the Cincinnati Group, N. S. Si

Galley, id.—On the continuation of the folds of the Alleghany Chain to the Nc
f the Delaware River, id.—On the Recent Formation of a small Anticlinal I

n Lincoln County, Kentucky, id.

New specimens from the Water Lime Group at Buffalo, A. R. Gkote and W

On the Annual Deposits of the Missouri River durin

f Washoe, Nevada, T. Stebry Hunt.—Notes on
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Topopraphv of the Oil Region of Tennessee and the Oil Sf

f McKinnv Tlill. Tennessee, E. L. Drake.
ated brown oxide of Iron, E. T.

n (cotton plant) considered with reference

B. S. Hedbick.
Atmospheric Concussion as a Means of Disinfection, Mrs. U. R. Ingram.

IV. St(bsectio7i of Anthropolof/y.

On the Origin of the Japanese, S. Isawa.
The former and present numbers of our Indians. G. M^llery.
Additional Facts concerning Artilicial Perforation of the Cranium in Ancient

Habits of the Moqui Tn^be, K A. Barber.
Some Popular Errors concerning the Xorth American Indians, J. W. Powell.

—Introduction to the Studv of Indian Language, id.

On the ancient eAcavationd in Western North Carolina. A. A. Julien.
Report on rhe E.Tploration of the Graves of the Mound Builders in Scott and

Mississippi Counties, Missouri, H. X. Rust.
Observations on the skull of the Comanche, T. 0. SirMiiERS, Jr.

7);sta?U Fohits visible fron, Jit. Wmhlnqtim ; by W. 11.

t>, uiul h = ("levation in feet. Thev n.a

mago,<r,„,„.thl,<,nl<
;;;;';

\mu
-Mt. ("jinnrl, Mai

and ju.t ..viT .Mt. a1i:u

Mai.H'. an.! i^ r.;„li

^^i.le. it is sai.l ll

:^U.15igeluw:<li>ta ru-e : ilh 35" euhl, and nearly
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over Mt. Hayes. It appears as three rounded hills. Just to the
south of it and far beyond is a mountain with a very sharp apex,
which is sometimes called Katahdin, but this is a mistake. Mt.
Abraham : distance 65 miles, position north 40° east, and somewhat

called Katahdir
tion north 45° east, and about half way between Mt. Hayes and
Mt. Moriah. It is said to appear rising over a nearer saddle-shaped
mountain, and to be recognized by its sharp peak—the sharpest in

all the view from Washington. If visible at all in summer, it

would be far the faintest object in sight in that direction. Mt.
Blue, Maine: distance 57 miles, position

way between Surprise j
" "' ' ' ^'

pyramidal peak, and is r

Coast Survey Station.

Portland, Maine: dist

and over the northern summit of Doublehead. It appears
a low white hill, with a long light blue line beyond it. With a

telescope the hill resolves itself into a mass of closely packed white

houses, and the blue line is seen to be thickly studded with sails.

The Ocean, however, is not as often seen as some more distant

objects in other dii

distinguishing distf

in this direction see

Lake Sebago,

.

t. Gemeast, and over Mt. Gemini. It is 14 miles long, and about 11 wide.

Mt. Agamenticus, Maine: distance 80 miles, position south 24°

I flat rounded hill of considerable height in the southern

part of Maine, and forms a conspicuous landmark for sailors.

Isles of Shoals, coast of New Hampshire : distance 97 miles, posi-

tion south 22° east. They are very difficult to see, and are situa-

ted on the horizon just to the right of Agamenticus. Mt. Unca-
noonuc, New Hampshire: distance 92 miles, position south 9°

west, and half way between Mts. Crawford and Passaconnaway.
Twin summits near Manchester. Mt. Wachusett, Massachusetts ;

distance 126-5 miles, position south 13° west, and just to the right

of Whitcface, if it is visible. Mt. Monadnock, New Hampshire:
distance lo4-5 niiles, position south 22° west, and a little to the

Kcarsarcrc, New Hampshire: distance" 70 miles, position south 24"

west, and half way between Sandwich Dome and Carrigain.
Mt. Graylock, western Massachusetts: (Ustiincc 147 miles, posi-

tion south 40° west, and just over the summit of Mt. Webster. It

has a pointed summit and is situated in the nortliwest corner of

Massachusetts, near the Hoosac Tunnel, arul is the hlL-'hest moun-
tain in the State, being 3,505 feet high, or about the same as Cho-
corua. It is extremely difficult to see, as it is, next to Katahdin,
the most distant point visible. The Guide Book says it is 160
miles distant ; this, however, is an error.

Mt. Ascutney, Vermont : distance 85 miles, position south 45°

west. Situated in Windsor, Vermont, close to the Connecticut
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River. Killington Peaks, Green Mountains: distance 91 miles,
position south 59° west, and between Mts. Liberty and Blue.
Twin peaked summits near Rutland, Vermont. Camel's Hump,
Green Mountains : distance 80 miles, position north 8*?° west, and
just over Bethlehem Street. It is a striking looking mountain,
shaped like a truncated cone, with very steep sides. Readily visi-

ble at sunset on a clear day. Mt. Whiteface, Adirondack Moun-
tains: distance 130 miles, position north 86° west. It is just
barely visiljle, hardly rising above the right hand slope of Camel's
Hump. This is one of the highest of the Adirondacks, \'

'

not yet been identified, but if Mt. Marcy and any of the other
higher summits are visible, they should appear about '7° to the
south of Whiteface and nearly over the Fabyan House. Mt.
Mansfield, Green Mountains: distance 78 miles, position north 78°

west, and between the twin Mountain House and Mt. Deception.
It is the highest of the Green Mountains, being 4,300 feet high, and
appears as a long ridge bearing a fancied resemblance to a human
isice.—Appalachia, No. 2, March, 1877.

3, Caution to Archceologists.—The ArchaBological Section of
the Academy of Sciences of St. Louis has issued a circular dated
St. Louis, Mo., June 12, 1877, calling the attention of all lovers
of science to the following statement of facts :

—

"It is well known to all Archaeologists that the Mississippi

Valley contains a greater number of pre-historic remains than any
other portion of the United States. It is the object of this Section
to preserve these relics from destruction, and to keep such a record
of their discovery and exhumation, as may render them available
for scientific purposes. They find this work very much impeded
by the operations of persons, who, under the direction of unprin-
cipled traders, in this and other cities, are destroying in every
direction the most interesting earthworks and other remains of
the ancient races, with the sole object of making money by the
sale of such articles as may be foimd therein.

Attention is also called to the fact, that imitations of the pottery
from the Missouri Mounds are also being manufactured, and offered

for sale as genuine antiquities. All who purchase collections from
dealers thus obtain specimens that may be worthless ; or, at best,

have a greatly depreciated value, from the absence of the scien-

tific (lata connected with their discovery.

To remedy this evil as far as possible, the Section has employed
properly qualified persons to conduct explorations under their

especial direction, and is willing to furnish to scientific bodies, or

individuals interested in Archaeology, specimens from the dupli-
" '

'

' "
'lies from othercates of its collection, either in exchange for articles

localities, or by sale at a price suflScient only to cover the cost of

procuring them. It is hoped that all who are desirous of promot-
ing the interests of scientific enquiry, will aid the Section in its

efibrts, by refusing to purchase, or in any way countenance the

mercenary traffic in antiquities."
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The Secretary of the Society is Mr. F. F. Hilder, 604 North
Fourth Street, St. Louis.

4. Wilson : Handbook of Hygiene and Sanitary Science. 3d
edition, enlarsred and re-written. 490 pp. 12mo. Philadelphia,

1877. (Lindsay and Blakiston.)—Dr. Wilson's well-known work
is now placed, in its original English dress, before American
readers. This is a clear, concise and sufficiently full description

of the entire range of Sanitary Science, by a man of large

experience as a health officer in the public service in Great

quently is able to give to all matters falling under his review a

fair consideration, while constant reference is made to authorities

for fuller data than the limits of his work could admit. The
subjects are treated in a systematic manner and the style makes
agreeable reading of even the most technical portions. ' b. s.

6. British Association.—The meeting of <he British Association

for 1877, opened at Plymouth, on Wednesday, the 15th of August,
and the address of the President, Professor Allen Thomson, was
delivered on the evening of that day. The address of F. Galton

before the section of Anthropology, and that of Mr. Pengelly

before that of Geology, are republisl

of this volume, from Nature of August 16 and 23.

Thomson presented a paper advocating the doctrine suggested
briefly in his Presidential address of 1875, that a meteoiite might
become the vehicle of animal life to this earth from another planet

or heavenly body, and " was evidently listened to with much enjoy-

ment." Much amusement was caused by his saying that " though
the outside shell of a meteoric stone might be incandescent from the

friction caused by its flight through the terrestrial atmosphere,

yet within a crevice of that stone might be concealed a Colorado
beetle, which, falling on the earth, might become the father of a

large and prosperous family." A disbeliever in the doctrine,

Professor Haughton, followed with objections, but said " that still

he didn't care how many papa beetles came, so long as the mamma
beetles were left at home." Among the more valuable papers

were the following : on the rate of progression of groups of waves,

and the rate at which energy is transmitted by waives, by Osborne
Reynolds ; on the effect of transverse stress on the magnetic sus-

cep'tibility of iron, by Sir Wm. Thomson ; unit of light for pho-

tometry, by A. Vernon Harcourt ; on gallium, by Prof. Odling;
a new method for studying the optical characters of minerals, by
H. C. Sorby; result of tidal observations in the recent Arctic

Expedition, by Prof. Haughton ; also, by the' same, on the best

possible number of limbs for an animal; on the results of the

North German Exploring Expedition in the west of Siberia, by
Dr. Otto Finsch ; on the Physical properties of solids and liquids

in connection with the Earth's structure, by Professor Hennessy.
It was decided that the fiftieth or jubilee meeting of the Asso-

ciation—in 1881—be held in York, in consideration of the fact

that its first meeting—that of 1831—was at that place.
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6. New Constructions in Graphical Statics ; hy H. T. Uddy.
Van Nostrand, New York : 1877. 8vo, pp. G2 and 9 folding plutes.

—This work is an application of the methods of Graphical Statics
to the arch rib with and without joints, the suspension cable, the
continuous girder, the retaining wall, the dome, etc.

The following publications of the U. S. Geological Survey of the Territories,
F. V. Hayden in charge, have been received and will be noticed in another num-
ber

; also other volumes whose titles follow

:

Ninth Annual Report, embracing Colorado and parts of adjacent Territories,
being a report of progress of the exploration for the year 1875, by F. V. llayden.
827 pp. 8vo. Washington, 1877.

Report of the United Sta
Monographs of North Amer
raiist of the Survey, and .loel Asaph Allen, Special Collaborator

Miscellaneous Publications.—No
Indians, by Washington Matthew

by Elliott Coues, Captain and Assistant Surgeon U. S. A. 348 pp. 8vo, with

Bulletin of the U. S. Geological and Geographical Survey of the Territories.

BuUetin of the U. S. National Museum; No. 8.—Index to the names which
have been applied to the subdivisions of the class Brachiopoda, by W. H. Dall.

China : Ergebnisse eigener Reisen und darauf gegrflndeter Studien von Fer-
dinand Freiherm von Richthofen; Band I, 758 pp. 4to, Berlin (New York, L. W.
Schmidt).

Mesmerism, Spiritualism, etc. Historically and scientifically considered; be-
ing two Lectures delivered at the London Institution, by William B. Carpenter,

C.B., etc. 158 pp. 8vo. New York, 1877. (D. Appleton & Co.)

Proceedings of the Davenport Academy of Natural Sciences, Volume I, Part I

:

January, 1876-June, 1877. Davenport, Iowa.
Jahres-Bericht dee Naturhistorischen Yereins von Wisconsin fur das Jahr

1876-77. Milwaukee.
The Western Review of Science and Industry, by Theodore S. Case. A monthly

of 64 pages, published at Kansas City, Missouri, popular in its character.

Proceedings of the American Association for the Advancement of Science.

Twenty-fifth meetinjr, held at BufEalo, N. Y., August, 1876. 368 pp. 8vo. 1877.

Professor Henky Nkw^tox, E.3I., Ph.D., Professor elect of Min-
ing Engineering and Metallurgy of the Agricultural and IMechnn-

ical College of Ohio, at Colun.bu.s died' at Doa.hvood, Dak., on

August 5th, in the .32d year of his age. Pn>t\'ss<.r Xcwtou was
engaged in a geologit-nl cxatninatioii of the I Mack Hills, wliich,

begun two years ago, as Assistant (Tcnlouist to the United States

Black Hills Exijedition of the Interior Department. He was en-

deavoring to bring to completion this season, under the auspices

of that branch of the geological explorations of the territories, in

charge of Major Powell. Meanwhile Pi-ofessor Newton, with

great assiduity, had prepared a full report of his geological study
of that region, with plates of fossils, and numerous drawings of

sections an^d other important illustrations. The ptiblieation of this

valuable report by the department, as it has more than once hap-

pened before with other reports of the same kind, had been griev-

ously delayed—much to the annoyance and disappointment of its
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young and enthusiastic author, whose health became impaired
under such an additional strain upon his nervous system, immedi-
ately after very close confinement to office-work. Uninitiated in

the ways of the departments at Washington, Professor Newton
found no means to proceed to the publication of his report for

many months after its date—of the disadvantage of which cir-

cumstance he was no less conscious, than apprehensive of the like-

lihood of having devoted two years of solid work to no purpose.

Its publication was provided for last spring, as a part of the series

of reports of geological explorations of the territories in charge of

Major Powell. With the object of bringing his work down to

date, and of revising it by the light of recent industrial develop-

ments, Professor Newton returned this season to the Black Hills,

where he w^as fatally stricken with mountain fever, wdiile prose-

cuting his work.
Professor Newton was for a number of years attached to the

School of Mines of Columbia College, where he received his degrees

and was Assistant in Geology. During the same period he did

excellent service upon the Geological Survey of Ohio. j. p. k.

Moses Strojstg, Assistant Geologist in the Geological Survey of

Wisconsin, died on the 18th of last August. Mr. Strong was en-

gaged in a geological examination of the branches of the Chip-

pewa River, and was endeavoring to pass in a skiff some rapids

on the Flambeau branch, when the boat was upset, and he was
drowned in an attempt to save a young companion who was una-

ble to swim. Pearlier in the season, he had explored a large tract

occupied by the copper-bearing formation in the region of the

Upper St. Croix Kiver, and had examined the Huronian forma-

tion of Barron County, and just before his last excursion in behalf

of the Geological Survey, he had revised the proof of his contri-

bution to the forthcoming Report of the Geological Survey on
his results of the year past. He had also completed and revised

the proofs of his report on the Lead region, " which is accompanied
by a series of topographical and geological maps that have com-
manded the unqualified admiration of all who have seen them."
Professor T. C. Chamberlain, the director of the survey, states

further, that " as a co-laborer in the scientific investigation of the

structure of the State, he enjoyed the unhesitating confidence and
admiration of his associates. In character he was modest and
unassuming, and commanded respect rather by the merits he

could not conceal than by any that were assumed. To attractive

personal traits he added an integrity that was absolutely above
question and a candor and honesty of expression that was emi-

Mr. Strong, after graduation at Yale College, with the class of

1867, pursued scientific studies at a German University, and had
thus thoroughly fitted himself for the work in which he was en:

gaged. He leaves a young wife and children.

Professor Adolp Erman, an eminent Gennan physicist, Pro-

fessor in the Berlin University, died on the 13th of July, at the

age of seventy-one.
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The origin of life, and the order of succession in which its

various forms have appeared upon the earth, offer to science

its most inviting and most difficult field of research.

Although the primal origin of life is unknown, and may per-

haps never be known, yet no one has a right to say how much
of the mystery now surrounding it science cannot remove.
It is certainly within the domain of science to determine when
the earth was first fitted to receive life, and in what form the

earliest life began. To trace that life in its manifold changes
through past ages to the present is a more difficult task, but
one from which modem science does not shrink. In this wide
field, every earnest effort will meet some degree of success

;

every year will add new and important facts; and every
generation will bring to light some law, in accordance with
which ancient life has been changed into life as we see it

around us to-day. That such a development has taken place,

no one will doubt who has carefully traced any single group
of animals through its past history, as recorded in the crust of

the earth. The evidence will be especially conclusive, if the

group selected belongs to the higher forms of life, which are

sensitive to every change in their surroundings. But I am sure

I need offer here no argument for evolution; since to doubt
Am. Jodb. Scl-Thibd Series, Vol. XIV, No. Sa-Nov., 1877.
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evolation to-daj is to doubt science, and science is only anothe
name for truth.

3 a key to the mysteries of past ]

attention to the subject I he

chosen: The Introduction and Succession of VeetebrateDUCTION AND SUCCESSION OF VeET
Life in Amehica.

the brief hour
! than a very incomplete sketch of what itHan a very incomplete sketch ot what is now known on
ubject. I shall, therefore, pass rapidly over the lower

groups, and speak more particularly of the higher vertebrates,

which have an especial interest to us all, in so far as they

approach man in structure, and thus indicate his probable
origin. These higher vertebrates, moreover, are most important
witnesses of the past, since their superior organization made
them ready victims to slight climatic changes, which would
otherwise have remained unrecorded.

In considering the ancient life of America, it is important to

bear in mind that I can only offer you a brief record of a few
of the countless forms that once occupied this continent The
review I can bring before you will not be like that of a great

army, when regiment after regiment with full ranks moves by
in orderly succession, until the entire host has passed. My
review must be more like the roll-call after a battle, when only

a few scarred and crippled veterans remain to answer to their

names. Or rather, it must resemble an array of relics, dug
from the field of some old Trojan combat, long after .the con-

test, when no survivor remains to tell the tale of the strife.

From such an ancient battle-field,, a Schliemann might unearth

together the bronze shield, lance-head, and gilded helmet of a

prehistoric leader, and learn from them with certainty his race

and rank. Perhaps the skull might still i-etain the barbaric

stone weapon by which his northern foe had slain him. Near
by, the explorer might bring to light the commingled coat of

mail and trappings of a horse and rider, so strangely different

from the equipment of the chief, as to suggest a foreign ally.

From these, and from the more common implements of war

that fill the soil, the antiquary could determine, by patient

study, what nations fought, and, perhaps, when, and why.
By this same method of research, the more ancient strata

earth have been explored, and, in our Western wilds,

ritable battle-fields, strown with the fossil skeletons of the

slain, and guarded faithfully by savage superstition, have been

despoiled, yielding to science treasures more rare than bronze

or gold. Without such spoils, from many fields, I could not

have chosen the present theme for my address to-night.

Jtsy ti

of the .
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According to present knowledge, no vertebrate life is known
to have existed on this continent in the Archaean, Cambrian, or
Silurian periods

;
yet during this time, more than half of the

thickness of American stratified rocks was deposited. It by
no means follows that vertebrate animals of some kind did not
exist here in those remote ages. Fishes are known from the
Upper Silurian of Europe, and there is every probability that
they will yet be discovered in our strata of the same age, if not
at a still lower horizon.

In the shore deposits of the early Devonian sea, known as

the Schoharie Grit, characteristic remains of Fishes were pre-

served, and in the deeper sea that followed, in which the

Corniferous limestone was laid down, this class was well
represented. During the remainder of the Devonian, Fishes
continue abundant in the shallower seas, and, so far as now
known, were the only type of vertebrate life. These fislies

were mainly Ganoids, a group, represented in our present

waters by the Gar-pike {Lepidosiem) and Sturgeon {Acipenser),

but, in the Devonian sea, chiefly by the Placoderms, the exact
affinities of which are somewhat in doubt. With these were
Elasmobranchs, or the Shark tribe, and among them a few
Chim£eroids, a peculiar type, of which one or two members still

survive. The Placoderms were the monarchs of the ocean. All
were well protected by a massive coat of armor, and some of

them attained huge dimensions. The American Devonian fishes

now known are not as numerous as those of Europe, but they

were larger in size, and mostly inhabitants of the open sea.

Some twenty genera and forty species have been described.

The more important genera of Placoderms are, Dinichthys,

Aspidichihy.s, and Diplognathus, our largest Palaeozoic fishes.

Others are, Acanthaspis. Acantholepis, Coccosteus, Macropetalich-

thys, and Onychodus. Among the Elasmobranchs were, Clado-

dus, Ctenacanthas, Machceracanthus, Rhynchodus, and Ptydodus,

the last two being regarded as Chimseroids. In the Chemung
epoch, the great Dipterian family was introduced with Dipterus,

Heliodus, and possibly Ceratodus. Species of the European
genera, Botliriohpis and Holoptychius, have likewise been found
in our Devonian deposits.

With the close of the Devonian, came the almost total extinc-

tion of the great group of Placoderms, while the Elasmobranchs,

which had hitherto occupied a subordinate position, increase in

numbers and size, and appear to be represented by Sharks,

Kays, and Chimseras. Among the members of this group from
the Carboniferous, were numerous Cestracionts, species of

Cochliodus of large size, with others of the genera Deltodvs^

Helodws, Psammodus and Sandahdus. Of the Petalodonts,

there were Antliodus, Chomatodus, CtenoptycMus, Petalodus and
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Petalorhynchxis ; and of the Hybodonts, the genera Cladodus^

Carcharopsis and Diphdus. These Elasmobranchs were the

rulers of the Carboniferous open sea, and more than one hun-
dred species have been found in the lower part of this forma-

tion alone. The Ganoids, although still abundant, were of

smaller size, and denizens of the more shallow and confined

( and Eurylepis. Other
[

Utenodus, Edestus, Orodiis, Ctenacan

ca7ithus. Most of these genera occi

From the Permian rocks of America., no vertebrate remains
are known, although in the same formation of Europe Ganoids
are abundant; and with them are remains of Sharks, and some
other fishes, the afi&nities of which are doubtful. The Palaeo-

zoic fishes at present known from this country are quite as

numerous as those found in Europe.
In the Mesozoic age, the Fishes of America begin to show a

decided approach to those of our present waters. From the

Triassic rocks, Ganoids only are known, and they are all more
or less closely related to the modem Gar-pike, or Lepidosteus.

They are of sniall size, and the number of individuals

preserved is very large. The characteristic genera are, Catop-

terus, Ischypterus^ Ptycholepis, Bhabdolepis, and Turseodus.

From the Jurassic deposits, no remains of fishes are known,
but in the Cretaceous, ichthyic life assumed many and
various forms; and the first representatives of the Teleosts,

or bony fishes, the characteristic fishes of to-day, make
their appearance. In the deep open sea of this age, Elas-

mobranchs were the prevailing forms, Sharks and Chimasroids
being most numerous. In the great inland Cretaceous sea of

North America, true osseous fishes were most abundant, and
among them were some of carnivorous habits, and immense
size. The more sheltered bays and rivers were shared by the

Ganoids and Teleosts, as their remains testify. The more
common genera of Cretaceous Elasmobranchs were, Oiodus,

Oxyrhina, Oaleocerdo, Lamna and Ptychodus. Among the

<-)Sseous fishes, Beryx, Enchodiis, Portheus and iSauroceplialus

were especially common, while the most important genus of

Ganoids was Lepidoius.

The Tertiary fishes are neariy all of modern types, and from
the beginning of this period there was comparatively little

change. In the marine beds. Sharks, Rays and Ohimjeroids
maintained their suprematcy, although Teleosts were abundant,
and many of them of large size. The Ganoids were compara-
tively few in number. In the earliest Eocene fi-esh-water

deposits, it is interesting to find that the modern Gar-pike,
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and Amia, the Dogfish of our western lakes, which by their
structure are seen to be remnants of a very early type, are
well represented by species so closely allied to them that only
an anatomist could separate the ancient from the modern. In
the succeeding beds, these fishes are still abundant, and with
them are Siluroids nearly related to the modern Cat-fish
{Pimelodus) Many small fishes, allied apparently to the
modern herring {Glupea), left their remains in great numbers
m the same deposits, and, with them has been recently found
a land-locked Ray {Heliobatis).

The almost total absence of remains of fishes from the Mio-
cene lake-basins of the West is a remarkable fact, and perhaps
may best be explained by the theory that these inland waters,
like many of the smaller lakes in the same region to-day, were
so impregnated with mineral matters as to render the existence
of vertebrate life in them impossible. No one who has tasted'

such waters, or has attempted to ford one of the modern alkabne
lakes which are often met with on the ])resent surffice of the
same deposits, will doubt the efficiency of this cause, or the
easy entombment of the higher vertebrates that ventured within
their borders. Tn the Pliocene lake-basins of the same region,

remains of fishes were not uncommon, and in some of them are
very numerous. These are all of moderi
thel '^^ \ ' '

pliocene fishes are essentially those of to-day.

In this brief synopsis of the past ichthyic life of this Conti-

nent, I have mentioned only a few of the more important facts,

bat sufficient, I trust, to give an outline of its histor3^ Of this

history, it is evident that we have as yet only a very imperfect
record. We have seen that the earliest remains of fishes

known in this country, are from the lower Devonian ; but these

old fishes show so great a diversity of form and structure, as

to clearly indicate for the class a much earlier origin. In this

connection, we must bear in mind that the tWo lowest groups
of existing fishes are entirely without osseous skeletons, and
hence, however abundant, would leave no permanent record in

the deposits in which remains of fishes are usually preserved.
It is safe to infer, from the knowledge which we "now possess

of the simpler forms of life, that even more of the early fishes

were cartilaginous, or so destitute of hard parts as to leave no
enduring traces of their existence. Without positive knowledge
of such forms, and considering the great diversity of those we
have, it would seem a hopeless task at present to attempt
to trace successfully the genealogy of this class. One line,

however, appears to be d^irect, from our modern Gar-pike,

through the lower Eocene Lepidosteus to the Lejndotus of the

Cretaceous, and perhaps on through the Triassic Ischypterus
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: rocks,

nearly

allied forms in the Tertiary and Cretaceous, more distant rela-

tives in the Carboniferous, and a possible ancestor in the

Devonian Bhynchodm. Our Sharks likewise can be traced

with some certainty back to the Palasozoic ; and even the

Lepidosiren, of South America, although its immediate pre-

decessors are unknown, has some peculiar characters which

strongly point to a Devonian ancestry. These suggestive lines

indicate a rich field for investigation 'in the ancient life-history

of American fishes.

The Amphibians, the next higher class of vertebrates, are so

closely related to the fishes in structure, that some peculiar

forms of the latter have been considered by anatomists
_
as

belonging to this group. The earliest evidence of Amphibian
existence, on this continent, is in the Sub-Carboniferous, where

foot-prints have been found which were probably made by
Labyrinthodonts, the most ancient representatives of the class.

Well preserved remains are abundant in the Coal Measures,

and show that the Labyrinthodonts differed in important par-

ticulars from all modern Amphibians, the group which includes

our frogs and salamanders. Some of these ancient animals

resembled a salamander in shape, while others were serpent-like

in form. None of those yet discovered were frog-like, or without

a tail, although the restored Labyrinthodont of the text books

is thus represented. All were protected by large pectoral

bony plates, and an armor of small scutes on the ventral surface

of the body. The walls of their teeth were more or less folded,

whence the name Labyrinthodont. The American Amphib-
ians known from osseous remains are all of moderate

_

size,

but the foot-prints attributed to this group indicate animals

larger than any of the class yet found in the old world. The
Carboniferous Amphibians were abundant in the swampy trop-

ical forests of that period, and their remains have been found

imbedded in the coal then deposited, as well as in hollow

stumps of the trees left standing.

The principal genera of this group from American Car-

boniferous rocks, are, Sauropus, known only from footprints,

Baphetes, Dendrerpelon, Hylonomus, Hylerpeton, Baniceps, Pelion,

Leptophractus, Molgophis, Ptyonius^ Amphihamus, Cocytinus, and

Ceraterpeton. The last genus occui*s also in Europe. Certain of

these genera have been considered by some writers to be more
nearly related to the Lizards, among true reptiles. Some other

genera known from fragmentary remains or footprints in this

formation have likewise been referred to the true reptiles, but

this question can perhaps be settled only by future discoveries.

No Amphibia are known from American Permian strata, but
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in the Triassic, a few characteristic remains have been found.
The three genera, Dklyocephalus, Dispelor and Pariostegus,^ have
been described, but, although apparently all Labyriniho-
donts, the remains preserved are not sufficient to add much to
our knowledge of the group. The Triassic foot-prints which
have been attributed to Amphibians are still more unsatis-

factory, and at present no important conclusions in regard to
this class can be based upon them. From the Jurassic and
Cretaceous beds of this Continent, no remains of Amphibians
are known. A few only have been found 'in the Tertiary,
and these are all of modern types.

The Amphibia are so nearly allied to the Ganoid fishes, that
we can hardly doubt their descent from some member of that

group. With our present limited knowledge of the extinct
forms, however, it would be unprofitable to attempt to trace in

detail their probable genealogy.
The authors to whom especial credit is due for our knowl-

edge of American fossil Fishes and Amphibians, are New-
berry, Leidy, Cope, Dawson, Agassiz, St. John, Gibbes, Wy-
man, Redfleld, and Emmons, and the principal literature of the

subject will be found in their publications.

Reptiles and Birds form the next great division of ver-

tebrates, the Sauropsida, and of these the Reptiles are the older

type, and may be first considered. While it may be stated

with certainty that there is at present no evidence of the exist-

ence of this group in American rocks older than the Car-

boniferous, there is some doubt in regard to their appearance
even in this period. Various foot-prints which strongly resem-
ble those made by Lizards ; a few well preserved remains similar

to the corresponding bones in that group ; and a few charac-

teristic specimens, nearly identical with those from another

order of this class, are known from American Coal Measures.

These facts, and some others which point in the same direction,

render it probable that we may soon have conclusive evidence of

*^"i presence of true Reptiles in this formation, and in our over-

Permian, which is essentially a part of the same series.~
rocks of Europe, true Reptiles have been

The Mesozoic Period has been called the Age of Reptiles,

and during its continuance some of the strangest forms of rep-

tilian life made their appearance, and became extinct Near
its commencement, while the Triassic shales and sandstones

were being deposited, true reptiles were abundant. Among
the most characteristic remains discovered are those of the

genus Belodon, which is well known also in the Trias of

Europe. It belongs to the Thecodont division of Reptiles,

which have teeth in distinct sockets, and its nearest affinities

iraf
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are with the Crocodilia, of which order it may be considered
the oldest known representative. In the same strata in which
the Belodonts occur, remains of Dinosaurs are found, an-d it is

a most interesting fact that these highest of reptiles should make
their appearance, even in a generalized form, at this stage of

the earth's history. The Dinosaurs, although true reptiles in

all their more important characters, show certain well marked
J order Eatiice, a

! not improbable
that they were the parent stock from which birds originated.

During Triassic time, the Dinosaurs attained in America an
enormous development both in variety of forrns and in size.

Although comparatively few of their bones have as yet

been discovered in the rocks of this country, they have left

unmistakable evidence of their presence in the foot-prints and
other impressions upon the shores of the waters which they

frequented. The Triassic sandstone of the Connecticut Valley
has long been famous for its fossil foot-prints, especially the

so-called "bird-tracks," which are generally supposed to have
been made by birds, the tracks of which many of them closely

resemble. A careful investigation, however,' of nearly all the

specimens yet discovered, has convinced me that there is not a

particle of evidence that any of these fossil impressions were
made by birds. Most of these three-toed tracks were certainly

not made by birds ; but by quadrupeds, which usually walked
upon their hind feet alone, and only occasionally put to the

ground their smaller anterior extremities. I have myself

detected the impressions of these anterior limbs in connection

with the posterior foot-prints of nearly all of the supposed
"bird-tracks" described, and have little doubt that they will

eventually be found with all. These double impressions are

precisely the kind which Dinosaurian reptiles would make,
and as the only characteristic bones yet found in the same
rocks belong to animals of this group, it is but fair to attribute

all these foot-prints to Dinosaurs, even where no impressions
of fore-feet have been detected, until some evidence appears
that they were made by Birds. I have no doubt that

Birds existed at this time, although at present the proof is

wanting.

The principal genera of Triassic Reptiles known from osseous

remains in this country are, Amph'saurus (Megadactylus),

from the Connecticut Valley, Bathygnathus, from Prince Ed-
ward's Island, Belodon and Clepsijsanrus. Other generic names
which have been applied to foot-prints and to fragmentary
remains, need not be here enumerated. A few remains of

Reptiles have been found in undoubted Jurassic rocks of

America, but they are not sufficiently well determined to be
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of service in this connection. Others have been reported from
supposed Jurassic strata, which are now known to be Creta-
ceous. It will tbus be seen that, although reptilian life was
especially abundant during the Triassic and Jurassic periods,
but few bones have been found. This is owing in part to the
character of most of the rocks then formed, which were not
well fitted for preserving such remains, although admirably
adapted to retain foot-prints.

During the Cretaceous Period, Reptilian life in America
attained its greatest development, and the sediments laid down
in the open seas and estuaries were usually most favorable for
the preservation of a faithful record of its various phases. With-
out such a perfect matrix as some of these deposits aflford, many
of the most interesting vertebrates reoently brought to light

from this formation would probably have remained unknown.
The vast extent of these beds ensures, moreover, many future

discoveries of interest.

In the lowest Cretaceous strata of the Rockj^ Mountain
region, the Dakota group, part of which at least represents
the Wealden of Europe, remains of Che/oma, or Turtles, Croc-
odiles, and Dinosaurs occur, the last being especially abun-
dant. The Chelonia, although known from the Jurassic of

Europe, here appear for the first time in American rocks.

Some of the earliest forms are allied to the modern genus
Trionyx. In the higher Cretaceous beds, some Cheloniaiis of

enormous size have been found. They belong to the genus
Atkintochelys, which has the ribs separate, as in the existing

Sphargis, and presents other embryonic characters. A few
genera appear to be related to the modern genus Chelone. The
remaining Cretaceous species were mostly of the Emydoid
type ; and others were related to Chelydra. The more important
genera of Cretaceous Chelonians known from characteristic speci-

mens are, Atlaniochelys {Protostega), Adocus, Bothremys, Compse-
fnys, Plasiomeiius, Osteopygis, Prupleura, Lytoloma, and Taphros-

phys. Most of these genera were represented by several species,

and the individuals were numerous. No land Tortoises have as

yet been found in this formation. In American Tertiary depos-
its, Chelonians are abundant, especially in the fresh-water beds.

They all show near affinities with modern types, and most of

them can be referred to existing genera. In the Tertiary lake-

basins of the West, land Tortoises are very numerous, and
with them are manv fresh-water forms of Trionyx and allied

genera.

A striking feature of the American Cretaceous fauna, as con-

trasted with that of Europe, is the almost entire absence in our

strata of species of Ichthyosaurus and Pksiosaurus, which
abound in many other regions, but here seem to be replaced by
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the Mosasaurs. A few fragmentary remains have indeed been
referred to these genera, but the determination may fairly be

questioned. This is more than true of the proposed new order

tStreptosauria, which was founded wholly on error. The order

Pksiosauria, however, is well represented, but mainly by forms

more nearly related to the genus PUosaurus than to the type

of the group. These were marine reptiles, all of large size,

while some of them attained vast dimensions. So far as at

present identified, they may be referred to the genera, Cimolio-

saurus, Discosaurus (Elasmosaurus), and PUosaurus. The num-
ber of species is comparatively few, and none are known above
the Cretaceous. The important suggestion of Gegenbaur, that

the Halisauvia, which include the Plesiosaurs, branched off

from the Pishes before the Amphibians, finds some support in

American specimens recently discovered.

The Eeptiles most characteristic of our American Cretaceous

strata are the Ifosasauria, a group with very few representatives

in other parts of the world. In our Cretaceous seas, they ruled

supreme, as their numbers, size, and carnivorous habits, enabled

them to easily vanquish all rivals. Some were at least sixty

feet in length, and the smallest ten or twelve. In the inland

Cretaceous sea from which the Rocky Mountains were begin-

ning to emerge, these ancient "Sea Serpents" abounded; and

many were entombed in its muddy bottom. On one occasion,

as I rode through a valley washed out of this old ocean bed, I

saw no less than seven different skeletons of these monsters in

sight at once. The Mosasaurs were essentially swimmmg Liz-

ards, with four well developed paddles, and they had little affin-

ity with modem serpents, to which they have "been compared.
The species are quite numerous, but they belong to compara-
tively few genera, of which Mosasaurus, Tyiosaurus, Lestosaurus

and -Edestosaurus, have alone been identified with certainty. The
genus Mosasaurus was first found in Europe. All the known
species of the group are Cretaceous.

The Crocodilia are abundant in rocks of Cretaceous age in

America, and two distinct types are represented. The older

type, which is foreshadowed by Belodon of the Trias, has bicon-

cave vertebrae, and shows marked affinities with the genus
Tekdsaurus, from the Jura of Europe. The best known
genus is Hyposaurus, of which there are several species, all

more or less resembling in form the modern Gavial of the

Ganges. A peculiar intermediate form is seen in Diplosaurus,

from the Wealden of the Rocky Mountains. The second type,

which now makes its appearance for the first time, has pro-

coelian vertebras, and in other respects resembles existing Croc-

odiles. The genera described are Bottosaurus, Holops and 'ffio-

racosaurus, none of which, so far as known, pass above the
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Cretaceous. Of OrocodiUa with opisthocoelous vertebrse, Amer-
ica, so far as we know, has none. Specimens similar to those
so termed in Europe, are not uncommon here, but thej per-

In the Eocene fresh-water beds of the West, Crocodilians
are especially abundant, and all, with the exception of Linino-
saurus, belong apparently to the genus Orocodilus, although
some species show certain points of resemblance to existing
Alligatore. The Miocene lake-basins of the same region
contain no remains of Crocodiles, so far as known, and the
Pliocene deposits have afforded only a single species. The
Tertiaiy marine beds of the Atlantic Coast contain com-
paratively few Crocodilian remains, and all are of modern
types ; the genus Gavialis having one Eocene species, and the
Alligator being represented only in the latest deposits.

It is worthy of special mention in this connection, that no
true Lacertilia, or Lizards, and no Ophidia^ or Serpents, have
yet been detected in American Cretaceous beds; although their

remains, if present, would hardly have escaped observation in

the regions explored. The forrner will doubtless be found, as

several species occur in the Mesozoic of Europe ; and perhaps
the latter, although the Ophidians are apparently a more mod-
ern type. In the Eocene lake-basins of Western America, re-

mains of Lizards are very numerous, and indicate species much
larger than any existing'to-day. Some of these, the Ghjptosau-

ridce, were protected by a highly ornamented bony coat of mail,

and others were covered with scales, like recent Lizards, A
few resembled, in their more important characters, the modern
Iguana. The genera best represented in the Eocene, are, Glyp-

tosaurus, Iguanavus^ Oreosaunis, Thinosaurm^ Tinosauras and
Scmiva. Some of these genera appear to have continued into the

Miocene, but here, as well as in the Pliocene, few remains of

this group have been found. It is not improbable that some
of our extinct Reptiles may prove to belong to Bynchocephala,

but at present this is uncertain. The genus Notosaurus, from
Brazil, has biconcave vertebrae, and some other characters

which point to that group. No Dicynodonts or Thecodonts
have as yet been found in this country.

"^'
~ b American Serpents, so far as now known, appear

the Eocene, which contains also the oldest European
n the Atlantic border, the genus TUanophis {Dine

nted by several species of large size, one at least

feet in length, and all doubtless inhabitants of the sea. In the

fresh-water Western Eocene, remains of snakes j ' ' ^

the modern Boa Constrictors. The genera described

>avm, Lithophis and Limnophis. The Miocene and Pliocene

largest oi these were related

The gene
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Snakes from the same region are known only from a few frag-

mentary remains.

The Pterosauria^ or flying Lizards, are among the most
interesting Reptiles of Mesozoic time, and many of them left

their remains in the soft sediments of our inland Cretaceous

sea. These were veritable Dragons, having a spread of wings
of from ten to twenty-five feet. They differed essentially from
the smaller Pterodactyls found in the old world, in the entire

absence of teeth, showing in this respect a resemblance to

modern birds ; and they possess other distinctive characters.

They have therefore been placed in a new order, Pteranodontia,

from the typical genus Ptei-anodon^ of which five species are

known. The only other genus is Nyctosaurus, represented by a

single species. All the specimens yet found are from essen-

tially the same horizon, in the Chalk of Kansas. The reported

discovery of remains of this order from older formations in this

country is without foundation.

The' strange Eeptiles known as Dinosauria, which, as we
have seen, were numerous during the deposition of our Triassic

shales and sandstones, have not yet been found in American
Jurassic, but were well represented here throughout the Cre-

taceous, and at its close became extinct. These animals possess

a peculiar interest to the anatomist, since, although reptilian

in all their main characters, they show clear afiinities with

the Birds, and have some features which may point to Mammals.
The Cretaceous Dinosaurs were all of large size, and most of

them walked on the hind feet alone, like modern Struthious

birds. Two well marked types may be distinguished among
the remains discovere.i in deposits of this age : the herbiv-

orous forms, represented mainly by Hadrosaurus, a near ally of

the Iguanodon of Europe; and their carnivorous enemies, of

which Dryptosaurus {Lmlaps) may be considered typical in this

country, and Megalosaurus in Europe. Near the base of our

Cretaceous formation, in beds which I regard as the equivalent

of the European Wealden, the most gigantic forms of this

order yet discovered have recently been brought to light. One
of these monsters {Titanosaurus montanus), from Colorado, is

by far the largest land animal yet discovered ; its dimensions
being greater than was supposed possible, in an animal that

lived and moved upon the land. It was some fifty or sixty

feet in length, and, when erect, at least thirty feet in height.

It doubtless fed upon the foliage of the mountain forests,

portions of which are preserved with its remains. With Titan-

osaurus, the bones of smaller Dinosaurs, one {Na7iosauriis) not

larger than a Cat, as well as those of Crocodiles and Turtles,

are not uncommon. The recent discovery of these interesting

remains, many and various, in strata that had long been pro-
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iiounced by professional explorers barren of vertebrate fossils,

should teach caution to those who decline to accept the imper-
fection of our knowledge to-day as a fair plea for the supposed
absence of intermediate forms.

In the marine Cretaceous beds of the West, only a single
Dinosaur {Hadrosaurus agilis), has been found, but in the higher
fresh-water beds, which mark the close of this formation, their
remains are numerous, and indicate several well marked species,

if not genera. In the marine beds on the Atlantic Coast, the
bones of Dinosaurs are frequently met with, and in the Upper
Cretaceous Greensand of New Jersey, the type specimens of

Hadrosaurus and Brt/jotosaurus were found. In Cretaceous
fresh-water deposits on the coast of Brazil, remains of this order
occur, but the specimens hitherto discovered are not sufficiently

characteristic for accurate determination. This is unfortunately
true of many Dinosaurian fossils from North America, but the
great number of these Eeptiles which lived here during the
Cretaceous Period promises many future discoveries, and sub-
stantial additions to our.present knowledge of the^oup.
The first appearance of Birds in America, according to our

present knowledge, was during the Cretaceous Period, although
many announcements have been made of their existence in

preceding epochs. The evidence of their presence in the Trias,

based on footprints and other impressions, is, at present, as we
have seen, without value; although we may confidently await
their discovery there, if not in older formations. Archceopteryx^

from the European Jura, the oldest bird known, and now
fortunately represented by more than a single specimen,

clearly indicates a much higher antiquity for the class. The
earliest American forms, at present known, are the Odontornithes,

or Birds with teeth, which have been exhumed within the last

few years, from the Chalk of Kansas. The two genera, Hes-

perornis and Ichthyornis, are types of distinct orders, and difter

from each other and from Archceopteryx much more than do
any existing birds among themselves; thus showing that Birds
are now a closed type, and that the key to the history of the

class must be sought for in the distant past.

In Hesperornis, we have a large aquatic bird, nearly six feet

in length, with a strange combination of characters. The jaws
are provided with teeth, set in grooves; the wings were rudi-

mentary, and useless ; while the legs were very similar to those

of modern diving birds. This last feature was merely an adap-

tation, as the more important characters are Struthious, showing
that Hesperornis was essentially a carnivorous swimming Ostrich.

Ichthyomis, a small flying bird, was stranger still, as the teeth

were in sockets; and the vertebrae biconcave, as in Fishes,

and a few Eeptiles. Apatornis and other allied forms occur
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in tlie same beds, and probably all were provided with teeth.

It is strange that the companions of these ancient toothed
Birds shoald have been Pterodactyls withoat teeth. In the
later Cretaceous beds of the Atlantic Coast, various remains
of aquatic Birds have been found, but all are apparently dis-

tinct from those of the West. The known genera of Ameri-
can Cretaceous birds are, Apatornis^ Baptornis., Graculauus,

Hesperornis^ Ichthyornis.^ Laornis, Leslornis^ Palceotringa and
Telmatornis. These are represented by some twenty species.

In Europe, but two species of Cretaceous birds are known,
and both are based upon fragmentary specimens.

During the Tertiary period, Birds were numerous in this

country, and all yet discovered, appear to have belonged to

modern types. The Eocene species described are mostly wading
birds, but here, and in the later Tertiary deposits, some charac-

teristic American forms make their appearance, strongly fore-

shadowing our present avian fauna. The extinct genera are the

Eocene Uintornis, related to the Woodpeckers, and Aletomis,

which includes several species of Waders. Among the existing

genera found in our Tertiary beds are, Aquila, Bubo, Meleagris,

Grus, Graculus, Puffiuus, and Gatarractes. The Great Auk
{Alca ivipennis), which was once very abundant on our North-
east Coast, has become extinct within a few years.

In this brief summary of the past life of Keptiles and Birds
in America, I have endeavored to exclude doubtful forms, and
those very imperfectly known, preferring to present the conclu-

sions reached by careful study, incomplete though they be, rather

than weary you with a descriptive catalogue of all the fossils

to which names have been applied. Even this condensed
review can hardly fail to give you some conception of the

wealth of our continent in the extinct forms of these groups,

and thus to suggest what its actual life must have been.

Although the Trias offers at present the first unquestioned
evidence of true Keptiles, we certainly should not be justified

in supposing for a moment that older forms did not exist So
too in considering the different groups of Reptiles, which seem
to make their first appearance at certain horizons, flourish for

a time, and then decline, or disappear, every day brings evidence
to show that they are but fragments of the unraveled strands

which converge in the past to form the mystic cord uniting all

life. If the attempt is made to follow back any single thread,

and thus trace the lineage of a group, we are met by difficulties

which the science of to-day can only partially remove. And yet
" rsees in the fragments which he studies; constantly sees in the fragments v

hints of relationship which are to him sure prophecies of future

discoveries.

The genealogy of the Chelonia is at present unknown, and
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our American extinct forms, so far as we now have them,
throw little light on their ancestrj-. This is essentially true,

also, of our Plesiosauria, Laceriilia and Ophidia, although sug-
gestive facts are not wanting to indicate possible lines of

descent. With the Crocodilia, however, the case seems to be
difl'erent, and Huxley has clearly pointed out the path for

investigation. It is probable that material already exists in

our museums for tracing the group through several important
steps in its development. We have already seen that the
modern procoelian type of this order goes back only to the
Upper Cretaceous, while the Belodonts, of our Triassic rocks,

with their biconcave vertebrae, are the oldest known Croco-
dilians. Our Jurassic, unfortunately, throws but little light on
the intermediate forms, but we know that the line was con-
tinued, as it was in the old world through Tekosaurus. The
beds of the Eocky Mountain Wealden have just furnished us
with a genuine "missing link," a saurian (Diplosaurus) with
essentially the skull and teeth of a modern Crocodile, and the

vertebras of its predecessor from the Trias. This peculiar rep-

tile clearly represents an important stage in the progressive

series, and" evidently one soon after the separation of the Croc-

odile branch from the main stem. The modern Gavial type
appears to have been developed about the same time, as the form
was well established in the Upper Cretaceous genus, Thoraco-

saurus. The Teleosaurian group, with biconcave vertebrse,

evidently the parent stock of Crocodilians, became extinct with

Hyposaurus of the same horizon, leaving the Crocodile and
Gavial, with their more perfect procoelian vertebras, to contend
for the supremacy. In the ' ^

pointing towards the Alligators, which do not appear to have
been completely differentiated until later.

Nothing is really known to-day of the earlier genealogy of

the Pierosauria, but our American forms, without teeth, are

clearly the last stage in their development before this peculiar

group became extinct. The oldest European form, Dimorphodon,

from the Lower Lias, had the entire jaws armed with teeth, and
was provided with a long tail. The later genus Pterodactylus

retained the teeth, but had essentially lost the tail ; while

Ramphorhynchus had retained the elongated tail, but had lost

the teeth from the fore part of both jaws. In the genus Pterano-

don from the American Cretaceous, the teeth are entirely absent,

and the tail is a mere rudiment. In the gradual loss of the

teeth and tail, these reptiles followed the same path as Birds, and

might thus seem to approach them, as many have supposed.

This resemblance, however, is only a superficial one, as a study

of the more important characters of the Pterodactyls shows
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that they are an aberrant type of Reptiles, totally off the line

through which the Birds were developed. The announcement
made not long since in Europe, and accepted by some American
authors, that the Pterosauria^ in consequence of certain points

in their structure, were essentially Birds, is directly disproved

by American specimens, far more perfect than those on which
the conclusion was based.

It is now generally admitted by biologists who have made
a study of the vertebrates, that Birds have come down to us

through the Dinosaurs, and the close affinity of the latter

with recent Struthious Birds will hardly be questioned. The
case amounts almost to a demonstration, if we compare, with

ontempon the Mesozoic Birds.

classes of Birds and Reptiles, as now living, are separated by a

gulf so profound that a few years since it was cited by "the

opponents of evolution as the most important break in the

animal series, and one which that doctrine could not bridge

over. Since then, as Huxley has clearly shown, tbis gap
has been virtually filled by the discovery of bird-like Reptiles

and reptilian Birds. Oompsognathus and ArchcBopteryx of the

Old World, and Ichthyornis and Hesperornis of the New, are

the stepping stones by which the evolutionist of to-day leads

the doubting brother across the shallow remnant of the gulf,

once thought impassable.

It remains now to consider the highest group of the Animal
Kingdom, the class Mammalia^ which includes Man. Of the

existence of this class before the Trias we have no evidence,

either in this country or in the Old World, and it is a significant

fact that at essentially the same horizon in each hemisphere, sim-

ilar low forms of Mammals make their a})pearance. Although
only a few incomplete specimens have been discovered, they

are characteristic and well preserved, and all are apparently

Marsupials, the lowest Mammalian group which we know in

this country, living or fossil. The American Triassic Mam-
mals are known at present only from two small lower jaws, on

whicb is based the genus Uromotherium, supposed to be related

to the insect-eating AJyrmecobius^ now living in Australia.

Although the Jura of Europe has yielded other similar

Mammals, we have as yet none of this class from that forma-

tion ; while, from rocks of Cretaceous age, no Mammals are

known in any part of the world. This is especially to be

regretted, as it is evidently to the Cretaceous that we must
look for the first representatives of many of our present groups

of Mammals, as well as for indications of their more ancient

lineage. That some discovery of this nature from the Creta-

ceous is near at hand, I cannot doubt, when I consider what the

last few years have brought to light in the Eocene.
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In the lowest Tertiary beds of this country, a rich Mam-
nialian fauna suddenly makes its appearance, and from that
time through the Age of Mammals to the present, America
has been constantly occupied by this type of life in the greatest

diversity of form. Fortunately, a nearly continuous record of

this life, as preserved, is now accessible to us, and ensures great
additions to our knowledge of the genealogy of Mammals, and
perhaps the solution of more profound problems. Before pro-

ceeding to discuss in detail American fossil Mammalia, it is

important to define the divisions of time indicated in our
Tertiary and Post-Tertiary deposit?, as these in many cases

mark successive stages in the development of the mamrnals.
The boundary line between the Cretaceous and Tertiary in

the region of the Eocky Mountains has been much in dispute

during the last few years, mainly in consequence of the uncer-

tain geological bearings of the fossil plants found near this hori-

zon. The accompanying invertebrate fossils have thrown little

light on the question, which is essentially, whether the great

Lignite series of the West is uppermost Cretaceous, or lowest

Eocene, The evidence of the numerous vertebrate remains is,

in my judgment, decisive, and in favor of the former view.

Tliis brings up an important point in Palaeontology, one to

which my attention was drawn several years since, namely :

the comparative value of different groups"of fossils in marking
geological time. In examining the subject with some care, I

found that, for this purpose, plants, as their nature indicates,

are most unsatisfactory witnesses ; that invertebrate animals

are much better ; and that vertebrates afford the most reliable

evidence of climatic and other geological changes. The sub-

divisions of the latter group, moreover, and in fact all forms
of annual life, are of v due in thi^ lespcct, munl> according

to the perfection of tlieii oigani/ation, oi zoological lank
Fishes, for example, aie but slightly aftected b\ changes that

would de^tio;y Keptiles or BiuK, and the highei MammaK
succumb under influence^! that the lov\ct ioun^ ])a-s through
in Mlet> The mote special application^ of thi^ atneial la\\,

and Its \alue in gcolog\, \\\\\ leidih suuL^st tlKinsche^

The evidence oftertd'bv fo>Ml k mam, is, m the h^ht of thi^

lau, conclusive, thxt tlu liiu it line th( t< U s, puatnijf out

are replaced bv* til. M. ii .U huK^t ithtL. d. imii mt in jx

ThcTertiar; of W ( ~t. in \i.u lu i > .>mpnM ^ tht ni..st(M«n

impoitant biciks m both the rocks and the fos'silb separate it

into thtcc well marked d visions These natural divisions aic

not the exact equivalents of the Eocene, Miocene, and Pliocene

Am. J„t;R. Scr.—Third Sekils, Vol. XIV, No. t)3.-Nov., 1877.
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of Europe, although usually so considered, and known by the

same names ; but, in general, the fauna of each appears to be
older than that of its corresponding representative in the other

hemisphere; an important fact, not hitherto recognized. This

partial resemblance of our extinct faunas to others in regions

widely separated, where the formations are doubtless somewhat
different in geological age, is precisely what we might expect,

if, as was probable, the main migrations took place from this

Continent. It is better at once to recognize this principle,

rather than attempt to bring into exact parallelism, formations
'

.
•

-
temporaneous.
5 deposits of our Western Territories,

which are in the same region at least two miles in vertical

thickness, may be separated into three distinct subdivisions.

The lowest of these, resting unconformably on the Cretaceous,

has been termed the Vermilion Creek, or Wahsatch, Group. It

contains a well-marked mammalian fauna, the largest and most
characteristic genus of which is the ungulate Coryphodon, and
hence I have called these deposits the Coryphodon Beds. The
middle Eocene strata, which have been termed the Green
River and Bridger Series, may be designated as the Dinoceras

Beds, as the gigantic animals of this order are only found here.

The uppermost Eocene, or the Uintah Group, is especially

well characterized by large mammals of the genus Diplacodon,

and hence may be termed the Diplacodon Beds. The fauna of

each of these three subdivisions was essentially distinct, and the

fossil remains of each were entombed in different and successive

ancient lakes. It is important to remember that these Eocene
lake-basins all lie between the Rocky Mountains on the east

and the Wahsatch Range on the west, or along the high

central plateau of the Continent. As these mountain chains

were elevated, the enclosed Cretaceous sea, cut off from the

ocean, gradually freshened, and formed these extensive lakes,

while the surrounding land was covered with a luxuriant trop-

ical vegetation, and with many strange forms of animal life.

As the upward movement of this region continued, these lake-

basins, which for ages had been filling up, preserving in their

sediments a faithful record of Eocene life-history, were slowly

drained by the constant deepening of the outflowing rivers, and
they have since remained essentially dry land.

The Miocene lake-basins are on the flanks of this region,

where only land had been since the close of the Cretaceous.

These basins contain three faunas, nearly or quite distinct. The
lowest Miocene, which is only found east of the Rocky Moun-
tains, alone contains the peculiar mammals known as the Bron-

totheridct, and these deposits may be called the Brontotherium
Beds. The strata next above, which represent the middle Mio-
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cene, have as tbeir most characteristic fossil the genus Oreodon,
and are known as the Oreodon Beds. The upper Miocene, which
occurs in Oregon, is of great thickness, and from one of its most
important fossils, Miohippus^ may be designated as the Miohip-
pus Series. The climate here during this period was warm
temperate.

Above the Miocene, east of the Eockj Mountains and on the
Pacific Coast, the Pliocene is well developed, and is rich in

vertebrate remains. The strata rest unconformablj on the
Miocene, and there is a well marked faunal change at this

point, modern types now first making their appearance. For
these reasons, we are justified in separating the Miocene from
the Pliocene at this break: although in Europe where no
marked break exists, the line seems to have been drawn at a
somewhat higher horizon. Our Pliocene forms essentially a

continuous series, although the upper beds may be distin-

guished from the lower by the presence of a true Equus^ and
some other existing genera. The Pliocene climate was similar to

that of the Miocene. The Post-Pliocene beds contain many ex-

tinct mammals, and may thus be separated from recent deposits.

Returning now to our subject from this geological digression,

—which will hardly be deemed unprofitable, since I have given
you in few words the results of a great deal of hard mountain
work,—let us consider the Tertiary mammals, as we know
them from the remains already discovered, and attempt to

trace the history of each order down to the present time. We
have seen that a single small Marsupial, from the Trias, is

the only mammal found in all the American rocks below the

Eocene; and j-et in beds of this age, immediately over the

Chalk, fossil mammals of many different kinds abound.

The Marsupials, strange to say, are here few in number, and
diminutive in size; and have as yet been identified only by frag-

entary specimens, and most of them too imperfect for accurate
""

n. In the higher Eocene deposits, this group is more
but still represented by small animals, most of them

insectivorous, or carnivorous in habit, like the existing Opos-
sum. From the Miocene and Pliocene, no remains of Marsupials

have been described. From the Post-Tertiary, only specimens
nearly allied to those now living are known, "and most of these

were found in the caves of South America.

'

The Edentate Mammals are evidently an American type,

and on this Continent attained a great development in numbers
and size. No Eocene Edentates have been found here, and
although their discovery in this formation has been announced,
the identification proves to have been erroneous. In the Mio-

cene of the Pacific Coast, a few fossils have been discovered

which belong to animals of this group, and to the genus Moropus.

undant, 1
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There are two species, one about as large as a Tapir, and the
other nearly twice that size. This genus is the type of a dis-

tinct family, the Muropodidce. In the lower Pliocene above,
well preserved remains of Edentates of very large size have
been found at several widely separated localities in Idaho and
California. These belong to the genus Morotherium, of which
two species are known. East of the Kocky Mountains, in the

lower Pliocene of Nebraska, a large species apparently of the

genus MoTOpus has been discovered. The horizon of these

later fossils corresponds nearly with beds in Europe that have
been called Miocene. In the Post-Pliocene of North America,
gigantic Edentates were very numerous and widely distributed,

but all disappeared with the close of that period. These forms
were essentially huge Sloths, and the more important genera

were Megatherium., Mylodon and Megalonyx. The genera

Megalocnus and Myomorphus have been found only in Cuba.
In South America during the Pliocene or Post-Pliocene,

enormous Edentates were still more abundant, and their

remains are usually in such perfect preservation as to suggest

a xerj recent period for their extinction. The Sloth tribe

is represented by the huge Myhdou^ Megatherium., Megalonyx,

Ccebdon, Ochoiherium^ Gnathopis, Lestodon, Scelidotherium., and
^Sphcenodon; and among the Armadilloes were Cklamydolhenum,
Eivrydon., Glyptodon., Heierodon, Pachytherium and iSchistopleurum.

Gbssotherium, another extinct genus, is supposed to be allied

to the Ant-eatei-s.

It is frequently asserted, and very generally believed, that the

large number of huge Edentata which lived in North America
during the Post-Pliocene, were the results of an extensive

migration from South America soon after the elevation of

the Isthmus of Panama, near the close of the Tertiary. No
conclusive proof of such migration has been offered, and
the evidence, it seems to me, so far as we now have it, is

directly opposed to this view. No undoubted Tertiary Edentates

have yet been discovered in South America, while we have at

least two species in our Miocene, and during the deposition oi'

our lower Pliocene, large individuals of this group were not

uncommon as far north as the forty-third parallel of latitude,

on both sides of the Rocky Mountains. In view of these facts.

and others which I shall lay before you, it seems more natural

to conclude from our present knowledge, that the micrratioii,

which no doubt took place, was from north to south. Tlie

Edentates finding thus in South America a congenial home
flourished greatly for a time, and although the larger forms are

now all extinct, diminutive representatives of the group still

inhabit the same region.

The Cetacea first appear in the Eocene, as in Europe, and
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are comparatively abundant in deposits of this age on the
Atlantic Coast. The most interesting remains of this order, yet
found, belong to the Zeuglodontidoe, which are carnivorous
whales, and the only animals of the order with teeth implanted
by two roots. The principal genera of this family are Zeughdon
and Squalodon, the former genus being represented by gigantic
forms, some of which were seventy feet in length. The genus
Saurocetes, which includes some small animals of this group, has
been found in South America. The Dolphin family {Delphini-
dcB) are well represented in the Miocene, both on the Atlantic
an(l Pacific Coast. The best known genus is Priscodelphinus, of
which several species have been described. Several other
generic names which have been applied to fragments need not
here be enumerated. In none of the Tertiary species of this

family were the cervical vertebra? ankylosed. The Sperm
\Y\iQ{Qs {Catodordidai) were also abundant"throughout the Ter-
tiary, and with them in the earlier beds, various Ziphioid forms
have been found. The toothless Balaenidoi are only known
with certainty as fossils from the later Tertiary and more

The Sirenians, which appear first in the Eocene of the
Old World, occur in the Miocene of our Eastern Coast, and
throughout the later Tertiary. The specimens described have
all been referred to the genus Manatus, and seem closely

related to our living species. In the Tertiarv of Jamaica, a
skull has been found which indicates a new genus, Prorastomus,
also allied to the existing Manatee. The genus Rhytina, once
abundant on our Northwest Coast, has recently become extinct.

The Ungulates are the most abundant Mammals in the Ter-

tiary, and the most important; since they include a great

variety of types, some of which we can trace through their

various changes down to the modified forms that represent

them to-day. Of the various divisions in this comprehensive
group, the Perissodactyle, or odd-toed Ungulates, are evidently
the oldest, and throughout the Eocene are the prevailing forms.

Although all of the Perissodactyles of the earlier Tertiary are

more or less generalized, they are still quite distinct from tiie

Artiodactyles. even at the base of the Eocene. One
family, however, the Goryphodontidm, which is well represented
••It tliis horizMii, both in America and Europe, although essen-

ti;illy P'u-issndaciijle^ possesses some characters which point to a

primitive Ungulate type from which the present orders have
been cvf)lved. Among these characters are the diminutive
brain, which in size and form approaches that of the Heptiles,

and also the five-toed feet from which all the various forms of

the mammalian foot have been derived. Of this family, only
a single genus, Coryjjhodon {Bathmodon), is known, but there
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were several distinct species. They were the largest mammals
of the lower Eocene, some exceeding in size the existing Tapirs.

In the middle Eocene, West of the Rocky Mountains, a

remarkable group of ungulates makes its appearance. These
animals nearly equaled the Elephant in size, but had shorter

limbs. The skull was armed with two or three pairs of horn-

cores, and with enormous canine tusks. The brain was propor-

tionally smaller than in any other land mammal. The feet had
! toes, and resembled in their general structure those of 6b-

ryphodon, thus indicating some affinity with thatg
mammals resemble in some respects the Perissodactyles, and in

others the Proboscidians, yet differ so widely from any known
Ungulates, recent or fossil, that they must be regarded as form-

ing a distinct order, the Dinocerata. Only three genera are

known, Dinoceras^ Tinoceras and Uintatherium^ but quite a num-
ber of species have been described. During the later part of the

middle Eocene, these animals were very abundant for a short

time, and then became extinct, leaving apparently no succes-

sors, unless possibly we have in the Proboscidians their much
modified descendants. Their genetic connection with the

Coryphodonts is much more probable, in view of what we
now know of the two groups.

Besides these peculiar Mammals, which are extinct, and

mainly of interest to the Biologist, there were others in the

early Tertiary which remind us of those at present living

around us. When a student in Germany some twelve years

ago, I heard a world-renowned Professor of Zoology gravely

inform his pupils that the Horse was a gift of the Old Worhi
to the New, and was entirely unknown in America until

introduced by the Spaniards. After the lecture, I asked him
whether no earlier remains of horses had been found on

this Continent, and was told in reply that the reports to that

effect were too unsatisfactory to be presented as facts in science.

This remark led me, on my return, to examine the subject

myself, and I have since unearthed, with my own hands, not less

than thirty distinct species of the horse tribe, in the Tertiary

deposits of the West alone; and it is now, I think generally

admitted that America is, after all, the true home of the Horse.

I can offer you no better illustration than this of the advance

vertebrate palaeontology has made during the last decade, or of

the important contributions to this progress which our Rocky
Mountain region has supplied.

The oldest representative of the horse, at present known, is

the diminutive Eohippus from the lower Eocene. Several spe-

cies have been found, all about the size of a fox. Like most

of the early mammals, these Ungulates had forty-four teeth,

the molars with short crowns, and quite distinct in form from
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the premolars. The ulna and the fibula were entire and dis-

tinct, and there were four well developed toes and a rudiment
of another on the fore feet, and three toes behind. In the
structure of the feet, and in the teeth, the Eohippus indicates
unmistakably that the direct ancestral line to the modern horse
has already separated from the other Perissodactyles. In the
next higher division of the Eocene, another genus {Orohippus)
makes its appearance, replacing Eohippus, and showing a
greater, although still distant, resemblance to the Equine type.
The rudimentaiy first digit of the fore foot has disappeared,
and the last premolar has gone over to the molar series, Oro-
hippiis was but little larger than Eohippus, and in most other
respects very similar. Several species have been found in the
same horizon with Dinoceras, and others lived during the upper
Eocene with Biplacodon, but none later.

Near the base of the Miocene, in the Brontotherium beds,

we find a third closely allied genus, Mesohippus, which is about
'"" ''

I sheep, and one stage nearer the horse. There £

niy three toes and a rudimentary splint bone on the fore feet,

and three toes behind. Two of the premolar teeth are quite
like the molars. The ulna is no longer distinct, or the fibula

,
and other characters show clearly

cing. In the upper Miocene, Afeso

its place a fourth form, Miohippu
This genus is near the Anchith'-rium of Europe, but presents

several important differences. The thi-ee toes in each foot are

more nearly of a size, and a rudiment of the fifth metacarpal

bone is retained. All the known species of this genus are larger

than those of Mesohippus, and none pass nbove the Miocene.

The genus Protohippus of the lower Pliocene, is yet more
equine, and some of its species equaled the ass in size. There
are still three toes on each foot, but only the middle one, cor-

responding to the single toe of the horse, comes to the ground.

This genus resembles most nearly the Hipparion of Europe.

In the Pliocene, we have the last stage of the series before

reaching the horse, in the genus Pliohippus, which has lost the

small hooflets, and in other respects is very equine. Only in

the upper Pliocene, does the true Equus appear, and complete
the genealogy of the Horse, which in the Post-Tertiary roamed
over the whole of North and South America, and soon after

became extinct This occurred long before the discovery of

the Continent by Europeans, and no satisfactory reason for the

extinction has yet been given. Besides the characters I have

mentioned, there are many others, in the skeleton, skull, teeth,

and brain of the forty or more intermediate species, which

show that the transition from the Eocene Eohippus to the

modem Equiis^ has taken place in the order indicated, and I
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believe the specimens now at New Haven will demonstrate
the fact to any anatomist. They certainly carried prompt
conviction to the first of anatomists, who was the honored guest
of the Association a year ago, whose genius had already indi-

cated the later genealogy of the horse in Europe, and whose
own researches so well qualified him to appreciate the evidence
here laid before him. Did time permit, 1 might give you at

least a probable explanation of this marvellous change, but
justice to the comrades of the horse in his long struggle for

existence demands that some notice of their efforts should be
placed on record.

Beside the Horse and his congeners, the only existing Peris-

sodactyles are the Khinoceros and the Tapir. The last is the

oldest type, but the Ehinoceros had near allies throughout the

Tertiary ; and, in view of the continuity of the equine line, it is

well worth while to attempt to trace his pedigree. At the

bottom of the Eocene, in our Western lake-basins, the tapiroid

genus Helaletes is found, represented by numerous small mam-
mals hardly larger than the diminutive horses of that day. In

the following epoch of the Eocene, the closely allied Hyrachyus
was one of the most abundant animals. This genus was nearly

related to the Lophiodon of Europe, and in its teeth and skele-

ton strongly resembled the living Tapir; whose ancestry, to

this point, seems to coincide with thai of the Khinoceros we
are considering. Strangely enough, the Khinoceros line, before

it becomes distinct, separates into two branches. In the upper

part of the Dinoceras Beds, we have the genus Colonoceras,

which is really a Hyrachyus with a transverse pair of very

rudimentary horn-cores on the nasal bones. In the lower

Miocene west of the Kocky Mountains, this line seems to pass

on through the genus Diceratherium^ and in the higher Miocene
this genus is well represented. Some of the species nearly

equaled in size the existing Rhinoceros, which Diceratherium

strongly resembled. The main difference between them is a

most interesting one. The rudimentary horn-cores on the

nasals, seen in Colonoceras, are in Diceratherium developed into

strong bony supports for horns, which were placed transversely,

as in the Ruminants, and not on the median line, as in all

existing forms of Rhinoceros, In the Pliocene of the Pacific

Coast, a large Khinoceros has been discovered, which may
be a descendant of Diceratherium, but as the nasal bones have
not been found, we must wait for further evidence on this

point. Returning now to the other branch of the Rhinoceros

group, which left their remains mainly East of the Rocky
Mountains, we find that all the known forms are hornless.

The upper Eocene genus Amynodon is the oldest known
Rhinoceros, and by tar the most generalized of the family.
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The premolars are all unlike the molars, the four canines are
of large size, but the inner incisor in each jaw is lost in the
fully adult animal. The nasals were without horns. Tbere
were four toes in front, and three behind. The grenus Byrac-
odori^ of the Miocene, which is essentially a Ehinoceros, has
a full set of incisor and canine teeth; and the molars are so
nearly like those of its predecessor Uyrachyus, that no one will

question the transformation of the older into the newer type.

Hyracodon, however, appears to be off the true line, for it has
but three toes in front. In the higher Miocene beds, and
possibly with Byracodon, occurs a larger Ehinoceros, which
has been referred to the genus Aceratheriuvi. This form has
lost the canine and one incisor above, and two incisors below.
In the Pliocene are several species closely related, and of large

size. Above the Pliocene in America, no vestiges of the

Rhinoceros have been found, and our American forms doubt-
less became extinct at the close of this period.

The Tapir is clearly an old American type, and we have
seen that, in the Eocene, the genera Belaleies and Byrachyus
were so strongly tapiroid in their principal characters, that the

main line of descent prolDably passed through them. It is

remarkable that the Miocene of the West, so greatly developed as

it is on both sides of the Rocky Mountains, should have yielded

but a few fragments of tapiroid mammals, and the same is true

of the Pliocene of that region. In the Miocene of the Atlantic

Coast, too, only a few imperfect specimens have been found.

These forms all apparently belong to the genus Tapiravus,

although most of them have been referred to Lophiodon, a lower

In the Post-Tertiary, a true Tapirus was abun-

smains have been found in various parts of North
America. The line of descent, alt'nough indistinct through
the middle and upper Tertiary, was doubtless continuous in

America, and several species exist at present, from Mexico
southward. It is worthy of notice that the species North of

the Isthmus of Panama appear all to be generically distinct

from those of South America.
In addition to these three Perissodactyle types which, as

the fittest, have alone survived, and wiiose lineage I have

endeavored to trace, there were many others in early Tertiary

times. Some of these disappeai-ed with the close of the

Kocene, while others continued, and assumed strange special-

ized sliapes in the Miocene, before their decline and extinction.

One series of the latter deserves especial mention, as it includes

one of the most interesting families of our extinct animals.

Among the large mammals in the lower Eocene is Limnnhyus,

a true Perissodactyle, but only known here from fragments of

the skeleton. In the next higher beds, this genus is well

3t7pe.

nd Its I
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represented, and with it is found a nearly allied form, Palceo-

syops. In the upper Eocene, both have left the field, and the

genus Diplacodon^ a very near relative, holds the supremacy.
The hne seems clear through these three genera, but on
crossing the break into the Miocene, we have, apparently as

next of kin, the huge Brontotheridce. These strange beasts show
in their dentition and some other characters the same transition

steps beyond Diplacodon, which that genus had made beyond
Palceosyops. The Brontotheridce were nearly as large as the

Elephant, but had much shorter limbs. The skull was elon-

gated, and had a transverse pair of large horn-cores on the

maxillaries, in front of the orbits, like the middle pair in

Dinoceras. There were four toes in front, and three behind,

and the feet were similar to those of the Ehinoceros. There
are four genera in this group, Broniotherium ; Diconodon / AJeno-

dus {Titanotherium) ; and Megacerops, which have been found

only in the lowest Miocene, east of the Eocky Mountains.
In the higher Miocene beds of Oregon, an allied genus,

Chalicotherium, makes its appearance, It is one stage further

on in the transition, and perhaps a descendant of the Bronto-

thendm ; but here, so far as now known, the line disappears.

It is a suggestive fact, that this genus has now been found in

Western America, China, India, Greece, Germany and France,

indicating thus, as I believe, the path by which many of our

ancient mammals helped to people the so-called Old World.
The Artiodactyles, or even-toed Ungulates, are the most

abundant of the larger mammals now living; and the group
dates back at least to the lowest Eocene. Of the two well

marked divisions of this order, the Bunodonts and the Seleno-

douts, as happily defined by Kowalevsky, the former is the

older type, which must have separated from the Perissodactyle

line after the latter had become differentiated from the prim-

itive Ungulate. In the Coryphodon Beds of New Mexico,
occurs the oldest Artiodactyle yet found, but it is at present

known only from fragmentary specimens. These remains are

clearly Suilline in character, and belong to the genus Eohyus.

In the beds above, and possibly even in the same horizon,

the genus Helohyiis is not uncommon, and several species are

known. The molar teeth of this genus are very similar to

those of the Eocene Hyracoiherium, of Europe, which is sup-

posed to be a Perissodactyle, while Helohyus certainly is not,

but apparently a true lineal ancestor of the existing pigs.

In every vigorous primitive type which was destined to survive

many geological changes, there seems to have been a tendency
to throw off lateral branches, which became highly specialized

and soon died out, because they are unable to adapt themselves
to new conditions. The narrow path of the persistent Suilline
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type, throughout the whole Tertiary, is strown with the remains
of such ambitious oftshoots, while the typical pig, with an
obstinacy never lost, has held on in spite of Catastrophes and
Evolution, and still lives in America to-day. In the lower
Eocene, we have in the genus Parahyus apparently one of these

short-lived, specialized branches. It attained a much larger

size than the true lineal forms, and the number of its teeth
was' reduced. In the Dinoceras Beds, or middle Eocene, we
have still, on or near the true line, Helohyus, which is the
last of the series known from the American Eocene. All
these early Suillines, with the possible exception of Parahyus,
appear to have had at least four toes, all of usable size.

In the lower Miocene, we find the genus Perchoerus, seem-
ingly a true Suilline, and with it remains of a larger form,

Elotherium, are abundant. The latter genus occurs in Europe
in nearly the same horizon, and tiie specimens known from
each Continent agree closely in general characters. The name
Pehnax has been applied erroneously to some of the American
forms; but the specimens on which it was based clearly belong-

to Elotherium. This genus aftbrds another example of the

aberrant Suilline offshoots, already mentioned. Some of the

species were nearly as large as a Ehinoceros, and in ail there were

mals of this group, beino; represented only by small rudiments

concealed beneath the skin. In the upjier Miocetie of Oregon,

Suillines are abundant, and almost all belong to the genus

TA/noAi/M5, a near ally of the modern Peccary {Dicoiyks), but

having a greater num,ber of teeth, and a fev; other distinguish-

ing features. In the Pliocene, Suillines are still numerous, and
all the American forms yet discovered are closely related to

Dicotyles. The genus Platygonus is represenled by several

species, one of which was very abundant in the Post-Tertiary

of North America, and is apparently the last example of a side

branch, before the American Suillines culminate in existing

Peccaries. The feet in this species are more specialized than

in the living forms, and approach some of the peculiar features

of the ruminants; as for example a strong tendency to coales-

cence in the metapodial bones. The geniis Platygonus became
extinct in the Post-Tertiary, and the later and existing species

are all true Peccaries. No authenticated remains of the genera

Sus, Porous, Phacochoerus, or the allied I/ijij>oj^ot/nin(s, the Old

World Suillines, have been foun<l in America, altliough several

announcements to that effect have been made.
In the series of generic forms betweerI the lower Eocene

Lohyus and the existing Dicotyles, which I have very briefly

discussed, we have apparently the ancestra:I line ending in the

typical American Suillines. Although the demonstration is
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not yet as complete as in the lineage of the Horse, this is not

owing to want of material, but rather to the fact that the

actual chanofes which transformed the early Tertiary pig into

the modern Peccary were comparatively slight, so far as they
are indicated in the skeletons preserved, wliile the lateral

branches were so numerous as to confuse the line. It is clear,

however, that from the close of the Cretaceous to the Post-

Tertiary, the Bunodont Artiodactyles were especially abun-

dant on this Continent, and only "recently have approached

The Selenodont division of the Artiodactyles is a more
interesting group and, so far as we now know, makes its first

appearance in the upper Eocene of the West, although forms,

apparently transitional, between it and the Bunodonts occur in

the Dinoceras Beds, or middle Eocene. These belong to the

genus Homacodon, which is very nearly allied to Helohyus and
but a single step away from this genus toward the Selenodonts.

By a fortunate discovery, a nearly complete skeleton of this

i-are intermediate form has been brought to light, and we are

thus enabled to define its characters. Several species of

Horaacodon are known, all of small size. This primitive

Selenodont had forty-four teeth, which formed a nearly con-

The molar teeth are very similar to those of Helohyus, but

the cones on the crowns have become partially triangular in

outline, so that when worn, the Selenodont pattern is clearly

recognizable. The first and second upper molars, moreover,

have three distinct posterior cusps, and two in front; a peculiar

feature, which is seen also in the European genera Dichobune
and Cainotherium. There were four toes on each foot, and the

metapodial bones were distinct. The type species of this genus
was about as large as a cat. With Helohyus, this genus forms
a well marked family, the Helohyidae.

In the Diplacodonhonzon of the upper Eocene, the Seleno-

dont dentition is no longer doubtful, as it is seen in most of

ih^ Artiodactyla yei found in these beds. These animals are

all small, and belong to at least three distinct genera. One of

these, Eomeryx, closely resembles Homacodon in most of its

skeleton, and has four toes, but its teeth show well marked
crescents, and a partial transition to the teeth of Hyopotamtts,

from the Ecjcene of Europe. With this genus, is another
(Pai-ameryx), also closely allied to Homacodon, but apparently a

straggler irorn the true line, as it has but three toes behind.

The most pronounced Selenodont in the upper Eocene is the

Oromeryx, which genus appears to be allied to the existing

Deer family, or Cervidce, and if so is the oldest known repre-

sentative of the group. These facts are important, as it has
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been supposed, until very recently, that our Eocene contained
no even-hoofed mammals.

In the lowest Miocene of the West, no true crescent-toothed
Ariiodactyla have as yet been identified, with the exception
of a single species of Uyopoiamus ; but in the overlying beds
of the middle Miocene, remains of the Oreodontidoe occur in

such vast numbers as to indicate that these animals must
have lived in large herds around the borders of the lake-basins
in which their remains have been entombed. These basins are
now the denuded deserts so well termed Mauvaises Ttrres by
the early French trappers. The least specialized, and apparently
the oldest, genus of this group is Agriochoerm, which so nearly
resembles the older Hyopotamus, and the still more ancient
Eomeryx, that we can hardly doubt that they all belonged to

the same ancestral line. The typical Oreodonts are the genera
Oreodon and Eporeodon^ which have been aptly termed by
Leidy, ruminating hogs. They had forty-four teeth, and four
well developed toes on each foot. The true Oreodons, which
were most numerous east of the Rocky Mountains, were about
as large as the existing Peccary, while Eporeodon, which was
nearly twice this size, was very abundant in the Miocene of

the Pacific slope.

In the succeeding Pliocene formation, on each side of the

Rocky Mountains, the genus Merychyus is one of the prevailing

forms, and continues the line on from the Miocene, where the

true Oreodons became extinct. Beyond this, we have the genus
Merycochoerus, which is so nearly allied to the last, that they
would be united by many naturalists. With the close of the

Pliocene, this series of peculiar ruminants abruptly terminates,

no member surviving until the Post-Tertiary, so far as known.
A most interesting line, that leading to the Camels and Lla-

mas, separates from the primitive Selenodont branch in the

Eocene, probably through the genus Parameryx. In the Mio-
cene, we find in Poibroth'^riuin and some nearly allied forms

akable indications that the Cameloid type of

^\
.

liough t

teeth, and the metapodial bones are

distinct. In the Pliocene, the Camel tribe was, next to the

Horses, the most abundant of the larger mammals. The line is

continued through the genus Procamehts, and perhaps others,

and in this formation the incisors first begin to diminish, and
the metapodials to unite. In the Post-Tertiary we have a true

Auchenia, represented by several species, and others in South
America, where the Alpacas and Llamas still survive. From
the Eocene almost to the present time. North America has been
the home of vast numbers of the Camelidce, and there can be

little doubt that thev originated here, and migrated to the Old
World.
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Eeturning once more to the upper Eocene, we find another

line of descent starting from Oromeryx^ which, as we have
seen, had apparently then just become differentiated from tlie

older Bunodont type. Throughout the middle and upper
Miocene, this line is carried forward by the genus Leptomtryx
and its near allies, which resemble so strongly the Pliocene

Cervidm that they may fairly be regarded as their probable
progenitors. Possibly some of these forms may be related to

the Tragulidae^ but at present the evidence is against it.

The Deer family has representatives in the upper Miocene of

Europe, which contains fossils strongly resembling the fauna of

our lower Pliocene, a fact always to be borne in mind in com-
paring the horizon of any group in the two continents. Several

species of Cervidce^ belonging to the genus Cosoryx^ are known
from the lower Pliocene of the West, and all have very small

antlers, divided into a single pair of tynes. The statement

recently published, that most of these antlers had been broken
during the life of the animals, is unsupported by any evidence,

and is erroneous. These primitive Deer do not have the orbit

closed behind, and they have all the four metapodial bones

entire, although the second and fifth are very slender. In the

upper Pliocene, a true Cervus of large size has been discovered.

In the Post-Tertiary, Cervus, Alces, and Tarandus have been met
with, the latter far south of its present range. In the caves of

South America, remains of Cervus have been found, and also two

species of Antelopes, one referred to a new genus, Leptothenuni.

The Hollow-horned Kuminants, in this country, appear to

date back no further than to the lower Pliocene, and here only

two species of Bison have as yet been discovered. In the Post-

Tertiary this genus was represented by numerous individuals

and several species, some of large s"

was not uncommon during some parts

its remains are widely distributed.

No authentic fossil remains of true Sheep, Goats, or Giraffes

have as yet been found on this continent.

The Proboscideans, which are now separated from the typi-

cal Ungulates as a distinct order, make their first appearance in

North America in the lower Pliocene, where several species of

Mastodon have been found. This genus occurs, also, in the

upper Pliocene, and in the Post-Tertiary ; although sonie of

the remains attributed to the latter are undoubtedly older.

The Pliocene species all have a band of enamel on the tusks,

and some other peculiarities observed in the oldest Mastodons

of Europe, which are from essentially the same horizon. Two
species of this genus have been found in South America, in

connection with the remains of extinct Llamas and Horses.

The genus Elephas is a later form, and has not yet been id en-
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tilled in this country below the upper Pliocene, where one
gigantic species was abundant. In the Post-PJiocene, remains
of this genus are numerous. The hairy Mammoth of the Old
World {Elephas jvimigenius) was once abundant in Alaska, and
great numbers of its bones are now preserved in the frozen
cliffs of that region. This species does not appear to have
extended east of the Eocky Mountains, or south of the Colum-
bia Eiver, but was replaced there by the American Elephant,
which preferred a milder climate. Eemains of the latter have
been met with in Canada, throughout the United States, and in

Mexico. The last of the American Mastodons and Elephants
became extinct in the Post-Tertiary.

The order Toxodontia includes two very peculiar genera,

Toxodon and N'esodon, which have been found in the Post-Ter-

3 of South America. These animals were of huge
I possessed such mixed characters that their affinities

are a matter of considerable doubt. They are thought to be
related to the Ungulates, Rodents, and Edentates, but as the

feet are unknown, this cannot at present be decided.

Macrauchenia and Homalodonlotherium are two other peculiar

genera from South America, now extinct, the exact affinities

of which are uncertain. Ano-plotherium and Pnlceoiherium, so

abundant in Europe, have not been found in our North
American Tertiary deposits, although reported from South
America,

Perhaps the most remarkable mammals yet found in Amer-
ica are the Tillodontia, which are comparatively abundant in

the lower and middle Eocene. These animals seem to com-
bine the characters of several different groups, viz : the Car-

nivores, Ungulates, and Rodents. In the genus Tillotherium,

the type of the order, and of the family Tillotheridce, the skull

resembles that of the Bears ; the molar teeth are of the

ungulate type; while the large incisors are very similar to those

of Rodents. The skeleton resembles that of the Carnivores,

but the scaphoid and lunar bones are distinct, and there is a

third trochanter on the femur. The feet are plantigrade, nnd
each bad five digits, all with long pointed claws. In the

allied genus ^tylinodon, which belongs to a distinct family, the

Stylinodontida;,\\\ the teeth were rootless. Some of "'these

animals were as large as a Tapir. The genus Drypiodon has

been found only in the Coryphodon beds of New Mexico, while

Tillotherium arid Stylinodon occur in the middle Eocene of

Wyoming. Anchipjwdus probably belongs to this group, which
may perhaps include some other forms that have been named
from fragmentary specimens.

The Rodents are an ancient type, and their remains are not

unfrequently disinterred in the strata of pur lowest fresh-water
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Eocene. The earliest known forms are apparently all related

to the Squirrels, and the most common genus is jSciuravus,

which continued throughout the Eocene. A nearly allied form,
which may prove to be the same, is Faramys, the species of

which are larger than those of the older type. In the Dino-
ceras beds, the genus Coloyiomys is found, and the specimens
preserved point to the Muridae, as the nearest living allies. A
peculiar genus, Apatemys, which also occurs in the middle
Eocene, has gliriform incisors, but the molars resemble those of

Insectivores. All the Eocene Eodents are of small size, the

largest being about as large as a rabbit.

In the middle and upper Miocene lake-basins of the West,
Eodents abound, but all are of moderate size. The Hares first

appear in the Oreodon beds, and continue in considerable num-
bers through the rest of the Tertiary and Post-Tertiary to the

present day. In these beds, the most common forms belong to

the Leporidce^ and mainly to the genus PaloRolagus. The Squirrel

family is represented by Ischyrom.ys, the Muridce by the genus
Eumys, and the Beavers by Falceocastor. In the upper Miocene
of Oregon, most of the same genera are found, and with them
some peculiar forms, very unlike anything now living. One of

these is the genus Allomys, possibly related to the flying

Squirrels, but having molar teeth somewhat like those of the

Ungulates. In the Pliocene, east and west of the Kocky Moun-
tains, Eodents continue abundant, but most of them belong to

existing genera. Among these are Castor, Hystrix, Cynomys,
Geomys, Lepus and tksperorays. In the Post-Tertiary, the

gigantic beaver, Castoroides, was abundant throughout most of

North America. Hydroclmrus has been found in South Caro-

lina. In the caves of the island of Anguilla, in the West
Indies, remains of large extinct Eodents belonging to the Gliin-

chillidm have been discovered.

The early Tertiary Eodents known from South America are

the genera Megnmys, Theridromys, and a large species referred

to Arvicola. In Brazil, the Pliocene Eodents found are referred

to the existing genera Cavia, Kerodon, Lagostomus, Ctenomys,

Ilesperomys, Oxyimjcterus, Arvicola and Lepus. A new genus,
Cardiodus, described from this horizon, is a true Eodent, but
the ])eculiar Typot/iertum, which has been referred to this order
by some authorities, has perhaps other affinities. In the

Post-Tertiary, the Eodents were very abundant in South
America, as they are at present. Tlie species are in most
instances distinct from those now living, but the genera are

nearly the same. The Caviidm were especially numerous.
Cercolahes, Myopotamus, and Lagostomus are also found, and two
extinct genera, Phyllomys and LonchopJiorus.

The Cheiroptera^ or Bats, have not been found in this country
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below the middle Eocene, where two extinct genera, Nyctilestes
and Nyditherium, are each represented by numerous remains.
These fossils all belong to small animals, and, so far as they
have been investigated, show no characters of more than generic
importance to distinguish them from the Bats of to-day. No
other members of this group are known from our Tertiary.
In the Post-Tertiary, no extinct species of Bats have been
found in North America, but from the caves of Brazil quite
a number have been reported. These all belong to genera
still living in South America, and most of them to the family
Phylhstomidce.

The Insectivores date back, in this country, at least to the
middle Eocene. Here numerous remains occur, which have
been described as belonging to this order, although it is pos-
sible that some of them were insect-eating Marsupials. The
best known genera are, Hemiacodon^ Gentetodon^ Talpavus, and
Entomacodon ; all represented by animals of small size. In
the Miocene, the bones of Insectivores are comparatively abun-
dant, and the genera best determined are Ictops and Leptidis.

A few specimens only have been found in the Pliocene and
Post-Pliocene, most of them related to the Moles. No extinct

Insectivores are known from South America, and no raeniber
of the group exists there at present.

The Carnivora^ or true flesh-eating animals, are an old type,

•epresented in the Eocene, and, as might
these early forms are much less specialized than the living

species. In the Coryphodon beds, the genus Limnocyon,
allied to the Pterodon of the European Eocene, is abundant.
Another genus, apparently distinct, is Proiotom

others have been named from fragmentarj^ fossils. In the

middle Eocene, Carnivores were still more numerous, and many
genera have been discovered. One of these, Limnofelis, was
nearly as large as a lion, and apparently allied to the cats,

although the typical Felidae. seem not yet to have been differen-

tiated. Another Carnivore of nearly equal size was Orocyon,

which had short massive jaws and broad teeth. Bromocyon and
Mesonyx were large animals, allied to Hyoenodon. The teeth

were narrow, and the jaws long and slender. Among the

smaller Carnivores were, Vidpavits, Viverravus, Sinopa, Thino-
c'/oi/. and Ziphdcodon.

In our \Vcstcrn Miocene, Carnivores are abundant, and
iii.iki' ;ui •a[)pro:i(jii to modern types. The Felidce are well rep-

ivs.Mitcd, the most interesting genus being Machairodus, which
is not uncommon in the Oreodon beds on both sides of the

Rocky Mountains. An allied genus is Dinictis, and several

smaller Cats are known from about the same horizon. The
Canidce are represented by Amphicyon, a European genus, and
Am. Jour. Sci.-Thibd Seribs, Vol. XIV, No. 83.-Nov., 1877.
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by several species of Cajus, or a very nearly allied form. The
peculiar genus Hycenodon^ found also in Europe, and the type of

a distinct family, is abundant in the Miocene east of the Eocky
Mountains, but has not yet been found on the Pacific Coast.

In the Pliocene of both regions, the Canidoz are numerous,
and all apparently belong to the existing genus- tarns. The
genus Machairodus is still the dominant form of the Cats, which
are abundant, and for the most part belong to the genus Felis.

The extinct Leptarctus is supposed to belong to the Ursida^,

and if so, is the oldest American representative of this family.

In the Post-Pliocene, the extinct Felidce include species nearly

as large as a lion, and smaller forms very similar to those still

living. Bears, Eaccoons and Weasels have also been found.

In the Pliocene of South America, Machairodus represents

the Felidce, while the genera Arctoiherium and Hycenarctus

belong to the Bear family. Species of Mustela and Canis have
also been found. In the caves of Brazil, the fauna of which

is regarded as Post-Pliocene, one species of Machairodus is

known, and one of Syncelurus, Canis and Icticyon, still living

in Brazil, and the extinct genus Speothos, represent the Canida;.

Mephitis and Galictis, among the Weasels, were also present,

and with them species of Nasua and Arciotherium.

We come now to the highest group of Mammals, the Pri-

mates, which includes the Lemurs, the Apes, and Man. This

order has a great antiquity, and even at the base of the Eocene
we find it represented by several genera belonging to the lower

forms of the group. In considering these interesting fossils, it is

important to have in mind that the Lemurs, which are usually

regarded as Primates, although at the bottom of tlie scale, are

only found at the present day in Madagascar and the adjacent

regions of the globe. All the American Monkeys, moreover,

belong to one group, much above the Lemurs, while the Old
World Apes are higher still, and most nearly approach Man.

In the lower Eocene of New Mexico, we find a few repre-

sentatives of the earliest known Primates, and among them are

the genera Lemuravus and Limnotherium, each the type of a

distinct family. These genera became very abundant in the

middle Eocene of the West, and with them are found many
others, all however, included in the two families, Lemtiravidce

and Limnotheridce. Lemur.avus appears to have been most

nearly allied to the Lemurs, and is the most generalized form

of the Primates yet discovered. It had forty-four teeth, form-

ing a continuous series above and below. The brain was

nearly smooth, and of moderate size. The skeleton most

n) also is nearly related to the Lemurs, but shows some affin
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ities with the South American Marmosets. This genus had
forty teeth. The brain was nearly smooth, and the cerebellum
large, and placed mainly behind the cerebrum. The orbits are
open behind, and the lachrymal foramen is outside the orbit.
Other genera belonging to the LimnotlieridcE are, Notharcios,
Hi-pposyus.^ Microsyops, Palneacodon, Thinolesles and Telmaiolestes.

Besides these, Ardiacodon (Anapiomorphus)^ Bathrodon and Mes-
acodon should probably be placed in the same group. In the
Diplacodon Beds, or Upper Eocene, no remains of Primates have
yet been detected, although they will doubtless be found there.

All the Eocene Primates known from American strata are low
generalized forms, with characters in the teeth, skeleton and
feet that suggest relationships with the Carnivores, and even
with the Ungulates. These resemblances have led palaeontolo-

gists to refer some imperfect specimens to both these orders.

In the Miocene lake basins of the West, only a single spe-
cies of the Primates has been identified with certainty. This
was found in the Oreodon Beds of Nebraska, and belongs to

the genus Laopiihecus, apparently related both to the Limno-
tlieridm and to some existing South American Monkeys. In
the Pliocene and Post-Pliocene.of North America, no remains
of Primates have yet been found.

In the Post-Pliocene deposits of the Brazilian caves, remains
of Monkeys are numerous, and mainly belong to extinct spe-

cies of CaUithrix, Cehus and Jacchus, all living South American
genera. Onlv one extinct genus, Protopiihecus, which embraced
animals of large size, has been found in this peculiar fauna.

It is a noteworthy fact, that no traces of any Anthropoid
Apes, or indeed of any Old World Monkeys have yet been
detected in America. Man, however, the highest of' the Pri-

mates, has left his bones and his works from the Arctic Circle

to Patagonia. Most of these specimens are clearly Post-Ter-

tiarv, although there is considerable evidence pointing to the

existence of Man in our Pliocene. All the remains yet dis-

covt'i'cd belong to the w^cll-marked genus Homo, and apparently

Iti this ra})i<l review of Mammalian life in America, from its

first known a]>pearance in the Trias down to the present time, I

have cufleavoivd to state briefly the introduction and succes-

sion of the princi{)al forms in each natural group. If time per-

mitted, I might attempt the more ditficult task of trying to

indicate what relations these various groups may possibly bear

to each other ; what connection the ancient Mammals of this

continent have with the corresponding forms of the Old World;
and, most important of all, what real progress Mammalian life

has here made since the beginning of the Eocene. As it is, I
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can only say in summing up, that the Marsupials are clearly

the remnants of a very ancient fauna, which occupied this

continent millions of years ago, and from which the other

Mammals were doubtless all derived, although the direct evi-

dence of the transformation is wanting.

Although the Marsupials are nearly related to the still

lower Monotremes, now living in the Australian Region, we
have as yet no hint of the path by which these two groups

became separated from the inferior vertebrates. Neitherhave
we to-day much light as to the genetic connection existing

between Marsupials and the placental Mammalia, although it is

possible that the different orders of the latter had their origin

each from a separate group of the Marsupials.

The presence, however, of undoubted Marsupials in our

lower and middle Eocene, some of them related to the genus

Didelphys^ although remotely, is important evidence as to the

introduction of these animals into America. Against this, their

supposed absence in our Miocene and Pliocene can have but

limited weight, when taken in connection with the fact that

they flourished in the Post-Tertiary, and are still abundant.

The evidence we now have is quite as strongly in favor of a

migration of Marsupials from America to the Old World, as the

reverse, which has been supposed hy some naturalists. Possi-

bly, as Huxley has suggested, both countries were peopled with

these low mammals from a continent now submerged.

The Edentate mammals have long been a puzzle to zoolo-

gists, and up to tlic present time no clew to their affinities with

other groups seems to have been detected. A comparison of

tlie peculiar Eocene Mammals which I have called the Tillo-

doniia, with the least specialized Edentates, brings to light

many curious resemblances in the skull, teeth, skeleton and

present, the Tillodonts are all from the lower and middle

Eocene, while Moropus, the oldest Edentate genus, is found in

the middle Miocene, and one species in the lower Pliocene.

The Edentates have been usually regarded as an American
type, but the few living forms in Africa, and the Tertiary

species in Europe, the oldest known, have made the land

of their nativity uncertain. I have already given you some
reasons for believing that the Edentates liad their first home
in North America, and migrated thence to the southern

portion of the continent. This movement could not have

taken place in the Miocene period, as the Isthmus of Darien

was then submerged ; but near the close of the Tertiary,

the elevation of this region left a much broader strip of land

than now exists there, and over this, the Edentates and other
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Old World Edentates, fossil and recent, unaccounted for^

believe the solution of this problem is essentially the same,
namely: a migi-ation from North America. The Miocene rep-

resentatives of this group, which I have recently obtained in

Oregon, are older than any known in Europe, and, strangely
enougl), are more like the latter and the existing African types
than like any of our living species. If, now, we bear in mind
that an elevation of only

7'""

close Behring s Straits, and
America to Asia, we can easily see how this migration might
have taken place. That such a Tertiary bridge did exist, we
have much independent testimony, and the known facts all

Tlie Cetacea are connected with the marine Carnivores through
the genus Zeuglodon, as Huxley has shown, and the points of

resemblance are so marked that the affinity cannot be doubted.

That the connection was a direct one, however, is hardly prob-

able, since the diminutive brain, large number of simple teeth,

and reduced limbs in the Whales, all indicate them to be an

old type, which doubtless branched ofi" fi-om the more primi-

tive stock leading to the Carnivores. Our American extinct

Cetaceans, whtm carefully investigated, promise to throw much
light upon the pedigree of these strange mammals. As most
of the known forms were probably marine, their distribution is

of little service in determining their origin.

That the Sirenians are allied to the Ungulates is now gen-

erally admitted by anatomists, and the separation of the exist-

ing species in distant localities suggests that they are the rem-

nants of an extensive group, once widely distributed. The
large number of teeth in some forms, the reduced limbs and
other characters, point back to an ancestry near that of the

earliest ungulates. The gradual loss of teeth in the specialized

members of this group, and in the Cetaceans, is quite parallel

with tiie same cluinge'in Edentates, as well as in Pterodactyls

and Birds.

The Unirulate.-^ are s<^ distinct from other groups that they

mn.st be one cf the oldest natural divisions of mammals, and

thev })ro!)ab]v oritrinatc^.l from s.,uie herbivorous marsupial.

Their'large size, and. givat numbers during Tertiary and Post-

tertiary time, render thetu nio.st valuable in tracing migrations

induced by climate, as well as in showing the changes of

structure which such a contest for existence may produce.

In the review of the extinct Ungulates, I have endeavored

to show that quite a number of genera usually supposed to
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belong originally to the Old World are in reality true Amer-
ican types. Among these were the Horse, Ehinoceros, and
Tapir, all the existing odd-toed Ungulates, and besides these

the Camel, Pig, and Deer. All these I believe, and many
others, went to Asia from our North West Coast It must, for

the present, remain an open question whether we may not

fairly claim the Bovidce, and even the Proboscidea, since both

occur in our strata at about the same horizon as on the other

continent. On this point there is some confusion, at least in

names. The Himalayan deposits called Upper Miocene, and
so rich in Proboscideans, indicate in their entire fauna that

they are more recent than our Niobrara River beds, which, for

apparently good reasons, we regard as Lower Pliocene. The
latter appear to be about the same horizon as the Pikermi
deposits in Greece, also regarded as Miocene. Believing, how-
ever, that we have here a more complete Tertiary series, and a

better standard for comparison of faunas, I have preferred to

retain the names already applied to our divisions, until the

strata of the two continents are more satisfactorily coordinated.

The extinct Rodents, Bats, and Insectivores of America,

although offering many suggestive hints as to their relation-

ship with other groups, and their various migrations, cannot

now be fully discussed. There is little doubt, however, that

the Rodents are a New World type, and, according to present

evidence, they probably had their origin in North America.

The resemblance in so many respects of this order to the

Proboscideans is a striking fact, not yet explained by the im-

perfectly known genealogy of either group.

The Carnivores, too, I must pass by, except to call attention

to a few special forms which accompanied the migrations of

other groups. One of these is Machairodus, the saber-toothed

Tiger, which flourished in our Miocene and Pliocene, and
followed the huge Edentates to South America, and the Ungu-
lates across Asia to Europe. With this genus went Hyoinodon,

and some typical Wolves and Cats, but the Beare came the

other way with the Antelopes. That the Gazelle, Giraffe, Hip-

popotamus, Hyaena and other African types, once abundant in

Asia, did not come, is doubtless because the Miocene bridge

was submerged before they reached it.

The Edentates, in their southern migration, were probably

accompanied by the Horse, Tapir and Rhinoceros, although no
remains of the last have yet been found south of Mexico. The
Mastodon, Elephant, Llama, Deer, Peccary, and other mam-
mals, followed the same path. Why the Mastodon, Elephant,

Rhinoceros, and especially the Horse, should have been selected

with the huge Edentates for extinction, and the other Un-
gulates left, is at present a mystery, which their somewhat
larger size hardly explains.
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The relations of the Amencari Primates, extinct and recent,
to those of the other hemisphere, offer an inviting topic, but it

is not in my present province to discuss them in their most
suggestive phases. As we have here the oldest and most
generalized members of the group, so far as now known, we
may justly claim America for the birth-place of the order.

That the development did not continue here until it culmi-
nated in Man, was due to causes which at present we can only
surmise, although the genealogj'' of other surviving groups
gives some data toward a solution. Wh}' the old world Apes,
when differentiated, did not come to the land of their earlier

ancestry, is readily explained by the then intervening oceans,

which likewise were a barrier to the return of the Horse and
Rhinoceros.

Man, however, came ; doubtless first across Behring's
Straits; and at his advent became part of our fauna, as a

mammal and primate. In these relations alone, it is my pur-

pose here to treat him. The evidence, as it stands to-day,

although not conclusive, seems to place the first appearance of

Man in this country in the Pliocene, and the best proof of

this has been found on the Pacific coast. During several

visits to that region, many facts were brought to my knowl-
edge which render this more than probable. Man at tiiis time

was a savage, and was doubtless forced by the great volcanic

•utbreaks to continue his migration. This was at first tc) the

outh. since mou ntairI chains were barriers5 on the east. As
be native Horses of America were imw all

arly man did n ring the old vvorld arI'ima" with him'. his

low. fbelieve, nx^reover, that his slow pro-

ress towards civiilizat :]cgree due to this

ime cause, the absence of the Horse

It is far from my intention to add to the! many theories ex-

int in regard to. the early civilizations in this country. and
with the primitive inhabitants, or the later

Indians, but two or three facts have recently come to my
knowledge which I think worth mentioning in this connection.

On the Columbia River, I have found evidence of the former

existence of inhabitants much superior to the Indians at pres-

ent there, and of which no tradition remains. Among many
stone carvings which I saw there, were a number of heads

which so strongly resemble those of Apes, that the likeness at

once suggests itself. Whence came these sculptures, ami by

whom were they made? Another fact that has interested me
very much is the strong resemblance between the skulls of the

typical Mound-builders of the Mississippi Valley and tliose of

the Pueblo Indians. I had long been familiar with the former,

and when I recently saw the latter, it required the positive
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assurance of a friend who had himself collected them in New
Mexico, to convince me that they were not from the mounds.
A third fact, and I leave Man to the Archaeologists, on whose
province I am even now trenching. In a large collection of

Mound-builders' pottery, over a thousand specimens, which
I have recently examined with some care, I found many
pieces of elaborate workmanship so nearly like the ancient

water-jars from Peru, that no one could fairly doubt that some
intercourse had taken place between the widely separated peo-

ple that made them.
The oldest known remains of Man on this continent differ

in no important characters from the bones of the typical

Indian, although in some minor details they indicate a much
more primitive race. These early remains, some of which are

true fossils, resemble much more closely the corresponding

parts of the highest Old World Apes, tbati do the latter our
Tertiary Primates, or even the recent American Monkeys.
Various living and fossil forms of old world Primates fill up
essentially the latter gap. The lesser gap between the prim-

itive Man of America and the Anthropoid Apes is partially

closed by still lower forms of men, and doubtless also by higher

Apes, now extinct. Analogy, and many facts as well, indicate

that this gap was smaller in the past. It certainly is becoming
wider now with every generation, for the lowest races of men
will soon become extinct, like the Tasmanians, and the highest

Apes cannot long survive. Hence the intermediate forms of

the past, if any there were, become of still greater importance.

For such missing links, we must look to the caves and later

Tertiary of Africa, which I regard as now the most promising
field for exploration in the Old World. America, even in the

Tropics, can promise no such inducements to ambitious ex-

plorers. We have, however, an equally important field, if

less attractive, in the Cretaceous Mammals, which must have
left their remains somewhere on this continent. In these two
directions, as I believe, lie the most important future discov-

eries in Palaeontology.

As a cause for many changes of structure in mammals
during the Tertiary and Post-Tertiary, I regard, as the most
potent, Natural iSelection^ in the broad sense in which that term
is now used by American evolutionists. Under this head, I

include not merely a Malthusian struggle for life among tlie

animals themselves, but the equally im'jjortant contest with the

elements, and all surrounding nature. By changes in the envi-

ronment, migrations are enforced, slowly in some cases, rapidly

in others, and with change of locality must come adaptation to

new conditions, or extinction. The life-history of Tertiary

mammals illustrates this principle at every stage, and no other

explanation meets the facts.
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The real progress of mammalian life in Amei-ica, from the
beginning of the Tertiary to the present, is well illustrated by
the Brain-growth, in which we have the key to many other
changes. The earliest known Tertiary mammals all had very
small brains, and in some forms this organ was proportionallv
less than in certain Reptiles. There was a gradual increase in
the size of the brain during this period, and it is interesting to
find that this growth was mainly confined to the cerebrul
hemispheres, or higher portion of the brain. In most groups
of mammals, the brain has gradually become more convoluted,
and thus increased in quality, as well as quantity. In some,
also, the cerebellum, and olfactory lobes, the lower parts of the
brain, have even diminished in size. In the long struggle for

existence during Tertiary time, the big brains won, then as

now ; and the increasing power thus gained rendered useless

many structures inherited from primitive ancestors, but no
longer adapted to new conditions.

Another of the interesting changes in mammals daring Ter-
tiary time was in the teeth, which were gradually modified
with other parts of the structure. The primitive form of t^ioth

was clearly a cone, and all others are derived from this. All
classes of vertebrates below mammals, namely. Fishes, Amphi-
bians, Reptiles, and Birds, have conical teeth, if any, or some
simple modification of this form. The Edentates and Ceta-

ceans with teeth retain this type, except the Zeuglodonts, which
approach the dentition of aquatic Carnivores. Jn the higiier

mammals, the incisors and canines retain the conical shape, and
the premolars have only in part been transformed. The latter

gradually change to the more complicated molar pattern, and
hence are not reduced molars, but transition forms from
the cone to more complex types. Most of the early Tertiary

mammals had forty-four teeth, and in the oldest forms the

premolars were all unlike the molars; while the crowns were
short, covered with enamel, and without cement. Each stage

n the differentiation of the animal was, as a rule,

_, change in the teeth ; one of the most common
Mug the transfer, in form at least, of a premolar to the molar

series, and a gradual lengthening of the crown. Hence, it is

often easy to decide from' a fragment of a jaw. to what honzon
of the Tertiary it belongs. The fossil Horsfs of this period,

for example, gained a grinding ir>"th. h-r ladi toe they lost,

one in each epoch. In the singh'-toci <\\i>tiiig horses, all the

premolars are like the molars,' and the process is at an end.

Other dental transformations are of equal interest, but this

illustration must suffice.

The changes in the limbs and feet of mammals during the

same period were quite as niarked. The foot of the primitive

mammal was doubtless plantigrade, and certainly five-toed.

progrt

arked 1
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Many of the early Tertiary forms show tliis feature, which is

still seen in some existing forms. This generalized foot became
modified by a gradual loss of the outer toes, and increase in

size of the central ones ; the reduction proceeding according to

systematic methods, differing in each group. Corresponding
changes took place in the limb bones. One result was a great

increase in speed, as the power was applied so as to act

only in the plane of motion. The best effect of this speciali-

zation is seen to-day in the Horse and Antelope, each repre-

distinct group of Ungulates, with ffve-toed ancestors,

history of American Mammals as I have briefly^

sketched it, seems as a whole incomplete, and unsatisfactory,

we must remember that the genealogical tree of this class has its

trunk and larger limbs concealed beneath the debris of Meso-
zoic time, while its roots doubtless strike so deeply into the

Paleozoic that for the present they are lost. A decade or two
hence, we shall probably know something of the mammalian
fauna of the Cretaceous, and the earlier lineage of our existing

mammals can then be traced with more certainty.

The results T have presented to you are mainly derived

from personal observation; and since a large part of the higher

vertebrate ren)ains found in this country have passed through

my hands, I am willing to assume full responsibility for my
presentation of the subject.

For our present knowledoje of the extinct Mammals, Birds

and Eeptiles of North America, science is especially indebted

to Leidy, whose careful, conscientious work has laid a secure

foundation for our vertebrate palasontology. The energy of

Cope has brought to notice many strange forms, and greatly

enlarged our literature. Agassiz, Owen, Wyman, Baird,

Hitchcock, Deane, Emmons, Lea, Allen, Gibbes, Jefferson,

DeKay, and Harlan, deserve honorable mention in the history

of this branch of science. The South American extinct verte-

brates have been described by Lund, Owen, Burmeister, Ger-

vais, Huxley, Flower, Desmarest, Aymard, Pictet, and Nodot.

Darwin and Wallace have likewise contributed valuable infor-

mation on this subject, as they have on nearly all forms of life.

In this long history of ancient life I have said nothing of

what Life itself really is. And for the best of reasons, because

vet we need not despair. Light, Heat, ETectricitv, and Magnet-

ism, Chemical Affinity and Motio^ are now considered different

forms of the same force; and the opinion is rapidly gaining

ground that Life, or vital force, is only another ph;ise of the

same power. Possibly the great mystery of Life may thus be

solved, but whether it be or not, a true faith in Science knows
no limit to its search for Truth.
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Art. XLUl—Note on the HeMerherg Formation of Bernardston,
Massachusetts, and Vernon, Vermont; by James D. Daxa.

In examinations of tlie Bernardston Helderberg formation
whicli were the basis of my former paper " On the Rocks of
the Helderberg era in the Valley of the Connecticut"* my
main purpose was lithological—that is, to ascertain and point
out the kinds of crystalline rocks that were comprised within
terranes of Helderberg (later Upper Silurian) age. The con-
formable position of the Bernardston limestone beneath strata
of quartzyte and slate, first made known by Professor Edward
Hitchcock,t I found to be, as I thought, a fact; and from
there I traced the quartzyte at intervals, along with the slate

—

a peculiar mica slate easily distinguished by the minute garnets
which gave its layers a pimpled surface, and the small crystals
of mica set transversely to the lamination—over the country,
to South Vernon in Vermont; and announced in my paper
that the Helderberg formation included, besides the quartzyte
and mica slate, beds of compact green hornblende rock, a rock
of the composition of syenyte, staurolitic mica slate, coarse
mica schist, whitish and grayish quartzose gneiss, and all

stages of passage between quartzyte and gneiss.

Recently, Professor C. H. Hitchcock, in the Second Volume
ofhis Report on the Geology of New Hampshire,^ and more
briefly in a note in this Journal, § has suggested that the order
of stratification at the limestone locality is not the true order;
that the rocks may be "in an inverted position;" that the
limestone stratum may hQ:vo overlaid both the other formations,
that is, the quartzyte and mica slate

; | that " the limestone
occupies a small valley in the quartzyte.''^ Having, through
this supposition, made the limestone the newest of the forma-
tions, he concludes, further, that the mica slate, now lying over
it, is not necessarily Helderberg; that the hornblende rocks
and gneiss of Vernon are not necessarily of the Helderberg
series,** and neither the staurolitic slate;"' that a long period

This Journal. III. vi. 3H9.

I the Geology, etc. of Jfassachusetts, by E. Hitchcock, 8ro, 18.33,
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intervened between the deposition of the hornblendic stratum
and quartzyte.

While thus dissenting from my conclusions. Professor Hitch-

cock adopts my suggestion that the garnetiferous mica slate

which overlies the quartzyte and limestone at the Bernardston
limestone locality is identical with the Coos slate of the Con-
necticut Valley in all its characters and age, and hence that if

the former should turn out after all to be Ilelderberg, the

Coos formation (which extends up the valley to Canada, accord-

ing to Professor Hitchcock) is also Helderberg or later Upper

and examine it anew. In. my former paper I closed by stating

my intention, another season, to study the stratigraphical

details of the region, and trace out the limits or range of the

formations southward along the Connecticut Valley. But
other geological work in Western and Southern New England,

and on the islands off its southern coast, have since occupied

such leisure time as I could command. In my recent visit to

Bernardston I was accompanied by Professor B. K Emerson, of

Amherst College; and it is a great satisfaction to know that he

will give the whole subject a^careful and thorough study, and
connect it with a general geological survey of Central and
Western Massachusetts—work for which he is eminently fitted.

To facilitate explanations I repeat the section of the strata

at the Bernardston locality before published, with one correc-

tion. No. 3, the blocked area, represents the stratum of

Crinoidal limestone : Nos. 1 and 4, dotted areas, an underlying
and an overlying stratum of quartzyte ; and Nos. 2 and 5,

tinely lined areas^an underlying and an overlying stratum of

garnetiferous mica slate. The i

same as in the secti(^n by Professor Hitchcock in the Vermo

Tii>; cuiH-luriions whicli the facts appear to me to sustain,

opp<.siti<m to those set forth by Professor C. H. Hitchcock
the New Hampshire Report of 1877, but mostly in agreeme
with Mr. C. H. Hitchcock of the Vermont Report"- (p. 598)

1861—are the folio '
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1. That the quartzyte is Helderberg as much as the lime-

2. That the garnetiferous mica slate is equally Helderberg.
3. That the limestone is a local deposit between the other

members of the Helderberg formation.
4. That hornblende rocks, staurolitic slate, mica schist and

gneiss of the adjoining region on the east and northeast are of
one and the same geological formation.

1. TJie Qv.artzyie is of the HeWerherg formation. The overly-
ing quartzyte (No. 4) besides occurring in large outcrops over
the hill-side, constitutes the upper two to four feet of the vertical

sposed in a portion of the 1

alone proves its conformable position and close relation to the
limestone. But further, while this overlying quartzyte is in

part very compact and solid, some portions are very cellular from
the removal of calcareous matter and pyrite, and also from the
removal of fossils. The first of the fossils was found by Pro-
fessor Emerson, while we were together, and was a cast of a
Pentamerm ; and both of lis afterward obtained other specimens.
The casts were too imperfect for a decision as to the species;
but they appear to show that it was nearly equal in height and
breadth, and without costa3, which are characteristics of the
P. pseudo-galeatus, a Lower Helderberg species. Besides these

brachiopods, there were in the same layers of the quartzyte

numerous fragments of crinoidal stems, mostly of small species.

Some of the laminas of this quartzyte have between them mica
in scales, so as to look in a surface view hke mica schist.

The fact that there is conformability between the limestone
find quartzyte is hence beyond question. And it is equally cer-

tain that, overturned or not, the quartzyte belongs to the*'same

with gneiss and mica schists ; states that the mica schist west of South Vernon
contains chiastolite [staurolite ?J ; speaks of the gneiss as graduating insensibly

as, therefore, probably of the Upper Helderberg age, like the Bemardston lime-
stone (Hall's first determination), which rests on the same quartz rock ; thus mak-
ing the whole series Upper Helderberg. The unconformability of the quartz
rock series on the clay slate is also recognized.

If these were still his views, excepting the change of Upper Helderberg to

Lower Helderberg, we should be in close agreement. In my arguments above, I

1 Cambrian.

)y the heading of the Chapter, " Notes oi
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era with the crinoidal li

into the latter as its cal

2. The. garnetiferous mica slate is of the Helderherg formation.—
This is demonstrated by the existence of a stratum of garnet-

iferous mica slate (No. 2, in the section, p. 880,) heneath the
limestovie as well as one (No. 5) above. This inferior mica
slate wants the little disseminated crystals of mica common in

the other; but it is pimpled with garnets like that. The
r several rods, and runs along within

: the limestone, at the nearest point hardly a yard
of earth intervening ; and the strike and dip throughout cor-

respond with that of the limestone adjoining. Having garnet-

iferous mica slate below the limestone as well as above, and
the three strata conformable in dip, there can be no reasonable

doubt that all are of one formation. The limestone stratum is

so placed with reference to those above and below that it could
not have been originally at the top, and the newest of the series.

Whatever faulting or inversion be supposed, it must have had
originally, as it has now, an overlying and an underlying mica
slate.

3. The Umesfnne a local deposit in the Helderherg formation.—
The fact that the limestone has not been observed elsewhere in

the region is no evidence of independent and later formation.

It is plainly an isolated bed, of limited lateral extent, like those

that are so common in the widely spread '' Calciferous mica schist''

of the Connecticut Valley. The fact that it 'is a wedge-shaped
mass thus isolated is evident ; for just north of the main quarry

it soon thins out, (together with the thin underlying stratum of

mica slate) through the approach and junction of the overlying

and underlying quartzyte. Fossils, if found in any of the many
isolated calcareous deposits in the " Calciferous mica schist,"

would be regarded as showing the age of the schist ; and so it

should be hera
Professor Hitchcock says that if the Coos slate is Helderherg,

the Calciferous mica schist is unquestionably so too. Admitting
this to be true, the parallelism between the Bernardston lime-

stone and the isolated calcareous deposits in the schist becomes

4. The hornblende rocks, stauroliiic slate., mica schist arid asso-

ciated gneiss are of the Helderherg formation.—As limestone has

been found in the region only at the one locality in Bernards-

ton, the evidence of equivalence has to be derived from the

distribution of its associated rocks. This evidence, east and
northeast of the Bernardston village-plain, is as follows :

(1.) The same garnetiferous mica slate with disseminated

brown mica crystals set transversely that occurs associated

* My knowledge of the rock formations of Western Vermont is not sufficient to

warrant an independent opinion with regard to the " Calciferous mica schist."
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with quartzyte at the Bernardston locality on the west side of
the Bernardston plain occurs associated with quartzyte at
different points between Bernardston and Vernon. It some-
times dips beneath quartzyte and sometimes overlies it.

(2.) Outcrops of the quartzyte and the peculiar Bernardston
mica slate together appear east and northeast of Bernardston

e and a
'

^
liles of the Crin

allej^ being under driftlocalitv

alluvium), and at intervals beyond, to Vernon, with the
aspect and conformable superposition as at the limestone
locality.

(8.) In the same region, hornblende rocks, staurolitic slate,

gneiss and mica schist occur in alternating beds with the
Bernardston mica slate and quartzyte.
A mile and a half east of Bernardston,* the Bernardston

mica slate occurs in alternating beds with the hornblende rock,

^ gray-green compact rock, not schistose—with so obvious
junctions that the alternation cannot be questioned. The horn-
blende rock (1) dips beneath (2) mica slate ; this beneath (3)
"hornblende rock; and the last beneath (4) mica slate again.

Whether there is a fault between 2 and 3 is not certain ; but it

is unquestionable that 1 and 2, and 3 and 4 are strictly con-

formable. Part of the hornblende rock is speckled white with
quartzyte and feldspar and is like a quartzytic syenite in con-

stitution, though unlike true syenyte in aspect.

Again : a mile to the north of the last mentioned locality

and less than a mile and a half northeast of the Bernardston
limestone locality, the same peculiar mica slate may be seen,

dipping at a small angle beneath a stratum of quartzyte, the

conformability, as in other cases- in the region, unquestionable.

Now this quartzyte stratum, while in part quartzyte, is partly

a tough micaceous rock consisting chiefly of aggregated scales

of brown mica, but with some hornblende and quartz.

Again : the Bernardston slate of the locality just mentioned
extends eastward and is the same stratum, as well as the same
kind of slate, with that of Purple's quarry, described in my
former paper ; which slate contains occasional crystals of stau-

roHie. Hence the Bernardston slate which alternates with
quartzyte is in some places a staurolitic slate. Another place,

f.ii flier east, is mentioned in my former paper where the slate

i^ abundantly staurolitic.

^ Again : in Vernon, four to five miles northwest of South
Vernon, where the quartzyte is largely exposed to view, one
of the quartzyte knolls consists partly of mica rock like that

above described, made up mainly of aggregated scales of brown
mica but containing distributed through it some quartz and
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hornblende. In other outcrops in the field adjoining, the rock is

mostly true quartzyte, but partly a green compact hornblende
rock, "with insensible gradations between it and the quartzyte.

Again : at South Vernon, over the slopes nearly west ot' the

hotel, there occur—first quartzyte, but with it, and graduating
into it, the compact green hornblende rock ; then, high up the

slope, a coarse garnetiferous mica schist consisting mainly of

brown mica, which is nothing but a coarse form of the Ber-

nardston slate ; and in this mica schist there are h<^rnb!endic

layers ; and some beds which consist of a quartzytic syenyte,

though with the hornblende grains in slender crystals.

Again : between Vernon Center and South Vernon, there

are outcrops showing the transition between the quartzyte and
a quartzytic gneiss. The gneiss has the aspect of any ordinary

light-colored thick-bedded, gneiss. But it is all quartzytic, and
in part very largely so.

Besides this light-colored quartzytic gneiss, there is also,

north of South Vernon, quartzytic syenite, a whitish rock con-

taining small grains of greenish hornblende, rather sparsely dis-

seminated, without mica, and making a handsome rock which
might at first be taken for a white granite.

o. Conclusion.—'Y\\\xs, the region'affords examples (1) of the

intersiratification of the quartzyte and Bernardston mica slate,

with a green massive hornblende rock; with a syenytic rock;

witli gneiss; and witli coarse mica schist; (2) of transitions of

the Bernardston mica slate into staurolitic slate and mica schist

;

and (3) of transitions of the quartzyte into (a) micaceous quartz-

yte
;
(b) a tough quartzytic mica rock, more or less hornblendic

;

(c) quartzytic gneiss often granitoid : (4) green hornblende rock;

and (5) syenyte, besides various intermediate forms. For some
other examples of these transitions I refer to my former paper.

The demonstration is certainly complete that whatever the

age of the quartzyte and the associated Bernardston mica slate,

the same is the age of the rocks above mentioned ; and that

tlie fossils of the Bernardston locality decide the age approxi-

matelv for the series ; and finally, that all are of the Helderberg
formation or later Upper Silurian, if that is true of the Cri-

^. lAtiioloQical characteristics.—In using the lithological test

of jrcMlogical age it must hence be noted that the following may
i,o locks of metamor[)hic Upper Silurian formations : mica slate

and schist; staurolitic mica slate; hornblendic rocks, varying

from a kind consisting mainly of green hornblende to a quartz-

ytic syenyte, and hornblendic quartzyte; quartzytic gneiss ; true

gneiss ; micaceous quartzyte
;
quartzyte.

The minerals included among the abundant metamorphic
species are: brown and white mica, the former much the most
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common; staurolite
;
green and black hornblende ; orthoclase;

garnet
; along with pyrite, magnetite, and granular limestone.

The mica slate and"' schist and the staurolitic mica slate are
not distinguishable from kinds that are of earlier age.
The hornblende rocks are peculiar. Those which are made

mainly of hornblende have a dark green color, and are massive,
often indistinct in bedding instead of schistose and much
jointed. The larger part consist of minute interlaced fibers ;

with sometimes whitish spots giving the rock a porphyritic
aspect, which spots consist of quartzyte combined usually with
grains of orthclase. Thin slices in polarized light under the
microscope are beautiful objects. A cleavable granular variety
occurs but is less common. Coarser kinds have the hornblende
in oblong pointed crystals imbedded in fine grained quartzyle

page is peculiar in having a very fine grain; the hornblende
dark green in color, and generally in oblong grains; and the
whiter portions of the rock of an opaque white color and made
up mostly of grains of orthoclase. In a thin slice, these whiter
portions lie between others that are pellucid and consist of

quartz grains with few of feldspar.

The gneiss also is peculiar. It generally consists very
largely of grains of quartz, even where looking to the eye like

a true gneiss. The mica is almost solely the brown kind and is

like that of the mica slate, though often seeming to have as little

elasticity as chlorite; and the regular disposition of the spots
of mica, give to the most quartzytic varieties a strikingly

gneiss-like look. Professor Hitchcock refers the rock to the

Bethlehem gneiss. But " the most characteristic of the rocks

comprising this formation," he says, speaking of the Bethlehem
gneiss, "is a reddish granitic gneiss, the flesh -colored orthoclase

predominating, with chloritic or some hydro-micaceous mineral
in place of ordinary mica, and quartz in variable proportions"

(Report, p. 105) ; and to such a rock it has little resemblance.

Yet, it is to be admitted that there is nothing in the amount
of orthoclase in characteristic " Bethlehem gneiss" which renders

connection with a Helderberg formation improbable.

The quartzyte in some places—as two miles west of South
Vernon,—contains much pearly mica (hydrous mica?); a

weathered surface of such a specimen shows that the rock

consists mainly of quartz. In other places the quartzyte is

naarked with dark-gray and blackish lines where the mica is

not distinguishable without a glass. All of it indicates by its

fineness of texture, and sometimes even flinty aspect, that the

quartz sand of whi
and not coarse like that from whi

Am. Joub. 8ci.-Third Sebies, Vol. XIV, No
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quartzjte was made; and hence that the region, when the
deposition took place, was not the border of the open sea.

7. Origin of the Rocks.—To understand the rocks of this

Helderberg region, it must be borne in mind : that quartzyte
beds in their original state, 'that is, beds of quartz sand, may
have been formed at different times in the course of the era,

owing to changes of level or of currents ; that the sand beds

—

like those of any other era and of the present time—would, in

many places, have had more or less earthy material (ground-up
crystalline rock) with the quartz sand, so that metamorphism
could not make pure quartzyte out of it, but might make a
micaceous or gneissoid quartzyte, or a quartzytic gneiss, accord-

ing to the nature of the earthy material present ; that while
sand-beds were formed where the currents were rapid enough
for the purpose, mud-beds would have formed where the waters

were more quiet, as now on all coasts (for sand-beds never
exist along shores without cotemporaneous mud-beds within a

distance that is not great) ; and that from these mud-beds, or

beds of finely triturated rocks, the mica slate, mica schist, or

mica rock, and the hornblende rocks would have been pro-

duced. The existence of some potash and alumina in the

triturated rock or mud (both ingredients of orthoclase) would
have favored the formation of brown mica (biotite) by meta-

morphism, while the presence of lime or rather a calcium com-
pound, that of hornblende : magnesia and iron being in about
the same proportion in the hornblende as in the mica. Anal-
yses of average biotite and dark green hornblende afford :

Silica 40 45

Alumina 18 10-12

Iron protoxide ) ^^
Iron sesquioxide [
Magnesia . 22 20

Potash 10

The magnesia would have come from the trituration of such
older rocks as are made partly or wholly of minerals contain-

ing it; of which minerals, hornblende and biotite are the most

Admitting the Coos formation of Professor Hitchcock, and
the Calciferous mica schist adjoining it, to be of the same
formation with the mica slate, quartzyte, and hornblende rocks

of the Bernardston and Vernon region, which Professor H.

states to be a fact, this Helderberg formation stretches north-

ward beyond the boundary of New England, with a breadth

along the Connecticut Valley of fifteen to thirty miles or more

:
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breadth enough where narrowest—as at Bernardston—for a
clear sea good for growing corals and urinoids. Whether Pro-
fessor Hitchcock's Lisbon and Lyman groups, which he refers

to the Huronian, are not to be included, remains to be ascer-

tained, as indicated on page 317 of this volume. Adding
them, it would follow that the Connecticut bay or channel of
the Helderberg era covered a large part of Northern New Hamp-
shire, and was connected with a great area in Maine marked off

by the occurrence of Helderberg and Devonian fossils.

Art. XLIY.— History of Cavern Exploration in Devonshire,

England; by W. Pengelly, F.R.S., F.G.S., President of the
Geological Section of the British Association at Plymouth.

[Continued from page 308.]

Brixham Cavern.—Early in 1858 an unsuspected cavern was
broken into by quarrymen at the northwestern angle of Wind-
mill Hill at Brixham, at a point seventy-five feet above the
surface of the street, almost vertically below, and lUOfeet above
mean tide. On being found to contain bones, a lease in it was
secured for the Geological Society of London, who appointed
a committee of their members to undertake its exploration

;

funds were voted by the Royal Society, and supplemented by
private subscriptions ; the conduct of the inventigation was
intrusted to Mr. Prestwich and myself; and the work, under
my su peri nten dance, as the only resident member of the

committee, was begun in July, 1858, and completed at mid-
summer. 1859.
The cavern, comprised within a space of 135 feet from north

to south, and 100 from east to west, consisted of a series of
tunnel galleries from six to eight feet in greatest width, and
ten to fourteen feet in height, with two small chambers and
five external entrances.

The deposits, in descending order, were:

—

1st, or uppermost; a floor of stalagmite, from a few inches
to a foot thick, and continuous over very considerable areas,

but not throughout the entire cavern.

2d. A mass of small angular fragments of limestone, cemented
into a firm concrete with carbonate of lime, commenced at the

principal entrance, which it completely filled, and whence it

extended thirtj-four feet only. It was "termed the first bed.

3d. A layer of blackish matter, about twelve feet long, and
nowhere more than a foot thick, occurred immediately beneath
the first bed, and was designated the second bed.
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4th. A red, tenacious, clayey loam, containing a large num-
ber of angular and subangular fragments of limestone, varying
from very small bits to blocks a ton in weight, made up the
third bed. Pebbles of trap, quartz and limestone were some-
what prevalent, whilst nodules of brown hematite and blocks
of stalagmite were occasionally met with in it. The usual

depth of the bed was from two to four feet, but this was ex-

ceeded by four or five feet in two localities.

5th. The third bed lay immediately on an accumulation of

pebbles of quartz, greenstone, grit and limestone, mixed with
small fragments of shale. The depth of this, known as the

fourth or gravel bed, was undetermined ; for, excepting a few
feet only, the limestone bottom was nowhere reached. There
is abundant evidence that this bed, as well as a stalagniitic

floor which had covered it, had been partially broken up and
dislodged before the introduction of the third bed.

Organic remains were found in the stalagmitic floor and in

each of the beds beneath it, with the exception of the second
only ; but as ninety-five per cent of the whole series occurred
in the third, this was not unfrequently termed the bone bed.

The mammals represented in the stalagmite were bear, rein-

deer, Rhinoceros iichorhimis, mammoth, and cave lion.

The first bed yielded bear and fox only.

In the third bed were found relics of mammoth, Rhinoceros

tichorhinus, horse, Bos primigenius, B. longifmns, red deer, rein-

deer, roebuck, cave lion, cave hyaena, cave bear, grizzly bear,

brown bear, fox, hare, rabbit, Lagomys spelceus,. water-vole,

shrew, polecat and weasel.

The only remains met with in the fourth bed were those of

bear, hoi"se, ox and mammoth.
The human industrial remains exhumed in the cavern were

flint implements and a hrimmer-stone, and occurred in the third

and fourth beds only. The pieces of flint met with were thirty-

six in number. Of"these, fifteen are held to show evidence of

having been artificially worked, in nine the workmanship is

rude or doubtful, four have been mislaid, and the remainder
are believed not to have been worked at all (see Phil. Trans.,

vol. clxiii, 1873, pp. 561, 562). Of the undoubted tools, eleven

were found in the third and four in the fourth bed. Two of

those yielded by the third bed, found forty feet apart, in two
distinct but adjacent galleries, and one a month before the

other, proved to be parts of one and the same nodule-tool ;
and

I have little or no doubt that it had been washed out of the

fourth bed and re-deposited in the third.

The hammer-stone was a quartzite pebble, found in the upper

portion of the fourth bed, and bore distinct marks of the use

to which it had been applied.
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Speaking of the discovery of the tools just mentioned, Mr.
Prestwich said in 1859 :—" It was not until I had myself wit-
nessed the conditions under which flint implements had been
found at Brixham, that I became fully impressed with the
validity of the doubts thrown upon the previouslv prevailing
opinions with respect to such remains in caves" (Phil. Trans.,

1860, p. 280) ; and according to Sir C. Lyell, writing in 1863 :—
" A sudden change of opinion was brought about in England

respecting the probable coexistence, at a former period, of man
and many extinct mammalia, in consequence of the results

obtained from the careful exploration of a cave at Brixham.
. . . The new views very generally adopted by English geolo-
gists had no small influence on the subsequent progress of

opinion in France" (" Antiquity of Man," pp. 96, 97).

Bench Cavern.—Early in 1861 information was brought me
that an ossiferous cave had just been discovered at Brixham,
and, on visiting the spot, I found that, of the limestone quarries
worked from time to time in the northern slope of Fnrzeham
Hill, one known as Bench Quarry, about half a mile due north
of Windmill Hill Cavern, and almost overhanging Torbay, had
been abandoned in 1839, and that work had been recently
resumed in it. It appeared that in 1839 the workmen had laid

bare the greater part of a vertical dike, composed of red clayey
loam, and angular pieces of limestone, forming a coherent wall-

like mass, twenty-seven feet high, twelve feet long, two feet in

greatest thickness, and at its base 123 feet above sea-level. In
the face of it lay several fine relics of the ordinary cave mam-
mals, including an entire left lower jaw of HycjEna. spdica replete

with teeth, but which had nevertheless failed to arrest the

attention of the incurious workmen who exposed it, or of any

Soon after the resumption of the work in 1861, the remnant
of the outer wall of the fissure was removed, and caused the

fall of an incoherent part of the dike, which it had previously

supported. Amongst the debris the workmen collected some
hundreds o"
of antlers, a

the proprietor

British Museu
Sanford, F.G.S., from whom I learn that the principal portion

of them are relics of the cave hya;na, from the unborn whelp
to very aged animals. With them, however, were remains of

bear, reindeer, ox, hare, Arvicola ratticeps, A. agreHis^ wolf, io%,

and part of a single maxillary with teeth not distinguishable

from those of Caws isatis. To this list I may add rhinoceros,

of which Mr. Wolston showed me at least one bone.

From the foregoing undesirably, but unavoidably, brief
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descriptions, it will be seen that the Devonshire caverns, to

which attention has been now directed, belong to two classes,

—those of Oreston, the Ash-Hole, and Bench being Fissure

Caves ; whilst those of Yealm Bridge, Windmill Hill at Brix-

ham, Kent's Hole, and Ansty's Cove are Tunnel Caves.

Windmill Hill and Kent's Hole Caverns have alone been
satisfactorily explored ; and besides them none have yielded

evidence of the contemporaneity of man with the extinct cave

Oreston is distinguished as the only known Britisb cavern

which has yielded remains of Rhinoceros lepiorhinus (Quart.

Journ. Geol Soc, xxxvi, p. 456).

Yealm Bridge Cavern, if we may accept Mr. Bellamy's iden-

tification in 1835, was the first in this country in which relics

of glutton were found (South Devon Monthly Museum, vi, pp.

218-223; see also "-Nat. Hist. S. Devon," 1839, p. 89). The
same species was found in the caves of Somerset and Glamor-
gan in 1865 (Pleist. Mam., Pal. Soc, pp. xxi, xxii), in Kent's

Hole in 1869 (Eep. Brit. Assoc, 1869, p. 207), and near Plas

Beaton, in North Wales, in 1870 (Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc),

xxvii, p. 407).

Kent's Hole is the only known British cave which has

afforded remains of beaver (Rep. Brit. Assoc. 1S69, p. 208),

and up to the present year the only one in which the remains

of MachiBrodus latidens had been met with. Indeed Mr. Mac-
Enery's statement, that he found in 1826 five canines and one

incisor of this species in the famous Torquay Cavern was held

by many paleontologists to be so very remarkable as, at least,

to approach the incredible, until the Committee now engaged

in the exploration exhumed, in 1872, an incisor of the sartie

species, and thereby confirmed the announcement made by
their distinguished predecessor nearly half a century before

(Rep. Brit. Assoc, 1872, p. 46). In April last (1877) the Rev.

J. M. Mello was able to inform the Geological Society of Lon-
don that Derbyshire had shared with Devon the honor of hav-

ing been a home of Machcerodus latidens, he having found its

canine tooth in Robin Hood Cave in that county, and that

there, as in Kent's Hole, it was commingled with remains of tbe

cave hyaena and his contemporaries (Abs. Proc Geol. Soc, No.

334, pp. 3, 4).

The Ash-Hole, as we have already seen, afforded the first

good evidence of a British reindeer.

In looking at the published reports on the two famous Tor-

bay caverns it will be found that they have certain points of

resemblance as well as some of dissimilarity :

1st. The lowest known bed in each is composed of materials

which, while they differ in the two cases, agree in being such as
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may have been furnished by the districts adjacent to the cavern

-

hilis respectively, but not by the hills themselves, and must
have been deposited prior to the existing local geographical
conditions. In each, this bed contained flint implements and
relics of bear, but in neither of them those of hygena. In short,

the fourth bed of Windmill Hill Cavern, Brixharn, and the breccia

of Kent's Hole, Torquay, are coeval, and belong to what I have
called the Ursine period of the latter.

2d. The beds just mentioned were in each cavern sealed
with a sheet of stalagmite, which was partially broken up, and
considerable portions of the subjacent beds were dislodged
before the introduction of the beds next deposited.

3d. The great bone bed, both at Brixham and Torquay,
consisted of red clayey loam, with a large percentage of angular
fragments of limestone; and contained yZa^e implements of flint

and chert, inosculating with remains of mammoth, the tichorhine

rhinoceros, and liysena. In tine, the cave-earth of Kent's Hole
and the third bed of Brixham Cavern correspond in their mate-
rials, in their osseous contents, and in their flint tools. They
both belong to what I have named the Hymnine period of the

Torquay Cave.
But, as already stated, there are points in which the two cav-

erns differ

:

1st. While Kent's Hole was the home of man, as well as of

the contemporary hyaena during the absences of the human
occupant, there is no reason to suppose that either man or any
of the lower animals ever did more than make occasional visits

to Brixham cave. The latter contained no flint chips, no bone
tools, no utilized Pecten-sheWs, no bits of charcoal, and no copro-

lites of hvsena, all of which occurred in the cave-earth of Kent's

Hole.

2d. In the Torquay Cave, relics of hyoena were much more
abundant in the cave-earth than those of any other species.

Taking the teeth alone, of which vast numbers were found,

those of the hygena amounted to about 30 per cent of the entire

series, notwithstanding the fact that, compared with most of the

cave-mammals, his jaws, when furnished completely, possess

but few teeth. At Brixham, on the other hand, his relics of

all kinds amounted to no more than S'o per cent of all the

osseous remains, while those of the bear rose to 53 per cent.

3(1. The entrances of Brixham Cavern were completely filled

up and its history suspended not later than the end of the

Paleolithic era. Nothing occurred within it from the days

when Devonshire was occupied by the cave and grizzly bears,

reindeer, rhinoceros, cave lion, mammoth, and man, whose best

tools were unpolished flints, until the quarrymeu broke into it

early in A. D. 1858. Kent's Cavern, on the contrary, seems
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to have never been closed, never unvisited by man, from the
earliest Paleolithic times to our own, with the possible excep-
tion of the Neolithic era, of which it cannot be said to have
yielded any certain evidence.

Though my "History of Cavern Exploration in Devonshire"
is now completed, so far as the time at my disposal will allow,

and so far as the materials are at present ripe for the historian, I

venture to ask your further indulgence for a few brief moments
while passing from the region of fact to that of inference.

That the Kent's Jiole men of the Hyasnine period—to say
nothing at present of their predecessors of the Breccia—belonged
to the Pleistocene times of the biologist, is seen in the fact that

they were contemporary with mammals peculiar to and charac-

teristic of those times. This contemporaneity proves them to

have belonged to the Paleolithic era of Britain and Western
Europe generally, as defined by the archeologist ; and this is

fully confirmed 'by their unpolished tools of flint and chert.

That they were pnor to the deposition of even the oldest part

of the peat bogs of Denmark, with their successive layers of

beech, pedunculated oak, sessile oak, and Scotch fir, we learn

from the facts that even the lowest zone of the bogs has yielded

no bones of mammals but those of recent species, and no tools

but those of Neolithic type ; whilst even the granular stalag-

mite, the uppermost of the Hysenine beds in Kent's Hole, has

afforded relics of mammoth, Bhinoceros tichorhiiiits^ cave bear,

That the" men of the Cave Breccia, or Ursine period, to whom
we now turn, were of still higher antiquity, is obvious from the

geological position of their industrial remains. That the two
races of Troglodytes were separated by a wide interval of time

we learn from the sheet of crystalline stalagmite, sometimes
twelve feet thick, laid down after the deposition of the breccia

bad ceased, and before the introduction of the cave-earth had
begun, as well as from the entire change in the materials com-
posing the two deposits. But, perhaps, the fact which

ological value of this int(

In the cave-earth, as already

stated, the remains of the hyaena greatly exceed in number
those of any other mammal ; and it may be added that he is

also disclosed by almost every relic of his contemporaries

—

their jaws have, through his agency, lost their condyles and
lower borders ; their bones are fractured after a fasliion known
by experiment to be his ; and the splinters into which they are

broken are deeply scored with his teeth-marks. His presence

is also attested by the abundance of his droppings in every

branch of the cavern. In short, Kent's Hole was one of his

homes ; he dragged thither, piecemeal, such animals as he found
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dead near it

of our day 1

however, we turn to the breccia, a very different spectacle
awaits us. We meet with no trace whatever of his presence,
not a single relic of his skeleton, not a bone on which he has
operated, not a coprolite to mark as much as a visit. Can it be
doubted that had he then occupied our country he would have
taken up his abode in our cavern ? Need we hesitate to regard
this entire absence of all traces of so decided a cave-dweller as
a proof that he had not yet made his advent in Britain ? Are
we not compelled to believe that man formed part of the Devon-
shire fauna long before the hyaena did ? Is there any method
of escaping the conclusion that between the era of the Breccia
and that of the Cave-earth it was possible for the hyaena to

reach Britain?—in other words, that the last continental state

of our country occurred during that interval ? I confess that,

in the present state of the evidence, I see no escape; and that

the conclusion thus forced on me compels me to believe also

that the earliest men of Kent's Hole were inierglacial, if not

preglacial.

The following table will serve to show at one view the co-

ordinations and theoretical conclusions to which the facts of

Kent's Cavern have led me, as stated briefly in the foregoing

remarks. The table, it will be seen, consists of two divisions,

separated with double vertical lines. The first, or left hand,

division contains three columns, and relates exclusively to

Kent's Cavern, as is indicated by the words heading it. The
second, or right hand, division is of a more general character,

and shows the recognized classification of well-known facts

throughout western Europe. The horizontal lines are intended

to convey the idea of more or less well-defined chronological

horizons,"and their occasional continuity through two or more
columns denotes contemporaneity. Thus, to take an example
from the two columns headed "Archaeological" and ''Danish-

Bog," in the second division : the horizontal line passing con-

tinuously through both, under the words "Iron" and "Beech."
is intended to suggest that the "Iron Age" of Western Europe
and the "Beech" zone of the Danish Bogs take us back about

equally far into antiquity; whilst the position of the line under
the word "Bronze" indicates that the. "Bronze age" (still of

Western Europe) take us back from the ancient margin of the

Beech era, through the whole of that of the Pedunculated Oak,

and about half-way through the era of the Sessile Oak ;
and so

on in all other cases.
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Art. XLV.—/5 the Existence of Growih-rings in the Early

Exogenous Plants proof of Alternating Seasons? An extract

from a paper read before the N. Y. Academy of Sciences,

March 19, 1877 ; by Charles B. Warring, JPh.D.

We are told that there must have been the same alterna-

tion of seasons before the G-lacial Epoch as now, because the

plants of those early times exhibit concentric

growth-rings ; and consequently the earth's axis must then

have been inclined as at present!

But are seasons necessary to the formation of the rings?

Until that is established their existence has no importance in

this connection. Were it possible in some way to secure a

temperature uniform through the year we might be able to deter-

mine the question experimentally. The nearest approach to

such a condition in this latitude is" to be found in green-houses.
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The results thus far show that exogenous plants, e. g., the
orange and lemon, so placed, form growth -rings as regularly as
do tlie forest trees.

It would be interesting to know liow generally exogenous
plants in tropical regions exhibit these markings, and whether
they are annual or whether they are made at longer or at
shorter intervals. I have found 'it difficult to obtain any in-

formation on this point, either from books or from botanists.
The latter tell me (I have applied to several botanists of dis-

tinction) that they know very little about it. Dr. Gray says, " I
know of no exogenous tree that grows continuously. * * *

Yet there are exogenous woody stems which do not make an-
nual layers. There is a woody Phytolacca which makes more
layers, at least twice as many, as it is years old—^probably indi-

cating two periods of growth and rest." To this I add that
there now lies before me a section of Chenopodium album cut
on the first of August, and consequently not more than four
months old, in which are eight well defined rings. This section

is as hard and compact and as well formed wood as if it were
a section of ash or pine.

On the other hand there are exogeus growing even in this

chmate, which, notwithstanding our cold winters and hot sum-
mers, show not the slightest trace of a ring. I have before me
a section of Akebia quinquefolia cut by Dr. O. R. Willis on his

own lawn from a plant five vears old, which has no such mark-
ings. Then from a little further south I have a section of the

Passion Vine in the same condition ; also one of the Iron Wood
{Can

m. For these also I a

s C. C. Haskell, of Vassar College, states the result of \

examination of the tropical woods in their museum, as fol-

lows : In the Moria atiara of the Amazon, the circles are very

apparent. In the AUso or Birch of the Indus, the circles ai'e

evident. They are seen, too, in the Brazilian Redwood (Upper
Amazon), and in Siphouia elastica or Rubber tree, as vvell as

in the Moria peranya of the Rio Negro. None are seen in the

Tortoise Shell Wood or in the Cow Tree:'

These suffice to show that, in the uniformly warm climate of

the tropics, rinys arc formed as regularly as in the trees of our

northern forests. Piut it tiuiy be said that although there is in

they do un<iergo semi-aiiiHial changes from wet to dry, and

rings would have been formed had there been the absolutely

seasonless condition which a perpendicular axis would produce.

But there is evidence that exogenous trees would form these

{tarpi,

of thei
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marks in a climate of absolutely no variation. I have before

me a section of Alangrove also presented by Dr. Willis. This

tree, as is well known, grows in the muddy margins of tropical

rivers and all along the shores, forming dense forests even at

the verge of the ocean and below high-water mark. In such

a locality there can be no alternation of wet and dry seasons,

and the "changes of annual temperature must be less than the

diurnal. It would seem impossible to conceive of greater uni-

formity of temperature and moisture, yet this tree presents the

growth rings as broad and as well defined as those which are

seen in any trees anywhere.
To dispel any vestige of belief that seasons and these mark-

ings are connected as cause and effect, I add that the Cycads

require several years to form one ring.

The consideration of these facts leads to the conclusion that

these circles have their origin in cycles of activity and repose,

implanted in the constitution of the plant, which would con-

tinue to manifest themselves although there were no climatic

variations—a conclusion strengthened by the experience of all

who have attempted, by artificially equalizing the temperature,

to make their plants bloom all the year. It is true that where
seasonal variations exist, the successive stages of activity and
rest are for obvious reasons synchronous with them, but they

are not absolutely dependent upon them.

We may conclude, 'too, that the pre-glacial flora exhibited

similar cycles of growth and rest, some of which may have

been of short duration, measured perhaps by weeks, like those

of the Chenopodium, while others like the Cycads may have re-

quired several years for their completion.

The following propositions appear to be established by the

facts which have been presented.

1. Some exogens form rings at intervals much less than a

2. Others require intervals of several years.

3. Some form no rings.

4. The presence or absence of rings in exogens occurs in all

5. Large and well defined rings are found under conditions

in which there is absolutely no appreciable variation of tem-

perature or moisture throughout the year.

(). An exogen naturally forming rings, will continue to form
them although the climate become uniform through the year.

The existence, therefore, of these markings in the ancient

flora gives no information as to the existence at that time of

seasons, and so far as they are concerned we are left free to

adopt any conclusion as to the inclination of the earth's axis

which may appear to us most reasonable.
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Art. XLVL— On Sipylite, a nexv Niohate, from Amherst County,
Virginia ; by J. W. Mallet.

The allanite found in Amherst County in this State, of which
an analysis by Mr. J. A. Cabell, was published in the Chemical
News, 1874, p. 141, occurs in large quantity, and furnishes an
abundant source of supply of the cerium family of metals. In
picking over a lot of three or four hundred pounds of it, I was
struck with the appearance of a few fragments of an accom-
panying mineral, which on more careful examination turns out
to be a new niobate.

The locality in question is on the northwest slope of Little
Friar Mountain, about fifteen miles from the Virginia Midland
Railway. The allanite is said to occur in a vein of more or
less decomposed feldspar in a gneissoid rock, and is met with
in large, but very imperfect crystals, and loose lumps of irreg-

ular shape, about four feet below the surface of the ground.
Magnetite is found with it, the two minerals often forming parts
of the same mass ; and in going down the vein seems to

become more compact, and tends to pass into solid magnetic
iron ore. The vein is said to be about two feet wide, and runs
about northeast and southwest, dipping at a large angle to the

southeast.

Beside allanite, magnetite, anti the new mineral now to be
described, I have only noticed among the specimens which
have reached me a few large crystals of hydrous zircon. One
of these measured about 30x 18X 13 mm.,' was doubly termin-
ated, of sp, gr. =4-217, and yielded on ignition 1-89 per cent of

The new mineral is decidedly rare ; all the specimens I have
collected were picked out from three lots of the allanite, two
of them of several hundred pounds each, and would probably
not w^eigh half a kilogram ; the largest single piece weighs about
forty grams ; most of the fragments are much smaller. It is

found imbedded in, or more commonly adherent to, the outside

of the masses of allanite and magnetite, from which it is easily

detached.

A few imperfect crystalline faces have been met with, but
none of these brilliant, and only two dihedral angles that could

be, even in a very rough way, measured with the application

of a goniometer; each "of these was about 125°, which is not

far from //\ / of the prism of yttro-tantalite, samarskite, and
euxenite. There were observed also a few very imperfect

cleavage planes. For the most part the mineral appears in

little, irregularly shaped masses, very brittle, and exhibiting

small, but distinct, conchoidal, as well as uneven fracture.
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The color of the mineral in mass is brownish black, in thin

splinters a red brown, like that of dark pine-rosin ; one or two
small specimens display a gradual passage to a brownish orange,

and even a yellow, but whether in these cases the chemical
composition remains quite the same, there is not sufficient

material to determine. The streak is light cinnamon-brown to

pale gray. The luster resinous and' pseudo-metallic. In
general appearance to the eye the mineral is much like fer-

gusonite from Greenland, euxenite from the neighborhood of

Arendal, and samarskite from North Carolina, save that the

last named is more distinctly pitchy black. Translucent in

thin splinters. Hardness = nearly 6. Specific gravity may
be considered = 4-89; one specimen gave 4'887 at 12° '5 C.

;

another 4-892 at 17^-5.

Heated alone in the ordinary blowpipe flame the mineral

cracks, decrepitates, gloios brilliantly (more brightly, I think,

and at a lower temperature than any specimen of gadolinite I

have ever seen), becomes pale greenish-yellow and opaque, like

many specimens of good blast-furnace slag, and remains quite

infusible. In the flame of one of Fletcher's hot-blast blowpipes,

before which a stout blowpipe wire of platinum readily melts to

a bead, thin splinters are fused merely on the edges. Heated
in a closed glass tube, the same decrepitation, glowing and
change of color are observed, and water is given off, which
condensing on the surface of the tube is found to have an acid

m, and sligh

xidizing flar

yellow glass, which becomes pale on coolii

greener tint in the reducing flame. With
yellowish green glass is obtained. Strong boiling hydrochloric

acid attacks to some extent the mineral in fine powder, and the

partial solution, if boiled with metallic tin and diluted with
water, gives the fine sapphire-blue color due to niobium. This
partial hydrochloric acid solution, if diluted, contains zirconium
enough to brown turmeric paper to an extent quite sensible if a

comparative experiment be made with similarly diluted hydro-
chloric acid alone. Boiling concentrated sulphuric acid decom-
poses the mineral completely, though somewhat slowly ; and the

diluted solution gives a blue color on addition of metallic zinc.

The chemical analysis was made, with much care and
patience, under my direction by Mr. W. G. Brown, a student in

this laboratory during the last winter. The details of the

method used are given in a notice of his work in the Chemical
News. Tantalum was found to be present, but in such small

quantity, certainly less than one-twelfth of the niobium, that a

satisfactory separation could not be obtained by Marignac's
method. The sp. gr. of the mixed niobic and tantalic oxides
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:is 4-60. Bj determination of the yttrium and erbium first as
cides and then as sulphates it was found that the mixture con-
"ned almost exclusively the latter metal, of which the absorp-

ble with great distinctness from the crude1 spectrum is obtainable with great dis

ution. Iron and uranium were proved to exist as ferrous
I uranous compounds. The following results were obtained :

ZrO, . 2-09

Eb,0, )

YAt- - — r^'^
CeOt -._ 1-37

LaAi ----- - 3-92

DiOJ 4-06

UO. 3-47

MnO - trace

FeO 2-04

BeO -62

MgO -05

CaO 2-61

Li^f.. -- trace

Na O .

KO ..

Throwing together, as Rammelsberg has done in his valuable

paper** on the natural tantalates and niobates, the acid oxides
of niobium, tantalum, tungsten, tin and zirconium, reducing all

the basic oxides present to the equivalent amounts of dyad
oxides, and leaving out the water, we have from the above
figures the ratio,

R'OrM^.Og = 221:100

leading to the formula R'^M^Og 4 R^^MaO,, or, applying the

common phosphate nomenclature, a single atomic group of

ortho-niobates with four of pyro-niobates ; while samarskite,

according to the calculation of Professor O. D. Allenff from hia

analysis, contains one to one, or is represented by the formula

H" Spectroscopically
'* Jour. Chem. Soc,

tt This Journal, August,
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tyrite, etc., solely the "ortho-salt, W\W^6^
however, the water be included in the calculation, and

considered basic, placing it on an equivalent footing with the

dyad oxides we have the ratio,

R"0 : M^O^ = Sll : 100, or nearly 8 : 1,

which gives the simple formula of an ortho-salt, R'^M^Og.
This I confess I am inclined to think more probable, and, if so,

it may be allowable to suppose that the very remarkable glow-

exhibited by the mineral when heated is connected with the

loss of basic water and the change from ortho- to pyro-niobate,

as in the well known incandescence of ammonio-magnesian
ortho-phosphate at the moment of change by heat to the pyro-

phosphate of the latter metal,*

Whichever formula be preferred, however, for the mineral

now described, it differs essentially from that of any niobate

hitherto on record, the one view making it the nearest approach
to a simple ^yro-yiiohate (since the Fredriksvarn pyrochlore con-

tains largely of titanium) and the other making it an ortho-salt

like fergusonite, etc., but one partially acid in character or

containing basic hydrogen.
Not on chemical grounds alone, but in several respects as to

physical properties, the mineral is new and distinct. Carrying

out the fancy of Heinrich Rose, which led him to name niobium
from the daughter of Tantalus, and remembering the number
and complexity of the natural niobates which have been met
with. I propose for this species the name Sipylite, from Sipylus,

one of the numerous children of Niobe.

* It may be worth remarking that from the analysis of Professor Allen (loc. cit.)

of Professor J. Lawrence Smith's new mineral, hatchettolite, which accompanies
samarskite in North Carolina, water seems to be present in it in deflnite propor-

tion ; and, although Rammelsberg has considered the water found in his analyses
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For some time after the appearance of Hansen's Lunar TabJes,
it was verj generally considered that the theory of the moon,
after occupying the attention of the mathematicians and astron-
omers of every century for two thousand years, was at length
complete, and that the motion of that body could now be pre-

dicted with entire confidence. That Hansen's computation of
the inequalities of short period produced by the sun not only
far exceeded in accuracy any before made, but fulfilled all the
requirements of modern astronomy, I conceive can hardly be
doubted. But in the number of this Journal for September,
1870, 1 showed that this improvement did not extend to the
inequalities of long period in the mean motion. "While it was
true that Hansen by an'empirical term had secured a very good
agreement with observations from 1750 to 1860, it was there
shown that this agreement had been obtained by sacrificing the
agreement before 1750, and that the moon had then begun to

deviate from the tables at such a rate that they could not con-
tinue satisfactorily to represent the observations. During the
seven years which have since elapsed, this suspicion has been
entirely confirmed. So far as can be judged by the most recent

observations, the error of the tables now exceeds ten seconds,

and is increasing at a rate of not less than half a second a year.

Shortly after the publication of the short paper to which I

have alluded, it was made a part of my official duty to investi-

gate this question. In accordance with this arrangement, I

have aimed at the complete discussion of all recorded observa-

tions of any astronomical value before the year 1750. These
researches now being brought substantially to a close, so far

as the observations are concerned, the object of the present

article is to give some account of them, and of their results.

The material consists in brief, of every observation of an eclipse

or an occultation previous to 1750, which appears to be worthy
of confidence, and' calculated to throw any light upon the ques-

tion of changes in the moon's mean m'otio"n. The available

data may be classified as follows :—
L Accounts of ancient historians from which it has been in-

ferred that the shadow of the moon passed over certain points

of the earth's surface during certain total eclipses of the sun.

The celebrated eclipses of Thales, of Larissa, and of Agathocles
have been very carefully discussed by Professor Airy in two
papers which have appeared, the one in the Philosophical Trans-

actions, and the other in the Memoirs of the Royal Astronomical
AM. ./ODR. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. XIV, No. 83.-Nov., 1877.
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Society, After a careful examination of the six or eight eclipses

in question, I was led to the conclusion that none of them could
be safely relied upon as furnishing data for the error of the
Lunar Tables at the times when they were observed. It is im-
possible, within the limited space of the present article, to enter
into any details of the considerations which led me to this con-
clusion. It may be remarked, however, that among the eclipses

in which I can feel but little confidence is the celebrated one
of Thales. To prevent misapprehension I may say that I do
not deny either that Thales predicted eclipses or that the
shadow of the moon passed over Asia Minor, B.C., 585 as in-

dicated by the Lunar Tables, or that a battle was stopped by
some real or fancied advent of darkness, as described by Herod-
otus a century afterward ; but I fail to see any good reason
for maintaining that the extremely obscure account of Herodotus
really refers to the total eclipse "^in question, or, in fact, to any
eclipse whatever. Consequently, while^these eclipses may be
useful in throwing more or less of evidence on the question of

the moon's secular acceleration, I do not think they can be
considered reliable enough to be used for determining that

quantity.

IT. The second class comprises the nineteen eclipses of the

moon quoted by Ptolemy in the Almagest, on which he founded
his theory of the moon's motion. These eclipses appear to be
worthy of some confidence, making due allowance for the very
considerable errors of observation with which they are neces-

sarily aftected. The mode of treatment was this: from a very
careful study of the account of each eclipse as given by Ptolemy,
and without any knowledge of how it compared with the tables,

I sought to make an estimate, first, of the most probable time

of the phase described, and second, of the probable error of that

time. These estimates I shall publish without any alteration

suggested by the subsequent comparison with the tables.

When this comparison was made, it was found that the general

deviations of the tabular from the recorded times did not indi-

cate a probable error essentially greater than that estimated,

except in two cases.

There are five eclipses in which Ptolemy does not say to

what phase the time which he gives refers. It has very gen-

erally been considered that in these cases the phase was that of

the middle of the eclipse; but in all other cases the time which

he gives is that of commencement; and there would be a cer-

tain probability in favor of the times where no phase was given

being also those of commencement. The errors in question

were systematically different from those of the other eclipses,

and seemed to indicate that in these eclipses also, the beginning

was referred to. Owing, however, to the uncertainty of this
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entire hypothesis, I judged it best to reject these eclipses en-
tirely, and confine the discussion to the fourteen remaining ones.
Amonff these fourteen, which, in some cases, include the end

of the eclipse as well as the beginning, there was a single one,
that of B.C., 382, December 22, which was in contradiction with
all the others. The other thirteen all agree in the most remark-
able manner in assigning a correction of more than half an
hour to the tabular times; while this one indicated a negative
correction. This discordance, however, is not the most perplex-
ing circumstance. It happened that this eclipse commenced
just before sunrise, and therefore just before the moon set ; and
if the other eclipses were accurate, this one could not have been
seen at all. If this one really was seen, it would almost neces-
sitate a negative correction to the tabular times. We have then
this dilemma: either the whole thirteen eclipses recorded by
Ptolemy are, with a single exception, half an hour or more in
error, or there is some mistake about this eclipse having been
actually observed. Deeming the latter the more probable of
the two hypotheses, I threw out this eclipse entirely. Of the
twelve remaining eclipses, sixteen phases were observed, which
were divided into four groups, and the mean result, by weight,
o( each group was taken. The mean corrections to the tabular
times given by the several groups, are as follows :

—

Epoch, - 687 6t=-[- 20"' (5£ = — 11' i: 4' 3 phases.

- 381 St= + bO (Je = - 27 ± 5 3 phases.

— 189 b7=4-3t5 (yf=-~20±3 8 phases.

+ 134 6t-=:-\-^0 (5^= — 16db4 3 phases.

III. The next ob'teervations in order are the ecli{)ses observed
by the Arabian astronomers between the years 829 and 1004,

which are published in the work entitled Le Livre de la Grande
Table Hakemite, traduit par le C''". Caussin, Paris, 180i. This
work is a translation of the Arabic manuscript belonging to the

University of Leyden. A few of the observations were known
to Tycho Brahe and were published by him in his Historia

Coslestis. As a slight indication of the value of these eclipses

it may be remarked that the two or three given by Tycho Brahe
furnished the first data from which the secular acceleration of

the moon was dcddced. it is tlieroforo a singular fact that no
comparison of thrm wirl, modern t.hles has ever been seriously

attempted.

There are, in all, in this book, observations of twenty-five

They were all reduced and compared with tiie tables of Hansen.
Three of them were so far discordant that they had to be re-

jected entirely. This ratio of three out of thirty-four will not

appear greatif we reflect that the manuscript from which the
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observations were translated, was frequently very difficult to

decipher or to translate, owing not only to the fading of the

writing, but to the uncertainty of some of the terms which the

author used. Besides these three discordant observations, there

were two which could not be used because the altitude assigned

to the moon at the time of the observation actually exceeded
its meridian altitude. Here it was evident that there was some-
thing wrong, in recording, transcribing or translating the obser-

vation. The general result was that each observation of a

phase gave the mean longitude of the moon with a probable

error ranging from three to five minutes of arc. The results

were divided into three groups, each made by a separate ob-

server or set of observers, and therefore wortliy of laeing con-

sidered as entirely independent. The mean result of each of

these groups was as follows :

—

Epoch, 846 6e=i -4'-4

926 6e=z~\-l
986 6a=-^'S

IV. Observations made after the revival of science in Europe
and before the invention of the telescope. These observations

were made by various astronomers from Eegiomontanus to

Tycho Brahe. But after a careful and laborious examination

of all their observations I could find, I was led to the conclusion

that none of them would throw any light on the problem. Be-

fore Tycho Brahe the observations were no better than those

of the Arabs, while the time elapsed was one half that which

has elapsed since the Arabian observations. No doubt the ob-

servations of Tycho Brahe are more accurate ; but the records

are so confused that it is impossible to obtain any defifiite re-

sult from them. In fact they preceded the invention of the

telescope by so short an interval that it can hardly be supposed

that they would throw much light on the question under con-

sideration, however carefully they had been made. I searched

carefully to find whether Tycho Brahe had ever observed an

occultation, especially of Aldebaran ; but could find no trace

of any such observation.

V. Observations of occultations and eclipses made with a

telescope but without a clock, the time being dett'rmiucd by

the altitude of the sun or of some star observed with a (piad-

rant. This class comprises the observations of BuUialdus and

Gassendus, as well as some of the earlier of Hevelius. BuUial-

dus seems to have been the first one who actually observed the

occultation of a star by the moon, but he does not appear to

have been a skillful observer. The observations of occultations

have the great advantage that the only error to be feared is that

of the determination of time, always supposing that the phenom-
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Jtually seen. The disappearance of the star behind
limb is, in fact, a sudden phenomenon which does
any measure of distance to be well observed.

VI. Observations of eclipses and occultations made bj Heve-
'

^ k regulated by altitudes take

It is well known that Hevelii
would never use a telescope with his quadrant ; so that the re-

sults to be derived from the observations of this most indefati-

gable observer do not correspond to the labor which he spent
in making them. His observations are much better than those
of Grassendus, but far more inaccurate than those made with the

telescopic sights.

VII. Observations of Flamsteed at Grreenwich, and of the

astronomers of the French school, from 1672 to 1760. Flam-
steed's observations were published in the Historia Ccslestis.

Those of the French astronomers are not only for the most part

unpublished, but seem to have been totally forgotten from the

time they were made until I was fortunate enough to find them
in the archives of the Paris Observatory in 1871. Not only
were they wholly unreduced, but in many cases not even the

name of the occulted star was given. The reduction of these

observations has been the most laborious part of my work.
The observers have left no explanations whatever of their mass
of observations, and it was necessary to learn this by induction

from the observations themselves; and from the calculations

scattered here and there through the books. The errors of the

instruments and of the clocks had to be investigated from mod-
ern data ; and the observations have proved to be well worthy
of the pains which were taken with them. Thereby, the motion
of the moon has been traced back to 1675, an epoch seventy-

five years before observations upon it have heretofore been

supposed to commence. In the same class with these Paris

observations are to be included those of DeL'isle at St. Peters-

jhe observations of Bullialdus, Gassendus, Hevelius, Flam-

steed, and the French astronomers. The list is incomplete, as

the discussion of the solar eclipses has not been finished ; but

it will suffice for the purposes of the present discussion:

—
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The investigation is terminated at the epoch of 1750 so far

as the reduction of observations is concerned, because there is

reason to believe that Hansen's tables are not greatly in error

from 1750 to 1865. We may, therefore, in this preliminary

discussion consider the tabular errors zero between these epochs.

For the epoch 1875 the correction given by some good observa-

tions of occultations is — 8"0, a result l"-7 less than that indi-

cated by the observations at Greenwich and Washington. This
discrepancy is quite surprising. It is, however, worthy of re-

mark that Captain Tupraan from a discussion of all the meridian

observations made in Europe about the time in question ob-

tained a mean result somewhat less than that given by Green-
wich and Washington alone. It is well known that Hansen's
term depending on eight times the mean motion of Venus mi-

nus thirteen times that of the earth is almost entirely empirical,

being adjusted so as to satisfy the observations between 1750
and 1850. And since this term fails to satisfy the observations

outside of these limits, in fact making the tables worse than
they would be without it, it ought to be rejected from the com-
parison of theory with observation. Its effect upon the ancient

results is, however, so small in comparison with the necessary

error of the observations that its effect need not be taken into

From the individual corrections to the moon's mean longi-

tude which have been given for the modern dates I have
sought to obtain by a rough interpolation the actual correc-

tions for every quarter of a century from 1625 to 1725. The
general results are shown in the following table, of wliich I

shall explain the several parts

:

Table of residual correction to the several theories of the mean motion of the moon.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
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In column (1) we have the mean correction indicated by
observations to Hansen's tables of the moon without any mod-
ification wliatever. In column (2) these corrections are modi-
fied by the effect of Hansen's empirical terra, so as to show the
corrections to the pure theory after this term is subtracted
from the tables. If the theory is perfect, these numbers ought
to be represented by corrections to the mean longitude and
mean motion of the moon and the secular acceleration.

The following are the several corrections given by the method
of least squares

:

6e-
dn=
Ss= - 3 -36

)

The value of the secular acceleration adopted by Hansen is

12"-17. Subtracting the correction it seems that the accelera-

tion to \vhich we are led by observation alone, is 8"-8.

Column (3) shows the outstanding corrections which remain
after subtracting the result of the corrections we have just
found. It is evident that the theory does not represent the
observations, and that the most recent observations indicate a
value of the secular acceleration much less than that indi-

cated by the older ones. If we investigate the uniform varia-

tion of the acceleration which would best satisfy the whole of
the observations, we shall find it to be -0"-9 in a century.

The hypothesis of such a uniform variation is, however, too

improbable to be admitted ; and moreover, it still fails to

represent the modern observations, although the ancient ones
are thus greatly improved.

In recent times it has been generally considered that tlie

difference between the theoretical acceleration and that given
by observations arises from a change in the length of the

day. It is worthy of remark that by supposing this change
itself subject to variations, all the apparent changes in the

mean motion of the moon can be accounted for. This is a

hypothesis which I have suggested in former numbers of this

Journal, as one by which the changes in question may be
explained. Let us now see what the actual variations iii the

rotation of the earth must be to account for the difference

between observation and theory. In the first place, the sec-

ular acceleration must be supposed to be uniform and equal to

6"-17. Two epochs at which we may suppose the time given
by the rotation of the earth to he correct, being entirelv

arbitrarv, we shall take 1750 and 1850 for these epochs.

Having" til us formed a theory of the moon's mean motion
founded on gravitation alone, column (4) shows the apparent

corrections indicated by observation In column (5) these cor-

rections are changed into time. The times here given are
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hypothetical errors of the earth's rotation which it is necessary

to subtract from the times given by astronomical observations

in order to reduce them to a perfectly uniform measure of

time. The sign + indicates that the earth is ahead of its mean
rotation, and the sign — that it is behind it For some years

past it has seemed to me that this was the most probable
hypothesis on which to explain the deviations in question.

It was evidently a most unwelcome one ; for, granting its

truth it would be no longer possible to predict the apparent
motion of the moon, since the changes in the rotation of the

earth could not be expected to follow any determinate law.

It is therefore extremely gratifying to find that the compari-

sons we have just given lead to the hope that these deviations

may, after all, be due to the action of some of the bodies of the

solar system. A very cursory examination of the residuals

given in column 3 shows that they have apparently a period

not very far from 260 years. Now, it is remarkable that this

diflfers very little from the period of Hansen's first inequality,

which is 273 years. The question therefore arises whether the

deviations in question may not be explained by a change in

the constants of this inequality. The result is very surprising.

By merely diminishing the argument of Hansen's first ine-

quality by 60° 48' without changing the co-efficients at all, the

observations from 1625 to 1875 may all be represented within

the limits of error. In fact, we see that the numbers in col-

umn (3) may be very nearly represented by the formula

_o'-04-10'-14{'-ril2«)_,5'.5acosA,

in which we have placed,

A= 18V-16E-^,
V being the mean longitude of Venus counted from the equinox
of 1800, E that of the earth counted in the same waj^ and g
the mean anomaly of the moon. The comparison in question

is siiown in the following tables ; the fourth column of which is

taken from the corresponding column of the ]>receding table.

The residuals still outstanding are shown in the last column.

Epoch. A. Computed terms. Observ. Diff.

1625 -47°-0 +2'-2 +6'-l +3'-9
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Correcting Hansen's term by this empirical addit
that instead of

15''-34 sin (A-|-30°-2),

the value given by Hansen, we shall have

i(A- °'6),

as the result of observation.
As a test of this result, the sum of all the corrections here

found to Hansen's tables has been taken and compared with the
corrections given in colunnn 1. It is to be remarked in the
first place that the diminution of 10" a century in the mean
motion of the moon involves a further correction of —0"4 to

the value of the secular acceleration in order that the ancient
observations may still, on tVe average, be best represented.
Thus the secular acceleration reduces to

and the total ( elera \ of Hansen
r-i6.

it V3 for the empirical term of Hansen,

2r-47 sin (8V-13E +274° 14'),

stence of which appears to have been entirely refuted by
searches of Delaunay ; and T for the time counted in

after 1800. Then the total corrections to the tables of

lansen are as follows :

—

_Va— 1'-14—29'-l7T-3'-76T2-16'-5 cos A.

The following are the values of these corrections for the

rincipal epochs from 1625 to 1900. The computation and
omparison with observation is given so fully that any explana-

on of the table appears to be unnecessary.

Epoch. -y.
-15'-5

- ^^m
s„..

Observa-
Diff.

1625 -10"-6 + 38^ + 44'-9 + 50' + 5'

^2l"-4

J?50 iiM ; 7-3 wt zl'-t

1850
z'll ill

ii:i *li -i
1860

1890
1900 + 20-6 -34-1 -24 -Y
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The only case in which the difference exceeds the possible

error of the comparisons is at the epoch 1860. As an explanation
of this I can only suggest that the term found by Mr. Neison as

due to the action of Jupiter is at that time added to the result of

a possible error in Hansen's value of the term which depends
upon the ellipticity of the earth. The comparison may there-

fore be improved when the theory is suitably corrected.

The great question which now arises is this^ Is it possible

that this correction to the term produced by the action of

Yenus can really be a result of the attraction of that planet?

We are struck by the fact that the proposed change can be
expressed by a mere change of the algebraic sign of the con-

stant term of the argument, leaving the value of the co-efficient

unchanged. It may therefore be inquired whether it is possible

that the sign of this quantity is erroneous in Hansen's formula.

This question must be answered in the negative. I have found
by an investigation still unpublished, substantially the same
result as Hansen ; while the researches of Delaunay published

in the Connaissance des Temps for the year 1862 show that the

approximate expression of the constant term in question, is

180°—2A%

A" being the longitude of the node of Venus, which does not
differ much from 75°. It is, therefore, a mere chance that the

change of Hansen's term can be expressed in this wav.
Although Hansen, Delaunay, and myself have all arrived at

the same result for the value of the term in question, I cannot
confi(lently say that that result is complete. In all three com-
jHitations the terms of the second order due to the mutual attrac-

tion of Venus and the earth are neglected. It is evident that
in consequence of this mutual attraction, the direct action of
Venus (m the moon is different from what it would be if each
planet moved in its elliptic orbit. It may be that this differ-

ence is sensible in terms of so high an order as those under
consideration. I have actually computed the additional terms

in -_. (A being the distance of Venus from the earth) which

arise in this wav and which depend upon the argument
18V- 16E. The result is that the values of the several parts

which make up this term are quite comparable with those of

the elliptic terms which depend on the same argument; but
these co-efficients destroy each other in taking the sum. I have,

however, always regarded my c imputations on this subject as

consequence, never publis

he market"' ' 'agreement\s the case stands, th(

I (_)bservation which is produced by the introduction

|)irical term, seems to me such as to warrant its provisional u;

W a more careful investigation of the subject can be made.
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evolved in the cold, as well as a mixture of gases not absorbable
by bromine. In the residue, beside the unaltered Al^CI^, are

contained various hydrocarbons, s

ver, one of Al^Cl,.

lod'ides and bromides act similarly, though not as uniformly.

Ethyl iodide treated as above gave ethylbenzene, methyl chloride

gave toluene (methyl-benzene), xylene (dimethylbenzene) mesity-

lene (trimethylbenzene) and durene (tetramethylbenzene), benzyl
chloride gave diphenylmethane, chloroform gave triphenylme-

thane and carbon tetrachloride gave tetraphenylmethane. Acid
chlorides act in the same way. Benzoyl chloride dissolved in ben-
zene, gives, by the action of aluminum chloride, the ketone ben-
zophenone, acetyl chloride gives acetophenone, phthalyl chloride

gives phthalophenone and another product, probably anthraquin-

one. Further examination showed that zinc and ferric chlorides

acted similarly in the cold, ferrous chloride on warming. Copper,
cobalt, and magnesium chlorides appeared to be without action.

The authoi-s explain the reaction by supposing an aluminum
ora:anic compound to be hrst formed and then decomposed, regen-
erating the chloride, thus

:

CJI,-|-A1,C1,=HCI+A1,C1,(C,HJ

Al^Cl,. (C,HJ-f(CIT,C„HJC1=A1,C1,-|-(CH,. C.HJC^H,.

—J. pr. Ch., II, xvi, 233, Au^., 1877. ( C. R., Ixxxiv, 1392, 1450).

tion of the wood tar made in Sweden by the destructive distilla-

tion of resinous woods, principally that of Pinus sylvestris. The oil

was freed from creasote-like bodies and gummy acids by repeated
treatment with potassium hydrate, and then submitted to repeated
fractioning. In this way there was isolated a terpene boiling at

156-5°-157'5°, and having the properties of australene, and another
boiling at 173°-175° having the odor of fresh pine wood, and not
identifiable with any other terpene. This the author calls sylves-

trene. These two terpenes constitute 80 per cent of the oil. Syl-

vestrene has a specific gravity of 0-8612 at 16°, is dextrorotatory,
rotating +lf>-5» in sodium light, and forms mono- and di-hydro-

chlorates, the latter of which recrystallized from alcohol yields

broad flat brilliant needles fusing at 72°-73°. Heated in sealed

tubes with potassium hydrate, sylvestrene yields an oil having a

strong pelargonium odor.

—

Ber. Berl Chem. Ges.^ x, 1202, July,

1877. G. F. B.

4. On the Amylene from Amyl Iodide.—Eltekoff has inves-

tigated the action of alcoholic potash upon the amylene dibro-

mide obtained from amyl iodide, and concludes that this amylene
i3 really a mixture of two isomeric bodies, isopropylethylene
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CH[CH(CH3)J

^jj
whose bromine derivative gives isopropylacetyl-

ene by the action of alcoholic potash ; and niethyletbylethylene
CH[CHj(CjHj]
Att which does not yield valerylene under these cir-

nitrate AgC=:C - CH
-J ^ jj», which is decomposed by iodine, yield-

ing IC=C-CH-j ^y', moniodisopropylacetylene. — i?Ma Soc.

CL, II, xxviii, Aug., 1877. g. f. b.

5. On the (Jonstitution of unsaturated Dibasic Acids,—At the
close of a series of researches upon certain unsaturated dibasic
acids made in his laboratory, Fittig sums up the results and dis-

cusses their bearing upon the constitution of the acids in question

;

i. e., fumaric and maleic acids in one group, and itaconic, citraconic
and mesaconic acids in another. The facts are (l) the two former

CH^. COOH
unite directly with hydrogen to yield succinic acid I_ ^^^tt'LH^. COOH
as the three latter by the same treatment yield the same pyrotar-

CH3

taric acid, CH. COOH
; (2) the former acids by union with bromine

in,. COOH
give two different dibromosuccinie acids (both of which, however,

substitution products of ethylene-succinic acid), as the latter

give in the same way three different dibromopyrotartaric acids

(which must equally be regarded as substitution products of
common pyrotartaric acid)

; (3) the former acids hj union with
hydrogen bromide yield the same bromosuceinic acid, the latter

the same bromopyrotartaric acid, except itaconic acid, which yields

an isomer; (4) while mono- or di-brom-citraconic and mesaconic
acids lose with great ease on boiling with water or bases a mole-
cule of carbon dioxide, becoming methacrylic or bromomethacry-
lic acids, probably identical, and easily reduced to isobutyric acid,

the corresponding derivatives of itaconic acid are more permanent
and yield no carbon dioxide when thus treated; (5) while fuma-
rates and maleates yield on electrolysis the same acetylene, and
citraconic and mesaconic acids the same allylene, itaconic acid

gives a hydrocarbon not precipitating silver solutions. There is

no constitutional formula which will satisfy all these conditions if

the position be maintained that in unsaturated compdunds the

carbon atoms are always united by several bonds. Hence the

facts compel the adoption of the view advanced by Kekule, that

beside these, there are other bodies, such as carbonous oxide for

example, in which there are single carbon atoms whose attractions

are not completely balaliced. Rejecting also as unproved the

existence in a compound of carbon atoms three of whose units are
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5 free, the author gives for maleio [

CII . COOH
c'h . COOH*

and for funi

itaconic acid be gives CH . COOH , or C . COOH , for citraconic

in. COOH CH.COOH
CH, CH3

acid CH . COOH ai)d for mesacouic acid C . COOH . Hence the

=c . COOH (in . COOH
isobrommaleic acid of Kekule is properly bromfumaric acid, and
the dibrommaleic acid of Bourgoin, dibromfuraaric acid. Of the

two itaconic acid formulas, Fittig prefers the first.

—

Liebig Ann.,
clxxxviii, 95, July, 1877. g. r. b.

6. On a Phenol of Phenanthrene, Phenanthrol.—RKHS has ex-

amined, under Graebe's direction, the product obtained by fusing

phenanthrenemonosulphonic acid with potassium hydrate. After
Bolution in water, the phenanthrol was separated in oily drops by
the addition of sulphuric acid, which solidified on cooling. After
boiling with ammonium carbonate, and recrystallization from a

mixture of petroleum naphtha and benzene, it was obtained in

beautiful blue-fluorescing plates, fusing at 112*', and giving on
analysis the formula Cj^H,(OH). It forms well crystallized com-
pounds with alkalies, and ethers with acid oxides.

—

Ber. Berl.

Chem. Oes., x, 1252, July, 1877. g. f. b.

7. Formation of liosolie acid from Cresol and Phenol.—The
discovery of Caro and Wanklyn that by de-nitrogenizing rosaniline

rosolic acid could be formed, and of Dale and Schlorlemmer, that
aurin (rosolic acid) could be converted into rosaniline, led Zut.-

KOAVSKY to attempt the production of rosolic acid from cresol and
phenol as rosaniline is produced from toluidine and aniline. A
mixture of two molecules cresol, one phenol and three of sulphuric
acid heated with arsenic acid to 120° C. became dark brown and
thick and yielded to water a gummy body with a greenish metallic
luster, having all the properties of rosolic acid. It is not produced
with plienol alone. The author repi-esents rosaniline as

ni (Cn3 ,, „ <CH,

NH, . CJI,
I

I and rosolic acid asOH . C IL I
1 -

•"o^^^icH, '^«^^^1CH3
Corallin he separated into five different bodies.—i?er, Berl Chem.
Ges., X, 1201, July, 1877. «. f. b.

8. A new Coloring mf/^^cn— Hopmaxn has examined a new
brilliant red coloring matter, obtained from Martins. He found it

to be the sodium salt of an organic acid, which was separated by
concentrated hydrochloric acid. Fine red needles were obtained,

easily soluble in alcohol, less so in water, having the formula
being monobasic. No doubt, therefote, that

asiiy solubli

),,H,,N,SO,,
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tl)is hotly was analogous to ehrysoidin, aritl that it c-oiihl he formed
h\ (\'n\zohexi'Ao\ and naphtoLsidpliojiic acid, hy azosulplianilic acid
with a naphtol, hy azonaphtylaminsulphonic acid and phenol, and
h\ diazonapthalone and a phenolsulphonic acid. L'sing llie lirst

iiMliod, and mixing sodium a naphtolsulphonate with aniline
nitrate and potassium nitrite, the new color was obtained.

—

Ber.
lied. (Jhem. Ges., x, 1378, July, 1877. g. f. n.

9. AieamiDCftum of a Nickel magnet—U. Wild. (Ahsti-act
from the original memoir). The author has suhmitted to examina-
tion a nickel magnet presented to Kotschuhey, President of the
Russian Technological Society, hv .los, Wharton of riiiladelphia.

It had the form of a flat har, 2 mm. thick, 9.5 mm. hroad, and
1 ~).i nun. long, ])ointed at the ends, and had at its center an agate
cap for suj)i)orting it on a pivot. Its weight was 25 grams. '

Its

magni-tic monienfwas determined hy comparison with a har of
steel of about the same dimensions,'and found to he ])er gram
11-2,000 units, the steel giving 245,000. After rcm.ignetizing. the
nickel gave 1SS,0()0, the steel J5G8,000. With vvoltram steel, the

analyzed hy liutlcrow and found to contain oiilv one-third of one
I)er cent of'iron, with traces of cobalt. The effect of temperature

./;.' infh ^1 nu,

placed obliquely, so that the diapiiragm-^

the tuh(; may extinguish the direct ray^-

either a small plate of uranium glass* o

aqueous solution of esculino; and the sf
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structed with lenses of quartz and prisms of Iceland spar. With
lenses of glass and prisms of flint the spectrum lines could not be
distinguished beyond N, but with the spectroscope whose construc-

tion he describes in detail the principal lines could be distin-

guished as far as T. With a more portable spectroscope of

similar construction M. Soret has made observations in the Alps
at an altitude of 3180 meters, and draws from them the conclu-

sions, that although the ultra violet spectrum is more brilliant

at high elevations than on the plains it has no greater extent.

In the observations referred to, he could not distinguish rays

more refrangible than T, Whence he infers that it is the atmos-

phere of the sun, and not that of the earth which absorbs the

most refrangible rays of the spectrum. The diminution in bril-

liancy of the more refrangible portion of the spectrum caused by
the atmosphere he refers not to the selective absorption of its

aeriform constituents, but to the effect of the floating liquid or

solid particles, which when more abundant produce a distinct haze
or collect in clouds. The general absorption of light due to this

last cause afiects all the rays of the spectrum, but to a greater

extent in proportion as the rays are Ihe more refrangible.

—

Ann.
Chim. et de Phys., V, xi, 72. j. p. c, jk.

11. Sun's lieat.—^i. A. Crova has published a very extended
paper on the calorific intensity of the solar radiation and its

absorption by the atmosphere of the earth. In this paper the

author discusses very exhaustively methods of observation and
gives the results of a large number of measurements which are of

great interest, but can not be described in a short abstract.

—

Ann.
Chim. et de Phys., V, xi, 433. j. p. c, jr.

12. Chaiiges in the Spectra of Gases caused by increasing ten-

-In the spectrum of a gas rendered luminous by an elei

"

ipark M, WuUner distinguishes two classes of effects as caused by
m increasing tension. In the case of hydrogen only, the bands
hemselves broaden into a continuous spectrum. With other

hydrogen only, the bands
i spectrum. With other

appears between the bands which
remain meanwhile as definite as at first. In the case of compounds
of carbon and markedly in the case of carbonic dioxide the bril-

liancy of the continuous spectrum soon becomes so great that the
bands disappear, but with nitrogen and with air they can be dis-

tinguished until the pressure becomes much more considerable.

This restatement of the results of previous observations is occa-

sioned by a communication of M. Cazin who refers the continuous
spectrum in such cases to the solid particles transported and
rendered luminous during. the electric discharge.

—

Ann. Chim. et

de Phys., V, xii, 143. j. p. c, jr.

13. " The Influence of Light in Chemical Changes and chiefly

in Oxidation,'' is the subject of a recent paper by M. P. Chas-

TAiKG. The author distmguishes as a definite effect of the sun's

rays the determining of the oxidation of inorganic metallie com-

pounds, an influence which he locates in a different part of the

solar spectrum from the well-known reducing action. " "^"^
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such substances as ferrous sulphate, alkaline solution of arscnious
acid, and aqueous solutions of tiydric sulphide or alkaline sulphides
proceeds more rapidly in the light than in the dark, and he
endeavors to estimate the action of the light by the difference in
the rapidity of the process in the two cases under otherwise like

conditions. He concludes that the chemical action 'of the solar
spectrum on metallic compounds both binaries and salts while
reducing at the more refrangible end is oxidizing at the less

refrangible end. The general reducing action of white light he
refers to the circumstance that in the rays as a whole the reduc-
ing action is the more powerful of the two. M. Chastaing finds
that the green rays still exert a reducing action and he locates

between the rays D and E a neutral point " '

which chemical action takes place as in darkness. i% ap]

tisqi
such bodies is always oxidizing and this effect

however that the action exerted on organic compounds by the

different from that just indicated,

^aies IS always oxidizing and this effect contmuauy increases

pass from the red to the violet end of the spectrum with
some variation from this law in the green rays. For numerous
details and subordinate conclusions we must reter to the original

paper which is quite long but full of interest. We must add that

results of our own do not accord, at least apparentlii, with those
of M. Chastaing. We have recently discovered in the oxidation
of a solution of antimonious iodide under the combined acttion of

the air and light a direct effect of oxidation caused by tlie sun's

ravs, and this effect is produced chiefly, if not whollv, by the more
refratigible rays.— . 1«/^ Chiw. e.t fie Phtjs., Y, xi, 145. j. r. <;., jj;.

14. Magnetic rotator 1/ Polarization.—]\I. Hknui Becqukuki, has

very recently published the results of an important investigation

on "Magnetic rotatory Tolarization," which is especially inter-

esting as'supi)lementing the researches of liis distinguished father

on the same subject. His memoir is quite long and the results

cannot be stated' in a few words. The most important general

(I.) That the positive rotation of the plane of polarization of a

ray of light having a definite wave-length, in passing through the

unit of thickness of a diamagnetic r

{•^m, is sensibly proportional to /<*(«2—

1

epending on the magnetism
1 the diamagnetism of the l:)ody, this factor becoming the

the "-pi'citic effect of the molecules of diainagnetic bodie>» is not

inthu'iiced by the concentration of the solution, while that of the

molecules of magnetic bodies may be greatly affected by the

Am. JoaB. Sci.-Third Series, Vol. XIV, No. 83.-Nov., 1877.
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closer proximity, which such

(5.) That when the substances are very diamagnetic the disper-

sion of the rays caused by the magnetic rotation is sensibly pro-

portional to
^''~~

in which expression X is the wave length

and n the index of refraction. For various qualifications and
details we must refer to the original paper, and also for a discus-

sion of the theory advanced by M. Becquerel p6re, which refers

the differences between magnetic and diamagnetic effects to the

relative strength of the magnetic energy of the bodies experi-

mented on and that of the medium by which they are surrounded.
—Ann, Chim. et de Phys., V, xiii, 5. j. p. c, jk.

15. liose-colored Sulphide ofManganese.—The conditions of the

transformation of the rose-colored sulphide of manganese obtained

by precipitation into the green serai-crystalline modification of the

same compound has been studied by MM. Ph. de Clermont et

H. Guiot w^ho come to the conclusion that the two substances

are different states of hydration of the same body.

—

Ann. Chim.
etde Phys., V, xii, 111.

16. Analysis of Alkaline Sulphides and Sulpho-carhonates.—
M.M. Delachanal et Mermet have described a new method for

the complete cliemical analysis of alkaline sulphides and suipho-

carbonates based on the application of hypobroraite of potassium
as an oxidizing agent. The method offers certain marked advan-
tages and the values obtained indicate that it yields accurate
results.—yl«;/. Chim. et de Phys., V, xii, 88.

17. Separation of Potassium from Sodium.—Scii-lokm:sg has
improved and simplified the process proposed by SeruUas for

separating potassium from sodium based on the circumstance that

potnssic prochlorate is insoluble in alcohol and that of the
radicals most frequently occurring in analytical processes potassium
is the only one whose prochlorate does not dissolve in this

solvent. He uses for the purpose pure perchloric acid, and gives
simple methods for preparing this reagent in the required quantity.
Perchloric acid in excess readily replaces both nitric and hydro-
cliloi-ic acid, forming perchlorates of the bases present. Potassic
jxiclilorate is then easily separated and washed with alcohol of
forty degrees Baumfe. In this process the potassium is weighed
as ])erchlorate after the salt has been heated to 250°, while the

l)latinum crucible. About a gram is taken for each assay which
is dissolved in thirty-five to forty cubic centimeters of hydrochloric

acid. The process is conducted in a flask, and the chlorine gas
conducted into a weak solution of potassic iodide, the last traces

being driven over by boiling the acid. The amount of iodine
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student will derive from studying this subject, when so systemati-

cally presented. We are indebted to the translator for the intro-

duction of the chemical nomenclature and notation of modern
chemistry, for some advantageous condensation, and for the addi-

11. GrEOLOGT AND MINERALOGY.

1. Geological and Geograpldcal :Survey of the Territories ; by
F. V. Hayden, TJ. S. Geologist in charge. Conducted under the

authority of the Secretary of the Navy. Washington.—The fol-

lowing are notices of the recent publications of Dr. Hayden's
survey, which has been so rich in results to science and the

country.

(1.) Ninth Annual Report^ being a Report of Progress for the

year 1875. 810 pp. 8vo, with numerous plates.—This volume
' the following Reports : A letter to the Secretary "

' Dr. F.
"^ " . ^ -

strict, bj

the Southeastern District of Colorado, by F.

pp.); Geology of the San Juan Division, by W. H. Holmes' (50

pp.) ; Notes on the Tertiary and Cretaceous of Kansas, by B. F.
MuDGE (18 pp.). Also Topographical and Geographical Re-
ports by A. D. Wilson and F. E. Rhoda, H. Gannett, G. B.
Chhtenden and G. R. Bechler ; and Zoological Reports on the
History of the American Bison, by J. A. Allen; and on the
Rocky Mountain Locust and other injurious insects of the West,
by A. S. Packard, Jr. We cite a few facts from some of these

the distribution and characters of the geologic
These formations include the Arch^an, (visible only wdiere the
other rocks have been removed), the Carboniferous or Permo-
Carboniferous, the Triassic ?, Jurassic ?, and Cretaceous, and also

volcanic rocks. Dr. Peale observes that the formations aftbrd
evidence of a gradual subsidence of the surface in this part of the
Rocky Mountains (the Grand River District), from Pre-Silurian
times to at least tbe end of the Cretaceous, and of no mountain-
making era between. "The Archjean area along the northern
edge of the San Juan Mountains and south of the Gunnison
River probably formed a shore-line in Cretaceous times." "The
area of the Archaean Continent was probably of some consider-
able extent, and the area of this district was probably an exten-
sion of that farther east, where the main chain of the Rocky
Mountains is now." No Silurian or Devonian beds were ob-

served; and over a great part of the district the red beds (Trias-

sic) rest immediately on the Archaean. The thickness of the

Carboniferous in Colorado is stated to be 4,000 to 5,000 feet ; and
of this only 500 to 1,000 feet consist of fragmental rocks. The
accounts of the other formation contain interesting sections and
many important details.
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Dr. Endlich describes the Sangre de Cristo range and the San
Luis and the Pluerfauo region. "The highest mountains of this
part of Colorado generally consist, he states, of metamorphic
rocks, among which granites and gneisses are the prevailing kinds.
Some of them, however, carry sedimentary beds to their summits,
as is the case with the Trinchera group, 1 3,000 feet above the
sea-level. The absence of Silurian beds among the unaltered

with their presence farther ,
' - --

Endlich to suggest that the metamorphic rocks—granites, gneisses,

etc—may belong to the Silurian and perhaps also the lowest Car-
boniferous, and he adds, this point is at least "entitled to further
investigation." The Carboniferous and Cretaceous rocks
described and various sections are given. The volcanic rocks are
spoken of as either trachyte, dolerite or basalt. There are six

de Cristo Pass; on the Lower Huerfano, constituting small tables;

the Spanish Peaks; and a tracliytic area near the headwaters of
Rio Culebra and Costella. Besides these areas there are numer-
ous dikes. In the chapter on the Sawatch Range, seves-al remark-
able examples of erosion are finely represented on the plates, in

which beds of trachytic conglomerate are reduced to clusters of

slender columns or monuments from 50 to 400 feet in height. An
account of the coal beds of the Trinidad region contains results of

assays of the coal. Dr. Endlich also discusses the distribution of
the Ancient Glaciers of Southern Colorado, an<l illustrates the

subject with a map.
Or. Holmes describes the geology of the La Plata nuning re-

gion, giving several well-executed views and sections, and stating

many facts of interest connected with the trachytic eruptions,

l^roiessor .Mudge y)resents stratigraphical details respecting the

The T()]>()graphieal and (Geographical Reports treat of the
<Graud River Di'-tricr, (including the Uncompahgre valley and
l>l:itt'au,) the San Juan l)i<rict,^the Front Range of the Rocky
Mountiiins, and the Middle and South Parks, giving details of the

course's an<l heights of nKumtains, systems of drainage, soil and

as scientific value. ?.Ir. liechler's Report covers observations for

is probably over

ad that from one-

ved by preV'
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'•4, pp. 116,

the follow-
(2.) Bulletin of the Survey, vol. iii, No. 4, pp. 118, 8vo, (739-

56 of vol. iii).—This number of the Bullet '
' " '

iiig articles: The first discovered traces c

American Tertiaries, Ly S. H. Scudder; description of two species

of Carabidse from Scarboro Heights, by S. II. Scudder ; Report
on insects collected in the explorations of 1875, by P. R. Uhleh;
on (Jamharus Couesi, a new craw-fish fi-om Dakota, by T. H.
vStreets ; on a Carnivorous Dinosaui- {Ladaps trihedrodon) from
the Dakota beds of Colorado, by E. D. Cope ; contribution to the
Ichthyological fauna of the Green River Shales, by E. D. Cope

;

- the fish of the Green River Shales reprc

n the genus Erisichthe, by E. D. Cope.
Mr. Cope i

~
" "

sent families partly of fresh water and partly of brackish or salt

water species. Material is needed to decide whether the Green
River lake bad communication with the sea.

(3.) Monographs of North American Hodentia, by Elliott
CouEs, Assistant Surgeon U. S. A., and J. A. Allen, Assistant
in the Museum of Comparative Zoology, Cambridge.—This large
volume consists of a series of elaborate monographs of the several

families of Rodents by Dr. Coues and Professor Allen. Those of

the Muridm, Zapodidce, Saccomyidm, Haplodontidm, Geomyidce.
by Dr. Coues, and those of the Leporidm^ Hystricidce, Lago-
rnyidce, Castoroidldm, GastoridcB and Sciuridce, by Professor
Allen. Specific and family distinctions, structural relations, geo-
graphical distribution past and present, divergences of varieties,

and causes or conditions of variation, are among the subjects
which come under discussion in this volume, and all the topics

are treated with thoroughness and precision. The monograph on
the MuridaB is accompanied by four plates. The volume closes

with a synoptical list of the fossil Rodents of North America, by
Professor Allen, and a Bibliography, by Mr. T. Gill and Dr.

(4.) 3Iisceaaneons Fablicatlons, No. 1. Ethnography a/td Phi-
lology of the Hidatsa Indians; by Washixgton Matthews,
Assistant Surgeon, IT, S. A. 240 pp. 8vo. Washington, 1877.—
This volume, by one who has spent much time with the tribe
treated of, contains a full account of the condition, habits, arts,

history, etc., of the people, and also a discussion of the relations

of its language, together with a grammar and vocabulary.
(5.) 3/isrdfa>um^, P>MicofloX No R F>o--b>^^>nnq A Primal,.

A M<y„uyn,ph ^f North Arm'th-ay, }fnsf,i;d<t,;hx KMiorr CoiKs.

' Minnesota, for i

ology
witn coiorea maps oi eacn, notes on the Irenton iore^ts ot Aunne-
sota; a chemical report by Prof. S. F. Pe( kfiam ; a list of the

Fungi of the State, by Dr. A. E. Johnson ; an entomological
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ng of the locusts and other

tor its recession from Fort Snelling.

3. The a er,lo(j'uu,l Record for 18

Geolof/}/^ M'nteralngy and Palmont

\ have taken 8,202 ye;

puoiisnea auring
ted bv Wk WniTAKKK, B.Ai/F.G.S., of the Goolos
Engl.-ind. 444 i)p. 8vo. London, 1 87 7.—This sec

tlie (Geological Record will be welcomed by all wlio

in the progress of u^eological or mineral oirical scie

gather i.p referencL'S to the papers or works whiich he may need
to consult in

4. PrelhmuHiry .mtice of the Discovery of a new Mhvral
Species; by >x ]<:. Moore, Ph."D. (Co miiicated.) -The
species heresdescr il]irIm1ro,,hMiiit.'

in ochreous 1 he Passaic Zii nliiu Hill, New
Jersey, and ipresents'thc following cha ract er-

:

In botrioi.llal co: itii.gs of columnar
_
ra.li;.t.

coated wit). ;t thin ! orrhalo.ph.u.
II.=r>(\!n \.= m. r.n ic to subnietallic.

Color bhu-k. Brittle.

Hefori. tiu- hWxy ipc: ill the Xuvvvy^ iLicha 'iged; ill the closed

'„> <in.l \;i.,,„J:>,u> Minerals; by F. A.
MMrr cMitmn^ descriptions of throe new
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MiKj/toUte. Occurs in exceedingly fine needles, grouped in

bundles or tufts, sometimes radiatiof^. Color white; luster silky.

Composition : Hg^TeO,. Found at the Keystone Mine, Magr'olia

District, Colorado ; it occurs in the upper decomposed portion of

the mine, with quartz, limonitc and psilonielane, having been
produced by the oxidation of coloradoite.

Feirotellarite. A crystalline coating on quarts, associated with
native tellurium; under the microscope it appears in very delicate

Kevslono Mine
i)r. Gcnth a

dioxide, TcO 1

John Jav Mine

Colorado

U the'lve

Colorado'

.vcrvstals.

ns the

yst(.ne.

occurrence of Tellurite (t

Smuggler,^ an<l esj)eciall

T ])rismatic, isolated or agi

:ii'avao-e cmineii t in one direction, luster

u\ed'l
"<Hi. incVn

l)N Pet/ w
n lia< bee

ling to resinou
ith native telh

n found, acco,

r Co., Colorado, also at the Smuggler
oulder Co.; hessite, (containing only

found at the Kearsarge Mine, Dry
•urs at the Keystone and Mountain

itain not V./), (as assumed by l*)-()f.

i
a related ""green mineral" has been

he gangue rock of the mines in Ma<j-

;mtains, however, more aluminum and
of the Siberian volborthite is, given,

• cniimiit crystallographer, Prof vora

Au>n^ n[\ ry-tals of gold, of a rem.arka-

Lii the f<.rn"i ol' hematite from Switzer-

1«' ciN-talh from Arkansas; the evj.la-

p(<'i.ill\ valuable contribution, .and i-
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important work, did not end with his death, but its continuation
has been undertaken by one well fitted to perform the task. The
present edition, while including much new matter, retains the form
and arrangement of those which have preceded except in one
most important particular : the awkward and antiquated system of
classification of mineral species employed by Naumann has been
replaced by the now generally accepted method based upon their
chemical composition. This will be seen to be a most important
change for the better, increasing much the value of the work.

III. Botany and Zoology.

1. Occurrence of another gigantic Cephalopod on the coast of
Newfoundland ; by A. E. Verkill.—A nearly perfect specimen
of a large squid, was found cast ashore after a severe gale, at

Catalina,' Trinitv Bay, Xewfoundland, Sept. 24. It was living

when found. It'was exhibite<l for two or three days at St. Jolms,
and 'subsoqucntlv was carried in brine to New^ York, where it was
l>urcliase<l by K'ciche & Bro. for the New York Aquarium, \rhore

I have liad an op])ortunity to examine it.* Although somewhat
mutilated, and not in a very goo<l state of preservation when

' ' without doubt, the largest

:;:z
• ]>reserve(l. It pre

form and color with t

erly described by me, from the jaw^s alone.

])air there figured, and are fully equal to them in siz^e, being

apparently larger in proportion to the body than in A.iuonnchiis,

specimen was much too great. The Catalina s[)ecinien, when
fresh,t was 9-5 feet from tip of tail to base of arms ; circumference

of body 1 feet, length of tentacular arms :U) feet ; length of long-

est sessile arms (ventral ones) 11 feet; circumference at base 17

inches. Length of upper mandible 5-2o inches ; diameter of large

suckers 1 inch ; diameter of eye-sockets 8 inches. The eyes were
destroyed by the captors. It agrees in general appearance with
A. monac/ius, but the caudal tin is broader and less acutely

pointed ; it was two feet and nine inches broad when fresli, and
broadly sagittate in form. The rims of the large suckers are

white, with very acutely serrate margins, and the small smooth-
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suc'kei-s. A more detailed <les(;ripti()n is deferred to a succeeding

uumher, togetlier witli a description of anotlier Ppocimon.

2. The jbUehpe and Dter of Americu ; by John Dkax Eatox.

8vo, 42(5 i)p., numerous cuts. New York, (Ilurd & Houghton.)
1^77.—This is an excellent treatise on the prong-horn antelope

and the various species of deer, moose and elk, of which eight

S])('(it'h are recognized. The descriptions of the species are de-

tailed, and a large part of the book is devoted to their habits,

donu'^tication, hybriditv, aliment, diseases, the chase, comparisons

with congeners, and other kindred subjects. The illustrations are

w ell executed and characteristic. v.

3. Life Historlts of the JSirrh of Eastern Pennsylviniu ; by
Thomas G. Gii.NTiiY. Vol ii, 8vo, ','599 pp. Philadelphia. Pub-
lished by the author, 1817.—The secon<l volume of this work,
whiiii lias just reached us, is, like the first, replete with details in

re^pt'ct to the habits of birds, and more especially as to tfieir

iinuraMons, the time occupied in buikling nests and incubating, and

ef M'ientiiic

the fa.nilics above the

proposes to complete the work in another

dtaffln ; bv T)r. R. Lku.kaiit and V^v'w.

'I . Department of

'urin have recently

1,.- Natural History

es on sonuConnnon Disenscii\ofplants] <•<(>>

.
Faulow. UuUetin of the Bussey Instituti

-Lea\ ing to another department of the Joi

sting papers on the composition of pumpkin
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year. Tlu-y mainlv relate to the Uhu-k Knot ol' \

was the subject oV a former i)a].er; to the Ainc
mihlevv(/>/

Turki'ri ; to tiu' F,

but is to all appearance the sani

Allinm in Italy. "A careful

teachers capable of un<lertakin<? tlieni. \. (..

7. Flora Brasilicns/.:—Tho'70th fascicle, a lar-e one, \w»h 70
plates, ib tilled with IJentham's elaboration of the J/////o.sv,^, and
concludes the sixteenth xolume. The 71st contains the Mnall
onlers, Orhunrea^, AnacnnUw"" . Sxblarm ^ and Rhi:-j>),hurao,„

^

b> !)r. Entrjer. As to Ochnar. n , xW a.:th..r rnnlinn. IM.mchon's
id(,i, announced in 16C2 but not :in\ « here m( t< <1 upon, that this

order, Englor, following: liaiUon, repiaceis >ci)relt(".-\^ lon^' re(•ei^ed

name of Goniphia bv Ouratea of Aid)let, and he aj)piaris to have
seen an<l identlHcil Aul)let's oritrinal specimens. In Aiu(rar</v>rn>i

is rather large,' t'<>"ti'uiVs'nie (ira'^'^e^ and include- the tribe PnnH-efe.

The editor. Dr. Do-U, describes LIG iW.izliian specie, of Pa,rnum
{koL'inncr I/elopNS distinct) and \i<r> oi" ]'.,'i,<,hn„. \. <..

8. JJotatu/ of British Cohnnhn, ,n„! Xn>ff„r>, 7^"/.// Mou,,-

tabia.—ln the lUjwrt of Pmt/n^.^ ot tlu" (, . uh^qh-.d r^urr. >, of
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Burmese Flora, etc. ; by S. Kurz.—These are the titles of some
of the principal papers recently contributed by Dr. Kurz to the

Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, which we have received,

and which seem not to be as well known as they deserve to be.

Besides critical systematic work, there are interesting observa-

tions upon the kinds and characteristics of tropical forests, etc.

The subjoined note may be a caution to those who collect native

names. ^^ Petal occurs as a name for several different plants in

Jelinck's journal. I fear it is meant for 'betM''
{^
Just so,' ^ right

so'), a very usual reply of a Malay to a question regarding the

pronunciation of a word." a. g.

10. Arboretum Segrezianum .... par At.ph. Lavallee.—This
handsome octavo volume, as its full title declares, is an enumera-
tion of the trees and shrubs cultivated at Segrez (Seine and Oise),

including their synonymy and their origin, with references to the

works in which they are figured. It is published by Bailliere, is

edited with much care (yet not to the avoidance of sundry mis-

takes and misprints in other than French names, etc.), and is beau-
tifully printed. It represents a great amount of conscientious work
while the author was foiining the Arboretum which now adorns
his paternal estate, and which bids fair to be one of the very best
in France, although as yet only twenty years old. The catalogue
is prefaced by some notice of its formation, and of the origin and
condition of several of the older French collections. Among the
difficulties encountered, that of nomenclature was foremost" and
greatest, the same tree coming to him under various different

names, and different trees under the same name, sometimes
through traditional errors or oversights of the nurserymen, some-
times through less innocent practices of " quelques horticidteurs'''

which our author is constrained to denounce. In consequence he
was obliged to study up the nomenclature and arrange the sy-

nonymy for himself throughout, with the best aid to be had from
the Jardin des Plantes and elsewhere. Hence the raison d^^tre of

this volume, and its value to all who have similar collections to

Bakkk.—This begins' in

autfms tuberosn,^, contributed to this Jo
31epsrs. Trunil)ull and Gray, the woU-know
explorer, Mr. John Macom, wrote as foUo^

"It is a fact that a species of Ilellaathu
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tuherosus, grows in abundance in the valley of the Kaministiknia,
on the right bank of the river, above Point Memon. This river
discharges into Thunder Bay, Lake Superior, and is quite easy of
access from the United States. I saw the plant growing in abund-
ance on the alluvial flats on the 12th July, 1869, and found the
tubers of a large size at that time. Whether my plant is the true
tuberosus or not, it is certainly the parent of' the Indian tuber.
Where I got ii was on the old (high) road to the northwest. It

would be worth while to have one of the American tourists get a
few plants late in August. I have no doubt but I have hit upon
the exact locality from which the French took the tubers, and it

only remains to identify my plant with IL doranicoides.''''

It is well to know of this station ; but the Hurons of Sagard's
narrative doubtless dwelt much farther east.

Dr. C. C. Parry has directed our attention to his list of plants
of Wisconsin and Minnesota, published in Owen's Geographical
Survey of Wisconsin, Iowa and Minnesota, in which, on page 614,
is the entry :

" Helianthus tuberosus L., Common Artichoke, river

r and St. Croix, certainly native, and a w
le of diet among the Indians, called by the Chippewas Ush-
ug. ^

second edible tuberiferous Helianthus, of which a further kno

et among the Indians, called by the Chippewa
ke-baug." An original specimen was kindly supplied by Dr.
"^

_ y s ' ^

belong to Helianthus tuherosus. Thus there appeal

Parry,'of which at this moment we can only say that it

to Helianthus
dible tuberifei

I desideratum.
in regard to the other sort of root mentioned by Sagard as

resembling parsnips, "which they call Sondhratates, and which are

much better," Dr. Macom is confident that not ISium lineare but
Aralia racemosa is meant : for the older inhabitants of that part
of Canada affirm that the root of this Aralia was a favorite food
of the Indians, and that they taught its use to the first settlers.

In flavor this root (commonly called "spikenard" and "spignet")
might well be said to resemble parsnips, a. g.

13. Necrological.—There have died during the past summer two
European botanists of note, namely, Henky A. Weddelt. and
Philip Parlatore ; notices of whom will be given in the obituary

record of the year. a. g,

IV. Astronomy.

1. Discovery of a New Planet; by C. H. F. Peters. (From a
letter to the editors, dated Litchfield Observatory of Hamilton
College, Clinton, N. Y., Oct. 15, 1877.)—I take pleasure in for-

warding an observation of a new planet found last night, showing
the brightness of a star of 1 0*5 magnitude

:

Oct. U. 12h39m51sH.C.m.t. a(n5)= lh6m4.73a. (5(175)= +8° 6' 37V,

from 18 comparisons with Schj. 397. The daily motion of the

planet is about 36« in right ascension, and between 13' and 14' in

declination toward the south. You are perhaps already aware,

that the planet, of which the last number of the Journal contains
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a valuable series of observations with the number (1'74), is identi-

cal with the planet (141) Lumen; so that what is calkd there

(175), receives the former, and the present planet the latter

2. Comets in 1877.—The number of comets for the present
year already amounts to six, 1. Discovered by Borrelly, Feb.
8th. 2. Discovered by Winnecke, April 5th. 3. Discovered by
Swift, April 11th. 4. Discovered by Coggia, Sept. 13th. 5. Dis-

covered by Tempel, Oct. 2. To these is to be added d'Arrest's

3. Observations and Orbit of TempeVs Comet.—Comet b, 1877,
discovered by Tempel October 2d, was first seen at the Observa-
tory of the Sheffield Scientific School October 5th. From meas-
urements made on the 5th, 7th and 9th, the following provisional

orbit has been computed. The comet is receding from both the
earth and sun, and will soon disappear. From places computed
for August 1st and September 1st it appearr '^"" "' " "^

have been in reach of the telescope for a time after evening t^vilight

as eariy as July, and ha s been ever si,ice that 1 ime both fav

iSsituated for observation and at least as bright

:

IS when discc
It cannot have approached us at aily time nearer than
•8 of the earth's radius vector. The^je elements show no marked
ros^.tublance to those of any previovisly calciilated orbit. The
observations were madt. and orbit c.omputed by Mr. W. Beebe
and Mr. H. A. Hazen.

New Haven m.t. Comet's a (m.eq. 1 877-0). (Comet's 6.

Oct. 5, 10 a?! '•7 13° 50' 9"

7, 9 48-3

9, 9 25-2 26 29-1 17 20 58

V. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. Proceedi.)

Vol.

Davenport Academy
American Archajohitj

us contains several

authors : W. II. Pra
Rev. S. D. Peet, C. ^j

:\[r. Gass announces the discoverv of three engraved tablets in

an Indian mound, which he calls "Mound No.' 3 of tlie Cook'.
Farm Group;" and these are particulariy desoibed by .Mr. Far
quharson in a paper illustrated by excellent photographs of the

tablets. One represents a calendar, another a sacrificial or crema
lion scene, and the third a hunting scene. In the last, thirty indi
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viduals are represented: of man, 8; bison, 4:

icky Mountain goat, :

non-descript animals, 3. One of tl)e

lay be the Mastodon, and bene
I announcements, the cotempor
1 is deemed probable. The n«in

by J. D. Putnam,
"W^t

Mountain liegfon.' J. W. I'owkm., Geologist in cliaVij:e.

has recently issued volume I of Contrihnfions t<> Xortn .

Ethnolof/y, a quarto volume of 362 pages, \\ itli many illiu

Part I contains a Heport on tiiC ti'ibe.s'of tlie evtrcTm" Nn
by W. H. Dai.l; Part II, on the tribes of \\\>unu Wa
and Northwestern Oregon, with a map, bv (iiioKiii-: (.

1 a Niskwalli-English and EnglishEnglish and Englis'h-Niskwalli Dictionary.

. Burial (u.'.'toms of NortirAmerhun, Indians; .Mr. J I. C.

KKOW, of Wa,shington, 1). C., has issued a circular requesting

•toms of the Indians of Xortli Anicnca, botli ancient and mod-
,
and the disposal of their dead," and to this end invites atten-

I to the following points in regard to which information is

iicil: Xamc of the tribe; locality; manner of burial, ancient

modern; funeral ceremonies; mourning observances, it any.

iiaterial obtained will be T>ublished
' "^ - of the IT.

jr. Region. Co
1747 F St., Washington,

or at (he Army .Medical .Aluseum, Washington, D. C. The cir-

cular contains more detailed statements.

4. On the Science of Weif/?n»r/ and Mejo^vrinr; (ml Stand-
^o-ds uf Measure and Weight; by H. W. CnisiTor,M, Warden of

the Standards. 192 ])p. 8vo. London: 1877, (.Macmillan Sc CV.

Nature Series).—This little volume contains a very interesting

l)articularlv those of Kntrlaiid ; it aKo describes the methods em-
ployed in 'the restoration <,f tlic iinp<-rial pound and yard after

1834. Another chapter i- d.'^oud tu the Metric System, and one

illustrations ..f the anrirnt rt;uuTards add much"^ to the interest of

the description.

5. lIo\<^ to dru:r ,1 Striii'iht Line; A lecture on Linknf/es ;

by A. li. Kkmim., r..A. :>\ pp. 8vo. London, 1 877, (.Macmillan

& Co. Xatiire Suics^.—A description of the ingenious systems

of linkages with which it is po>^sihle to draw a straight line, to tri-

sect an angle, and to solve other geometrical problems.

G. The '^Elements of iJexcriptive (ieonietry, Shadmcs and Fer-

spective, with a brief statement of trihedra/s, transversals, and
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spherical axonometrlc and oblique projections. For colleges and
Scientific Schools; by S. Edward Warrex, C.E. 282 pp. 8vo.

New York, 1877, (John Wiley & Sons).—A valuable work for

students in descriptive geometry. It is intended as a concise

text-book, and is rendered more useful in this work by the addi-

tion of numerous examples in connection with the successive

problems.

7. Smithso7iian Reportfor 1876.—Many are the ways in which
the Smithsonian Institution is promoting the progress of science

in the land. One among these, of very wide influence, is the pub-

lication, in its Annual Report, of an appendix containing memoirs
on scientific subjects. Among the memoirs in the Report for 1876

there are the following :

Eulogy of Guy Lussac, by M. Arago ; a biographical sketch of

Dom Pedro II, by A. Fialho ; a paper reviewing the kinetic

theories of Gravitation, by W. B. Taylor; on the Revolutions of

the Crust of the Earth, by Prof. G. Pilar, of Brussels; on the
Asteroids between Mars and Jupiter, by D. Kirkwood; and vari-

ous Ethnological papers, relating mostly to American relics.

One of the papers, that on the Latimer Collection of Antiquities
(from Porto Rico), now in the Smithsonian Museum, by O. T.

Mason, is illustrated by sixty figures ; and another, on Mounds in

Wisconsin, by M. Strong, by five figures or diagrams.

Palajontology of the Geological Survey of the State of New York: lUustrations
of Devonian Fossils, Gasteropoda, F' - - - « , ^ .

, ^ ,„

of the Upper Helderberg, Hamilt(
, Pteropoda, Cephalopoda, Crustacea, g

Legislature of the State of New York, nearly 150 plates, 4to. Albany, 1877.

Twenty-eighth Annual Report of the New York State Museum of Natural His-
tory, by the Regents of the University of the State of New York (ex-officio Trus-
tees of the Museum). Transmitted to the Legislature March 30, 1875 ; containing

Urban J. J. Lbveruieh, the French astronomer, died on Sun-
day, the 23d of Septem])er, at the age of sixty-six, having been
born on the 11th of March, 1811.
John G. Axthony, the conchologist. Professor in Harvard Col-

lege, Cambridge, Mass., died on the 9th of October, aged seventy-
three years. He was born in Providence, Rhode Island, May 1 7,

1804.

Bexjamin Hallowell, author of a work on Geometrical Anal-
ysis, died at Nair Hill, Montgomery County, Maryland, in his

seventy-eighth year.
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by Edward S. Holden.

[Readi,

In a paper in this Journal for May, 1876, on the supposed
chanties in the Nebula M. 17, I said (p. 360): "A remarkable
instance of proper motion of this latter kind is that of the Trijid

Nebula G. C. 4355, which has moved since 1833 so that the

remarkable triple-star which was then quite clear from the

nebulosity in a dark space formed by the junction of the three

dark channels, is now by the evidence of Lassell (1863) Winlock
and Trouvelot (J 874) and myself (1875) well involved, the

motion being confirmed by Herschel's drawing at the Cape of

Good Hope (1837) and Mason's of about the same date."

It seems proper to collect the evidence now existing on this

point in order to show the desirability of the study of this

nebula, and because, in case the indications which we there find

of a decided proper motion should be confirmed, such results

would be of importance.

Following I give in chronological order such extracts from
published and unpublished observations of this nebula as bear
on the points now under consideration, italicizing such portions

as deserve particular attention.

OBSERVATIONS OF THE NEBULA.
This nebula was discovered by Messier June 6, 1764, but he

gives no details concerning it.

—

Hist, de VAcad. JR. des Sciences,

1771, p. 443.

Am. Jodb. Sci.-Thibd Sbbies, Vol. XIV, No. 84.-Dbc., 1877.
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Observations of Sir "William Hebschbl.

1784. July 12: "ThreQ nebulse faintly joined form a triangle.

In the middle is a double star. Very faint and of great extent."

—Phil. Trans., 1786, p. 494.

1786. May 26: "A double star with extensive nebulosity of

different intensity. About the double star is a black opening., re-

sembling the nebula of Orion in miniature."—PAeY. Trans., 1789,

1811 :
" Three nebulae seem to join faintly together form-

ing a kind of triangle ; the middle of which is less nebulous, or

perhaps free from nebulosity; iyi the udddle of the triangle is a

236 Sweep July 12, 1784: '" Between 3 nebulse (10, 11, 12,

V class) is a double star."— x¥e«^,. M. A. S., i, p. 1G7.

566 Sweep. Mav 26, 1786: "A double star within nebula IV,
41."—J/em. E. A. ;S'., i, p. 170.

Observations of Sir John Herschel.

1826 : "In the nebula R. A. 17" 52'", N. P. D. 113° l' in

Sagittarius * * * * the idea of an absorption by the double star

in its middle is very forcibly suggested. This nebula is broken
into three parts, and the three lines of division meet in a vacancy,
in the midst of which is situated the double star. This curious
object has perhaps a proper motion.'"—Mem. R. A. 8., ii, p. 490.

1827 .... : "yl double star placed exactly in the central vacuity
fa large irregidar nebula, which appears to have broken up into
iree portions by three rifts or cracks, extending from its center
) its circumference, and whose directions meet at the double star.'"

-Mem. B. A. S., iii, p. 63.

1833 .... : ''The double star Sh. 379 in the center of the trifid
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*'A careful drawing taken, but the nebula is not clear from twi-
light and clouds. (N. B. This drawing is unfortunately lost, and
that engraved in fig. 80 is constructed from much less elaborate
sketches, aided by memory.)" , . , . [Sweep 32.]

" Very large ; trifid, three nebulae with a vacuity in the midst,
in which is centrally situated the double star Sh. 379."

—

Phil.
Trans., 1833, p. 460.

If we had nothing but the preceding evidence with regard to

this nebula we should be justified in laying down the following

proposition with regard to the situation of the triple star relative

to the three nebulosities.

two observations of Sir William Herschel and four observations

of Sir John, and in the Phil. Trans, for 1811 Sir William again

repeats his foi
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1839. August 1 : "7'Ae double star is

Phil Trans., 1833, but rather adhering t

divisions^
1839. August 9 . . : ''The triple star is certainly not central, but

involved * * *:'— Trans. Auier. Fhil. /Soc'y, vol. vii, pp. 175-176.

ures of this nebula. That <,nvcn in m\ Korthern Catalogue (our

figure 1) is not to be taken as more than an attempt, and that a

most rude and imperfect one, to show the situation of the fine

triple star in its center with respect to the nearer portions of the

three principal surrounding nebulous masses.
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'One

reflectors of 12 and 18 inches aperture, with one rather remarkable
exception, viz: in the form of the southern mass of the trifid neb-
ula and the character of the three paths or avenues which lead up
to the triple star. Mason represents these avenues as free from
any abrupt change of direction, the northern and preceding of
them branching out with and easy and graceful bifurcation from

ihern ; whereas my figure, whose correctness in this respect

t doubt, gives the preceding avenue a remarkably sudden

and uncouth flexure, like a gnarled branch of an oak, just at its

divergence from the other two."*

—

Astron. Ohser. (Jape of Good
Hope, p. 10.
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The observations of Secchi* (1852-5) and of D'Arrestf (1866,

June 2) throw no light on the position of the triple star relative

to the nebula.

Later observations of the nebula are those of Lassell, Lang-
ley, Trouvelot and myseK. (It has also been observed at Mel-
bourne, but the Melbourne results are yet unpublished.)

Lassell's two figures are of high importance, having been
made under the most favorable conditions at Malta with his

4-foot reflector, an instrument well suited to the purpose. They
are published in the Memoirs of the Royal Astronomical Soci-

ety, volumes xxxiii and xxxvi.
No verbal description of the nebula is given b}' Lassell, but

the drawings are complete in themselves, and the evidence to

be derived from them will be considered hereafter. The fol-

lowing microraetric observations were made by Lassell. In
order to present the nomenclature of the stars the Index-Map
(Lassell's) is given.

Table I.—Lassell's
[TUe posit onsarereferre d to Stan.]

Stan
and

Observed. Computed.

Star-. p. ^- ^a. A(5.

270'-15 + iir-44 ~243''-30

243-20 -11016 + 216-82

54 31

+ 161-72
311 24

9039
-(- 11-49

167 52
21 12917 -106-67 - 72-85

{ Harvard College Observatory in 1866 hy Prol Langley.

Through the courtesy of Prof. E, 0. Pickering, Director of the
Observatory of Harvard College, I have been enabled to extract
from the observing books portions of observations made by Prof.

S. P.^Langley in 1866 with the 15-inGh refractor of that institu-

tion. These are given immediately following, and in the proper
place I have also given results deriVed from manuscript sketches
by Prof. Langley. The measures of star coordinates are com-
plete so far as they extend. I am informed by Prof. Langley
that the sketches were, however, not regarded as completed, and
therefore I shall only give those deductions from them which
appear to have been regarded as certain at the time of observa-
tion. I desire especially to convey my thanks to Professors

Langley and Pickering, who have allowed me to use these val-

uable materials.

* Mem. deir Oss. Coll. Bomano,
+ Abhand. d. k. Sach. Gesell. d.

% Memoirs Royal Astronomical i

Wiasenschaften, '
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1866. July 31.

Prof. Langley dig

stimated 13 mag., and which he described as "blue."
endently seen by Prof. Winlock. Measures of coor<

1866. August 2

[The following remarks are copied verbatim from the origir

observing books, except that I have replaced the letters which a

assigned to the stars by Prof. Langley, by Lassell's numbers, \

the sake of uniformity. The explanations in square brackets are

" The nebula is brightest at 1. 6 and 1 1 are, if anything, out-

side of its confines. The prolongation \north of] 5 is very faint.

It diminishes [in brightness] very slightly and uniformly toward
10 and 7 ? 1 is involved in faint nebulosity, which bridges the
dark channel. The region about 1, 18, 12 is somewhat brighter
than that in the triangle 7, 10, 11. 12 and 13 are a little within
the nebulosity. The region [C] devoid of stars is perhaps the

brightest part of the nebula, the dark channel [south of] 1 appear-
ing relatively well defined. The whole heavens in the vicinity are

(dubiously) nebulous."

1866. August 11.

Measures of coordinates of stars [omitted], "Observed just

south of 1, 10, 7, a faint, straight, narrow channel nearly filled up
with nebulous matter. Was less confident to-night that the nebula
sun-ounded the quadruple star, which seemed to be in the channel
with blackness on each side, less in the preceding than in Xh^ fol-

lowing side."

Fifth component (E) of Sh. 379 discovered by Prof. Langley.

brightest part c

there is any nebulosity about 1. The channel \south of] ]

is rather suspected than seen.

The drawing of M. Trouvelot was made with the aid of the

Harvard College refractor (of 15 inches aperture) in 1874, and is

published in the Annals of the Harvard College Observatory,

vol. viii, plate 32. This plate is not here reproduced, as it has

only recently been published, and is in the hands of astronomers.

The evidence to be derived from it will be considered in its

proper place. The following observations made by me with the

26-inch refractor of the U. S. Naval Observatory complete

the materials at our disposal.

I give the Washington observations almost literally from the

* Printed by permission of Rear-Admiral John Rodgers, U. S. N., Superinten-
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observing books, in order that they may serve for future com-
parisons. Not infrequently a verbal statement can be made
more definite and satisfactory than the presentation of the same
evidence in a drawing.

Burnham and E. S. Holden : the subsequent
e by the latter observer.

Sketch of stars made. 37 and 38 faint. Within 35* of Sh. 379
are 4 stars, I, II (rrLassell's 20), III and IV. [These have been
subsequently measured, see Was/i. Ast. Obs. for 1874-5-7; of these

I and IV were discovered by Prof. Langley at Harvard College
Observatory.]

34 equal in brightness to 36. [The principal work of this night
was the making of the star-chart.

]

6 is certainly inside the nebulosity, but is close to its preceding
edge. 1 1 is inside the nebulosity by ^ of the distance from 6 to

11, but the nebulosity is faint there; 12 and 13 both inside; 12 is

nearer to the following edge of the nebula than 13. 52 is inside

the nebulosity ? ? Clouds prevent further work.

1875. August 5.

6 is on the edge of A. 11 is on the edge of a brighter streak,
but follows the extreme edge by about ^ the distance 6-11. From
II to the point near the triple star [this refers to the point of the
edge of the nebula A north of 1-2-19 and about the prolongation'''''

' '^ *
""""^

nd tr(tremulo

2t]

arp)i

from 52 toward the52 toward the following side. 1877.]
igure was made, from which the following notes are derived,
ebula is condensed aroimd star 4. If a line be drawn joining

12 and 40, and if through ] 8 a line be drawn parallel to the former,
this last line cuts the preceding edge of B at a distance from 18
equal to the distance 18-40. [this is quite different from Lassell's
second figure, where the line described cuts the edge at a distance
from 18 equal to about i or ^ of the distance 1 8-40.]

[The nebulosity near 44, 45, 41, 43 agrees with Lassell 1864 in

the arrangement of the two degrees of brightness of the nebula.]
41, and 36, 37, 38 are all involved. 41 is involved by about the

distance from 36 to 37 ?

20 is about the middle of the dark channel /3 [see index-map].
The angle of position of this channel /? is 160' (1 measure).

/? extends f of the distance from 20 to 9, [16 ?]
32 is immersed in nebulosity. The line 20-9 [16 ?] is nearly the

axis of /3.

[A second sketch of the bounding lines of the nebula made, which
agrees more nearly with Lassell 1864 than the first one of this night,

in the position of the nebulosity relative to the stars 18 and 40.]
The triple star Sh. 379 is really sextuple.
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The following stars were identified and placed on the chart:

, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 1, —, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 20, 21, 22, 23,

4, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41,
-, —, 44, 45, —, —, 48, 49, 50. 51, 52, — , 54, 55 ; leaving stars

, 42, 43, 46, 47, 53 to be subsequently charted.

1877. July 6.

Measures of p, AS, etc. See Table H. Notes.—A% has a little
'^ ^ " '

, little greater Ad than 18. The p of
rly that of 1 and 19. If anything the p of 1

1 that t
"

"
^
'"

and ] 9 is greater than t

1877. July 12.

Measures of^, A a, etc. See Table II. Notes.—T\\% line 12-13
passes west of 1 , and the nebulosity near 1 is still west of this line.

Star 3 is east of the line 12-13 by about 1' (est.). The line 1-18
bisects A (roughly speaking). 7 precedes 5 a little.

Along the line 14-20 there is nebulosity to the edge of ;/, then
darkness to the edge of A, then nebulosity to the edge of A again,
then darkness in fi. That is, the preceding edge of A is cut off

by the line 14-20.

The nebulosity oiKyA&\,follovoing the line 14-20 is fainter for S'-e'

(est.) ; but beyond this limit it is uniformly bright up to 1, 2, 19.

1877. July 13.

The
edl ; that is, the line 1

_, ^
fainter part. It is,

igent to nebulosity of the same brightness as that near 1-2 on
! following side. Eye-piece 175. The figure omitted shows fol-

ding 1, 2,^^19 a fainter band or dark channel, so that these three

be symmetrically situated in a brighter part of the^ . . 1 i._.. = :,. ., .

Measures of p and A a. See Table II. I suspect D to be vari-

Measures of A a. Ad. See Table II. D and E seen. D is far

brighter than any other of the small components of Sh, 379, of whicli
only D and E are visible to-night. E is quite faint. E<20.

1877. July 26.

Moonlight. Placing the micrometer wire through 12-13 the
wire runs west of 1, 2, 19, but is involved in fainter nebulosity near
tliein. Half way from this wire to star 1 the nebulosity becomes
briijht, and so continues up to and beyond \foUowing'\ 1.

With eye-pieces 400 and 600 A, the three stars 1, 2, 19 appear
De about symmetrically surrounded by an oval mass of nebulosity,

separated from the rest of A by a fainter band following 1, 2, 19.

Line 14-20 is involved in A near 2, but only in fainter nebulosity.

of A by a fainter band following 1, 2

I in A near 2, but only in fainter nebulo
-10 is involved west of 1 in brighter nebulosity by f
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V. The line 3-35 is almost exactly parallel to the line 12-13, and
intersects the nebulosity A near 1,2, 19. This line is tangent very
exactly to the preceding edge of the brighter nebula about these

Angle of position of y^, passing through 20 and 16 (not 9),

New dark channel between 1 and 10, as in sketch. It extends
no further east than 10, and 10 and 11 are on or near \t% following
borders. \t& jyreceding border is 2Q''-^0'' following 1, 2, 19. The
seeing is poor, and this point should be reexamined.

(A) The brightest part of the nebula is about the triple star.

_
36, but this is not

Quch brighter than ^C) or the brightest parts of (B) near 18.

(D) Stars 12-13 are both inside the nebulosity. [See Observa-
ions of 1875, Aug. 4; 1877, July 12, July 26.]

(E) Star 11 is on the very edge of a brighter portion, hulfolloics
- -' [SeeCedge by ^ the distance 6 to 11. [S

1875, Aug. 4.)

(F) Star 26 is within the brighter nebulosity, the boundary line

of which runs (see sketch) [omitted] between 5 and 26, but much
nearer 26 than 5

;
perhaps | of the distance 26 to 5.

(G) [Star 6 is certainly inside the nebulosity, about half way
from the preceding edge of the fainter nebulosity to the preceding
edge of the brighter.] See Observations of 1875, Aug. 4, Aug 5.

(H) Stars 5, 27 and 28 are on the preceding edge of the fainter

parts of A. [But preceding 5, 7, 28 it is not totally black.]

(J) The triangle 40, 44, 21 has no nebulosity which is at all

bright within it except A'.

(K) 21 is involved in C a few seconds, but it is close to its north
edge. 35 is well involved. 36, 37, 38 are correct on the map.

1877. July 31.

J(J, 21 and 1, -

This is about the i

The atmosphere on this night was more favorable than pre-

viously during the year, and the principal work was devoted to
the examination of the apparent differences between Lassell's an-l

Trouvelot's figures.

It appears that in an eye-piece having a small field (8-9'), whtn
5, etc. 18 in the northern part of the field, and the eye endeav-
ors to trace the following borders of the channel y, that it is

easy to gain the impression that 5 is on or near the preceding
edge of A, and that preceding 5, 27, 28 the dark channel ;-' was
prolonged toward the north. In this way the appearances of

Herschel's, Mason's and Trouvelot's figures are reproduced.
Placing 5 in the center of the field, and thus avoiding the dis-

turbing effect of the well marked border of the channel ;/ near
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6 and 11, the appearances of Lassell's figure are most nearly repre-
sented. As before described, the nebulosity between 5 and 26 is

mostly faint, but near 26 it becomes brighter, so that 26 is involved
now more deeply in the brighter parts of (A) than is given by
Lassell, and not so much as given by Trouvelot..asseii, ana not so much as given by Trouvelot.
The nebulosity immediately about 4, 27, 28 is faint. The da

uth of 5. '"^ "
•

-37 (2),

channel y ceases to have well marked edges south of 5

nebulosity about 5, however, does not seem to be connected (as i

Lassell's figure) with (B).

gives — 243'-7, and I pre-

sume there is an error in the numbering here.

Order of brightness of the principal stars.

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 18, 20, 26, 21, 25. 39 and 24
are quite faint. Lassell's order of brightness is therefore main-
tained. Nebulosity was traced north following Sh. 379 a consid-
erable way, about half a degree to a nebulous star 8"", but I was
hindered in this by clouds which finally covered the whole sky.
The same hindrance occurred in the same way on the clear night
of July 31. The connection of this nebula with neighboring ones
deserves examination, as it is widely extended, but no opportunity
offered during 1877 for this work.
With regard to the triple star: It was first seen double by

Wm. Herschel, and triple by South and Herschel. Lassell with
his four-foot reflector saw only three stars. Two stars, D and E,
are to be seen on any clear night, D being about equal to star 20
in brightness and E tolerably faint. [I find among my notes sev-

eral times a suspicion recorded that D is variable.] ^ "*

"

»: 1 by Trouvelot in his figure, together
1 star S.J. 1, and very close to it. I have not seen this star

'7. A = Lassell 1; B = 2; = 3; F = 39.

J approximate positions of the various components are

:

10'-8 )

6-5
\

A and F : 107 : 19-5

BandE : 193 :
5-8

This nomenclature includes Trouvelot's star s. f. 1. I have several

times suspected the existence of a small star n. p. A. p= 31 0°±
;

stars, see the Washington Astro-
m's Catalogue of Double Stars.ical Obser

Sh. 379 on the Transit-Circle, in order to fix its positic

Prof. Eastman, XJ. S. N., has kindly undertaken
'

I Transit-Circle, i

b solutely

The Washington observations of star positions are given in the

table following. It will be noticed that in the column "Holden-
Mason" the errors are usually within the limits set by Mason
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Position of the mass A relative to the triple star.

It will be convenient to examine the various drawings with
regard to special points, and to lay down a series of proposi-
tions (so to say) from each figure which can afterwards be com-
pared among themselves. The situation of the triple star with
respect to the adjacent nebulosity being of importance, I give
in what immediately follows five statements derived from each
drawing, which go to show the position of the nebulosity A
near tbe triple star at the epoch of the drawing.

The statements derived from each drawing are here placed
together, in order to facilitate the comparison between the

original engravings and the propositions I have derived from
them. In the actual examination of the drawings, each one
was studied separately, and all the evidence to be derived from
it recorded, and the various data were subsequently collated.

In this way a tolerably independent judgment can be formed.

In Sir John Hersch'el's Cape of Good Hope figure we find

:

I. Stars 1-2-19 are on the very edge of A.
II. The Hue 12-13 does not intersect A.
III. The stai

IV. The line

V. The star 35 is not laid down on 1

given in the Catalogue.

In general the agreement with Mason's
the mass A near 1, 2, 19. In the figur

Smith :

The

III. The star 20 is not laid down, as it was too faint for Mason's

! line I-IO preceding 1 is involved in A by a little over
14'.-

V. 35 is not laid down in his drawing.

These measures are not made on the engraving representing
the nebula as it appears to the eye, but""on the contour map
(Mason's Plate II). The two plates agree however, but the

second is more useful for a purpose like the present one, as it

was seen by Mason that it would be.

During his residence at Malta in 1862-4, Lassell presented
to the Royal Astronomi(^d Society a figure of this nebula
drawn under his direction, which is referred to in the Memoirs
of that society, vol. xxxiii, p. 121, and figured in Plate I of

that work. This figure need not be here given, as essentially

tbe same observations are represented in Lassell's second
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figure in the vol. xxxvi of the same series (p. 48 and fig. 32,

Plate VIII), which we give below. The first of these figures

we may, however, briefly describe in some important points,

using Lassell's nomenclature for the stars, as given in the last

LassdVs first figure.

I. Stars 1, 2, 19 are immersed in the nebula.
II. The line of stars 12-13 prolonged passes through the nebu-

losity of A. If we draw the shortest line from star 2 to the pre-
ceding edge of A this line is cut by the line 12-13, prolonged at
about one-third its length from its preceding end, and this line is

involved m the nebula near 1, 2, 19, for about 30" of its length.
III. The line from 14 to 20 cuts the line from 2 at about its

middle point, and is involved in the nebula near 1,2, 19 for about
30* of its length.
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IV. The line 10-1 is involved in nebulosity preceding 1 by

V. The line 35-3 is nearly tangent to the preceding edge of the

LasselCs second figure.

This figure is the result of repeated observations and is to

be considered as more trustwortlij than the former.

II. The line of stars 12-13 prolonged passes through the nebu-
losity A preceding I, and is involved in the nebula'yl for about
25' of its length.

III. The line 14-20 is involved in A for about 17". It is to be
noted here that all of A which precedes the line 1, 2, 19 is in this

drawing considerably fainter than that just on the border of
which 1, 2, 19 are situated.

This is not so given in the earlier figure, but probably this

second figure represents more exactly the careful observations

of Lassell himself. Eeturning to the second figure we find :

IV. The line 10-1 is involved in nebulosity preceding 1 by
about le'-e.

V. The line 35-3 is approximately tangent to the preceding
shore of A.

From the Harvard College observations by Professor Langley
and from sketches accompanying them the following conclusions

may be drawn. As remarked by Prof. Langley these conclusions

are'not of the same weight as the micrometric observations.

I. Stars 1, 2, 19 are not immersed in A, but are in the dark
charmel which, however, is filled with faint nebulosity.

II. The line 12-13 prolonged is not involved in the nebulosity A^
III. Stars U-20 not laid down.
IV. Line 1-10 not involved preceding 1.

V. 35 not laid down.

In the drawing made by M. Tronvclot at Harvard College

Observatory*

—

I. Stars 1, 2, 19 are immersed in A.
II. The line 12-13 does not intersect A, but passes xcest of it

in. The line 14-20 is not involved in A at all.

IV. The 1-10 preceding_ 1 is involved in A.

V. The star 35 is not laid down.

From the Washington observations it a[)pears that—

li. The line 12-13 prolonged passes through A. Half way
from this line to the line 1, 2, 19 the nebulosity becomes brighter,

* Annals Harvard (JoUege Observatory, vol. viii, plate 32. This figure ia not
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and so continues up to 1. That is, the line 12-13 is involved in

the fainter nebulosity.

III. The line 14-20 cuts off the preceding borders of ^, but is

involved only in fainter nebulosity. It is, however, about tangent

to the brighter nebula about 1, 2, 19.

IV. The line 10-1 prolonged is involved in K preceding 1.

V. The line 35-3 is almost exactly parallel to the line 12-13

[j:>=30°-5], and intersects A near the triple star. This line is

tangent very exactly to the preceding edge of the brighter

nebulosity about these three stars.

We may make the following summary of the evidence with

regard to the position of the triple star relative to the

nebulosity.

I. The stars 1, 2, 19 are situated in Herschel's (1837) figure on
the very edge of A, but in Mason's figure and in his notes,

"Things Certain," he places these stars within the nebula, and
probably a consideration of the two memoirs will result in the
conclusion that here Mason was right and that we must suppose
the triple star to have been involved in 1837-9, It is all the
more proper to come to this conclusion as Ilerschel does not ex-

pressly say that the stars are on the edge, his evidence, at the
best, being negative on this point. We therefore may assume
with confidence that Mason's figure and memoir give the relative

position of these stars and the nebula correctly for 1837-9. It is

to be noted here that this position is utterly different from the
one derived from the^vidence of the earlier observations.

In the absence of satisfactory micrometric measures (which
indeed are almost impossible to make on this point even with
faintly illuminated wires), it may be said that Lassell's (2 fig-

ures), Trouvelot's and my own observations agree in this re-

spect with Mason's, allowing for difference of telescopes. We
may therefore say with certainty that

—

§. From 1839 «o 1877 the triple star was not centrally situated
between the three nebulosities^ but teas involved in A. The evi-

dence to be derived from the earlier observations at Harvard
College is alone opposed to this conclusion, and these may per-

haps be explained by supposing the brightness of the stars 1, 2,

19 to have overpowered that of the nebula near them. At the
same time it must be noted that in several respects these observa-
tions vary from other later ones, and it is to be remembered that
the evidence is here mostly derived from verbal and definite de-

scriptions, and therefore are of greater weight than if deduced
only from drawings.

^ ^

II. The line 12-13, according to Herschel, does not intersect

A ; Mason—does not intersect A ; Lassell (1)—does intersect A ;

Lassell (2)—does intersect A-, Langley—does not intersect A;
Trouvelot—does not intersect A ; Holden—does intersect A.
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III. The line 14-20, according to Ilerschel, cannot be traced
;

Mason—cannot be traced; Lassell (!)—is involved in ^1; Las-
sell (2) -is involved in A ; Langley—is not involved in A ; Trou-
velot—is not involved in A ; Holden—is involved in A.

IV. The line 10-1 ; the evidence under this head corroborates
that under I, except in the case of Harvard College, 1866.

y. The line 35-3 : Herschel, star 35 not laid down ; Mason,
star 35 not laid down; Lassell (l), stars 35-3 about tangent to
A; Lassell (2), stars 35-3 about tangent to A\ Langley, star 35
not laid down ; Trouvelot, star 35 not laid down ; Holden, line

35-3 intersects the fainter nebulosity A, but is about tangent to
the brighter part of A near the triple star.

In these points I-V, it appears that there are few discrepan-

cies that the difference in telescopes will not explain, and infer-

ence § is confirmed.

General notes on the brighter portions of the Nebula.

The brighter portions only are considered, in order to avoid
as much as possible the discrepancies arising from diiferences

of instrumental power.

In this examination again it will be convenient to derive a

series of propositions from each drawing in succession, which
can afterwards be compared.
The following analysis may be made of the figure of Iler-

schel (1837).

A. The brightest nebulosity is thaX,following 1-2-19, that called

B, and that called C. The bounding line of C is strangely different

in Herschel and Mason's figures, as remarked by the former. Mason
refers in his notes to the outline as given by Herschel,

I^. ) To understand the distribution of the fainter nebulosity,

C. f a reference must be made to the drawing.

D. Star 12 is on the very edge of the following side of B. It

might even be supposed to have been intended to be laid down in

the channel y. 13 is immersed, but not much.
E. Star 11 is immersed in A.
G. Star 6 in immersed in A.

II. Star 5 is on the preceding side of A.
J. The triangle defined by stars 40, 44, 21 [these

n by
[ be lar.

ble degree of bnghtness.
K. Although the stars of Mason 6 and 4 are not laid dow^n, yet

the general agreement of the northern boundary c"
'^

, star -21 would be, is 123".
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With reference to the distribution of the nebulosity in

Mason's figure we may lay down the following propositions :

A. The brightest nebulosity is that immediately following 1, 2,

19 ; that surrounding his star's [= Lassell No. 18], and that near

B. ) The fainter orders of nebulosity are pretty uniformly and
C. j symmetrically disposed about these three brighter centers.

This is better understood from the figure than from a description.

D. Stars 12 and 13 are immersed in nebulosity.

E. Star \\ follows the edge of the nebula a considerable distance.

G. Star 6 is somewhat immersed in A.
H. Star 5 is on the preceding edge of A.
J. The triangle whose vertices would be in the positions of

Lassell's stars 40, 44, 21 is completely filled with tolerably bright
nebulosity.

I in nebulosity, 6

The channel a
5 south of these. The Jd of 6 and 4 is according to Mason
-63' and —39".

I limit of C is about ]

In regard to the distribution of the nebulosity in Lassell's

A. The brightest nebulosity is immediately about and follotciug

'

ll The next order of bright nebula is about stars 35, 86, 37
;

i. c., just sottth of 1, 2, 19 in the line 1-20.

C. The third order of bright nebulosity is between stars 12, 48,

40 and stars 40, 18.

D. Stars 12, 13, 52 and 53 are immersed in nebulosity.

E. Star 11 is just on the edge of A.
F. Star 26 is just on the edge of A.
G. Star 6 is nearly in the middle of the dark channel y.
H. Stars 5, 27, 28 are immersed in the following border of B.
J. The triangle 40, 44, 21 is free of nebula.

K. The stars 21, 36, 35 are immersed in C south of the channel a.

L. The southern limit of B instead of being as in Herschel and
Mason's figures over 100' soiith of 1, is over 60' nortJi of it.

The J 6 of the north shore of C is (roughly) about —70',

Lassell's first figure confirms the above propositions in gen-

eral. The only changes necessary to introduce are with

regard to

—

D. 12, 13, 52 on the edge orfollowing the edge of B.

F. Star 26 outside of ^.
H. 5, 27, 28 follow the east edge of B.

J. The triangle has a patch of faint nebulosity in it (A').
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From the MS. observations and drawings of Professor Lang-
ley the following conclusions may be drawn :

A. "The brightest nebulosity is about 1" (August 2d). " The
region so^lth of 1 is judged to be the brightest" (Sept. 10).

Q V See the observations in detail.

D. Stars 12, 13 are immersed.
E. Star 11 is, if anything, outside of A.
F. Star 26 not laid down.
G. Star 6 is, if anything, outside of A.
II. Star 5 is near the preceding edge of A^ but immersed.
J. 40, 44, 21 not laid down.
K. Stars .36 ? 35 ? are immersed in C south of the channel a.

L. No measures possible on the sketches, but it in general
agrees with Trouvelot.

From the drawing of M. Trouvelot, which gives the general
effect of the nebula to the eye better than any other, we
deduce what follows :

A. The brightest part of the nebula is in A south following

1, 2, 19.

B. Next in order of brightness is the nebulosity about star 40.

C. The northern borders of C are next in order of brightness.

D. Stars 12 and 13 are immersed in B.

E. Star 11 follows the extreme edge of^ a little (see his out-

line-map of stars in Annals H. C. Obs., vol. viii).

F. Star 26 is uniformly surrounded by tolerably light nebu-

G. Star 6 is within the preceding edge of ^ (outline-map).

H. Star 5 is within A (outline-map).

J. The triangle 40, 44, 21 contains a considerable amount of

pretty bright nebulosity.

K. Star 21 is on the northern border of C. Stars 35 and 36 are

not laid down.

The results A, B, K, for the Washington observa-

tions are laid down in the detailed transcription of those obser-

vations (1877, July 30) and need not be repeated here. As to

L, we may say that the z/tJ of the north shore of C, l^prectdiivj

1 is about —65".

We may summarize the foregoing results as follows: First

as, to the" distribution of the brightest portions (A. B, C).

In all of the drawings the nebulosity closely /o/^^i^tv^^ the triple

star is of the first order of brightness, while in the Washington
observations between 1 and 10 a darker band exists. I am
disposed to believe that this band has simply been overU)oked,

to mimate^ajrainsrthis vie w!*^' In \}^^c x^o'^vk band closely
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It is possible that the brightness of the stars 1, 2, 19 pro-

duces by contrast part of the effect noted.

D. In spite of minor differences the general agreement as to the

situation of stars 12 and 13 is good. Lassell's first drawing if not

corrected by his second wouTd be difficult to explain in this

E. According to Herschel : star 11 is immersed in A; Mason,
star 11 is deeply immersed in A; Lassell, star 11 is just on the

edge of A; Langley, star 11 is not immersed in A; Trouvelot,

si^ar n is very slightly immersed m A ; Holden, star 11 is on the

very edge of the brightest portion, hut follows the extreme edge

The evidence under this head should be considered in con-

nection with that under H, which is for comparison next given.

H. According to Herschel : star 5 is on the preceding edge of

^l ; Mason, star 5 is on the preceding edge of A; Lassell, stai's

5, 27, 28 are immersed in the following border of B. In Lassell's

first ficrnre these tliree stars are entirely free from nebulosity and
/' /^ tli( , t , a^c of B , T mglev, star 5 is within A ; Trou-

1 t -tu -> i-withni \, Hoi Un, stars 5, 27, 28 are' on the jore-

'
/ I L^( ( t I t iiiit( 1 stiij) ot nebulosity which begins (at 6) to

1)( 1 Ui V \w\ (oiituuus noilliw ird beyond 28. The preceding

of "6, about I [27, J5J pu(e<ling 26,%ir^If''one folloV^s the edge
of the ntbul i \ noitln\ ud Ironi 1 to 5 at the telescope and with-
out prcMouv, limihint\ with the actual contours, 5 will certainly

\ btfl( c\ iiinii itioii slious thit tlie .U'scription <,dverr in the
\\ i^lmut .n oi V i\ 111 1

- is , ,n<t (in 1^77), but I have not
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While, therefore, no definite conclusion can be reached (as
Lassell's drawings of nebulae, in general are of the highest
value, being among the \erj best extant, and as, therefore, we
must not only accept them as evidence, but as very positive
and conclusive evidence), it is possible that some slight changes
of brilliancy (apparently none of situation) may have occurred
in the region 28, 17,

13'' 26 during the past forty years.

Resuming the previous order :

G. According to Herschel : star 6 is immersed in A; ]\Ia8on,

star 6 is immersed in A, but is very near the edge ; Lassell, star

5 is nearly in the middle of the dark channel y. Both figures
confirm this ; Langley, star 6 is not immersed in A ; Trouvelot,
star 6 is within the extreme boundary of A, but close to edge
of the brightest part ; Holden, star 6 is about midway between
the preceding edges of the faint nebulosity bordering A, and the
edge of the brighter parts of A.

The evidence above seems to me to indicate some decided
changes in the brightness [and position] of the edge of A near
6. The first two and the last two authorities agree, and both
differ from Lassell anri from Langley. Accepting Lassell's

authoritv, some change has liere taken place, and it appears
that it 'is connected "with the suspected changes F and H.

Langley's observations are not wddely different from the latei-

ones! but seem to contirm LasselFs.

J. The triangle dt-fined by 40, -H, 21 is, according to Ib'i-schel

:

fret' from any marked nebulosity; Mason, completely filli-d with

toh'rably bright nebulosity; Lassell, free from nebula (L'<1 figuri').

fe amount of }>rettv bright nebulosit

idosity at all bright except A'.
y; Holden, contains

) the various accounts do not agree,

e to be considers than negative, a

as r.robablv filled with nel>ula consi

^o n.Av. Trouvelot's fioure reallv a<

ndThis\riangle"in
ilerablv bridit It

rrees with Lassell's

pex is (approxii

KA.~7^ (fi
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From Mason's figures (assisted bere by the measured posi-

tions of stars 4 and 6 of bis list) we find the south shore of B
in Ad —51" ; and the Ad of the extreme northern limit of C
187". An acquaintance with Mason's memoir is necessary in

order to understand the great dependence to be placed on bis

In Lassell's figure we find star 21 nearly on the northern

limit of C, and hence in the (measured) A6 -73" 9. In Las-

sell's figures the part A' is completely detached from B by a

wide, black opening. In Trouvelot's drawing A' is continuous

with B, and in my own sketches A' is indeed separated from
B, but by a narrow and not very obvious channel. In respect

to the southern parts of B we have then the following succes-

sive results.

From my own observations the contour of the north shore of

C near stars 21, .S6, 37, 38 is similar to Lassell's, and the AS of

21 which gives the A 6 of this north shore is —65". Collecting

tlie various authorities

—

j Herschel: A6 of north shore of C =— 123".

I Mason : A6 of north shore of C = — 187". (measured.)

( Lassell : A6 of north shore of C"=:— 73". "

I Trouvelot : A6 of north shore of C = - 60".

( Holden : A6 oi north shore of C = - 65".

The last three authorities may be said to agree: the first

two agree in placing the north shore of C I' or more further

foutti. The amount by which it is further to the south is prob-
ably best given by Mason's figures, for reasons already cited

,
and spoken of in general by Herschel himeelf (loc. cit,

' the area in

question, this conclusion would not be so definite as it now
appears to be. In fact, the positions of these stars were fixed
and then the nebulosity was drawn about them. It is certainly
not about these stars now.

The space A' about 7' jyrecedhni i and T)otwoen the parallels of
J<5=0" and J(S=-38* is, according to lUrschel, about the
brightest portion of the nebula and continumis with the rest of
B ; Mason, nearly equal to the brightest ]Kirts of the nebula, and
continuous with the rest of B ; Lassell, totally black ;

Trouvelot,
pretty bright, and part of B ; Holdon, bright, but separated from
B by a narrow channel.

In this respect, regarding all the drawings as of equal or

nearly equal accuracy, there has undoubtedly been a decided
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RECAPITULATION OF THE PRECEDING RESULTS.

We may now collect such of the preceding results as we have
found important. First it has appeared

—

^. From 1784, July 12 to 1833, the triple star was centrally
situated between the three nebulosities.

Again,

§. From 1839 ^o 1877 the triple star was not centrally situated
between the three nebidosities^ but involved in A.

It has previously been seen that each of these propositions
rests on a firm basis. Granted that §i and ^ are correct, I

know of but three ways to reconcile the opposing facts:

a. The triple star has a large proper motion.
b. The nebula A has a large proper motion.
c. The nebula A is subject to decided changes of brilliancy.

The first point will be settled by meridian observations now
in progress. The relative positions of 1 and the various stars

of the group seem to have been unchanged since Mason. If,

as is probable, the proper motion of the triple star is small,

there remain the two alternatives b and c to choose between.
We have seen that the evidence with regard to tlie })osition

of the nel)ulosity A relative to the star 6, indicates changes in

thr lirightness and position of this part of A. IMiis appears to

"iiiiccted with changes much less certain ne.-ir star 5, etc.

^ also appeared that in lb89 the nebuln B was about the

Mason 4 and «. This is conlinncd by Ilcr^chel-s earlier

. and is totally and entirely ditiercnt from present

ail -hiring dilfcrences in the description of the region A'.

Karh ofthe above inferences rests on undoubted authority, and
oiiiy cases arc included here in which no doubtful points have
ari-en. It therefore appears to me to be a just conclusion tliat

—

T/h' evidence as recordi'd ?/•//// rryurd to fhi,-< nebula h,du-at(S

this class. Drawings and observa-

nt of view liave U> be interpreted

, ditterent one, and misreadings and
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misinterpretations are likely to occur. It is for tbis reason

that I have given my own observations in detail, so that they

may be repeated step by step at any subsequent time ; and for

the same reason, I have given in full the analysis of the sepa-

rate drawings so that each point can be verified or rejected by
any one who has the original drawings before him.

This method of examining each drawing, deducing from it

all the evidence on all the points in question, and then collating

the various data under each separate head, not only enables the

whole work to be quickly verified, but it enables the person

collating the evidence to form the final conclusions with little

or no danger of bias or prejudice. The principal question is as

to the goodness of the evidence itself. It may be worth while

in this case to examine the evidence and to see what must be

rejected in order to suppose that this nebula has remained un-

changed from 1784 to 1877. First then. Sir William Herschel
speaks of the triple star as being "in the middle" of the three

nebulosities on several occasions. Sir John Herschel is explicit

as to its being "in the midst" and "exactly in the center" of

the "central vacuity." Inference ^ rests on these statements,

which could not have been made'more definite by Sir John
Herschel and which are strongly corroborated by Sir William
Herschel. g is undoubtedly correct. Hence I believe that

the previous inferences regarding the relative motion of the
triple star and the nebula should stand, and are correct.

The further conclusions as to change, as I have given them,
could have been deduced from the drawings of Mason and
Lassell alone, couibined with my own observations. The
observations of Langley, Trouvelot and Herschel simply cor-

roborate the others in general but are not essential. The in-

ternal evidence of Mason's paper shows that in spite of his

inexperience he was fully aware of the nature of the problem
to be solved, and his results are entirely trustworthy. In

recorded in the drawing,) his work' was veriticd i)v'hi> coa.l-

jutor, Mr. H. L. Smith. La<s,>ir> dn.wiuL- are wVll know,-.

fortunately we have t)vo sepur.it'' ;ind indr[>ciid<Mit drawiti-- bv

doubt of their standard charartn-. In it- nd lo tnv (uvii m!.-::.'!'-

vations, lam satisfied that thev arc, in thr -i ,:h mhI on <
— -nlial

points correct. The season of 1877 ua^ n<m-\ mirivcrahl" nnd
tlie star positions could be improved, bui I -lo not t!ii \'': ;iiiy

be rejected, and that the previous conclusions should' stand.



Comiecticut Valley in the Champlain and Terrace Peru

A CAEEFUL exploration of the stratified drift bordering Con-
necticut River on both sides, from its source to the north line

of Massachusetts, has been made for the geological survey of
New Hampshire. Much of the present essay, which is based on
this work, will be published, with additional details, in the
third volume of the report on that survey.
At the end of the Glacial period^ this valley, like every other

prominent valley in New England, received thick beds of

gravel, sand and clay, or fine silt. These were deposited dur-
ing the Champlain period, which embraces the time occupied
by the final melting of the great ice-sheet. During t)ie decent
or Terrace period, the work of deposition has not been equal to

that of erosion, and the rivers have excavated deep and wide
channels in the Champlain deposits.* This erosion along Con-
necticut River has been 100 to 200 feet in depth, and a quarter
of a mile to one mile or more in width.

The river-lands here to be considered include the interval,

or present flood-plain, frequentlv known as meadow along the

Conncctiont. and called bottom land in the western States; and
teriaees, which rise in stcj)S on each side of the river, \\\k\ high-

est often forming extensive plains. This highest <lo|)osit i#

found to have about the same height upon both si<les, and to

extend continuously, with nearly the same slope as that of the

river, along the whole valley, being broken only ]>y th(^ en-

trance of tributaries or occasional projecting hills, 'Hiese ter-

races arc remnants of the river's flood-plain at the end of the

Champlain period. The lower terraces agree less frequently in

their height on opy)osite sides of the river, and are commonly
short, seldom extending more than one or two miles, and suc-

ceeded by others higher or lower. An examination of them

series, descending with the river, an<l recording a height at
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face by a steep escarpment ; and their appearance is some

very striking, and even grand, as they rise in gigantic steps on

the side of the valley, shaped with a smoothness, order and

beauty, which could not be surpassed by art.

The most interesting discovery made during the survey of

this valley is, that a massive gravel ridge, often nearly covered

by the alluvium of the highest terraces, extends from Lyme,
N. H., to Windsor, Vt., a distance of twenty-four miles. It is

principally gravel, always waterworn, the largest pebbles be-

inff one to two feet in diameter, with occasional layers one or

thickness of coarse sharp sand. These deposits are

irregularly bedded, and
anticlinal sti :ification, conforming to the slopes of the

ridge. Its height is 150 to 250 feet above the river, by which
it has been frequently cut through, as well as by tributary

streams. This ridge occupies nearly the middle of the valley,

and as the river has cut its channel through the alluvium, this

has been often a barrier rising steeply upon one side and pro-

tecting the plains behind it. In two or three places it has been

swept away by the river for a distance of one half mile to one
mile, and below these places the terraces show by their coarse-

ness that the ridge has supplied a portion of their material.

Similar ridges of gravel have been often described by European
geologists, under the various names of hames in Scotland,

eskers in Ireland, and asar in Sweden. They have also been
aescribed by geologists in many portions of the northern
United States. In both the Connecticut and Merrimack Val-
leys tiiey extend long distances, but have hitherto escaped no-

tice, owing to the large amount of levelly stratified alluvium,
forming the conspicuous terraces and plains, by which these

underlying gravel ridges, or kames, are often nearly concealed.
The kames are thus shown by their position to be the oldest of

our modified drift deposits.

The series of kames already mentioned lie along the middle
or lowest part of the valleys, which are bordered by high ranges
of hills ; but in the southeast part of New Hampshire, in some
parts of Maine, and in eastern Massachusetts, where there are
only scattered hills, with the valleys not much below the gen-
eral level of the country, these ridges, of smaller size than in

tiie great valleys, are found extending usually north and south
without special regard to the present water-courses.
The origin of the kames has been a.question much discussed

by European geologists, and the theory conimonly accepted on
both sides of the Atlantic was, that they were heaped up in

these peculiar ridges and mounds through the agency of marine
currents during a submergence of the land. Even if such
ridges could be formed by this cause under any circumstances,
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it seemed impossible to account thus for the kames in the Con-
necticut and Merrimack Valleys, which, being bordered on
both sides by high hills, would have been long estuaries open
to the sea only at their mouths, and therefore not aflfected by
oceanic currents. From the position of these peculiar accumu-
lations of gravel, which are overlain by the honzontally strati-

fied drift, the date of their formation' is known to be t)etween
;riod when the ice-sheet moved over the land, and that

'"
iwing, in which this more recent modified drift was

de[)osited in the open valley from the floods that were supplied
by the melting ice. We are thus led to an explanation of the
kames, which seems to be supported by all the facts observed
iij New Hampshire, and which appears to apply, also, to the
similar deposits which have been described in other parts of the
United States and in Europe.
At the beginning of the Champlain period, or final melting

of the great ice-sheet, its nearly level surface of pure ice lay

above our highest mountains. That it overtopped Mt. Wash-
ington in New Hampshire, has been recently discovered by
Prof C. H. Hitchcock, the State geologist, who has found trans-

ported rocks, and shown that glacial drift, or -till, underlies the
angular blocks at the summit. The melting of the ice-sheet

appears to have taken place mostly upon the surface, which
was moulded into basins and valleys ; and near the terminal

front of the ice, these came gradually to coincide with the con-

tour of the land. Here the surface of the ice became covered
witli the abraded material which had been contained in its

mass, and which was now exposed to the washing of its innu-

merable streams. Its finer portions would be commonly carried

away; and the strong current of the rivers which would be
formed near the terminal front of the ice-sheet could transport

coai-se gravel or even boulders of considerable size. In the

lower part of their channels, while still walled on both sides

by ice, t])ese glacial rivers deposited materials which had been

gathered from the melting glacier. By the low water of winter

layers of sand would be formed, and by the strong currents of

summer layers of gravel, often very coarse, which would be
very irregularly bedded, here sand and there gravel accumu-
lating, and without much order interstratihed with each other.

Sometimes the melting may have been so rapid that tlie tM)tire

section of a kame may show only the deposition of a single

summer, which would then be very coarse giavcl witliont

layers of sand. When the bordering and sei)arating ice-walls

disappeared, these deposits remained iu the long ridges of the

kames. with steep slopes and irregularly arched stratification.

Vf'i-y irregular short ridges, mounds, and enclosed hollows re-

sulted from deposition among irregular masses of ice.
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The glacial rivers which we have described appear to have
flowed in channels upon the surface of the ice-sheet ; and the

formation of the kames took place at or near their mouths, ex-

tending along the valleys as fast as the ice-front retreated.

Large angular boulders are sometimes, but not frequently,

found in the kames or upon their surface. They appear to

have been transported by floating ice. Their rare occurrence

forbids the supposition that these deposits were formed in chan-

nels beneath the ice-sheet, from which many such blocks must
have fallen upon the kames.

The necessity of referring the formation of these gravel

ridges to glacial rivers became apparent during the exploration

and study of our modified drift in 1875 ; and in August, ls76,

this was announced in a paper " On the origin of Kames or

Eskers in New Hampshire." * In this essay it was supposed
that these rivers more commonly had their course beneath the

ice-sheet, but subsequent examination of the underlying till

shows that this was seldom the case, and that the kames were
deposited in channels formed on the surface of the ice. Prof.

Otto Torell, of Sweden,t had pointed out a division of the till

into two members, the lower characterized by its blue color,

its compactness and hardness and its glaciated stones ; the

upper being marked by a yellow and reddish color, compara-
tive looseness of the mass, and its angular or unworn bowlders.

This division is found throughout New Hampshire ; there being
almost always a definite separation, at a depth varying from
two or three feet, as is most common, to fifteen or twenty feet,

between the upper and lower till. It should be added that the

lower till in a majority of cases has no distinct blue tint, but is

dark gray ; being always somewhat darker than the upper till,

which is colored by ferric oxide. The lower till may be dis-

tinguished by an imperfect cleavage in planes parallel to the

surface, noticeable wherever an excavation has been for a short

time exposed to the weather. Before this, Professor James D.

Dana had insisted that the deposition of a great part of the

till took place in the Champlain period, being dropped from the

melting ice-sheet. This suggested the origin of the upper till,

and an explanation of its difference from the lower till ; the

latter being the ground-moraine, while the former appears to

have been material contained in the body of the ice-sheet, and
allowed to fall loosely on the surface when this melted. As
the kames overlie V)oth members of the till, they plainly were
deposited in superficial ice-channels.:}:

* Proceedings of the American Association for the Advancement of Science,

f See this Journal, III, xiii, p. 77.

\ Similar conclusions respecting the origin of the kames had been reached by

August, 1876. 'probably the first of these was Professor N. H. Winchell, State
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"When the glacial river entered the open valley from which
the ice had retreated, its current was slackened by the less rapid
descent, causing the deposition successively of its gravel, sand
and tine silt or clay. The valleys were thus filled with exten-
sive and thick deposits of modified drift, which took the same
slope with the descending floods, increasing in depth in the
same way that additions are now made to the bottom-land, or
intervals, of our large rivers by the annual floods of spring.

The terraces began to be formed as soon as the supply of
material became insufficient to fill the place of that excavated
by the river. We must suppose that this process of erosion
was slow, allowing the river to continue for a long time at

nearly the same level, undermining and wearing away its bank
on one side, and depositing the material on the opposite side,

till a wide and nearly level lower flood-plain would be formed,
bordered on both sides by steep terraces. When the current
became turned to wear away the bank in the opposite direction,

a large portion of this new flood-plain would be undermined
and re-deposited at a lower level ; but the direction of the cur-

rent's wear might be again reversed in season to leave a narrow
strip, which would then form a lower terrace.

In placing theories before our description of this valley, their

first order has been reversed, since these explanations have been
arrived at or confirmed by long study of these deposits in

this valley and throughout New Hampshire.
The sources of Connecticut river are a series of four lakes,

the highest of which, covering only a few acres, is 2,550 feet

above the sea. The lowest of the series is Connecticut Lake,
three square miles in area, 1,618 feet above the sea. Heights
of the river, with distances irom Connecticut Lake, are as fol-

lows : Mouth of Hall's stream, 15 miles, 1,085 feet above sea;

at Colebrook, 24 miles, 1,010; at North Stratford, 87 miles,

891 : at Groveton, 49 miles, 854; at Lancaster, b^ miles, 835
;

mouth of John's river, 63 miles, 830; at Upper Waterford, 74

Geologist of Minnesotn, who held this opinion as early as 1872. See Proc. Amer.
Assoc, for Adv. of Science, vol. xxi, 1872, p. 165

; Geology«of Minnesota, First

Annual Report (for 1872). p. 62 ; and same, Report for 1 873, p. 194. In the re-^,
- •, - . ^ t lee Age, pu'-''-'--^

"" t — ^ - -•- ^^--^- '
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miles, 674; mouth of Passumpsic Eiver, 83 miles, 460; at

Wells Biver, 95 miles, 407 ; at Hanover, 180 miles, 873 ; at

White River Junction. 134 miles, 833; at Windsor, 146 miles,

304; at Bellows Falls, 170 miles, fall from 283 to 234; at

Brattleboro', 192 miles, 200 ; at South Yernon (Massachusetts

line), 202 miles, 180.

The general course of the river to the mouth of Hall's

stream is S. 60^^ W. High wooded hills border the valley

which is destitute of modified drift for half of the way. The
largest alluvial area is on Indian stream, and the highest ter-

races are of coarse gravel, 30 to 40 feet above the river.

From the mouth of Hall's stream to that of John's River, at

the head of Fifteen-miles Falls, the general course is S. 13' W.,
with a descent in nearly fifty miles of only 255 feet, one-fifth

of which takes place in the first two miles, and two-fifths more
in the nine miles between Columbia bridge and North Stratford.

Below the first two miles the modified drift is continuous

along this whole distance; and, including both sides, it is

usually a half mile to one and a half miles wide. It is very

simple, having, two heights, and consisting of the present flood-

plain, bordered by remnants of that which filled the valley in

the Champlain period. This ancient flood-plain is represented

by a lateral terrace of sand or fine gravel, from 40 to 120 feet

above the river, usually remaining at both sides, and in many
places forming considerable plains.

At Colebrook we find an interesting gravel ridge or kame,
portions of which remain north of the junction of Beaver
brook and Mohawk River, but most noticeably west of the vil-

lage, extending nearly a mile parallel with the river. Its

height is about seventy feet above the river, and fifty above
the low alluvium on each side. Its material is the same as

that of the long kame farther south in this valley, being prin-

cipafly coarse water-worn gravel, with abundant pebbles six

inches to one foot in diameter. In Stratford and Brunswick
both heights of the alluvium are well shown, the highway be-

ing on the upper terrace and the railroad on the meadow. At
Lancaster the upper terrace of Connecticut River is only fifteen

or twenty feet above the present flood-plain. The only higher
modified drift has been brought down by tributaries. Part of

Lancaster village is built on one of these deltas, formed by
Israel's River on its south side, fifty feet above the terrace of

the main valley. This delta sloped rapidly westward, and
formerly occupied the whole area of the village ; a portion of

it, twenty feet lower than the former, remains at the cemetery
opposite the court-house.

Between South Lancaster and Fifteen-miles Falls the broad

river-plain is unterraced. It seems probable that a lake ex-
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isted here while the original high plain northward was being
deposited. When this was channelled out bj the river, so as
to leave only terraces as we now see them, the materials exca-
vated were sufficient to fill up the lake. It would be interest-

ing to know the depth of the stratified drift in this bai^in; it

is j)robably dee[)er than the height oi the highest terraces north-

From the mouth of John's m^Tr, the Connecticut has a rapid
de-cent for n'lcs. faliin- from 880 to 460 feet above
th.' se;i. Its gencj-al course is deBected to S. 70° W. along this

di.t;uico
, bev (Hid whic:li thedirection of the upper is again fol-

lowed ir1 the lower va llev. with bnt slight deviation, to Massa-
cliusetts linf. ;. The 1 lot'iccable features of the valley along
the.se n. pids are, tint it is deep and narrow, with sloping sides

of till, a nd d c-titutcof the level

which c)C(;n|-.V a laro-c; width everywhere else along the river.

Where modilied-

being ^

1T'
illy gra\ 'el? soineti

urlace has

nu^s''^nperf'ictl7muml(^r"i;
commonly an irregular slope.

Thl^Hv^n- 'fiows ill a n'earlvcontii.uous descent over coarse till,

showing abui idant bo\\lders, but with scarce! V anv exposure of
solid le(Iges The l-i lis fartln-r ^^onth are produced bv ledges;

and the

sand or

cliaiand, exc
vhich i- : ii' o tlu> c!!l'

!i falls, is cn.nposed of gravel,

.along the ncarlv level upper
vallev. ^T\w • <ui-i;icf' j.-tt l.v the ice has been here re-

d„,.cd t< iluuu'l'ol iic;;:'ly n-i dar >!..,,.. uilli no abrupt falls,

"in'a''

nil! 1

•'tl..>.\

(lir.H

•<'d h^lMi-,

oi Lii) li

Mwr^thrancient Led in which
! period.

lil.^ Iron, tl.Muouthof Pas-

4m to 180 C(>et abc.ve th

oip'i 1 falls i listan

Mc[ n doe's falls'^' n feel

south, five feet; ;a W
falls . betwc'cn liarlover

feet

,

: Sumi Que
of Quechet^ Iliver.

— tnaking a total of 1
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trast with the dry sandy plains of Merrimack Eiver and other

parts of New Hampshire. The most extensive intervals or

meadows are between Woodsville and Bradford, twelve miles

long and one half to one mile wide, including the Lower Coos
intervals of Newbury, Haverhill and Piermont; and in Charles-

town and Eockingham, six miles long and half a mile w^ide.

In addition to these, smaller areas, up to a mile or more in

length and a few rods to a half mile wide, are of common
occurrence. These bottom-lands are very fertile, being com-
posed of the finest silt, and enriched every year by a coating of

mud from the turbid freshets of Spring. Many of the lower

terraces which are not overflowed are of the same material

;

but the higher terraces usually show some intermixed sand or

fine gravel.

The greatest widths of modified drift that can be measured
in this valley on the west side of New Hampshire, are in Haver-
hill and Newbury, two miles, and in Hinsdale and Vernon, two
and a half miles wide. The average width is fully one mile.

The narrowest places are at Shaw's Mountain, near the south
line of Bradford, and at Barber's Mountain, in Claremont, both
of which occupy the middle of the valley, with narrow belts of

alluvium on each side ; at the west side of Rattlesnake Hill,

Charlestown : and at the south end of Wantastiquit Mountain,
below Brattleboro'. We do not discover, however, at these

places or elsewhere, any evidence of former barriers, which
could have made the valley a series of lakes. The vast amounts
of modified drift which accumulated here appear to have been
rapidly deposited from the immense floods supplied by the
melting ice-sheet. Such deposits, for which there appears no
other adequate cause, should rank with the till, striae and
embossed ledges, as proof of a former continental glacier.

At Woodsville a great depth of material was brought into
the valley by the Lower Ammonoosuc and Wells Eivers. The
former stream has cut its channel 200 feet deep through its

delta, wide areas of which still remain on both sides. An old
outlet of Wells Eiver may be seen on its north side, one mile
above its mouth, occupied at the close of the ice-period until it

cleared away a hundred feet or more of modified drift from the
pre-glacial rocky bed in which it now flows. A well marked
kame occurs here, commencing in Bath half a mile northwest
from the Narrows. It has been cut through by the river, and
appeare on the east side of the railroad at and above the junc-
tion, and again at the southwest side of Wells Eiver Depot,
being more than a mile long. It is composed of coarse gravel

and sand, anticlinally stratified, with varying height from 80 to

150 feet above the river. It is well shown by cuttings, but
otherwise might escape notice, as most of it"^is partially or
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wholly concealed hy the ordinary alluvium. In the twenty-
four miles from Wells River to Lyme no similar ridge is found.

In Thetford and Lyme we come to an abrupt change in the
height of the upper terrace-plain. This slopes in thirty-three

miles between the mouth of Passumpsic River and the south
line of Orford, from 650 to 440 feet above the sea, gradually
declining from 190 to only m feet above the river. At North
Thetford this line of the highest terrace suddenly rises to 525,
and in a mile and a half farther south to 545 feet. This forma-
tion is well shown through Thetford, with remnants in Lyme,
and continues well developed and nearly level for twenty-live
miles to Windsor, varying from 660 to 500 feet above the sea,

and from 150 to 220 feet above the river. It forms extensive
terraces or plains on one or both sides along the whole distance
and is clearly the original flood-plain of the river. Frequent
delta-terraces rise above it, sometimes 100 feet higher, being
more than 300 feet above the present river channel. It is a

notable coincidence, that along this same distance we have a

continuous kame, occupying the center of the valley, commonly
rising somewhat above the highest plain, but not seldom en-

tirely covered by it. Super-position and conformable stratifica-

tion show the fine material of the terrace-plain to have been
deposited upon this kame or gravel ridge, which beforehand
extended like a windrow along the empty valley. To the south
from Windsor the highest terrace shows a somewhat regular

slope, descending with the river, and preserving a height about
150 feet above it.

This high and continuous flood-plain, extending from Thet-

ford to Massachusetts line, seems to have been formed during

a gradual and slow melting of the ice along this distance. It

would appear that the greater part of the depth of ice, as far

northward as to the Passumpsic River, had been melted in the

last part of this time, sending down its floods laden with gravel

to form the kame. A comparatively shallow mantle of ice

remained, and when the melting advanced to the north from
Thetford and Lyme this disappeared too rapidly to give time

for the formation of a kame, or the deposition of a high flood-

plain.

In Norwich we find an interesting example of a well marked
ancient river-bed high above its present level. This extends
two miles from Pompanoosuc River, one-third of a mile above
its mouth, to the bend of Connecticut River a half mile south

of Tilden pond, which occupies a depression of this old channel.

Its highest point, from which there is a gradual descent both

ways,"is 520 feet above the sea or 145 feet above the river. On
the east side of this ancient channel is the steep gravel kame,
which for a while turned the Pompanoosuc River in this course,

till a direct passage was cut through its ridge.
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Two miles north of Hanover the Connecticut River has cut

through the kame, and thence flows close on its west side to

White Eiver Falls. Along this distance of four miles we find

the high plain well developed in New Hampshire, averaging

three-fourths of a mile wide. Hanover common, 545 feet above
tlie sea, and 172 above the river, represents its greatest altitude.

In digging the first well at this place (near the residence of Pro-

fessor H. E. Parker), a large log was found in this alluvium forty

feet below the surface, but no prospect of water, which caused

this site, selected for the buildings of Dartmouth College, to be
abandoned, and led to their location farther east, upon coarse

glacial drift. This log shows that the glacial age had here been
succeeded by a temperate climate, under which forests grew again

upon the land ; and that floods, sent out freighted from the melt-

ing ice-sheet, which still remained farther north and on the high-

lands, brought down drift-wood to be buried with theiralluvium.
It was not till considerably later that the river ceased its work
of accumulation and began to cut its present channel.

Near the south line of Lebanon, east of Sumner's Falls in

Plainiield, and at several places in Cornish, we find banks of

sand, or dunes, destitute of vegetation, and blown in drifts by
the wind. These vary in height from a few feet to 100 feet

above the highest terrace, from which they appear to have been
carried up by the prevailing northwest winds. Southward
through New* Hampshire they are found in many places on the
east side of this valley, but none were seen in Vermont.
From Lyme to Windsor we find a continuous gravel ridge or

kame, extending twenty-four miles along the middle of this

valley, with its top from 150 to 250 feet above the river, or from
500 to 600 feet above the sea. The gravel, which always forms
the principal part of the ridge, varies in coarseness from lavers
with pebbles only one or two inches in diameter, to portions
where the largest measure one and a half or two feet. The
finer kinds prevail; and the channels of brooks cutting through
the ridge frequently show no {)ebbles exceeding one foot in size.

All the materials of this kame, and of its remnants southward.

Largo nnd unworn bowlders, which could not have been
broiiuht ill the same way with the gravel and sand, occur very
raivly upon ov in the Connecticut kame. The only instance of

this (lis<'()ven^<l was three fourths of a mile south of Pompa-
noosuc River, at the point where the kame reaches its greatest

height above the sea. Two angular bowldei-s, each of five feet

dimension, were found here at the top of the ridge, one lying
on the surface, and the other partly imbedded. Several miles
at least of journey on foot along the top of this ridge, and the
examination of many sections where the river or its tributaries
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have cut through- it, failed to reveal other bowlders of this

One or both sides of this kame are generally covered by the
alluvium of the upper terrace; but its top usually projects in
a long, rounded ridge, 10 to 30 feet above the adjoluing highest
plain. At one place, east of Hartland Depot, this plain has
been swept away from both sides, and the kame forms a con-
spicuous steep ridge 125 feet in height. Wherever it is

exposed, it is readily recognized by the pebbles which strew its

surface, and which are very rarely found in the ordinary modi-
fied drift of the valley.

The most important feature of this kame, if we compare it

with others in New Hampshire, is, that along its entire extent
it constitutes a single continuous ridge, which runs by a very
direct course nearly in the middle of the valley, having no out-
lying spurs, branches, parallel ridges, or scattered hillocks of the
same material associated with it. In calling it continuous from
Lyme to Windsor, however, it is not meant to imply that it is

now entire, since it has been frequently cut through and con-

siderable portions swept away by the main river and by tribu-

tary streams; but that so much of it remains as to make it

certain that it originally formed an unbroken ridge. The por-

tions now separated by gaps always lie in a continuous line.

Probably a similar ridge once existed along the valley south-

ward, though now shown by only a few fragments. These
occur in Charlestown between Springfield Depot and the

Cheshire bridge; at Bellows Falls, where a remnant forms the

pine-covered plateau, used as a picnic ground, in the north part

of the village ; in Dummerston, a third of a mile southwest from
the depot ; and in Brattleboro', at the north side of West River,

lying on ledges between the railroad and highway.

Near Bellows Falls, Cold and Saxton's Rivers have brought
down large amounts of modified drift seventy-five feet above
the normal high plain. The delta of the former has been
eroded so far as it occupied the main vallev, but the escarp-

ments thus formed remain at the mouth of the vallev of Cold

River, from 100 to 200 feet high. On the south side of Saxton's

River a considerable part of its delta remains, antl the upper

terrace is increased in height bv this cause for two miles south.

The excavation of this delta by Saxton's River has form.^l a

from Bellows Falls Junction! ()n both' sides of' this river, and
crossed bv a road, is an interval about one fourth of a inih> in



either in correspondence of height or in continuous

and no single section would embrace all of the eight

; and separate terraces which were noted on each side of

The road from Hinsdale to Brattleboro' passes over the south

end of this plain. Here its height is 350 feet above the sea, or

165 above the Connecticut at the mouth of Ashuelot Eiver.

It is mainly composed of sand, nearly level, but with a slight

slope to the west and south, being as usual towards the river

and in the direction of its course. Its northern portion changes

to gravel which becomes coarse on the southeast side of

Wantastiquit Mountain, containing pebbles one foot or some-

times a foot and a half in diameter. The position and slope of

this plain show that it was not deposited wholly from currents

of the main valley, but that a considerable portion was con-

tributed from the melting of the ice-sheet east of this mountain.

LRT. L.

—

Descriptions of tivo new species of Fishes {Macrurus
Bairdii and Lycodes Verrillii) rtctntly discovered by the U. &
Fish Commission, with notes upon the occurrence of several

-unusual forms ; by G. Brown Goode and Tarleton H.
Bean.

Among the many mterestmg i

S. F. Baird, Commissioner) is that of a species of Macrurus
believed to be undescribed. A single specimen was taken in

a trawl net, August 19, 1877, on the voyage of the U. S. Steamer
"Speedwelf from Salem to Halifax. It was found in the
Gulf of Maine, forty-four miles from Cape Ann (east ^ south)
in 160 fathoms, muddy bottom (locality 35). Two members
of this family are included by Professor &\\\ in his Catalogue of

the Fishes of the East Coast of North America (Washington,
1873). One, Cori/phcenoides norvegicus, has been recorded only
from Greenland and the northern and western coasts of Nor-
way, The other, Macrurus rupesiris, has much the same geo-

graphical range: a iish found floating at sea near Gravesend,
N. Y., in 1876, and now in the U. S. National Museum, has

been identified with this species.

The genus Macrurus, auct., has been subdivided into three,

viz: Macrurus; Coryphmoides and Malacocephnlus. The most
important diagnostic character given by Dr. GUnther as sepa-
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is the joining of the

_ ! of the preoperculum
as hi Scorj)mnidce and CoUidce. This character does not hold
good in the species here under consideration, which in all other
respects agrees with Macrurus, as defined in Giinther's Cata-
logue of Fishes in the British Museum.
The closest affinities oi Macrurus Bairdii are with M. sderorhyr,-

chus, described by Valenciennes from the Canary Islands. Its

relations to this species and to the other representatives of the
family in North America are shown in the following table :

Macrurus Bairdii sJ-^nus.
Macrurm

^7lX^£''

Smut. Sharp conical Sharp, trihedral Sharp, trian- Obtuse, ob-

tTrney^'less^tSn
shorter than eye gukr,aslongas

S"*""-"-
S head.

First Dorsal. Second spine Second spine

deSateJr
First spine

denticulated from denticulated, ex- denticulated an-

base t« tip, not ex- tending fa; be teriorly.

tending to origin yond origin of sec- top.

of second dorsal. ond dorsal.

Behind vertical Behind vertical

from last ray of from origin of from origin of

first dorsal. |second dorsal. second dorsal.

Scales. Spiny. Median Spiny. Median; Bach with a Spiny, without

row of spines row of spines 'strong longitud-

fonning keel uponlforming keel. jinal keel termi-

natinginapoint.

Tran.svcrse ss^
rcmsTf^L 5 + 21 or 23. 4 or 5 + .

Radial

^;F"' n. lis''*"

8. 8.

llacrurus Bairdii, sp. no v.

Extreme length of specimen described,* 0-296 m. (11-7

inches). Body tapering from first dorsal to tip of tail, much
compressed posteriorly, its greatest height over origin of pec-

torals (0087 m.) contained eight times in length ; its greatest

width at same point (0-022 m.), contained 13 times in length.

Scales irrcgnlnrly poiviional, the free portions covered with

transparent, vitroous spines, arranged in from ten to twelve

irregular h.n-itndiuul rows On head, and upper part of body,

in advance ol first dorsal, the median row of spines is the most

prominent, and presents the appearance of a low median keel.

Lateral line nearly straight, formed by a smooth groove

which replaces two or three median rows of spines of each

*Cat. No. U. S. National Museum, 21,014.
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scale. Number of scales in lateral line, 152 ; six transverse

rows above it, and nineteen or twenty rows below it, counting

from vent obliquely backward.
i^ead—Greatest length (0-045 m.) equals distance between

first and twenty-third anal rays, and is contained six and one-

half times in extreme length. Greatest height, at posterior

margin of orbit, (0-028 m.) greater than width at same point

(0-023 m.), and contained one and four-seventh times in length

of head. Width of interorbital area (0-012 m.) equal to verti-

cal diameter of orbit (0-012 m.), and almost equal to length of

snout (0-013 m.) and length of maxillary (0-013 m.). Length
of post-orbital region (0-017 m.) about equal to horizontal

diameter of orbit (0-016 m.). Length of operculum (0-007 m.)

about half the length of mandible (O'Olo m.).

Snout sharp, a front view presenting four ridges radiating

from the tip at right angles to each other, the lower one being
merely a fold in the skin of the under surface of the liead.

The horizontal ridges are continued into the ridges upon the

suborbitals. Ridge extending backward from tip of snout upon
top of head is lost in the iriterorbital space. Branches of the

horizontal ridges are continued upon the upper margins of

orbits, and there disappear. Nostrils immediately in front of

orbit, the posterior pair much the longer.

Mouth situated entirely on lower side of head ; symphysis of

lovyer jaw in vertical from anterior margin of orbit, and articu-

lations of mandibles in vertical from posterior margin of orbit;

width of cleft of mouth (0-012 m.) equal to distance between
symphysis of maxillaries and line connecting their articulations,

tipper jaw protractile vertically. Barbel O'OOo m. in length.

Teeth conical, somewhat recurved, of nearly uniform size,

arranged in vi 11 [form bands. Palate smooth.
Distance of first dorsal from snout (0-057 m.) about four

times the length of its base (0-014 m.), and from anterior mar-
gin of orbit equal to length of head. First spine very short
(0-002 m.), iK)f much longer than the teeth of second spine.

Second spine in length (0-U32 m.) twice horizontal diameter of
orbit, stout, its anterior margin armed from base to tip with fif-

teen teeth |K)intiiig upward, the uppermost being longest and
most sleM<1<'r : its length to tip of filament (0-037 m.) is almost
equal to .list;iii.-c irom oii,.jiii of first to origin of second dorsal
(0-038 m.), this tip when hiid l)ack reaching almost to second
dorsal. Kays decreasing regularly in length so that, when the

fin is upright, its shape approximates that of a right angled
triangle, the hypothenuse of which is the second dorsal spine

and its perpendicular side a line touching the tips of the rays.

Length of base of second dorsal (0-204 m.) less than that of

the anal, its origin over the 30th scale of lateral line. Length
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of longest ray (in posterior third) 0-004 ra., which is less than
length of barbel. All rajs very feeble. Membrane scarcely

perceptible.

_
Distance of anal from snout (O'OTO m.) three and four-fifth

times in its length of base, its origin under 18th scale of
lateral line. Length of first ray (0-006 m.) one-half the length
of tenth ray (0-012 m.), and three times the length of last ray
(0-002 m.), the length of rays increasing to a point beneath ante-

rior part of first dorsal, and thence gradually decreasing to tip

of tail.

Distance of pectoral from snout (0*048 m.) four times width
of interorbital area ; its length (0*029 m.) twice the length of

mandible Insertion above the middle of the depth of the

body, on a level vvith centei of orbit, its third \ii^ lonuest, its

tip reaching to \ertical ftom ba<?e of fourth anal la-^.

Insertion of \enttal behind pectoial and almo>,t undci that

of fif^t doiMl, Its distance fiom ^nout(0 053 m ) slightly ex-

ceeding twice Its length (0 025 m) Tip of \entral filament

reaches to ba-se of thud anal rav

Radial formula D 11,11 137, A 120, P. 15 , Y 7

Color Giound color, light blow ni&h gia\ , under pait--, sd-

vei\ , belh, daiker, bluish Under suiface of snout, i)iiik, as

I*' aNo the fust dortai except spines Spines of doi^al, \cntial

and inteiior anal ia}s, blackish Thioat, Inanchioste-al mun
bi me and l^thmu>, iich deep \iolct Scleiotic coat, gieen

Eve^ \eiv daik blue

Speimaiics well de\ eloped, but milt not matuie Indnid
nal ai)paiLntl\ adult

This c[H>eits IS dedicated to P.ofessor Spencer V Eaird, LL D ,

Assist mt Secietaiy of the Smithsonian Institution, DiicUoi ot

the U S National Museum and U. S Commi^sionei ot Fibh

and Fishcne^
Another interesting form is a spe( les of JAicodts tikeii in the

tiawl thirty miles south of Cape iNemo ^ S Oocaiitic^ 44 and

45). in mnet} fathoms, fine s.ukI md t-iud boitoni, uid twcnt\

seven miles ^outh of Chebucto lb id II dil v J... ditv^ bl) !01

fathoms, tine sandv mud Vwk -pM iiik n- '( it Xn V S Xat
Mus 21,013) weie taken m the liiM u. ,iir\ i.ul one (Xo
210r)) m the lattd
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Lycodes Verrillii, sp. nov.

The extreme length of specimen described 0'127 ra. (five

inches).

Body more elongate than in any other described species of

that section of the genus occurring in arctic seas, except L.

Sarsii Kroyer: its greatest height (O'OIO m.) equal to its great-

est width between pectorals (0-010 m.) and nearly one-thirteenth

of its total length.

Distance of vent from ventrals (0-023 m.) slightly greater

than length of head (Om. 022), which is contained about five

and two-third times in total length. Distance of vent from
(0-041 m.) about one-third length " '

^

body and fins e'

Scales cycloid, circula

diameter, with numerous concentric striae, and with about
eighteen lobes upon margin, the whole perrimeter being lobed :

they are deeply imbedded in the skin at distances from each

other equal to their own diameters : they are most numerous
upon the upper half of the body, and extend upon the base of

the dorsal; very few upon the lower half of the body ; and are

absent from the anal fin.

Head much depressed, its width (0-014 m.) considerably
greater than its height (O'OIO m.) which equals length of post-

orbital portion of head (0-010 m.) and double the width of the

inter-orbital space (0 "005 m.). Length of maxillary (0 011 m.)
is half the length of the head (0-022 m.) : the maxillary extends
nearly to the perpendicular from the posterior margin of the
orbit. Diameter of orbit (0-004 m.) is half the length of snout
(0-008 m.).

Viewed from above the snout is somewhat obtusely rounded,
and a line drawn through the center of the eyes would form
with the sides of the snout a figure approximating in shape an
equilateral triangle, the angle of the snout being rounded.
Upper jaw far overlapping under jaw; gape extending from

ventral to center of orbit.

A series of large pores, six on each side, extends backward
from nostril toward angle of operculum, followii

jaw at a distance above it about equal to di;

The fourth of this series, counting backward,

above it about equal to diameter of pupi

ter of orbit, the last is situated about two-thirds of the distance

from snout to angle of operculum.
A similar series, seven on each side, follows line of lower

jaw from its symphysis obliquely upward toward angle of oper-

culum, in such direction that if the maxillary row were con-

tinued by the addition of a single pore to the series, the two
lines would intersect. A line connecting the fourth pore of the

one series with the fourth pore of the other would intersect the
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articulation of the jaws. The first four pores of the mandibular
series are slit-like

; all the others in both series are circular or
nearly so, their diameter equal to one-third to one-half that of
the pupil. The profile of the head resembles that of Zoarces
anguillaris ; the top of the post-orbital tract is on a level lower
than that of the top of eye, the outline of the head then rising
to a point over the center of the orbit, thence sloping abruptly

Cleft of mouth horizontal, in width equal to post-orbital length
of head (O'OIO m.), also to distance from snout to angles of gape.

Nostrils at extremities of fleshy tubes, the length of which is

equal to the diameter of the largest pores.

Teeth in lower jaw in two rows and nearly uniform in size,

in upper jaw, in a single row, some larger ones near symphysis
with patches of smaller ones behind them. About seven teeth

on the vomer. A single row of teeth on palatines. All the
teeth are curved.

Gill openings narrow; gill membranes attached to isthmus.

Distance of dorsal from snout (0-033 m.) one and one-half

times the length of head (0-022 m.).

Distance of anal from snout (0*045 m.) twice the length of head.

Dorsal and anal fins are about equal in height, with even
margins, not differentiated from caudal ; the rays increase some-

gth toward extremity of tail, though the fins do notength tow£

in height.

of head,

than three times breadth (O'OOT m.). Pectoral extends
tical from base of second dorsal ray.

Distance of ventrals from snout' (0-021 m.) less than length

of head (0-022 m.), their length (0-002 m.) less than one-fourth

the length of pectorals, placing this species in the first section

of the genus as defined bv Dr. Giinther.

Radial formula: D, 92"; A, m; P, 15; V, 5. Color: Body
above lateral line light grayish brown with numerous minute
circular dots marking the position of the scales ; below lateral

line pearly white. Brown irregular patches upon the sides, bi-

sected by the lateral line, the part lying below lateral lino is of

th(^ dorsal hue, that above a darker shade of the same color, and

uiar h.-mds ai-i'os- tlir inuk. A s)H)t of brown n})on the tip of

11 spool ir
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Four of the six specimens taken had a lernean parasite on
the o-ills.

This species is dedicated to Professor Addison E. Verrill, of

Yale College, who has been in charge of the invertebrate work
of the U. S. Fish Commission since'its organization.

In addition to the above species a number of new or unusual
forms have been taken or observed, among which may be speci-

fied the following

:

Alalera cuspkauda Dekay. A specimen of this species which
has not before been recorded north of Cape Cod, was taken in

Halifax Harbor, September 6.

Euchalarodus Putnami (jtWI. Several specimens of this un-

common species, which had been taken in Salem harbor in

winter, were found in the collection of the Peabody Academy
of Sciences.

Myzopsetta ferruginea (Storer) Grill. Taken in Massachusetts
Bay in forty-five to ninety fathoms ; near La Have Bank in

ninety fathoms; and at the mouth of Halifax Harbor in sixteen

to eighteen fathoms.

Pleuronectes ylaber (Storer) Gill. Several specimens, taken in

Salem Harbor, Mass., were noted in the collection of the Pea-
body Academy.

Glyptoceplialiis cynoglossus (Linn.) Gill. This fish, the Craig
Flounder or Pole of Europe is cited by British authors as one
of the rarest of arctic flounders. It has hitherto'been unknown
to tlie coast of North America. At least one hundred speci-

mens have been secured, representing great variety of form, age
and other conditions. The species was first taken August 6,

1877, off Salem in forty-five fathoms. It has since been secured
near La Have Bank in eighty-eight fathoms, and in Bedford
Basil!, Halifax, in from twenty-fiv^e to thirty-five fathoms.

Ilippoglossoides pUitessoides (Fabr.) Gill.
' Taken on La Have

Bank in eighty-eight fathoms. Heretofore recorded only from
Greenland. It is not identical with H. limandoides as suggested
by Dr. Giinther.*

A species of the genus HippogloHsoides which is distinct

from //. />hih;ssfndrs and may prove to be identical with the H.
];n„n>'},r„l,>A of (xiiiither has V:icen taken in company with Glyp-
tnrrj.hnU sr;jnn,,J,>^.u.s i„ Bedford Basiu, Halifax.

l!h>f,n,H„ius ni'idncHta (Storer) Gill. Several specimens
lak.i. in MassiicliUM^tts Bay, and on La Have Bank.

<\-'il>b>nuiihod<'s laamlatus Storer. One specimen taken in

>r;i--^;i<'husetts Bav, August 13, 1877, in forty-eight fathoms.

I'jnn-so'jrammus suhhifurcatus (Storer) Gill. A single speei-

the mouth of Halifax Ha
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Stkhceus punciatm (Fabr.) Eeinh. A single specimen of
brilliant scarlet color, was taken in the same locality with the
preceding.

Eumicotremvs spinosus (Fabr.) Gill. One specimen was
dredged by the U. S. Fish Commission six miles off Half Way
Rock, Saiem, Mass., August 10, 1877, in thirty-five fathoms.
"It is of very rare occurrence. Two specimens were dredged
in 1861 by Professor Verrill, off Anticosti in ten fathoms, and
another was taken by U. S. Fish Commission at Eastport,
(Maine), in 1872." {Putnam.)

Aspidophoroides monoplerygitis (Bloch) Storer, Up to the
time of the visit of the U. S. Fish Commission to Salem, this

species has been very rarely taken south of Greenland, and that

mainly from the stomachs of cod, haddock, halibut and other
fishes. Several specimens were dredged by the Commission at

Portland and Eastport, Maine. Many specimens were taken in

Massachusetts Bav, often a dozen coming up in a single haul of
the trawl.

Icelus uncinatus Eeinhgrdt. Trawled in considerable num-
bers in Massachusetts Bay in forty-two to ninety fathoms.

One or two were secured by the U. S. Fish Commission at

Eastport, Maine, in 1872. No other specimens are known to

have occurred on the coast of North America.
Triglops, sp. An undetermined member of this genus, has

been taken in deep water in several localities.

Fistularia serrata Cuv. Specimens from :Nras-achusftts Bay
are in the museums of the Boston Society u{ Natural llistoiy

and the Peabodv Academv, Salem ; also one from tlie West-
ern Atlantic in the Colonial Museum at Halifax. Later writers

have excluded tliis species from the fauna of North America,
following the lead of Dr. Giinther who gives its distribution as

exclusively Indo-Pacific. A specimen taken bv J. Matthew
Jones, Esq., in Bermuda, was identified by Dr. Giinther with

F. ^errata. This species must be restored to the faunal relations

claimed for it by the earlier American authors, to whom Dr.

Giinther makes not the slightest reference in his synonymy.
Raia radiata Donovan. This species is well described by

Fabricius under the name of Ram fnUonim. Adults and young
liave been taken sparingly in Massnolmsr.tts Bav, on La Have
Bank, in Halifax Harbor, and in B.'<ir(u-d Bnsiii.

Canthorhinus occidenialis (Gthr.) (nxuk^. A specimen ui this

Osh. not before recorded north of Bcimuda and Key West, was
taken in the summer of 1875 at Linen Inland near the entrance

to Chesapeake Bav, and presented to the National Museum by
Captain John Evans.

Hypeneus maculatvs (Bloch) Cuvier. A specimen was taken

at Wood's Holl, Mass., July, 1877, by Vinal N. Edwards. The
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species occurs in Bermuda, tlie West Indies, and on the cc

1877. A West Indian and Madeiran form
Laciophrys trigonus (Linn.) Poej. Ten oi

were taken at Wood's Holl, 1877. The sp

before (in 1833) been taken north of Florid

In the early part of the year 1870, while a student at the

Institute of Technology, Boston, I endeavored to devise a vol-

umetric assay of lead ores, especially galena. The process first

used was briefly this : The finely pulverized ore was decom-
posed by strong nitric acid and the resulting lead sulphate dis-

solved by ammonium acetate. The lead solution was theu

being formed as soon as the lead was all precipitated. This
process of titration was first given by H. Schwarz, (Dingl.

polyt. Journ., clxix, 284). This method worked fairly well ex-

cept that the reaction at the end was not sufiiciently delicate. It

has since been recommended by F. Maxwell Lyte*(Chem. News,
XXX, 293). While searching for a more delicate indicator I
found that a drop of a mixture of starch paste, potassium
iodide, and some acid would be turned blue by a very !

"

acidified by a solution of one part crystallized citric acid to

six of water, lead chromate gave the blue color only after the
lapse of some minutes, while bichromate gave it immediately.
Quite a number of analyses of pure lead nitrate were made by
one of the present professors and myself, using the indicator
just described ; and the results were quite satisfactory. On
trying to use the method in titrating the solution of lead sul-

phate in ammonium acetate it was found that no blue colora-

tion was produced until there was quite an excess of bichro-

mate })resent This was owing to the amoutit of ammonium
salts present, but a number of other substances have the

same effect. I then abandoned the process. Th. Rosenbladt
(Jahresbericht £ Chemie, 1875) recommends a similar indicator

for chromic acid in estimating the quantity of sulphuric acid

in drinking water.
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During the last few years I have had occasion to make a
large number of determinations of the quantity of sulphur in

coal gas, and have often wished for some process of determin-
ing sulphuric acid less tedious than the ordinary gravimetric
one by barium sulphate and more accurate than the volumet-
ric methods in ordinary use ; and nearly a year ago I began
some experiments to find such a method. Sulphuric acid can
be determined by means of chromic acid, and the latter is

reduced by quite a number of reagents. I had previously
found a delicate test for chromic acid in the acid solution of
starch paste and potassium iodide. It remained to be seen if

the blue color disappeared as soon as the chromic acid was all

reduced. I found that of the ordinary reducing agents only
an acid solution of stannous chloride produced this result,

L large excess of acid was present. I found that

en quantity of potassium bichromate and water always
red the

' "
,...,.,.

required the same quantity of stannous chloride, but the larger

the quantity of water the more stannous chloride was required.

This was accounted for on the supposition that the oxygen dis-

solved in the water was acted on before the chromic acid was
all reduced. It was finally found desirable to boil the bichro-

mate solution and cool it out of contact with the air ; when
this was done the quantity of water present made no difference

in the amount of stannous chloride required. The following

are the details of the process. The chromate is weighed or

measured into a small flask which is then filled with water

nearly to the neck. The flask is closed with a stopper through
which passes a glass tube, at the end of which is a rubber valve

opening outward. The contents of the flask are boiled for

some minutes and then cooled; the valve preventing the access

of air. A few centimeters of hydrochloric acid are added and
then stannous chloride from a glass cock burette until the color

is nearly pure green, but taking care to leave a little chromic

acid unreduced. A few drops of a mixture of starch paste

and potassium iodide added to the contents of the flask pro-

duces a dark blue color which is to be removed by the cau-

tious addition of stannous chloride. The exact point is ea.sy

to hit as at last the color changes rapidly with a small addition

of the chloride. The following determinations were made iu

this manner, a standard solution of potassium bichromate con-

taining 14-761 grams per liter being used.

KaCraO, SnCla Katio.

25 CO. req. 19-26 cc. -770*
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Of course bodies like ferric and cupric salts that are reduced

by stannous chloride must be absent and the solution must not

be so concentrated that the green of the chromic chloride ob-

scures the iodo-starch blue. Stannous chloride has had the

reputation of changing rapidly on standing, but I have found

it quite stable, when properly protected from the air, as the fol-

lowincr results show :

April 16, " " " " -Z-TS-^

May 21, " " " " 7-74

The following determinations can be made by means of

chromic acid. The chromates of lead, barium, and bismuth
can be accurately precipitated, barium from an ammonical
solution, the others from an acetic solution. The determina-

tion of lead is given as an example.
Twenty-five cc. of a solution of lead acetate, fifty cc. of

which gave 0-5908 gram lead sulphate, were diluted with water

and a little acetic acid, heated to boiling in a small beaker and
10 cc. standard bichromate solution added. The precipitate

of lead chromate was filtered ofif after standing a few minutes,

washed, and the excess of chromic acid determined in the fil-

trate. The quantity of stannous chloride required was 0*20 cc.

;

other experiments gave 0-21, 0.21, 0-20, and 0-20, by calcula-

tion from the amount of lead sulphate there should have been
required 0-19 cc. being an error of one or two parts in about
750.

If a known quantity of bichromate is added to acid solu-

tions of arsenious or antimonious acids they will be oxidized to

arsenic and antimonic acids and the excess of chromic acid
can then be determined. Twenty-five cc. of a solution of
arsenious acid, containing 5-2675 grams per liter, plus 10 cc.

standard bichromate solution, required 136, 1-85, 1 '33, and
1*35 cc. of stannous chloride. If the arsenious acid had been
pure only 1*22 cc. stannous chloride would have been required
instead 1-H5. In other words the arsenious acid contained
about one and four-tenths per cent impurity. The only anti-

mony compound I happened to have at hand was tartar emetic,

but tartaric acid in that seemed to interfere with the reaction

to a certain extent so that the results were not satisfactory.

Sulphuric acid can be determined as follows : To a slightly

acid solution of a sulphate heated to boiling is added a small

excess of a solution of barium chromate in hydrochloric acid,

barium sulphate is precipitated ; then the solution is neutral-

ized with ammonia which precipitates the regaining barium
chromate, the precipitates of barium sulphate and chromate
are filtered off and the chromic acid determined in the filtrate

is equivalent to the sulphuric acid in the original solution.
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nty-five cc. oE the snlph.

Kips the oxygen in (Irink-ir

of the chromic acid

•o.nplcte.

in- worked for som^
.- means of .tannous ohlo]

centimeter of stiumons chloride, cool, tiien ;>d

p<i>te utid .stannous (•hlori(]o until the color i

eqnivulcnt in stannous? chloride ol' tlic piiiett

tion substractcd from tlie whole amount used
tiK- required bv the iron. Bv thi^ meaiH the

l.urette is avoided and Icfs calculation is reqn

Oi^co of t>tate Gas Inspection, \12 Hawley street. Boston.
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2-67, CO 7-82, CH^ 8-05, C3H^ 1-86, nitrogen 0-31=:100. Com-
pared with the coals proper, lignites show therefore a marked dif-

ference in their gaseous contents, approaching most nearly, how-
ever, the cannels. But while the greater portion of the gas en-

closed in both cannel and lignite consists of CO^, the former con-

ies and other compounds of the paraffin series and the

gases as well as oily aromatic bodies and CO. More-
over lignites decompose much easier than coals.—«7i Chem. iSoc,

xxxii, 146, Aug., 1877. g. f. b.

2. On the Beaction between Insoluble Carbonates and Soluble

Oxalates.—Watson Smith, observing that ammonia was evolved

on mixing ammonium oxalate and chalk or marble powder, re-

peated the experiment with sodium oxalate, and obtained even in

the cold a distinctly alkaline reaction. On heating the two sub-

stances together and then filtering, the filtrate effervesced on add-

ing hydrochloric acid. This led to a series of experiments to de-

termine the character and extent of this reaction, and to compare
it with that of alkali carbonates upon the earthy oxalates. Re-
garding the possible Na^CO, formed when the decomposition is

complete as 100, calcium carbonate treated with sodium oxalate
gave 19-83 Na.CO, in the cold and 22-90 when heated; strontium
carbonate gave 7 '63 in both cases; barium carbonate gave 4-84

and 4-98; and lead carbonate 6*35 and. 13-08. Conversely, if 100
represent the possible Na,C03 converted into oxalate, calcium ox-

alate converted 1607 in the cold and 52-34 when heated; stron-

tium oxalate 57*24 and 79-96; barium oxalate 73-20 and 87*96;

and lead oxalate 81-54 and 90-61. In the cold, calcium carbonate
is as much more acted on by sodium oxalate than is barium car-

bonate, as barium oxalate is by sodium carbonate more than cal-

cium oxalate. In the case of soluble oxalates, the reaction does
not appear to be facilitated materially by heat.—e/i Chem. Soc,
xxxii, 245, Sept., 1877. g. f. b.

""^
' ' "^ ' the month of June last,

ew metal belonging to the
piaunum group, to which he gave the name Davyum, in honor of
Sir Humphrey Davy. To prepare it, 600 grams of the platiniter-
^us sand were treated by Bunsen's method for the separation of
lie platinum, iridium, rhodium, osmium, palladium, ruthenium,
ron and copper which it contained. The mother liquors after
:he separation of the rhodium and the iridium were heated witli

in excess of chloride and nitrate of ammonium. A dark red pre-
'" ^ was obtained, which, calcined at a red heat, gave a gray-

resembling platinum sponge ; and this, fused by t'

le, gave a silver white ingot weighing 0-27 gra
c

.
„.n ^ ^, metal is hard a

Irogen flame, a

nty of 9*385 a

malleable at a red heat ; it is easily attacked by aqua regia and
feebly by boiling sulphuric acid. Potassium hydrate precipitates

its solutions yellow. Hydrogen sulphide gives a brown precipi-

tate in solutions of davyum chloride, which changes to black on
drying. Potassium sulphocyanide colors this solution red, like
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is the hypothetical element placed between molybdenum and ruthe-

In a subsequent paper, Kern gives the reactions of the new-
metal obtained by dissolving his ingot in aqua regia. The yel-
low hydrate is readily soluble in acids, even in acetic. The
nitrate appears as a brown mass, which on calcination gives a black
monoxide. Dissolved in potassium cyanide, davyum chloride

crystals of a double cyanide. Cyanoda
The sulphide is soluble in a" " ' " '

^ mide crystallizes

becomes black on heating." The chloride is soluble

ery unstable. The sulphide is soluble in alkali sulphides, giving
sulphosalts. The sulphocyanide crystallizes in large crystals, and

hoi and ether, and its crystals are not deliquescent. It forms
double chlorides easily, that with sodium being almost insoluble
in water and alcohol. No second chloride is known. New deter-

minations give the density 9"389. Its atomic weight has not yet
been determined, but it is probably between 160 and 154.— C JR.,

Ixxxv, 72, 62:^, July, Oct., 187^. g. k b.

4. tfpon Metalacetylacetic ethers.—Conrad has extended the
law that negative radicals are found in a molecule in the vicinity

of negative groups, by supposing that the energy of the carbon is

so ratsed by the presence of negative radicals, that the hydrogen
combined with it may be replaced by positive atoms. In proof of

this he shows that a salt obtained b^ Geuther and supposed by
him to have its metal atoms united to the carbon by oxygen, has
them in fact united directly to the carboTi. In the case of (!opper-

acetyl-acetic ether, prepared by the action of an ammoniacal
solution of copper sulphate on acetylacetic ether, the author

CH,CO-CH—Cu—CH-COCH3
establishes the formula as

^^ooc,H, ioOC^H, '
^"

which the carbon atoms of the two groups are linked directly by
copper. Nickel, cobalt, magnesium, aluminum and mercury com-

pounds were also prepared.

—

LieUifs Ann., clxxxviii, 269, Aug.,

5. On Phylllr add, extracted fro id haijes.-Woi:^; mii;i. ha- s>ic-

ceedeil in isolating from the leaves of ti)e clierry-iMunl. :i ii<\v acid

4, rotating in alcoholic solution, ^rj=:+28, molting

L'oniposing at 200°. Analysis of the potassium salt

ular weight at 624 ; and ultimate analysis, conse-
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quontly, the formula CH^^^^, which the author regards as pro-

t^llSl'^Tk
^^^^<^<™^^"" aramomum ..Its are ^ve ci>s

jahoniiuli.

nn^thutkw ofi:Hxa.fhon.~^K^y.MK^:. and Wk iikt.-

HAisha^eexpcnnuMited to determine the constitution of euNan-

thon, pre])ared fioiu en\ajithic acid (ulnch cM'^t^ in tlie toini of

Indian yellou ) liv solution in coiKtntr.Ued --ulpliuiic acid and ])ve-

cipitation by \\ atcr It lias the comi.o-ition C
,
J !.<),. \i^ % apor

l\ II,(NO )/),; and sus])eiided in water containing bromine formed

( \, II X<:\H,( ))/),. From these react ions,Taken in connection s\ ith

tion with sodium amalgam, the author retiaids euxanthon a^ a

c\ii,^ on
carbonein of h} droquinonc CO "O , the reduction proiluct

CJI,/ Oil

with zinc being carbodiphenylene CO ^v{}*, >, gi^ ing on oxidation

(a.bodiidunxhne oxide C()[!^{}^>0.—7;o-. Ihrl (7um. (7e^., x,

7 M ' s//// nf ] '/j>r rs.— One of the most important of the recent

additinu. todu-micil methods i^ that of Victor Mever for dete.

-

mimiiir the den-it\ <.f the \apor of substances which have a hicrji

cation of that meth-.d a^ cmploMMl by ifoftman, a gi\en weight of
the substance iis( d is cons crtcd completely into\apor an<l tlie

capillary opening i» clo«:cd by a blowy
exposure in a steam bath, tiie excess of
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apparatus is wiped

c()Innm at Ihe time, plus tlic e<iuiv:ilotit in mercury of tlie height
of the eolunin ofinelted metal whicii tills the neck of the apparatus

urcd H'ith a millimeter scale if at the instant of liftintr the apparatus

M'hich may be easily done with nu'lted scaling wax. using a hented
glass rod as a pen. When now the apparatus has partially cooled
and the adhering particles of metal have been removed, it is

batlK '"ThL''LnmInt 'is'obviously a'ineasilre of Vhe'volume of 'th"

vapor forme<l. It is not, however, a tlirect measure, for the over-

flow is caused not only by the formation of the vaj)or, but also by

'This "victor >revcr hi'iV

. _ ir 1414<;<H-)()f
''"''^

-(W_0-():io \V')(li+yO'

1 heiglit of the haromotoi

Density (referred 1o :dr a^

tiLTandc^mb£

ibstfinoe taken gives at 414-2 ' a definite voluirie of vapor at si

Let that vohime in cubic centimeters be represented by v and

, H' = H+f/j. Making now tl



I the sulphur bath ; also H the height of the baromet
ifference of level of the alloy in the bulb and neck (

Wood's fusible alloy is exceedingly well adapted to the use to

which it has been so beautifully applied by Victor Meyer. As
prepared and sold by Dr. Schuchardt of Gorl'itz it appears to have

I very constant composition and equally constant physic

ties. Moreover, it is but slightly acted on by boiling sulphur and
can readily be recovered from the sulphur bath into which it over-

flows. It can then be easily cleaned and used over again re-

peatedly. But for these and other details we would refer to the

very full description of the process which has recently appeared

in Fresenius' Zeitschrift fiir Analytische Cheraie, xvi, 482. Of
course the method has a limited application and can not be used

with any substance which would act chemically upon the alloy.

Still it has already very considerably extended our knowledge of

the vapor densities of the less volatile organic products, and for

such substances it is both more easy of application and more
accurate than the only comparable method, that of Dumas as

modified by Deville and Troost. We add two examples for illus-

Substance used

. W'

. w

. II

. A

f

' W'
. w
. H

F. r.i

the"';

ratio,,

•ving

appei:

= 0-0652

= 264-4

= 728-5 1]

7-19

= 0-0772

= ^87-4

= 728-5 1

8-1

.oluhleVul

, of weak :

the deviat

.ding to it

erra

" which overflowed
Barometer height ..-

Difterence of level

nm.

Resulting density
Theory for C\,H,0,
Found by Grabe with the process o

Deville and Troost

Paradibrombenzol.

Substance used grm.

mm.

Metal used
" which overflowed

r,arometer height .--

Difference of level

Resulting density

Theory for CJI^tJr,

New Rf.mltsin Physir,.-(l.)
i the chlorides of the alkalies

iter electrical conducting i)ower
same bases.—^l?i/?.. der Phy.^lk >

i.i 'SiLow has undertaken an in

stances. His method consists in

tic system of needles, produced

A.

otse'i

[by;
ion'of

acyl
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density 1-475 si magnetizing constant ot K = 0-0000815.—/i'.,

(3.) IIankei, (liricuss<'s the results of previous experiments upon
the electrical etVect of light rays upon metal plates, immersed in

fluids, and adds some experiments of his own which show that the
difference of potential of certain metal plates immersed in fluids

is sensibly altered by light ; and that in certain cases this cfteet

is opposite to that caused by the heat rays.— fb., p. 402.

, Q., etc. giving the potentials V^, V"^, V^ etc., and afterwanU
arged with the quantities 0„ C„ £1^; with the j)Otentials ^^.

, i\; the equation :iVO=-:^'l^Q'results.— /^>., p. 49a.

(5.) IIeemax Hekwk; collects the facts in regard to the differ-

t mechanical actions of positive and negative electrical poles;

vior of flames placed l)etween their poles, and discusses the

luralitv of these phenomena together with their bearing upon
' tivo-iiuid theory of electricity.— /(('>., p. 516.

[6.) Accordintr to an investigation of W. von IMuxciiii vusen^

Tied on in the laboratory of A. WuUner, the s{)ecific heat of

ter at i'" is represented l)v the expression Iv=:
J
+0-000302^.—

II.

Only a few prominent
:)r of the country not being

>es and Java. Japan was



of the I'rovince of Sz-tschwan,

L, aii<l to tho north, the bordc

Pekin. Durinir n portion of the ^

of Shantrliai, an<l to tho north, the borders (

iwest of Peki "

.
~ .

lishcd, lias recently been i^^ue<l, will embrace the results of his

observations and studies with leference to the topogr.iphy ol

China, its treographv, climate, denMtv ot populatic

parts of itsliistorv, its productions and their rnercanti

.n in dilfercnt

its o-oolojrv, paleontology, etc. J5esides the account

Avork ss\\\ contain a sketch of the autlu,r^s ob^erv

. <)l-( hin:i, the

Japan, Formo'^a, Manilla, .Java an<l Siam ; and, in, conclusion, a

disen-ssion of son.e problems connected with the *...irth^ u-rneral

features and history, as illustrated by the special fac•tsob.erve.l.

The fourth volume, on the Paleontology, will b,e,.npar.dby

Scheiik of Lei])zic and Dr. Schwa^er of Munich. ^Fh

be an atlas of forty-four charts, besides numerous ci

in the text. The atlas will contain twenty-eight spec

the '-cale of 1: 7.>o,000; a general chart of Chirm,
1 : .3,0()0,<)0() ; and other charts to illustrate the geol

phy of products, density and movements of poi)ulM

('hina; also, a general chart and several s{)ecial chai

The volume issued is princely in its style of public;

manifests, besides, that the work will be'thorough in i

tral A^ia'are then (Inscribed,' 'and with "hiT'subject ^'ar? rdoses.
J-*art TI consists of a history of treographical knowledge with
regard to China, and treats of ancient Chinese geographies :ind

charts, Chinese geographical learning, and the development, dur-

the people with the ])eople of Southern and Western Asia, and,
after the arrival of the Portuguese, in IblT, with the nations of

The account of the h.s.-fonnafjon nf Xnrtinm ('hn.n is of
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M-th -uhi south, ioV';i()0 milJs7tiie" noaii3;r'or" Yt'iiow
rynii,], tJirouir}, ,he I>n>vinces of Mmisi and KauhU, tho loss
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on the Provinces of Honan and Shansi, published at Shanghai in

1870. He objects, with reason, to the theory of marine submer-
gence, advocated by T. W. Kingsmill, Esq., in the Quarterly
Journal of the Geological Society for 1 871 (p. 376,) on the ground
that the shells, bones and vegetation are all terrestrial ; that there

are no marine relics of any kind in the deposits ; and states that

it would require an oscillation of level of several thousand feet,

which would give a chance for the introduction over the area of

China, within comparatively recent times, of all kinds of marine
life. He rejects also the view that the loss is of freshwater origin

deposited from the waters of vast lakes that formerly covered a

large part of the country—the opinion brought out by Rajihnel

Pumpelly in his valuable "Geological Researches in China, ]\lon-

golia and Japan," published in 1866;* urging that the shells

Us, but instead occur where they we
there are no freshwater species

;

indications of vegetation (mentioned above) are so extensively

distributed through the loss, that the plants must have grown
abundantly over hs surface as the accumulation went forward
instead of being a deposit by transporting waters ; that the bones

indicate also that they have not been transported.

Baron von Richthofen holds that the loss formation is a subaerial

ccumulation, dne to the drifting action of the winds; to trans-

ortation by rivulets from the hills immediately adjoining each
>ss basin ; and to tlie mineral material left over the basin bv the

rowing iirasses and other plants. The first and the last of these

t effectual. The degradation of the rocks
of the neighboring hills by decomposition and alternate changes
of temperature, produces the loose grains for transportation. The
plants covering the great plains served to stop the wind-drifted
eaith, and so keep the accumulation ever in progress. He observes
that the true loss is made over a dry surface and he calls it land-
loss. But the loss basins have generally had a lake at center;

and about the lake the deposit is thin-laminated or stratified ;
and

* Mr. Pumpelly's Memoir was published in a quarto of 144 pages, with maps,

northwest of Pekin on tlie borders of .Mongolia. His descriptions of the features

of the loss regions arc like those of von Richthofen. He says, after alluding to its

deep, and from ten to twenty feet wide, with vertical walls. In these channels

and the Yangkau defile, I crossed a gully forty or

lan four feet wide, having the same breadth all the

1 these dimensions, a tortuous course for more than

s visible. The surface drainage of a small neighboring area of the plain

from top to bottom, and this with each i
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this he calls lake-loss. The lakes had formerly greater \

now ; and in the valley of the Wei where the true los

sive, he has seen it overlying the laminated lake-loss

the dried-up basins, under the present dry climate, sa

interior to the northward than now, as shown by the s

loss basins going west, and that the basins had consequently very
groat extent ; that the climate was so dry that the evaporation
exceeded the fall of water, and consequently the streams were
very feeble, or dried up, and that this was another occasion for

great undrained basins ; that the true loss was formed about the
dry borders of the basins by the methods above mentioned, and
gradually spread inward covering the lake-loss as the water of the
basin diminished, so ffiving: the upper surface of the deposit a
slight pitch inward, w^hich feature be states (as also Punipelly)
is common ; that the condition of Northern China, at the time,

was much like the present state of the salt-steppes of Central
nmon ; that the condition of Northern China, at the time,

ich like the present state of the salt-steppes of Central

nd that the loss-making era was brought to an end by i

change of climate in which great rains changed the

floods, which led to their cutting channels through the basins and
opening up the present system of drainage. Thus the Hoang-ho
came into its modern existence. The reference to a less height
formerly over the interior than now would seem to imply that

this drainage result was promoted also by an elevation to the
present level. The loss where it adjoins the hills often contains

alternating beds of pebbles and earth ; and this is attributed to

rivulets from these hills. The salt-steppes of Central Asia are

particularly described in order to illustrate the views advanced.

.Air. T. W. Kingsmill's article, referred to above, was written

as a criticism of Baron von Richthofen's views; and it is of inter-

est here to have his arguments. The most important are these

:

that the disintegration going on over the hills is a very inadequate

source of material for such great and thick deposits, and tlie winds
an insufficient means of transportation ; that the plants could

furnish to the mineral accumulations only what they took from it,

and hence would add nothing; that the loss is so easy of removal
that, if terrestrial in origin, it would have been more or less

carried oif, and hence so thick accumulations could not have been
made. Mr. Pumpelly's memoir appeared in advance of Baron
von Richthofen's. lie argues (from iacts observed northwest of

Pekin and about Kalgan) n.rthc Crcslnvutcr and l,u-ustrin(^ori.u-in_of

the loss from the prcsciicL' of slicUs in the (U'i)u>irs (at Ti- Hai)
;

from the uniform constitution .-mh! tincncs.s of the loss, tliis ' urov-
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;il)l)()intm('nt of a Committee, hy the American Association for

lioldiiio- an International (Teoloirieal Coni^re^s at Paris, during tlie

:i statement of the objects to bo accomplished; the facts being
derived irom a Ciivular i^sued bv the C^ommittee, of vvhidi Prof.

Jaim-v Hall i-^ (^bairman.
'

_

Dr. '1'. St.'rrv Hunt. According to it, the circular was sent to

lennie.l soci'eties over tbe world, and has everywhere culled

Ibi-th 'ivM\h ing responses. The <W'olog-icaI Society* of France has

vvill' iarther ^YK."obji4ts'\!f u\T Ccm^
thi-^ connection, called attention to tiio fact tliat in 1874 he laid

the ])roject of a similar International (ieolou'ical Congress, to be
hehl in Italy, before the Italian ^lini^ter of Airncnlture, Industry
and Commerce. Ciermatiy ha> (lecliiicd to take any part iu the
Prench [ntermitionid Exhibition, but this may not prevent her
g^Mlui-i^tv iroiii ).)inlM'j: in the j>n>itosed Compress, The precise

' with the Secretary of th<

point, and believes that f

Ml, the >('cretary received official notice that the (Geological

ows: Hkhkri-, PrcMdent;
Vice-presidents; Hiochk,

>eral; Dki.mki:, Sauv\(m;,
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who intend to be present j

ions Avbich they intend to make toiichinjj: those qnchiions,
e also irnited to indicate what time appears to them most

loealitv seems to them an obstaele in the way of realizmg
; of tl.e programme. They liope however that tliere « ill

special collec-tions sent, and heg the exhibitors 9f such

Evhibition. It is

d sU'temalizedin^a
dar, n\omM, while

, all the requirement
To the acoompli-^lii

P<ihfontology of New York. Illnsfrations of Devon ;<n,

//.s; (rdsteropod'a, Heropoda, (Jepholopocht, Crustafa <nul

/A-', of thf^ Upper Jlelderbcrg. ILtmilton and Vhtnumy
u,,. : bv Jamks Ham. Over 140 quarto plates Albany, ISTG.

of New York, by
CAV Yt)rk.—Volume

IV of iWevsor llalPs irrcat \\ork on tlie ralcontolou'v of New
pui.lished in 1SU7, and contained descriptions and lig-

1 rLnru'lL^'ypim.N* illn' h-.i/c.? 1^ .Ibou't m' w' nt r.'.l.itcs!

drawings of the greate
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been finished, while those of the Corals were in progress. Dur-
ing that year the Legislature of the State authorized the publica-

tion, by the albertype process, of a hundred copies of each of one
hundred of the plates, and, the following year, of thirty additional

plates. Through this means the new volume of plates, with the

explanatory pages of text, has been issued. All the plates it con-

tains were photographed from excellent original drawings, except-

ing part of those of the Corals which are direct from the specimens.

The most of the drawings were made under the supervision of

Mr. K. P. Whitfield, and many of those of the Gasteropoda and
Cephalapoda with his aid.

The plates form a beautiful volume, and, with the explanations

accompanying each, they constitute a work which will be of great

immediate service to the science even without the promised vol-

ume of text. The albertypes, by E. Bierstadt, are admirable, and
those direct from the specimens of corals are unusually fine. In pre-

paring the explanations of the plates of Corals, Dr. Rominger,
whose labors and publications in connection with the Michigan
Geolological Survey have made him an authority in that depart-

ment, was conferred with, in order to avoid any duplication of

Professor Hall states that to complete the Devonian Cephalo-
poda, the number of plates—here forty— will have to be doubled,
the plates of the Crustacea will need some additions, and those of

the Corals, here over forty, will have to be greatly increased in

number. Prof. Hall's labors have been of vast service to Ameri-
can Paleontology, and of great honor to the State under whose
auspiet's his Reports have been published, and it is to be hoped
that they will not be brought to a close before every fossil species
of the New York rocks has been illustrated and described.

4. Twenty-eighth Annual Report of the New York State
Museum of Natural History, by the Regeyxts of the University of
the State of New York. 100 pages, 8vo, with 34 plates. Trans-
mitted to the Legislature, March 30, 1876. Albany, 1875.—This
Report, whose contents are mentioned on page 432, is one of special
paleontological value. The chief article is by Prof. Hall, and
consists of plates and their explanations illustrating " the fauna
of the Niagara Group in Central Indiana." The number of plates
is thirty-two. The figures include species of fossil Sponges,
Corals, Crinoids, Bryozoaus, Brachiopods, Gasteropods and Trilo-
bites, many among them new.
The first two plates illustrate new species of Fungi, described

by the State Botanist, C. H. Peck. The new Trenton fossils de-

scribed by C. D. Walcott are of the genera Conularia, Concho-
peltis (new patelliform shell), Bathyurus and Asaphus.

5. Notes on some new sections of Trilobites from the Trenton
Limestone and descriptions of new species of fossils, by C. D.
Walcoit. 22 pp. Bvo, with one plate. Published in advance of

the Rep. N. Y. State Museum, Sept. 20, 1877.—In this paper Mr.
Walcott gives an account of the discovery of articulated append-
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ages connected with the mouth of Trilobites, derived from sec-

9 of Trenton specimens of Calymene senaria, Ceraums pleurex-
nd Acidaspis Trentonensls. Only two sections are

figured and their precise position across the head is not stated.
More sections are needed before the facts observed can be satis-

factorily interpreted.

]\Ir, Walcott has also observed in sections of the body of a
Ceraurus pleurexanthemus what he regards as remains of the ova
of the animal, similar to those described by Barrande as occurring
in Barrandia crassa. The space between the dorsal shell and the
ventral membrane, and the cavity of the head in part, were found
to be filled with the ovoidal bodies, over 200 of which were
counted in one section. The diameters were one-quarter and one-
half of a millimeter. The eggs of Crustaceans are so destructible

that the question naturally arises whether the ovoidal bodies are

not of concretionary origin.

6, Large Bowlders in Neto Hampshire.—One of the largest of

bowlders has been recently found by Governor Prescott upon the
land of E. H. Chase in the west edge of Nottingham, New Hamp-
shire, at the base of Pawtuccaway Mountain. It measures 62 feet

long, 40 wide and is at least 50 feet high. The cubic contents are

about 70,000 feet, giving for the weight nearly 6,000 tons. Close

by this are two others, each including nearly 50,000 cubic feet

;

and within the distance of one-fourth' of a mile are nine more of

about the same size.

. The largest bowlder in Vermont is called the Green Mountain
Giant, lying on a hill in W hitingham ; it contains 40,000 cubic

feet.—7>a//y Monitor, Concord, New Hampshire, Oct. 15.

7. Application of Oryanic Acids to the E'.raminntion of Min-
erals ; by II. Carrington Bolton, I*h.D. ae pp. 8vo, with one
plate. New York Acad. Sci., i, 1877.—Professor J^olton presents

m this memoir the results of a long investigation with regard to

the action of citric, tartaric, and oxalii; acids on minerals, and
their use in the determination of species ; and also of a few trials

with malic, formic, acetic, benzoic, i)yrogallic, and picric acids.

The minerals were subjected to the acids in powder, the solid

From a table in the concluding i)art of the memoir, we take

the following reactions of citric acid. CO.^ is given off' wIh'u the
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with citric acid and KNO3: argentite, chalcocite, pyrite, marca-

site, iiiecolite, gmaltite, chalcopyritt", ullmaunite, arsenopyritf, te-

trahedrite, nraninite, and also the species above enumerated as

decomposed with the H2S. The follovving are decomposed by
boiling with citric acid and NH^Fl: olivine, wernerite, ortho-

clase, alhite, labradorite, augite, diopside, hornblende, cyanite,

talc, spodumene, almandine garnet, epidote, and also the above-

enumerated species which yield silica.

Professor Bolton remarks that solid citric (or tartaric) acid is

far more convenient than hydrochloric for the traveling mineral-

ogist ; and also that potassium nitrite, KNO^, should be added to

the usual list of blowpipe reagents; for it yields with citric acid,

nitric acid, and it affords a convenient means of carrying this

reagent. We refer to the memoir for special details with reference

to the several mineral species studied by Professor Bolton.

8. Note 07I. Uranii/m minerals in North Carolina ; by W. C.

Kerr, State Geologist. (Commuincated.)—Besides the samarskite
of the Wiseman Mica Mine in Mitchell County, with the associated

hatchettolite of Dr. Smith, the minute crystals of microlite found
in several mines, and some stains and incrustations of uranium
compounds, a new locality, the Flat Rock mine, recently visited,

has yielded the following, in immediate association, viz : Urani-
nite^ Gumoiite., Uraconite, and, as incrustations on the outside of

the latter, and of the fragments of rock adjacent, Torbernite and
Aut unite. These minerals occur only in one part of the mica-
boaritig portion of a very large granite vein, and are found in

irrcguhir nodules and rounded masses, some with a nuckus of

urariinite of one-half to three-fourth inch, enveloped with a lic:i\ y
layer of gummite, outside of which is a pale yellow earthy coating
from an eighth to a fourth of an inch thick, which is urariochre,

all I obtained between three and four pounds. The quantity of
pitchblende remaining unaltered is very small and by far the
greater part of the mass ^ '^ -> ^

, ^
^

gummite
; and the smalle

e recently obtained i,
^ ^

Grassy Creek Min
mineral had been found chiefly, I belit

nlv, at tlie Wiseman Mine.
A notable fa ath the occurrence of these ura-

i compounds is their association with a characteristic pinkish
feldspar, which suggests the inquiry whether there may not be
another mineral of this group not yet determined ; and this is

rendered the more probable by the presence, in tlie Wiseman IMine
at least, of a thin earthy coating on the cleavage surface of the
feldspar of a pronounced pinkish color. Professor J ulien has sonic

of this in hand for determination, as soon as he can isolate enough
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III. Botany and Zoology.

Text by George L. Goc
^ild Floimrs ofAmerica ; illustrated by Isaac Speague." " " " tant Professor of Vege-

table Physiology and Instructor in Botany in Harvard University.
Part II. Boston, H. O. Houghton & Co.—No color-printing of
flowers in this country had at all equalled that of tlie tirst part of
this beautiful work. Yet the long interval betw^een its appearance
and that of the present fasciculus need not be regretted, since it

has enabled the lithographers to do still better justice to Mr.
Sprague's drawings, and to the beautiful subjects of them. Those
unacquainted with the perfection to which the art has been
brought will find it hard to believe that these plates have not
been painted by the hand, and by no ordinary liand. The text

is well done, especially where, as in the Iris or Blue Flag, and the
Arrow-leaved Violet, the subject allowed of interesting treatment.
The flowers not having been selected for other than pictorial rep-

3 that there is little to say about
re has been brought up to date

80 closely as to adopt the genus >Steironema, it might have been
mentioned that the cogent reason for the rehabilitation of Kafin-

esque's genus was not the steiile filaments, which were known
from the first and suggested the name, but the involution of the

petals in the bud around the filaments, separately enwrapping
each, which was a new discovery. In the letter-press accom-
panying the very pretty plate of Viola sagittata (which is well

set off with a tuft of sedge behind it), the method of the discharge
of the seeds is clearly explained, and the nearly similar mode in

Hamamelis is incidentally alluded to as if it were a recent dis-

covery of the persons mentioned. Far earlier dates are referred

to in this .Journal for Feb., 187:i, with a reference to the amusing
muddle of the subject into which an English scientific periodical

was led. Eastern flowers have served hitherto ; but in the present

fasciculus the ultra-Mississippian Eiidbeckia {Lepa<>hys) colnmna-
ris figures, and to great advantage, especially the two-colored

variety. The velvety red-brown bases of the drooping yellow
rays is admirably rendered. a. g.

2. CleistoycDny in If>ipatien<i.—When JVI. A. Loche, a year ago,

read a paper before the Botanical Society of France (printed in
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3. Cdtalo'/ns Pluntarmn in Xova Ca:mrea Mepertarum.—This

is tlic title oil tlio cover. The title page, all Encrlibh, is " Catalogue

of Phirils growing without eultiviition in the State of Ke^v Jer-

sey, with a specitie (h'scription of all the species of Violet found

therein, J)irections for C-o!lecting, Drying, Labeling and Preserv-

ing Hotaiiieal Specimens, and a dcscr'i}>tioii of suitable apparatus

p. 8H.) This lull tille leaves no need and little room for any
articular account of this com])endious volume. It lacks only a

ate, which we may put at 1877, and it has an Index. 'J'he pref-

ee to the first edition bears the date 1874. We uave a notice of

he original edition at the time; the present edition is much en-

irged and improved. The author, supposing that his ]>uI«lication

•ith

Sir Joseph Hooker as one of the series of Scietiiific "Worthies ; the
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Southern States." Professor Darby also published a Class-book of

Chemistry, He was married August 20, 1833, to Miss Julia P.

Sheldon, daughter of Calvin Sheldon, of Manchester, Vt. Profes-

sor Darby enjoyed the enviable reputation of a man of high
character and pure life, zealously devoted to teaching in his chosen
departments. b. s.

Y. Herharium for sale.—The herbaiium of the late Arthur
Schott is offered for sale, for the benefit of his family. It is said

) contain 7,000 species, in good condition, and to be rich in plants
"" ", and Mexican Boundary, of Mexico, and of Central

good many from Southern Germany and Hungary.
Application to be made to H. Schott, Georgetown, D. C.

8. Zoological Diagrams; by Leuckart and Nitsche.*—Pro-
fessors R. Leuckart and H. Nitsche have just issued the first

number of an extended series of zoological diagrams for the use

of universities and schools. They propose to issue from one hun-
dred to one hundred and ten such diagrams, both plain and
colored, to illustrate the structure and development of the prin-

cipal forms of animal life. They intend to copy their illustrations

mainly from the monographs of special investigators of acknowl-
edged excellence, and to reproduce the figures of a sufficient size

to \w easily seen in a class room of moderate dimensions. The
diagrams are to be accompanied by an explanation of the figures,

w itli (rerman, French and English text. The authors intend to

take special care not to follow any school of zoology and always
to indicate in the text the sources from which their figures have
been derived ; they do not propose to follow a strictly systematic
order in the issue of the parts, but the separate numbers will

figures from different types and groups of the
animal kingdom. Professors Leuckart and

"

by their initials the plates for which each is p<

! plates are issued at a very moderate price, at far less tha

} the plates for which each is personally i

issued at a very r ' ^ '- " '

ordinary draughtsman can affor<

The three plates of the first number are devoted to Corals,
lihizopods and Isopods ; the coloring of the various organs and
of special parts is identical in the different figures, thus greatly
facilitating the comparison of different animals."

It is a great pity that both the Frencli and English text should
be marred not only by serious misprints but also by the most
extraordinary translations of the German explanation of the fig-

ures. The structure of some of the French and English senteiu-es

is truly marvellous, and we earnestly hope that the authors will

employ a Frenchman and an Englishman to revise the text for the
succeeding numbers. It would often puzzle a reader who <loes

not know Frencli and English as well as German, to make out

the meaning of the text.

But these are minor defects, and if the work is carried out as it

has been commenced, it cannot fail to be a most valuable guide to

* Zoologische Wandtafeln ; v. Dr. E. Leuckart u. Dr. H. Nitsche. Erste l-iefer-

uug Tafel I-III. Cassel, 1877.



teachers of zooloccy, for tliev ma^
guished editors will give them not
test of time, and we most cordially

lY. AsTltONOMY.

1. The Sun's Disf.once. (Abstract of the Report of the Astr
iimner-Koyal on thc^ Teleseo])ie Observations of the recent Trans
of Venus, from Nature of Nov. 1).—A most interesting stal

nomer-lloyal on the 'relcscoj)ic Observations of the Transit (

Venus of J 874, ma<h^ by the l::xi)editionH sent out by the Britis

Government and the results dediu-e<l from them. The'Astronome
Koyul sugirests that another report may be called for when th

worked out, if possible in combination with the results of simihi

observations made in the ex{K'ditiotis organized by other goven

It will l»e seen from the present report that the plan of oper;

Astronomer-Koval in his communication to the Royal Astronom
cal Society on December 11, 1868, when for the third time direcl

ing attent'ion to the arrangements whi(di it would be necessary t

make for the efficient observation of the transits of 1874 and 1885

Tlie method of absolute longitudes was to be applied for o])ser\ ;i
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irooiiwich was easily connected with Porlli Cu

Mokattam by aid of the special line constructed hv the Khedive
from Cairo to the station. It is further stated that time-communi-
cation was also made from .Mokattam llironirh (^.iro to Thel.es,

-Sandwich Islands n

iva^ at Honolulu, th

Nvirii't'he' Mauritius and'

aidc.ril.M.S. S!unr,-ahr

e given the descriptions <

liases, obtained fmm a-ci

mptudehoreparticuhri/.

on'u I;„er, the li^t.t u'liirl/at pi.a.e /; was not t^iual to that of the

sun's linil.. i> !V.v from all shadow, ami the phase is calleJ y. Sir
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:ro Airy finds that of these phuyos /-J is iho most exsict,

ill-- witliin tlireo or fcnir seconds, thoui^li for other phji^^h

I the second section of the

learly identical," and sc
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to 9;3..'30O,000 miles. The New Zealand observations were not

idiiiliral \\\\.\\ the :ib(.\<. It is remarked that many persons niay

{icrha|)> e(>i!>i.lcr tl);it the more closely-agreeing phases /)' and 'c'.

should lie I'liiplovi'd in deducino; the value of the parallax to the

exelusioM of the others. If this be done we shall have from the

L,^irfss^ 8"-748, and from the J^Jyress h'-9()o, or with their due

and 'tlu' 'ooneluXnr^tr be '^<lnitvirfrom'\hen/\ve''h.avJ' adhered
closely to his own words. Pendiiipr the ajipearanee of the deduc-

tions to be made from the complete measurinsr of the ])hotoo:raphs,

the residts before us are }>erliaps to be reganle<l as })rovisional

ones onlv, or we have not vet learned all that mav be done from
the work of the liritish expeditions, so laboriously organize<l by
Sir (norge Airv 3Iany astronomers wo can imag'ine will regard

\\ith some suspicion so small a parallax as s^-TO, which is a tenth

qjiote the separate results from wd)ich Prof Newcomb obtained his

i'o these may be added Leverrier's value subsequently deduced

•th^s equator, implies that tlic inian distance ol" tlic ^un is



Ill' available for the transit of lsSi>, Kcronoloii's LjuuI in particu-

lar', ,r (.f parallax being 0-98. In that year there will aNo l)e the
a'l\auta<fe of observations alontr the whole ^Vtlantic; sea-board of

smallest altitude of the sun 1
2° lor oLscrving the retarded Innross

;

and for observing the Kgres^ as accrlerated by parallax, the fac-
tors are about 0-85, the sun\s elevation varying from 4"^ at Halifax,
to 32° at New Orleans, or Jamaica. Australian and New Zealand
stations are important for retarded Egress.
As is well known, the transit of V^enus on December G, 188-2,

will be partly visible in this country.

y. Miscellaneous Sctextifig Intelligence.

1. Xotes on tfte RocJcy JJov/itai/is ; by Sir Joskpii ITookkr.
(From Nature of Oct. 25.)—In com])any with Dr. Asa Gray,
Professor of Botany of Harvard University, Cambridge, V S.,
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cnse ureas of the ooiitinont. There are

..old or niountuin floras, viz: (1) a pn
U' oa>twar(l; (2) a s.-cjilled desovt and si

Tilt' principal Aincrioan roiijions with which the comparison will

MMiM' liuinid; one, that of the Atlantic coast, and which extends
tlun.H. ucsi t.. the Mi>,.Mssi}.pi River, hichidinL^ the forested shores

of tliat river's wcstiTii afflneiits; the other thfk of the Pacific ^ide,

from ti.r-icn-a Nevada to the we>tern ocean: and two inland,

.Mexi<'(>\o'the n^rdillera of Mexkv/pr^^^^^^^

The first and second (Atlantic plus >lississippi and the Pacific)

matelv parallcMo^Vie iLck v' Mo' mt bill's "'mxmohv>» the Atlantic

side by the various systems often include<l under the general term

milarly treated, an.l thi

111 thinks "ot til*- liock;
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I V\'^\ Avhicli lies on the hn^c of tlio AYahsatcli Moimtains thcrn-

-l;
-yHi.a onlx llu' iMolK.st l.axc- a lim,U"<l Alpirio tlo, a.

;'J(k-rs.)utiri,v\ 'arson ^Citv, HAukino-' the's'uTn/ fl'r mmuV Mxty
iih^toNlv.rMouutain, when as c .truck uc.tANard, a^ocn<]iiio-
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Each of these, airaiii, is subdivisible into three, as follows :

—

(1.) The Atlantic slope plus Mississippi region, subdivisible into

{a) an Atlantic (/i) a Mississippi valley, and {y) an interposed

mountain region with a temperate and sub-alpine flora.

(2.) The Pacific slope, subdivisible into {a) a very humid cool

forest-clad coast range; {p) the great hot drier Californian val-

ley formed by the San Joaquin Kiver flowing to the north, and the

Sacramento lliver flowing to the south, both into the Bay of San
Francisco; and {y) the Sierra Nevada flora, temperate, sub-alpine,

and alpine.

(8.) The Rocky Mountain region (in its widest sense extending
from the Mississippi beyond its forest region to the Sierra Ne-
vada), subdivisible into {a) a prairie flora; {fi) a desert or saline

flora
; {y) a Rocky Mountain proper flora, temperate, sub-alpine,

and alpine.

As above stated, the diflference between the floras of the first

and second of these regions, is specifically, and to a great extent

generieally absolute ; not a pine or oak, maple, elm, plane, or birch

of Eastern America extends to Western, and genera of thirty to

fifty species are confined to each. The Rocky Mountain region,

again, tf\ouirli ahnndantly distinct from both, has a few elements

tlie three rcLi'ioiis, pi-esented themselves to our o))servation or our
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the Geological Survey, but from the railway authorities, who
frauked us across the continent, and on all the branch lines which
we traversed.

2. The Earths of the Cerium Groiqys as found in the North
Carolina SamarsMte.—In my original paper and subsequent note
on this group of earths as separated by sulphate of

]

1 this c lile they are far from
that the bulk of the

potash is a new earthy if iearth separated by the sulphate
rot oxide of terbivm., an earth the existence of which is denied, and
of the ])roperties of which we have but a very imperfect knowledge.
The other oxides of this group are thoria and oxide of didymium.
I am still prosecuting my researches, and hope before long to give
more positive results.

—

J. Lawrence Smith's letter of Nov. 14.

3. Artificial Tremors through the EartJi's Crust, at the time
of the Hallet's Point explosion in August and September, 1876;
abstract of a paper by HEifRY L. Abbot, Major of Engineers,
Bvt. Brig. General, read before the National Academy of Sciences
at its recent meeting in New York.—Mr, Mallet's results, reported
many years ago to the Royal Society, were

:

Velocity in ft. per second in sand, - 825 ft.
" '' " in discontinuous and much shattered granite, - 1306 ft.

" " " in quarries at Holyhead (mean), 1320 ft.

The results, obtained by the officers of the United States Engin-
eer School of Application at Willet's Point, for the rate through
drift formation of Long Island, are the following

:

Table I.

i
Date.

ii
1

''Z?^r§'. a
--- .y« Ii

Lieut Griffin 70 lbs. powder.
Lieut. Leach !" " "

8-33(

1-169

1-340

B

B.

B."

12'7

72-3

inst't

"IE



S,t"f" that it (the tremor) was at

n attaining a maximum." Hence, an instni

f detecting it, would have registered only 2,48

Table II. (Analysis of above.)

^!y^r-

Sets^ceter A. (powers).

.,...
seismometer B.(poweM2).

J^^^.
\
"^?S.°^ tl^S^ BuraMonor

ft.

IP
seconds

iS

ft. per sec.

1*

seconds

Mean. 4:2'JD 7475

higher is the rate. Thi

For one mile, through
velocity of say s,5()()

Ilallet's Point explo.io,

s. Prisms of plan
I., wvrt- subjectefl :

ciiarges of two and

nks of a chain, and
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ii.il,'<I. tvMilts vvhicli were due t(^ tlio nibbincr of the parts

I'.icli other at the instant of fracture. Finally, nuniefous
I \\\c Ir.iujuients of steel were compactly tilled with the

-.nid li-oni the walls of the pit, which had been forced

n. Characters analotrous to those above enumerated as

c!:\M^';hrcMM*oi'in!nm!'um^tl^^''^



Miscellaneous Intelligence.

I new and simple method of determining the number of

T. Gill.—On the Morphology of the Antlers of the Cervids.
Elias Loomis.—Contributions to Meteorology [eighth paper).

Henry L. Abbot.—Velocity of transmission of shocks caused by the explosion

>f gunpowder and of nitroglycerine compounds, through the earth's crust.

—On the abnormal phenomena of Sound, in relation to Fog
e TJ. S. Light House Board,
the photometric comparison of light of different colors.

—

) On some new fossil Fishes from Ohio and Indiana.

—

e of the Western Lignites.

Signals,—on behalf

0. C. Marsh.—(1.) On some gigantic Dinosaurian Reptiles from the Wealden
of the Rocky Mountains.—(2.) American Cretaceous Birds.

H. A. Newton.—On Comets. (Read by title.)

A. S. Packard, Jr.—On the Air-sacs of Locusts.

Joseph LeOonte. —On the glycogenic functions of the Liver, and its relation to

vital force and vital heat.

A. GtUYOT.—Biographical memoir of Louis Agaasiz. 1st part, relating to his

life and work in Europe.

6. Canada and Rew England EarthguaJce.—A paper on this

recent earthquake by Prof. Rockwood, now of Princeton, N. J.,

.will appear in another number of this Journal.

7. 7hin Sections of Eocks, Minerals, etc., are made to order

by A, A. Julien, School of Mines, Columbia College, New York,
who also has made arrangements for sawing and polishing rocks,

and polishing and etching meteorites. He has also collections of

slides of various rocks on sale.

,
id lies buried on a little island in the lake. He was

born at Seneca P^alls, N. Y., in the year 1830, and graduated at

Williams College in 1853. Professor Orton was on his third tour

to South America. In 1 867-68, he took charge of an expedition
to the Upper Amazons, under the auspices of the Smithsonian
Expedition and along with a party from Williams College ; and,
in 1873, he made a second exploration of the Amazon, penetrating
to Bolivia. About ten months since he left for his third exploring
tour, with the design of tracing the waters of Eastern i)olivia to

the Amazon, This Journal contains communications from Pro-

fessor Orton, in volumes for the years 1868, 1869, on points in

the Physical Geography of Quito and of the Andes and Amazons,
and on the Geology of the Andes of Ecuador; and in 1870, ap-

peared his work entitled " The Andes and the Amazon, or across

the Continent of South America," giving a full account of his

observations and discoveries.



APPENDIX.

The Museum of Yale College has recently received the
greater portion of the skeleton of a huge reptile, which proves
to be one of the most remarkable animals yet discovered. Tt

was found on the eastern flank of theEockv Mountains, in beds
•egarded as corresponding nearly to the Wealden

ell preserved, but are embedded in so hard i

Lirope, and which may be classed

ckd'fn so"
matrix that considerable time and labor
prepare them for a full description. The characters alrendv d<

termined point to affinities with the Dinosaurs, Plesiosaurs^ an
more remotely with the Chelonians, and indicate a new orde
wliiuh may be termed /Sfe^osawria, from the typical genus hei

ister/osautus aruiatus, gen. et sp. nov.

In this specimen, some of the teeth preserved have com-
pressed crt)wns, and are inserted in sockets Others are cylin-

dricid, and were placed in rows, either in thin plates of imper-
fect bono or in cartilage. The latter are especially numerous,
and may possibly prove to be dermal spines, having all the

essential characters of teeth, as in some fishes. The vertebrae

are biconcave, their neural arches being coosified with the

centra, and the chevrons articulated. The limb bones indicate

an aquatic life. The body was long, and protected by large

bony dermal plates, somewhat like those of Ailantochelys {Pro-
fosUyd). These plates appear to have been in part supported by
rile elongated neural spines of the vertebras.

'['he length of one of the compressed teeth of this species

i-^ 112 mm., and the greatest diameter of the crown 24 mm.
On(^ of the cylindrical teeth is 75 mm. in length, and 7-6 in

t;;; nun. a tnmk vertebni measures 450 mm. from base of
ceiitnun to t.^p of neural spine, and 170 mm. to the floor of

the neural canal. The extent of seven posterior caudal verte-

bra? is 660 mm. One of the large dermal plates was over three

feet (one meter) in length.

The present species was probably thirty feet long, and
moved mainly by swimming. For its discovery science is
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indebted to Prof. A. Lakes and Engine(

the U. S. Navy, who found the first rem
the locality of the gigantic Ailantosaw

essentially the same horizon.

Yale College, New Haven, Nov. 15th, 18V f.

The gigantic Dinosaur, Atlantosaurus montanus, described by
the writer in the July number of this Journal,* proves to belong
to a lower horizon than at first supposed, and is really from the

upper Jurassic. Additional remains of the type specimen,

moreover, throw considerable light on the structure of this

largest of land animals, and indicate that it is the representa-

tive of a distinct family, which may be called AUantosauridce.

In the type genus, Atlantosaurus, one of the most important
characters "is the pneumatieity of the vertebrae, as mentioned in

the original description. Another noteworthy feature is the

absence on the femur of a third trochanter. The shaft of the

bone is somewhat thickened at the point where this process

should be, but the trochanter is wanting. The size of the orig-

inal specimen of A. montanus may be estimated from the femur,
which was about seven feet in length. If the animal had the

proportions of a Crocodile, it was at least eighty feet long.

Apatosaicrus ajax, gen. et sp. nov.f

Another gigantic Dinosaur, allied to the above, and of

scarcely less interest, is represented in the Yale Museum by a

nearly complete skeleton in excellent preservation. It is from
the Jurassic beds in the Eastern foot hills of the Rocky Moun-
tains, but from a somewhat lower horizon than the type
of Atlantosaxirm.

The cervical vertebrse are strongly opisthocoelous, and arc

rendered comparatively light bv large pneumatic cavities in

the centra. The anterior dorsals have similar characters. The
posterior lumbars have the articular faces very nearly flat, and
transverse. The sacral vertebrae are more solid, and have their

transverse processes nearer the middle of the centra than in

Atlantosaurxis. The anterior caudals are biconcave, and their

* Vol. xiv, p. 87, 1877. The name TLtanosaurus was first given, but, being pre-
occupied, may be replaced by Atlantosaurus.

f The principal characters of this genus and its nearest allies were given by the
writer in a paper before the National Academy of Science, at the meeting in New
York, October 25th, 1877.
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the middle part being so diminished as to greatly reduce the

strength. The vertebrae preserved arc biconcave, with shallow
cavities. The feet bones referred to this species are very
slender. A lumbar vertebra has its centrum 105 mm. in

length, and 89 in least transverse diameter. An anterior

caudal, 35 mm. long, has its centrum so much constricted that

its least transverse diameter is 38 mm., while its anterior face

is 90 mm. in transverse diameter.

The animal indicated by the remains preserved was from
fifteen to twenty feet in length. All the known specimens are

from the ujiper Jurassic of Colorado.

Nanosaurus rex, sp. nov.

A diminutive Dinosaur, about as large as a fox, is indicated

by some remains in good preservation, the most characteristic

of which is a nearly perfect femur. In this bone, the great

trochanter is prominent, and the third trochanter especially so.

There is a well developed fibular ridge, directed outward and
backward. The cavity in this bone is unusually large, and the

walls are smooth. This femur agrees so nearly with that of the

type of Nanosaurus, that the present species may be provision-

ally referred to that genns.

The dimensions of this bone are as follows:

Length offomur 100- ""'"

Distiuice from head to middle of third trochanter _. 30-

Truiisverse diameter of distal eud 21 •

(4ix'atest antero-posterior diameter 18"

Least transverse diameter of shaft 11'

Diameter across third trochanter 15-

this reptile are from the upper

described in the
}

[useum of Yale (

essentially the same geological horizon, which I find to be upper
Jurassic. The deposits which contained them may be called

the Atlantosaurus beds, from their most characteristic fossils,

the huge Dinosaurs of that genus.
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